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PEACTICE IN THE SUPREME COURT,

CROSS ERRORS ALLOWED TO BE ASSIGNED IN ALL CASES.

ANA CTin relation to Practice in the Supreme Court.

Section 1. Be it enacted by the People of the State of Illinois,

represented in the General Assembly, that in all cases taken to

the Supreme Court of this State, by appeal or writ of error, the

appellee and defendant in error shall have the right to assign

cross errors ; and it shall be the duty of said court to proceed in

the disposition of such cases in the same manner as when cross

errors are assigned by consent.

Section 2. This act shall take effect and be in force from and

after its passage.

Approved March 26, 1869.
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CASES
IN THE

SUPEEME COUKT

ILLIiNTOIS.

SEOOllSTD GEA:tTD DIYISIOI^.

JANUARY TERM, 1867.

Edwin S. Norfolk et al.

V.

The People of the State of Illinois.

1. Recognizance— sci.fa. — continuance. In case a term of court is not

held at the regular time, recognizances, like other proceedings, stand con-

'tinued to the next term,

2. Same— demurrer— terms of court. A demurrer to a recognizance only

reaches matters appearing upon the record, and not matters outside of and

not presented by it. The court cannot know judicially, on a demurrer, that a

regular term of court was not held, or that a Special Term was held. The

terms being fixed by law, it will be presumed they were held, and if not, the

fact should be averred and proved, and so of holding a Special Term.

3. Same—forfeiture. Under our statute the people are not bound to take

a forfeiture at the first term, but if it is continued, a forfeiture may be had at

a subsequent term. If the sureties wish to terminate their liability they have

the power to do so, by surrendering their principal at the return term or in

vacation. If court is not held at the term to which the recognizance is return-

able, or if the cause is continued, a forfeiture may be subsequently had, and

Buch an objection is not ground of demurrer.
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Statement of the case. Opinion of tlie Coiart.

Writ of Error to the Circuit Court of the county of Cum-
berland; the Hon. Hiram B. Deoius, Judge, presiding.

On the 16th day of February, 1865, Arthur Teader, with

Edwin S. Norfolk and Benjamin G. Glenn, his bail, entered

into a recognizance, for his appearance at the next term of the

Circuit Court of Cumberland county, to be held in the ensuing

month of March, to answer to a charge of larceny. It was

duly approved and filed in the office of the circuit clerk, on

tlie day it was executed.

Court was not held at the March Term, 1865, but a Special

Term was held in the month of July, but no steps seem to

have been taken in the case at that term. At the regular Sep-

tember Term, 1865, Teader was called and failed to appear,

and the securities were called to produce their principal, but

they severally failed, and a judgment by default was rendered

against Teader and his sureties for the sura of two hundred

and fifty dollars each, the sum named in the recognizance, and

a scirefacias was awarded to show cause why execution should

not be had of the judgment.

A writ of scire facias was issued, returnable to the next

term, and was served on Norfolk, but Teader aiid Glenn were

not found. At the return term of the sci. fa. Norfolk and

Glenn filed a demurrer to the sci'T'e facias which the court

overruled, and defendants failing to plead, the court rendered

a judgment against Norfolk and Glenn, to reverse which they

now prosecute this writ of error.

Mr. John Scholfield, for the plaintiffs in error.

Mr. Chief Justice Walker delivered the opinion of the

Court

:

It is urged, that this judgment is erroneous, because a for-

feiture was not taken at the term to which the accused was

recognized to appear. That term was not held, and unless in

such cases this proceeding, like others, stands continued, there

is no authority to render a judgment of forfeiture. The third
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eection of the chapter entitled " Courts," (R. S. 143) declares,

that, if from any cause the court shall not sit at any term, or

shall not sit until all of the business of the term shall be dis-

posed of and determined, all matters and causes pending

in the court and undetermined, shall stand continued until the

next succeeding term. This was most undoubtedly such a

matter or cause as stood continued, under the provisions of this

section.

The case, then, stood on the docket for trial, in precisely the

same condition as other undisposed of causes. The demurrer

only questions the sufficiency of such matters as appear upon

the record itself, or such as are necessarily implied by the law.

This scirefacias shows the examination of the accused by a

competent court of inquiry, the execution of the recognizance,

its becoming a matter of record, and its forfeiture, at a regular

term of the court. It, however, fails to aver that there was

no March Term held in that year. ISTor does it show that there

was a July Special Term. The averment is, that a default

was entered at the September Term, 1865. The regular

terms of the Circuit Courts are fixed by law, and the courts in

the State are bound to judicially know when they are required

to be held, and, as the duty of holding them is imposed by law,

the presumption will be indulged, that they were held at the

time required, unless it is rebutted.

The court cannot judicially know that a regular term was

not held, or that a Special Term had been called, and held in

any circuit. They are facts that are not presumed to exist,

and, although liable to occur, must be averred and proved when
they do exist. This being so, the question is then fairly pre-

sented, whether the people were bound to take a forfeiture at

the first term of the court held after the recognizance was exe-

cuted. It seems, at the common law, to have been the prac-

tice to require the forfeiture to be taken on the day the accused

was recognized to appear, or, at least, during the term. And,
if our statute has not changed the practice, such might be held

in our courts to be required. But, by the tenth section of the

act entitled " Courts," before referred to, it is declared, that, if
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Syllabus

the court shall fail to sit the whole of the term, and matters and

causes pending in the court are not determined, or if all mat-

ters and causes are not determined at the end of the term,

such matters or causes are declared to be continued to the

next regular term. This case, being a cause, and pending and

undetermined at the end of the March Term, fell fully within

the provisions of the act, and was thereby continued till the.

next regular term, at which time the forfeiture was declared.

It follows that the forfeiture was regularly taken, and the court

committed no error in overruling the demurrer.

If the securities wished to release themselves from further

liability, they only had to surrender their principal. This

they could have done at any time, either in terra or vacation.

The continuance could, therefore, produce no injury to the bail,

as they, if unwilling to be longer bound, could at the regular

term or in vacation, before or after that time, have surrendered

him to the sheriff. Having failed to do so, and the recog-

nizance being an undetermined matter in court, it was con-

tinued, and the liability of the bail unaffected.

The judgment of the court below must be affirmed.

Judgment affirmed.

Murray McConnel
V.

Jairus Kibbe.

Paetition— estates subject to. To be the subject of partition under our

statute, an estate mvist be held jointly, in common, or in coparcenary. Premi-

ses belonging in severalty to two, and no portion of them belonging jointly to

both, are not subject to partition under our statute, or under any proceeding

known in courts of equity.

Weit of Error to the Circuit Court of Morgan county ; the

Hon. D. M. Woodson, Judge, presiding.

The facts sufficiently appear in the opinion of the court.
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Opinion of the Court.

Mr. M. McOoiorEL, plaintift' in error, ^ro se.

Mr. H. B. McClure, for the defendant in error.

Mr. Justice Bkebse delivered the opinion of the Court

:

This was a bill in chancery exhibited in the Morgan Circuit

Court by Murray McConnel, complainant, against Jairua

Kibbe, defendant, for partition of a certain house and lot of

ground in Jacksonville, in that county. The cause proceeded

to a final hearing on the bill, answer and testimony, resulting

in a decree dismissing the bill. To reverse this decree, this

writ of error is prosecuted by complainant.

The nature of the controversy will be understood from a

brief statement of the leading facts.

The property in question was a large two story brick build-

ing, and an L, once used as a hotel, and known as " The Morgan
House." Kibbe purchased it of one Davenport, who had pur-

chased it at a sale made by William Thomas, the master in

chancery of Morgan county, acting under a decree of the Circuit

Court of that county. Prior to the execution of the deed to

him by the master, Kibbe sold to McConnel designated por-

tions of the building, and, by arrangement between them, the

master executed to McConnel a separate deed to him for his

portion, and a separate deed to Kibbe for the portion he
retained.

To ascertain precisely the rights of these parties, and what
interests they respectively hold, resort must be had to these

deeds.

In the deed to Kibbe, it is recited, that " said Kibbe retains

of the purchase made by him of Davenport, the following parts

of the said premises : First, the ground on which the main
building of the Morgan house stands, and the said house up to

the second story, as it now stands, said story being ten feet high,

more or less, from the ground floor to the center of the joists

of the second floor," the ground is then described by metes and

bounds, " and which said ground is retained by said Kibbe, the

said McConnel having the right to nse and occupy forever,.
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Opinion of the Court.

the cellar under the west side of the said main building, and to

pass to and from the same by passages and doors now in use,

as well as such passages and doors as he may hereafter make

;

second, Kibbe retains the ground on which that part of the

(L) ell to the Morgan house stands, which was purchased, and

the building up to the second story as it now stands, the said

story being nine feet high, more or less, from the ground floor

to the middle of the joists of the second floor, said ground is

bounded as follows," etc., here follows the boundaries :
" third,

Kibbe retains the right to use the well on the premises, and of

having access to the same from his premises forever, and also,

the right to use the passages opened, and to be opened, through

and around the premises for the use of all the owners of the

property purchased of said Davenport, as hereinbefore stated
;

fourth, the right of way three feet wide, and not less than seven

feet high between the brick wall last named, and the north

wall of the main building of the Morgan house ; flfth, the right

of way three feet wide, on the west side of the (L) ell, extending

from the center of the brick wall on the north line of the pur-

chase from Davenport to the north line of the main building,

and, the said Kibbe having complied with the terms of sale,"

etc., " the said Thomas, in consideration of the premises, and by

virtue of the power vested in him by the said decree, does hereby

grant, bargain, sell and convey unto the said Kibbe, the parts of

the said premises retained by him as aforesaid, together with the

appurtenances thereof, subject, however, to a vendor's lien, etc.

To have and to hold the said premises to him the said Kibbe," etc.

The deed from the master in chancery to McConnel, describes

his interest, after reciting the above provisions in the deed to

Kibbe, as follows :
" And said Kibbe, subsequently, sold to

said McConnel, the following parts of the premises, purchased

by him as aforesaid, at three thousand dollars, payable to the

owner of the premises, as part of the purchase money, payable

to (by) said Kibbe, as aforesaid, viz., the ground and premises

following : first, beginning at the north-east corner of the

main building of the Morgan house fifty feet, more or less

north of the south-east corner of said lot sixty-one, running
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Opinion of the Court.

from thence north eleven feet fourteen inches, more or less, to

the center of a brick partition wall, running east and west,

thence west thirty-one feet six inches, thence south eleven feet

fourteen inches, more or less, to the wall of the main building

of the Morgan house, and thence east to the beginning, sub-

ject to a right of way, which is hereby reserved, for a passage,

three feet wide, and not less than seven feet high, from the

door in the south end of the kitchen to tlie north end of the

main building, which is to be opened, and kept open, so that

it may be used as a passage at all times forever ; second, the

right of way for a passage, three feet wide on the west side of

the west line of the aforesaid eleven feet fourteen inches,

extending the whole breadth thereof, also, a right of way three

feet wide, extending twenty-one feet north, from the north end

of the last named passage, which two ]3assages, three feet wide

as aforesaid, are to be kept open, and used in common by all

of the owners of the property purchased by said Davenport, as

aforesaid ; third, the right of way for a passage, three feet wide,

from the termination north of the last named passage to the

north end of lot sixty-one, by the lines and courses set out in

this deed in describing the property purchased by said Kibbe,

which last named passage, by the lines and courses aforesaid,

is granted to said McConnel, and his heirs and assigns

;

fourth, the use of the cellar forever under the west side of the

main building of the Morgan house, and the right of pass-

ing to and from the same by doors and passages now
in use, as well as such other doors and passages as said

McConnel may hereafter make ; fifth, the Morgan house, and

that part of the L to the same, purchased by said Kibbe

above the first story of each building, as they now stand, the

first story of the Morgan house being ten feet high, more or

less, from the ground floor to the middle of the joists of the

second floor, and the flrst story of the ell, being nine feet high,

more or less, from the ground floor to the middle of the joists

of the second floor, said McConnel to have, use, and occupy the

said building above the first stories, aforesaid, forever, and, in

case of the destruction of the said buildings, or either of them,
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said McConnel to have the right to make and continue

up walls upon walls, which may be made for any new build-

ing to any height consistent with the safety of the building
;

which said premises, being purchased by said McConnel,

as aforesaid, he, the said McConnel, pays the sum of seven

hundred and fifty dollars of the purchase money, payable

by said Kibbe, and executes three promissory notes, etc.,

and agrees that a vendor's lien be retained upon the premises

purchased by him for the payment of said promissory notes.

Wherefore, in consideration of the premises, and by virtue of

the power vested in him by the decree herein recited, he, the

said Thomas, does hereby grant, bargain, sell and convey unto

him, the said McConnel, the ground and premises sold to him

by said Kibbe, as hereinbefore described, together with the

appurtenances thereof, subject to a vendor's lien, etc. To have

and to hold the same unto him, the said McConnel, and his

heirs and assigns forever."

The parties went into possession of their respective portions,

and were so in possession at the time of filing the bill of com-

plaint. Kibbe commenced making alterations in his portion of

the building, consisting chiefly in the removal of a partition

wall, which divided his part into two rooms, so as to make one

large store-room for the sale of goods and merchandise, leaving

portions of this wall standing to support the upper floors.

McConnel, also, made alterations to suit his fancy in the

upper rooms. McConnel complained that the removal, by

Kibbe, of this wall caused his portion of the building to settle

to his injury, and for that he brought an action at law, and,

having failed to recover, he brought the record to this court,

and the judgment was affirmed. 33 111. 175.

The condition of the property being so anomalous, and

causing much irritation and litigation between the parties,

McConnel proposed to have the property valued, and he would

give Kibbe his share of the valuation, or would take from

Kibbe his own share of the valuation, so that the property

might be the exclusive property of one or the other ; or that

a sale should be made, and the proceeds thereof divided accord
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ing to their respective interests in the property, both which

propositions Kibbe declined.

McConnel then filed this bill for a partition, which, on the

hearing, was dismissed, for the reason that a court of chancery

had no jurisdiction of the subject, there being no joint estate

in the property shown, but a separate estate, in separate and

distinct parts thereof, as shown by the deeds of the master in

chancery.

It is contended by the counsel for the defendant in error,

that, inasmuch as there is no joint estate, and no joint posses-

sion, or right to possession, of the parts of the lot and house

conveyed by the master, there can be no division or partition,

and all questions arising between the parties, in regard to their

respective rights in the lot and house, are to be determined

upon the same principles applicable to separate and independ-

ent proprietors of adjoining tracts of land ; and he insists that

the bill is founded on the novel idea of compulsory fusion of

estates by the power of the court, to be followed by a sale, and

finally by a distribution, and that to be made upon principles

as novel as the project of fusion, for which, he insists, there is

no authority or precedent.

On the other hand, the plaintiff in error claims that all men
have a legal right to a partition of property held jointly, and

on this idea he says his bill is based.

Admitting this proposition, which is made by complainant

the foundation of his claim, this case must fall to the ground,

for the fact is undeniable that the estates created by the master's

deeds are not joint, but several. Portions of the premises par-

ticularly described belong in severalty to each of these parties,*

and no portion of it jointly to both. They have a common
property in the easements and walls, but no such interest as is

susceptible of division under our statute regulating the partition

of estates, or under any proceeding known in courts of equity,

for they parcel out such estates only as are held jointly, in

common or in coparcenary.

The complicated nature of these several holdings as shown
in the bill, and the litigation to which they have given rise.

2 — 43d III.
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and may hereafter prompt, is unfortunate, perhaps, for both

parties, but we are not aware of any principle of law or equity

which can compel either party to dissolve the connection, or

to part with his separate portion of the premises.

We are satisfied neither a court of law nor equity has jurisdic-

tion over the case as presented by these pleadings, and accord

with appellee in the proposition that no power exists to compel

the fusion of these estates, to be followed by a sale and finally

by a distribution of the proceeds. The idea of the plaintiff in

error that he and the defendant in error hold this property

jointly, is not supported by the title deeds. They are neither

joint-tenants, tenants in common nor coparceners, but they

severally, each for himself, own distinct parts and portions of

the premises, the character of which a court of chancery has no

power to change. The Circuit Court could pass no other de-

cree than the one entered, dismissing the bill on the hearing,

as to all the matters therein, except for a conveyance of the

middle cellar under the Mansion house. The decree is aflirmed.

The abstract of plaintiff in error not having been in compliance

with rule eleven of this court, and the defendant in error hav-

ing furnished a full abstract, the costs of the same will be taxed

against the plaintiff in error.

Decree affirmed.

Elizabeth Campbell

c <r

\ 1 1 1\ Amy Harmon et al.

r r r r 1, Guardian— qualification of. Where a guardian proceeded "by bill in

the Circui|t Court for leave to sell lands of a minor, and an exhibit filed mth
the bill showed an order of the probate court appointing her guardian, and

reciting that she had filed her bond,— held, that the court may properly pre

Eume that the bond mentioned in the order of the probate court was such as

'
"^

' 'the law requires.

2. Notice— sufficiency of. In an application by a guardian in the CircuH

^
'

' Court to sell the real estate of his ward, a notice in due form, signed in the

bame of the guardian by her attorney, with affidavit of the attorney showing
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that he posted it in manner required by law,— lield, sufficient; and that

the attorney was a competent person to post it, and a competent witness to

prove it.

3. Master's kepokt— need not contain evidence. On a reference to the

master it is not necessary that he should report the evidence. It will be suf-

ficient to report the facts proven by the evidence produced before him. The

better practice is to report the evidence.

4. Parties— minors or guardian ad litem not necessary. In proceedings

by a guardian to sell real estate of his wards, the latter need not be made par-

ties ; nor is it necessary to appoint a guardian ad litem.

5. Sale— when decree need not fix precise day or hour. Under our statute

it was not intended to require the court, in an application by a guardian to sell

real estate of the minor, to fix the precise day or hour of sale. It is sufficient if

the court in its order fixes certain reasonable limits, both as to the day and

hour within which the sale shall be held, requiring the guardian to give due

notice. The guardian may exercise some discretion in a mode favorable to the

ward's interests.

Weit of Ekeoe to the Circuit Court of Adams county ; the

Hon. O. C. Skiknek, Judge, presiding.

The facts sufficiently appear in the opinion of the court.

Mr. Jackson Gkimshaw, for the plaintiff in error.

Mr. K. BusHNELL and Messrs. Buoexet, Maecy & Hunt, for

the defendants in error.

Mr. Justice Laweenoe delivered the opinion of the Court

:

This is a writ of error, prosecuted by Elizabeth Campbell,

upon a decree of the Circuit Court of Adams county, rendered

in 1851, on the petition of her guardian for leave to sell certain

real estate for her support and education. "Waiving the ques-

tion as to whether a writ of error will lie to a proceeding of

this kind, we will dispose of the case on the errors assigned, as

this will save parties future litigation and expense.

The first error assigned is, that it does not appear that Amy
Harmon ever qualified as guardian. There was an exhibit

filed with the bill showing the order of the probate court

appointing her as guardian, and reciting that she had filed her

bond. It is objected that the record should further show the
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bond was in proper form, and for the proper amount, but the

Circuit Court may properly presume, in an application of this

kind, that the bond mentioned in the order of the probate

court was such as the law requires.

The second error assigned is, that sufficient notice of the

application for leave to sell was not given. A notice signed in

the name of the guardian, by her attorney, is in the record,

together with an affidavit of the attorney showing that he

posted it in the manner required by law, and the court, in the

order of sale, recites that the notice had been given. The
attorney was undoubtedly a competent person to post the notice

and a competent person to prove it, and the notice itself was in

due form.

The third assignment of errors is, that there was no evidence

upon which a decree could be based. The case was referred

to the master to take proof " and report the facts." He
reported that the facts stated in the petition were proved to be

true. The material facts stated in the petition were, that the

infant had no personal property, and had never had any, and

no real estate paying an income sufficient for her support and

education, and that she then was, and had for some time been,

dependent on her guardian for support. It further appeared

from the certified copy of the order of the probate court

appointing the guardian, which order was made an exhibit to

the petition, that the infant, at that time, was six years of age.

These facts, appearing by the report of the master, justified

the court in making the order of sale. It was not necessary

that he should report the evidence. It was sufficient to report

the facts proven by the evidence produced before him. McClay
V. Worris^ 4 Gilm. 370 ; Brockman v. Aulger, 12 111. 277. It

is true, it would have been the better practice if he had specifi-

cally reported the facts proven, instead of reporting that the

facts stated in the petition had been proven to be true, but in

proceedings of this character, at that day, such a mode of mak-

ing a master's report was not uncommon, and as the objection

goes rather to the form than the substance, we are not inclined

to reverse decrees on this ground, many years after they have
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been rendered, and thereby jeopardize titles acquired in good

faitb nnder the sanction of judicial sales. While courts will

be very ready to furnish ample redress to infants who have

been injured by fraudulent practices on the part of their guar-

dian, yet, where no indications of fraud appear, and the objec-

tions taken to the proceedings are of a technical and formal

character, the importance of protecting titles acquired under

the decrees of court is entitled to much consideration. This

has been recognized by all courts, and it is more especially

true in this State, where the rapid rise in the value of real estate

furnishes a constant inducement to explore ancient records for

the purpose of discovering technical defects.

The fourth error assigned is, that the answer of the guardian

ad litem was improper. This was wholly immaterial, as the

decree was not pronounced upon any admissions contained in

his answer. In proceedings of this character, it was held in

Smith V. Race^ 27 111. 390, that the infants need not be made
parties, and that the appointment of a guardian ad litem was

unnecessary.

The fifth and sixth errors assigned are substantially like the

third.

The seventh is, that the decree fixed no day for the sale.

The statute was not intended to require the court to fix the

precise day or hour of sale. It is sufficient if the court in its

order fixes certain reasonable limits, both as to the day and the

hour, within which the sale shall be held, requiring the guar-

dian to give due notice. The guardian may thus exercise some

discretion in a mode favorable to the ward's interests. In the

present case, the time fixed was between the date of the decree

and the next term of the court, and between the hours of nine

in the forenoon and four in the afternoon, the guardian first

giving three weeks' notice by publication in a newspaper of the

time, place and terms of said sale. This we think sufficient.

The other assignments of error are not referred to in the argu-

ment, and we find in the foregoing no ground for reversing the

decree.

Decree affirmed.
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Richard McDonald
V.

The County of Madison.

1 Road tax— a school director not exempt. The law exempting a director

of schools from working on the public highways does not exempt him from the

payment of road taxes assessed upon his personal property. Such an exemp-

tion is neither in the letter nor spirit of the act. Road labor is not a tax, nor

can road labor be construed to embrace road taxes.

2. Same— road tax discJmrged in labor. It is the duty of the supervisor

of roads to notify each person residing in his district of the amount he may
discharge in road labor, and to notify him of the time and place to attend to

work out his tax and the kind of tools he shall bring. But the tax payer may
waive the notice, either expressly, or by acts, from which the waiver may b©

inferred. Until he has such notice, he is not liable to be called upon to pay

the tax Lu money.

Appeal from tlie Circuit Court of the county of Madison

;

the Hon. Joseph Gillespie, Judge, presiding.

This was an action brought by Madison county, before a

justice of the
.
peace, against Richard McDonald, to recover

$4.74, the amount of road tax assessed upon his personal prop-

erty. On a trial had by the justice, a judgment was rendered

against the county. An appeal was prosecuted to the Circuit

Court.

A trial was subsequently had on an agreed state of facts

:

that the tax list was regular ; that defendant, when the assess-

ment was made, was, and still is, a school director ; that he was

over fifty years of age ; that a letter from the State Superin-

tendent of public instruction, in which he states it as his

opinion, that a school director is exempt from such taxes, is

genuine, and is to have the same credit as if he made the

statements as a witness on the trial.

It also appeared, that the supervisor of the proper road dis-

trict received the tax list, and that he called on defendant for

his road tax during the summer ; that defendant refused to pay

because he was a school director ; that he called on defendant

twice ; that he said he would neither work nor pay ; but ha
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states, that he does not remember of ordering him to work out

his taxes. The court, on the facts admitted, and the evidence

in the case, rendered judgment against defendant for the

amount of his road tax and costs. To reverse which, he prose-

cutes this appeal, and assigns the rendition of the judgment

for error.

Mr. Chaeles P. Hise, for the appellant.

Mr. David Gillespie, for the appellee.

Mr. Chief Justice Walkek delivered the opinion of the

Court

:

The only question presented by this record is, whether a

director of a public school is liable to pay a road tax on his

assessable property. The last clause of section 27 of the act of

February 16, 1865 (Session Laws, 125) declares, that county

superintendents, trustees of schools, school directors and other

school oflScers shall be exempted from working on the roads,

and from military duty. It is under this provision that appel-

lant claims exemption from the road tax assessed upon his

property. It appears that he held the office of director of

schools at the time the tax was assessed. We are at a loss to

perceive how this language can be forced to bear a construction

that the property of a school director shall be exempt from the

burden of a road tax. The language is that he shall be ex-

empt from labor on the roads. We can imagine no construc-

tion or interpretation that can be given to the words " labor

on the roads," to make them mean " road tax." It seems to us

that it would be just as reasonable to insist, that they were in-

tended to exempt him from paying a State or county tax, from

serving on juries, or the performance of any other public duty.

To give the language the construction contended for, we would

be compelled to pervert or give to the words entirely a new
meaning and one that they have never received.

It is insisted, that appellant was not liable to pay the tax,

because he was not warned to discharge it in labor, as required
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bj section four of the act relating to highways. (Scates' Comp.

571.) That section does require the supervisor of roads to

notify each person in his district of the amount of road tax that

may be discharged in labor on the road, and shall request pay-

ment in money or labor, first notifying such person of the time

and place to attend and work out such tax, and the kind of

tools he shall bring. This provision is peremptory in the

requirement of a notice, which must be given before the tax

payers can be called upon to pay it in money, unless it shall be

waived. That the tax payer may expressly waive this notice

none will dispute, and we think it equally clear that a waiver

may be inferred from circumstances. In this case, appellant

did not say, in terms, that he waived the notice, but he did say

that he was exempt, and would neither pay it in money nor

labor. The officer had a right to suppose he meant what he

said, and to regard the notice as waived, and perfectly useless

if given. By his declarations, we think appellant is precluded

from being heard now to insist that he did not have the required

notice.

The judgment of the court below must therefore be affirmed.

Judgment affirmed.

Michael C. McLain
V.

Westley "Watkins.

Attokney and client— when relation ends— subsequent acts of attorney.

An attorney employed to collect a debt, prosecuted suit, wliicli resulted in s

Bale of land upon execution. After the time for redemption bad expired, be

received and paid redemption money to tbe plaintiff in execution, wbo before

that time bad transferred tbe certificate. Held, that tbe relation of attorney

and client ended after tbe time for redemption expired, and tbat tbe attorney

could do no act in tbe matter witbout new autbority; held, also, tbat tbe

attorney was liable to tbe defendant in execution for tbe money so received,

"Wkit of Ereok to the Circuit Court of Cumberland county

;

the Hon. Chaeles H. Constable, Judge, presiding.
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The facts sufficiently appear in the opinion of the court.

Mr. John Scholfield, for the plaintiff in error,

Mr. H. B. Decius, for the defendant in error.

Mr. Justice Bkeese delivered the opinion of the Coiirt

:

This was an action of trespass on the case on promises

brought to the Cumberland Circuit Court by Westley "Watkins

asrainst Michael C. McLain. The declaration contained the

common counts only, and the general issue was pleaded and

cause tried by a jury. A verdict was found for the plaintiff

for $153.40. A motion for a new trial was made and over-

ruled, and exceptions taken and a judgment entered on the

verdict, to reverse which this writ of error is prosecuted.

The facts are briefly these : Watkins' land had been sold on

execution under a judgment in favor of one Monroe. Two or

three days after the time for redemption had expired, "Watkins

offered to pay the redemption money to the clerk, Mr. Tossey

The clerk told him he was not authorized to receive it, and

advised him to pay it over to Monroe's attorney, who lived at

Charleston, but the clerk finally consented to receive the

money, and did receive it, and sent it to the defendant, who sent

the clerk this receipt, which he pasted in the record

:

"Eeceived of S. D. Tossey, clerk Circuit Court, Cumberland

county, niinois, $118, money collected on redemption of lands

sold in case of Monroe v. Wathins.

" Charleston, III., Sept. 29^A, 1860.

"M. C. McLain, Attomey?^

It was agreed by the parties to this suit, that, at the date of

the receipt of the money by the defendant, McLain, Monroe

had parted with his interest in the judgment, and that the

money was not applied on the redemption of the land ; that

McLain paid the money to Monroe, as directed by Tossey when

he sent it to him ; that McLain afterward learned that the
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money should have been paid to one Joshua Miller, who held

the certificate of purchase. This was all the evidence.

The only question made by plaintifi" in error is, was he liable

on the facts proved ? He contends he was not liable,— that he

was acting as a mere agent in receiving the money and in pay-

ing it over according to the directions sent to him with the

money.

We are not prepared to acquiesce in this view of the position

of the plaintiff in error. It is not shown he was the attorney

of Monroe, or had any concern with this money, yet he sign&

the receipt as attorney, but not of Monroe, and pays the money

to a person he did not know was entitled to it, and who in fact

was not entitled to it. This he did at his own risk. He should

have known to a certainty, that the person to whom he paid it

was the person entitled, a fact easily to be ascertained.

As the former attorney of Monroe, after the time of redemp-

tion had expired, and the land not redeemed, his power ceased

as such, and he could do no act in the matter without new
authority. The time of redemption having expired, new rights

had accrued. He could receive the redemption money paid to

the sheriff, as this court held in Smyth et at. v. Harvie et al.,

31111. 62.'

It is not in proof, or admitted, that the defendant in error

desired or consented this money should be sent to the plaintiff

in error. The import of the testimony is, that he deposited it

with the clerk, to be paid to the party entitled to receive it as

redemption money and would consent so to receive it. When
sent to the plaintiff in error, he assumed the right to receive it

without any authority in fact. We think his duty was, so

soon as he received it, he should have ascertained if Monroe

then had a right, and was willing, to receive the money as

redemption money, and if he had not the right, by reason of

his assignment, then to have returned it to the party from

whom he received it.

The clerk may be in fault, but that plaintiff in error is, there

seems to ns no doubt. He has received defendant's money

without authority, and paid it away to a person not entitled
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to receive it, and he ouglit to respond to the defendant in error

who has lost the money, and be content with his remedy against

Monroe. The judgment must be affirmed.

Jtidgment affirmed.

William S. Fkink, impleaded, etc.,

V.

The People of the State of Illinois, foe use

Christian County.

Witness— competency. A person interested in establisliing a liability

whereby be is to be benefited cannot be a witness in that regard. He cannot

be permitted to do indirectly what the law forbids to be done directly.

TVeit of Erkor to the Circuit Court of Christian county

;

the Hon. Edward T. Rice, Judge, presiding.

The facts sufficiently appear in the opinion of the court.

Mr. "William C. Gotjdy, for the plaintiff in error.

Mr. H. M. Yandeveek, for the defendant in error.

Mr. Justice Lawrence delivered the opinion of the Court

:

This was an action brought in the name of the people, for

the use of Christian county, against Petty, Frink and others,

upon the official bond of Petty, as treasurer of the county

during the year 1861. The plaintiffs put in evidence four

receipts from Petty, as treasurer, to J. C. Christian, as county

collector, one bearing date June 10, 1861, two bearing date

October 31, 1861, and the fourth without date, all purporting

to be in part payment of county revenue for 1860, and amount-

ing in the aggregate to $1,275.61. The county record was

then given in evidence, showing various settlements made by

Petty of his account as treasurer, the last bearing date Decem-

ber 7, 1861, and showing an overpayment by him of five dol»
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lars and thirty-six cents, for which an order was drawn in his

favor. The county clerk testified, that, in making up this

account, he charged Petty, as treasurer, with the various sums

paid to him by Christian as collector, for which the latter had

filed receipts, and that he had not charged him with any of the

sums specified in the four receipts above mentioned. He
further testified that none of these receipts were filed in the

ofiice. Petty went out of office in ISTovember, 1861. It

further appeared by the county record that Christian settled

his accounts as collector December 7, 1861, for the revenue of

1860 ; that this settlement showed a balance against him of

$1,087.59, and that he discharged said balance by two pay-

ments, made, one in March and the other in June, 1862.

Christian himself was then called by the plaintiffs, and he tea

tified he paid to Petty the sums specified in the four receipts
;

that the balance of $1,087.59 due from himself to the county

on the settlement of December 7, 1861, had been paid by him
in March and Jane, 1862, out of the revenue of 1861, which he

was then collecting, and that the amounts specified in the four

receipts are now due from Petty, either to the witness or to

the county, less a small credit indorsed on one of them. It

further appears from the county records that Christian, who
was collector both in 1861 and 1862, is a defaulter upon the

collections of 1862, for the revenue of 1861, for over four thou-

sand dollars.

On the foregoing evidence the court gave judgment for the

plaintifife for the balance appearing to be due on the four

receipts. The defendants bring the record here, and assign for

error, that Christian was improperly received as a witness.

The error is well assigned, Tlie judgment rendered by the

Circuit Court will, when collected, liquidate that amount of

Christian's defalcation to the county. This suit is, in fact, as

much for his benefit as if he had been named the cestui que

use on the record. Whatever is collected by its means goes

into his pocket, by paying his debt. It is urged, that, if the

county does not collect the amount of these receipts. Christian

can, and that it does not matter to him by which process the
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debt is recovered. It is true, according to his evidence, the

amount is due him from Petty, and might be recovered by a

suit in his name, but it could not be recovered upon his own

evidence, or could not have been as our statute law then stood.

It is precisely for this reason, that his evidence is inadmissible

here. He cannot be permitted to do indirectly what the law

forbids to be done directly. He cannot, by suing in the county's

name, collect his own debt through his own evidence. His

interest in the result of this suit is in no sense a balanced

interest.

Keither can his evidence be considered immaterial. On the

contrary, his testimony was very material as explaining away

the inferences unfavorable to the plaintiff, that might be drawn

from his payment in March and June, 1862, as appearing on

the county record, of the balance against him on the revenue

of 1861. But even his evidence does not explain why he

allowed that balance to be struck against him in December

1861, when, by producing the four receipts, he could have shown

the county treasurer was really overpaid.

Judgment reversed.

Henry C. Waterman
V.

John S. Donalson.

1. Prathj— sale ofgoods. Fraud in the purchase of a stock of goods must

be proved to subject them to the debts of the vendor. The mere fact that one

of two partners said he intended to pay such debts as he could, and to " break

full-handed," does not prove fraud in the sale of the goods, unless there is evi-

dence that the purchaser participated in the fraud. And when he refused to

become a sham purchaser, and refused to have any connection with the matter

unless the sale was bona fide, in the absence of other evidence of fraud, it will

not be presumed that he was guilty of fraud.

3. Same— adequacy of price. Where it appears that a firm sold their

stock of goods to a creditor, in satisfaction of his debt against the firm, and he

was to pay other debts of the firm for the balance of the price of the stock, and
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it was invoiced to Mm at twenty-five per cent less tlian it cost, it "being old and

broken, it will not be inferred that there was fraud. A mere doubt of the fair-

ness of a transaction is not sufficient, but fraud must be proved by a preponder-

ance of evidence. Nor will the court infer that such a sale is fraudulent

because it is made to an uncle of one of the partners.

"Writ of Eeror to the Circuit Court of the county of Macon

;

the Hon. Charles Emerson, Judge, presiding.

This was an action of replevin, brought by Henry C. "Water-

man, in the Fayette Circuit Court, against John T. Dalton, for

the recovery of a quantity of goods, wares and merchandise.

The declaration was in the usual form, and the defendant filed

pleas of non cepit, non detinet, property in Waterman and

Anderson, and a plea justifying the taking, as sheriff of Fayette

county, by virtue of certain writs of attachment in his hands

against Waterman. The venue was afterward changed to the

Circuit Court of Macon county. A trial was had by the court,

a jury having been waived by agreement of the parties.

On the trial, it appeared that Waterman and Anderson were

partners in the hardware business in Yandalia; that, on the

2d of March, 1866, David A. Waterman sold his interest in the

business to plaintiff and executed a regular bill of sale ; that

Waterman had borrowed of plaintiff, six weeks or two montha

previous to the sale, one thousand dollars, which was used in

the business of the firm ; that the firm gave a note to Austin

& Bowles, with power to confess a judgment, and plaintiff,

learning that his debt was not secure, came from Ohio, At
this time the sheriff had an execution in his hands against the

firm for $267, in favor of Austin & Bowles. Plaintiff, after

some negotiation, purchased Waterman's interest in the stock

of hardware in satisfaction of his debt, and by assuming the

payment of a number of debts incurred for the firm. The con-

sideration paid and to be paid amounted to about $2,600
;

and it appears that the stock, at wholesale prices, amounted to

about $3,500 when first purchased.

The possession of the goods was delivered to plaintiff, and

the creditors of the firm afterward sued out writs of attach-
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ment, -wbicli were levied upon the goods. There was some evi-

dence tending to prove that Waterman threatened to defraud

his creditors, and had proposed to plaintiff to make a fictitious

sale to him, but this he persistently refused, saying if he pur-

chased, it should be a honafide transaction.

The court below found the issues for the defendant, and

awarded a return of the property. To reverse that judgment,

plaintiff prosecutes this writ of error.

Messrs Henry & Fouke and Mr. A. J". Gallagher, for

the plaintiff in error.

Mr. J. P. Yan Dorsten and Messrs. ITelson & Robt, for

the defendant in error.

Mr. Chief Justice Walker delivered the opinion of the

Court

:

It is insisted, that the sale from David A. Waterman and

Joseph Anderson, to Henry 0. Waterman was honafide^ and

that the court below erred in finding for the defendant. That

David A. Waterman was indebted to plaintiff in error, in the

sum of $1,000 and interest thereon, there seems to be no doubt.

And that the note was given up seems to be equally well estab-

lished. l!^or does there seem to be any evidence that this debt

was fraudulent. It is also proved, that plaintiff in error paid

to Anderson $300 for his interest. And the balance of the

consideration appears to have consisted of an undertaking by

plaintiff in error to pay some debts of David A. Waterman,

amounting in the aggregate to the sum of $805. The interest

on the note and the expenses charged for attempting to collect

it was placed at $250, and the judgment of Austin and Bowles

for $269, which was a lien on the goods, constituted the con-

sideration paid for them. The bill of sale, however, from

David A. Waterman to plaintiff in error, states that the con-

sideration paid and to be paid for his interest was $2,060,

which is about the sum excluding the judgment. But that
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and the sum paid to Anderson added, make the entire con-

sideration $2,629, paid for the stock of goods.

The evidence seems to establish the value of the stock of

goods at about the sum of 13,549, at Chicago prices. This

would be about $900 less than their true value. As to Ander-

son's interest, it seems that he put in as capital but $100, the

rest being furnished by Waterman. It also appears that the

debts which plaintiif in error assumed to pay had been incurred

for the benefit of the firm, although he was individually liable

for their payment.

The evidence shows that Waterman, at different times,

made declarations that clearly manifested an intention on his

part to defraud their creditors. He seems, before the sale, to

have stated that he would pay what he could, let the other

creditors go, and break full handed. After the sale was made,

he stated that " men ought to be smart, like myself, and keep

their money in their pockets." But we see nothing showing

Anderson's intention beyond what may be inferred from the

sale itself.

'Nor is there any thing in the record which would implicate

plaintiff in error with such a design. Henry testifies that

David A. proposed to him to make a sham sale, the night it

was consummated, but he refused, and stated if he purchased,

it must be a dona fide transaction. He went into immediate

possession, and continued it until the goods were attached.

He canceled a note he held against the principal partner, and

paid the other certainly all his interest was worth. But it is

insisted that he should be charged with a fraudulent intent,

because the price paid for the goods was inadequate. It is

true, that, estimating them at the wholesale price for new goods,

they were worth more. But the price paid was twenty-five

per cent deducted from the cost price, which we are not pre-

pared to say was grossly inadequate— so much so as to prove

a fraudulent intention on the part of the purchaser.

Kor does the fact that he was the uncle of David A. Water-

man prove that he intended to aid and assist him in defraud-

ing his creditors. Relatives may undeniably trade with each
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Other as well as strangers. "When all of the evidence in the

case is considered, we do not see that plaintifi' in error has

acted fraudulently in making the purchase ; and, unless he

intended to aid the other parties in hindering and delaying

their creditors in the collection of their debts, he was entitled

to hold the goods. From the fact that fraud usually assumes

all of the forms of fairness and good faith, it is frequently a

matter of much difficulty to detect its presence. But, never-

theless, we usually expect to find in such transactions, facts

and circumstances from which the mind is convinced that it

does exist. In this case, the evidence fails to produce that

effect. It may create a doubt of the fairness of the transac-

tion, but that is not sufficient to overturn a sale and deprive

parties of title to property which they seem to have acquired

in the usual course of business.

"We are, therefore, of the opinion that this case should be

submitted to another jury, and the judgment is reversed and

the cause remanded.

Judgment reo&raed

Harrison Young
V.

Sarah Foute.

1. Evidence— admissions. Admissions are to go to the jury, but a party

making them is at liberty to disprove them,— to show by proof aliunde they

were not true, or made for a purpose. The jury are to determine what

weight should be given to them.

2. Adjussions— wli^n they operate as an estoppel. Unless admissions have

induced a person to act on them, and so altering his condition, they may be

shown to be untrue ; but, if a party has acted on them, they will operate as an

estoppel on the party making them.

3. Same— weight to be given. In all cases of admissions, it is for the jury

to determine the weight to be given to them, for much depends on the accuracy

of the memory of the witness, and the circumstances under which the admis-

sions were made.

3— 43d III
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Appeal from the Circuit Court of De Witt county : the Hon.

John M. Scott, Judge, presiding.

This was an action of assumpsit, brought by the appellee

against the appellant, in the Circuit Court of De Witt county.

The cause was tried by a jury, and verdict given in favor of

the plaintiff for $1,150, The defendant made a motion for a

new trial ; whereupon, the plaintiff remitted $119 of the ver-

dict, and the court overruled the motion for a new trial, and

rendered judgment for $1,031. The cause is brought here by

appeal.

The facts are fully stated in the opinion of the court.

Mr. C. H. MooKE, for the appellant.

Messrs. Williams & Buer and E. H. Palmer, for the

appellee.

Mr. Justice Breese delivered the opinion of the Court

:

This was an action of assumpsit brought in the De Witt Cir-

cuit Court, to the May Term, 1866, by Sarah Foute against

Harrison Young, on five promissory notes, of the date of Jan-

uary 1, 1856, made payable by defendant to plaintiff, and

alleged to be lost. The declaration counted on each note, and

there was a count on all the notes tracing their delivery to one

Mastin for collection, who delivered the notes to the defendant,

to be redelivered by him to the plaintiff, and a failure by him

to redeliver them. The seventh count was on the note described

in fifth count, due in nine years from date, for two hundred dol-

lars, alleged to have been left, unindorsed, in plaintiff's trunk,

and lost.

The eighth count was for land sold and " delivered " by the

plaintiff to the defendant. A notice was served on the defend-

ant to produce on the trial the five notes described in the

declaration, all of them described as non-bearing interest notes.

The plea was the general issue with notice of set-off, accora

panied by a bill of particulars.
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Tlie cause was tried bj a jury, and a verdict rendered for the

plaintiff for eleven hundred and fifty dollars. A motion was

made for a new trial, whereupon the plaintiff remitted one

hundred and nineteen dollars of the verdict, and the court

overruled the motion for a new trial, and rendered judgment

for the plaintiff for one thousand and thirty-one dollars.

To reverse this judgment, this appeal is taken, and it is

assigned for error, that the court admitted improper evidence

for the plaintiff, excluded proper evidence for the defendant,

gave improper instructions for the plaintiff, refused proper

instructions for the defendant, the court should have set aside

the verdict, and granted a new trial, the court sliould have

arrested the judgment, and should not have permitted one of

the notes to be withdrawn after verdict and judgment upon it.

In lieu of an account, and as a basis for the eighth count for

laud sold and " delivered," there was filed with the declara-

tion, what was supposed to be a record of a suit in chancery, in

the Macon Circuit Court, in which the defendant was complain-

ant, and the plaintiff and others defendants, the object of which

was to obtain a decree of that court, for the specific perform-

ance of a contract made by defendant with Jacob Foute, in his

life-time the husband of plaintiff, for the conveyance of a cer-

tain tract of land in that county. By this contract it appears

Jacob Foute agreed to sell defendant his farm of one hundred

and eighty-two acres, for which defendant agreed to pay two

thousand and fifty dollars, and had paid thereon in cash, fifty

dollars. The remaining two thousand dollars defendant agreed

to pay as follows : one thousand dollars to the plaintiff, in pay-

ments according to the tenor, and in the amounts, of the several

notes sued on, they to be without interest, and the same amount

to Jacob Foute. It was agreed, that defendant should hold all

the notes until he received a warranty deed for the land ; when
he did receive it, he was to deliver the notes to Jacob and Sarah

Foute, the plaintiff. Jacob Foute having died, the bill was filed

for a ccnveyance, and Sarah Foute, and the heirs at law of Jacob

Foute, made defendants, and these notes were produced by com-

plainant Young in court, delivered up, and a decree passed in
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his favor for a deed for tlie land so sold, which the master

in chancery of Macon county was directed to execute and

deliver to Young. The notes are made an exhibit in the bill,

and are the same as those described in the declaration in this

.cause.

The first objection made by appellant is as to the admission

in evidence of these chancery proceedings. The clerk of tho

Macon Circuit Court certifies, under the seal of the court, that

they are correct copies, as appears from the record and files of

his office. "We see no substantial objection to the record as

evidence, for the purpose of proving what was sought to be

proved by it, namely, the identity of the notes, and the fact

that they were given for land sold.

ISTotes on Young, of the amounts specified in the declaration

were purchased by Hiram Mastin of Sarah Foute for six hun-

dred dollars, which he agreed to secure her by his own note

and a mortgage on land. When the trade was about to be

consummated Mrs. Foute retracted, and told Mastin to deliver

the notes to Young, and he would hand them to her. Mastin

states distinctly that the notes so delivered to him bore interest

from date, and consequently could not have been the notes in

suit, for they bore no interest. The objection to this testimony

on this point was properly overruled. It was a question of

identity, and should go to the jury with the other proofs on

that point. The notes thus given to Mastin he delivered to

Young on Young paying him two hundred and thirteen dol-

lars. When the notes were given to Mastin, Mrs. Foute stated

that from one hundred and sixty to two hundred dollars had

been paid on them, and when she declined to comply with her

contract made with Mastin he told her she could not get

Young's notes, to which she replied that he (Mastin) could not

collect them, for she and Young had had a settlement of their

accounts and she found Young had paid the notes. Mastin

still holding the notes, he and Young were about to have a law-

suit about them when Young agreed to give Mastin two hun-

dred and thirteen dollars if he would give up the notes to Mrs.

Foute, which Mastin agreed to do. Mastin then asked Mrs.
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Foute what lie should do with the notes if he and Young
settled. She said he might hand them to Y^'oung and he would

bring them to her. "When Y'oung paid the two hundred and

thirteen dollars he said the notes were given for land and were

paid. Mastin then gave the notes to Young, and told him

what Mrs. Foute said about his bringing them to her. It was

sworn by Mcintosh, for the plaintiff, that he heard Mrs. Foute

demand her notes of Y^'oung, and Y^'oung said she could have

them when she signed a deed. JSTo particular notes or land

were mentioned.

This was all the evidence for the plaintiff.

To rebut this proof, one Lowej testified for the defendant,

that he was a justice of the peace, and went to Mrs. Foute

with Mastin's note and mortgage, which she was to take for

Y^oung's notes, which she had let Mastin have. She refused

to accept Mastin's note and mortgage, and said Y^'oung's notes

were all paid off; that she and Young had settled, and Y'oung

did not owe her any thing.

One Craig stated for defendant, that in October, 1864, he

was at Young's making molasses, and Mrs. Foute came out to

where he was, and told him all about the difficulty between

herself and Mastin and Y^oung. She said she and Young had

settled, and she owed him fifteen dollars over and above his

notes, and mentioned a number of the items that Young had

paid her. She said Young had supported her mostly for ten

years, had paid some money for her, kept her stock, etc. This

was some time after the difficulty had been settled, some two

or three months, as the witness understood.

On this evidence, the court gave these instructions for "the

plaintiff, to which the defendant excepted :

"If the jury believe, from the evidence, that the defendant

was indebted to the plaintiff for land, in any sum less than

$1,600, and gave plaintiff his notes therefor, and has since him-

self got possession of said notes, and has not paid said indebt-

edness,— then they will find for plaintiff the amount shown by

the evidence due for such land.
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"If tlie jury believe, from the evidence, that the defendant

was indebted to the plaintiff on the five notes in the declaration

described, and has not paid said notes, and himself now wrong-

fully has possession of said notes, then they will find for the

plaintiff the amount due on said notes.

" The court instructs the jury, on behalf of the plaintifi", that

while admissions are competent to be given in evidence against

a party who makes them, they are often of an inconclusive and

unsatisfactory character, depending very much on the circum-

stances under which they were made. It is the province of the

jury to decide the weight to be given to admissions, and in so

doing they have a right to take into consideration the circum-

stances under which they were made, and the relation and

condition of the parties to such admissions, and the ability of

witnesses to recollect such admissions as they were originally

made.
" If the jury believe, from the evidence, that the plaintiff haa

admitted that the notes have been paid
;
yet if they further

believe, from the evidence, that these admissions were made for

the purpose of getting the notes back out of Mastin's hands,

and that they have not in fact been paid, then they have a

right, if they choose to do so, to disregard these admissions."

The court refused to give the following instructions asked by

defendant, to which defendant also excepted

:

" The court instructs the jury that verbal admissions of pay-

ment are good proof of payment, if the jury believe, from the

evidence, that such admissions were made.
" The court instructs the jury, that if they believe, from the

evidence, that Young paid Mastin a valuable consideration for

the notes sued on, and for that consideration the notes were

given up to Young, that is evidence tending to show that the

defendant honestly came by the notes.

" If the jury believe, from the evidence, that Mrs. Fouta

sold these notes to Mastin, and Mastin, for a valuable con-

sideration, gave up the notes to the defendant, the plaintiff

cannot recover on the notes in this action."
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The defendant also excepted to a modification made by the

court to his fourth instruction given by the court as follows

:

" Admissions made by the plaintiff of payment by defendant are

good evidence of payment, if the jury believe such admissions

were made *'— the modification was in the addition of the words

" and were true."

The defendant also excepted to the modification to his sixth

instruction given by the court as follows :
" That the variance

of interest from date " in the notes described by Mastin and

interest from due in those in the declaration, if they believe

such a variance proved is a material variance— the court

added, " under the first count of the declaration."

The doctrine as to admissions of parties is correctly stated

in the third of plaintiff's instructions and is in harmony with

the cases adjudged in this court on that point. Admissions

are to go to the jury, but a party making them is at liberty to

disprove them— to show by proof aliunde they were not true,

or made for a purpose. The jury are to determine what weight

should be given to them. Duffielcl v. Cross, 12 111. 397; IngalU

V. Bulkley, 15 id. 224. Unless admissions have induced a per-

son to act on them and so altering his condition, they may be

shown to be untrue, but if a party has acted on them, they will

operate as an estoppel on the party making them. Ray v.

Bell, 24 111. 444. And in all such cases it is for the jury to

determine the weight to be given to them, for much depends

on the accuracy of the memory of the witness, and the circum-

stances under which the admissions were made. Frizzell v.

Cole, 29 111. 465.

The court then did not err in the instructions given for the

plaintiff nor in refusing those asked by the defendant as modi-

fied. ISTor did the court err in restricting the'proof of variance

to the first counts in the declaration. Those counts were upon

the notes, whereas the recovery was sought on the count for

land sold, so that the variance had nothing to do with the case

on that count.

But we are not satisfied with this verdict. It is questionable

under the proof if the plaintiff has a right to recover at all, but
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it is clear she lias recovered too much, no credit having been

allowed Young for the $213 paid by him to Mastin when Mastin

held the notes. l!Tor does it appear, Young has been allowed

for the amount paid on the notes before they came to Mastin's

hands. If the notes are not wholly paid as Mrs. Foute said

they were, it is very clear the maker has not been credited

with the amounts he has paid on them. The case ought to be

further investigated by another jury, and for that purpose, for

the reasons given, the judgment is reversed and a new trial

awarded.
Judgment reversed.

Jacob Dietrich

V.

Albert A. Mitchell.

1. Assignor—payee who assigns in blank not a guarantor. An indors©-

ment in blank by tbe payee of a promissory note does not authorize the

indorsee, or other person, through whose hands the note may pass, to write a

guaranty over such indorsement.

2. Presumption—from indorsement in Uanh. If the name of a payee is

found on the back of a note, the presumption, in this State, in the absence of

proof, is, that he placed it there as assignor, with a view to assume the liabili-

ties of an assignor under our statute. If it be sought to charge him as guar-

antor, the plaintiflF must show, that he contracted as guarantor.

3. NON EST FACTUM— what it puts in issue. The plea, non est factum,

sworn to, denying a guaranty written over the name of the assignor, who is

payee, of a promissory note, puts in issue, and casts upon the plaintiff the

burden of establishing, that the assignor contracted as guarantor.

4. Indorser— lohen presumed a guarantor. A stranger, who indorses a

note in blank, at the time of its execution, is presumed to indorse as guarantor.

5. Pritileged COMMUNICATIONS— what are. An attorney cannot be com-

pelled to testify as to whether a promissory note was indorsed when placed in

his hands for collection. The privilege extends not only to what the attorney

hears, but what he sees from his situation as attorney.

"Weit of Error to the Circuit Court of Morgan county ; the

Hon. D. M. "Woodson, Judge, presiding.
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This was an action of assumpsit cominenced to the Septem-

ber Term, A. D, 1865, of the Circuit Court of Morgan county

by Albert A. Mitchell against Jacob H. Dietrich, as guarantor

of a promissory note.

The declaration contained four counts. The first count set

out a promissory note in the words and figures following

:

"l^APLES, November 13, 1856.

"On or before the first day of March, 1858, I promise to pay

J. H. Dietrich or order five hundred dollars, bearing ten per

cent interest from March 1, 1857, for value received.

" John C. Clifton."

And averred that the defendant, who was the payee therein,

for value received, assigned, transferred and indorsed the same

to the plaintifi' in the words and figures following

:

"For value received, I assign and guarantee the payment of

the within note to A. A. Mitchell. Dated tiiis fifth day of

January, 1858. " J. H. Dieteich."

It also averred insolvency of Clifton, the maker.

The second count set out the same note and assignment

;

averred that the assignment was made for value received
; that

the maker was insolvent ; and that the note was not paid.

The third count set out tlie same note and indorsement,

averred that Dietrich was liable as guarantor, and that Clifton,

the maker, was insolvent, but did not aver a consideration for

the guaranty.

The fourth count set out the same note and writing on the

back thereof, and averred that defendant, for the sum of five

hundred and forty-two dollars and thirty-three cents, paid to him

at that time, guarantied the payment of said note and failed

so to do.

To this declaration the defendant filed two pleas— noiv-

assum^psit, and non est factum sworn to— and the plaintiff

joined issue.
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A jury was summoned to try the issues, who, after hearing

the evidence, returned, under the direction of the court, a ver-

dict for plaintiff for $955.50.

The defendant moved for a new trial, which motion the

court overruled, and entered judgment on the verdict. Defend-

ant excepted.

On the trial, the plaintiff introduced two witnesses, who tes-

tified that they had known defendant for several years ; had

seen him write, and knew his handwriting ; that the word, " J.

H. Dietrich," was his handwriting, but that the writing above

the name was not the handwriting of defendant.

Plaintiff then offered in evidence to the jury the note and

guaranty thereon.

The defendant introduced Murray McConnel, who testified

to the appearance and condition of the note while in his hands,

as the attorney of plaintiff, previous to the suit.

The plaintiff' objected, on the ground that his knowledge in

that respect was privileged, but the court overruled the objec-

tion and admitted the testimony, to which plaintiff excepted.

The defendant also introduced a witness named J. II. Car-

ver, and offered to prove that Clifton, the maker of the note,

was in possession of a large amount of personal property long

after the note became due, and after it was assigned to

plaintiff. The plaintiff then entered a nol. pros, to the first

and second counts of his declaration. Whereupon the court

decided that the proof so offered was not admissible.

The defendant then moved the court to exclude the note

and all writing thereon from the jury, on the ground that

under the issue there was no proof of the execution of the

guaranty, nor of a consideration therefor. "Which motion the

court overruled, and decided that the plaintiff was not bound

to prove a consideration for the guaranty ; that the plea in the

case only put in issue the signature to the guaranty, and that

when the defendant indorsed his name on the back of the note,

and put the same in circulation, he thereby authorized any

persons to whom it might come to write this guaranty over his

signature.
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Messrs. Morrison & Eplee, for the plaintiif in error.

Mr. H. T. Atkins, for the defendant in error.

Mr. JcsTiOE Lawkence delivered tlie opinion of the Court

:

This was an action of assumpsit brought by Mitchell against

Dietrich, as guarantor of a promissory note. The note had

been given by one Clifton to Dietrich, as payee. It had been

indorsed by the latter, and over his name, in a different hand-

writing, was written an assignment and a guaranty. He filed

a plea denying under oath the execution of the guaranty. The
jury found a verdict for the plaintiff, and the defendant brings

up the record.

On the trial the plaintiff asked, and the court gave, the fol-

lowing instruction

:

" 2. The court further instructs the jury for the plaintiff that

the plaintiff in this case, under the pleadings herein, in order to

make out &. jprimafaoie case to entitle him to recover a verdict,

is only bound on his own part to put the note in the declara-

tion mentioned in evidence, and to prove the signature of the

defendant, Dietrich, indorsed upon the back of said note, to be

his true and genuine signature ; and if the jury find such facts

proven, and find no evidence offered on the part of the defend-

ant, that the contract of assignment and guaranty, written on

said note, over said defendant's signature, was not warranted

by the agreement of the parties jjlaintiff and defendant herein,

they will find for the plaintiff."

The defendant asked, and the court refused, the following

instruction

:

" 2. If the jury believe, from the evidence, that the note

in evidence in this case, when negotiated by defendant, was

indorsed in blank by him, then it devolves upon the plaintiff,

before he can recover in this case, to prove to the satisfaction

of the jury, that defendant agreed to guaranty the payment of

the note, or previously authorized or subseq-uently sanctioned

the written guaranty indorsed upon the note."
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The instruction given for the plaintiff should have been

refused, and that refused for the defendant should have been

given. If the name of the payee is found on the back of a

note, the presumption in this State, in the absence of proof, is,

that he has placed it there as assignor, with a view to assume

the liabilities of an assignor under our statute. If it is sought

to charge him as guarantor, the plaintiff must show that lie

contracted as guarantor. Camden McCoy ^ 3 Scam. 347 ; Web-

ster V. Cobb, IT id. 459 ; JBogue v. Melic\ 25 id. 91 ; Blatch-

ford V. MilUhen, 35 id. 439. Ko such inference is to be drawn

from the indorsement of his name in blank, as seems to be

implied in the giving of one of the above instructions and the

refusal of the other. And when, as in the present case, the

defendant, being sued as guarantor, denies under oath the exe-

cution of the guaranty, the burden of proof is on the plaintiff.

The fact that a contract of guaranty is found written above the

name of the indorser, in a handwriting not his own, would not,

of itself, be sufficient to raise a presumption that it was done

by his authority, or that the contract was there when he wrote

Lis name, because the presence of his name is to be accounted

for by the fact, that, as payee of the note, it was necessary for

him to indorse it, in order to give it negotiability. To hold

that any person through whose hands a note may pass can

write a guaranty over a blank indorsement and then require

the indorser to disprove it, would be fruitful of fraud, and dan-

gerous to every person who has occasion to receive and indorse

a promissory note.

The case of Hanoe v. Miller^ 21 111. 636, is quoted by

counsel for the defendant in error as announcing a different

rule. In that case there was one count against the defendant

as guarantor and another against him as assignor under the

statute. On the trial, the plaintiff entered a nolle ^rosequi^ to

the count on the guaranty, and recovered under the other count

by proving the insolvency of the maker. When the case came

here, it was urged, if the guaranty which had been written over

the name of the indorser was in fact unauthorized, the writing

of such a guaranty was a fraudulent alteration of the indorse-
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ment, and destroyed the validity of the assignment for all pur-

poses whatsoever. Upon this point, the court said it would

not, in the absence of all proof, presume the guaranty was

unwarranted, and by such presumption vitiate the assignment,

if such would be the legal effect. But to refuse to presume a

guaranty to have been unauthorized, for the purpose of destroy-

ing an assignment admitted to have been executed in blank, is

a very diff'erent thing from presuming the guaranty to have

been authorized when a recovery is sought upon such guaranty

In such cases, if the execution of the guaranty is denied undei

oath, the party claiming its benefit must show such a contract

was really made. This has been the settled law of this State

ever since the decision in Camden v. McCoy ^ above cited.

What we here decide is, that the mere signature of the payee

of a note, upon its back, does not authorize the presumption^

in the absence of all proof, that he placed it there as a guaran*

tor, nor justify the holder in writing a guaranty over the name.

The second instruction asked by the defendant should, there-

fore, have been given, and the second given for the plaintiff

should have been refused, as tending to mislead the jury.

When a stranger to the note indorses it in blank at the time

of its execution, a different rule of course applies. He is pre-

sumed to indorse as guarantor. This was held in the cases

above cited.

As this case must be remanded for another trial, it is proper

that we should dispose of another question discussed in the

argument. On the trial, Mr, McConnel was called by defend-

ant as a witness, and he testified he had brought a former suit

on this same note, and when the note was in his hands, the

name of Dietrich, the defendant, was indorsed on the note, but

no guaranty was written above it. This evidence was objected

to as falling within the rule of privileged communications

between attorney and client. The objection is valid. A simi-

lar question is very fully considered in the case of Brown v.

Payson, 6 K. H. 443 ; and, after reviewing all the authorities,

the court hold, an attorney cannot be compelled to testify as to

whether a promissory note was indorsed when placed in hi*
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hands for collection. In liobson v. Kemp, 5 Espinasse, 62,

Lord Ellenboeough held an attorney could not be compelled

to prove the destruction of a written instrument in his pjresence

and while he was acting as attorney. " One sense," said the

court, " is privileged as well as another. He cannot be said to

be privileged as to what he hears, but not as to what he sees,

where the knowledge acquired as to both has been from his

situation as an attorney." The pith of the question is pre-

sented in these few words. So in Wheatley v. Williams, 1

Mees. &"Welsby, 541, the court held, all the judges concurring,

that an attorney could not be compelled to state whether an

instrument, when shown to him by his client, was stamped or

not. The counsel for appellant cite Baker v. Arnold, 1 Caine,

257, as laying down a difi'erent rule. The Supreme Court of

New Hampshire, ubi sujora, in commenting on this case, point

out the inaccuracy of the reporter's note, and, that Eadcliff,

Justice, alone sustained this position, while Thompson and

Livingston, Justices, held the evidence inadmissible, and Kent,

Justice, and Lewis, Oh. J., gave no oj)inion on the point. The
only other case cited by the counsel for appellant bearing

directly on this question is, Seister v. Davis, 3 Yeates, 4, and

the case is very brief and not much considered. The weight

of authority is against the admissibility of the evidence, and

this rule is founded in the sounder reason. If the knowledge

comes to the attorney through his professional relation to his

client, we cannot perceive, that it is important whether, in the

language of Lord Ellenboeough, it is by what he sees or what

he hears. For the error in the instructions the judgment ia

reversed and the cause remanded.

Judgment reversed.
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Joseph Gtartside

V.

The City of East St. Louis et al.

1. Injunction— to restrain a municipal corporation. Even if £ln injunc-

tion can be decreed to restrain a corporation from the abuse of its franchises,

by the adoption of ordinances and acts, which will produce injury to indi-

viduals, it must appear that the acts complained of are unauthorized, injurious,

and of such a character that proceedings at law will not afford adequate and
full relief.

2. City— its cTiarter— license required hy ordinance. Where a city charter

authorizes the common council, to direct, license and control all wagons and

other vehicles carrying loads within the city, an ordinance adopted under the

charter, requiring persons transporting coal in such vehicles from places within

to places outside the city, to obtain a license before such transportation can be

made, is not unreasonable and will be sustained if the sum required to be paid

therefor is reasonable.

3. Same— restraint of trade. Such an ordinance is not in restraint of

trade any more than requiring pedlars, brokers, factors, ferrymen, hackmen
and others, to procure a license to exercise their various callings and pursuits.

They are all required to submit to reasonable exactions. The city being

required to keep its streets in repair, it is but reasonable, that those who con-

stantly use them with such vehicles should contribute to their repair, by sub-

mitting to the payment of a reasonable sum for a license.

Appeal from the Circuit Court of St. Clair county; the

Hon. Joseph Gillespie, Judge, presiding.

This was a suit in chancery, brought by Joseph Gartside, in

the St. Clair Circuit Court, against The City of East St. Louis,

to restrain the enforcement of an ordinance, requiring persons

hauling coal in wagons within the city limits, to first procure

a license for the purpose. The bill alleges that the complain-

ant was largely engaged in mining and transporting coal

through the city ; that it was brought by rail from the mine
to the depot in the city, and thence by a number of four-horse

teams and wagons, through a portion of the city to a boat on

the Mississippi river, which conveyed it to St. Louis; that

the general assembly, by an act adopted in February, 1865,
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aatliorized the city of East St. Louis, to " direct, license

and control wagons and other vehicles conveying loads

within the city, and prescribe the width and tire of the same ;

"

that the city adopted an ordinance by which persons, trans-

porting stone coal from places without to places within the city,

and from places within to places without the city, by wagons

or other vehicles, are required to obtain a license for the pur-

pose, and imposing a penalty for failing to comply with the

ordinance ; and it fixed the sum to be paid for such license at

ten dollars for each vehicle drawn by more than two animals.

The bill prays an injunction to restrain the city from suing

for penalties claimed to have been incm'red by a failure by

complainant to obtain licenses for his various teams thus em-

ployed. A temporary injunction was granted by the master in

chancery. Defendant filed a demurrer to the bill, which, on

being heard by the court, was sustained, and a decree rendered

dismissing the bill. Complainant thereupon prayed an appeal,

and brings the case to this court and assigns for error the dis-

missal of his bill.

Mr. W. H. Underwood, for the appellant.

1. An injunction lies to restrain a municipal corporation

against an abuse of its franchise which would occasion a per-

manent injury to an individual, to prevent a multiplicity of

suits, or where it is acting without authority of law. Sill v.

Commissioners, etc., Parsons, Eq. C. 507 ; OaMey v. Trustees^

etc., 6 Paige Ch. 262; Eeene v. Bristol, 26 Penn. St. 46;

Smith V. Bangs, 15 111. 400 ; C. B. B. Co. v. McLean Co.,

17 id. 291 ; Chicago, etc., v. Frary, 22 id. 37 ; Ottawa,

etc. V. Lindley, 21 id. 605 ; Shute v. C. and M. B. B. Co.,

26 id. 436 ; Davis v. Mayor, etc., 1 Duer, 451 ; 2 Story's

Eq. Jur. §§ 927, 928 ; Baldwin v. Bufalo, 29 Barber, 396

;

People V. Ifew Yorh, 32 id. 35 ; Brandenhurgh v. BaTcer, 32

111. 184; Toledo, etc., v. Lafayette, 22 Ind. 263; Miller v.

Gorman, 38 Pa. St. 309 ; Wood v. Draper, 24 Barb. 187.

2. A license is authority to do what would be otherwise

unlawful. Surely it is not unlawful for a man to haul his
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property out of the city of East St. Louis ! jSTor is hauling

one's own coal' with one's own team a "franchise or privilec^e"

that may be licensed under section 2, article 9 of our State

Constitution. See People v. Thurher, 13 111, 555, 2 Black.

Com. 37. A franchise or privilege is a peculiar benefit or ad-

vantage conferred on some persons beyond the common advan-

tages of other citizens. 1 Black. Com. 271,372; Webster's

Dictionary, title " Privilege."

3, The power to pass such ordinances is in restraint of trade

and should be strictly construed. Dunham v. Rochester^ 5

Cowen, 462; Caldwell v. City of Alton, 33 111. 416; City

of Boston V. Shaw, 1 Mete. 130 ; Sedg. C. L. 466 ; Shelton v.

Mayor of Mobile, 30 Alabama, 540.

Messrs. Underwood & Davis, for the appellee.

1. The first proposition in appellant's brief is too general,

and no case is cited analogous to the issue pending.

2. Althougli previously the appellant had a lawful right to

travel through the city of East St. Louis, it was competent for

tlie legislature of the State to impose terms and conditions,

such as a license, for the purpose of improving and keeping in

repair the streets of said city, upon him, and all other persons

who travel through the same, just as they impose tolls upon all

farmers who travel over corporation turnpikes.

3. The objection, that the charter, ordinance and license,

are " in restraint of trade,'''' has no application to this case,

notwithstanding the general principle established by the author-

ities cited,— as the effect of all licenses is to restrain trade,

without a license / a farmer going to market is taxed at the toll

gates, etc., etc.

4. The charter and ordinances are both constitutional ; and,

for the purpose of keeping the streets in repair, are very prop-

erly adopted.

5. The appellant has a complete remedy at law, if the ordi-

nance is not authorised by the charter, or if the charter is un-

constitutional. West V. Mayor, 10 Paige, 539 ; Burnet v.

Craig, 30 Ala. 135.

4— 43d III.
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6. An injunction will not be granted to restrain a municipal

corporation from enforcing an invalid ordinance. Burnet v.

Craig^ 30 Ala. 135 ; West v. Mayor, etc., 10 Paige, 539.

Mr. Chief Justtce AYalkee delivered the opinion of the

Court

:

This record presents the question, whether the city of East

St. Louis exceeded its authority in adopting and endeavoring

to enforce an ordinance preventing persons from hauling stone

coal through the streets, in wagons or other vehicles, without

fii'st procuring a license for that purpose. It appears from the

record that appellant is largely engaged in the business of

mining, transportation and sale of coal ; that he, Avhen the

bill was filed, employed about sixteen four-horse teams, in

hauling coal througli the town of East St. Louis. And, from

the extent and character of his business, these teams must have

passed and repassed almost constantly. This, then, renders

the repair of the streets more expensive and more necessarj'

from the fact, that his vehicles seem to be large and heavy.

For the comfort and convenience of the citizens of the place,

as well as persons not residing therein but traveling on its

streets, it is necessary that they should be repaired and kept in

good condition.

It is urged, that a bill for an injunction may be maintained

to restrain a corporation from abusing its franchises, when

their acts will occasion a permanent injury. Even conceding

this to be true, it must appear that the acts complained of are

unauthorized and injurious, and of such a character that full

and adequate relief cannot be had at law.

Was this ordinance requiring the payment of this license

authorized by the charter of the city ? The 56th section (Private

Laws, 1865, p. 350) declares, that the common council shall

have power to direct, license and control all wagons and other

vehicles conveying loads within the city, and prescribe the

width and tire of the same. The ordinance under which the

right to proceed against appellant is claimed, declares, that nc
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person shall, without complying with the ordinance, hire out

or keep for hire, or use or cause to be used, for him, in the

transportation of persons or property from one part of the city

to another, or from places within to places without the city, or

from beyond the city to the city, any hackney carriage, omni-

bus, dray, cart, wagon or other vehicle. It requires the owner

of any such vehicle to take out a license, according to a

schedule of rates named in the ordinance.

Subsequentl}'^, this ordinance was amended, by which persons

transporting coal in such vehicles, from places in to places out

of the city, or from within to without the city, whether hired,

kept for hire, or used by the owner, were required to obtain

the license provided for by the ordinance. Thus, it will be

seen that the charter authorizes the ordinance, and the latter

requires that a license shall be obtained before such wagons

and teams can be employed in transporting coal in or through

the city.

But it is insisted, that the ordinance is nnreasonable, and in

restraint of trade, and is therefore invalid. We do not perceive

the force of this objection. That it, like all other licenses,

restrains trade without a compliance with the law, is, in a lim-

ited sense, true. The law prohibiting the sale of intoxicating

drinks is of the same character, but it will not be seriously con-

tended, that it is in restraint of trade to the extent that pro-

liibits the enforcement of the law. The same is true of pedlars,

brokers, factors, ferrymen and hackmen, the right to require

licenses of whom has never been questioned. In this case

nppellant, like the owner of a team passing over a toll bridge

or ferry, must submit to a reasonable exaction. So, of a turn-

pike, or a plank-road. In this case as in those, the corporation

is required to keep the streets in repair, and it is but reasonable

and just that persons using them shall contribute to a reason-

able extent to the expense of, and outlay for the purpose.

Is this ordinance reasonable ? If so, then the city has the

right to enforce it. When it is remembered, that appellant

was using heavy wagons with four-horse teams, heavily loaded,

and tbis constantly, we must regard the tax imposed for the
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license not only reasonable but even low. If the corporation

were to attempt to impose such fees for a license as to become

unreasonable and oppressive, then the coiT3orate body would

transcend their power, and such acts would be unauthorized

and invalid. But such is not the fact in this case, and the

decree of the court below must be affirmed.

Decree affirmed.

Saeah Ann Farrell

V.

Nicholas Patterson.

1. Appeals— allowed to the plaintiff to one of several executions on a joint

trial of tJie rigid of property. A sheriff, having two executions, one in favor

of E. & Co., the other in favor of P., against F., levied them both on the same

goods, as the property of F. The property was claimed by the wife of F., as

against both executions. A trial of the right of property was had before a

sheriff's jury, both causes being tried together ; a verdict was rendered in

favor of the claimant. Both execution creditors appealed to the Circuit Court.

E. & Co. failed to file appeal bond. P. filed his bond. The case was docketed

by the clerk as Sarah A. F. v. E. & Co. On motion, the appeal as to E. & Co,

was dismissed. P. was allowed to docket his appeal and prosecute it sepa-

rately. To this the claimant objected. Held, that, although the trial before

the sheriff's jury was carried on as one suit, P. was an independent party to

that suit, and his rights were in no degree mixed up with those of E. & Co.

;

and he could take an appeal to the Circuit Court without regard to the action

of E. & Co. in the matter.

3. Same. Where a sheriff levies upon the same property by virtue of two

executions in favor of two distinct parties, against the same defendant, and

the property is claimed by a third party, as against both executions, and a

joint trial of the right of property is had before a sheriff's jury, and a verdict

rendered in favor of the claimant, the plaintiff to either execution has a sepa-

rate and independent right to an appeal to the Circuit Court, without reference

to the action of the other.

3. Will— when admitted in evidence. If a will is not properly authenti.

cated, it is not admissible for any purpose as evidence in a case.

4. Married women— their rights under the act of 1861. There are three

classes of property mentioned in the act of 1861, in relation to the rights of

married women, to be affected by its provisions, viz. : First, the property

belonging to any married woman as her sole and separate property at the
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time when the law was passed or took eflFect ; second, the property of women

thereafter to be married ; and, third, the property thereafter to be acquired by

married women. This act was designed to clothe married women, for the

future, that is, from and after the time it took effect, with the exclusive title

to and dominion over their own property ; and as one incident thereto, to pro-

teci a from execution or attachment for the debts of her husband.

5. Where a woman was married, and received large sums of money,

prior to the passage of the act of 1861 , the money, by force of well known

and long established principles of law governing marital relations, became

the property of her husband ; and any chattels purchased with it became his

likewise.

6. The statute of 1861, never was designed to take from the husband that

which belonged to him as a consequence of the marriage. The act is pros-

pective only, and was not designed to change, and could not change, the title

to property possessed by the wife prior to its passage, and which by her mar-

riage vested in her husband.

7. Same— lurden of proof where wife claims property. The presumption

of law is that the husband is the owner of all the property of wliich the wife

may be in possession, especially if they are living together as husband and

wife. To overcome this presumption, she must show affirmatively, the prop-

erty is her own, and derived from a source other than her husband, and in

g(;jod faith.

8. Same— the earnings of married women. The earnings of a married

woman are not vested in her by the act of 1861. They belong to her husband,

as well as the property purchased by them.

Appeal from tlie Circuit Court of Perry county ; the Hon.

W. H. Green, Judge, presiding.

This was a case of the trial of the right of property before

the sheriff of Perry county. The property was levied upon

by the sheriff, by virtue of two executions against Joseph Far-

rell, the husband of the claimant— one execution was in favor

of W. F. Enders & Co., the other in favor of Mcholas Patter-

son. The executions were both levied upon the same property.

The claimant gave notice under the statute to try the right

of property as against both executions. The question, aa

against both executions, was tried in one proceeding.

The sheriff's jury found a verdict in favor of the claimant.

The plaintiffs to both executions appealed to the Circuit

Court. Patterson filed his appeal bond as required by law.

W. F. Enders & Co. neglected to file a bond.
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When the papers were received by the circuit clerk, he dock-

eted the case " Sarah Ann Farrell v. W. Enders & Co."

The court, on motion, dismissed the appeal of Enders & Co.

Thereupon Patterson asked and obtained leave to docket his

appeal, and obtained a rule on the sheriff to file a transcript of

the proceedings before him, in Patterson's case.

On the trial in the Circuit Court, the claimant introduced

evidence that she was married to Joseph Farrell in the year

1849 ; her maiden name being Sarah Ann Sappington ; after

her marriage her father gave her some means ; he also gave her

$500 by his will ; she had two negroes, a man and a girl,

which were sold by her husband for her, he getting therefor

$1,300. The negroes were sold in the year 1858 or 1859. She

also had some household furniture which she received from her

father.

Evidence was introduced, that they came to Illinois from the

State of Missouri in the year 1859, and have evcB since been

keeping a hotel at Tamaroa, the entire business being carried

on in her name. The will of Mrs. Farrell's father was offered

in evidence, and rejected because it did not appear to be prop-

erly authenticated.

"Witnesses testified, that the property levied on was purchased

by claimant in her own name from parties other than her hus-

band.

The jury in the Circuit Court rendered a verdict adverse to

the claimant. A motion for a new trial was overruled, and

exceptions taken. The claim""ant then moved for an arrest of

judgment, which was also overruled, and judgment entered

upon the verdict. The case is brought to this court by appeal.

Messrs. Edward Y. Piekoe & Jonisr Dotjghektt, for the

appellant.

Mr. Geoege W. Wall, for the appellee.

Mr. Justice Bkeese delivered the opinion of the Court

:

This record presents a case of the trial of the right of prop-

erty in certain goods and chattels levied on by the sheriff of
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Peny count}', by virtue of two executions in his hands issued

out of the Circuit Court of that county, the one in favor of

William P. Enders & Co., and the other in favor of Nicholas

Patterson, and both against Joseph Farrell. The claimant of

the property, as against both executions, was Sarah Ann Far-

rell, the wife of Joseph Farrell, the execution debtor. The
sheriff's jury found the property to be in the claimant, Sarah

Ann Farrell. An appeal was prayed for by both the execution

creditors to the Circuit Court. Patterson filed the appeal bond

required by the statute. Enders & Co. failed to file a bond.

The papers coming into the Circuit Court by this appeal, the

clerk docketed the cause " Sarah Ann Farrell, against "W". F.

Enders & Co." On motion of the claimant, the appellant

here, the court dismissed the appeal of Enders & Co., and

thereupon, Patterson asked and obtained leave to docket his

appeal, which being done, a rule was obtained against the

sheriff requiring him to file the transcript of the proceedings

before him on the trial of the right of property as against Pat-

terson's execution.

To this appellant objected, insisting, that, inasmuch as Enders

& Co. had failed to file an appeal bond, Patterson's appeal should

be dismissed, as he was a party to the trial of the right of prop-

erty and but one appeal could be taken, and as one was taken by

Enders & Co. and not completed by filing a bond, Patterson's

appeal must also be dismissed. To be more particular, the

reasons assigned for dismissing the aj)peal were : first, because

the sheriff had two executions against Joseph Farrell, one in

fiivor of Enders & Co. and the other in favor of Patterson, and

he levied both executions on the same property which was

claimed by Sarah Ann Farrell, and the trial of the right of

property before him was for the property claimed by the said

Sarah Ann Farrell which was levied on by virtue of both the

executions, and was tried together ; second, because Enders &
Co. did not join in the appeal ; third, because all the parties

interested, and who appeared before the sheriff upon the trial

of the right of property, did not join in the appeal ; fourth,

because this is another and different cause from that tried by
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the slierijff 's jury ; fifth, because it is too late now, for the first

time, to separate the trial on said executions, and make out of

said trial before the sheriff, two cases, one, Sarah Ann Farrell

V. W. F. Enders & Co., and the other, Sarah Ann Farrell v.

Nioholas Patterson.

These reasons failed to influence the Circuit Court, and we

think properly, and the motion to dismiss Patterson's appeal

was denied.

Patterson was not in the same boat with Enders & Co., nor

did his fate depend on that of the latter. If, for convenience,

the trial before the sheriff's jury was carried on, as one suit,

still Patterson was an independent party to that suit, and his

rights in no degree mixed up with those of Enders & Co. His

case was his own, which he could take by appeal to the Circuit

Court without any regard to the action of Enders & Co. in the

matter. Under the circumstances of this case, each execution

creditor, should there be a score of them, would have an inde-

pendent right of appeal, l^either one could be prejudiced by

the act of another.

An exception was also taken to the rejection of the will of

L, Sappington, as an instrument of evidence. It is admitted by

appellant's counsel, that the will was not properly authenticated,

consequently it was not admissible for any purpose as evidence

in the cause.

Upon the point that the court refused to admit evidence of

the dismissal of the appeal we have only to say, we are at a

loss to perceive wherein such evidence was pertinent. The

fact that Enders' appeal had been dismissed had nothing to do

with Patterson's case, and therefore the court properly ruled it

out.

Disposing of these preliminary questions, the one remaining

arises out of the construction to be given to the act of 1861, to

protect married women in their separate property, in force,

April 24, 1861.

We have before considered this act, and put a construction

upon it, so far as the right of a married woman to sue in her

own name for her separate property was involved, in Emerson
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V. Clayton^ 32 111. 493, and so far as her earnings were involved,

in tlie case of Bear v. Hays, 36 id. 280.

It is insisted by appellant's counsel that there are four dis-

tinct classes of property mentioned in that act to be affected by
its provisions,— first, all the property, both real and personal,

])elonging to any married woman, as her sole and separate prop-

erty, at the time of the passage of the act ; second, all the prop-

erty which any woman Avho may marry after the passage of the

act owns at the time of her mari-iage ; third, all the property

which any married woman during her coverture acquires in

good faith from any person other than her husband, by descent,

devise or otherwise, together, fourth, with all the rents, issues,

increase and profits of the three before mentioned kinds of

propert}', and that the same remains, notwithstanding her mar-

riage, during her coverture, her sole and separate property,

under her sole control, and to be held, owned, possessed and

enjoyed by her as though she was sole and unmarried, and not

subject to the disposal, control or interference of Irer husband,

and is exempt from execution or attachment for the debts of

her husband.

This classification does not differ much from that made by

this court in the case of Rose et al. v. Sanderson, 38 111. 247.

In that case it was the opinion of this court that but three

classes of cases were provided for by that act, viz. : First, for

property belonging to any married woman as her sole and sepa-

rate property at the time when the law was passed or took

effect ; second, for the property of women thereafter to be mar-

ried ; and third, for property thereafter to be acquired by

married women. We said in that case that this act designed

to clothe married women for the future, that is from and after

the time it took effect, with the exclusive title to and dominion

over their own property, and, as an incident thereto, to protect

it from execution or attachment for the debts of the husband.

We are at a loss to perceive under which of these three

classes the claim of the appellant, so urgently pressed by her

counsel, can be arranged, since, by the proofs in the cause, she

was married in 1848 or 1849, many years prior to the passage
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of the act of 1861, and the large sums of money testified to by

her relatives, the Sappingtons, came to her years before the

enactment of the law in question. These moneys, then, by

force of well known and long established princijples of law

governing marital relations, became the property of the hus-

band, and the chattels purchased with it became his likewise

The statute of 1861 never was designed to take from the hus-

band that which belonged to him as a consequence of the mar-

riage, nor could it do so without violating those principles of

right and justice no legislature has ever, knowingly and of pur-

pose, disregarded and ignored. All the well recognized pre-

sumptions arising from the marital relation with respect to the

title to property of the wife still remain, notwithstanding this

statute. The act is prospective only, and was not designed to

change, and could not change, the title to property possessed

by the wife prior to its passage, and which, by her marriage,

vested in her husband. All the instructions of the court,

therefore, oH this branch of the case, were substantially correct.

The first instruction given for appellee is said, by counsel for

appellant, to impose a burden upon femes covert unknown to

the law. That instruction is as follows :

" The court instructs the jury, that, although they may believe,

from the evidence, that the property in question was purchased

in the name of Sarah Ann Farrell, yet, if she has failed to prove

and show afiirmatively that the money or consideration paid

for said property belonged to her in her own right, and that

she acquired the same through some other source than through

her husband, she cannot recover, and you must find against

her."

Counsel insist, if this be the rule, a feme covert would be

under the necessity of placing some mark upon all her money

at the time she obtained it, by the person of whom she got it,

and then keep such person near her, so that, if the property

purchased by her should be levied upon by her husband's cred-

itors, or taken from her by any person wrongfully, she could

prove the identical property was purchased by her with the
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identical pieces of money so marked and known, for otherwise

she could not recover or protect her property, however just her

claim, No such hardship is perceived as likely to result from

the principle announced in the instruction. It is but the repe-

tition of an old and quite familiar principle, that he who asserts

an aflSrmative right must establish it by proof; the onus is

upon him. So with a married woman, if she asserts that she

bought property and paid for it with her own money received

in good faith through a source other than her husband, she

must prove it, not by proving she paid out the identical money

she had thus received, but that 'she had received money equal

to the price of the property which she paid, and from whom
she received it, or that the property was a gift to her by a

donor not her husband, nor the gift procured by the expendi-

ture of his money. Counsel insist, that good faith is always

presumed in the purchase and conveyance of property until it

is shown to be otherwise, but that this instruction puts a badge

of fraud upon any act of purchase of property by a'feme cove?'t,

without any proof of bad faith or fraud, and therefore cannot

be the law.

We do not so regard the instruction. As we have said, it is

but the recognition of the familiar principle, that he who affirms

a fact must furnish proof of the fact. Nor do we understand,

that the act of 1861 was designed to overthrow the presumption

of the common law, that the husband is the owner of all the

property of which the wife may be in possession, especially if

they are living together as husband and wife. To overcome

this presumption, she must show affirmatively, the property is

her own, and derived from a source other than her husband,

and in good faith. The substance of the instructions embody

those principles, and are the law.

But, it is insisted, that the earnings of appellant, as an hotel-

keeper since the act of 1861, belong to her.

The act does not vest the earnings of the wife in her, as this

court decided in the case of Bear v. Jlays, supra. They

belong to her husband, and the property purchased by them ia

his also.
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Upon the merits of the case, as developed by the testimony,

we think the verdict was right. The jury had the sagacity to

perceive, that though ostensibly the appellant was the pur-

chaser of the property levied on, yet really, the money which

l>aid for it came from the husband, and the forms of sale and

payment to which resort was had, were mere contrivances,

easily penetrated, by which to veil tlie transactions.

Believing the instructions to be correct, and that the evi-

dence supports the verdict, we must affirm the judgment.

Judgment affirmed.

Ebenezer Capps

V.

Isaac Watts.

Guaranty. In '. -ul. brought upon tbe following instrximent

:

"Vandalia, III., April 16, 1864.

" In consideration of sixty-five dollars, to be paid to J, & J. W, Bunn, Spring-

field, Illinois, I, Charles Capps, hereby agree to make a warranty deed to

Isaac Watts to the following described real estate, viz. : Lot two, block nine,

Gill's west addition, Atlanta, Logan Co., Illinois. The above premises having

been in law, and if not decided at this date, the above to be a firm contract

—

said Isaac Watts agreeing to pay all taxes against said real estate, provided

the same has not been sold for taxes, and is beyond redemption. If the prop-

erty has been sold and the time of redemption expired, then the above to be

null and void, otherwise to remain in full force and effect— said Capps giving

possession on the 7th day of May, 1864— said Watts being the plaintiff in

the suit against said real estate, hereby agrees to dismiss said suit at his, said

Watts', costs. (Signed) CHAELES CAPPS,
"E. CAPPS,
"ISAAC WATTS.

" I, E. Capps, guarantee that Charles Capps complies with the above agree-

ment. (Signed) E. Capps."

it is held, that the signature of Ebenezer Capps to the first contract was placed

there as security for Charles Capps. That the guaranty written below and

signed by him was to specify and explain the object of his signature to the

first agreement.
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Weit of Error to the Circuit Court of Fayette county ; the

Hon. Charles Emerson, Judge, presiding.

This was an action of assumpsit, brought by Isaac "Watts

against Ebenezer Capps, in the Circuit Court of Fayette

county.

The declaration alleges that the plaintiff and one Charles

Capps entered into a written agreement (the same as set out in

the opinion of the court), and avers that the defendant, in con-

sideration that the plaintiff would enter into said contract,

signed the same as guarantor for the performance of said con-

tract by Charles Capps ; that none of the causes existed which

were to prevent said contract from becoming a firm contract

;

that the plaintiff had dismissed the suit referred to ; that he

had paid taxes on the lot, and redeemed the same from tax

sales ; and paid costs to the amount of sixty-five dollars ; that

Charles Capps had refused to convey the lot; and that the

same was worth $500 ; that Charles Capps was insolvent ; and

by means of the premises the defendant became liable, etc.

Plea— general issue and notice. Trial by the court—jury

being waived.

On the trial, the agreement set out in the opinion was offered

in evidence by the plaintiff, and objected to by the defendant,

objection overruled, and contract read.

Kecord of Logan Circuit Court showing, that a suit for fore-

closure of mortgage in favor of Isaac Watts v. Albert Goodelt

(& Charles Capps, was dismissed by the plaintiff at his own
cost.

Certificate of redemption from sale for taxes by Isaac Watta

of the lot described in contract.

Receipt from J. & J. W. Bunn to Isaac Watts for sixty-five

dollars, to be applied in favor of Charles Capps.

Tripp, a witness, stated that the lot in question was
worth, in 1864, the sum of four hundred and twenty-five dollars.

J. W. Ross stated, that, before commencement of suit, he, as

the agent of plaintiff, had demanded from Charles Capps a

deed for the property which was refused ; that Charles Capps
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had made several propositions to settle, some of which were

accepted, and Capps failed to comply ; said he was poor and not

able to pay the money ; did not think it was right he should do

so ; that said Capps had no property that he knew of; did not

know whether he was insolvent or not.

Lewis L. Clnxton stated he was assessor in Vandalia, in

1863, 1864, 1865 ; that Charles Capps said he had nothing but

his house furniture.

On the part of defendant below :

Charles W. Higginbottom stated he was present when the

said contract was written and that he wrote the same; did not

know that E. Capps had signed the same until he saw it at this

trial; that he has no recollection of E. Capps signing it or

being asked to sign it ; that he supposes E. Capps signed it as

security for Charles Capps ; after the contract was executed it

was handed to Mr. Watts, and all of them left the room, except

himself and E. Capps ; in about ten or twenty minutes, or per-

haps half an hour, Watts came back and asked E. Capps if he

would not guarantee the said contract, between Charles Capps

and himself; E. Capps said he had no objection, and that he

would ; witness then wrote the guaranty at the bottom of the

contract, and Capps signed it and gave it to Watts, and Watts

then left ; there was nothing received by Capps for guarantee-

ing said contract nor any thing promised to him ; he was asked

to sign it as stated, and he did so.

This was all the testimony
;
judgment for plaintiff for four

hundred and twenty-five dollars, to which defendant excepted.

The case is brought to this court by writ of error.

Mr. A J. Gallagher, for the plaintiff in error.

Messrs. Stewaut, Edwaeds & Beown, for the defendant ii

error.

Mr. Justice Lawkence delivered the opinion of the Court

:

This was an action of assumpsit, brought by Isaac Watts

against Ebenezer Capps, upon the following instrument

:
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" Yandalia, III., April 16, 1864.

" In consideration of sixtj-five dollars, to be paid to J. & J.

W. Bunn, Springfield, Illinois, I, Charles Capps, hereby agree

to make a warranty deed to Isaac Watts to the following

described real estate, viz. : Lot two, block nine. Gill's west

addition, Atlanta, Logan Co., Illinois. The above premises

having been in law, and if not decided at this date, the above

to be a firm contract— said Isaac Watts agreeing to pay all

taxes against said real estate, provided the same has not been

sold for taxes and is beyond redemption. If the property has

been sold and the time of redemption expired, then the above

to be null and void, otherwise to remain in full force and

effect— said Capps giving possession on the 7th day of May,
1864:— said Watts being the plaintiff in the snit against said

real estate hereby agrees to dismiss said suit at his, said Watts',

costs. (Signed) CHARLES CAPPS,
"E. CAPPS,
"ISAAC WATTS.

*'I, E. Capps, guarantee that Charles Capps complies with

the above agreement.

.

(Signed) E. Capps."

A jury was waived, and on the trial one Higginbottom was

called as a witness, who stated that he wrote the instrument

;

that he had no recollection of Ebenezer Capps signing the body

of the instrument ; that, after the contract was executed, Watts

and Charles Capps withdrew, leaving himself and Ebenezer

Capps ; that in ten or twenty minutes or half an hour Watts

returned and asked Ebenezer Capps if he would not guaranty

the contract for Charles Capps, that Capps said he would, and

thereupon witness wrote the guaranty at the bottom of the

contract and Ebenezer Capps signed it. The witness further

stated that no consideration was paid for Capps' guaranty and

that both of his signatures were genuine.

It is insisted by the counsel for plaintiff in error, that the

guaranty was a contract subsequent to the original, and that it

needed both a consideration and a revenue stamp to make it

valid. The original contract, it should be remarked, wag
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Btamped. But our construction of tliis transaction is simply

this. By an examination of the agreement, it will be seen that

Ebenezer Capps had no interest in it whatever. He was not

required by it to do any thing. His first signature, then, under

that of Charles Capps, is senseless, except upon the theory that

he placed it there with a view of becoming security for Charles.

We do not say that this would be a legal presumption from his

unexplained signature, but the guaranty written below and

signed by him removes all doubt. It probably occurred to Watts,

after he retired from the room, that the signature of Ebenezer

Capps, as it then stood, might admit of controversy as to its

object, and he therefore returned and had him specify the

object by re-signing under a guaranty written out in full. As
it would be absurd to have him guarantee his own contract, it

is evident the parties did not consider he had signed the instru-

ment as a principal. "We must suppose that both his signatures

were intended for the same purpose, and to bind him in the

same way, and that the only object of the second signing under

the guaranty was to explain the purpose of the first. We regard

the second signature as but a part of the transaction which had

occurred a few minutes before, and as only completing what the

parties had already sought to do, and therefore requiring neither

a new consideration nor a new stamp. The other objection,

that there was a variance between the instrument ofiered in

proof and that described in the declaration, is without founda-

tion in the view we have taken of the case.

Judgment affirmed.

The Illinois Central Railroad Company

V.

Abram Middlesworth.

1. Negligence— relative — liability. In actions against railroad Cf/m-

panies for injuries inflicted by negligence, it is held, that the company is not

liable if the plaintiff has been guilty of negligence which has contributed to

the injury, unless it appears that the company has been guilty of negligence
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more gross than that of the plaintiff. That, in this class of actions, the jury

may compare the degrees of negligence.

2. Allegations and proof. Where a declaration proceeds for one cause

of action, the plaintiff cannot recover by proving another and different cause of

action. To recover, he must prove the averments of some one of the counts

of his declaration.

Appeal from the Circuit Court of Shelby county ; the Hon.

Charles Emeeson, Judge, presiding.

Tliis was an action of trespass on the case brought by Abram
Middlesworth, in the Shelby Circuit Court, against the Illinois

Central Railroad company. The declaration contains three

counts. The first for negligence, in failing to fence their track,

whereby the stock was killed. The second and third for kill-

ing the plaintiff's mules, by the negligent management of the

engine and cars of the company in operating their road. The

plea of the general issue was filed.

A trial was had by the court and a jury. It appears that

plaintiff had a large herd of mules in a pen adjoining the road-

way of defendant, the fence on the side of the road forming

one side of the lot in which the mules were confined. That

the mules broke into the road, and a passing train killed

twenty-two of the herd, worth, as it was agreed, $2,840.

Plaintiff introduced evidence to prove negligence on the

part of the employees of the road, and defendant, testimony to

prove care and diligence. Among other instructions asked

by defendant, the court refused to give his fifth and sixth,

which are as follows

:

" 5. That, although the defendant may have been guilty

of negligence in the management of the train in question, yet

if the plaintiff was also guilty of a want of proper and reason-

able care and prudence on the occasion by placing so many
mules in an inclosure of the size as stated, he knowing the

habits and disposition of the mules when frightened, then,

unless the proof shows that the conduct of the engineer was
negligent, and not merely careless and imprudent, the law is

5 — 4.3d III.
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for the defendant, and the plaintiff cannot recover for the dam-

age done.

" 6. That the plaintiff cannot recover upon the second and

third counts in said declaration, unless it is proved to their

Eatisfaction that the servants of defendant were negligent in

the mangement of the traiD."

The jury found a verdict for the plaintiff, and assessed the

damages at $2,840. Defendant entered a motion for a new

trial, which was overruled, and judgment rendered on the

verdict, and defendant, to reverse the judgment, prosecutes

this apppeal.

Mr. A. J. Gallagher, for the appellant.

Messrs. Moulton & Chafee, for the appellee.

Mr. Chief Justice Walkek delivered the opinion of the

Court

:

A reversal is asked, because the court below refused to give

appellant's fifth instruction. It asserted a correct legal propo-

sition, and should have been given. It informed the jury,

that, although the railroad company might have been guilty of

negligence in the management of their train, yet, if appellee

was also guilty of a want of proper and reasonable care and

prudence on the occasion of the injury, by placing so large a

number of mules in an inclosure of the size stated, then,

unless the evidence showed that the conduct of the engineer

was negligent, and not merely imprudent, the appellee could

not recover.

This court has repeatedly held, that, in this class of cases,

where it appears that the plaintiff has been guilty of negli-

gence contributing to the injury, he cannot recover, unless it

appears that the defendant has been guilty of negligence more

gross than that of the plaintiff,— that in this class of actions

the jury may compare the degrees of negligence. This

instruction substantially told the jury, that, if appellee had

been guilty of unreasonable negligence, and the engine driver
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had not been guilty of gross negligence, tliey should find for

appellant. By this instruction the jury would have been

required to determine whether appellee had been guilty of

unreasonable negligence, and if so, then whether the employees

had been guilty of gross negligence. If they had so found,

then they would have been required to find for appellee ; but,

if they found appellee guilty of negligence, and the engineer

of no greater or higher degree of negligence, they would have

found for appellant.

The first count in appellee's declaration proceeds for a liabil-

ity in failing to fence their railroad track, whereby the stock

were killed. The second and third counts proceed for damage

to the stock from the negligence of the company. Each count

containing a separate cause and ground of recovery, to succeed

under it, the plaintiff must sustain it by proof of the facts con-

tained in its averments. A count setting up one cause of

action cannot be sustained by proof of another and different

cause of action. To have recovered under the second or third

counts, in this declaration, it was, therefore, indispensably nec-

esssary to prove negligence on the part of appellant, producing

the injury complained of and for which a recovery was sought.

The sixth instruction announced these rules, and should, there-

therefore, have been given. The judgment is reversed and the

cause remanded.

Judgment reversed.

Aaron Bliss et al

V,

James Kennedy et al.

1. Coi^VETANCES— what passes h?/ a grant. Wliere a factory and tlie land

on whicli it stood witli the appurtenances were conveyed, the factory being the

Bubject-matter of the grant, all that belonged to the tract conveyed, and ovei

which the grantor had dominion, passed by his deed, under the term " appur-

tenances," and nothing more.
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2. Same— grants how construed. Courts always construe grants, by consid-

ering the condition of things at tlie time tbe grant was made.

3. Where a grantor conveyed a factory, and the land on which it stood,

with its appurtenances, he owning nothing outside of the boundaries of the

land conveyed, above or below the factory, he could convey nothing beyond the

premises themselves ; and therefore no part of a stream above the factory, by

which the factory was supplied with water, could pass as appurtenances to it.

4. Same— effect ofconveyance upon thefuture rights of the grantor. Where

a deed conveys a factory, located on a stream which supplies it with water,

with the land on which it stands, " together with all the hereditaments and

appurtenances thereunto belonging or in anywise appertaining," the grantor

is not thereby inhibited from acquiring future rights in the stream.

5. Riparian pkoprietors—priority of use gives no exclusive right. Pri-

ority of use of the water of a stream by a riparian proprietor gives no exclu-

sive right.

6. Same— their respective rights. The rule is, where two factories are

located on the same stream, so far as the water is destroyed by being converted

into steam, neither is entitled to its exclusive use ; it is to be divided between

them as nearly as may be according to their respective requirements ; if each

factory requires the same quantity of water it should be equally divided ; but,

while the water is incapable of being thus divided with mathematical exact-

ness, if the jury should find that the upper factory has used more than ita

reasonable share, or has diverted the water from its natural channel after

using it, or so corrupted it as to deprive the lower proprietor of its use to such

a degree as to cause a material injury to that factory, it would be ground for

damages, and ultimately for an injunction.

7. Chancery— rights of ri^jarian owners must be established in a court at

law. To authorize the interposition of a court of chancery by injunction to

restrain a riparian proprietor from using the water of a stream for manufac-

turing purposes, the complainant must first establish his rights, and a viola"

tion of those rights, in a court at law.

8. Same. If a riparian proprietor willfully, or wantonly, or carelessly, so

use his privilege as to injure the lights of others, the courts of law are open to

them, in which to establish their rights and redress the wrong. Chancery

cannot interpose until tlie right and its invasion are determined.

9. Same— when chancery loill prevent an injury. Chancery may, for the

purpose of preserving property until a legal decision upon the right set up can

be had, restrain by injunction a party doing or threatening an invasion of the

rights claimed, but in all such cases the party complaining must show a strong

prima facie case in support of the title which he asserts, and show that he has

not been guilty of any improper delay in applying for the interposition of the

conrt. In such case the court will also take into consideration the degree of

inconvenience and expense to which the granting of the injunction would sub.

ject the defendant in the event of his being found to be in the right.
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Wkit of Eeror to tlie Circuit Court of Coles county ; the

Hon. 0. L. Davis, Judge, presiding.

This was a suit in chancery, commenced in the Coles county

Circuit Court, by Aaron Bliss and Thomas Lytle against the

defendants in error.

The complainants by their bill allege in substance, that they

are the owners in fee of a lot of ground in Charleston, conveyed

by deeds with the usual covenants, by James Kennedy, one of

the defendants, to complainants, on which lot James Kennedy

had previously, to wit, in 1855, erected a woollen factory, with

capacity to do a large business in that line, and that the defend-

ants, five or six years afterward, erected their factory on the

same stream, on their own lot, and about one hundred yards

above complainants' factory. Complainants charge that defend-

ants have used the water of the stream to their detriment, and

have occasionally let their dye-slops escape and get into the

stream, and thence into the pool of complainants ; and further,

that defendants were about to proceed to dig a deep drain

from their factory through the land of complainants, against

their will, for the purpose of carrying off their slops.

The bill prays for an injunction restraining the defendants

from interfering with the alleged rights of the complainants.

The defendants' answer admits the erection and ownership

of the two factories, and the doing of the amount of custom

and other work claimed in the bill, but denies the claim of

complainants of any superior or exclusive right to the use of

the water flowing in the ravine or stream on which said facto-

ries are situated, either by virtue of the deeds from James
Kennedy, or priority of occupancy; defendants deny all inten-

tion to injure complainants by waste of dye-stuffs, or other-

wise ; and deny any intention or desire to dig a ditch through

the lot of complainants, aforesaid, without their consent.

To which the complainants filed a general replication.

The case was heard at the March Term, 1866, of the Circuit

Court of Coles county. Upon the hearing the injunction

prayed for was refused, and the bill dismissed.
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The material facts appear in the opinion.

The errors relied upon are, the refusing of the injunction^

and dismissing the bill, by the court below.

Messrs. Coler & Smith, and Wiley & Pakkee, for the

plaintiffs in error.

Messrs. John Scholfield and O. B. Fioklin, for the defend-

ants in error.

Mr. Justice Bkeese delivered the opinion of the Court

:

The claim made by the complainants, plaintiffs in error here,

is reduced to this simple question, have the complainants, by

reason of priority in the use of this water, or from any other

cause, the exclusive right to the use of the water, which these

springs and rivulets supply ?

The plaintiffs in error insist, as against these defendants,

they have such right, derived in two ways ; first, by the deeds

of Kennedy to them, and second, on the evidence in the record.

Upon the first point, it is only necessary to recur to those

deeds, with a short preliminary statemen t of some facts.

James Kennedy, one of the defendants in error, had, in 1855,

erected a woollen factory on a certain piece of ground in the

town of Charleston, in Coles county, and operated it until 1857,

when Thomas Lytle, one of the plaintiffs in error, purchased

of him an undivided half interest in the factory, and business

and lot of ground, together with the water privilege thereto

belonging, and all appurtenances whatsoever. Kennedy and

Lytle carried on the factory until 1859, when they sold an

undivided third of the ground, factory and business, to Joseph

Peyton, and the same was carried on by Kennedy, Lytle &
Peyton until March, 1860, at which time Aaron Bliss, the other

plaintiff in error, bought the interests of both Kennedy and

Peyton, taking a general warranty deed from them for an undi-

^^[ded two-thirds of the same. The premises are described in

this deed as " one undivided two-thirds of the building and

machinery, together with two-thirds of the following parcel or
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lot of ground (describing it by courses and distances) together

with all the hereditaments and appurtenances thereto belong-

ing, or in any wise appertaining."

JS'ow the claim of plaintiffs in error is, that by this deed

Kennedy virtually covenanted, that his grantees should have

the use of the water as it then came to the factory, the flow of

the water from the springs and branch on which the factory

was erected being appurtenant to the land granted.

At the time of the execution of this deed by Kennedy, and

at the time he executed the deed to Lytle, it is not pretended

Kennedy had any right, title or claim to any land save that on

which the factory was erected. By his deed then, he cannot

be held to have sold and conveyed any thing but the land and

factory specified in it, and the appurtenances to that land and

factory then belonging.

Because a small stream, fed by springs, flowed from a dis-

tant source, through this land, it cannot, with any plausi-

bility, be contended that the water or stream outside of the

boundary of the land he then owned and conveyed, included

those other portions of the stream flowing through other lands

he did not own, as appurtenant to the land he conveyed, and

yet such is the claim of the plaintiffs in error, a claim having

no foundation in reason, law or justice. All that belonged

to the tract conveyed, and over which Kennedy then had

dominion, passed by his deed under the term " appurtenances,"

and nothing more. The principal thing conveyed was the

factory and the ground on which it stood, and all that per-

tained to either, which Kennedy owned, passed by his deed.

This proposition is so reasonable, that the mere statement

of it should be sufflcient, but there is authority on the point.

It was held in Rockly v. Sprague, 17 Maine, 281, that the

grant of a mill carried with it the use of the head of water

necessary to its enjoyment, with all incidents and appurte-

nances, but only so far as the right to convey to this extent

existed in the grantors. And the same doctrine is recognized

by this court, in Wilcoxon v. MoGhee, 12 111. 381, in which it

was held, where a mill and its appurtenances were conveyed,
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the mill being the subject matter of the grant, the right to

continue to overflow the lands of the grantor continued to the

same extent as when the grant was made. And the same was

held in Hadden v. Shouts, 15 id. 581. Courts always construe

grants by considering the condition of things at the time the

grant was made. Kennedy, when he conveyed the factory and

land, with its appurtenances, to complainants, owning nothing

outside of the boundaries of the land conveyed, above or below

the factory, could convey nothing, and, therefore, no part of

the stream above the factory could pass as appurtenant to it.

JSTor are there any covenants in Kennedy's deeds inhibiting

him from the future acquisition of rights in tliis stream of

water, and if there were, they could not affect his co-defend-

ants,— they would not be bound by them.

The claim of complainants based upon Kennedy's deeds

falls to the ground.

Is there, then, any reasonable ground of complaint on the

part of complainants shown by the evidence as growing out of

the subsequent acquisition by these defendants of the land and

stream above this factory, and thereon erecting a rival factory ?

Complainants charge in their bill of complaint, that the erec-

tion of this factory by these defendants was with a view to

break up complainants' business, and to supersede them in the

woollen factory business, and to divert the business and custom

of complainants to them, the defendants. This factory was

erected by the defendants, in 1863, under the immediate view

of complainants, and with their full knowledge of the steps

being taken by the defendants to put it into operation, but not

a word of remonstrance came from cf;2r»^lainants, or of objec-

tion, until the rival factory was in successful operation, when
it was discovered there was not water enough for both mills,

and the Circuit Court was applied to for an injunction to

restrain the defendants in the use of their property. This

brings us to the consideration of the second ground of claim

assumed by the plaintiffs in error,, and that is, their exclusive

right to the use of this water, established by the facts in the

case.
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Those facts go to sliow, that phiintiffs in error have priority

of use ; that, in the natural flow of this water, in wet seasons,

or after rains, there is water enough to run five or six such

factories all the time, and it is admitted, on this record, that

these factories run evei'y day.

Now, it has been always held, that priority of use gives no

exclusive right, and it is very difficult to provide any rule that

shall exactly define the boundaries of rights claimed by upper

and lower proprietors on the same water course. Adjudged
cases, the most of them, relate to the use of water for a par-

ticular purpose, which, when that purpose is accomplished, is

returned to its natural channel. Here the water is actually

consumed by converting it into vapor, so that it cannot return

to its usual channel to flow on.

What should be the rule in such cases cannot be precisely

laid down, as this court said in Evans v. Meriwether^ 3 Scam.

492. The case was this :

Smith & Baker, in 1834, bought six acres of land, througli

which a branch ran, and erected a steam mill upon it. They

depended upon this branch and a well for water for their

engine. A year or two afterward, Evans bought six acres of

land on the same branch, above and immediately adjoining

Smith and Baker's lot, and he erected on it a steam mill,

depending, also, upon this branch and a well for water to run

his engine. After the erection of Evans' mill, in 1836 or 1837,

Smith & Baker sold to Meriwether. Ordinarily there was a

supply of water for both mills, but in the fall of 1837 there

was a drought, and the branch so far failed, that it did not

afford water sufficient to run the upper mill continually. One
of the hands employed about this mill made a dam across the

branch just below the mill, and thereby diverted all the water

into Evans' well. After this diversion of the water, the

branch went dry below, and Meriwether's mill could not run

more than one day in a week, and, to do that, it was supplied

with water from his well. For this injury, Meriwether

brought his action at law, and recovered judgment.

On appeal to this court it was held, after discussing tho
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respective rights of riparian proprietors thus situated, that, so

far as natural wants are concerned, each proprietor in his turn

may, if necessary, consume all the water to supply them, but,

where the water is not wanted to supply natural wants, and

there is not sufficient for each proprietor living on the stream

to carry on his manufacturing purposes, neither has a right,

without a contract or grant, to use all the water ; all have a

right to participate in its benefits. When this is so, no rule,,

from the very nature of the case, can be laid down as to how

much each may use without infringing on the rights of others.

In such cases the question must be left to the judgment of the

jury whether the party complained of has used, under all cir-

cumstances, more than his just proportion. This case, in some

of the important facts, does not differ from the one before us,,

and it has been cited with approbation by Professor Washburne

in his treatise on easements and servitudes. Washburne on the

American LaAV of Easements and Servitudes, 222, 224.

The complainants having established no exclusive right to

the use of this water, as against the defendants, by virtue of

any covenants on the part of all or either of them ; having, as

the evidence proves, prior occupancy or use of the stream; and

there being an insufficient supply of water for both factories in

dry seasons, and prior occupancy giving no exclusive right, it

is then a question for a jury, and not for a court, to determine.,

under all the circumstances, how the water has been appro-

priated.

This case then is not yet matured for the chancellor. Under

the circumstances developed by this record the appellants have

no right to resort to a court of equity until they shall have

established their right at law.

To authorize the interposition of chancery by injunction,—
a writ which may, in its operation, produce incalculable dam-

age to a manufacturer, against the prosecution of whose legiti-

mate business it is required to issue and does issue,—justice

requires there should be first established not only a clear and

palpable violation of the alleged rights of the party complain-

ing, but the rights themselves should be certain, undoubted,
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and such as have been ascertained by the verdict of a jury, and

can be, thereby, clearly ascertained and measured.

When the right is thus established, the aid of a court of

chancery to protect appellants in the full enjoyment of it will

not be invoked in vain.

An examination of authorities on this subject will show, that,

in cases like this, the right of the party must first be established

at law, before the restraining arm of chancery can be called

into exercise. 1 Daniels' Ch. Pr. (Perkins' ed.) 573, referring

to Weller v. 8meason^ 1 Cox, 102. Chancery may undoubtedly,

for the purpose of preserving property until a legal decision on

the rights set up can be had, restrain, by injunction, a party

doing or threatening an invasion of the right claimed, but in all

such cases the party complaining must show a strong prima
facie case in support of the title wdiich he asserts, and to show
that he has not been guilty of any improper delay in applying

for the interposition of the court. And the court has also to

consider the degree of inconvenience and expense to which grant-

ing the injunction would subject the defendant in the event of

his being found to be in the right. 3 Daniels' Ch. Pr. (Perkins'

ed.) 1743.

We do not think such a case has been made out by com-

plainants, nor is such the scope and object of their bill. They

do not allege in it, that they have commenced, or are about to

commence, legal proceedings to establish their right, but call

upon a court of chancery to establish it in the first instance.

The duty of that court is to protect a party in his acknowledged

rio-hts, rather than to establish new and doubtful ones. It is

admitted by the defendants in error, that each of these propri-

etors has a right to the equal use of this water in the order of

their location on the rivulet.

If, then, the upper proprietors shall willfully, or wantonly, or

carelessly, so use their privilege as to injure the complainants,

the courts of law are open to them in which to establish their

rights and redress the wrong. Evans v. Meriwether^ supra.

Chancery cannot interpose until the right and its invasion are

determined.
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It is iiro;ed by plaintiffs in error, that this is an objection to

the jurisdiction, which, not having been made in the Circuit

Court, cannot now be made here.

"We do not so regard it.

The court, on the hearing, caused tliis decree to be entered

:

And now on this day come the said parties, by their solicitors

;

and this cause is set down for hearing on the bill of complaint,

answer, replication, and the parol and other evidence intro-

duced, and after hearing the evidence and argument of counsel,

and the court being sufficiently advised in the premises, it is

considered by the court that the said complainants have no

equity against the said defendants; it is. therefore ordered by

the court, that the complainants' bill do stand as dismissed out

of this court, with costs to be taxed, etc.

The point made here does not go to the jurisdiction of the

court. It is made directly upon the equity set out in the bill,

and the argument, when concisely stated, is, that, with all the

showing of the complainants, they have no ground on which to

base a claim to restrain the defendants in the use of this water.

Their rights must first be established before a jury. It was

not a question for chancery to decide, whether defendants used

more than their fair and reasonable proportion of this water.

Dunning v. City of Aurora^ decided April Term, 1866.

A reasonable rule, and one which we desire to lay down,

would seem to be this : That so far as the water is destroyed

by being converted into steam, neither of these factories is

entitled to its exclusive use ; that it is to be divided between

them as nearly as may be according to their respective require-

ments ; that, if each factory requires the same quantity of water,

it should be equally divided ; but, while the water is incapable

of being thus divided with mathematical exactness, if the jury

should find that the upper factory has used more than its reas-

onable share, or has diverted the water after using it from its

natural channel, or so corrupted it, as to deprive the lower

proprietors of its use to such a degree as to caucc a material

injury to that factory, it would be ground for damages, and

ultimately for an injunction. The maxim "5^c utere tuo, ut
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alienam non loedas''^ applies to the defendants. Wliatever is

true of their rights, is true of the proprietors below them on

the stream, the plaintiffs in error here.

As the Circuit Court dismissed the bill for want of equity,

we must affirm the decree and require the plaintiffs in error

first to establish their right and the extent of it, at law, and

also the invasion of it by the defendants in error.

The bill will be dismissed however, without prejudice to the

complainants.

Decree affirmed.

Illinois Central Raileoad Company

V.

Joseph Wren.

1. Evidence—pvMished laws. The laws certified by the secretary of State,

and published by the authority of the State, must be received as having passed

the legislature in the manner required by the Constitution, unless the contrary

appears,

3. Same— legislative jommals. If parties seek to raise the question as to

whether the yeas and nays were duly called upon the passage of an act, it is

not sufiBcient to refer the court to the journal, with the expectation that the

court will take judicial notice of all the facts that it discloses.

3. Same— ofwJiat the court loill take judicial notice. Although the court

will take judicial notice of all acts of the legislature signed by the governor,

and found in the office of the secretary of State, and although for some pur-

poses the court may take judicial notice of the legislative journals, yet it ia

not the province of the court, at the suggestion or request of counsel, to under-

take to explore the journal for the purpose of ascertaining the manner in

which a law duly certified went through the legislature, and into the hands

of the governor.

4. Same— Tiow published law may he impeached. If parties desire to show

that a law has been passed without calling the yeas and nays, they must make
the requisite proof of that fact, by means of the legislative journals, and intro-

duce that proof into the record.

A duly authenticated copy of so much of the original journals as shows the

facts relied upon by counsel for impeaching a law prima facie valid must ba

brought before the court through the record.
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5. Negliqence. Gross or willful negligence on the part of a railroad com-

pany will make it liable for injury to an animal, even though the animal be

improperly on the track.

6. If an animal is suddenly driven on the track by a dog, and there is no

fault on the part of the engineer, the company will not be held responsible.

Appeal from the Circuit Court of De Witt county ; the Hon.

John M. Scott, Judge, presiding.

This was an action brought by Wren against the Illinois

Central Railroad Company, before a justice of the peace, to

recover the value of a cow killed by a passing train in the town

of Clinton. The plaintiff recovered a judgment before the

justice for fifty dollars, from which the defendant took an

appeal to the Circuit Court. In that court a jury was waived

and cause tried by the court, and judgment rendered in favor

of the plaintiff for forty-five dollars. From this judgment the

defendant appealed.

The first point raised by the a]3pellant is, that this is an

action on the case, and the justice had no jurisdiction, the law

of February 9, 1857, conferring jurisdiction on justices of the

peace in such cases, not having been passed in a constitutional

manner, and the suit should have been dismissed. In support

of this position the appellant referred the court to the journals

of the house and senate, to show that the act in question had

not passed by ayes and noes, as required by the Constitution.

Citing, as authorities, Spangler v. Jacobi^ 14 111. 299, and Super^

visors of Schuyler Co. v. Peoj)le, ex rel. R. I. & Alton R. R,
Vo., 25 id. 181.

Mr. C. H. Moore, for the appellant.

Mr. E. H. Palmek, for the appellee.

Mr. Justice Lawrence delivered the opinion of the Court :

This was an action brought by Wren against the railroad

company to recover the value of a cow killed by a passing train,

in the town of Clinton. The suit was originally commenced
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before a justice and taken bj appeal to the Circuit Court,

where a jury was waived and the court gave the plaintiff judg-

ment for forty-five dollars.

It is first objected, on behalf of the appellant, that the act

of 1857, giving justices of the peace jurisdiction in actions on

the case, was not passed by yeas and nays as required by the

Constitution, and therefore never became a law. In support of

this we are referred to various pages of the printed journal of

the house and senate, by which it is sought to trace the facts

connected with the passage of the act. The laws certified by

the secretary of State, and published by the authority of the

State, must be received as having passed the legislature in the

manner required by the Constitution unless the contrary clearly

appears. If counsel seek to raise the question as to whether

the yeas and nays were duly called, it is not sufficient to refer

the court to the journal, with the expectation that we are to

take judicial notice of all the facts that it discloses. Although

we take judicial notice of all acts of the legislature signed by
the governor, and found in the office of the secretary of State,

and although for some purposes we may take judicial notice of

the legislative journals, yet it is not our province, at the sug-

gestion or request of counsel, to undertake to explore these

journals for the purpose of ascertaining the manner in which a

law duly certified went through the legislature and into the

hands of the governor. If counsel say the journal shows a law

to have been passed without calling the yeas and nays, let them

make the requisite proof of that fact by means of the legislative

journals, and introduce that proof into the record. In the

present case we have been referred to the printed journal. We
are not aware of any law which makes the printed journal evi-

dence of the contents of the original. But even if it were it is

not sufficient to refer us to it. A duly authenticated copy of

so much of the original journal as shows the facts relied upon

by counsel for impeaching a law prima facie valid, must be

brought before us through the record. In Slangier v. Jacobi,

14 111. 299, the journals were made a part of the bill of excep-

tions, and in every case that has hitherto come before this
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court, in whicli questions of this character have been raised,

the facts have been presented by the record.

As to the merits of the case before us, a witness called for

the plaintiff swears he was standing in the door of a barn

watching the approaching train ; that he distinctly saw the

cow standing still upon the track ; that she was in full view of

the engineer from the time the train emerged from a cut until

it struck the cow, a distance of two or three hundred yards, and

that the speed of the train was not slackened. The engineer

was sworn, and admits the speed was not slackened, but says

the cow was not on the track when he emero-ed from the cut,

but was afterward driven on it by a dog, and so near to the

locomotive that he could not avoid running over her. There

was a third witness called, but he was not in a position where

he could see the cow. The engineer says he was running at

about eight or ten miles per hour. If, running at this speed,

with a cow in full view, standing on the track, while the train

was going two hundred yards, he deliberately ran over her

without any attempt to check the speed of his train, which in

that distance might so easily have been done, it was gross and

willful negligence, for which the company must be held respon-

sible. This court has constantly held, from the Patohin case,

16 111. 198, to the present time, that gross or willful negligence

on the part of the road, will make it liable for injury to an

animal, even though the animal be improperly on the track.

If, on the other hand, in the case before us, the cow was sud-

denly driven on the track by a dog, and there was no fault on

the part of the engineer, the company would not be responsible.

But on this point the two witnesses differ, and there is no

ground for saying the court gave credence to the less credible

of the two The plaintiff's witness was disinterested and testi-

fied clearly and positively. The judgment must be affirmed.

Judgment affirmed.
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The Trustees of the First Congregational Church
V.

Robert Stewart.

1. Trustees— ownership of property in trust. The title to trust property

vests in the trustees for the use of the beneficiaries, and the law empowers

them, and imposes it on them as a duty, to use all reasonable and lawful

means to execute the trust reposed in them. And, where the right of property

is invaded, and its enjoyment by the beneficiaries is prevented, it is their duty

to employ all legal means to protect the beneficiaries in its enjoyment.

3. Same— church property— who may occupy it. Where property is held

by trustees for the exclusive use of a particular organization, that body have

the right to enjoy it, according to the usages of the church. Even the trus

tees, much less others, have no power to pervert it to other uses, except in the

usual mode of transferring such property. And any attempt to do so may be

restrained. Such a body has the right to use it for the purpose of worship,

according to the rules for the government of the church. And they have the

right to have such worship performed in the manner and by persons designated

Ijy the rules and tenets of the church.

3. Same— intrusion by other persons. Other persons cannot lawfully

intrude upon such rights. Persons not selected in the mode prescribed by the

regulations for the church government, have no right to force themselves into

the church, and olficiate or conduct the religious exercises ; and any one doing

so acts in violation of law.

4. Demurrer— to Mil, admits its truth. A demurrer admits the truth of a

bill. And when it stands admitted that a defendant has no right to officiate

as the minister of a church, and has not been engaged for the purpose, and

that he is determined to continue to do so in the future unless prevented by

force, he may be restrained from the performance of such acts. And, notwith-

standing there may be a legal remedy, still, it is not adequate to aflford com-

plete relief, as there is no measure of the damages sustained by being deprived

of the privilege of worshipping as they prefer. A recovery for the trespass

would not cover the whole amount of the damages sustained.

5. Religious congregation— tJieir rights. A congregation of religious

persons cannot be forced to accept the ministrations of a clergyman not chosen

according to the usages of their church, and when a person attempts to force

himself upon them they may maintain a bill to restrain such acts.

Appeal from the Circuit Court of Bond county; the Hon.

Joseph Gillespie, Judge, presiding.

6— 43d III.
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This was a bill in chancery, filed by the Trustees of the

First Congregational Church, in the Bond Circuit Court,

against Robert Stewart. The bill alleges that the church is

legally incorporated according to law, and that the complain-

ants, as trustees, are entitled to' the possession of the church

edifice and are in possession of the key to the same ; that

defendant on different occasions forcibly and against their will

and without authority did usurp the right to, and did ofldciate

as the pastor and minister of. the church, contrary to the wishes

of a majority of the congregation of the church; that he

declared his intention to do so in the future for the next three

years unless prevented by physical force.

It further alleges that he had not been hired or employed to

act as pastor; that he is neither a member nor a minister of the

church, and has no legal or equitable right to act or officiate as

such ; that the church is unable to procure the services of a

minister by reason of defendant's claim of the right to ofliciate.

The bill prays that defendant may be restrained and anjoined

from further acting as such pastor and from further forcibly

entering the church. The master granted a temporary injunc-

tion. At the return term the defendant filed a demurrer which

was sustained by the court and -a decree rendered dismissing

the bill. To reverse the decree complainants bring the case to

this court by appeal.

Messrs. Metcalf & Gillespie, for the appellants.

The only question presented in this case is this : Admitting

the facts alleged in the bill, has a court of equity the right to

interfere by way of injunction? If the court decides that a

court of equity has jurisdiction on the facts presented in the

bill, then the decree of the court below will have to be reversed

and cause remanded.

Equity will interfere in cases where the remedy at law is

not full and complete, and the amount of damages that might

be recovered at law would relieve the parties or be an equiva-

lent for the deprivation of the right set forth in the bill. The
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appellee threatens in this case to officiate as such pastor, unless

restrained bj physical force ; in other words, he threatens to

commit rej^eated trespasses. As Justice Story well observes

:

" Formerly, indeed, courts of equity were extremely reluctant

to interfere at all, even in regard to cases of rejjeated tres-

passes; but now there is not the slightest hesitation, if the acts

done, or threatened to be done, to the property, would be ruin-

ous or irreparable, or would impair the just enjoyment of the

property in the future. If, indeed, courts of equity did not

interfere in cases of this sort, there would (as has been truly

said) be a great failure of justice in the country." Story Eq.

Jur. § 928, note 3, and case there cited ; Sanson v. Gardi7ier,

7 Yes. 310, 311 ; Thomas v. OaJcley, 18 id. 184.

Equity will interfere for the purpose of preventing a multi-

plicity of suits and interminable litigation, and in this case

suits would have to be brought for trespass committed on each

Sabbath day ; there would have to be a suit every week ; cer-

tainly equity would interfere. Story Eq. Jur. § 925.

ISTonV, as to the question of damages to be recovered in each

of these suits. It would be no equivalent, for all that could

be recovered would be for the damage done to the building,

while a congregation would be deprived, by the acts of appellee,

of the use of the church for divine worship, as is alleged in bill.

Messrs. Dale & Burnett, for the appellee.

There is no equity in this bill. Admitting the facts therein

to be true, appellants have a complete remedy at law.

Courts of equity will not interfere to restrain the commission

of a mere trespass.

If the facts stated in this bill were true, appellee was liable

to prosecution under section 147 of the Criminal Code. Scates'

Comp. p. 400.

Where a party has a remedy at law, an injunction will not

lie. Hilliard on Injunctions, § 23 ; Pusey v. WrigJit, 31 Penn.

396 ; Miller et al. v. English, 2 Halstead's Ch. (:N'. H.) 306.

On a question between two bodies, each claiming to be the

trustees of a religious society, and a refusal by one to permit
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the other to use the burying grounds, a forcible entry by the

latter for that purpose, on several occasions, was not held to

be ground for an injunction. Mille?' v. Miglish, 2 Halstead's

Ch. 306.

Mr. Chief Justice Walker delivered the opinion of the

Court

:

It is admitted both by the demurrer, and in argument, that

appellants own the property as trustees of the church. This

being so, the legal title is vested in them, to be held for the

benefit of the cestuis que use. And they are empowered by

the law, and it is their duty, to use all reasonable and lawful

means to execute the trust reposed in them. And, where the

right of property is wrongfully invaded, and tlie enjoyment of

the property by the beneficiaries, or any portion of them, is

prevented, according to the uses and trusts declared, it becomes

the duty of the trustees to employ all necessary legal means to

protect them in the enjoyment of the right.

This property was set apart exclusively for the use of the

particular organization, for church purposes; and the body

have the right to enjoy it, in the mode and according to the

usages of the organization. The trustees of the organization

itself, or others, have no right to pervert its use contrary to the

recognized mode of transferring it to other purposes ; and any

attempt to do so may be restrained. This body has unques-

tionably the right to use the property for the purposes of wor-

ship, according to the rules for the government of the church

;

and they have the imdoubted right to have religious exercises

performed in the manner, and by the persons, designated by

the rules and tenets governing the organization.

Kor can others lawfully intrude upon those rights. Persona

not selected in the mode prescribed by the church organization

have no right to force themselves into their church, and to

officiate or conduct the religious exercises of the church ; and

this is true, whether it be at stated or other periods of worahip.

Any one doing so, acts in violation of law, and in disregard of

the rights of others.
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The demurrer, in this case, admits, that appellee has no

legal or equitable right to officiate as minister in this church

;

that he has not been employed for that purpose, and that he

is determined to exercise that office to the church unless pre-

vented by force, for three years, to elapse from the time this

bill was filed. It is, however, contended, that, although he

may have violated the law, and may have committed a trespass,

and may intend to commit others, and thus deprive the church

of its rights, he is amenable to the courts of law, and not to

a court of equity. It is admitted, and such is the undoubted

rule of law, that equity may assume jurisdiction even in cases

where the law affords a remedy, for the purpose of preventing

a multiplicity of suits, or irreparable injury from repeated tres-

passes. It is, however, urged, that the facts in this case do

not bring it within this rule; that, for breaking, entering and

•occupying this building, damages may be recovered by an

action at law, and the same remedy may be applied for each

repetition of the trespass. This may be true, and yet there still

not be a complete remedy. By what standard can the injury

resulting from a deprivation of the exercise of religious privi-

leges and the enjoyment of religious worship be measured?

"We are aware of no such rule, nor can we imagine one that

could exist.

ISTor is it an answer to say, that the congregation can enjoy

all of the privileges under the ministrations of appellee. Unless

they are satisfied with his worship, it would not be worship to

them. But, inasmuch as this house is only used at regular

recurring periods, and appellee has deprived the congregation

of their right to use it on such occasions, and expresses a

determination to do so in the future, for a long period to come,

we think that a court of equity may take jurisdiction, and

restrain the commission of future trespasses, and thereby pre-

vent a multiplicity of suits ; and especially so, when repetition

of such acts as are charged in the bill, and admitted by the

demurrer, are so highly calculated to lead to force and the

breach of the peace. "We therefore must hold, that the demur-

rer was improperly sustained to the bill, and that the decree of
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the court below must be reversed, and the cause remanded,

with leave to appellee to answer the bill, and to establish any

legal right he may have to perform the acts from which he

insists he should not be enjoined.

Decree reversed.

The Commissioners of Highways op the Town op

Pennsylvania, in Macon County, Illinois,

V.

John Durham.

1. Opening OF HIGHWAYS— damages to be adjusted. The fifty-sixth sec-

tion of the township organization law of 1861 imperatively requires the com-

missioners of highways to adjust the question of damages to the owners of

'

land before opening a road across it.

2. Same— damages, how adjusted. The question of damages must be satis-

factorily adjusted by release or assessment, or in some other recognized mode,

before an owner can be forcibly dispossessed of his property. The act of 1861

does not require the owner to be present and claim damages, as by the old law

he was required, but the commissioners, in case they and the owner cannot

agree, must assess them at what they may deem just and right, and deposit a

statement of the amount assessed with the town-clerk, who shall note the

time of filing the same.

3. Same—former decision modified. The decision of the court in the case

of Taylor v. Marcy, 25 111. 518, on this subject is modified.

4. Chancery— injunction. An attempt to open a road in the absence of

an adjustment of the question of damages with the owner of improved and

cultivated lands, upon which the road is located, will be restrained by a court

of chancery.

Wkit 01" Ekroe to the Circuit Court of Mason county ; the

Hon. James Harriott, Judge, presiding.

This was a bill in chancery, filed in the Circuit Court of

Mason county, at the June Term, 1865, by John Durham,

against the commissioners of highways of the town of Pennsyl-

vania, in that county, to restrain them from opening a public

highway across certain lands described in the bill, and claimed
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by Durham as owner in fee. The lands were alleged to be

inclosed and cultivated. The bill alleges, that the preliminary

acts of the commissioners in relation to laying out the road

were illegal, fraudulent and void. An injunction was prayed

and granted. The bill was demurred to, on the ground that

the Illegal and fraudulent acts, which made the proceedings of

the commissioners void, were not set forth in the bill. The
demurrer was overruled ; but, afterward, the complainant asked

and obtained leave to amend his bill.

The amended bill was filed January 27, 1866, and alleges

that the commissioners have not complied with the statute,

substantially in this : that no petition for the highway was ever

signed by twelve legal voters, residing within three miles of tho

proposed highway ; nor copies of the same posted up in three

of the most public places in said town ; that they gave no notice

of any meeting by a majority of them to hear reasons against

the laying out of said highway ; that the route was never sur-

veyed by a competent surveyor, and a plat of the same, describ-

ing it by metes and bounds, courses and distances, and the

land over which it passed, and the order of the commissioners

declaring it to be a public highway, were filed in the office of

the town-clerk ; and that the commissioners did not consider

what, or whether any, damages were due to the complainant in

consequence of the road passing over his land ; that they made
no order or judgment whatever relative to the damages ; and

alleges that no release of damages was made by him.

The defendants answered the bill, alleging a substantial com-

pliance with all the requirements of the law, except the adjust-

ment of damages ; in regard to which, they aver that the com-

plainant released, or at least waived his right to claim, damages

on account of said highway passing over his land, by his own
acts and neglect, and is therefore estopped to object to the

sufficiency of said proceedings on the ground of damages not

liaving been awarded to him. The complainant filed a replica-

tion to the answer.

The cause was tried at the l^ovember Term, 1866, of the

Mason Circuit Court.
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On the hearing, the defendants read in evidence the report

and order of the commissioners of highways of Pennsylvania

town, laying out the road ; also, the report of the surveyor in

connection with the order. There was no evidence introduced

of any adjustment of damages. The court made the injunc-

tion perpetual.

The case is brought to this court by writ of error.

Messrs. Lyman Lacey and Charles A. Harnden, for the

plaintiffs in error.

Mr. B. S. Prettyman, for the defendant in error.

Mr. Justice Breese delivered the opinion of the Court

:

This was a bill in chancery, in the Mason Circuit Court,

filed at the June Term, 1863, by John Durham against The

Commissioners of Highways of the town of Pennsjdvania, in

that county, to restrain them from opening a public highway

over the lands described in the bill of complaint and claimed

by Durham to be owned by him in fee, and to be improved

lands, inclosed and cultivated. The bill alleges that the pre-

liminary acts of the commissioners in relation to tljis highway

were illegal, fraudulent and void. The bill was demurred to

on the ground that the illegal and fraudulent acts which made

the doings of the commissioners void were not set forth in the

bill. The demurrer was overruled, but afterward, on motion

of complainant, he had leave to amend his bill, which he did,

by charging that the commissioners had not complied with the

statute in this : that no petition for the highway was ever

signed by twelve legal voters residing within three miles of the

proposed highway, nor copies of the same posted up in three

of the most public places in the town ; tliat thej- gave no notice

of any meeting by a majority of them to hear any reasons

against laying out the highway ; that the route never was sur-

veyed by a competent surveyor and a plat of the road describ-

ing it by metes and bounds, courses and distances, and the

land over Avhich it passed, and the order of the commissioners
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declaring it to be a public highway was never filed in the office

of the town-clerk ; that the commissioners did not consider

what, or whetlier an3\ damages were due to complainant in

consequence of the road passing over his land ; that they made

no order or jndgment whatever relative to the damages, and

alleges that no release of damages was made by him.

The answer affirms that all these acts and omissions relative

to laying out the highway were strictly in accordance with the

statute, and fully authorized by it— the omissions alleged in the

bill are denied one by one, and the}'- claim that the complain-

ant released, or at least waived, his right to claim damages, by

his own acts and neglect, and is therefore estopped to object to

the sufficiency of the proceedings on tlie ground of damages

not having been awarded to him.

A replication being put in to the answer, the cause was set

for final hearing at the I^ovember Term, 1866, at which time

a decree was entered making the injunction perpetual, and

respondents were forever enjoined from proceeding further in

opening or laying out the road, and respondents to pay the

costs.

To reverse this decree the cause is brought here by writ of

error.

From the record proof ofiered in evidence by the respon-

dents, preserved in the bill of exceptions, it would appear that

no assessment of damages to the owner of the land was had

previous to the order for openiug the road, nor were any steps

taken to assess the damages, if any there were, nor was there

any release of damages or any agreement with reference to the

damages between the commissioners and complainant. The
principal question made here is upon that point.

The plaintiffs in error insist, that the presumption of law is,

that the commissioners took into consideration the advantasces

which the laying out of this road would bring to complainant,

and determined that the advantages would fully balance the

damages, as by law they are made to do, and this presumption

raust be overthrown by proof, and that complainant, by neg-

lecting to claim his damages at the hearing of the commission-
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Gi's before tlie road was laid out, tlie required notice of the

hearing having been given, whatever his rights in the premises

raaj have been originally, he thereby waived and lost all right

to have the question of damages considered by the commis-

eicners, and is forever estopped to make any claim therefor, or

to object that the road was not legally opened on account of

the non-assessment of damages to him.

In support of these positions, counsel cite Fei'ris v. Ward et

al.j 4 Gilm. 499 ; Sangamon County v. Brown, 13 111. 208, and

Taylor v. Marcy, 25 id. 518.

Had the proceedings in this case been commenced and con-

ducted in pursuance of the law in force at the time the two

first cited cases were decided, they would be conclusive. But

these originated under a statute containing provisions essen-

tially different, and wherein, will be specified—
The law in force when the cases from Oilman and from 13

Illinois were decided, contained this provision

:

" Viewers, in locating a road, shall ascertain, as far as prac-

ticable, where damages will be claimed, and report the names

of the individuals claiming to the commissioners' court at the

time of making their report; and it shall be incumbent on

the owners of property, by themselves or agents, to inform the

court at the term at which the road viewers shall report, of

such, their claims for damages ; and no damages shall be

allowed, unless claim be made to the court as aforesaid, or to

the supervisor, commissioner or su|)erintendent appointed to

open the road as now provided by law ; after a road shall bo

opened, and no claim for damages being set up, the State or

county shall not be liable for any damages whatever."

The law of 1861, governing these proceedings, has this pro-

vision on the subject of damages : Section 56. The damages

sustained by reason of the laying out or opening, or altering

any road, may be ascertained by the agreement of the owners

and the commissioners of highways, and unless such agreement

be made, or the owners of the land shall, in writing, release all

claims to damages, the same shall be assessed in the manner

hereinafter prescribed, before such road shall be opened, or
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worked, or used. In case tlie commissioners and owners of

land claiming damages cannot agree, it shall be the duty of the

commissioners to assess the damages at what they may deem
just and right to each individual claimant with which they

cannot agree, and deposit a statement of the amount of dam-

ages so assessed to each individual, with the town-clerk, who
shall note the time of filing tlie same. It shall be the duty of

commissioners in all cases of assessing damages to estimate the

advantages and benefits the new road or alteration of any old

one will confer on complainants (claimants) for the same, as

well as the disadvantages. Laws of 1S61, p. 256.

This law, as we understand it, expressly requires the com-

missioners to dispose of one very important incident to the

opening of a road, especially through a man's farm, tearing

down his fences, exposing his crops, and, it may be, removing

his house, to what extent will the owner be damaged? That

question must be satisfactorily adjusted by release or assess-

ment, or in some other recognized mode, before an owner can

be forcibly dispossessed of his property. The law does not

require the owner to be present, and claim damages, as by the

old law he was required, but the commissioners, in case they and

the owner cannot agree, shall assess thern at what they may
deem just and right, and deposit a statement of the amount

assessed with the town-clerk, who shall note the time.of filing

the same. This was made necessary, for the reason the law in

a previous paragraph had provided, if the damages were not

assessed, as therein provided, the proposed road should not be

opened, or worked or used, hence the necessity of noting the

time when the assessment shall be filed, so that from that date

the road might be opened, worked and used.

The proofs in this cause do not show that the commissionera

ever entertained the question of damages. They should show

affirmatively that this question was passed upon by them, and

damages allowed or disallowed, as the case might be. On this

subject the statute is imperative.

The case of Taylor v. Ifarcy, 25 111. 518, reiterates the doc-

trine of Ferris v. Ward and Sangamon County y. Brown^
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on which we have commented, and cites them. It is said in

that case that the owner having failed to present his claim for

damages, he must be estopped afterward to assert it. The

cornet omitted to notice the fact that the proceedings to lay out

the road then in question did not originate under the same act

as the cases cited, but arose under the township organization

act of 1851, the sixth section of which is precisely the same as

the fifty-sixth section of the act of 1861, above quoted. Scates'

Comp. 354.

This being so, that case has no bearing upon this, on this

question of damages, and the decision of that must be modified

by this.

There being nothing shown by these commissioners that the

question of damages had been adjusted in the mode pointed

out, they had no power to order the road to be opened, and, in

attempting to open it in the absence of this adjustment, they

might have inflicted an injury upon the claimant of the most

serious character, which the tardy process of the law could but

poorly remedy, and which demanded the instant appeal to the

restraining arm of a court of chancery. His remedy was not

adequate at law—it was not prompt, such as the emergency

required, and in that court he could obtain no adequate relief.

By delays there his fences and his crops might be destroyed,

and his peace violated to such an extent that pecuniary com-

pensation would not relieve.

There being no error in the record the decree must be

affirmed.

Decree affirmed.

Elam M. Sanfoed

V.

Elizabeth Rawlings.

1. ExPEETS— latent ambiguity. Where evidence is introduced on a trial

to sliow the terms of a contract for the erection of a marble monument, it is

«rroi to call other witnesses, who are dealers or workmen in marble, and to
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ask them, " What, in the trade of a marble dealer, is meant by a contract to

erect a monument ?
"

2. Same— meaning of contract. It is wholly unnecessary to call a work-

man in marble to prove the legal import of a contract " to erect a monument,"

or what would be understood by such a contract in the trade, because there

could be no dispute as to its meaning. The law would attach to this language

a precise signification.

3. Contracts— must he shown iy the language and acta of the parties.

What a contract is must be shown by the language and acts of the parties,

and not by proving what is the custom of dealers and workmen as to their

mode of executing particular contracts.

Appeal from tlie Circuit Court of Morgan county ; the Hon,

D. M. Woodson, Judge, presiding.

This was an action of assumpsit, brought by Elam M. San-

ford against Elizabeth Rawlings, to recover the vahie of a

marble monument, furnished by the former to the latter, to be

erected over the grave of her deceased husband.

The case was tried at the March Term, A. D. 1866, of tho

Morgan Circuit Court. The jury found a verdict in favor of

the defendant, upon which judgment was rendered by the

court. The case is brought here by appeal.

The facts of the case are stated in the opinion.

Mr. H. J. Atkins, for the appellant.

Mr. H. E, Dumjmee, for the appellee.

Mr. Justice Lawrence delivered the opinion of the Court

:

This was an action brought by Sanford against Elizabeth

Rawlings, to recover the value of a marble monument, sold by

the former to the latter, to be erected on the grave of her

deceased husband. The monument, having been finished in

the plaintiff's shop at Jacksonville, was taken away by the son

of the defendant, and soon afterward the plaintiff went to the

residence of the defendant, in Cass county, to superintend its

erection. The monument was broken in the process of erec-

tion, and the defendant, insisting that it had never been fully
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delivered and was still at the risk of the plaintiff, refused

payment.

The chief question in controversy on the trial was, whether,

by the terms of the contract between the parties, the plaintiff

was merely to make and deliver a monument at his shop, and

to assist at its subsequent erection, or whether he was to erect

the monument before it was to be considered as delivered. On
this point the evidence was contiicting— one of the plaintiff's

workmen testifying that the monument was to be delivered at

the shop, and that the defendant agreed to receive it there, while

a son of the defendant swore, that the plaintiff contracted to

make and erect the monument. After this testimony was

heard, the defendant was permitted to call, as witnesses, two

dealers and workmen in marble, and to ask them what, in the

trade of a marble dealer, was meant by a contract to erect a

monument? The admission of the testimony drawn out by this

answer, against the objections of the defendant, is assigned for

eri'or, and is well assigned.

It is sought to justify this evidence, on the ground that it

was admissible to explain a latent ambiguity. But there was

no latent ambiguity to be explained. Tlie controversy was,

not as to the meaning to be attached to certain terms admitted

to have been used by the parties in making their contract, but

as to what precise terms had been in fact used. It was wholly

unnecessary to call a worker in marble to prove the legal

import of a contract to erect a monument, or what would be

understood by such a contract in the trade, because there could

be no dispute as to its meaning. The law would attach to this

language a precise signification. But proof of the meaning of

a contract to erect a monument would certainly tend, in no

degree, to shed light upon the question, whether this j^laintiff

had made a contract of that kind, or one altogether different,

and this was the point really at issue between these parties.

What the contract was must be shown by the language and

acts of the parties, and not by proving what is the custom of

marble dealers as to their mode of executing particular con<

tracts. Sigsworth v, Mclntyre, 18 111. 128.
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l^eitlier can it be said that the testimony, if improper, was

Btill liarmless. It would tend to mislead the jury, because the

court, in permitting the question to be asked, virtually assumes

that the contract, whose meaning is inquired after, is the one

that has been proven. It is almost certain that a jury would

draw an inference from this evidence unfavorable to the plaint-

iif. The judgment must be reversed and the cause remanded.

Judgment reversed.

Matthew M. Dodds ei al.

V.

James M. Board.

1. Arrest—justification. A private individual may arrest a person guilty

of crime, when it is necessary to prevent the escape of the accused, and have

him taken before the proper officer for examination. But such a person can-

not justify such arrest upon the ground of a suspicion of guilt only— guilt

in such a case must be shown. It is otherwise with a peace officer authorized

to make arrests, as he may arrest without a warrant where all the facts show
that there was strong probable cause to believe that the accused was guilty.

2. Where a number of persons suspect a person of being guilty of crime,

and induce a peace officer to make an arrest, without a warrant, they cannot

justify their action by showing probable cause to believe him guilty ; to do so,

they must show guilt. In such a case the officer would, it seems, be justified.

3. Where a crime has been committed, and the party arrested is guilty,

and private individuals induce a peace officer to make the arrest, they, as well

as the officer, will be justified by showing the guilt.

Wkit of Error to the Circuit Court of Edgar county ; the

Hon. Justin Harlan, Judge, presiding.

This was an action of trespass vi et armls brought by James
M. Board, in the Edgar Circuit Court, against Matthew M.
Dodds, John J. Logan, Fergus M. Blair and Ephraim S. "Wolf.

The declaration proceeded for an assault and battery, by ille-

gally arresting plaintiff and falsely imprisoning him. Each of

the defendants, except Logan, filed separate pleas of not guilty.
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Logan filed a plea of justification, wliicli is tlie fourth in the

series, averring that he had been informed that plaintiff was

guilty, as an accessory to a larceny which had been recently

committed, and that he "vvas idle and associated with persons

of bad character, whereby he suspected him of being guilty of

the crime, and arrested him, using no more force than was

necessary, and took him before an ofiicer for examination on

the charge of larceny.

The defendants, except Logan, filed a fifth plea, in which

they aver that they believed, and had probable grounds to

believe, that plaintiff was guilty of a larceny then recently

committed, from his association w^ith persons of bad character,

and for that reason procured Logan as a peace ofiicer to arrest

him, and liave him taken before a proper officer for examina-

tion on the charge of larceny.

The sixth plea is by all of the defendants, and avers that

plaintiff associated with persons of bad character, who had

been guilty of crime, and a larceny had been recently com-

mitted, and that plaintiff, with others, were guilty of the crime,

and that they procured Logan, who was a peace officer, to

arrest him and take him before two justices of the peace for

examination on the charge.

Plaintiff demurred to these several special pleas. Afterward

plaintiff entered a nolle prosequi as to Wolf. The court at a

subsequent term sustained the demurrer to each of these pleas.

And defendants failing to further defend, a jury were impan-

neled, and, after hearing the evidence, assessed plaintiff's dam-

ages at $591, for which sum the court rendered judgment, and

defendants prosecute this writ of error and complain of the

judgment of the court in sustaining the demurrer to the pleas.

Mr. James A. Eads, for the plaintiff's in error.

Mr. Chief Justice "Walkek delivered the opinion of the

Court

:

The assignment of errors questions the decision of the court

below in sustaining the demurrer to the fourth, fifth and sixth
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pleas filed by defendants below. The fourth plea is intended

as a plea of justification. It was pleaded alone by Logan. It

avers that plaintiff was an idle person, and consorted with per-

sons of known bad character, and that a larceny had been

recently committed in the neighborhood, and that he had been

informed that plaintiff was accessory to the crime, and that he

believed, and had probable cause for believing, that he w^as

guilty, and had therefore arrested him and taken him before

two justices of the peace and had liini examined on the charge.

This plea as a defense is defective in not stating that Logan was

a peace officer authorized to make arrests of persons guilty of

crime, if intended as a justification by such an officer. If

intended as a justification as a private individual, it should, to

constitute a bar, have averred tlie guilt of plaintiff; the demur-

rer was, therefoi'e, pro]3erly sustained to this plea.

The fifth was intended as a justification to the other defend-

ants, upon the grounds, that they suspected plaintifi" of being

guilty of a larceny which had been recently committed, and

had induced Logan, who was a peace officer, to arrest plaintiff

and take him before two justices of the peace to have him

examined on the charge, without Logan's having a warrant for

the arrest of plaintiff. To authorize an officer, without a war-

rant, to arrest a person on suspicion that he is guilty of crime,

there must be such circumstances of suspicion that the party

arrested was guilty, as renders it probable that the accused

had committed the crime. But it is necessary that the plea

should aver, that the party making the arrest was an officer

authorized to make arrests. In this the plea is defective in

not averring that the defendant Logan was a constable, as a

private person has no right to arrest on mere suspicion. And
there should also be an averment, that it was necessary for the

officer to make the arrest to prevent the accused from escaping.

To this extent all of the authorities go, it is believed, without

conflict. But we are not prepared to hold, that a mere suspi-

cion of guilt shall authorize all persons, without a warrant, to

make an arrest. To so hold would, we have no doubt, lead

7— 43d III.
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to breaches of the peace, and produce crime, to an equal or

greater extent than would be thus prevented.

This plea seeks to justify the arrest upon the ground that

plaintiffs in error suspected defendant in error of being guilty

of a larceny, and had for that reason induced a constable to

make t]^e arrest without a warrant. To hold this plea good,

as a justification to the persons causing the arrest, would be to

hold that private individuals might arrest on probable cause to

believe that the party was guilty, as the arrest thus caused is,

in principle, precisely the same as if the arrest liad been made

by a private person. The mere fact that they induced even an

officer, without a warrant, to make the arrest does not protect

them. They do not act under the direction of the officer, but

he under theirs. "While in such a case the officer, acting upon

facts reasonably calculated to raise the presumption of guilt,

would no doubt be protected, the party causing him to make

the arrest would not be unless guilt were shown. There are,

no doubt, cases which hold that private individuals may arrest

on probable cause, but there are authorities which hold the

contrary rule. And in the conflict of authority we are left free

to adopt the rule which seems to be most consonant with reason

and the public interest. And, to prevent breaches of the peace,

and even bloodshed, we think that a private individual should

not be justified, unless a crime has been committed and the per-

son arrested shall be shown to be the guilty party. This fifth

plea was, therefore, insufficient, and to it the demurrer was

properly sustained.

From what has already been said, it follows, that the sixth

plea presented a defense to the action. It avers that a larceny

was committed and that plaintiff was guilty, and being so, the

other defendants caused Logan, who was a peace officer, to make
the arrest, using no more force than was necessary ; and that

when he was arrested he was taken before the proper officers

for examination, and was detained in custody no longer than

was necessary for that purpose. The law is believed to bo

well settled that a peace officer may justify an arrest by show-

ing that the plaintiff was guilty of the crime for which the
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arrest was made. And, as we have seen, private individuals

may an*est persons guilty of crime and have them examined by

the proper officer. Stonehouse v. Elliott, 6 T. 315 ; Hawkins'

Pleas of the Crown, vol. 2, ch. 12, § 18. It then follows, that,

if plaintiff was guilty, as admitted by the demurrer, the officer

might, on his own motion, or at the request of his co-defendants,

make the arrest without a warrant, provided it did not result

in a breach of the peace. The demurrer was improperly sus-

tained to this plea, and the judgment of the court below is

reversed and the cause remanded with leave to amend the

other pleas.

Judgment reversed.

Murray McConnel '

V.

John H. Dickson et al,

1. MOKTaAGB

—

construction of condition. A. C. D. and Qt. M. M., part-

ners under name of A. C. D. & Co., being indebted to C. R. H. for lumber,

gave their four notes for the same, dated January 15, 1860,—one for $4,000,

due in thirty-three days; one for $3,870, due in six months; the third for

|3,870, due November 15, 1860 ; and the fourth for $4,070, due February 15,

1861 ; M. M. signed each of said notes as security. A. C. D. and wife, for the

purpose of securing M. M., executed to him a mortgage, which recites all the

notes, the dates, and sums for which given, and the day each note becomes

due ; and after this recital contains this condition :
" The said A. C. D. is

bound to pay one-half of all and each of said several notes, and the said G. M.

M. is bound to pay the other half thereof. Now if the said A. C. D. shall

well and truly pay his said one-half of each of said notes when due, then this

deed shall from thence forward be null and void ; it being hereby fully under-

stood that this deed of mortgage is to secure said M. M. against the payment

of A. C. D.'s half of said notes only."

Held, that the payment of one-half of the whole sum due upon all the notes

by A. C. D. was a performance of the condition, and discharged the mortgage.

2. Sectjritt— upon payment of debt becomes a simple creditor. Where a

security for a firm pays the debt, he becomes the creditor of the firm, and is

entitled to no greater rights than any other simple contract creditor of the

same firm.
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3. Chancery—jurisdiction— remedy at law mustfirst he exhausted. Where

a security pays the debt, he has no right to come into a court of chancery, in

the first instance, seeking to subject the assets of the principal to the payment

of his debt; Chancery has no jurisdiction in any such case. The remedy oi

the security is complete and ample at law.

4. Same— rights of creditors. The rule is inflexible, that a creditor must

exhaust his remedy at law, before he can come into a court of chancery to

reacli equitable assets, or set aside a fraudulent conveyance.

Appeal from the Circuit Court of Morgan county ; tlie Hon.

DAvro M. "Woodson, Judge, presiding.

This was a bill in chancery, filed by Murray McConnel in.

the Circuit Court of Morgan county, against John H. Dickson,

A. C. Dickson and George M. McConnel, alleging that John

H. & A. C. Dickson, and Geo. M. McConnel, in February,

1860, entered into partnership, under the firm name of A. C.

Dickson & Co. That said firm purchased of Charles R. Hurst

lumber, and gave him four several notes; dated January 15,

1860,— one note due thirty-three days from date for $4,000,

one note at six months for $3,870 ; third due November 15,

1860, for $3,870, and fourth note for $4,070, due February 15,

1861. That complainant signed each of said notes as security.

That A. C. Dickson and wife, for the purpose of securing the

complainant, executed a mortgage on certain lands in Jackson-

ville, and alleging that the condition of the mortgage was to,

secure him in one-half of whatever sum he might pay on said

notes.

Charges that the firm of A. C. Dickson & Co. was dissolved

November 19, 1860, and, by agreement, John H. Dickson took

possession of the firm assets, and had not paid the firm debts.

That, on May 31, 1861, A. C. Dickson and wife conveyed the

mortgaged premises to John H. Dickson. Charges that neither

party has property in Illinois, and, that complainant had no

remedy at law. Bill prayed for foreclosure and sale of mort-

gaged premises to pay $2,694.90.

The condition of the mortgage recites the making of said

notes by the said fi.rm, consisting of A. C. Dickson & Geo, M.'

McConnel, and recites, that " The said Dickson is bound to pay,
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oue-half of all of and each of said several notes, and the said

Geo. M. MeConnel is bound to pay the other half thereof.

INow if the said Dickson shall well and wholly pay his said

one-half of each of said notes when due, then this one shall

from thenceforward be null and void, it being hereby fully

understood that this deed of mortgage is to secure said MeCon-
nel against the payment of Dickson's half of said notes only."

The contract of dissolution of said firm is ^et out in the bill

;

summons was issued and returned served on Geo. MeConnel;

the other defendants were made parties by publication.

John H. Dickson filed his separate answer October 12, 1864,

admitting the execution of the notes by the other defendants

;

arid of the mortgage by A. C. Dickson and wife ; and that, at

a subsequent date, he bought an interest in the firm, and then

signed said notes. Alleges that the mortgage was only to

secure payment of one-half of said notes. States that the first

and second notes were paid by the firm ; and that on March 3,

1863, respondent paid to the holder $5,100, on the other two

notes, out of the proceeds of the sale of A. C. Dickson's sepa-

rate property, being part ofthe mortgaged property released from

the same, which paid the fourth note of $4,0T0, and all of the

third note but a little over $2,500 ; and that this sum fully paid

off said inortgage. Admits conveyance of the property, to the

respondent, subject to the mortgage ; and alleges, that it was

for h full consideration. Says that the respondent had sold the

same, and Matilda E. Dickson had an interest in the property,

and was a necessary party ; and prays that the bill be dis-

missed. Complainant excepted to the answer, first, because

the answer set up no defense to the bill ; and second, because

Mrs. Dickson could not acquire any interest in said property,

to the prejudice of the complainant. Exception overruled
;

and complainant asked leave to make Matilda E, Dickson and

H. E. Dummer parties defendant ; and by leave of the court

filed his amended bill, praying that Matilda E. Dickson answer

and state what interest she had in said property; and alleging

that she had relinquished her homestead in said property ; and

that the deed to her was fraudulent and void, as to the com-
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plainant ; and charging that she was the wife of defendant, A.

C. Dickson ; and asked that she be required to answer and say

from whom she acquired title ; and the consideration she paid

f'ir the same ; and alleging that John H. Dickson paid no con-

sideration for said deed ; but held the same for the use, and to be

applied to payment of Hurst's notes ; and that John H. Dick-

son was trustee for the complainant, in holding said real estate

;

and that John H. Dickson refused to carry out said trust ; that

John H. Dickson held assets of the firm of A. C. Dickson cfe

Co., and had not settled the debts. Charges that J. H. Dick-

son has conveyed property to H. E. Dummer, who has posses-

sion of the same. Charges that Geo. M. McConnel is insolvent.

Claims right to have this real estate sold under decree to pay

the alleged debt due him. Claims that he has no remedy at

law, and has a remedy in equity. Claims that Matilda E. Dick-

son cannot hold any interest in the same as against complainant.

Claims that John H. Dickson shall account for any assets he

may have received from the firm of A. C. Dickson & Co.

John H. Dickson filed his separate answer to the amended

bill ; alleging that he paid A. C. Dickson for the deed of May
31, 1866, $2,900, and over for said property ; taking the same

subject to the mortgage of the complainant. Says that at that

time suit was pending by M. E. Dickson against A. C. Dickson,

for divorce and alimony, and an injunction sued out and served,

restraining A. C. Dickson from selling said property. That

Mrs. A. C. Dickson agreed to said sale, and joined in said deed,

upon the understanding that the respondent should allow her

to occupy the same until sold, and after payment of the money

paid by the respondent, and ten per cent interest, and taxes,

and whatever might be due on the mortgage, the balance was

to be paid to her ; that respondent took said deed and agreed

to said terms with said Matilda, and put her in possession.

Says he sold part of said real estate for $5,100, and paid the

same on the third and fourth notes ; the first and second having

been paid by the firm ; which more than paid by A. C. Dick-

son's one-half of said notes; and that mortgage was paid.

That Geo. M. McConnel was behind with said firm ; that, that
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sum paid, not onlj overpaid A. C. Dickson's part, but respond-

ent's also. Denies all fraud. Says that amended bill is multi-

farious ; and that respondent is not bound to swear to that part

of the same in regai d to the assets of the firm of A. C. Dickson

& Co. ; and that complainant has full remedy at law. Says

that Matilda E. Dickson and A. C. Dickson were divorced

under proceedings of the Morgan Circuit Court, and prays that

the bill be dismissed. Answer sworn to. Matilda E. Dickson

answered, stating substantially the same facts in relation to sale

of mortgaged premises, as those mentioned in answer of J. H.

Dickson ; and claims that she is entitled to the remainder of

the proceeds of the sale, after payment of the balance due on

the mortgage, and the debt, interest and taxes to John H.

Dickson. That she had asserted her claims in the courts before

complainant acquired any rights ; that she was entitled to

dower and homestead in said premises, which she had released

on consideration of the undertakings of J. H. Dickson ; that

she was entitled to have all of said proceeds, over and above

$3,824.98|-, being one-half of sum due on the mortgage, but

that she had consented that $5,100 might be, and the same was,

applied on same. Answer sworn to.

Complainant April 13, 1866, asked leave to file a supple-

mental bill, and moved for a rule on J. H. and M. E. Dickson,

to answer the same ; and said defendants entered a cross motion

to strike the supplemental bill from the files, the motion and

cross motion were submitted to be decided in vacation. The
supplemental bill reiterates the charges in the original and

amended bills; and charges that the deed to John H. Dickson

was fraudulent and void ; and that the firm of A. C. Dickson &
Co. were insolvent. That he has a right to come into equity

without resorting to law, and prays that the deed be set aside.

At the May Special Term the court sustained the motion of

the defendants to strike the supplemental bill from the files

;

and overruled the motion for a rule to answer. Complainant

excepted and filed a replication, and the cause was set down for

hearing at next term.

Dummer answered, saying he had purchased part of the
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property, and that, by stipulation, a part of tlie purchase money

was unpaid until this suit was determined.

AGREED EVroENCE.

Agreed that notes were originally given by A. C. Dickson &
G. M. McConnel, as firm of A. C. Dickson & Co., with the

complainant as security. Mortgage was given at date of notes.

Afterward J. H. Dickson was admitted a member of the firm.

First and second notes were paid by the firm, with the funds of

the firm, and a part of the third note was also paid by the firm.

On March 3d, 1864, J. H. Dickson by his attorney, paid

$5,100 on the last two notes, out of the proceeds of sale of

mortgaged property sold, except lot 75 and E. -J 76, in Chand-

ler's addition to Jacksonville, described in the bill. This sum

paid all of said Hurst debt except $2,535.75, balance due

March 3, 1863. This last sum was paid by McConnel at a

subsequent date, with accrued interest. At the time of the

payment of the $5,100, the fourth note for $1,070 was surren-

dered, leaving third note outstanding, with balance as afore-

said unpaid.

Deed from A. C. Dickson and wife to John H. Dickson is

admitted, and included all of A. C. Dickson's real estate,

except ten acres of land in Chicago, which last had been sold

on j^. fa., before the complainant paid Hurst.

Admitted that firm of A. C, Dickson & Co. dissolved Nov.

19, 1860, and assets went into the hands of J. H. Dickson

;

that J. H. Dickson and M. E. Dickson had sold the lots in

Chandler's addition to Jacksonville, to Dummer ; that $3,000

remained unpaid on purchase money ; that all the mortgaged

property was sold by J. IT. Dickson except said lot for $5,100,

and the proceeds applied as stated in J. H. Dickson's answer

;

that, prior to the date of the deed of May 31, 1861, proceed-

ings were pending between M. E. Dickson and A. C. Dickson

for divorce and alimony ; and A. C. Dickson had been enjoined

from selling his property; that M. E. Dickson consented to

said sale to J. H. Dickson on condition that he would provide

for her in the manner mentioned in the answer of the defend-
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ants; that J. H. Dickson paid for said deed $2,925.88; and

took said deed subject to whatever might be due on said mort-

gage, and then gave his bond to G. "W. S. Callen as trustee, as

mentioned in the answer of defendants ; that a decree was

subsequently entered, divorcing Matilda E. Dickson from the

defendant. A, C. Dickson. It is admitted that the complainant

Las obtained no judgment at law against any of the members

of said firm ; nor instituted any suit on said demand against

any member of the same ; for the purposes of this suit, only, it

is admitted that said firm are insolvent. Said papers were

admitted, and either party to have the right to except to any

of said papers as legally admissible ; the court, on a hearing of

the cause, dismissed complainant's bills ; the cause is brought

to this court by appeal.

MUBKAT McCoNNEL, p?'0 SB.

It is anticipated that the defendants will attempt to deny

the jurisdictian of the Court of Chancery over this case, upon the

ffround that it is in the nature of a creditor's bill asrainst the

'firm of A. C. Dickson & Co., and that the complainant should

have first resorted to a court of law and obtained a judgment

and execution.

This is not what is technically known as a creditor's bill, but

in a creditor's bill it is not always necessary to show that the

creditor has sued, and got a judgment and execution at law,

before applying to chancery. The original bill in this case was

filed to procure a construction of, and to foreclose, the inortgage

made by A. C. Dickson and wife to complainant. The Court

of Chancery certainly had original jurisdiction for this object.

The second object of the bill was to require John H. Dick-

son, as the trustee of the firm of A. C. Dickson & Co., to

account for the property received by him from said firm on the

19th of November, 1860, as shown by his written contract,

signed by all the parties of said firm, by which said John H.

Dickson bound himself to sell said property and pay the debts

of the firm.
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The Court of Chancery had original jurisdiction over this

question, and any one of the creditors of A. C. Dickson & Co.

had a right to file a bill requiring said trustee to account for

eaid property, and carry out the terms of said trust by paying

the debts so far as those assets would do so, without first resort-

ing to a court of law, and upon this point the following author-

ities are referred to: Russell v. GlarJc^ Exr., 7 Cranch, 97,

98 ; S. 0., 2 Curtis' Decisions U. S. Supreme Court, 462, 467

;

Story's Equity Jurisprudence, § 64K ; Leach v. Thomas, 27 111.

461 ; Thorp et al. v. McCullum et al., 1 Gilm. 625 ; Kimhall v.

Mulhern et al, 15 111. 208.

Messrs. Moekison & Eplek, for the appellees.

Matilda E. Dickson, having executed the mortgage, was an

indispensable party to a bill to foreclose the same. Yet Mrs.

Dickson was in no wise related to or connected with the

unsettled aflPairs of the firm of A. C. Dickson & Co., and there-

fore could not be made a party to a bill to settle afiairs of that

firm. The original and amended bill, having sought to fore-

close the mortgage, and also to compel John H. Dickson to

account for assets of A. C. Dickson & Co., was multifarious

and should have been dismissed. See Supervisors of Whitesides

Co. V. States' Attorney, 31 111. 68 ; Finch v. Martin, 19 id. 111.

But it is clear that complainant cannot maintain his stand-

ing in a court of equity. By payment of the money as security

for the firm of A. C. Dickson & Co., he became a simple con-

tract creditor of the firm, and, to enable him to proceed against

equitable assets, supposing there be such assets, it is indispen-

sable that he exhaust his remedy at law. He must obtain

judgment and sue out execution. See Bigelow v. Andress, 31

ni. 322 ; Chreenwa/y v. Thomas, 14 id. 271 ; Miller v. Davidson,

3 Gilm. 515 ; Ohling v. Luitjens, 32 111. 23. Complainant cannot

relieve himself from this necessity by alleging insolvency of

defendants. The bill charges that the conveyance to Matilda

Dickson was fraudulent and void. If so, a judgment at law

would have reached the property conveyed. Greenway v.

Thomas, 14 111. 271.
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The court below had no jurisdiction. The objection waa

taken to the original and amended bills, and they were prop

erly dismissed.

Mr. Justice Bbeese delivered the opinion of the Court

:

The appellant in this case was the security on four certain

notes executed on behalf of the firm of A. C. Dickson & Co.,

lumber merchants, of St. Louis, to Charles R. Hurst. This

firm was composed of A. C. and John H. Dickson and George

M. McConnel, who signed the notes by their individual names.

To secure appellant, A. C. Dickson, then the owner of valua-

ble real estate in Jacksonville, his wife, in February, 1860,

while the notes were maturing, executed to complainant a

mortgage upon this Jacksonville property. The mortgage

recites all of these notes, the dates and sums for which given,

and the day each note became due, and contains this condition

after their recital. That the said A. C. Dickson is bound to pay

one-half of all and each of said several notes, and the said

George M. McConnel is bound to pay the other half thereof.

Kow, if the said Dickson shall well and truly pay his said one-

half of said notes when due, then this deed shall from thence-

forward be null and void, it being hereby fully understood

that the said mortgage is to secure said George M. McConnel
against the payment of one-half of said notes only, as aforesaid."

The controversy arises in the first instance on the construc-

tion to be placed on this clause of the mortgage, appellant

contending that Dickson was to pay one-half of each note, eo

nomine, and that the fact that he has paid one-half of the

whole sum due upon all the notes is no performance of the

condition.

It is very evident to our minds, from the terms of this con-

dition, especially the last clause of it, that it was the intention

of these parties that whenever one-half the debt specified by

these notes was paid by Dickson, the mortgage was to be null

and void. All that Dickson designed to secure appellant in

was one-half of this Hurst debt,— it was to secure that that the
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mortgage was executed, and, althongli he agreed to pay one-

half of each note, he never agreed to pay more than one-half

of the debt of which those notes were the evidence. Having

paid one-half of this debt due by those notes, before the bill

was filed, complainant was not entitled to any decree, there

being nothing due on the mortgage.

It appears by the pleadings, that in November, 1860, the

firm of A. C. Dickson & Co. made an assignment of all the

property of the firm to the partner, John H. Dickson, and dis-

solved. John H. accepted the trust, and took possession of a

large amount of property included in .the assignment, stated

in the bill to be of the value of $15,000, and entered into a

written contract to sell the same on certain terms of credit, at

auction, and to collect and use the proceeds to pay all the

debts of the firm, these Hurst notes included, the third note,

payable to Hurst for $3,870, being then not fully paid. It is

alleged that the assignee sold this property and applied the

proceeds to his own use, and in May, 1861, A. C. Dickson and

wife conveyed by deed to the same John H. Dickson all the

real estate described in the mortgage to complainant, and A.

C. Dickson then became insolvent, and had no property sub-

ject to execution, and left the State, and that John H. was

also insolvent, and was endeavoring to sell all this property

and to defraud the complainant out of the money he had paid

as security, and that George M. McGonnel is insolvent.

The complainant sought by his bill (he having paid the

balance of the third note, being about nine hundred dollars, to

Hurst, as security for the firm,) to be substituted in the place

'of Hurst, and to be^ entitled to all his remedies as against the

assets in the hands of Dickson, the assignee.

A plain answer and refutation of this claim of complainant

exists in the fact that there is no place for such subrogation,

for when Hurst was paid by complainant, Hurst ceased to have

any interest in the assets. The doctrine, as cited from 7

Cranch, 69, Russell v. GlarWs executors^ has not the slightest

application to this case. In that it is Isaid, and correctly, that

'the person for whose benefit a trust is created, who is to be the
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ultimate receiver of the money, may sustain a suit in equity to

have it paid directly to him.. But that is not this case. Here

the complainant stands as a creditor of this lirm, he having

paid Hurst a debt they were bound to pay, and in this respect

he stands in no different or better position than thousands of

persons who have paid debts for which they were security. On
paying the debt complainant became the creditor of the firm,

and entitled to no greater rights than any other simple contract

creditor of the same firm. The case is yet to be found, adjudged

by any respectable court, recognizing the right of such a

creditor to come into a court of chancery, in the first instance,'

seeking to subject the assets of the firm to the payment of his

debt. Chancery has no jurisdiction in any such case.

The remedy of the complainant is complete and ample at law.

When he shall have obtained judgment against the firm for this

money so laid out and expended for their use, he can levy his

execution on this property, alleged to have been fraudulently

assigned and appropriated by the assignee to his own use. This

fraud, if proved, would not protect the assignment. If the as-

signee has conveyed it to innocent parties, or fraudulently, and

no fruits follow an, execution, then complainant can come in

with his bill of complaint, known as a creditor's bill, and pur-

sue the property. To this effect, are sections 36 and 37 of our^

Chancery Code ; and such is the course of proceeding in all the

States of this Union and in England. The rule is inflexible in

such cases, that a creditor must exhaust his remedy at law

before he can come into a court of chancery to reach equitable

assets, or set aside a fraudulent conveyance. Cases are abund-

ant on this point. We cite a few of them. Stone v. Manning^

2 Scam. 531; Miller v. Davidson^ 3 Gilm. 518 ; Manchester v.

MoKee, Exr., 4 id. 511 ; Bigelow v. Andress, 31 111. 330.

Complainant had the right to file a bill against John H.

Dickson, as assignee of the partnership, to compel performance

of the trust, but he does not show there are any partnership

assets. He is simply a creditor of the firm to the extent of the

debt paid by him to Hurst, but before he can maintain a bill

in cliancery to reach equitable assets, or to set aside a fraudu-
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lent conveyance, he must exhaust his remedy at law. The
scope of the second amended and supplemental bills being for

relief solely on the last ground, the court did not err in dis-

missing the bill.

These views render it unnecessary to consider the question

of the validity of A. C. Dickson's deed for the use of his wife,

or the deed to Dummer, or any question made to which these

give rise, as the complainant is not in a position to attack any

of them.

For the reasons given the decree of the Circuit Court must

be affirmed.

Decree affirmed.

Andkew J. Cox
V.

John Montgomery.

Laches— what vM be considered. Where a party files a bill to avoid a

contract for the sale of land -within ten months from the time the fraud waa

discovered, and that delay is explained by the fact that he was advised by

counsel to postpone the commencement of a suit until the decision of another

then pending, it is not such laches as would bar his relief.

Appeal from the Circuit Court of Iroquois county ; the Hon.

Charles R. Starr, Judge, presiding.

This case was heard in the Supreme Court at the January

Term, 1865, and remanded for the purpose of allowing the

appellee to explain, if he could, the reason of the delay in the

institution of his suit. The case is reported in 36 111. 396.

At the February Term, 1866, of the Circuit Court of Iroquois

county, the cause was again tried, and the court found that the

suit had been instituted without any reasonable delay, and

decreed that the conveyance be set aside, etc., as in the former

decree. The defendants appealed to this court.

The contract sought to be rescinded was made in January,

1862, the alleged fraud discovered about the 10th of July
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following. A short time after, the complainant went to the office

of Wood & Long, attorneys, and was advised that his cause

was somewhat doubtful, and that he had better defer bringing

suit until a case they then had pending in court, of a similar

character, was decided. The complainant had the ague during

the fall of 1862, and was taken very sick about the Yth of

January, 1863, and confined to his bed till April following.

On the 20th of April, he went to Middleport, and procured an

attorney named Washington to prepare and file a bill. This

bill was filed on the 2d day of May, 1863 ; and on the 27th of

November following, it was dismissed; and the bill in the

present case immediately filed.

Messrs. George B. Joineb and Wood & Long, for the appel-

lant.

Messrs. Roff & Doyle, for the appellee.

Per Curiam : When this case was formerly before the court,

as reported in 36 111. 396, we held Cox had committed a fraud

on Montgomery in the exchange of lands, which entitled the

latter to a rescission of the contract, if he could explain the

apparent delay in commencing proceedings for that purpose,

and we remanded the case to allow such explanation to be

made. It now appears, that Montgomery filed his first bill on

the 2d of May, 1863, and that bill having been dismissed on the

27th of November, 1863, the present bill was filed on that day.

Less than ten months intervened between the time when Mont-

gomery first acquired knowledge of the fraud and the institu-

tion of a suit, and that delay is explained by the fact, that he

was advised by counsel to postpone the commencement of a suit

until the decision of another then pending. We are of opinion

this was not such laches as should bar his relief, and the Circuit

Court thus held.

It is urged, however, by the appellant, that he was entitled to

payment for his improvements, which appear, by the record, to

have been worth about one hundred and twenty-five dollars, aa

also to interest on the $300 and taxes. If this was an error, it
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is one wliicli lias worked the appellant no injury, and for which

we do not deem it necessary to remand this cause, since, if such

an account had been taken, the appellee would have been en-

titled to claim rents and profits, and it is manifest, from the

record before us, that these would more. than, overbalance the

claims of the appellant. The decree is affirmed,, .

Decree affirmed.

0. Gr. MiLLisoN, for the use, etc.,

V.

Eli 0. FiSK.

1. Gaunishee— money in the custody of the law. As a general rule,

money which is in the custody of the law is not liable to be reached by

garnishee process. It has been held, that money collected on execution and

in the hands of a sheriff cannot be reached on garnishee process. So of money

in his hands on the redemption of lands sold on execution. It has been held

by other courts, that money cannot be so reached, in the hands of selectmen

due a school teacher, in the hands of a public oflBcer, held in his official

capacity ; so of money in the hands of a clerk ; likewise in the hands of an

administrator ; the same of money in the hands of a United States marshal,

and in the hands of the treasurer of a board of school directors for the pay-

ment of teachers, and was held not to be a debt due from the treasurer to the

teacher.

2. The rule seems to be, that a person deriving his authority from the

law to receive and hold money or property cannot be garnisheed for the

same ; because the money or property is in the custody or control of the law,

and while it so conjtinues it does not belong to the debtor. While it e»

remains, the law may control it, and it may never be paid to the debtor in

execution.

3. Same— money in the hands of the school treasurer. Wliere it appeared,

that a teacher's schedules had been placed in the hands of a township school

treasurer, for teaching in a district, and there were funds in the hands of the

treasurer subject to be apportioned to that and other districts, but had not

been when the garnishee process was served, but a portion of the fund was

subsequently apportioned to the district and ordered to be paid on these

schedules ; Held, that the money was not liable to be garnisheed at the time

of service, nor did it become so on that service, by the subsequent appropria-

tion, whatever might have been the effect.of a service after the order for its
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payment and before its payment to the debtor in the garnisliee proceeding.

Nor can school directors be garnisheed for funds not in their hands or under

their control.

Appeal from the Circuit Court of Mason county ; the Hon.

Jajvies Harriott, Judge, presiding.

On the 2Sth day of March, 1865, John B. Wright filed the

requisite affidavit, upon which a garnishee summons issued

against George Williamson, Jacob Mowder and James Blake-

ley, school directors of school-district No. 4, Township 21, !N.

Rauge, 8 E., and Eli C. Fisk, township treasurer, which Was

served on each of them. This proceeding was heard upon an

affidavit, from which it appeared, that, at the March Term,

1865, of the Mason Circuit Court, John B. Wright recovered a

judgment for the sum of $152.50, against O. G. Millison.

That on the 27th of March, 1865, execution was issued thereon

to the sheriff to execute. It was returned by him, on the next

day, indorsed " no property found."

At the October Term following, Fisk filed his answer to

interrogatories which bad been exhibited in the case. In his

answer he stated that he had in his hands as treasurer of the

township, and that were left in his possession two schedules

calling for $131,25 in the aggregate, to pay which there was in

his hands only $101.59, leaving a balance of $26,66, to be paid

m April, 1866, the money to be paid to Millison as teacher in

district Il^o. 4, in that township. .

At the October Term, 1865, the cause was tried by the court

witliout the intervention of a jury, by consent of the parties.

On the trial Fisk was called as a witness, and in explanation

of his answer stated, that, when the garnishee process was
served, he had in his hands money to be paid Millison, upon

school schedules, which was due him as a teacher in district

No. 4, in the township. That he at the time did not know
how much money he had to pay to Millison on his schedules

until after the semi-annual meeting of the trustees of his town-

ship, in April, 1865, when they apportioned the township iund

to different districts, and there then fell to district No. 4, the

8— 43d III.
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sum of $10450; that the schedules were brought to hira "by

Millison, upon one of which there was an assignment of $112.50,

indorsed by Millison to Calvin Yallaningham on the 15th day

of February, 1865.

After hearing the evidence the court rendered a judgment

discharging all of the defendants, and for costs against plaintiff.

He thereupon entered a motion for a new trial which was

overruled, and plaintiif to reverse the judgment brings the case

to this court by appeal.

Messrs. J. B. Weight and H. E. Dummee, for the appellant.

1. The court erred in holding the alleged assignment valid, and

rendering judgment in favor of the garnishees. In the absence

of proof of the good faith of the assignment, and of a consider-

ation passed, the alleged assignment should have been held

invalid.

This question seems to have been fully met and disposed of in

the case of Born v. Siaaden, 24 111, 320, 322. In the case cited

the garnishee by his answer disclosed the fact, that, before pro-

cess was served upon him as garnishee, he had been served

with what purported to be an assignment of the debt owed by

the garnishee, the assignment ha^dng the formality of an

acknowledgment before a justice of the peace. The court say

:

"We are not prepared to say that the hona fide assignment of

a debt before the service of the garnishee process may not defeat

it, but it must be shown to be a 'bona fide assignment upon a

consideration passed."

The court in the same case anticipated the argument to be

derived from the hardships imposed upon the garnishee under

such circumstances, and indicate that the garnishee may pro-

tect himself by notice to the assignee to appear and establish

the genuineness of the assignment. And the court say, that, if

the assignee, on reasonable notice, neglected to appear and vin-

dicate the })ona fides of the assignment, it would be a good

defense by the garnishee to an action in the name of the

creditor for the use of the assignee.
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2. The defendant, Fisk, should have been held as a garnishee,

altliough a township school officer, and to that extent a public

ofScer.

In Connecticut and Pennsylvania it has been held that no

public officer should be subject to be held as a garnishee,

because he is bound to transact the public business, and should

not be subject to the inconveniences incident to the position of

garnishee. This is decided in BucJdey v. Eckert^ 3 Penn. 368,

and in Stillman v. Isham^ 11 Conn. 124.

Mr. Ltmaij Lacet, for the appellee.

The township treasurer, and other officers created by the

school laws of this State, are not liable to be garnisheed for

the wages of teachers, because:

1. The language of the statute does not, in express terms,

include public corporations or the officers of public corpora-

tions ; and trustees of schools are public corporations. Trustees

of Schools V. Tatman^ 13 111. 27. But simply says, that, after

judgment rendered, execution returned, etc., "on the affidavit

of the plaintiff, or other creditable person being made, that the

defendants have no property within the knowledge of such

affiant, in his or their possession liable to execution, and that

such affiant hath just reason to believe that another person or

persons is or are indebted," etc., " such person or 'persons^'' etc.

2. Because public corporations, officers of public corpora-

tions, sheriffs, municipal coi-porations, etc., are not specifically

mentioned in the attachment act. Will the courts construe it

to include them ?

I think not, because the legislature, at the time they passed

the act, knew the construction that the various State courts

had put upon these attachment laws, such a construction as is

opposed to that doctrine, on the grounds of public policy and

the inconvenience that officers would he subjected to if that

doctrine should prevail, and this I believe without exception.

Drake on Attachments, ch. 21, §§ 460, 461, 462, 463, 493, 497,

and the cases cited.
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In the case of Bulkly v. Eckert^ 3 Penn. St. 368, it was

decided " that money held in official capacity by a treasurer of

a board of school directors, in common with other money to be

applied toward the payment of teachers, according to the rnles

and regulations of the acts of the legislature for the mainte-

nance of public schools, and not as a private debt, due from

him to defendant, cannot be attached," which is in exact point

with the facts in the case at bar.

In the case of Stillman v. Isham, 2 Conn. 124, the court

held, that "public officers having money in their hands, to

which certain individuals are entitled, are not liable to the

creditors of those individuals, in the process of foreign attach-

ment." This is a strong case in point, elaborately discussed,

and well supported by authorities. See cases there cited.

This court has decided that money in the hands of a sheriff,

collected on execution, cannot be garnisheed. Reddick v. Smithy

3 Scam. 45Y; Pierce v. Carleton, 12 111. 364.

1. In the case of Lightner v. Steinagel, 33 111. 513, it was

held that money received from redemption of the sale of land

cannot be garnisheed. In that case the general doctrine is laid

down by this court that " from the authorities we deduce the

principle that whenever an official holds money merely as the

agent of the law he cannot be subject to the process; but, if

any thing arises to change this relation from an official obliga-

tion to a personal liability, then he would become amenable to

this process."

2. "Why the case of a treasurer of a school township can be

distinguished from the principle of the cases cited, I am unable

to see ; he is a public officer, liable to be called to account by

the trustees for settlement ; liable to be annoyed by the garni-

shee process, and dragged around from place to place to answer

and defend suits. They hold a public trust and are required

by law to pay the money over to a particular person. He
would not be personally liable to Millison for the amount of

the schedule unless he had paid or done what was equivalent

to paying the money to Millison and by agreement he had kept

the money as the money of Millison and become discharged to
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the trustees. This there is no pretense of, and there had not

even been a demand by Millison and refusal to pay; he held

the money in the same way and was indebted to Millison in

the same way and no other, as a sheriff would be had he

held the money collected on execution or from redemption.

3, In tlie case of Hadley v. Peabodi/, 13 Gray, 200, the

question whether a public officer or corporation could be gar-

nisheed or not was not raised at all, neither in the court below

nor in the Superior Court, and was not noticed at all by the

court.

Mr. Chief Justice Walkee delivered the opinion of the

Court

:

This record presents the question whether money due a

school teacher can be garnisheed in the hands of the district

treasurer. The eighteenth section of the attachment act

declares, that, when a garnishee shall be served and interroga-

tories filed, as provided by the act, he shall exhibit and file,

under oath, an answer to such interrogatories. This section

authorizes the plaintiff to interrogate him touching the lands,

tenements, goods, chattels, moneys, credits and effects of the

defendant, and the value thereof, in his possession, custody or

charge, or from him or her due and owing to the defendant.

The answer in this case states that the district owed Millison

for teaching school, on two schedules, $131.25 ; and to pay the

amount there was in his hands as treasurer $104, at the service

of the writ.

As a general rule, money in the custody of the law, or in the

hands of an officer of the law, is not liable to be reached by

garnishee process. This court has held that money collected

on execution by a sheriff is in the custody of the law, and is not

liable to be garnisheed for a debt owing by plaintiff in execu-

tion. Reddick v. Smith, 3 Scam. 457 ; Pierce v. Carleton, 12

111. 364. It was again held, in the case of Lightner v. Stein'

ayel, 33 111. 510, that money paid to the sheriff, and still in hia

hands, on the redemption of lands from a sale on execution,

was not subject to the process of the garnishee act.
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In tlie case of Boss v. Allen, 10 'N. H. 96, it was lield that

tlie selectmen of a school-district cannot be held as garnishees

for money due a school teacher. In the case of Wendall v.

Pierce^ 13 IS.. H, 502, it was held that money in the hands of

9, public officer, held in his official capacity to be paid to indi-

viduals, cannot be reached by garnishee process. In the case

of Deane v. McGavook^ 7 Humph. 132, the court held that

money in the hands of the clerk of a court, held in his official

capacity, was not subject to attachment or garnishee process.

It was held in the case of Curling v. Hyde, 10 Miss. 374, that

an administrator, having money in his hands as such, is not

liable to be garnisheed. In other States, under express statutes

however, such money may be reached in this mode. It was

held in South Carolina, 1 Strobh. 239, that money in the hands

of a United States marshal is not liable to attachment. It was

held in the case of Bulkley y. Echert, 3 Penn. St. 368, that

money in the hands of a treasurer of a board of school direc-

tors, to be applied towards the payment of teachers under the

requirements of the law, is not a debt due from the treasurer to

the teacher. From these cases, and other authorities which

might be cited, we may deduce the rule, that a person deriving

his authority from the law to receive and hold money or

property cannot be garnisheed for the same when held by him

under such authority.

The reason is that the money or property is in the custody

of the law. And while it so remains it is not the property of

the debtor, to satisfy whose debt the process is instituted. Nor

is snch officer his debtor. And while the money is in the

hands of the officer the law may control it, and prevent its ever

reaching the hands of the person whose debt is thus sought to

be satisfied.

In this case the money was in the hands of the township

treasurer, when the garnishee process was served, and no por-

tion of it had been distributed to the districts. It was still a

common fund, and, until subsequently apportioned to the dis-

tricts, the treasurer had no authority to pay a dollar of it on

these schedules. Nor had it been specifically appropriated to
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pay Millison, and until the trustees directed, by their order as

such, that a portion of the fund should be paid on these sched-

ules, the money was not in the hands of the treasurer for their

payment. Up to the time the apportionment was made, the

money was liable to be appropriated to other purposes. The
treasurer could not pay money to any one, except upon the order

of the trustees. Until he had the control of the funds, he was

not liable to be garnisheed, if even then. He cannot be said to

have owed, or have funds of Millison in his hands, when he,

or any one else, could not know whether a dollar of the money
he then held would be appropriated for the payment of these

schedules ; and it is clear, that he could not be garnisheed

before the money was appropriated to be paid to Millison,

whatever might be afterward held, if garnisheed, nor did the

subsequent order of the trustees change his liability. The

money was not in the hands or under the control of the

directors, and hence there can be no pretense, that they were

liable to be garnisheed.

The judgment of the court below is affirmed.

Judgment affirmed.

The Illinois Central Railroad Company

V.

Thomas McKee.

1. Pleading— variance between allegations and proofs. Where, in an

action against a railroad company for the kflling of a horse, the declaration

simply averred it to be the duty of the company to erect, maintain and keep

in repair the fences on its roadway, and, that, by means of neglect in keeping

them in repair, the horse had strayed upon the track and was killed,

—

held,

that testimony sho\ving that the horse strayed upon the track through a gate

at a farm crossing, which had been left open, was inadmissible, as the declar-

ation contained no averment, that the gate was not kept closed. A plaintiff

can only prove what he alleges.

3. Neglect in maintaining and keeping in repair a fence, whereby a person

is injured in his property, is a groimd of action totally distinct from that of
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carelessness in leaving open a gate on the line of the fence ; and, when an

action is predicated upon the latter ground, it must be so averred in the dec-

laration.

3. Same— declaration must state material facts. The declaration, in every

case, must contain a full and explicit statement of all the material facts upon

which a recovery is sought, that the defendant may be prepared to meet them.

4. Instructions— upon matter inadmissible in evidence. It is error for

the court to instruct the jury upon matters inadmissible in evidence under

the pleadings, but which, in fact, were admitted in proof.

5. Railroad companies— liability for negligently leamng open gate— and

when not liable. A railroad company is not required to keep a patrol on the

line of its road to see that the gates at farm crossings are kept closed ; but, if

its employees, seeing such a gate open, do not close it, when not opened by a

person to whom an injury afterward results, the company is liable for such

injury. If, however, the gate is opened by the person injured, and by his

neglect left open, no action will lie for an injury resulting to him, by reason

of such act and neglect.

Appeal from the Circuit Court of Coles county ; the Hon.

A. L. Davis, Judge, presiding.

The opinion states the case.

Mr. O. B. Ficklin and Mr. A. J. Gallagher, for the appel-

lant.

Messrs. Henby, Kead & Steele, for the appellee.

Mr. Justice Bkeese delivered the opinion of the Court

:

This was an action on the case in the Coles Circuit Court,

brought by Thomas McKee against The Illinois Central Rail-

road Company, for killing a horse, the property of the plaintiff,

by the defendant's locomotive, the horse having got upon the

track by means of a gate at a farm crossing being negligently

left open, as alleged.

The court gave to the jury this instruction for the plaintiff:

'^Tf the jury believe, from the evidence, that the horse of the

plaintiff got upon the defendant's railroad at a gate erected at

a farm crossing by the defendant, and that while sc on said

road was killed by the locomotive and train of the defendant,
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and such gate tlirougb wliicli said horse entered, at the time

and for a long time previously thereto was left open continu-

ouslj, or so large a portion of the time that the employees of

the road whose duty it was to keep up and maintain the fence

must have known the fact, that at the time the gate was not

\e£t open without the fault or negligence of the defendant, and

that the place where said horse got upon said road was not

within the limits of any city, town or village, nor at the cross-

ing of any public highway, and was within five miles of a

settlement and at a place where the proprietors of adjoining

lands to the defendant's right of way had not fenced nor agreed

to fence, and that said road had been open and the defendant

had run upon it locomotives and trains more than six months

previous to the killing of said horse, then the jury will find for

the plaintifi" and assess his damages at the value of said horse."

The defendant asked these instructions, which were refused

:

"When the railroad makes and maintains a gate at a farm

crossing for the accommodation of the owner of a farm, the

duty devolves on the owner or proprietor of the farm, and not

on the railroad company, to keep the gate closed, and if the

death of the horse in controversy was occasioned by the negli-

gence of such proprietor, the company is not liable.

" As there is no allegation in the declaration that defendant

had failed or neglected to keep the gates closed at the farm

crossing, near where the horse was killed, all evidence touching

that question is excluded from the jury."

The only questions made here arise out of these instructions,

and involve the point, whose duty is it to see that gates so

placed at farm crossings are kept closed, and upon the admis-

sion of certain testimony.

There was no count in the declaration that this gate, at this

farm crossing, was not kept closed,— the only averments are as

to the duty of the company to erect, maintain and keep in

repair the fences on their roadway, and that, by reason of neg-
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lect in keeping them in repair, the horse strayed upon the

track and was killed.

"When proof was offered by the plaintiff that the gate was

left open, the defendant objected, on the ground of the want

of such an allegation in the declaration.

"Was the testimony on this point properly admitted ? "We

think not. The plaintiff in every case must state the facts in

his declaration so plainly that the defendant may meet them.

]!*^eglect in maintaining and keeping in repair a fence, in gen-

eral terms, is one ground of action,— that a gate on the line

of the fence was carelessly left open is another. A fence, of

which a gate is part, may be in perfect repair, and therefore

the allegation that a gate was left open is necessary to give

notice to the defendant of what he is to defend against. There

being no allegation of negligence in this respect, the testimony

should not have been received. And this is in accordance

with the familiar principle that a plaintiff can only be per-

mitted to prove what he alleges. The gravamen of the action

was, neglecting to keep the fence in repair, and it is not main-

tained by proof that a gate was carelessly left open. Gates

are made to be opened, and opening them, and carelessly

leaving them so, is a good cause of action, entirely different

from that of neglecting the duty of erecting and keeping in

repair the fence, and of which a defendant should be apprised

by the pleading. A fence is not out of repair, nor can it be so

alleged, merely because the gate is carelessly left open. The
plaintiff should have stated his case according to the facts he

intended to prove. On this point we are with the appellants.

"We would have no difficulty about the instructions, had the

declaration been in proper shape. As it is, there being no alle-

gation in the declaration embracing this matter, any instruction

in relation to it was out of place. On the abstract question

presented, it is as much the duty of the owner of the farm at

the crossing to keep the gate closed as it is that of the com-

pany, for, as this court said in the case of the Illinois Central

B. R. Co. V. DicJcerson, 27 111. 55, it is not the duty of the

company to keep a patrol the whole length of their road to see
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that the fence is not broken down by breacby cattle, by men,

or by a whirlwind, and by the same reasoning it would follow

they are not obliged to patrol the line of their road to see if

the gates at farm crossings are left open. Still they are liable,

if their employees, seeing such a gate open, neglect to close it,

and an injury results, unless the same be left open by the care-

lessness of the farmer. If the gate is left open by the owner

of the laud, the company would not be responsible, if by the

company's agents it would be, and a neglect to shut it when it

should be closed, by the agents or employees of the company,

would be negligence for which the company would be liable.

The evidence, therefoi-'e, offered on this point, and admitted

by the court, should have been rejected, there being no allega-

tion in the declaration to which it was applicable.

The judgment of the Circuit Court is reversed, and the cause

remanded with leave to plaintiff to amend his declaration.

Judgment reversed.

Stephen W. Miles et al.

V.

Mary J. Wheeler et al.

1. Adiunistkators— cannot purchase at their own sale. The purcliase of

real estate belonging to the deceased by an administrator, through the inter-

position of a third party, at his own sale, is fraudulent per se ; and it matters

not that the sale was at public auction for a fair price, and made through the

medium of a third party as the bidder, and to whom the administrator conveys.

2. The law forbids administrators, executors, and others sustaining a

fiduciary and confidential relation, from dealing on their own account with

the thing or person falling within that trust or relationship. It avails nothing

to show that the intentions of the administrator were honest, and that there

was no fraud in fact. The law shields him from all temptation by the inflexi-

ble rule that he cannot buy at his own sale.

3. The reason of the rule is, that the interests of the buyer and seller of

the same property are necessarily antagonistic, and the only safe rule is one

which absolutely forbids a trustee to occupy two positions inconsistent with

each other.
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4. Limitation— how far applicable to trusts. While statutes of limita-

tion do not strictly apply to trusts, yet, in cases of constructive, as distinct from

express trusts, courts of equity will sometimes adopt the analogies of the

statute, and refuse relief after an unreasonable and unexplained lapse of time.

But the courts have never sought to lay down a precise rule. Each case is to

be adj udged in this regard upon its particular circumstances.

5. Same— where acquiescence is relied upon. Where, in case of a trustee

purchasing at his own sale, the defendant relies upon acquiescence, the burden

is upon him of showing notice to the cestui que trust, distinct information to

him, and acquiescence after that distinct information is communicated.

6. This rule is upon the ground, that, the purchase being prima facie a

fraud and void, it devolves upon the person claiming under. it to show what-

ever he relies upon as taking it out of the rule.

7. Same— the time from which acquiescence is to ie computed. Acquies-

cence is only to be computed from the period when the injured party acquired,

or ought, in the ordinary course of affairs, to have acquired, a knowledge of the

fraud.

8. Statement of account— rents and profits, from what time allowed.

The general rule upon the question, as to the time from which rents and

profits are allowed, is, that, where there has been great laches on the part of

the complainant, and the defendant has not been guilty of positive fraud, the

account will only be taken from the commencement of the suit ; but where

the complainants are infants, and there has been no laches in filing the bill, or

the defendant is charged with fraud, the account will be carried back to the

time when the fraudulent possession began. There is, however, no fixed rule

upon this question. Each case depends upon its own circumstances.

"Wkit of Error to the Circuit Court of Monroe county ; the

Hon. Silas L. Brtaij, Judge, presiding.

This was a suit in chancery, instituted in the court below by

the defendants in error, the heirs at law of Amasa Wheeler,

deceased, against the plaintiffs in error. The bill was filed for

the purpose of setting aside a sale of land made by the admin-

istrator for the payment of debts, under an order of court ; and

an account of the rents and profits. Upon the hearing of the

case in the Circuit Court a decree was rendered, setting aside

the sale, requiring the defendants to make a deed, etc. The
defendants to the bill brought the case to this court by writ oi

error.

The facts are sufficiently stated in the opinion.
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Messrs. H. K. S. O'Melveny and Wm. R. Moekison, for

the plaintiffs in error.

Messrs. Wm. H. Undekwood and W. H. Babnum, for tlw*

defendants in error.

Mr. Justice Lawrence delivered the opinion of the Court

:

This was a bill in chancery, filed in April, 1861, by the

heirs of Amasa Wheeler, for the purpose of setting aside a sale

of land made by his administrator for the payment of debts,

under an order of court. The facts material to the present case

are as follows

:

Amasa Wheeler, the father of the complainants below, defend-

ants in error here, died in 1839, and Stephen W. Miles, senior,

was appointed his administrator. In 1842 the latter obtained

an order from the Circuit Court of Monroe county for the sale

of the land of the deceased, and in August of the same year

sold the premises now in controversy, and was himself the

purchaser. In May, 1844, he obtained another order for the

sale of the same land, and in July, 1844, professed to sell it to

one Alexander, and so reported to the court. He made no

deed to Alexander, however, until the 13th of September, 1845,

when he conveyed to him, and on the same day Alexander

reconveyed to Miles. Alexander never exercised any acts of

ownership over the land, but, on the contrary. Miles took pos-

session in 1840 or 1841, and kept possession up to the date of

his own death in 1859, and always claimed it as his own. By
his last will he devised the land to his son, Alonzo IT. Miles,

upon certain conditions, on his failure to perform which it was

given to his elder son, Stephen W. Miles, junior, who in the

mean while was to hold it as trustee for Alonzo. This bill is

brought against them by the heirs of Wheeler to procure a

reconveyance and an account of the rents and profits.

There is really no room for controversy as to the main ques-

tion. It is perfectly manifest, from the facts stated above, that

the name of Alexander was used merely as a means of passing

the title of the land to Miles ; that the sale to Alexander was
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simply colorable ; and that the transaction was really a pur-

chase by an administrator at his own sale. This the law for-

bids. TJiorp V. MoCullom et al.^ 1 Gilm. 614 ; Dennis v.

McCagg, 32 111. 444 ; Michaud v. Girard, 4 How. 553. In this

last case the Supreme Court of the United States gave this

question a very searching examination, reviewing the author-

ities both in the common and civil law. In that case an

executor, as in this an administrator, became the purchaser,

through the interposition of a third person, of real estate

belonging to the deceased, and sold at public sale. The court

laid down the salutary rule that this is fraudulent ^er se, and

that it matters not that the sale was at a public auction, for a

fair price, and made through the medium of a third person as

the bidder, and to whom the executor or administrator conveys.

It avails nothing to show that the intentions of the trustee

were honest, and that there was no fraud in fact. It is one of

those cases in which the law will not permit a trustee to palter

with his own conscience. It shields him from all temptation

by the inflexible rule that he cannot buy. The plain and suf-

ficient reason is that the interests of the buyer and seller of the

same property are necessarily antagonistic, and the only safe

rule is one which absolutely forbids a trustee to occupy two

positions inconsistent with each other. A leading case in this

country on this subject isDavo7ieY. Fanning^ 2 Johns. Ch. 252,

in which the authorities are very fully considered by Chancellor

Kent, and the rule is applied with great strictness.

It is however insisted by the counsel for plaintiffs in error

that the right to relief in the present case is lost by lapse of

time. While statutes of limitation do not strictly apply to

trusts, yet in cases of constructive, as distinct from express,

trusts, courts of equity will sometimes adopt the analogies of

the statute and refuse relief after an unreasonable and unex-

plained lapse of time. But the courts have never sought to

lay down a precise rule. Each case is to be adjudged in this

regard upon its particular circumstances. In Hill on Trustees,

168, it is said :
" But mere length of time will not, of itself,

be a bar to relief on a constructive trust originating in fraud.
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The party entitled to the benefit of such a trust must also be

aware of his rights and acquiesce in being deprived of them

;

and time, in order to bar the remedy, will not begin to run

until he acquires, or might have acquired, the knowledge of the

fact on which the trust is founded." On the next page, the

author adds :
" It is difficult to lay down as a general propo-

sition, what length of acquiescence will be a bar to relief on the

ground of fraud. This must necessarily be a matter of equit-

able discretion, depending on the nature of the transaction and

the circumstances of the parties in each individual case. The
legal bar of twenty years apjDears to have been treated as the

proper limit on several occasions ; and it was distinctly decided

in one case, that equity will not relieve where the facts consti-

tuting the fraud are in the knowledge of the party and he lies

by for twenty-five years, and in another case twenty-one years'

acquiescence was held to be a bar." On page 265, the author

recurs to this subject, and quotes various cases showing that

while in some instances relief has been refused after the expira-

tion of eighteen years, on the ground of acquiescence, in others

it has been allowed after the lapse of fifty years. On page

266, he says :
" it is almost needless to add that a cestui cjue

trust being an infant, or otherwise non sui juris^ cannot be

prejudiced by any acquiescence," referring to the case of Ifarch
V. Russell, 3 M. & Craig, 31. It clearly cannot be claimed,

that, where the injured party has been, during a portion of the

time, an infant, this period is to be reckoned a part of the

period of acquiescence.

In the case before us the administrator's sale took place in

1844. The age of the three children is not given in the record

with accuracy, but the oldest must have been, at that time,

about twelve, and the other two were still younger. They
were taken to Pennsylvania while infants, by their uncle, and

have since resided there. This bill was filed in 1861, at which

time the youngest could not have been more than twenty-four

or five years of age, and the oldest probably about thirty.

There is no evidence in the record, showing when the knowd-

edge of the fraud first came to them, and in \dew of their age,
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sex, and distant locality, we cannot presume knowledge. In

Randall v. Irvington^ 10 Yes. 427, the court held, where in

cases of this character the defendant relies upon acquiescence,

tlie burden is upon him of ''' showing notice to the cestui que

trust, distinct information to him, and acquiescence after that

distinct information communicated." This is upon the ground,

that the purchase being jprima facie a fraud and void, it

devolves upon the person claiming under it to show whatever

he relies upon as taking it out of the rule. ISTo proof of that

kind has been made in the present case, and there is nothing

upon which to found a presumption of acquiescence. The
complainants were taken, while yet young girls, to a distant

State, where they have since resided. They cannot be pre-

sumed to have known how their father's estate was settled

many years before. To hold them barred by lapse of time,

under such circumstances, would be to apply a far more rigid

rule than is justified by any of the authorities cited by counsel,

or which we have met in our examination of the case. With-

out deciding to which of our statutes of limitation, in reference

to real estate, a court of equity should resort for analogies on

the mere question of time, it is sufficient, in the present case,

to say, that the time is only to be computed from the period

when the injured party acquired, or ought, in the ordinary

course of afi'airs, to have acquired a knowledge of the fraud.

Then, only, does acquiescence begin. This is the language of

all the cases, many of which are quoted in Hill on Trustees

vJ)i supra, and also on page 527, in the notes. We have no

evidence when this knowledge was acquired in this case, except

by the filing of the bill.* We cannot, therefore, hold the com-

plainants barred.

By agreement, both parties have assigned errors as to the

mode in which the account is stated. The court, by its master,

took an account of rents and profits from the date of sale, and,

after allowing the defendants for the money paid at the

administrator's sale and interest, as also for taxes, repairs and

an annual compensation of twenty-five dollars for taking charge

of the farm, decreed the difierence in favor of the complain-
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ants, amounting to $1,600, to be paid by the estate of Miles.

The appellants insist, the rents and profits should be allowed

only from tlie commencement of tlie suit. There is no fixed

rule upon this question. Each case depends upon its own cir-

cumstances, as in reference to what length of time shall bar

relief. The general rule to be gathered from the cases is, that,

where tliere has been great laches on the part of the complainant,

and the defendant has not been guilty of positive fraud, the

account will only be taken from the commencement of the suit.

But where the complainants are infants and there li,as been no

lacAes in bringing the bill, or the defendant is chargeable with

fraud, the account will be carried back to the time when the

fraudulent possession began. Bowes v. East London Water

Worhs^ 3 Mad. 375 ; Drummond v. The Duke of St. Alhaiis,

5 Yes. 432 ; Pettinard v. Prescott, 7 id. 541 ; Dormer v. Fort-

escae, 3 Atk. 130. In the last cited case Lord Hakdwicke said

:

" so in the case of a bill brought by an infant to hare possession

of the estate, and an account of rents and profits, the court will

decree an account from the time the infant's title accrued, for

every person who enters on the estate of an infant, enters as a

guardian or bailiff for the infant." In the case before us, the

administrator, Miles, entered on the estate of the infants and

continued in possession of the rents and profits until his death

in 1859. Since then the defendants, his devisees, have been in

possession, and as the bill was filed in 1861, it is very clear

the account should be carried back to the administrator's pur-

chase.

But the court erred in decreeing the payment of the entire

sum of $1,600, by the estate of Stephen "W. Miles. There are

various persons interested as devisees or legatees in the estate,

while only the defendants, Alonzo IST. Miles and Stephen W.
Miles, Jr., are interested in this land. Since the death in

1859, of the elder Stephen W". Miles, the rents and profits have

been received by Stephen W. Miles, Jr., either in his own

right or for the benefit of Alonzo K. Miles, and not for the

estate. These rents and profits, which have accrued since the

death of Miles, should, therefore, be charged against them, and

9— 43d III.
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decreed to be refunded hy them and not by the estate. In this

respect there was error in the decree.

The defendants in error have assigned, as a cross error, that

the court allowed defendants twenty-five dollars per annum
compensation, for collecting rents, paying taxes and taking

charge of the farm. The complainants would have been

obliged to pay as large a sum as this for like services to any

other person, and as Miles may have bought at the sale, with-

out an actual intent to commit a fraud, and as the account, in

other respects, is liberal 1}^ stated for the complainants, and

carried back for a long time, we are not inclined to direct this

item to be stricken out. It is also objected, that the court

allowed the defendants compound interest on the taxes, but, if

so, the record does not show it.

The decree of the court below must be modified in the man-

ner above indicated, and for this purpose the cause must be

remanded. Inasmuch, however, as this modification does not

go to the essential merits of the decree, and would probably

have been made by the court below, if its attention had been

called to the matter, we shall direct that each party pay his

own costs in this court.

Remanded to modify decree.

ROBEET McKeE
V.

Ruth Brown.

1. Recognizance— lien on real estate. A recognizance is not a lien on

real estate, until there is a judgment of forfeiture and an award of execution

on a scire facias, or until a judgment in debt is recovered on the recognizance.

2. Same— sale 'before lien attaches. A sale by the principal recognizor,

before the lien of the judgment on a recognizance attaches, passes the title,

and a sale under an execution upon such a judgment does not divest such

title, nor does the purchaser under such a sale acquire any title as against the

prior vendee who has recorded his deed before the lien of the judgment

attached.
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3. Dower— barred by subsisting title. Where a person was recognized to

appear and answer to a criminal charge, and, he being joined by his wife, con-

rayed real estate in fee to his bail, or another, to secure his sureties, and fails

to appear, and the recognizance is forfeited, and the holder of the title of such

land, supposing a city to be entitled to the forfeiture, conveyed the premises

to the city in satisfaction of the forfeiture ; but, the forfeiture being afterward

claimed by the school commissioner, and purchased in by both under the exe-

cution on the judgment recovered on the recognizance, and the deed was,

imder the order of court, made to the school commissioner, who conveyed it to

another person, and where it appeared, that the person recognized to appear to

answer the criminal charge had died ; Ueld, in a proceeding instituted by his

widow, against the purchaser from the school commissioner, for dower in the

premises, that she was estopped by the conveyance of the property by her

and her husband to indemnify his sureties, and, that defendant might set that

and subsequent conveyances up as an outstanding title to defeat her recovery.

That until that title is set aside as fraudulent, or crtherwise, she had no claim

to dower in the premises.

"Wkit of Ereok to the Circuit Court of Sangamon county

;

the Hon. Edward Y. Rice, Judge, presiding.

TJiis was a petition, filed by Ruth Brown, for the assignment

of dower, in two lots in the city of Springfield, in the Sanga-

mon Circuit Court, against Robert McKee. It appears, that

petitioner was the widow of Delos W. Brown, who was, in the

autumn of 1S53, recognized to appear at the next term of the

Circuit Court to answer a charge of manslaughter. That in

November, 1853, he and petitioner executed a deed conveying

the lots to one James Rayburn, to hold the title subject to the

order of Brown. After the execution of this deed, Brown left

the State, and the recognizance was forfeited.

Subsequently, a controversy arose between the city of Spring-

field and the county of Sangamon, as to which was entitled to

the property under the forfeiture. Rayburn wrote Brown,

advising him to let the city have the property, when he directed

its conveyance to the city, which was done by Rayburn con-

veying to Brown and he to the city. An action of debt was

instituted on tlie recognizance, and a judgment recovered

;

execution was issued and the property purchased by both the

city and county. The question was submitted to the Circuit

Court, when an order was made, that the sheriff execute a deed
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to the school commissioner of the county, which he did. He
afterward sold the property for the beneiit of the fund, and

defendant became the purchaser and received the convej^ance.

No steps appear to have ever been taken to cancel the tit] e held

by the city, or to procure a conveyance of their title, to defend-

ant.

The court below found, that the petitioner was entitled to

dower in the premises, and it appearing that the property was

not susceptible of a division, a jury were impaneled to ascer-

tain the yearly value of the widow's dower in the premises.

They returned a verdict, fixing it at sixty-four dollars per

annum, and the court thereupon rendered a decree, that de-

fendant pay that sum annually, during the life of petitioner^

He thereupon prosecutes this writ of error, to reverse the

decree.

Mr. James C. Conkling, for the plaintiff in error.

Mr. E. B. Hekndon, for the defendant in error.

Mr. Chief Justice Walker delivered the opinion of the

Court:

Two questions have been discussed in this case,— first^

whether defendant in error has dower in the premises ; and,

secondly, if she has, whether the yearly value of the same has

been fixed on a proper basis. We only deem it necessary to

consider the second. It appears that Delos W. Brown, the

husband of defendant in error, owned the premises in fee in hia

life-time, and, that she is his widow. It also appears that

Brown, on the 6th day of October, 1853, was recognized by

two justices of the peace of Sangamon county, to appear at the

next November Term, to answer a charge of manslaughter;,

that immediately afterward he conveyed the premises to

James Rayburn, defendant in error joining in the deed and

relinquishing her dower, and he then left the county. Thia

deed was recorded in the proper ofiice in Sangamon county, on

the 27th day of December, 1853. It appears that the recogni-
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zance was afterward forfeited, but whether at the next or a

subsequent term does not appear.

An action of debt was afterward brought on this forfeiture

and a recovery had, execution was issued and the premises

sold. Thej were bid in by the city of Springfield, and the

school commissioner of the county, both claiming that they

were entitled to the forfeiture. The premises not having been

redeemed, the question was submitted to the Circuit Court,

when it was ordered, that the sheriff convey to the school com-

missioner. The deed was accordingly executed, and he after-

ward sold the premises, and plaintiff in error became the

purchaser.

It also appears, that Rayburn conveyed to Jacob Bunn, and

he afterward conveyed to the city of Springfield. The evi-

dence shows that Rayburn paid no consideration for the prem-

ises, and that, for the purpose of discharging the recogni-

zance, Rayburn conveyed to Bunn for the city, and he received

no consideration when he transferred his title to the city.

In the case of Sliattuck v. The People^ 4 Scam. 447, it was

held, that, before the estate of the recognizor was bound by the

recognizance, there must be, not only a failure to perform the

condition, but an award of execution for the j)enalty, in a pro-

ceeding by scire facias^ or a recovery of a judgment for the

penalty in an action of debt ; that the recognizance does not,

by its own force, become a lien on the estate of the person

entering into it, but the lien depends altogether upon the

statute. And we are aware of no statutory provision which

has declared that a recognizance shall become a lien on the

property of the cognizor. It has, however, provided that

judgments shall be a lien on the lands of defendants after the

last day of the term. It would, then, seem that in this case

the lien under the recognizance did not attach until the judg-

ment was recovered on the recognizance ; and, although the

date of that recovery does not appear in this record, we con-

clude that it was not until after the deed to Rayburn was

executed and recorded.

Then, if this conveyance to Rayburn is valid and binding,
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of wliicli we give no opinion, plaintiff in error did not acquire

the legal title. It appears to be in the city of Springfield.

And whether plaintiff in error has an eqnitable right to have

this legal title conveyed to him, is not before the court. N'or

is the question whether defendant in error has the right to

have those conveyances set aside and canceled for fraud, prop-

erly before us for determination. Until the city of Springfield

was made a party to a bill properly framed, these questions

cannot be determined. So long as the conveyances through

which the city claims remain uncanceled, the legal title is in

the city. And, as defendant in error relinquished her dower

by the deed to Rayburn, through which the title passed to the

city, we can see no reason why she should be permitted to

recover dower in the premises against plaintiff in error. So

Jong as it subsists, he may set it up as an outstanding title in

which defendant in error has relinquished her dower. Until

that title is avoided by defendant in error for fraud or other-

wise, phe is estopped from claiming dower in the premises.

The validity of the legal title vested in the city cannot be

questioned in a proceedihg in which that municipality is not

a party. The decree of the court below must therefore be

reversed and the cause remanded.

Decree reversed.

The Goveenor, foe the use op "William Thomas,

Trustee, etc.,

V.

Clark B, Lagow et al.

1. Surety— extent of liability. The general rule is, that the tmdertakinga

of a surety are not to be extended beyond the fair scope of the terms expressed,

but are to be strictly interpreted.

2. So, where, by an act of the legislature, assignees were appointed to wind

up the aflairs of the Bank of Illinois, at Shawneetown, and were required to

give bond, and allowed four years in which to discharge the duties assigned

them under the act, and the time of final settlement was, by the legislature.
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afterward extended two years, it was held, that this extension of the time with-

out the assent of the sureties, operated as a discharge, and that the sureties

could not be held liable for the acts of their principal after the expiration of

the four years.

8. But, where, by the act appointing the assignees, it was made their duty

to meet at the bank on a day named in each year, to cancel and burn all notes

and certificates of indebtedness redeemed and canceled, and make report to the

governor of the amount of assets remaining in their hands, and of the notes

and certificates canceled ; and where a decree in the United States Circuit

Court required such assignees to account and pay over to a trustee aj^pointed,

the amount found to be due from them as assignees, and the assignees neglected

and failed to perform any of said duties,—it was Jield, that the sureties of the

assignees were liable for the amounts shown to have been by the assignees

received and not paid over, during the four years. It was competent for the

sureties to have discharged the liabilities and to have had recourse upon their

principals.

4. Plea— icTien demurrable. It is a well established rule of pleading, that

if facts are alleged in a special plea which can be given in evidence under the

general issue, such a plea is obnoxious to a special demurrer.

5. So, where tlie plea of non est factum, not sworn to, was interposed in an

action of debt, being the general issue, it put in issue every fact in relation to

the execution of the bond, except the fact of the signature of the pleader, aud

therefore the facts that other signatures either as sureties or witnesses, were

wrongfully placed on the bond, after that of the pleader, could properly be

given in evidence under such a plea ; and hence, a special plea alleging these

facts is bad on special demurrer.

Appeal from the Circuit Court of Edgar county ; tlie Hon.

Jajmes Steele, Judge, presiding.

The opinion of the court contains a full statement of the case.

Messrs. "William Thomas and "William H. Hekndois', for the

appellants.

Messrs. Allen & Scholfield, for the appellees.

Mr. Justice Breese delivered the opinion of the Court

:

This was an action of debt, originally brought in the Craw-

ford Circuit Court, and by change of venue taken to Edgar

county, on a bond executed by Ebenezer Z. Ryan as principal,

and "Wilson Lagow, deceased, security, to the governor of the
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State, in the penalty of fiftj thousand dollars, and dated March

27, 1845.

TJie condition of the bond recites that Ryan, by an act of the

legislature, entitled " an act supplemental to an act to reduce

the public debt one million of dollars, and to put the Bank
of Illinois into liquidation,'" had been appointed one of tlie

assignees to close the business of that bank. ISTow. if the said

Ryan, as assignee, as aforesaid, shall faithfully discharge the

duties enjoined on him by the provisions of said act, then the

obligation was to be void, otherwise to remain in full force and

virtue.

The action is against Clark B, Lagow, and David H. Lagow,

the first named the executor, and both the devisees of Wilson

Lagow, deceased, under his last will and testament.

The breaches assigned in the declaration are, that Ryan has

not faithfully discharged the duties enjoined on him as assignee,

according to the provisions of the act of the legislature, under

which he was appointed, but has wholly failed therein in these

particulars.: first, that at the December Term, 1850, of the Cir-

cuit Court of the United States for the district of Illinois, that

court made and entered a deci'ee in a cause therein pending

between the Bank of the State of Illinois, as complainant, and

Albert G. Caldwell, said Ebenezer Z. Ryan, David A. Smith,

and George A. Dunlap, assignees of the Bank of Illinois, as

defendants, appointing William Thomas, for whose use this suit

is brought, trustee of the Bank of Illinois, in place of the

assignees appointed by the act of the legislature ; and that at

the December Term, 1859, of said court a decree was entered,

requiring Ryan to pay over to Thomas as such trustee, the sum

of $45,467.29, the amount found due from him as such assignee

to the trust fund, of which Rj'an had notice, but which be has

not paid over but has wholly failed and refused.

Second, that during the years 1845, '46, '47 and '48, Ryan

collected and received of the bank, bills and certificates or tJie

bank $50,000, to wit: In 1845, $16,000; in 1846, $14,600; in

1847, $15,000, and in 1848, $4,400 ; that it was the duty of

Ryan, on the first Monday in December, in each of those
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jears to have met the other assignees of tlie bank at Sliawnee-

town for the purpose of cancelinp; and burning all notes and

certificates, redeemed, and of making a full report to the gov^-

ernor of the amount of assets in his hands, and of the notes and

^"irtiiicates redeemed and canceled, and it was also the duty of

sai.l Rjan to faithfully account for and pay over to the trustees

all the moneys and evidences of indebtedness which came to his

hands as such assignee, of which he received the sums afore-

said
;
yet, Kyan did not, on the first Monday of December, of

each of the years aforesaid, meet the other assignees of the bank

at Shawneetown, and burn and cancel all notes and certificates

received by him, and make full report to the governor of the

amount of assets in his hands, and of the notes and certificates

canceled ; nor has the said Ryan paid over to the trustee all

the moneys and ev^idences of indebtedness which came to his

hands. Third, that at the June Term, 1851, of the 'Circuit

Court of the United States for the district of Illinois, William

Thomas was appointed trustee of the bank, to execute the

trusts created by and existing under the acts of the general

assembly, authorizing the appointnjent and prescribing the

duties of said assignees, and requiring the said assignees

severally to pay over to said trustee all moneys collected by

them, and to deliver to said trustee all the bills and certificates

of said bank in their hands. And, at the December Term,

1859, of said court, a decree was entered, requiring Ryan to

pay to the trustee $45,467.29, the amount found to be due

from Ryan as such assignee on account of assets which had

come to his hands. Fourth, it was the duty of Ryan, on the

first Monday of December of each year after his appointment,

to meet with the other assignees at Shawneetown for the pur-

pose of canceling and burning all notes and certificates

redeemed and canceled, and making a full report to the

governor of the amount of assets in his hands, and of the

notes and certificates canceled
;
yet he failed to meet with

the other assignees at Shawneetown on the first Monday in

December in each year, or any year, after his appointment for

the purposes aforesaid ; nor did he at any time make a full
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report to the governor of the amount of assets in his hands,

and of the notes and certificates canceled, as was his duty to

have done. Fifth, that, during the time of the action of

Kyan as assignee, he collected and received, as such assignee,

$40,000 of the notes of the bank, and $45,000 of the certifi-

cates of the bank, which it was his duty to have canceled and

destroyed, and to have reported the same to the Governor
;
yet,

he did not cancel and destroy the notes and certificates so

received, but converted the same to his own use. The sixth

breach sets out the proceeding in the United States Court, the

appointment of a trustee, and the decree requiring the assignee

to accomit, and then avers, that a further decree was entered,

requiring Ryan to pay over to the trustee the amount found to

be due from him as such assignee.

It is then averred, that Ryan had not paid to the trustee the

amount found to be due as aforesaid, and that, by reason

thereof the defendants became liable to pay the $50,000, and,

that they had not paid the same, etc.

The defendant appeared and filed twelve pleas, which follow

:

1. ]Vo7i est factum not sworn to.

2. Ml debet.

3. That the bond was signed by all the obligors except Jamea

l^abb, and delivered to Eyan to be delivered to the Governor;

that Eyan procured the signature of l^abb to the bond with-

out the knowledge or consent of the other obligors, thereby

materially altering the bond, and, therefore, the bond is not the

act and deed of the obligors.

The fourth plea is the same in substance as the third plea.

5. That by tlie law Eyan was bound to wind up the bank in

four years, and that the creditors and stockholders of the bank

obtained an act of the legislature extending the time, without

the knowledge or consent of the securities, and thereby released

them from liability.

6. That Eyan was bound by the law to wind up the afi'aira

of the bank in four years, and Eyan procured an act of the

legislature extending the time, without the knowledge or con-

i?ent of the securities, and that they are thereby released, etc.
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Y. The same in substance as fifth and sixth.

8. That while the suit was pending in the United States

Court, as stated in the declaration, the bill was amended,

making the securities of Ryan parties, that Jesse K. Dubois,

one of the securities, bargained with William B. Warrea, agent

for the plaintiff, that in consideration of advancing a jpro rata

part of the liability of said Ryan, he should not be pro-

ceeded against any further, and, therefore, all the obligations

are released.

9. After the bond was signed it was materially altered in

this : That Ryan procured Hull and Thorn to subscribe their

names thereto as witnesses, without the knowledge or consent

of the obligors, whereby the bond became and was void.

10. That Ryan entered into a written contract with James

Dunlap and William B. Warren, whereby Ryan agreed to

indorse npori an account, stated by Warren as mentioned by

plaintiff in the fourth assignment of breaches of condition of

the bond, an admission of the correctness of said account, and also

authorize the confession of judgment in favor of the trustee of

the bank, for the sum stated by Warren, they, said Dunlap and

Warren, agreed that neither Ryan nor his securities ever should

be sued on said bond, which agreement was indorsed and

approved by said Thomas, trustee, etc., that Ryan, accordingly,

indorsed the account and authorized judgment, whereby the

obligors were released, etc.

11. That by an agreement in writing with James Dunlap and

William B. Warren, Ryan agreed to, and did, indorse upon

an account, stated by said Warren as special master, an admis-

sion of the correctness of said account, and agreed that judg-

ment should be entered against him for the amount appearing

to be due by said account, and also agreed to surrender to said

trustee certain property in Lawrenceville, of which he was in

possession ; the said Dunlap and Warren agreed that no suit

should ever be brought against said Ryan or his securities afore

said, that said Ryan did so indorse on the account aforesaid,

and did deliver to said Thomas the property aforesaid, whereby
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the obligors aforesaid became and were released from all liabil-

ity on said bond.

The twelfth is a plea of the statute of limitations, that the

causes of action did not accrue within sixteen years before the

commencement of suit, on which issue was taken.

A demurrer was sustained to the third, fourth, and ninth

pleas, and overruled as to the sixtli, seventh, eighth, tenth and

eleventh. Issues of fact were made up on the first, second and

twelftli pleas.

The plaintiff abided by his demurrer, whereupon the court

gave judgment in bar of the action.

To reverse this judgment the record is brought liere by

appeal, and the only error assigned is this decision on the

demurrers.

By agreement, the appellees have assigned cross errors.

The principal point made on the record is the one raised by

the fifth and sixth pleas.

A reference to the act of 1845, under which the Bank of

Illinois was put in liquidation, and Ryan appointed assignee,

shows, by section 17, that the assignees had four years from the

passage of the act in which to make a final settlement of the

affairs of the bank, and the debtors of the bank were allowed

the same time in which to pay their debts to the bank, by pay-

ing them in four equal annual installments with six per cent

interest, with good and approved security.

The eighth section required the assignees to meet at Shawnee-

town, on the first Monday of December of each year, for the

purpose of burning and canceling notes and certificates of the

bank, and to make reports to the governor, and required three

assignees to constitute a quorum for the purpose. • Section 15

authorized the assignees to make such compromises and settle-

ments as they might deem most advantageous to the bank

;

and by the act the assignees were clothed with full power, and

were required to collect all the debts due the bank, pay all

its liabilities, and finally close up its affairs, and, as we have

Been, four years were allowed within which to perform these

duties.
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All tlie real estate of the bank was assigned to the assignees

jointly, and the personal estate, rights, and credits, and debts

of every kind due the bank at Shawneetown, and its branch at

Lawrenceville, were assigned to Caldwell and lij-an. Bond
to the governor was required in the sum of $50,000 for each

assignee, conditioned for the faithful discharge of the duties of

such assignee, and faithfully to account for, and pay over all

the moneys and evidence of indebtedness, which should come

to the liands of each assignee under the provisions of the

act.

In 1849, on the 10th of February, the act was passed extend-

ing the time to the assignees for liquidating the affairs of the

bank, until the 1st day of January, 1851, the second section of

which authorized tl)e assignees to sue for and recover debts

due the bank in their own names, and the third section pro-

vided for maintaining pending suits in their names.

The question is presented by the fifth and sixth pleas, how
were the rights of these sureties affected by this extension of

time ?

By the act of 1845, under which the bond in suit was exe-

cuted, the sureties who executed it incurred a liability to

endure four years and no longer. Within that time all the

affairs of the bank were to be closed up, and for this they

undertook, and they can be held liable for no more than Kyan
was required to do by that act.

All the cases show that the undertaking of a surety is tc

receive a strict interpretation and is not to be extended beyond

the fair scope of its terms. To the extent, and in the manner

and under the circumstances, pointed out in his obligation, he

is bound, and no further. Miller v. Stewart^ 1 "Wheat. 703.

This court held, in the case of Davis et al. v. The People, 1

Gilm. 409, that, where an act of the legislature gave a collector

of taxes longer time in which to make payment than lie had

by the law in existence when he executed his official bond

with sureties, the sureties were fully discharged if the act was

passed without their assent.

That the act of 1849, was passed without the assent of the
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defendants is averred in the plea and admitted by the

demurrer.

In that case, the court say the legislature had the undoubted

right to pass the act, and it was binding on the State, and, while

it Avas operative, no suit could have been prosecuted against the

collector, and, during that period, the sureties had no right to

make payment to the. county and resort to their principal for

re-imbursement. A surety is not permitted to discharge the

debt of his principal until he is in default and can be legally

called on for payment. The act in question materially changed

the original contract to which the sureties were parties, and, if

passed without their assent, fully discharged them from all lia-

bility on the bond.

The same was held in the case of The People v. McHatton

et al.^ 2 Gilm. 638, which was a suit on the official bond of the

sheriff, who had procured an extension of time to pay over

his collections, without the consent of the sureties. The same

doctrine was held in Watei's et al. v. Sira-pso^i et al., id. 570.

It is a familiar principle tliat the contract of a surety is to

be construed strictly, and he is not to be held responsible

beyond the precise terms of his undertaking. His risk is not

to be increased, or his responsibility extended, without his

assent. lb. 574.

Here the sureties undertook that Ryan would perform his

duties faithfully for four years, but not for six years, to which

the time was extended for him to settle up the affairs of the

bank.

But there is a breach assigned in the declaration which does

not seem, in the opinion of a majority of the court, to bf3 affected

by the act of 1849, as it is alleged to have occurred previous

to that time, and for which these sureties were responsible.

It is alleged in the second breach, that, during the years 1845,

1846, 1847 and 1848, Ryan received of the bank in bills and cer-

tificates $50,000 (specifying the amount received in each year),

and that he did not meet the other assignees on the first Monday
of December of each year, and burn and cancel them, and

make report to the governor of the amount of assets in his
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hands, and of tlie notes and certificates redeemed and canceled,

and that he had not paid over to the trustee all the moneys

and evidences of indebtedness which came to his hands as

assignee, being the sum aforementioned.

For this breach a majority of the court hold that a suit might

have been maintained upon the bond at any time, notwithstand-

ing the extension of time, after Ryan fiiiled and neglected to

burn and cancel the notes and certificates in his hands. The

liability had attached to the sureties for this breach, and was

not enlarged by the act of 1849. The}'- could have paid oif the

liability and had recourse upon Ryan for re-imbursement.

For breaches occurring after the passage of that act, we are

all of opinion tlie sureties are not liable.

These considerations dispose of the princij^al points raised in

the case.

As to the cross errors, which call in question the decision of

the court sustaining plaintiff's special demurrer to the third,

fourth and ninth pleas, it is only necessary to say that the gen-

eral issue, non est factum^ had been pleaded, and, though not

Bworn to, it put in issue every fact in relation to the execution

of the bond, except the fact of the signature of the defendants,

which could only be denied by such a plea sworn to.

By well established rules of pleading, if facts are alleged in

a special plea, which can be given in evidence under the gen-

eral issue, such plea is obnoxious to a special demurrer. As to

the third and fourth pleas, if the signature of James I^Toble

was wrongfully placed to the bond after its execution b}^ the

defendant's ancestor, it was not his bond, and that fact was met

by the plea of non estfactum. Longley v. N'orval, 1 Scam. 389.

The ninth plea alleged, that the bond, after being signed by
the obligors, was materially altered in this : that Ryan procured

Hall and Thorn to subscribe their names thereto as witnesses,

without the knowledge or consent of the obligors, whereby the

bond became and was void. All this could be given in evi

dence under the general issue if it amounted to a defense,

and therefore this plea was obnoxious to a special demurrer.

But the plea itself fails to show under what circumstances they
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subscribed their names as witnesses, and to whose signatures.

It might be, that these witnesses were present at the execution

of the bond, and attested it thereafter. If so, there could be

nothing improper in this. It was no alteration of the bond,

nor did it aifect in anj way the liability of the sureties.

It is contended by appellant, that the appointment of Ryan
was without limit as to time, and that, upon his acceptance and

entering on the duties, he would continue to be assignee, until

the final settlement of the affairs of the bank, but the act itself

provided this settlement should he fully completed in four years,

and if completed his functions ceased. The trustees undertook

for that period of time and no longer.

Again, it is said by appellant, that this is not a case in whicli

the State alone is interested ; that the bond was executed as a

security to all parties interested as creditors of the bank, and, if

the State alone was the party, still the act of 1849 would not

operate as a release ; and reference is made to the case of The

People V. Leet^ 13 111. 268, in which the cases of The Governor

V. Bidgeioay^ 12 id. 15, and Compher v. The People, id. 294,

are cited in the opinion. The substance of these cases is, that

the sureties of an officer upon his oflicial bond, conditioned for

the faithful discharge of the duties of the office, are liable

for the performance of all duties imposed upon him, which are

within the scope of his office, whether such duties are imposed

by laws passed before or after the execution of the obligation.

Parties who go security on bonds of this character, do so with

the full knowledge and expectation that the revenue laws will

be changed, and the duties of collectors altered as the public

interest may require, and they have no right to complain of

any alteration in the laws, not materially changing the char-

acter of the duties of their principal, especially when such

alterations are in no wise prejudicial to their interests.

We do not perceive the similitude of the cases. This case

is governed by the principles announced in Davis v. The

People, The People v. McUatton and AYaters v. Simpson et al.,

before referred to.

The act of 1849 enlarged the responsibility of the sureties
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two years beyond the time for which they had undertaken for

Ryan's fidelity. It is in vain to say such extension was not

prejudicial to their interests, compelling them to answer for

delinquencies which occurred after the four years had expired.

It is urged by appellant, upon the question made by the

pleas averring arrangements made by Ryan and Dubois with

the trustee operating as a release of the obligors, that if the

statements contained in those pleas were true, the trustee had

no right to make them nor any other to the prejudice of the

trust fund, and reference is made to the cases of Thomas v.

Sloo, 15 111. TO, and Same v. Bowman and Harrow, 29 id. 426.

By the act of 1845, authority was conferred upon the

assignees to make such compromises and settlements as they

might deem most advantageous to the bank. The demurrer to

those pleas (tenth and eleventh) admits the fact, that the com-

promises were made, but we are not of opinion this power

extended so far as to release the sureties of the assignee.

Compromises and settlements of indebtedness in the usual

way, and according to the common usage in such cases, was

the extent of the power conferred, and should be confined to

that extent. The whole purpose of the act would be defeated

by giving it a construction so broad as is set up. It could not

have been the intention of the legislature thus to defeat one of

the principal objects of the act, and that was to secure the

creditors in the faithful collection and application of the assets

of the bank. This is the reason such heavy security was

required of each assignee.

Upon the point made by appellees, that the signature of

James ]N"abb was obtained to the bond after their testator had

signed it, we are of opinion it did not avoid the bond if done

before its delivery to the governor. Before its delivery, Ryan

could have procured as many names as he chose to his bond.

Gardner v. Walsh, 85 English Com. Law, 82 ; Fay v. Black-

stone, 31 111. 538 ; Hurst v. Weir, 29 id. 85.

We have now examined and disposed of the principal points

raised on this record, and, for the reasons given, the judgment

of the Circuit Court must be reversed and the cause remanded,

10— 43d III.
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with leave to both parties to amend their pleadings, should

they desire so to do, and for further proceedings consistent

with this opinion.

Judgment reversed.

Prentice J. Douglass

V.

Alexander X. Parker and Gteorge M. Plumbe.

1. Motion— must he preserved by bill of exceptions. Where the ruling of

the court upon a motion to dismiss for want of a proper bond for costs is

assigned for error, such a motion only becomes a part of the record and is

properly brought before this court by means of a bill of exceptions.

2. Evidence— questions of. The same rule applies where the errors

assigned relate to questions of evidence.

Wkit of Error to the Circuit Court of Coles county ; the

Hon. James Steele, Judge, presiding.

This was an action of assumpsit, brought by Parker and

Plumbe, in the Coles County Circuit Court, against Douglass,

wherein, upon trial by the court at the October Term, 1866, the

issue was found for the plaintiffs.

It would appear, that the plaintiffs, Parker and Plumbe,

were non-residents, and that their attorney on the day suit was

brought, filed a bond for costs in tlie following form :

" I hereby enter myself security for costs in the above

entitled cause, and acknowledge myself bound to pay the same

either to the ofiicers of court or the opposite party, according

to the statute in such case made and provided. Witness my
hand and seal this October 1st, 1866.

" D. T. MoInttke."

Upon which the following indorsement was made

:

"Filed, October 1st, 1866.
" H. C. WoKTHAM, Clerk:'
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On the first day of the term, defendant's counsel moved to

dismiss the cause for want of a bond for costs, whereupon the

plaintiffs' attorneys entered a cross motion for leave to file a

new bond. The court overruled the motion to dismiss, and

sustained the cross motion. The defendant assigns for error

the action of the court in overruling the motion to dismiss, in

granting plaintiffs leave to file a new bond, and in admitting

the note in evidence under the common counts.

Mr. W. B. PoKTEE, for the plaintiff in error.

Mr. D. T. McInttee, for the defendants in error.

Per Curiam : The errors assigned upon this record relate to

the alleged ruling of the court upon a motion to dismiss for

want of proper bond for costs, and upon questions of evidence.

There is however no bill of exceptions in the record, and these

questions are therefore not before us. As we have often said,

motions of this character only become a part of the record by

means of a bill of exceptions.

Judgment affirmed.

William Brownfield et al.

V.

Thomas Brownfield et al,

1. Evidence— as to the validity of a will. Where tlie questions at issue

were the manner of the execution of a will, and the influences which led to it,

it appears that the exclusion of evidence showing the employment of fraud or

undue influence would be error.

2. But in such a case it was not error to exclude evidence showing only that

the testator, in his ordinary affairs, acted under the advice of the devisee, and
was even influenced by that advice, since that alone would not tend to prove

that he used undue influence in procuring the execution of the will.

3. Mental capacity. Nor is it error, in such a case, to admit oral evidence

in reference to testator's not holding an equitable title to lands which he was
devising. On the question of mental capacity it tended to show that his mem-
ory was good, thftt bis sense of justice was unimpaired, that his judgment as
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to tlie best means of preventing subsequent litigation with those holding the

equitable title was sound.

4. Will—presumptions in favor of. The law presumes that a will prop-

erly executed and attested, is valid, until the presumption is overcome by clear

and satisfactory proof. And where the testator was shown to be a man of

more than ordinary degree of force of character, and there was no diminution

of capacity up to the time of his making the will, and no improper act by the

devisee was shown, a finding by the jury in favor of the validity of the will

was not disturbed.

5. Will— execution and acknowledgement of. All that the statute requires

in the execution of a will, is, that the testator shall either sign the will in the

presence of the witness, or acknowledge his signature to him ; and, therefore,

in a contest as to the validity of an alleged will, the testimony of one of the

subscribing witnesses, that the testator either signed the will in liis presence, o?

acknowledged his signature to him, but he could not remember which, was
properly allowed to go to the jury.

6. Final hearing— may be dispensed with. It is not error for the chan-

cellor to refuse to go through the form of a hearing, upon a bill to contest the

validity of a will, where the verdict was supported by the evidence, simply to

deny the relief which the jury had found the complainants were not entitled

to receive.

7. Argument— privileges of counsel. While this court can perceive no

valid reason for prohibiting counsel from arguing the case of a contested will

in his own way before the jury, so long as he confines himself to the evidence

and the legal principles involved, and is respectful and decorous, still, it doea

not appear that to refuse to permit the counsel to show the will to the jury on

the argument, was an error for which the decree should be reversed.

8. Instructions—when properly refused. It is not error to refuse instruc-

tions which are not based on the evidence, though they may present correct

abstract legal propositions; or, to refuse instructions where the principles

which, they announce are embodied in those that are given.

"Weit of Eekor to the Circuit Court of Champaign county

;

the Hon. Olivee L. Davis, Judge, presiding.

John Brownfield, a citizen of Champaign county, Illinois,

died on the 6th day of July, 1863, leaving three hundred and

seventy acres of real estate, valued at about sixteen thousand

dollars, and about three thousand dollars in personalty ; and

leaving, also, what purported to be his will, whereby all hia

personal property and about two-thirds of his real estate was

given to his youngest son, Thomas Brownfield ; leaviug, also,
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ten children, or tlieir descendants (who are the plaintiffs in

error), besides the principal devisee, aforesaid. The will was

admitted! to probate in Champaign county, and the plaintiffs in

error, on the 12th day of November, A. D. 1863, filed tlieir

bill in chancery, under the statute, to contest the validity of

the will. The bill charges that the execution of the will was

obtained by fraud and undue influence on the part of Thomas
Brownfield, and that he fraudulently prevented the revocation

of the will in the life-time of the testator. Issue was joined

and the case submitted to a jury. At the first trial they failed

to agree, and at the second trial found in favor of the validity

of the will, and the court, upon the final hearing, dismissed the

the bill. The comj^lainants below sued out this writ of error,

and allege that the decree should be reversed.

Messrs. Wood & Long, for the plaintiffs in error.

1 The court improperly excluded from the jury evidence

which tended to show the previous general conduct of the

devisee toward the testator. MoDaniel v. Crosby, 19 Ark. 533
;

Davis V. Calvert, 5 Gill & J. 269.

2. The witness would not swear that the testator signed the

will in his presence, nor would he swear that he acknowledged

it in his presence. If he will not swear to either requirement

of the law, how can it be that his testimony establishes one of

tliem ? Boldry v. Parris, 2 Gush. 433 ; Butler v. Benson^ 1

Barb. (N. T.) 527.

3. Upon the question of alterations and additions to the will,

the counsel clearly had the right to show the will to the jury

on the argument. Schwarz v. HerrertMnd, 26 111. 208 ; Burr
V. Williams, 20 Ark. 188.

4. The court erred in excluding testimony that the testator

asked for the will to destroy it, and that the devisee promised

to destroy it ; this promise was binding on the conscience of

Thomas, and equity will compel him to perform it. Podmore

V. Gunning, 7 Simons, 641: (10 Eng. Oh. E. 241), Sellack v.

Harris, 5 Yiner Abr. 521 ; DaTceford v. Wilks, 3 Atk. 539
;

Barrow v. Greenough, 3 Yes. Ch. 152.
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5. The doctrine in eqnity is, that what is obtained by fraud

shall be returned ; or if held by a legal title, it shall be held in

trust for those to whom it. rightfully belongs, Allen v. MoPher-

son, 1 H. of Lords Cases, 222 ; Marriot v. Marriot, 1 Str. 673

;

Allen V. MoPherson, 5 Beav. Ch. 483, and cases there cited

;

id. 19 Eng. Ch. (1 Phillips) 132 ; Rigg v. Wilton, 13 111. 15
;

Card V. GrinmoM, 5 Conn. 1 64 ; Blanohard v. BlancJiard, 32

Yerm. 62 ; 1 Eedf. on Wills, 319, § 32 ; Gaines v. Gaines, 2 A.

K. Marshall (Ivy.) 190. These cases fully establish the rule,

that where a testator is prevented by fraud from destroying or

revoking a will, the devisee is a mere trustee for the heirs.

Mr. W. D. SoMEES, for the defendants in error.

1. Undue influences, in no way connected with the testa-

mentary act, are not evidence to impeach the will. Eckart v.

Flowrij, 43 Penn. 46; Small v. Small, 4 Greenl. 220; Mo-

Mahan v. Ryan, 8 Harris, 329 ; Blakeley v. JBlakeley, 33 Ala.

611 ; O'Neal v. Farr, 1 Richardson, 80, 84 ; Martin v. Teage^

2 Speer, 268 ; Miller v. Miller, 3 Serg. & Eawle, 267 ; 1 Redf.

on Wills, 524, § 2 ; 22 Wend. 526 ; 1 Williams on Ex. 44, and

notes ; 1 Green's Ch. 82 ; 2 Strobh. 44, 552 ; Pavis v. Colvert,

5 Gill & J. 269, 301.

2. The presumptions of law are all in favor of the will. Wil-

son V. Moran, 3 Brad. Sur. 172 ; Allen v. Pub. Ad?n., 1 Brad.

Sur. 378 ; Taylor v. Kelley, 31 Ala. 59 ; Davis v. Dams, 3

Am. Law Reg. 533.

3. The law does not require, that a will shall be established

on the concurring testimony of two of the subscribing wit-

nesses. Rigg et al. v. Wilton et al., 13 111. 15 ; Nocks v. Nocks, 10

Gratt. 113 ; Sawyer v. Smith, 8 Mich. 44 ; Montgomery v. Per-

kins, 2 Mete. 447 ; 3 Barb. Ch. 158 ; Henry v. Thompson, 6

Cow. 178 ; 2 A. K. Marsh. (Ky.) 229 ; Roberts v. Phillijps, 4

Ad. & Ellis, 450.

4. The declarations of the testator were properly admitted as

showing, that he possessed memory and mental capacity suffi-

cient to fully understand the nature and character of his acts.

Converse v.' Wales, 4 Allen, 512 ; 1 Redf. on Wills, 551, § 1

;
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Waterman v. Wliitney^ 1 Kern. 157 ; DennisorCs appeal^ 29

Conn. 399.

5. The many offices held by the testator are evidence of his

mental capacity, and it is not shown to be diminished. 20

Wend. 254 ; 3 Davies, 37 ; 17 Barb. (K Y.) 246 ; 2 Comst.

498 ; 6 Harr. Dig. 1666 ; IS Pick. 115 ; 3 Stark. Ev. 1708 ; 7

Pick. 99 ; 2 Greenl. Ev. 689.

6. The evidence of the attesting witnesses is conclusive as to

the fact of the execution of a will, 2 Greenl. Ev. 677; 1

Jarm. on Wills, 118 ; Phil, on Ev. Am. Wotes, 449 ; Withing-

ton V. Withington, 7 Mo. 589 ; Murphy v. Murphy^ 24 id. 526.

7. The decree of the chancellor must be in accordance with

the verdict of the jury, and a final hearing by him is therefore

an unnecessary formality. B-igg et al. v. Wilton et al., 13 111.

19; Runldev. Gates, 11 Ind. 97; Doe dem. Reed ^ . Harris
(Hil. T.) 6 Adolph & Ellis, 214; 3 Wood. Yin. Lect. 477; 2

Sto. Eq. §§ 816,820; L Smith's Ch. 3; 2 Fonbl. Eq. 817

;

Tarver v. Tarver, 9 Pet. 180 ; Gains v. Chew, 2 How. (U. S.)

619, 645.

Mr. Chief Justice Walker delivered the opinion of the

Court

:

On the 12th day of :N'ovember, 1863, William Brownfield and

a number of others, the heirs of John Brownfield, filed their bill

in chancery, in the Champaign Circuit Court, against Thomas
and Milton Brownfield, to impeach the last will of John
Brownfield, deceased. The bill alleges that the will was

obtained by fraud, and undue influence exercised by the defend-

ants over the testator in the execution of the will. That, bv

its terms, Thomas is made the legatee of all the personal estate,

and devisee of a large portion of the real estate, of which testa-

tor died seized. That testator was incompetent, at the time,

to make a will, and that Thomas, who was a son, obtained its

execution by fraud and undue influence. That testator, in his

last illness, and while he was helpless, attempted to gain posses-

sion of the will for the purpose of destroying it, but was pre-

vented by Thomas, who had taken possession of the keys of the
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desk in which the will was deposited, a?id would not permit

other persons to obtain and give the will to testator, that he

might destroy it as he desired.

That he requested Thomas to burn it, which he promised to

do, but never did. That he repeatedly made similar request?,

and Thomas uniformly promised to do so, but failed to comply,

and tliat testator died in the belief that the will had been

destroyed.

Thomas Browniield answered, admitting the death of testa-

tator as alleged ; that he made a last will, but denies all fraud

or undue influence, and insists that it was executed in due form,

and that it is legal and binding, and tliat he took the title to

the property according to the terms of the will. Denies that

testator was influenced by any one in making the will, or that he

was present when it was made. Asserts that the will was in-

trusted to him by testator in his life-time, and before his sickness,

and that he and testator kept their valuable papers locked, in

the same desk in which the will was deposited ; admits that he

kept the desk locked during testator's last illness, but denies

that he refused to let testator have the key. Denies that the

will was ever revoked, or that it could, under the law, be done

by words spoken. Denies that testator desired to revoke the

will, and alleges that he was deranged a portion of the time

during his last illness, and that for many days before his death,

testator was incapable of revoking the will, and that what he

said was not with that intention.

Replications were filed and a trial subsequently had on an

issue in fact submitted to a jury, who found the issues for

defendant. Complainants entered a motion fur a new trial,

which was overruled by the court, and a decree pronounced,

dismissing the bill. To reverse that decree this writ of error

is prosecuted, and errors are assigned on the record.

It is insisted, that the court below erred in excluding por-

tions of the deposition of Mary T. Brownfield. An examina-

tion of the excluded portion of her testimony shows, that it

was in no wise connected with the execution of the will. The
manner of its execution, and the influence which led to it, was
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the question at issue. Had there been evidence showing the

employment of fraud or of undue influence, directly connected

with its execution, then this evidence might have been proper

to explain such acts. But alone, it was too remote, and was

properly excluded. The testator might have acted under the

advice of his son, in his ordinary affairs, and even been influ-

enced by that advice
;
and still we do not see, that it, alone,

would tend to prove that he used undue influence in procuring

the execution of the will. The same is true of the evidence of

the witness Dunn, which was suppressed. It is urged, that the

court below admitted improper evidence in favor of defendants

in error. Jarvis testified, in reference to the execution of the

will, that testator either signed the will in his presence, or

acknowledged his signature to him, but could not remember

which. There was no error in admitting this testimonj'. If the

testator did either, it was all the statute requires, and he swears

in positive terms, that the testator did the one thing or the

other. If so, the requirements of the statute are answered. It

is also insisted, that the court erred in admitting the oral

evidence in reference to the testator not holding an equitable

title to particular lands devised to the heirs of Benjamin

Brownfield. On the question of tiie testator's mental capacity,

it tended to show, that hia memory was good ; that his sense

of justice was unimpaired ; that his judgment, as to the best

means of preventing subsequent litigation with those holding

the equitable title, was sound. For that purpose it was prop-

erly admitted, and plaintiffs in error could by instructions have

limited it to its legitimate effect.

It is insisted, that the court erred in not permitting counsel

for plaintiffs in error to show the will to the jury on the argu-

ment. Whiie we can perceive no valid reason for prohibiting

counsel from aro-uino; the case in his own manner, so Ions; as

he confines it to the evidence and the legal principles involved,

and he is respectful and decorous, still it does not appear that

this was an error for which the decree should be reversed.

The will was in evidence before the jury, and they no doubt
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had it in their retirement, where they could examine it, if they

regarded it material to the formation of a correct verdict.

There were a very lai'ge number of instructions asked by
both parties, a portion of which were given and a portion

refused. Taking all of the instructions together which were

given, and they fairly and fully present tlie law applicable to

the evidence adduced upon the trial. A portion of those asked

by plaintiffs in error maj^ present correct abstract legal proposi-

tions, but are not based on the evidence, or the princi-

ples which they announce are embodied in those that were
given. Others were erroneous, and, therefore, properly refused.

The case seems to have been fairly presented to the jury on

both the evidence and the instructions, and, while there might

have been a conflict of evidence, had the excluded portion of

the depositions been received, still the evidence would have

largely preponderated in favor of the finding of the jury. But,

with that evidence excluded, as it properly was, it is not claimed

that the finding is against the weight of the evidence.

It appears that testator was a man of good business capacity,

had filled several offices of responsibility, and re(]^uiring large

information, good judgment, and more than an ordinary degree

of force of character; and the witnesses all concur that there

was no perceptible diminution of capacity up to the time of his

making the will. J^or is there any evidence that Thomas did

any act for the purpose of influencing his father in making it.

It is true that he seems to have said to one of his daughters,

that he would make no will, as the law made a suitable dis-

tribution of his property, but to others, not members of his

family, he stated that he had made a will, and to one witness

he stated that he had left all to Thomas. It was not for

the jury, nor is it for the court, to say that he did wrong in

making this disposition of his property, as the law gives tlie

right to every one to dispose of property as he may choose.

The law presumes that a will properly executed and attested is

valid until the presumption is overcome by clear and satisfac-

tory proof, which the evidence in this case fails to do.

It is insisted that the court below, after overruling the motion
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for a new trial on the issne of fact, should have then heard the

whole of' the evidence, as well that admitted as the portions

rejected. This proceeding is under, and must be governed by,

the sixth section of the statute of wills. It declares that a bill

may be filed at any time within five years after a will has been

probated, to contest its validity. It also declares that it shall

be tried by a jury in the Circuit Court of the county where the

will has been recorded, according to tlie practice of courts of

chancery in similar cases. Under this section, had the evi-

dence failed to sustain the verdict, it would have been the duty

of the court to set it aside, and have the question submitted

to another jury. The object of the statute is to have the ques-

tion determined and settled by a jury. But, if this were not

so, the evidence in the case which the court had already heard,

when submitted to the jury, did not require that a different

decree should have been rendered. There was no necessity for

going through the form of a hearing, simply to deny the relief

which the verdict of the jury found plaintiffs in error were not

entitled to receive. The decree of the court below is affirmed.

Decree affirmed.

Cornelia A. Streetee

V.

Elijah S. Streeter.

1. Variance— ietween the description of a note and one produced in evi-

dence— as to its date—fatal. Where a note is described in the declaration aa

bearing date April 6, 1864, and the one produced in evidence bears date

September 6, 1864, such variance is fatal. The date of a note is a matter of

essential description, and must be precisely proved.

2. Same— ichen question of, cannot he raised. But, in such case, if the

execution of the note is proved, the question of variance cannot be raised, aa

such note is then admissible in evidence under the common counts.

3. Pleading— immaterial facts pleaded— become material— upon tender-

ing an issue upon them. Where, in an action in assumpsit, upon two notes,

the defendant pleaded certain torts by vray of recoupment, which the plaintiff
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denied by Ms replication,— held, that tlie plaintiff, by tendering an issue upon

them made the matters thus pleaded a material subject of inquiry. Had be

supposed no issue could be made up on the facts alleged, he should have

demurred,

4. Agreement— interpretation of. Where A, in the possession of certain

laud under a lease, upon which was situated a house, and cistern containing

wholesome water, and an orchard, made an agreement with B to surrender

to her the remainder of his demised term to said premises, and " to deliver up

full and complete possession of said land " to B immediately upon the execu-

tion thereof,— held, that the words "to deliver up full and complete possession

of the land," fairly imply a delivery of the land, house, cistern and orchard,

in as good condition as they were at the time of the execution of the agree-

ment, natural deterioration, decay and inevitable accident, excepted.

5. Lease— what covenants— law will imply. The law will imply covenants

against paramount title, and against such acts of the landlord as destroy the

beneficial enjoyment of the premises.

6. Contracts— will he construed according to the intention ofpa/rties. The
rule is well established, that contracts should receive a reasonable interpreta-

tion according to the intention of the parties entering into them, if the inten-

tion can be gathered from the language employed.

7. Recoupment— of mutual deman ds arising out of the same subject matter.

It is not necessary the opposing claims should be of the same character in

order that they may be adjusted in one action by recoupment.

8. Same— claim originating in contract— when may he set up agaiiut one

founded in tort. A claim originating in contract may be set up against one

founded in tort, if the counter claims arise out of the same subject matter, and

are susceptible of adj ustment in one action.

9. Same. And the converse of tlais proposition is true, that damages for a

tort, in relation to the same subject matter on which the suit on the contract ia

brought, may be adjusted in that action by recoupment.

10. Same— concerning its henefits. The doctrine of recoupment tends to

promote justice, prevents needless litigation, avoids circuity of action and

multiplicity of suits, by adjusting in one action adverse claims growing out of

the same subject matter.

11. Same— 7iow different from case of a technical set-off. But unlike the

case of a technical set-off, no excess can be recovered.

12. Coverttjre— when and how may he pleaded in har, or given in evi-

dence. Coverture, at the time of the entering into a contract upon which suit

is brought, may be pleaded in bar, or given in evidence to defeat a recovery

under the general issue nonrassumpsit or non est factum.

13. Same—when must he pleaded in abatement. But, when coverture haa

taken place since the time of entering into the contract sued upon, it must be

pleaded in abatement.
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14. Statutes— concerning act of ISQl— relative to m-arried women. The

act of 1861, relative to married •women, does not in any wise remove tho di&-

ability of the wife in respect to contracts made with her husband.

15. Judicial notice— of what the court will not take. A court cannot

take judicial notice of the fact, that suitors in certain proceedings before it,

have been divorced, not even if the decree of divorce was pronounced by the

same court.

16. Evidence— of divorce— must he by record proof. Proof of a divorce,

can only be established by the record, unless the fact be properly admitted.

17. Contracts— to he construed hy the court— effect of misinterpretation

of words used. It is a legal duty pertaining exclusively to the court, to put

its own construction upon contracts in evidence before it, and if in so doing a

word is misinterpreted, material to the contract, though it would be error, yet

it might not of itself be sufficient ground on which to set aside a verdict,

unless the j ury were thereby misled.

18. Words— " immediately," definition of. The word " immediately " is not

to be used in the same sense, or to convey the same meaning, as the word

"practicably." The former includes the latter, but not so the latter the

former.

19. Same— "practicahly." The word " practicable " means that which may
be done, practiced, or accomplished,—that which is performable, feasible, pos-

sible ; and the adverb " practicably " means in a practicable manner.

20. Contracts— concerning the time of performance. Where two con-

tracts were made between two parties, one, that certain premises should be

immediately surrendered to the other, and the other contract, that the party

surrendering the premises should take his effects away from the same when-

ever the other was ready to remove thereon,— 7ie?{Z, that the two contracts

^vere consistent with each other. In one, possession was to be given immedi-

ately ; and, in the other, the removal of the effects was to be as soon as practi-

cable, the law allowing to him a reasonable time.

21. Same— meaning of loords used in— to he given hy tlie court— except

words of art or science. It is the province of the court to give the meaning of

words used in a contract in evidence before it, unless they are technical

expressions, or terms of art, or science, which experts alone can explain ; and

it is error to leave such interpretation to be made by a jury.

Appeal from the Circuit Court of Adams county ; the Hon»
Joseph Sibley, Judge, presiding.

This was an action of assumpsit, brought by the appellee, in

the court below, against the appellant, upon two promissory

notes, one for the sum of $50 and the other for $100. The
cause was tried before a jury, who rendered a verdict for
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$169.20 against the defendant, upon which judgment was ren-

dered ; whereupon, an appeal was taken to this court. The

facts necessary to an understanding of the questions presented

for decision here, are stated in the opinion.

Messrs. Buckley, Maect & Hunt, for the appellant.

Messrs. Skestner & Maesh, for the appellee.

Mr. Justice Beeese delivered the opinion of the Court

:

The questions presented bj this record are, first, as to the

refusal of the court to exclude the note for one hundred dollars,

oftered in evidence by the plaintiff, on the ground of variance.

The note is described in the declaration as bearing date April

6, 1864, and the one offered in evidence, and admitted against

the objection of the defendant, bore date September 6, 1864.

That this is a substantial variance, cannot be questioned.

The date of a note is matter of essential description, and must

be precisely proved. Slangier v. Pugh^ 21 111. 85.

The appellee insists, that this question of variance cannot be

made, because the common money counts are sufficient, under

which it could be admitted, its execution having been proved

by a competent witness.

Appellant admits, if its execution was proved, it could be

admitted under those counts, and such is the law. The action

was brought on two notes, and George A. Hunt, a witness for

the defendant, stated, when testifying to the agreement between

these parties, signed by the a|)pellee, that the agreement and

notes sued on were executed at the same time. The paper

(agreement) was signed and executed by appellee in his presence,

and its execution and the notes were parts of one and the same

transaction. This question is thus settled, and there was no

error in admitting the note in evidence under the money counts,

its execution by the defendant having been proved.

The next question made by appellant is, excluding proper

testimony ofiered by her under her fourth plea, which was

this : That the sole and only causes of action on which the
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declaration is founded are the notes therein mentioned ; that,

svhen they were made, plaintiff' was in possession of certain

land of defendant, claiming to hold the same under a lease from

her to plaintiff for a term of years not then expired, upon which

land was a house, a cistern containing wholesome water, and a

large number of fruit trees in good condition ; that, at the

making of the notes, plaintiff agreed with defendant, that he

would, immediately upon the execution and delivery of the

notes, deliver up possession of this land, house, cistern water

and fruit trees, in as good condition as the same were then, and

surrender to defendant his claim to hold the land under the

lease ; that this agreement was the sole consideration of the

note ; that plaintiff did not keep his agreement ; that he did

not, immediately upon the execution and delivery of the notes,

or at any time afterward, deliver up the possession of the land,

together with the house, cistern, etc., to defendant, in as good

condition as the same were at the time of makino- the notes

:

that he withheld the possession of the land, house, etc., from

defendant for a long time after the making the notes ; that,

while so withholding the same, he, by gross negligence, per-

mitted the house to be destroyed by fire ; that he caused coal

oil to be poured into the cistern so as to render the water in it

unwholesome, and girdled and killed the fruit trees ; that, by

reason of this failure to perform the agreement, defendant has

siiffered damages to the amount of five hundred dollars, which

she offers to set off against the notes. This plea is accompanied

by a bill of particulars, claiming therein two hundred dollars

damages.

Each of the allegations in this plea was separately replied to

by a denial of them. The fifth replication alleged that it was

part of the agreement in the plea mentioned, that plaintiff

might retain possession of the land, house, etc., for a few days,

and until notified to remove therefrom by the defendant ; and

that he did surrender tliem in a few days, to wit, ten days

thereafter and when notified so to do by defendant, and that

she accepted the same in full performance of the agreement.

Defendant rejoined to this replication denying the allegations.
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Issues were made upon these replications, and on the rejoinder

by defendant.

What were the issues on the four replications to the fourth

plea ? First, that the alleged agreement was not the considera-

tion of the notes; second, that the plaintiff did not make the

alleged agreement ; third, tliat he performed his agreement to

deliver up the possession of land, cistern and fruit trees in as

good condition as they were when the agreement was made,

and to surrender his claim to hold the land under the lease

;

and, fourth, that he did not, by his gross negligence or other-

wise, permit the house to be destroyed by lire, nor cause coal

oil to be poured into the cistern, nor girdle or destroy the fruit

trees.

These were the issues before the jury, together with the one

above stated, made by defendant's rejoinder to plaintiff's fifth

replication setting up a new agreement.

The appellee contends that the allegations of tort in this plea

are immaterial in this action,— that they are not of the substance

of the plea, but surplusage, upon which no issue could be formed

in any way affecting the case. But has not the plaintiff made

those allegations material by tendering an issue upon them by

this, his fourth, replication ? Had he supposed no issue could

be made upon the facts alleged, he would have made an issue

of law thereon by a demurrer. These torts are pleaded by way

of set-off or recoupment against the notes, and the plaintiff

denied them— he made them, by his replication, a material sub-

ject of inquiry. He now insists, if the plaintiff did these acts,

case is the proper remedy for damages by the landlord, and the

only remedy, except there be a special contract against such

acts, or for delivery of the possession in a certain condition,

which is not shown by the record.

This leads to the inquiry, what is the true construction of

the contract to deliver the possession of the premises to the

landlord ? It is averred in the plea, that the premises were to

be delivered up " in as good condition as the same were then,"

whereas, by the agreement in evidence, the plaintiff agreed

" to deliver up full and complete possession of the lands," and
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tills does not imply, that the premises should be in the same
good condition. Is this so ? It is usual, in contracts of lease,

to stipulate, that at its termination the premises shall be deliv-

ered up in as good repair as when they were leased, natural

deterioration and decay excepted ; but, is not this a fair impli-

cation, without those words ? And, does not the replication

admit thej' were to be surrendered as they were when the

agreement was made? In an ordinary lease, the law will

imply covenants against paramount title, and against such acts

of the landlord as destroy the beneficial enjoyment of the

premises. Wade v, Jlalligan, 16 111. 508. And it is a well

recognized rule, that contracts should receive a reasonable

interpretation, according to the intention of the parties enter-

ing into them, if the intention can be gathered from their

language. Crahtree v. Hagenbaugh, 25 id. 233. Can the

intention of these parties be doubted or misunderstood ? Was
it not contemplated by both, in the absence of express covenants,

that the delivering up full and complete possession of the land,

included the house, cistern and orchard, as they were at the

time the agreement was executed, natural decay and inevitable

accident excepted ? It requires no argument or authority to

show this ; it is too plain for either, and it is admitted by the

rei^lieation.

As to the argument of appellee, that the torts charged could

not be given in evidence, and, therefore, evidence relating to

them was properly rejected, this court held, it was not neces-

sary, that the opposing claims should be of the same character

in order to an adjustment in one action by recoupment, A
claim originating in contract may be set up against one founded

in tort, if the counter claims arise out of the same subject mat-

ter, and are susceptible of adjustment in one action. Stow v.

Yarwood, 14 111. 424 ; Brigham v. HawLey^ 17 id. 38 ; Conger

V. Fincher, 28 id. 347.

We are at a loss to perceive why the converse of this propo-

sition should not also be the law,— that damages for a tort in

relation to the same subject matter in which the suit on the

contract is brought, should not be recouped.

11— 43d III.
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As this court said in Schiichmann v. Knoebel, Exr., 27

111. 1Y8, there is a natural equity, as to claims arising out of

the same transaction, that one claim should compensate the

other and the balance only be recovered.

It was held in Lunn et al. v. Gage, 37 111. 19, where a ten-

ant entered into possession of a hotel under a lease in which

the lessor covenanted to paint the building, erect a stable, and

lay a side track to a cattle yard connected with the leased

premises, and the landlord failed to do these things, the tenant,

after abandoning the premises, was held liable for the rent for

the time he occupied ; but it was held also, if he sufi'ered loss

by reason of the landlord failing to repair in a reasonable time,

he could recoup such damages against the rent.

In Pech V. Bligh et al., 37 111. 321, the case of Plggott v.

Williams., 6 Madd. 95, is referred to, where a solicitor was

attempting to enforce a demand for services, and the defense

was, the negligence of the solicitor in the performance of the

services, and it was allowed on the principle of recoupment.

See 2 Story's Eq. Jur. § 1436, note.

This doctrine of recoupment is becoming popularized in the

realm of the common law ; for, as was said in Stow v. Yarwoody

supra, it tends to promote justice, prevent useless litigation,

avoids circuity of action and a multiplicity of suits, adjusting

in one action adverse claims growing out of the same subject

matter, which can generally be much better settled in one

proceeding than in several. But unlike, as in a technical set-

off, no excess can be recovered.

In this case, the subject matter is the same. The note was

given in consideration that the premises should be surrendered

in as good condition as when received. The claim to a recoup-

ment consists in damages done to the premises after the con-

tract was made and prior to the surrender. Why turn the

defendant round to lier action to recover damages for the

injury, when it could be estimated and allowed in the action

on the note, and, if they equaled the amount of the note, then

let the verdict go accordingly? Why, in any case, should

there be this circuity of action, when in one action matters of
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this nature can be fully investigated and adjusted? In this

case, the recovery was sought on the money counts, so far as

the one-hundred-dollar note was concerned, for it was evi-

dence only in support of those counts, and to reduce the

recovery on them this matter in recoupment was proper. The

plaintiff had made it material by tendering an issue upon

the facts alleged as the ground of the recoupment.

On the general principle of the right of recoupment, the

case of Christy v. Ogles' Executor^ 33 111. 295, the opinion in

which was delivered Chief Justice Caton, and the last he

delivered from this bench, can be read with instruction and

advantage on this subject. There it was held, in an action of

assumpsit on a promissory note given for land, the deed cov-

enanting against incumbrances that an incumbrance on the

land could be claimed by the makers in recoupment of dam-

ages in the action on the note. For the breach of the covenant

in the deed against incumbrances, the defendant was entitled to

recoup the amount of the damages he had sustained by reason

of such breach. On the plaintiff's own admission, the premises

being to be surrendered on a certain consideration, there may
be recoupment for a tort, and, as we have construed the con-

tract to be a surrender of them in as good condition as they

tlien were, and as the plaintiff's replication admits, and if they

then had a house as part, a cistern with wholesome water, and

growing fruit trees, it was competent to show the premises

when surrendered were despoiled by the plaintiff in the man-

ner the defendant proposed to prove. There was no objection

to the form of the interrogatory put to the several witnesses

;

and excluding evidence on those points was error.

The action not being on the note for $100, the claim to

recoup went to the damages claimed by the plaintiff under the

common counts, and under one of them, that for money had

and received by defendant of plaintiff, any thing which should

show the plaintiff, ex equo et l)ono, ought not to recover, may be

given in evidence, especially if the matter offered grows out of

the same subject matter, under the general issue.

Another point made by appellant is, that the court refused
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to permit tlie defendant to prove she was under coverture at

the time the notes were made,— that she was the wife of the

plaintiff.

Coverture at the time the supposed contract was entered into»

that is the execution of the notes sued on, may be pleaded in

bar or given in evidence under the general issue, non assimipsii

or non est factum. 1 Ch. PI. 437. And further on it is said,

when the defendant insists that no such contract as that stated

in the declaration was in fact made, he must plead the general

issue. Under this plea, he may give in evidence various mat-

ters of defense, which in effect admit that a contract was made,

but deny that it was obligatory on tlie defendant, or that

another person ought to be made a co-plaintiff, also the defend-

ant's incapacity to contract, or that, at the time the supposed

contract was entered into, the defendant was an infant, a luna-

tic, or drunk, or a fe^ne covert / but coverture which has taken

place since the making of the contract must be pleaded in

abatement. 1 Ch. PI. 470.

These defenses sliow that the plaintiff never had any cause

of action. The court then erred in excluding testimony of the

fact of coverture at the time the contract sued on was made.

"We do not conceive the act of 1861, enfranchising, married

women, has any application, even by a most liberal construc-

tion, to a case of this kind. The great object of that statute

was to protect the property of such from the husband and his

creditors, and it would, in most cases, be defeated if the hus-

band was permitted to obtain promissory notes from the wife

and then coerce the collection, to say nothing of the great

domestic disquiet it would produce. We do not admit the court

could take judicial notice of the fact that the parties were

divorced, even if the decree of divorce was pronounced by the

court trying these issues. Pecord proof is required in all such

cases, unless the fact be properly admitted. The court or judge

who granted the divorce is not permitted to call in requisition

his own personal knowledge or recollection of the fact that such

a decree had passed at any time.

A criticism is indulged in by appellant on the instructiona
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two and three given for the plaintiff, or ratlier upon the word
" irainediatelj," as understood and explained by the court. It

was the province of the court to put its own construction upon

the contract ; tliat is a legal duty pertaining exclusively to the

court, and if they have misinterpreted one word material in the

collocation of words, or prominent in the contract, though it

might be error, it might not of itself be sufficient ground on

which to set aside a verdict, unless the jury were misled thereby.

The word " immediately," as used in the plaintiff's contract to

deliver up the possession of the premises, the court told the

jury meant "as soon as could practically be done."

Eminent lexicographers define the word to mean something

quite different. Worcester (and no one can question his trans-

cendant ability in lexicography) defines " immediately," first,

without the intervention of any other cause or event— opposed

to " mediately ;" second, instantly, directly, without delay, forth-

with, just now. " Immediately " implies without any interposi-

tion of other occupation; instantly, or instantaneously, in an

instant, or without any intervention of time ; directly, without

any division of attention.

The adjective "immediate" is defined as having nothing

intervening either as to place, time or action ; it is direct, proxi-

mate.

"Practicable" is that which may be done, practiced, or

accomplished, that which is performable, feasible, possible ; and

the adverb " practicably " means, in a practicable manner.

Without insisting that the term " immediately " shall, in

legal parlance, be confined to the same strictness, as, by the

correct rules of philology, it seems to be confined, we are unable

to understand that the use, by the court, of the word " practic

able," conveyed to the jury the sense and meaning of the word
" immediately," as used in the agreement. The former con-

templates action much less speedy than the latter, and the

intervention of many things not contemplated, it would seem,

by the use of the latter word. They are not convertible words,

for, while " immediately " includes " practicably," the latter does

not include the former ; and they are not synonymous. The
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court autliorlzecl the jury, by the second instruction, to excuse

the plaintiff, in surrendering the possession, from that diligence

the terms of the several agreements imposed upon him.

The appellee insists, that the contract made on the same day

between these parties, respecting certain chattels and effects

which were on the premises belonging to the plaintiff, and

which he had the liberty to remove, modified the obligation

under which he was to give up the possession, and narrowed it

down to a time when it might be practicable for him to remove

these chattels ; that so long as they remained on the premises,

BO long was the possession to be withheld.

As we understand the two contracts, the plaintiff agreed to

deliver up full and complete possession to the defendant imme-

diately upon the execution of the two notes. The consideration

of this agreement to surrender, w^as the release, by the defend-

ant to the plaintiff, of all her claims upon certain personal

property then on the premises, and the agreement by the

defendant to deliver plaintiff" twenty-five bushels of apples then

on the land, and the execution of these notes. At the same

time the defendant, to whom the premises were to be " in-

stantly " surrendered, executed the other agreement, expressing

her assent in the ownership by plaintiff of the personal property

described in it as being on the premises, and permission was

given him to take th«m away as soon as they could be removed.

It cannot surely be a proper inference from these terms, that

the plaintiff had the right to defer the surrender of the posses-

sion until he got ready to remove his effects. Full and com-

plete possession was to be given immediately ; his effects to be

taken away from the surrendered premises whenever the plaint-

iff was ready to remove them, and for this the law would

allow him a reasonable time, so that the two agreements are

perfectly consistent. The possession was to be given " imme-

diately;" the removal of the chattels and effects as soon as

" practicable."

"With the view we have taken of this ease, the second in-

struction was wrong, " immediately " not having the meaning

the court gave to it; and the third instruction, leaving it to
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tlie jury to say what the word did mean, was also wrong, for it

is the office of the court, and of the court alone, to interpret

contracts, and give a meaning to the words used in them, un-

less, perhaps, there be technical expressions, or terms of art or

science, which experts only can explain.

For the reasons given, the judgment is reversed and the

cause remanded.
Judgment reversed.

Ebenezer Rand
V.

Bryant T. Scofield.

1. Evidence— tax receipts are not conclusive upon the question— on whose

account and for wham payment was made. Upon tlie question, on whose

account and for wliom payment of taxes lias been made, the tax receipts

therefor are not conclusive evidence. Like other receipts, they are susceptible

of explanation.

2. Taxes—payment of, may he made hy an agent. A principal can claim in

support of his title the benefit of taxes paid by his agent, without reference to

the state of accounts between them.

Weit of Error to the Circuit Court of Hanco ' county;

the Hon. Joseph Seblet, Judge, presiding.

The facts in this case are sufficiently stated in the opinion

of the court.

Mr, David Mack, for the plaintiff in error.

Mr. K. BusHNELL, for the defendant in error.

Mr. Justice Lawrence delivered the opinion of the Court

:

This was an action of ejectment brought by Scofield against

Rand for the recovery of seven-ninths of a tract of land in

Hancock county. The plaintiff proved a title derived from

the patentee. The defendant claimed under color of title
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and seven years' payment of taxes. The case was tried with-

out a jury, and the court found the issues for the plaintiff.

It is admitted by the counsel for defendant in error, that the

defendant below showed color of title. It is denied, however,

that the proof of payment of taxes was satisfactory. The

proof was made by one Henry Merrill, who came from the

State of New York to Fulton county in this State in 183S,

and has resided there ever since. Before leaving New York,

he sold and conveyed the land to his brother, Alonzo Merrill,

receiving a part of the purchase-money in hand and the residue

afterward. The witness testifies that he began to pay the taxes

in 1839, as agent of Alonzo Merrill. The land was, however,

several times sold for taxes, so that the only seven consecutive

years of payment were from 1848 to 1855. In 1856 the land

was sold by Alonzo Merrill to the landlord of the defendant.

The tax receipts for the above meutioned seven years were

introduced, and although one of them was in the name of one

Jesse Bennett, yet that fact is explained by the witness, who

swears he sent the money to Bennett, for paying the taxes, and

the receipt was sent back to them in a letter. Other receipts

were in his own name, but the witness says, that all the pay-

ments were made by him as agent of Alonzo Merrill.

The real question in this case is, on whose account and for

whom were the taxes paid ? On that point the tax receipts are

not conclusive. Like other receipts they are susceptible of

explanation. Hincliman v. Whetstone, 23 111, 188. In this

case, the witness swears that he paid the taxes during the seven

years for his brother, who had the color of title, and produces

the receipts, and explains in a satisfactory manner the discrep-

ancies on their face. Inasmuch as his brother claimed the

land and he did not, the statement that, in paying the taxes,

he paid as agent for his brother, is certainly reasonable. He
was cross-examined at some length for the purpose of showing

whether his brother had advanced money to him for the taxes,

or had refunded his expenditures. All this, however, was

utterly immaterial if, as he swears, his brother had requested

him to pay the taxes, and if, acting under said request, he did
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pay them as his brother's agent. The principal can claim, in

support of his title, the benefit of taxes paid by his agent,

without reference to the state of accounts between them. The

witness, however, swears that, after he sold the land to his

brother, the latter sent him twenty dollars to apply on taxes,

and that, in 1856, Hamilton W. Merrill, who had bought the

land from Alonzo, settled and paid his account in behalf of

Alonzo.

So far as the record shows, this is a plain case for the defend-

ant. Perhaps the court below discredited the statements of the

witness, as we are urged to do, but, although he seems to show

a desire to sustain his brother's title, he is, on the main point,

corroborated by the possession of the tax receipts, and we dis-

cover no grounds in the record for refusing our belief to his

testimony. The judgment must be reversed and the cause

remanded.
Judgment reversed.

George Titman

V.

Joshua J. Moore.

1. Homestead— occupation hy the loidow. This court has held, that,

•under the second clause of the first section of the homestead law, a widow
entitled to claim its benefits, and in infirm or delicate health, does not lose the

benefit of the act hj leaving the homestead to remain temporarily with her

friends, for the benefit of her health, leaving the premises occupied by a tenant

during her absence.

2. Occupancy, after the husband has abandoned the family. And it baa

also been Jield, that, under the amendatory act of 1857, where the husband
abandoned his wife and family, she might remain and hold the homestead aa

against his acts or those of his creditors.

3. Also, that a husband by being temporarily absent while in pursuit of a

new home, did not thereby forfeit the right to claim his homestead.

4. New residence— when a waiver of the homestead. But a person hav-

ing acquired a new residence, although not a homestead, cannot be permitted

to insist upon the homestead right, to defeat a deed or mortgage executed by
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h'm while occupying such newly acquired residence, and which fails to release

the benefit of the act, unless it clearly appears that the new residence was

only temporary.

5. So, where a person left his farm, and removed to a town six miles dis-

tant, where he voted at two local elections, first renting his farm for three

years, at the end of one year terminating that agreement, and renting it anew

for five years, and, after having been eighteen months absent from his farm,

executed a mortgage, which did not release the benefit of the homestead act,—
he^d, that the mortgagee took his lien free from the operation of the homestead

act, and that the right to a homestead was not restored by a subsequent return

to, and residence on, the farm.

6. Abandonment— effect as to subsequent liens. The husband, being the

head of the family, has the right to determine and control their residence
;

and, when he intentionally removes from and abandons the homestead, and

his family accompanies him, neither he nor they have any power to resume it,

so as to cut oflf intervening liens, which have attached during such abandon-

ment.

7. Occupancy— by the husband, different from that of tlie family. The
homestead law seems to imply by its terms, that, where its benefits are claimed

by the husband, it must appear, that he occupied it as a residence, lived upon

it, and made it his home, and that of his family ; and thus an occupancy of a

husband by a tenant is not sufficient. But a simple occupancy by the widow

or the children is sufficient, and their occupancy may be by a tenant.

8. Temporary abandonment by the husband. While the court adhere tc

the former decisions, that a debtor may leave his home for temporary purposes

without losing the benefit of the homestead act, they also hold, that the inten-

tion to return and occupy it as a homestead, must be clearly manifested by

surrounding circumstances.

9. Liens— how affected by the acts of the debtor. The right to claim the

benefit of the homestead act, is controlled by the situation of the property at

the time the debt was contracted, or the lien attached, and not by the subse-

quent acts of the debtor and his family. If the premises are not exempt at the

time of creating the debt or lien, a subsequent possession of the homestead

would not exempt it. On the other hand, the homestead may have been

exempt at the time the debt was contracted, and become liable by its subse-

quent abandonment.

"Weit of Eeroe to tlie Circuit Court of Fulton county ; the

Hon. C. L. HiGBEE, Judge, presiding.

George Titman filed a bill in chancery, in the Circuit Court

of Fulton county, at the June Term, 1861, against Joshua J.

Moore and Ann A. Moore, his wife, asking for the foreclosure
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of a, mortgage. There was a decree entered bj default, and a

sale thereon. In February, 1863, the master made his report

of the sale to the court, and it was approved. On the 2d day

of March, 1863, upon the motion of Moore, the order approving

the report was set aside. Moore thereupon moved the court to

set aside the decree of foreclosure and the sale, upon the alleged

ground, as set forth in his own affidavit, that the mortgaged

premises were his homestead, and had been sold by the master

without reference to his rights in that regard therein. This

motion was overruled, and a writ of error was sued out by

Moore, and the case was heard and determined in this court on

the errors assigned, at the January Term, 1864. See Moore v.

Titman, 33 111. 358, where a full statement of the facts in the

case up to that time will be found. The opinion then rendered

disposed of all the questions in this case, except that of home-

stead. Upon that point it says :

" Where the master proceeds to execute the decree, he must,

like a sheriff under an execution, ascertain whether the home-

stead right exists. If so, he must proceed in the manner pointed

out in the statute, to make the sale under the decree. And if

he fail to do so, the defendant may, after the coming in of the

report, enter his motion to set aside the sale. Upon that motion

the court will hear the evidence of the parties and determine

the question of whether the right exists, and if so, set aside the

sale."

Under this ruling the case went back to the Circuit Court.

On the 15th day of September, 1864, Titman filed in the Fulton

Circuit Court his affidavit, in response to the affidavit of Moore,

claiming a homestead.

This affidavit alleged, that, on the 13th of August, 1858, Moore

being then indebted to Titman, obtained a further loan from

Titman, and in consideration thereof executed the morteracje

:

that Moore at that time resided with his family, and had his

home in the city of Canton, six miles distant from the said

premises ; that said premises were then occupied and cultivated

by other persons ; that shortly before the execution of the mort-

gage, Titman was informed both by Moore and his wife that they
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had resided and had their home in Canton for more than a year

before that time. Upon the two affidavits the Circuit Court

referred the cause to the master in chancery, to hear and report

tlie testimony upon the issue " whether the right to claim a

homestead exemption by the defendants existed or not."

The evidence is very voluminous. It supports the allega-

tions of the affidavit of Titman as stated above, and shows also

that Moore voted on the 28th of December, 186Y, the 5th of

April, 1858, and the 4th of April, 1859, at the city elections in

the city of Canton ; Daniel Bricker and John Bricker, formed a

partnership with Moore, and took a written lease for the prem-

ises in controversy, from him about Christmas, 1856. About

that time Moore moved to Canton. This lease was for three

years, but was canceled by agreement at the end of one year,

and in the spring of 1858, the Brickers gave up the possession.

During the j^ear of 1858, "William Williamson resided on the

premises, under a verbal contract with Moore for a partnership

in the farm, stock, etc., for five years. In April, 1859, Moore

returned to the farm with his family.

Upon hearing the evidence, the court decreed, that as against

Titman, Moore was entitled to a homestead. The former sale

and decree were set aside. The master was directed to sell

the premises, setting apart the homestead as provided in the

3tatute. Titman now brings the cause to this court upon a

ivrit of error, to reverse the decree.

Mr. John S. Wintek, for the plaintiff in error.

Mr. K. BusHNELL and Messrs. Johnson, Hopkins & Pow-

ell, for the defendants in error.

Mr. Chief Justice Walker delivered the opinion of the

Court

:

Had defendants in error abandoned their right to claim the

benefit of the homestead exemption in the mortgaged premises

at the time that instrument was executed ? It appears, that

defendants in error had left the farm, and were, with their
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fainilj, residing in the city of Canton, and had been for about

eighteen months when the mortgage was given. The farm is

distant about six miles from the city. When they removed to

the city, Moore rented a house and resided in it witli his family.

"When he left the farm he placed a person in possession, under

a written agreement, that the latter should stock and cultivate

the farm, and that they should equally divide the profits or

losses. This agreement extended to the period of three years.

At the end of the first year, however, the arrangement termi-

nated, and another person went into possession of the farm,

under a verbal agreement, for five years, the terms of which

were similar to those made with the first occupant.

This court has held, that under the second clause of the first

section of the homestead law, a widow entitled to claim its

benefits, and of infirm or delicate health, does not lose the

benefit of the act by leaving the homestead to remain tempora-

rily with her friends, for the benefit of her health, leaving the

premises occupied by a tenant during her absence. Again,

that under the amendatory act of 1857, where the husband

abandoned his wife and family, she might remain and hold the

homestead against his acts, or those of his creditors. And
that a husband by being temporarily absent while in pursuit

of a new home, did not thereby forfeit the right to claim his

homestead.

Upon a careful examination of the first section of the act, it

will be perceived, that the language in reference to the occu-

pancy, during the life of the husband, and after his death, is

dififerent, and seems to imply, that it was intended to provide

for diff'erent kinds of occupancy. The first clause exempts the

property held by the debtor, and " occupied as a residence,"^

while, in the second clause, the right is reserved to the wndow

and family after the death of the husband, for the limited

period, " some of them continuing to occupy such homestead."

The first clause requires the occupancy to be as a residence

while the other is satisfied simply by an occupancy. This

would seem to imply, that it was intended, that where the

right is claimed by the husband, it must appear, that ha
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occupied it as a residence, lived upon it and made it his home

and that of his family ; while, under the second clause, an

occupancy seems to answer the requirement. And premises

may be occupied by a tenant, whose possession is considered

that of his landlord. And this construction would seem to be

imperatively required to render the right available to children

of tender years, where both parents are dead. Otherwise, the

rio-ht would be useless to them.

The husband, being the head of the familj^, has the right to

determine and control their residence. And, where he inten-

tionally removes from and abandons the homestead,' and his

family accompanies him, neither he nor they have any power to

resume it, so as to cut off intervening liens which have attached

during such abandonment. Where a lien attaches during such

abandonment, it is no more defeated by returning to and

regaining possession than if there had been a regularly

executed release of the right. Such return would operate as a

new homestead right as to all subsequent debts and liens, but

could not affect prior claims any more than if it had not been

previously occupied as a homestead. The right to claim the

benefit is controlled by the situation of the property at the time

the debt was created or the lien attached, and not by subsequent

acts of the debtor and his family. While the homestead may
be exempt when the debt was contracted, by its subsequent

abandonment the homestead would become liable ; but if not

exempt at the time of creating the debt, the subsequent pos-

session of the homestead would not exempt it. That can only

be accomplished by the debtor by paying or discharging the

debt.

In the case of Gaheen v. Mulligan^ 37 111. 230, this court

held, that, where a person, having the right to hold the home-

stead against his creditors, leases it to another person, and

removes from the State with his family, saying at the time he

would remain if he found it to be his interest to do so, but

otherwise he would return, he could not assert the right as to

prior creditors after an absence of two years.

In the case we are now considering, defendants in error had
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been residing in Canton, some six miles distant, between one

and two years, when tlie mortgage was executed. The farm

was then in the occupancy of a tenant, under an agreement,

that he was to have the possession for between four and five

years. And when they left the farm, the exclusive right to its

possession had been transferred to another for three years. It

is true, that this contract terminated by agreement at the end

of the first year, but Moore then manifested no intention to

return. On tlie contrary, he made a verbal agreement, that

another person should occupy it for five years. "While this lat-

ter agreement may have been wnthin the statute of frauds,

unless taken out of its operation by a part performance of the

contract, still as to the question of intention on the j)art of

Moore, as to the future occupancy of the farm as a homestead,

it does not matter. These contracts clearly show, that he did

not design to return again to the farm until the expiration of

the time embraced in the latter lease, or agreement.

Again, the evidence shows, that while he resided in Canton,

he voted at two of the city elections. From this fact we are

compelled to conclude, that he then regarded Canton as his

residence. It is true, that the evidence shows, that he at times

spoke of returning to the farm, and to reside upon it ; at other

times he spoke of selling the farm and going south to find a

new residence ; and he seems to have entertained a variety of

plans for his future life, and to have left the question of his

return to the farm to be governed by circumstances. And the

whole of the evidence, when considered, we think, shows that

his purposes for his future course were neither definite nor fixed.

And while in this state of uncertainty he made the mortgage

on the farm, which he now claims was then his homestead.

While we adhere to our former decisions, which hold that

the debtor may leave his home for temporary purposes, without

losing the benefit of the right to the homestead exemption,

we also hold, that the intention to return and occupy it as a

homestead must be clearly manifested by the surrounding cir-

cumstances. But we cannot hold, that a person, having acquired

a new residence, although not a homestead, can be permitted to
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insist upon the homestead right, to defeat a deed or mortgage

executed by him while occupying such newlj acquired residence,.

but which fails to release the benefit of the act, unless it clearly

appears that the new residence was only temporary. From an

attentive examination of the entire evidence in the case, we are

compelled to hold, that the homestead right was abandoned at

the time this mortgage was executed, and that plaintiff in error

acquired his lien free from the operation of the homestead act

;

and the right was not restored to Moore by his subsequent

return to and residence on the farm. The decree of the court

below, allowing Moore the benefit of the act, must be reversed

and the cause remanded.
Decree reversed.

The St. Louis, Alton and Terre Haute Railroad

Company

V.

Thornton Y. South.

1. Former decision. The cases of the Chicago, B. & Q. H. B. Co. v.

Parks, 18 111. 460, and The St. Louis, Alton & Chicago R. B. Co. v. Dalby, 19

id. 353, are not to be considered as deciding the law to be, that a railroad com-

pany is bound to keep open its office for the sale of tickets to passengers beyond

the time fixed by its published rules for the departure of a train.

2. Railroad companies— not required to keep open their ticket-office beyond

the time fixed for the departure of trains. Railroad companies are required to

keep open their office for the sale of tickets to passengers for a reasonable

time before the departure of each train, and up to the time fixed by its pub-

lished rules for its departure, and not up to the time of actual departure.

3. Same. They are required to furnish a convenient and accessible place

for the sale of tickets, and aflbrd the public a reasonable opportunity to pur-

chase them, and parties who will not avail themselves of it are alone at fault,

and must pay the extra fare, or, on refusal, be ejected from the train.

4. Same— of right to eha/rge discriminatingfares— dependent on what fact.

"While the right of a railroad company to discriminate in its fare, between those

purchasing tickets and those who do not, is just and reasonable, still such

right depends on the fact that a reasonable opportunity has been given to

obtain tickets at the lowest rate
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5. Security for costs— motioi for— wJien made too late. After issu

joined, and the cause has been called for trial, a motion for a rule on the plaint-

iff to file security for costs, comes too late.

0. Trespass— where several defendants, damages can not he assessed severally/

against them. In an action of trespass against several defendants, the jur;

cannot assess damages severally against them.

7. Instructions. And in each case, if the court so instruct the jury, it is

erroneous, but such error is cured by the entry of nolle prosequi before -judg-

ment upon the verdict, against all the defendants but one, and taking judg-

ment against him alone.

Appeal from tlie Circuit Court of Coles county ; the Hon.

Olivek L. Davis, Judge, presiding.

This was an action of trespass, brought by the appellee in

the Circuit Court of Coles county, against the appellants,

Frederick Austin, Charles Rhodes, Lorenzo Lee and Edward
Dawson. The cause was tried before a jury at the April

Term, 1866, of said court, and a verdict of guilty rendered

against the defendants, and damages assessed severally against

them. Whereupon, a nolle •prosequi was entered as to all the

defendants except appellant, and judgment Avas entered against

it for $300. Motions for a new trial and in arrest of judgment

were made, which the court severally overruled, and there-

upon an appeal was taken to this court.

The facts necessary to an understanding of the questions pre-

sented to this court for its decision, are stated in the opinion.

Messrs. Wiley & Parker, foi* the appellants.

Mr. John Scholfield, for the appellee.

Mr. Justice Breese delivered the opinion of the Court

:

The principal questions in this cause arise upon the instruc-

tions given on behalf of the plaintiff, and on those refused as

asked by the defendants, the appellants here, and on the

measure and amount of damages, the former of which we will

notice.

The first instruction asked by the plaintiff, and given, waa

this

:

12— 43d III.
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" It was the duty of the St. Louis, Alton and Terre Haute

Eaih'oad Company to furnish a convenient and accessible place

for the sale of tickets for passengers, with a competent person

in attendance ready to sell them, which should be open and

accessible to all passengers for a reasonable time before the

departure of each train, and up to the time of its actual depart-

ure ; and if the jury believe from the evidence that the plaint-

iff, by and through Allison, made application at the ticket-office

of the St. Louis, Alton and Terre Haute Railroad Company,

at Mattoon, for a ticket from that place to Charleston, at any

time within ten or fifteen minutes before the actual departure

of its train, and he was unable to get a ticket in consequence

of the ticket-office being closed, then the St. Louis, Alton and

Terre Haute Railroad Company had no right to charge him
upon the train any more than usual ticket price between Mat-

toon and Charleston."

The first instruction asked on behalf of the defendants and

refused, was as follows

:

" That if they find from the evidence that the defendant, St.

Louis, Alton and Terre Haute Railroad Company, has a con-

venient and accessible office, supplied with and for the sale of

tickets in Mattoon ; that on the evening of the alleged trespass

the same was open, with a competent person in attendance to

Bell tickets for an hour before and up to the expiration of the

time fixed by public notice for the departure of the train on

which plaintiff took passage ; that the plaintiff got npon said

train to travel from Mattoon to Charleston without procuring

a ticket and refused to pay, or cause to be paid, to the con-

ductor of said train the amount of fare or passage money
required by the regular tariff of said company for passengers

wdio fail to produce tickets, and that by reason of such failure of

plaintiff to pay or cause to be paid such fare or passage money
he was expelled from the cars of said company by the servants

or employees of said company at a regular station on said rail-

road, then in that case the jury must find the defendants not

guilty."
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The point of difference is obvious. Wliile the instruction

for the plaintiff requires the ticket-office to be kept open up to

the time " of the actual departure of the train," that for the

defendant limits that duty " to the expiration of the time fixeu

by public notice " for the departure of the train.

It is insisted by the appellee, that the law is as declared in

the instruction given in his behalf, and has been so held by this

court in the case of the Chicago, Burlington and Quincy Hail-

roacL Company v. Parks, 18 111. 460, and reiterated in 8t. Louis^

Alton and Chicago Railroad Company v. Dalby, 19 id. 364,

and that the instruction is an exact transcript of the language

of this court, in the cases cited.

In this the counsel is not mistaken. In the case first cited,

this court said :
" To justify a I'ailroad company in making a

discrimination in the fare against the passenger who neglects

to purchase a ticket at the company's office, the company must

see to it that the fault was not that of its own agent instead of

the passenger. To justify this discrimination, every reasonable

and proper facility must be afforded to the passenger to procure

his ticket. They must furnish a convenient and accessible place

for the sale of the tickets, with a competent person in attend-

ance ready to sell them, which should be open and accessible to

all passengers for a reasonable time before the departure of

each train and up to the time of its actual departure, so that

it shall really be a case of neglect and not of necessity on the

part of the passenger, and not the fault of the company." Fur-

ther on, in the next paragraph but one, the court call these

remarks " suggestions," and give the reason why they were

made, the point to which they apply not being in the case

before them. The controversy there was this : Parks, an attor-

ney-at-law, residing at Aurora, in Kane county, took the train

there, without purchasing a ticket, for Batavia, the nearest

point to Genoa, where the court was held, and which Parks

was going to attend. He paid the extra fare required of those

who pay on the car from Aurora to Batavia. At the latter

place he changed his mind, and, as it was wet, disagreeable

weather, he concluded, without purchasing a ticket, to proceed
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on to Junction, another station on the road. The ticket-fare

from Batavia to Junction was twenty cents, which Parks offered

to pay to the conductor, but he refused it, demanding, under

liLS mstructions, an additional five cents, which Parks refusing

to pay, the conductor put him off the train. This was the case

in which the " suggestions " above quoted were made. The

court, and the learned judge, afterward so long the honored

chief justice of the court, who delivered the opinion, were well

aware of the fact that the time of the arrival and departure of

railroad trains was fixed, and made notorious by publication

and notice in every conceivable mode, so that it may be safely

asserted, the business and traveling public, all those whose pur-

suits required that mode of conveyance, and especially those

living in the towns through which railroads pass, were perfectly

familiar with the fact, and almost any inhabitant, if inquired

of, could tell to a minute when any particular train was due

at their town, and when it would leave.

In speaking, then, of the time of the actual departure of a

train, up to which the ticket-ofiice must be kept open, the

court, unquestionably, meant to be understood as referring to

the published fixed time which every body knew. The pre-

sumption being that trains will arrive and depart on their

schedule time, which time is notorious, no rule sliould be estab-

lished that should apply, without much hardship and great

inconvenience, to the departure of trains not on time. We do

not recognize any right in any person to apply at a railroad

ticket-office after the time fixed and published for the departure

of a train, and demand the same rights and privileges accorded

to those who come at the proper time for their tickets It is

well known that trains are sometimes delayed for hours, and

that it is unavoidable. "Would it not be going too far to i*equire

the companies controlling them to keep an agent at his post

during all this delayed time ? Tickets are not usually applied

for by passengers after the time fixed for the departure of a

train. The companies have a right to presume they will not

be applied for after that time, and therefore their agents can

close the ticket-office and go about their other business, of
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which thej' have an abundance, if we are to judge from the

number of trains upon our raih-oads. An agent at a raih-oad

station who sells tickets is, not only " ticket agent," but he is

the " station agent," and has much to do with freight and

other matters requiring care and attention. It would be un-

reasonable to require liim to neglect these matters, and confine

him within reach of the small opening at which the tickets are

delivered, waiting for a delayed train, and not a passenger

applying for a ticket. It is sufficient for the company that a

reasonable opportunity should be afforded passengers to procure

tickets for the train he designs to go upon, and that reasonable

opportunity is furnished by keeping a convenient office open

under the charge of a competent agent, up to the advertised

time fixed for the departure of the train. The facts in this

case show that the ticket-office was open an hour before the

train left, and continued open up to the time fixed for its

departure. The plaintiff, coming after that time, took his

chances to get a seat in the car, and, having no ticket, he was

bound to pay car fare.

"We are of opinion the court should have refused the first

instruction for the plaintiff, and given the first asked by defend-

ants, the company not being obliged to keep the ticket-office

open beyond the hour fixed by its published rules for the depar-

ture of a train.

These being the views we entertain of the law of this case,

the modification of the defendant's eighth instruction was also

erroneous, as by that the office is required to be kept open up to

the time of the actual departure of the train.

All that can be demanded of a railroad company is, that a

reasonable opportunity shall be afforded the public to purchase

tickets. If parties will not avail of it, it is their own fault, and

if they get upon a train without a ticket, they must be subject

to pay the car fare, or, on refusal, to be ejected from the car. In

Pai'ks' case, this court said tl^e rio-ht to charge discriminatiuij:

fares was just and reasonable, but it depends on the fact that a

reasonable opportunity has been given to obtain tickets at the

lowest rate of fare. This opjiortunity was afforded the appellee.
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A minor point as to the ruling of the court on the motion

and affidavit of defendant's counsel to rule the plaintiff to give

security for costs on the ground of his insolvency, has been

raised. The bill of exceptions shows this motion was made,

and the affidavit is incorporated into it.

This motion was denied by the court.

The statute provides, " if in any case the court shall be satis-

fied that any plaintiff is unable to pay the costs of suit, or that

he is so unsettled as to endanger the officers of the court with

respect to their legal demands, it shall be the duty of the court,

on motion of the defendant or any officer of the court, to rule

the plaintiff, on or before a day named, to give security for the

payment of costs in such suit." Scates' Comp. 244.

The affidavit states that affiant had just learned that the

plaintiff was insolvent, and at the time the motion was made
the record shows issue had been joined and the cause had been

called for trial. This court said, in Selby v. Hutchinson^ 4

Gilm. 319, " that this motion was addressed to the discretion of

the court, and the decision upon it could not be assigned for

error," We think the motion was too late.

Another objection is made by appellant to the instruction to

the jury, that they could assess damages severally against the

defendants. The instruction was erroneous, but the error was

cured by the entry of a nolle prosequi before judgment upon

the verdict against Austin and Lee, and taking judgment

against the company alone. 1 Tidd's Pr, 682, We cannot see

that this instruction, wrong as it was, prejudiced the appellant

in any way.

The judgment of the Circuit Court is reversed and the cause

remanded, with directions to award a venire de novo.

Judgment reversed.
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EussEL Hinckley
V.

City of Belleville.

1. Banker— definition of. The term " banker " includes all the business of

a money-changer ; and this court understands the term, " money-changer," in

the same sense as defined by Webster,— "a broker who deals in money or

exchanges."

2. Same— business of— same as that of the money-changer. The buying

and selling of uncurrent funds, exchanging one kind of money for another, or

the transacting of any kind of business included in the business of a money-

changer, is equally a part of the business of a private banker, as carried on

within this State.

3. When the charter of a city empowered its council to tax, regulate and

license bankers, money-changers, and certain other tradesmen, and the city

council, by virtue thereof, passed an ordinance requiring bankers to take out a

license,— held, upon the question, as to whether the council possessed such

power, the agreed case merely describing the party as a banker, without par-

ticularizing the kinds of business transacted by liim, that the term "banksi,"

as thus used, comprehends the various kinds of business ordinarily carried on by

bankers in this State, and can be required to take out a license under that pro-

vison n the charter which applies to money-changers.

Appeal from tlie Circuit Court of St. Clair county ; the Hon.

Joseph Gillespie, Judge, presiding.

This was an action prosecuted against the appellant, before

a police magistrate of the city of Belleville, to recover the pen-

alty for a violation of an ordinance of said city, requiring

bankers to take out a license. Trial was had, and the appel-

lant found guilty, and a fine of fifty dollars and costs of suit

imposed. An appeal was taken to the Circuit Court of St.

Clair county, where, by consent of the parties, the cause was

tried by the court, upon an agreed statement of the facts, and

judgment rendered in favor of the appellee, for $100 and costs.

Whereupon the appellant prayed an appeal to this court.

Mr. M. W. Weik, for the appellant.

Mr. William H. Underwood, and Mr. James M. Hv*y, for

appellee.
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Mr. Justice Lawkence delivered the opinion of tlie Court

:

The city of Belleville was incorporated in 1850, by an act of

llie legislature, giving it the same powers tliat were granted in

the charter of Springfield. Under this charter it was author-

ized " to license, tax, and regulate auctioneers, merchants and

retailers, grocers, taverns, ordinaries, bankers, peddlers, brokers,

pawnbrokers, and money-changers." In 1859, a new charter

was adopted with an express reservation of the powers con-

tained in the old. The city council has passed an ordinance

requiring bankers to take out a license, paying therefor $100,

and the question presented by this record is, whether the coun-

cil has the power to do this. The agreed case upon which this

appeal comes before us, merely describes the appellant as a

banker, without particularizing the kinds of business transacted

by him. We construe the agreed case as meaning, that he

transacts the business ordinaril}^ done at private banking houses

in this State. "Without considering the question as to how far

a banker and a money-broker are the same in the common par-

lance and business usages of this State, there is at least no

doubt that the term "banker" includes all the business of a

money-changer. A money-changer is defined by Webster to

be " a broker who deals in money or exchanges." The word

has passed out of common use, but when used, we understand

it in the sense given by the learned lexicographer. Thus

defined, it is certainly included in the business of a banker, and

constitutes, indeed, tlie greater part of it. So, also, the buying

and selling of uncurrent funds, and the exchanging one kind

of money for another, are equally the practice of the money-

changer and the banker. Indeed we are not aware of any kind

of business understood to be witliin the former term, Avhich is

not considered a part of the business of a private banker, as

carried on within this State, and we must construe the term
" banker," used in this agreed case, as compreliending the various

kinds of business ordinarily carried on by bankers among our

own people. If, then, the business of the banker includes that

of the money-changer, he may certainly be required to take out
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a license under that provision of the charter which applies to

monej-changers. While the appellant is a banker he is also a

money-changer.
Judgment affii'med.

Samuel H. House

V.

CanFIELD S. Hamilton.

1. Attachment— levy, where to he made. Under the statute, the oflBcer

having a writ of attachment to execute, may, if the defendant is in the act of

removing his property, pursue it and make a levy in any county in this State.

But, wliere the defendant had, several days before the suing out of the wri'^.,

removed his property to another county, and he swears that he was net

removing his property, proof that he has been negotiating to form a partner-

ship in jMissouri will not create a presumption that he was removing it, and a

levy made in that county, on a writ from the county from which the property

has been removed, by the sheriflf of that county, will not be sustained.

3. Same—jurisdiction. To acquire jurisdiction by the court issuing the

writ, there must be ser\ace on the defendant or a levy on property in tlip

county from which the writ issues, unless the defendant is in the act of

removing his property, when the officer may pursue it and levy in another

county. But, where the writ is issued to the sheriff of one county, and he

goes into another and levies on property which is not being removed, the lew
is unauthorized and the court fails to acquire jurisdiction.

3. Levy— motion to quash. Where such a levy has been made, the defend

ant may have it set aside on a motion to quash the levy. Such a motion pre

sents the question whether the officer might execute his writ on property

permanently located in a different county from that in which the writ was

issued, or whether a writ may be issued in one county and executed ia

a-nother because the defendant may have intended to remove it from the latter

county. A plea in abatement, denying the affidavit would alone put in issue

the question of intention of removal, and not of the jurisdiction of the court,

Wcrr OF Error to the Circuit Court of the county of Han-

cock ; the Hon. Joseph Sibley, Judge, presiding.

This was a suit brought by Canfield S. Hamilton, by attach-

ment, in the Hancock Circuit Court, against Samuel H. House.

A writ was issued to the sheriif of- that county, who went to

the county of Knox, where ho levied upon property of the
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defendant, which he liad taken there several days previous.

Defendant, at the next term of the com-t, entered a motion to

quash the levy, and, in support cf his motion, filed his own
affidavit, stating thac the property had been in Knox connty

twelve days ; that he was not in the act of removing his prop-

erty at the time or after the issuing of the writ, nor was he

about to depart from the State, to the injury of his creditors.

Other affidavits of the same purport, as to the status of the

property, were also filed.

Plaintiff, on the hearing of the motion, introduced evidence,

that defendant had, some time previous to suing out the writ,

proposed to go with one person to Missouri and commence the

livery business, but was to again return to Carthage before

they left. He had prepared to and agreed to form such a part-

nership with another person, and was to meet him at Carthage

or Quincy, when they were ready to go to Macon, Missouri, to

carry out the agreement.

The court overruled the motion and defendant excepted. A
trial was subsequently had, resulting in a judgment in favor of

plaintiflf. Defendant prosecutes this writ, and asks a reversal,

because the court below refused to quash and set aside the levy.

Messrs. Skinnee & Maniek, for the plaintiif in error.

Mr. Geokge Edmonds, Je., for the defendant in error.

Mr. Chief Justice Walkee delivered the opinion of the

Court

:

This record presents the question, whether a sherifi^, to whom
a writ of attachment is directed, may go into anotlier county

and levy upon property of the defendant in attachment. The
third section of the attachment act (R. S. 64) declares, that

the officer to whom the writ is directed shall execute it with-

out delay, and if the defendant, or any person for him, shall be

in the act of removing any personal property, the officer having

the writ is authorized to pursue and take the same in any

county in the State, and return it to the county from which
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the writ issued. This, then, presents the question whether the

defendant in this case was in the act of removing the property

seized under the writ at the time the levy was made. The

evidence shows that the levy was made on the 4th day of

November, 1865, and that the property had been in the county

of Knox from the 30th day of the previous October, and, per-

haps, some eight daj^s longer. Defendant below swears, in the

affidavit which lie filed in support of his motion to quash the

levy, that he was not in the act of removing the same, at the

time, or after, the suing out of the writ.

On the other side it was proved, that defendant in attach-

ment had agreed with two different persons to go into the

livery business in Missouri ; but no time was fixed for leaving,

and he was to return to Carthage before he left. With one of

them he agreed to return to Carthage, or meet him at Quincy,

when he was ready to go to Missouri, but the time was not

fixed. We are clearly of the opinion, that this evidence does

not show that plaintiff in error was in the act of removing his

property either from the county of Hancock, or from the State.

It was in another county, and had been for a number of days,

and he denies that he was removing it, nor is there any evi-

dence that he was. The statute evidently contemplates a

removal from the county at the time or after the writ is issued,

or so recently before that it has not acquired another status,

and precluding the belief that the defendant removed it in good

faith.

In the case of Hinman v. Rushmore, 27 111. 509, it was held

by the court that an attachment must be brought in the county

in which the defendant has property, or where he can be served

with process, and that there must be service upon hira or his

property in the county where the suit is commenced, or the

court will not acquire jurisdiction of the case ; that service

upon one or the other in the county to which the writ is return-

able, is essential to the jurisdiction of the court. And, in the

case of Fuller v. Langford^ 31 111. 248, the same rule was

announced. So that in this case the court had no jurisdiction,

aa the property was levied upon in Knox county, and before
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plaintiff in error was served with process, there being neither a

levy nor service in Hancock county, where the writ was return-

able before this levy was made. The evidence failing to show

that plaintiff in error was in the act of removing his property,

and without a levy made or service on the defendant in attach-

ment in Hancock county before the levy, the court failed to

obtain jurisdiction for the purposes of the attachment, by the

levy; and the court below should have quashed the levy and

discharged the property from the attachment.

It is, however, insisted, that the onlj^ means by which the

defendant could present this question, was by plea in abatement.

If such a plea had been filed under the eighth section, it would

only have put in issue the averments in the affidavit as to his

intention to remove the property, or that he was removing it

from Knox county, and not the power of the sheriff' to go into

another county with his writ and levy upon property he might

there find, and not being removed from his county. It M'ould

not have presented the question raised by this motion. It could

only be presented as it was in this case.

The judgment of the court below must be reversed and the

cause remanded.

Judgment reversed.

David T. Littler

V.

The People ex rel. William Hargadine.

1. Redemptiox— rigM of— hoio must be exercised. The right of redemp.

tion is statutory, and must be exercised in pursuance of the statute, otherwise

it will be ineffective.

2. Same— hp a judgynent creditor— statute must he complied tcitJi. The

B^^atute declares, that after the expiration of twelve mouths, and at any time

before the expiration of fifteen months from the sale of the premises, any

judgment creditor may redeem the same in a certain manner therein specified

;

and a judgment creditor seeking to acquire rights under this statute must

comply substantially with all its requirements.
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3. Former decisions. Phillips v. Demoss, 14 111. 410 ; Elkiii v. The
People, 3 Scam. 207 ; Robertson v. Dennis, 30 111. 313 ; McLagan v. Broion, 11

id. 519, considered and explained. In tlie last case, the doctrine there

announced, disapproved.

4. Redemption— when made hy judgment creditor—payment must he

made to the sheriff. The statute requires, that when redemption is sought by

a judgment creditor, the redemption money must be paid to the sherifiF in

Avhose hands the execution is jjlaced, such sum being held as a bid upon tbe

lands.

5. Same—-payment to a person other than the sheriff, irregular. And when,

in sucli case, a j udgment creditor paid the redemption money to the master in

chancery, who made the sale ; held, that the redemption was irregular ; that

payment should have been made to the sheriff, as required by law, and having

been made to a person unauthorized to receive it, it could not be ratified by tlie

sheriff, so as to make it effective.

6. Same— iy a judgment debtor— to whom payment may be made. But

when redemption is sought by a judgment debtor, payment may be made to

the master in chancery, who made the sale ; or to any other officer of the law,

who, by his official bond, is bound for such payment.

7. Execution— concerning issuance of— after death ofjudgment debtor—
when there is no executor or administrator— quere— whether judgment should

be revived. Under the statute authorizing an execution to issue against the

property of a deceased judgment debtor, without reviving the judgment, upon

giving notice of the existence of the same, to the executor or administrator,

the inference would seem to be, that, in case there is no executor or adminis-

trator, the j udgment must be revived before execution can issue upon it.

Appeal from the Circuit Court of Logan county ; the Hon.

John M. Scott, Judge, presiding.

This was a petition for a peremptory mandamus, filed in the

court below by the relator, "William Hargadine, the appellee

here, to compel the appellant, David T. Littler, one of the mas-

ters in chancery of said court, for Logan county, to execute and

deliver to appellee, a deed for certain lands, upon a certificate

of purchase for the same, which he, Hargadine, then held, and

which he had received from one J. C. "Webster, then a master

in chancery of said court, and the predecessor of said Littler, at

a foreclosure sale of the same, made by the said Webster ; said

Plargadine claiming, that no redemption for the same had ever

been made, and that the period for exercising that right had

elapsed.
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The record shows, that one Samuel B. Evans, claiming the

right to redeem from the sale made to Hargadine, as a judg-

ment creditor, did, within the statntory period allowed for

redemption from the sale, cause an execution to be placed in

the hands of the sheriff, but instead of depositing with him the

redemption money, Evans paid the same to appellant, the mas-

ter in chancery. And the question here presented is, whether

sneh redemption was a compliance with the requirements of the

statute.

The court below granted a peremptorj^ mandamus, where-

upon an appeal was taken to this court.

Messrs. "Williams & Burk, for the appellant.

Messrs. Palmer & Hay, for the appellee.

Mr. Justice Breese delivered the opinion of the Court:

The only question arising on this record is, as to the regu-

larity and legality of the redemption of the land sold under tho

decree in chancery, by a master in chancery. The offer to

redeem was by a judgment creditor, and made after the expira-

tion of twelve months, and witliin fifteen months from the sale

b}' the master.

This right of redemption is statutory, and must be exercised

in pursuance of the statute, otherwise it will be ineftective.

The statute declares, that after the expiration of twelve months,

and at any time before the expiration of fifteen months, from

the sale, any judgment creditor may redeem the same in the

following manner: Such judgment creditor shall sue out an

execution upon his judgment, and place the same in the hands

of the proper officer to execute the same, and thereupon said

officer sliall indorse upon the back of said execution a le^^

upon the lands or tenements which said judgment creditor may
wish to redeem ; and said judgment creditor shall pay to said

officer, into whose hands he shall have placed his execution as

aforesaid, the amount of money for which said premises may
have been sold, with ten per cent per annum interest thereon^
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from the date of such sale for the use of the purchaser thereof,

his executors, administrator or assigns, upon payment of which,

said officer shall file in the recorder's office of the county in

which said lands are situated, a certificate of the redemption

thereof, by said judgment creditor under said execution, and

shall advertise and offer the same for sale under and by virtue

of said execution, in the same manner that other lands are

required to be advertised and exposed to sale on execution in

other cases. § 14. And by section 15, the judgment creditor,

having so redeemed such lands, shall be considered as having

bid at such sale the amount of such redemption money so paid

by him, and interest thereon from the date of such redemption

to the day of sale, etc., providing also for advance bids on that

of the redeeming creditor. Scates' Comp. 607, 608.

It is contended by appellant, that it is the policy of the law

to favor redemptions, and courts will look to the substance

rather than to the form, citing Philips v. Demoss, 14 111. 410

;

JElhin V. The People, 3 Scam. 207; McLagan v. Brown, 11

111, 519, and Bolertson v. Dennis, 20 id. 313.

We have examined these cases, and the first cited simply

decides, that a party may confess a judgment after failing to

redeem in twelve months, for the purpose of enabling such judg-

ment creditor to redeem within fifteen months, and such judg-

ment creditor has a right to redeem under the statute, and this

was where a creditor first obtained his judgment before a jus-

tice of the peace, had an execution issued which was returned

nulla hona, although the defendant had sufficient personal

property to satisfy the execution, which was known to both

the creditor and the constable; and, after such return, the

creditor filed a transcript of the judgment in the circuit clerk's

office, and sued out an execution thereon, by virtue of which he,

as a judgment cre'ditor, redeemed the lands previously sold, this

court holding that the constable's false return to the execution

did not vitiate the redemption so made.

Elkins' case decides, that the defendant, whose land has been

sold on execution, may pay the redemption money to the officer

who sold the same, whether in or out of office at the time of
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redemption, and it is the duty of the officer to receive it, and

his sureties are liable for the money if jiaid after the expiration

of his official term. This has no reference to a redemption by

a judgment creditor after the twelve months have expired.

McLagan's case goes to the effect of redeeming, and holds

that a judgment creditor who redeems from a prior sale acquires

a valid title to the premises redeemed, even though the judg-

ment, by virtue of which he acquired the right to redeem, has

been subsequently reversed.

The doctrine" of this case has not been acquiesced in by sub-

sequent decisions of this court. Turney v. Turney, 22 111. 253

;

Williams v. Tatnall, 29 id. 553.

The case of Robertson v. Dennis merely reiterates the doc-

trine in Elkins' case, and, though, as said in Robertson's case,

the statute is remedial in its character, and must be construed

liberally, so as to advance the remedy, it does not intimate,

that, in order to that, its plain provisions must be disregarded.

But the appellant says, even if the law be that the redemp-

tion could only be made by the payment of the money to the

sheriff, here the deputy sheriff told the judgment creditor, that

the master was the proper person to receive the redemption

money, and thereupon he paid it to the master, and the sheriff

immediately ratified the act, by levying and proceeding to sell,

as in the case of redemption. The law knows of no such pro-

ceeding. The sheriff was in no position, nor had he any

authority, to ratify the unauthorized act of either of these per-

sons. He was the only person competent, under the law, to

receive' the money, as otherwise he could not recognize it as a

bid. He becomes a bidder for the land to the amount he has

paid to the sheriff, in whose hands the execution is, and the

land must be exposed to sale with this bid upon it, and if any

one advances on the bid, he becomes the purchaser.

ISTor does a single fact in the record show, that the master

acted as the agent of the sheriff in receiving the money. The

fact is undeniable, that he received it as master, under a sup-

posed-right so to receive it.

Appellant's counsel contend, that the payment of the
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redemption money to the master, -who made the sale, or to any

officer of the law who, by his official bond, is bound for it, is

always good payment.

Tliis is true, as the cases cited sliow, when the person

redeeming is the judgment debtor. It is right and just, on

paying his debt, his land should be restored to him ; but not so

with a judgment creditor, seeking to get satisfaction for his

debt. He is entitled only to become a competitor with othera

for the purchase of the land, and then only on the condition,

that he places his bid in the hands of the officer who has cliargo

of the execution, and in advance of all others. These arc the

terms on which the law gives him the privilege. He can-

not be a bidder, the execution being in the hands of the

sheriff, and the amount of the bid in the hands of a stranger

to the proceeding. Nor could the sheriff, as he did not in this

case, indorse upon the execution a levy upon this land, which

the judgment creditor wished to redeem ; nor did he file in the

recorder's office of the county a certificate of the redemption

thereof by the judgment creditor under his execution ; all

which the statute requires, but which the sheriff was incapable

of doing, for the reason, that the money was not paid to him.

The judgment creditor was in no sense in the position the

statute requires him to be. As this court said in the case of

Stone V. Gardner, 20 111. 309, which was a case where the

judgment debtor attempted to redeem by depositing the

money with the clerk of the court out of which the execution

issued, that officer was not the proper person with whom to

deposit money for such purpose. The redemption money could

be paid to the deputy sheriff, or to the administrator of a

sheriff, if he was dead ; or, it might be paid to the purchaser

himself, clearly recognizing any serious departure from the

statute, remedial as it may be, fatal to the redemption. In

this case the judgment creditor might with as much propriety

have paid the money to the clerk of the court. It would have

been, to the same extent, a bid in his hands, as in the hands of

the master.

A point is made by appellee, that the execution, under which

13— 43d III.
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this creditor sought to redeem, was void, it having been issued

after the death of the judgment debtor, and without any notice

to his executor or administrator.

The answer to this is, as made by appellant, and as the

agreed facts show, that the deceased debtor had no executor or

administrator.

The statute on this subject is this: "Whenever a judgment

has been, or may hereafter be, obtained, in any court of record

of this State, against any person or persons who has or shall,

after the rendition of said judgment, die, execution may issue

against the lands and tenements of the deceased, without first

reviving the judgment against their heirs or legal representa-

tives
;
provided, the plaintiff in the execution or his attorney shall

give to the executor or administrator, if there be any, of said

deceased person, at least three months' notice in writing of the

existence of the judgment before the issuing of the execution;

provided, further, that no execution shall issue until after the

expiration of twelve months from the death of such deceased

person." Scates' Comp. 610.

The inference from this would seem to be, if there is no

executor or administrator, then the judgment must be revived

against the heirs. To this efiect is the case of Scammon v.

Swartwout, 35 111. 326.

At the common law, the execution would be void, unless

there be an executor or administrator who can be served with

notice. There being no such representative of the deceased, it

would seem, the judgment should be revived against his heirs

before an execution could issue. Pickett v. Hartsoclc, 15 111.

279 ; Brown v. Parker^ id. 307. But it is unnecessary to

express any opinion on this point, as we hold that the redemp-

tion was not regular even if the execution was valid.

On the facts agreed, we are of opinion the judgment creditor,

Evans, did not comply with the statute by paying the redemp-

tion money to the master in chancery who made the sale, the

law requiring it to be paid to the sherifi" in whose hands the

execution is placed, and is there as a bid on the land. It is

but right and just, that a party seeking to acquire rights undei
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this statute, should take care to comply substantially vvitli all

its requirements. There is no hardship in this, nor is there

safety without it. The Circuit Court decided correctly in

awarding a peremptory mandamus to the master to make a

deed for the land to the relator, and the judgment must be

affirmed.

Judgment affirmed.

Abel Ridgely

V.

John Clodfelter.

1. Specific pebfobmance. A conveyed to B land of the value of $2,000,

in consideration tliat B should pay the debts of A, amounting to about $600,

and, also, convey one-half the land to C, a minor son of A, upon his arriving

of age ; or pay to C $800 upon C's paying to B one-half of the amount paid

by B of A's debts. B paid nearly $600 of A's debts, and sold certain fixtures

upon the land, but upon C attaining his majority, B refused to convey half the

land or pay the $800, whereupon C filed his bill to compel a specific perform-

ance of the contract. Held,— That B was under no obligation to convey the

land until C had refunded to him one-half of the amount paid upon A's debts,

it being optional with B whether he convey the land or pay the stipulated

amount.

2. But B, having denied his obligation to make the conveyance, was thereby

liable to C for the $800, less a moiety of the debts paid by him ; such balance

due, in event of B's refusal to convey, being a part of the consideration for

the conveyance by A to him.

3. B, having pleaded the statute of frauds as to that portion of the agree-

ment relative to the conveyance of the laud, it having been verbal, thereby exer-

cised his option not to make the conveyance, and such denial of the validity of

the agreement to convey renders B liable to C for $800, less one-half of the

amount paid upon A's debts.

4 In such case it was not error for the court to order an account to be stated

between the parties, and render a decree for the balance found to be due ; and it

appearing by such decree that substantial justice had been done, it will not be

disturbed.

Appeal from the Circuit Court of Lawrence county; the

Hon. Aaeon Shaw, Judge, presiding.
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This was a suit in chancery, instituted in tlie court below by

John Clodfelter against Abel Ridgely, to compel the specific

performance of a contract. The opinion of the court contains

a sufficient statement of the case.

Mr. J. G. Bowman, for the appellant.

Messrs, Cajstbt & Wilson, for the appellee.

Mr. Justice Lawkence delivered the opinion of the Court

:

This was a bill in chancery brought by John Clodfelter

against Abel Ridgeley. The record discloses the following

facts: In June, 1860, one Kelen Clodfelter, who was the

father of the appellee, and father-in-law of the appellant, Ridge-

ly, conveyed to the latter a tract of land worth about $2,500,

in consideration of Ridgely's undertaking to pay the debts of

Kelen, amounting to about $600, and also to convey one-half

the land to John Clodfelter, on his arriving of age, or to pay

him $800 ; the said John, upon this being done, to pay one-half

the amount paid by Ridgely upon the debts. John was then

eighteen years of age.

In pursuance of his undertaking, Ridgely paid debts of Kelen

Clodfelter, amounting to between $500 and $600, and sold the

steam works attached to a mill upon the land. When John

Clodfelter attained his majority, Ridgely refused to pay him

the $800, or to convey one-half the land, and Clodfelter filed

this bill. After hearing the case upon the pleadings and proofs,

the court below decreed, that the defendant pay the complain-

ant $622.37.

We can see no reason for reversing this decree. It is urged

by the counsel for appellant, that he was under no obligation

to convey one-half the land, or pay the $800, until the appellee

had refunded to him one-half of the amount paid upon Kelen

Clodfelter's debts. It is doubtless true, that the appellant was

not obliged to convey until this should be done, and it would

have been error if the court had so decreed. But the case does

not turn upon this question. The substance of the transaction

was this : Kelen Clodfelter in conveying his land to his son-
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in-law, desired to make some provision for his minor son. He
stipulated, that the son-in-law should either convey one-half the

land, or pay a certain sum of money to the son on his becom-

ing of age. The option was doubtless with Ridgely, but upon

his denying his obligation to convey, he would be liable to

account to the complainant for the $800, less a moiety of the

debts paid. The payment of the balance due, in the event of

his not conveying to John Clodfelter an undivided half of the

land, was to be a part of the consideration for the conveyance

from John's father. The obligation to convey he seems to have

wholly repudiated. He denies in his answer having ever made

an agreement to convey one-half the land, and says, that if such

agreement was made it was not in writing, and was therefore

void. In thus setting up the statute of frauds against that

portion of the agreement relating to a conveyance of an undi-

vided half of the land, he may very properly be considered as

exercising his option not to perform that portion, and this left

the court at liberty, for the purpose of administering complete

equity, to state an account between the parties, and decree the

payment of the $800, less a moiety of the debts paid. The

proof is very clear, that he was either to pay money or convey

one-half the land. As to the latter, he says, if such agreement

was made it is not binding. The court thereupon decrees, that

he shall perform the other branch of his agreement. Substan-

tial justice has been done, and we are not inclined to reverse

the decree.

Decree affirmed.

Robert Thompson ei al.

V.

Charles E. Hovey.

1. Evidence— account— credits— admissions. Where a party files a bill

of particulars, embracing many charges, and a credit for a sum as paid, the

whole account must be taken together, like an admission of any other kind,

and it is for the jury to pass upon it and say what it proves. If the other
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party introduces the account, he must introduce both charges and credits for

the consideration of the jury. It is error for the coui't to direct the jury as to

the weight of the evidence ; it is the province of the jury to determine that

question. The court may instruct as to what is testimony, but not what it

proves.

Appeal from the Circuit Court of De Witt county; the

Hon. John M. Scott, Judge, presiding.

This was an action of assumpsit brought by Robert Thompson,

John M. Major and Charles S. Janes, in the McLean Circuit

Court, against Charles E. Hovey. The declaration contained

the common counts, to which defendant filed the general issue.

The case was subsequently taken by change of venue to the

Circuit Court of De Witt county. A trial was had by the court

and a jury. The jury found for the defendant, and plaintiffs

thereupon entered a motion for a new trial, which was over-

ruled, and judgment rendered on the verdict. Plaintiffs bring

the case to this court on appeal, and ask a reversal.

Messrs. Williams & Buee and E. M. Pieece, for the appel-

lants.

Mr. W. M. Hatch, for the appellee.

Mr. Chief Justice Walkee delivered the opinion of the

Court

:

It is urged by appellants, that the court below erred, in giv-

ing defendant's fifth instruction. It is tliis

:

" The plaintiffs admit a credit of $1,311.77, in the bill of

particulars, filed with the declaration herein, and unless the

plaintiffs have proved a just claim against tlie defendant of

more than that amount, the jury will find for the defendant."

And, from a careful examination of all the instructions

given, we do not see that it was in any wise modified. It

appears from the record, that the suit was based upon an

account, embracing many items of charges against defendant.
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And there was upon it a credit for the sum named in the

instruction.

Appellants contend, that the bill of particulars was not in

evidence, and therefore the instruction was not based upon the

evidence in the case. In the view we take of the case, it does

not matter if it had been read as evidence. If offered by

appellee as an admission, the charges as well as the credits

should have been admitted in evidence. He did not have the

right to select the credits as admissions in his favor and reject

the debits, any more than he would had it been admissions

made in a conversation. In neither case could he select such

portions of the admissions as were favorable to him and reject

that which was unfavorable. An account of this character is

a statement in writing by the plaintiff, and if the other party

desires to avail himself of the statement he must permit the

whole of it to go to the jury. And when admitted, like all

other statements and admissions, it is for the consideration of

the jury. "When before them, they are the sole judges of ^vliat

it proves, if any thing. It is not the province of the court to

determine the weight proper to be given by the jury to such

evidence. The court may instruct what is testimony, but not

what it proves. The court, by this instruction, invaded the

province of the jury ; and we are not prepared to say how

largely tliis misdirection may have contributed to their verdict.

Tlie judgment of the court below is reversed and the cause

remanded.
Judgment reversed.

St. Louis, Alton and Terre Haute Railroad Company

V.

Charles H. Miller, Administrator, etc.

1. Railroad companies. A recovered a judgment against tlie Terre

Haute, Alton and St. Louis Railroad company, for work and labor performed

for it, and subsequently tlie road was sold, and its purchasers were, by an act

of tlie legislature, passed February, 1861, incorporated as the St. Louis, Alton
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and Terre Haute Railroad company, under wliicli they organized, and which

act provided, among other things, that, as a condition precedent to its opera-

tion, they should pay all unsatisfied judgments which had been recovered

against the former company for work and labor done for it. In an action of

debt, brought against the St. Lonis, Alton and Terre Haute Railroad company,

upon this judgment,— Meld, That the company was liable, it having suc-

ceeded, under said act, to all the corporate powers, privileges and franchises of

the Terre Haute. Alton and St. Louis Railroad company, and having assumed,

in consideration of such grant, to pay and discharge all j udgments of such a

character, remaining unsatisfied against said company last named.

2. In such case, it was not necessary, that the act should provide a specific

remedy in favor of judgment creditors, in the event of the non-payment of

their judgments, as, whenever a statute imposes a duty or liability, the com-

mon law affords the remedy, either by the action of debt or assumpsit, as tho

case may be.

3. This act of incorporation constituted an agreement between the State

and the St. Louis, Alton and Terre Haute Railroad company, by the making

of which the defendant, became liable to pay the judgment in question.

4. Action op debt—proper remedy on judgment record. The action of

debt is the proper remedy on a judgment record.

5. While the State might revoke the grant made to the St. Louis, Alton

and Terre Haute Railroad company, because of its exercise of the franchise

before condition performed, yet, the act did not design, that judgment credit-

ors should be dependent upon the action of the State in the matter, as such

action could not in any way benefit the creditors, or relieve the company from

the obligations it had assumed.

6. Pleadinq— declaration in sucli case—when sufficient. In such case, no

consideration need be averred or proved. It is suflicient, if it appear by proper

averment that the judgment was obtained for work and labor performed on

the road, and that it has not been satisfied.

7. Same— as to surrender of judgment. Nor was it necessary that there

should have been an averment, that the judgment had been surrendered, or

transferred to the defendant. This the plaintiff was not bound to do, or offer

to do, until an amount sufficient to satisfy the judgment had been tendered.

Section 7 of this act, has no application to this case.

8. Same —what sufficient allegation thatjudgment had not teen settled. An
averment in the declaration that the judgment sued upon had not been paid,

or satisfied, is equivalent to an allegation that it had not been settled or

arranged, and under such allegation, the defense was open to prove that it had

been settled.

9. Same—presumption that a claim is just, which has passed into judgment.

In an action brought upon a judgment, the declaration need not aver that the

claim upon which such judgment is founded, was a just one. The original
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claim having been sanctioned by the judgment of a court of competent juris-

diction, the presumption is, that it was j ust.

10. Same— of notice of the Judgment. Under the act, an averment of notice

to the defendant of the existence of the judgment was not required. It was
bound to ascertain for what judgments, and the amount, it liad become liable

to pay, and to pay them before it took active possession of its franchise.

11. Damages— when may be computed hy the court. The rule is well set-

tled, that in an action of debt upon a judgment record, for a sum certain,

the damages may be computed by the court, without the intervention of a

jury.

12. Same— in nil cases of judgment by default— assessed by the court unless

jury is demanded. Under the act of 1863, in all cases of judgment rendered

by default, the court is allowed to hear the evidence and assess the damages,

unless a jury is demanded.

Appeal from the Circuit Court of Montgomery county ; the

Hon. E. Y. Rice, Judge, presiding.

The facts in tliis case are fully stated in the opinion.

Messrs. Wiley & Pakker, for the appellants.

Mr. A, K. KiNGSBUKT, for the appellee.

Mr. Justice Bkeese delivered the opinion of the Court:

This was an action of debt, in the Montgomery Circuit Court,

brought to the March Term, 1865, by Charles H. Miller, admin-

istrator of the estate of John S. Miller, deceased, against the

St, Louis, Alton and Terre Haute Railroad company. The action

was debt on a judgment record, by which it appeared that

Miller, in his life-time, had recovered a judgment by default

against the Terre Haute, Alton and St. Louis Railroad company,

at the September Term, 1860, for $2,330 and costs of suit, for

work and labor done on the Terre Haute, Alton and St. Louia

Railroad, and for tliat company.

It further appeared that this road was subsequently sold, and

its purchasers were, by an act of the legislature passed in Feb-

ruary, 1861, incorporated under the name and style of the St.

Louis, Alton and Terre Haute Railroad company, and organized
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under that act. The act was made a public act, and it pro-

vided, among other things, by section 12. as follows

:

"All hona fide claims or judgments for stock heretofore killed

by the Terre Haute, Alton and St. Louis Railroad, and all claims

for right of way on that part of the road from Belleville to

lUinoistown, and all just dues for work and labor done, and

for wood and ties furnished or taken for the said Terre Haute,

Alton and St. Louis Railroad company, shall be assumed and paid

by the St. Louis, Alton and Terre Haute Railroad company, as a

condition precedent to the operation of this act." Private acts

of 1861, p. 530.

The declaration alleges that the judgment obtained by the

intestate was for work and labor on the Terre Haute, Alton and

St. Louis Railroad, and had not been satisfied.

A judgment was rendered by default against appellants, and

the court assessed the damages by calculating the interest on

the original judgment, and rendered final judgment for $2,332

debt, and $768 damages.

The record is brought here by appeal, and various errors

assigned, the most important of which will be noticed.

The appellants insist that the record does not show any legal

liability on their part to the plaintiff, and if there was any such

liability, he has mistaken his remedy ; that the action of debt

will not lie. These are the principal points made, and to them

appellants' counsel have directed most of their argument.

They insist that appellants are a corporation distinct from the

original judgment debtor, composed of different individuals,

and acting under a different charter.

This may be so, in some degree, but it is not entirely so. By
the charter to appellants they are made the successors, or

administrators, so to speak, on the estate of the company which

incurred the original liability. They have the same functions,

franchises, powers and privileges, and are owners of the whole

estate claimed and possessed by their predecessors. The name,

only, is changed, and in a very unimportant particular, that is,

placing St. Louis first, whereas, it was, under the old corpora-

tion, the last.
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It was, manifestly, the intention of the legislature, in thus

clothing appellants with the property and franchises of the old

company, to place them as a corporation in their shoes, on cer-

tain conditions, one of which was that they should pay and dis-

charge all unsatisfied judgments recovered against the old com-

pany for work and labor performed for it on their railroad.

The name of the old company may remain, but that is all. It

is stripped of all its powers and franchises and property, to all

of which appellants have succeeded, and they have assumed,

in consideration of this grant, to become the debtors of such

creditors of the old company as had obtained judgments against

it for work and labor done upon their road, the benefits of

which appellants are in the full and undisturbed enjoyment.

It is urged by appellants, that in the event of non-payment

of these judgments, no remedy is given by the act against them,

nor is it provided that the claims shall be paid out of any funds

to be raised by virtue of the act, nor is there any independent

provision that appellants shall pay these claims, but substan-

stantially, the provision of the act is this : That the corporation

shall not exercise the corporate franchise until such claims are

paid.

It is true, the act provides no specific remedy in favor of cred-

itors in case of non-compliance by appellants, nor was it neces-

sary it should so provide. It is a rule universally acknowledged,

where a statute imposes a duty or liability, the common law

affords the remedy by the ordinary action of debt, when the

demand is for a sum certain, or assumpsit, as the case may be.

Here the demand was a judgment, and the suit was for its

recovery eo nomi7ie and in numero.

The argument that appellants were not a party to the

original judgment, cannot avail against their assumption to

pay and satisfy it, in consideration of the rights, privileges and

franchises bestowed upon them by the legislature. That was

one of the conditions of the consideration as expressed in the

act, and the act itself, and the conditions, were based upon the

fact, that appellants were not parties to the judgment, but that

they would be liable and become bound to pay it, and the act
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made them thus liable. That was the policy of the act. Had
they been parties to the judgment, it would have been a useless

act, to have assumed its payment, for the general law would

have compelled them to pay it.

The counsel also say, that the liability of appellants cannot

be predicated on any duty arising out of the act, because a

legal duty can only be created by a legal obligation growing

out of some consideration moving from the plaintiff In gen-

eral this may be so, but this case shows an agreement between

the legislature of the State and appellants, made at their own
solicitation, as we have the right to infer, the legislature acting

with an eye to the interests of its people, and the appellants

wholly to their own, that on the bestowal on them by the leg-

islature of franchises worth millions, which a defunct corpora-

tion had exercised, and in their exerciee had incurred debts to

the citizens of the State, the appellants would take the place of

their predecessors as to these, their just liabilities, and pay and

discharge them. This was a fair bargain, and it was compe-

tent for the parties to make it, and by making it, the appellants

became to all intents and purposes a party defendant in that

judgment, and became liable to pay it. The obligation M^as

cast upon the appellants, upon their assuming to exercise the

franchises of the old company, to pay this judgment, and it

needs no references to authority to show, that the action of debt

is the proper remedy on a judgment record.

It may be, as the payment of this judgment was a condition

precedent to the operation of the franchises by appellants, and

being unpaid, the State might proceed by quo warranto, it

does not follow, therefore, that the judgment creditor has no

remedy, although the act failed to provide one specifically.

The State has its remedy against appellants for exercising the

franchise before the conditions were performed, by revoking

the grant, but it would be but a barren achievement for the

creditors, nor was it the design of the act, that they should be

dependent on the action of the State, and if the State should

act by legal proceedings against the appellants, in what way
could that benefit the creditors ? It would not tend to the pay-
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ment of the claims against thorn, or relieve them from the obli-

gations thej have assumed. To obtain the franchises, they

obliged themselves to pay this judgment, and that too before

they exercised them. Is the duty and obligation in any respect

diminished, because they are operating tlic road, because they

have been for a long time in tlie full enjoyment of the fran-

chises, and have not paid the judgment ? The idea that the

State alone can take advantage of the non-payment of this

judgment, is therefore not well founded.

On the point, that no consideration moved from the appel-

lee's intestate to the appellants, it is not necessary, in view of

the act of the legislature, that there should have been any, in

the technical sense of the phrase used. Assuming that appel-

lants are the legal representatives of the defunct corporation,

which they are, and so constituted by the act in question, the

judgment against it is conclusive evidence of their liability to

pay. No consideration, in such case, need be averred or

proved. All that is necessary is, that it should appear, by

proper averments, tliat the judgment was obtained for work

and labor on the railroad, and, that it has not been satisfied,

all which is sufficiently averred in this record.

As to the point, that there has been no surrender or transfer

of this judgment by the creditors to the appellants, it is only

necessary to say, that admitting appellants are entitled to such

surrender or transfer, it no where appears such transfer or sur-

render has been demanded, nor is one bound to be offered or

made, until an amount sufficient to satisfy it shall have been

tendered. There is no obligation on the creditor to enter satis-

faction of the judgment, make a surrender or transfer of it to

appellants, until they have paid the money due by it. Nor

does the act so provide. The seventh section has no applica-

tion to this case. It will be time enough to demand a transfer

when appellants pay the money.

Upon the point, that there is no averment, that the judg-

ement has not been settled or arranged, it is sufficient to say,

there is an averment in the declaration, that it has not been

paid or satisfied, which is an equivalent allegation, that it haa
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not been settled or arranged. The defense, under the allega-

tion in the declaration, was open to appellants to plead and

prove it had been settled and arranged. That is an affirmative

fact, which thej were bound to establish.

As to the want of an averment that the claim was just, that

is not important or necessary. As the original claim had been

sanctioned by the judgment of a court of competent jurisdic-

tion, the presumption must obtain that the claim was a just

one. The act was not designed to re-open claims that had gone

into judgment, or litigate over again their merits, but any

open, unadjusted claims for work and labor, or for wood and

ties furnished the old corporation, were not to be paid by

appellants, until their justice was established. The.se were to

be paid when ascertained to be just, but not so with "judg-

ments had for the same." The judgment established the just-

ness of the claim, not to be again called in question, and is, by

the act, conclusive on that point.

That no notice was given to appellants of the existence of

this judgment, the act does not require notice should be given.

It was the duty of appellants to ascertain and know for what

judgments and their amount, they had become liable, and they

were bound to pay them, without delay, before they took active

possession of their franchises.

The remaining point is, that the court assessed the damages,

which, not resting in computation merely, required the inter-

vention of a jury.

The action was debt upon a judgment record for a sum cer-

tain. The rule is well settled in all such cases, that the dam-

ages may be computed by the court without the intervention

of a jury. They are made up of the interest due on the unpaid

debt, and rest wholly in computation.

Byxthe act of 1863, in all cases of judgment by default, it is

allowed the court to hear the evidence and assess the damages,

uialess a jury is demanded. Here, there was no necessity for

any investigation, other than to compute the interest, and the

court on inspection of the record had all the evidence necessary,

oefore it. Laws of 1863, page 47.
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There being no error in the record, the judgment must be

afl&rmed.

Judgment affirmed.

Milton Kikkpatrick et al.

V.

Benjamin F. Taylor, Administrator, etc.

1. Consideration—want of— what constitutes. A plea to an action on a

promissory note, whicli sets fortli facts showing that it was given with no

other consideration than that of natural aflfection, presents an unquestionable

defense, when pleaded as an original want of consideration.

2. Same— natural affection sufficient for a deed, but not for an executory

contract. The law is well settled, that natural affection constitutes a valid

consideration for a deed, but not for an executory contract.

3. Pleading— a plea wliicli states facts, sJwwing a want of consideration—
pleaded as a failure of consideration— bad on demurrer— wJien assigned as

such. On demurrer to a plea in an action on a promissory note, when the plea

sets forth, that the note was given by one of the defendants, to secure the

support of his mother during her natural life, and for no other consideration

and that by a parol agreement the note was to be surrendered at her death, as

null and void, and, that she was dead,— Held : That such facts present a good

defense, when pleaded as a want of consideration.

4. Had the note been originally valid, the parol agreement to surrender it

could not destroy its effect, and viewed merely in that respect, and as a plea of

failure of consideration, it would be demurrable.

5. That portion of the plea setting up the parol agreement, might be

rejected as surplusage, and then the remaining facts in the plea, pleaded as

a want, instead of a failure of consideration, would have been good both in

form and substance.

6. The plea being objectionable only for surplusage, and as having been

drawn as a plea of failure instead of want of consideration, but this latter

defect not having been assigned as cause of demurrer, the plea should have

been permitted to stand.

Appeal from the Circuit Court of Bond county.

The opinion states the case.
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Mr. S. p. MooEE, for the appellants.

Mr. A. "W". Metcalf, for appellee.

Mr. Justice Lawrence delivered the opinion of the Court

:

This was an action of assumpsit brought by Taylor, as

administrator of Elizabeth Kirkpatrick, against the appellants,

upon a promissory note, executed by them to Elizabeth Kirk-

patrick. The defendants pleaded, that the note was given to

secure the support and maintenance of Elizabeth Kirkpatrick,

the widowed mother of one of the makers, during her natural

life, with an agreement, that it should be surrendered at her

death as null and void ; that there was no other consideration

;

and that the said Elizabeth is dead, whereby the consideration

of said note has failed. To this plea the plaintiff demurred

specially, assigning as causes of demurrer: first, that the plea

sets up a verbal contract to vary the terms of a written con-

tract ; second, that it purports to be a plea of total failure of

consideration, wlien in substance it is a plea of partial failure

;

third, that it is uncertain and indefinite. The demurrer was

sustained, and on the trial under the general issue, the plaintiff

recovered judgment. The facts stated in the plea show an

unquestionable defense to the note if they had been pleaded,

not as a failure, but as an original want of consideration. The

law is well settled, that natural affection does not constitute a

valid consideration for a promissory note. See 1 Parsons on

Notes, 178 and 197; HoUiday v. Atkinson^ 5 B. & C. 501;

Pennington v. GiUings^ 2 Gill & J. 208 ; Smith v. Kittridge^

21 Yt. 238; FinTcY. Cox, 18 Johns. 145. Although a sufii-

cient consideration for a deed, it is not so as to an executory

contract.

But the plea does not rely upon this principle, but seems to

treat the note as originally valid, but defeated by virtue of the

parol agreement, through the death of Mrs. Kirkpatrick. The

effect of the note, if it had been originally valid, could not be

destroyed by this parol agreement changing its terms, and

viewed merely in reference to that, and as a plea of failure of
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consideration, it was undoubtedly demurrable. Nevertheless,

that portion of the plea setting up the parol agreement to sur-

render the note, may be rejected as surplusage, and the plea

would still aver tacts showing the note was given without con-

sideration and therefore void. If these facts had been pleaded

as a want instead of a failure of consideration, the ]Aesi would

have been good both in form and substance. As it is, the

defect is rather in the form than in the substance. The demur-

rer was special, alleging only the three grounds above stated.

Inasmuch as the plea averred facts which amounted to a defense,

and was only objectionable for its surplusage, and for having

been drawn as a plea of failure instead of want of consideration,

and as this is not set down as a cause of demurrer, the demurrer

should have been overruled.

Judgment reversed.

Toledo, Peoria and Warsaw Railway Company

V.

The President and Trustees op the Town of Chenoa.

1. Corporation— municipal— charter. Wliere an act of the general

assembly provides that all acts performed for tlie purpose of incorporating a

town sliall be valid ; and that all ordinances wbich it may have adopted, not

repugnant to the Constitution of this State or the United States, shall be bind-

ing, such legislation recognizes the existence of the corporate body, and cures

any irregularities that may have occurred in its organization.

2. Same— their poioers. By the act of February 10, 1849, it is declared,

that the corporate authorities of all towns and cities incorporated under the

general law or under special charters, shall have the same powers as are con-

ft;rred on the cities of Quincy and Springfield, by their charters and amend-

ments thereto. The charter of Springfield confers power to open, widen,

establish, grade or otherwise improve and keep in repair, streets, avenues,

lanes and alleys ; and to pass all ordinances necessary to carry into eflPect the

powers conferred by the charter. Ifeld, that this conferred upon the town of

Clienoa, power to adopt an ordinance punishing by fine, any person who might

obstruct a public street witliin its limits.

14— 43d III.
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3. Same— ordinance— violation of. Where an ordinance prohibited a

railway company from obstructing a public street, by permitting their cars to

remain stationary therein for more than fifteen minutes, but referred to another

ordinance which, as copied in the record, bore date subsequently to the first,

Held, that the town failed to establish any ground for a recovery.

4. PKACTica Where a record comes to this court properly certified, it must

be presumed to be correct, and the case will be tried upon it thus certified.

If, however, either party may wish to have it amended, by the insertion of

some portion omitted by the clerk, or which that officer has copied incorrectly

into the record, he should suggest a diminution of the record, and apply for a

writ of certiorari to have the omitted portion returned, and thus have the

transcript corrected.

5. Same—fine for breacli of ordinance. Under the provisions of the

charters of Quincy and Springfield, any incorporated town may impose a fine

of more than five dollars, but the Constitution limits the jurisdiction of justices

of the peace for fines and penalties to one hundred dollars.

Appeal from the Circuit Court of McLean county ; the Hon.

John M. Scott, Judge, presiding.

This was an action of debt, brought by the president and

trustees of the town of Chenoa, before a justice of the peace,

against the Toledo, Peoria and Warsaw Railroad company,

for the recovery of a penalty for a breach of an ordinance of

the town. Plaintiffs recovered a judgment on a trial before

the justice of the peace. Defendant removed the case to the

Circuit Court of McLean county, and a trial was there had by

the court, a jury having been waived by the parties.

On the trial, plaintiff proved that defendants obstructed one

of the public streets in the town, by permitting their cars to

remain on the track crossing the street, from the 25th till the

26th of January, 1866. The testimony shows that this street

was one of the principal crossings on the east side of the town.

Plaintiff introduced an act of the general assembly legalizing

the acts of the town in organizing the corporation ; also, an

ordinance prohibiting the obstruction of any public street, alley

or crossing, under a penalty of five dollars for each hour such

obstruction shall remain. This ordinance bears date the 11th

of April, 1866. Also, an ordinance which declares that when-

ever railroad cars remain in or upon the crossing of the several
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streets of the town over the space of fifteen minutes, so as to

obstruct the crossing or travel, the same shall be considered a

violation of article 14 of town ordinances, in relation to the

obstruction of streets. This ordinance fixes no penalty, and

bears date the 20th of October, 1865. The court found for

plaintiff ninety-eight dollars, for the time the street was ob-

structed. Defendant entered a motion for a new trial, which

was overruled, and judgment rendered according to the find-

ing ; to reverse which defendant appeals to this court.

Messrs. Ingeesoll & Putekbatjgh, for the appellant.

Mr. O. T. Reeves, for the appellee.

Mr. Chief Justice Walker delivered the opinion of the

Court

:

It is insisted that there is no evidence in the record that the

town of Chenoa was ever incorporated; and hence the presi-

dent and trustees had no power to pass the ordinance, for the

violation of which this suit was brought. By an act of the

general assembly, adopted on the 16th of February, 1865 (Pri-

vate Laws, vol. 2, p. 430), it is declared that all of the acts and

proceedings, done for the purpose of incorporating the town

of Chenoa, be legal and valid ; and all ordinances passed by the

president and trustees of the town, not inconsistent with the

Constitution of this State, or that of the United States, are also

declared to be legal and binding. The act also authorizes the

president and trustees to fix the boundaries of the town, so as to

include any tract of land laid out into town lots. This act fully

recognizes the previous organization of the incorporation, and

cures all defects that may have occurred in its organization.

By the act of February 10, 1849, section 4 (Scates' Comp,

200), it is declared that the corporate authorities of all towns

and cities, incorporated under chapter 25, of the Revised Stat-

utes of 1845, or under any special act, shall have power to pass

all ordinances and by-laws, and possess all the powers author-

ized by the laws and amendatory acts incorporating the cities
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of Quincj or Springfield. This, then, conferred the power

upon the corporate authorities to adopt any ordinance which

was authorized by either of those charters.

The general assembly, at its special session in 1840 (Sess.

Laws, p. 9), conferred on the city of Springfield, by section

nine of article four, the power to open, widen, extend, estab-

lish, grade or otherwise improve and keep in repair, streets,

avenues, lanes and alleys. The second section of article eight,

confers the power, for the purpose of keeping the streets, aven-

ues, lanes and alleys in repair, to compel persons therein

enumerated to labor on the same. Section thirty-six of article

five, confers power to pass all ordinances necessary for carrying

into effect the powers granted by the charter. It would seem

that these provisions confer ample power upon the corporate

authorities of this town, to punish by fine any person who may
obstruct a public street.

The oifense is charged to have been committed on the 23d

day of January, 1866, and the suit was brought to recover the

penalty on the seventh day of the following February. The
ordinance declaring it to be an offfense for a railroad company

to permit their trains or cars to stand upon, and obstruct, any

street in the town longer than fifteen minutes, was adopted on

the 20th of October, 1865, as appears from the transcript filed

in this case. But it prescribes no penalty for a violation of its

provisions ; it, however, refers to article fourteen of the town

ordinances, for the penalty.

When, however, we examine article fourteen of the town

ordinances, as copied into the transcript of the record, we find

it bears date the 11th day of April, 1866, nearly three months

after the offense is charged to have been committed. And we
find that it is recited in the caption which precedes the ordi-

nance, that it was adopted by the board on the 11th day of

April, 1866. And the town clerk certifies at the end of the

ordinance, that he posted three copies on that day. It is sug-

gested by counsel, that this is a mistake of the clerk in copying

the ordinance into the record. It is rather remarkable, that

the clerk should have made the same mistake in both places.
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If the ordinance was adopted in October, 1865, of which wo
have no evidence in tliis record, it may be, that the corporation

clerk made the mistake in furnishing the copy to be incorpor-

ated into the bill of exceptions. If the clerk of the Circuit

Court made the mistake, appellee should have suggested a

diminutioi: of the record, and obtained a writ of certiorari to

correct it, before joining in error. We are bound ro try the

case on the record as it is before us, and as it appears when
the joinder in error is filed. There was then no evidence

before the court so far as this record discloses, that there was

any penalty, or if so, what it was, when this obstruction took

place.

It was held, in the case of Hamilton v. The Town of Carthage^

24 111. 22, that a town incorporated under the general law,

with the powers conferred by the charter of the city of Quincy

or Springfield, may impose a fine for a breach of their ordi-

nances, exceeding five dollars. That the power to impose penal-

ties and fines, was not limited in amount by those charters.

It was, however, held, that the tenth section of the tenth article

of our Constitution, prevented justices of the peace from trying

cases involving fines to a greater amount than $100.

The judgment of the court below must be reversed and tho

cause remanded.
Judgment reversed.

The People ex rel, Silas Livergood

V.

Samuel F. Greer, Gountj Judge of Macon County,

1. Statute—amendment of— Jiow construed. In construing a statute, it

is a well settled rule, that the old law must be considered ; the mischiefs,

inconveniences or hardships produced by it, and then, the remedy proposed by

the amendatory law.

2. Same— construction of— actof\%^5 not applicable to actions for torts.

The act of 1845, relating to insolvent debtors, was only applicable to that

class of debtors, becoming so by contracts into which they may have entered,

and not to arrests on mesne, or final process for torts.
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3. Same— under amended act, 1845

—

imprisonment—how effected. Under

tlie amendatory act of 1845, tort feasors could be imprisoned, if tiie plaintiff in

the action was willing to, and did advance, weekly, the jail charges.

4. Same — right of insolvent debtor— extended to what class of tort feasors

by the act 0/I86I. By the act of 1861, the right to be dealt with as an insol-

vent debtor, was extended to all tort feasors, except those whose torts origi-

nated in malice, or where malice was the gist of the action.

This was an application for a peremptory mandamus against

Samuel F. Greer, county judge of Macon county. The
agreed facts in the case are as follows : In December, 1866,

a ca. sa. was issued out of the Circuit Court of Macon county,

upon a judgment before then recovered in said Circuit Court,

against the relator, and in favor of one Peter Kob, in an

action on the case, for an alleged seduction of Kob's daughter.

That by virtue of said writ of ca, sa. the relator was

arrested, and, at his request, was taken by the sheriff before

the defendant, the county judge of said Macon county. That

thereupon, said relator filed his schedule, verified by affidavit,

and moved said court to appoint an assignee and discharge

him from custody ; the proceedings being based upon the

amendatory act of 1861, entitled, "Insolvent debtors." The

court, upon consideration of the motion, denied the same,

whereupon the relator, by his counsel, prayed an appeal to the

Circuit Court of Macon county, wliich was also refused, and

the relator remanded to custody.

Messrs. Kelson & Roby and J. H, Matheny, for the relator.

Mr. A. J. Gallaghek, for the defendant.

Mr. Justice Breese delivered the opinion of the Court

:

The case presented by this record involves the construction

of the act of 1861, amendatory of chapter 52 of the Revised

Statutes, entitled " Insolvent debtors."

This amendatory act provides that in all cases where any

person is or shall be imprisoned or arrested by virtue of final

process issued upon a judgment rendered in an action of tres-
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pass, or trespass on the case, when said action was founded on

or grew out of a contract express or implied, and when malice

was not the gist of said action, such person shall be entitled to

release his or her body from such arrest or imprisonment, by

scheduling and delivering up his or her property for the benefit

of his or her creditors, including the judgment on which he or

she is held, as aforesaid, in manner and pursuant to the provis-

ions of chapter 52 of the Kevised Statutes of 1845, entitled

" Insolvent debtors." Laws of 1861, p. 1Y8.

In construing a statute, it is a well settled rule that the old

law must be considered, the mischiefs or inconveniencies or

hardships produced by it, and then the remedy proposed by the

new law or statute.

Under the act of 1846, debtors only could be discharged from

imprisonment in the mode therein prescribed; that is, debtors

becoming so by contracts into which they may have entered.

This law was always held as solely and strictly applicable to

that class of debtors ; it had no application to arrests on mesne or

final process for torts. The Peo_ple ex rel. Brennan v. Cotton^

14 111. 414. Tort feasors could be imprisoned and confined in

jail if the plaintiff in the action was willing to advance, and

did advance, weekly, the jail charges. Amendatory act of

1845, Scates' Comp. 587.

This power over a wrong-doer was very great, and if a wealthy

or revengeful man was the prosecutor, he had the right to incar-

cerate his victim, when he might have done the wrong com-

plained of from mere inadvertence, and with no bad design.

This being so, it was deemed proper by the legislature to place

such delinquents on the same footing as debtors by contract,

except in cases where the tort was malicious. A mere wrong,

the leg-islature thought, should be atoned for in the same mode
as a debt, and visited with a penalty no severer. Accordingly,

to carry out this view, the act of 1861 was passed, by which

the right to schedule and become as an insolvent debtor, was

extended to all tort feasors, except those whose torts originated

in malice, or where malice was the gist of the action. This,

we think, was the intention of the legislature, expressed not in
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the clearest language, but jet so clearly as to make the inten-

tion unmistakable.

The wrong for which the judgment was rendered against the

relator, did not originate in malice ; malice was not the gist of

the action for which the recovery was had against him, conse-

quently, under the act of 1861, he had the right to be dealt

with as an insolvent debtor. A peremptory mandaTnus will

issue to the defendant, the county judge of Macon county, as

prayed for in the petition.

Mandamus awarded.

Thomas Fell, impleaded, etc.,

The Boaed of Supervisors of McLean County.

Statutes— act of 1861— concerning tax for equipment of volunteers— con-

struction of. Under the act of 1861, "to encourage the formation and equip-

ment of volunteers." the county of McLean assessed a special tax, and its

board of supervisors appointed a disbursing agent, as required by the law,

and also made an order, directing town collectors to pay over to him this war

tax, which was done, such agent receiving and disbursing the fund. In an

action against the county treasurer on his bond, to recover two per cent of this

tax which he had retained as commissions,— Held, that the tax thus assessed

was a county tax, and as such, should have been paid to the county treasurer

and not to the agent, as ordered by the supervisors, they having no legal power

to make such order. That it must be assumed, that the treasurer would have

received and disbursed the fund if he had been permitted, and having the

legal right so to do, he must be considered as having done it, and entitled to

Lis commissions therefor as provided hj law.

Appeal from the Circuit Court of McLean county ; the Hon.

John M. Scott, Judge, presiding.

This was an action of debt, instituted in the court below, by

the board of supervisors of McLean county, against Thomas

Fell and his sureties, on his bond as treasurer of said county,

to recover a certain sum of money which he had retained as

commissions on a war fund raised by a special tax^ during the
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years 1861, 1862 and 1863, under the act of 1861, entitled an

act, " To encourage the formation and equipment of volunteer

companies."

Tlie further facts in the case are fully stated in the opinion

of the court.

Messrs. Willla^ms & Bure and Mr. W. M. Hatch, for the

appellant.

Mr. W. II. Hanna, for appellee.

Mr. J usTicE Lawrence delivered the opinion of the Court

:

Under the act of the legislature of 1861, entitled "An act to

encourage the formation and equipment of volunteer com-

panies," the county of McLean assessed what was called a

special war fund tax, during the years 1862, 1863 and 1864.

The board of supervisors appointed a disbursing agent, as

required by the law, and made an order authorizing the town-

ship collectors to pay over the special tax, when collected,

directly to this agent. This was done, and this war tax never

went into the hands of the county treasurer. Thomas Fell

was, during these three years, the county treasurer, and on

settling with the board of supervisors, on his retirement from

office, he retained two per cent as his commissions on this war
fund tax. Suit was brought against him on his bond, and the

Circuit Court below, allowed him one per cent. Fell appealed,

and the only question presented relates to these commissions.

However technical the claim may appear, we are constrained

to say that, under the letter of the law, the appellant is entitled

to two per cent commissions. The board of supervisors had

no legal power to direct the town collectors to pay this tax

directly to the disbursing agent. Section 3, article 17 of the

township organization law, Purple's Statutes, page 1148, pro-

vides that " it shall be the duty of the county treasurer to

receive all moneys belonging to the county from whatever

source they inay be derived, and all moneys belonging to the
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State wliicli by law are directed to be paid to him, and to pay

and apply siicli moneys in the manner required by law." Sec-

tion 6, article 20 of the same act, provides that " the warrant

directed to the collector of a town, shall direct the collector, out

of the moneys to be collected, after deducting the compensation

to which he may legally be entitled, to pay over to the com-

missioners of highways the amount of tax collected for the

support of highways and bridges, and to the supervisors of the

town all other moneys which shall have been collected therein

to defray any other town expenses ; to the township treasurers

the school fund tax, and to the county treasurer the State and

county tax collected by them." It is not denied that this war

tax was a county tax, and it is plain from the foregoing pro-

visions that it should have been paid over to the county treas-

urer, and that the board of su^Dcrvisors had no authority to

give it another direction.

The county treasurer is entitled to a commission of one per

cent for receiving, and one per cent for pa^'ing out the county

tax. Laws of 1861, p. 240, § 10. We presume the judgment

of the Circuit Court, allowing one per cent, was rendered upon

the theorj', that as the treasurer legally had the right to receive

this money, he should be considered as having in fact received

it, and as entitled to his commissions therefor ; but inasmuch

as, even if he had received it, he might never have paid it out,

or might only have paid it to his successor in office, in which

last event he would not have been entitled to commissions, it is

not certain he would have earned his one per cent for disburs-

ing, or, that he was prevented from earning it by the unau-

thorized act of the board of supervisors. We do not think,

however, this view is tenable. The treasurer was under heavy

bonds to perform properly the duties of his office. If he had

failed to pay over the money, as required, he and his sureties

would have been liable on his bond. It is fairly to be inferred

from the record, that the money would have been required by

the disbursing ao;ent while Fell was in office, and that none

would have remained in his hands for his successor. It is

reasonable to presume he would have performed the duties of

i
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his office. In the case of the Peojple ex rel. Ballon v. Duhois,

23 111. 547, this court decided, that although the legislature had

relieved a circuit judge of the performance of his duties by

taking from him his judicial territory, they could not deprive

him of his right to his salary during his term of office, and a

mandamus was issued to compel its payment. The two cases

are much alike in principle. It was assumed in that case, as

we must assume in this, that the officer would have performed

his official duties if he had been permitted. We must reverse

and remand this case, with directions to allow the two per cent

commissions.

Judgment reversed.

The People op the State op Illinois ex rel. James

Clemens, Jr.,

V.

George W. Smith, State Treasurer, and 0. H. Miner,

Auditor of Public Accounts.

1. Payment— must he made to the proper person. A, tlie owner of cer-

tain bonds of this State, applied to the State Treasurer for payment of the

accrued interest thereon, which was refused, for the reason that said interest

had been paid to one B, who had presented to the treasurer a power of attor-

ney, properly acknowledged, and purporting to have been executed by A,

authorizing such payment to be made to B. On petition by A for a peremp-

tory mandamus to compel the treasurer to pay said interest to him,— Held

:

It appearing by the evidence that such power of attorney was never executed

by A, and that he is the true owner of the bonds, payment of the interest on

them by the treasurer to another and difierent person does not discharge the

State.

2. If such power of attorney was not a forged one, and made by a

person bearing the same name as A, but not the identical A to whom the

bonds belonged, payment to such person simulating the true owner, is no pay-

ment.

3. In such case the treasurer took the risk of the identity of A, and
hrough his negligence A's identity was not established, and payment waa
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made to the wrong person, it is no discharge of the State to the real party

entitled to it.

4. Where a custodian of money pays it out to the wrong person, of whose

identity he is not assured, such payment, though made to one simulating the

real party, is no bar to recovery by the latter.

5. The State Auditor being a party to the application, through whom alone

the treasurer can pay out money, a peremptory mandamus will issue to the

auditor, requiring him to issue his warrant upon the treasurer for the amount
of interest due.

This was an application to this court for a peremptory writ

of mandamus^ on tlie relation of James Clemens, Jr., against

George W. Smith, State treasurer, and O. H. Miner, auditor

of public accounts. The facts in the case are fully stated in

the opinion.

Mr. James C. Conkling, for the relator.

Mr. Justice Beeese delivered the opinion of the Court

:

This is a petition for a mandamus to compel the State treas-

urer to pay to the relator, James Clemens, Jr., of St. Louis, the

interest due upon certain bonds of this State, held and owned

by Clemens.

The petitioner states, that he is a resident of St. Louis, in

the State of Missouri, and the owner of a bond of this State,

numbered 4983, bearing date July 1, 1847, and payable to peti-

tioner in twenty-three years from date, for the sum of $1,085.76,

with interest at the rate of six per cent per annum, payable in

New Tork, on the first day of January and July of each year

;

that he is also the owner and holder of a bond of the State,

numbered 2150, payable to him in thirty years from July 1,

1847, for the sum of $500, bearing interest at the rate of six

per cent per annum from Jul3^ 1, 1857.

He further states, that on the 23d day of August, 1856, the

sum of $192.16, was paid to him for interest on the first men-

tioned bond, and that is all that he has ever received as interest

on either of these bonds.
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He farther states, that on the 12th . of Februarj^, 1867, he

applied by his attorney to the State treasurer, and demanded
of him, the balance due him for interest on these bonds, which

the treasurer refused to pay.

The demand on the treasurer is fully proved. The treasurer

waives the alternative writ, and ancg;Gs, in justification of his

refusal, that the books and files of his office show, that there

was paid to S. Ilalliday, an agent of the United States Express

company, on the fifteenth of December, 18G2, all tlie interest

which had accrued on these bonds, from 1856 up to July 1862,

amounting to $540.8tl:, the first payment being of the interest

due January 1, 1857. That Halliday presented a power of

attorney to collect this interest, purporting to have been exe-

cuted by James Clemens, Jr., of the city of Philadelphia, Pa.,

on the 8th of December, 1862, and acknowledged before John

B. Thayer, a commissioner of the State of Illinois, for that city.

We are called upon to say, whether this payment discharged

the State.

It is in evidence, that these bonds, described in the petition,

are now, and have always been since their issue, in the posses-

sion of James Clemens, Jr., of St. Louis, Missouri, that he ia

an old resident of that city, and he testifies he was not in Phila-

delphia on the day the power of attorney bears date, and had

not been in Philadelphia in the month of December, for the

past thirty years, and that on the 8th day of December, 1862,

he was in his office in St. Louis, and on that day he drew a

check on a banking house in St. Louis, which check is shown,

and bears the date December 8, 1862. The petitioner, in hig

affidavit, states, he never made a demand for the interest, and

never authorized any person to demand it.

The affidavit of James B. Clemens shows, that he is a clerk

in the office of the petitioner, and was such clerk in 1862, and

that, on the 8th day of December, of that year, the petitioner

was in his office in the city of St. Louis, and drew the check

before spoken of, which the petitioner signed.

Another clerk in petitioner's office in St. Louis, Russel H.

Mather, testifies, that he entered the office as clerk in July,
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1862, and remained as such until the first day of March, 1864,

and daring that time the petitioner "svas not absent for one daj

in the month of December ; that tliis appears from entries in

the books of the office made b}'' petitioner, and one entry made

by him on the 8th day of December, 1869.

Mr. Edwards testifies, that he lias long known the petitioner

and is familiar with his handwriting, and that the name,

"James Clemens, Jr.," signed to the power of attorney,

executed in Philadelphia, is not the handwriting of James

Clemens, Jr., of St. Louis.

There is no question made, that James Clemens, Jr., of St.

Louis, is not the true owner of these bonds. This being so,

the payment of the interest on them to another and different

person, does not discharge the State, on the authority of the

case of Wilson, Ad?nr., v. Alexander, 3 Scam. 392. If the

power of attorney was not forged, but made by a person whose

real name was James Clemens, Jr., but not the identical James

Clemens, Jr., to whom the bonds belonged, then payment of

the interest to this person, simulating the true owner, would

be no payment. The treasurer took the risk of the identity of

the payee, and if, by his negligence in not assuring himself

of the identity, payment has been made to the wrong person,

tlie State remains liable to pay tlie interest to the real party

entitled to it. It is not usual, that a custodian of money, who
knows his duty, and wishes to perform it, pays money to one

of whose identity he is not entirely satisfied. Should he pay

to one simulating the real party, it will be no bar to a recov-

ery by the latter. Graves v. Amerioan Exchange Baiik, 17

K T. 205.

These bonds being the property of the relator, his demand for

the interest due upon them cannot be refused by reason of any

thing shown.

As the auditor has become a party to this application,

through whom alone the treasurer can pay out money from the

treasury, a peremptory mandamus will issue to the auditor

requiring him to issue a warrant on the treasury for the sum of

$540.84:, being the interest due on the bonds described in the
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petition, from the 23d day of August, 1856, to the 1st day of

July, 1862, and on presenting the same at the treasury the

treasurer will pay that amount to the petitioner or his author-

ized agent.

Mandamus awarded.

John H. Gass et dl

V.

Milton W. Howard

1. CoNTiKTJAKCE— affldamt for. Where a cause has been pending in a

court in this State for eighteen months, and a witness resides in another State

when the suit is brought, the party desiring to use his evidence should, with-

out unreasonable delay, proceed to take his deposition. He has no right to

rely upon his promise to attend at the trial, and if he does it is at his own
peril.

3. Same— diligence. Where a suit had been brought in February, and a

witness resided at the time in the State of Indiana, and so continued for some

fifteen months and no efforts appear to have been made to take his deposition,

and an affidavit stating that the witness had left for Oregon by way of the

plains some four months previous to the application for a continuance, and the

affidavit states that the party had no knowledge of his intention of leaving

until he had gone, but that witness promises to return soon after reaching

Oregon, and if he should not the party expects to take his deposition before

the next term of court ; and the affidavit showed no other diligence,

—

Iteld

that such an affidavit is not sufficient to entitle the party to a continuance.

Appeal from the Circuit Court of Vermillion county ; the

lion. Oliver L. Davis, Judge, presiding.

This was an action of assumpsit, commenced on the 21st of

February, 1865, by Milton W. Howard, in the Yermillion Cir-

cuit Court, against John H. Gass and Harvey Sandusky. The
declaration contained a special count upon the assignment of a

note, with the common counts. At the return term, the cause

was continued on the application of the defendants, based on

an affidavit. The general issue was filed together with a num-
Der of special pleas, and after demurrers to pleas and replica-
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tions were disposed of at the next term, issues were formed and

the cause continued.

At the September Term, 1865, the cause was submitted to

the court for trial without the intervention of a jury, by con-

sent of the parties. After hearing the evidence the court took

the case under advisement ; and at the next March Term, set

aside the order submitting the cause and continued it until the

next term.

At the succeeding September Term, defendants filed an affi-

davit made by Goss, in which he states that one Hardrick was

a material witness on the trial of the cause ; that he had for-

merly resided in Indiana, and had, sometime in the month of

May or June, 1866, gone over the plains to Oregon, of which

he had no intimation until the witness was on his way, and that

defendants were thus prevented from taking his deposition. But

the witness had promised to return soon after he had reached

Oregon, and if he should not, he expected to take his deposi-

tion before the next term of court.

The court overruled the motion for a continuance, and defend-

ants excepted.

The cause was then tried by the court and a jury, when a

verdict was found in favor of plaintiff for $483.97, whereupon

defendants entered a motion for a new trial, which was over-

ruled, and judgment rendered on the verdict ; to reverse which

this appeal is prosecuted.

Mr. M. D. Hawes, for the appellants.

Mr. O. L. Davis, for the appellee.

Mr. Chief Justice Walker delivered the opinion of the

Court

:

The refusal of the court below to grant a continuance to

appellants, is urged as a ground of reversal. The suit waa

commenced in February, to the April Term, 1865. At that time

the cause was continued upon the account of Hard rick's absence
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as a witness. At the September Term, 1860, the cause was

submitted to the court for trial, without a jury, by consent of

parties, and the cause was taken under advisement until the

next February Term, when the order of the previous term sub-

mitting the cause for trial was set aside, and the case reinstated

on the docket for trial, and a continuance was entered. And
at the September Term, 1866, the motion for a new trial was

entered and overruled.

We regard the affidavit as fatally defective, in not showing

that appellants had used reasonable diligence. It is stated in

the affidavit that the witness resided in the State of Indiana

previous to his departure to Oregon, and after the suit was com-

menced. This being so, and he being beyond the process of

our courts, appellants had no right to rely upon his attendance

as a witness ; they knew that he could not be compelled to

attend. They also knew, that, being a non-resident, they had

the right to take his deposition. And they have failed to show,

b}" the affidavit, any reason why they had not procured it at

some time within the year and a half which had elapsed after

the commencement of the suit and before the trial. The affi-

davit shows that the witness did not leave for Oregon for some

fifteen months after the suit was brought, and about five months

before the term at which the continuance was asked. The
only excuse made for a failure to do so, is, that the witness had

left before they were aware of the fact, and they were then

prevented from taking his deposition, as he was on the plains.

This is, no doubt, true, but it does not rebut the presumption

that they had previously ample time and opportunity to have

done so, and by slight diligence could have had his testimony.

There was no error in overruling the motion for a new trial,

and the judgment of the court below must be affirmed.

Judgment affirmed.

15— 43d III.
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John Guedel

V.

The People of the State of Illinois.

1. Indictment—for murder— charging the offense— and of variance.

When an indictment for murder cliarged tlie offense as having been commit-

ted by shooting from a gun by means of powder and shot, proof, that the mur-

der was committed by striking the deceased with a gun upon the head, is

inadmissible.

2. Same— the precise nature of the charge must he stated. The law requires,

that a prisoner on trial for murder, shall be fully informed by the indictment,

of the precise nature of the charge against him.

3. Same— mode in which offense was committed— essential part of. The
mode in which the offense was committed, is an essential part of the indict-

ment ; and killing by shooting, and killing by beating upon the head with a

gun, are modes of causing death so essentially unlike, that proof of the one

mode would be inadmissible under an indictment charging the other.

4. Same—when no legal jeopardy. Where a person was indicted for a mur-

der, committed by shooting with powder and shot from a gun, and was acquits

ted, and was afterward indicted for the same murder, and convicted, and in

such second indictment the offense was alleged to have been done by beating

upon the head with a gun,— Held, that the two indictments stated different

offenses, and that the acquittal on the first one, was no bar to the second, the

prisoner never having been in legal jeopardy.

Weit of Eeeoe to the Circuit Court of St. Clair county ; the

Hon. Joseph Gillespie, Judge, presiding.

The facts in this case are fully stated in the opinion of the

court.

Mr. G. B. BuENETT, for the plaintiff in error.

Mr J. B. Hat, for the people-.

Mr. Justice Lawrence delivered the opinion of the Court :

At the May Term, 1866, of the Madison County Circuit

Court, John Guedel, the plaintiff in error, was indicted for

the murder of Adam Zimmerman. The indictment charged

the killing to have been done by striking the deceased upon the
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head with a gun. The defendant pleaded autre fois o.cquit.

The plea set forth that at the October Terra, 1864, of the same

court, the defendant was indicted for the murder of said Zim-

merman, duly tried bj a jury and acquitted. The plea gives

the former indictment, which avers the killing to have been

done by shooting with a gun, charged with gunpowder and

leaden shot. To this plea there was a replication, admitting

the acquittal upon the former indictment, and that the said

Adam Zimmerman in the present indictment mentioned, is the

same Adam Zimmerman mentioned in the former, but averrins:

that "the said felony and murder mentioned in the former

indictment are not the same felony and murder mentioned in

the present indictment, and that the said Adam Zimmerman

was killed and murdered by the said John Guedel in the man-

ner and by the means set forth in the present indictment, and

not in tlie manner and by the means alleged in the said former

indictment."

To this replication the plaintiff in error demurred. The

demurrer was overruled, and on the trial which followed, the

jury found the defendant guilty. No bill of exceptions was

taken, and the only question made in this court is, as to the

correctness of the decision in overruling the demurrer.

The first question to be determined is, whether tlie evidence

upon which the verdict must have been found under the present

indictment, would have been admissible under the former ; that

is to say, whether, under an indictment for murder committed

by shooting from a gun by means of powder and shot, the peo-

ple could be permitted to prove a murder committed by strik-

ing the deceased with a gun upon the head.

The rule in regard to questions of this character is bi'iefly

stated by Greenleaf, with his customary precision, as follows

:

" An indictment describing a thing by its generic term is sup-

ported by proof of a species which is clearly comprehended

within sucli description. 1 Greenl. § 65. In his third

volume, section 140, he again says :
" It is sufficient if the

proof agree with the allegation In its substance and generic

character, without precise conformity in every particular.
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Thus, if tlie allegation be, that the death was caused by etab-

bing with a dagger, and the proof, etc., of killing by any other

sharp instrument ; or if it be alleged, that the death was caused

by a blow with a club, or by a particular kind of poison, or by

a particular manner of suffocation, and the ]3roof be of killing

by a blow given with a stone or any other substance, or by a

different kind of poison, or another manner of suffocation, it is

sufficient ; for, as Lord Coke observes, the evidence agrees with

the eflect of the indictment, and so the variance from the cir-

cumstance is not material. But if the evidence be of death in

a manner essentially diiferent from that which is alleged, as if

the allegation be of stabbing or shooting, and the evidence be

of death by poisoning, or the allegation be of death by blows

inflicted by the prisoner, and the proof be, that the deceased

was knocked down by him and killed by falling on a stone, the

indictment is not supported." We have consulted many of tho

text writers upon this subject, and the same rule, in substance,

with similar illustrations, is laid down by them all. The rule

rests upon various adjudged cases. Thus, where the indictment

alleged, that the prisoner struck the deceased with a piece of

brick, and thereby gave him a mortal wound, and it appeared,

that the blow was given, not with a piece of brick, but with

the fist, and that the deceased fell from the blow upon a piece

of brick, and that the fall caused his death, the judges, on a

case reserved, were unanimously of opinion, that the means of

death were not truly stated. Rex v. Kelly, 1 Moody C. C. 113.

The authority of this decision was afterward recognized in Hex

V. Thompson, id. 139. So where an indictment charged a shoot-

ing with a pistol loaded with gunpowder and a leaden bullet,

and it appeared, that there was no bullet in the room where the

act was done, and no bullet in the wound, and it was proved,

that the wound might have been caused by the wadding, it was

held, that the indictment was not proved. Rex v. Hughes, 5 C.

& P. 126. This case appears to us to push the doctrine of

variance to its extreme verge, and probably we might not be

disposed to follow it to its full extent, but we cite it as illustrat-

ing the principle which we feel obliged to apply to the case
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before us. See also Martin's case, 5 C. & P, 128. In The

People V. Colt^ 3 Hill, N". Y., a more liberal rule was applied,

and it was held, that under an indictment for murder by cut-

ting with a hatchet, or by striking and cutting with an instru-

ment unknown, evidence might be given of shooting with a

pistol. This decision, however, is a departure from the current

of authorities. So far as our researches extend, it stands alone.

In the peculiar position of the present case this doctrine of

variance bears unfavorably upon the prisoner ; but it has its

origin in that tenderness of the law for human life which

requires, that a prisoner on trial for murder shall be fully-

informed by the indictment of the precise nature of the

charge he is called to meet, and we do not deem ourselves at

liberty to depart from the established precedents. We must

hold, that homicide by shooting and homicide by beating upon

the head with a gun held in the hands, are modes of causing

death so essentially unlike, that proof of one mode would be

inadmissible under an indictment charging the other.

But, it is urged by the counsel for the plaintiff in error, that

admitting this, nevertheless the plaintiff in error has been once

indicted for the murder of Adam Zimmerman, and acquitted,

and that he cannot be placed in jeopardy a second time for

the same oflfense. The ans^ver to this is, that, technically, and

in the eye of the law, the offenses described in the two indict-

ments are not the same. The mode in which the killing was

accomplished is an essential part of the indictment, and if two

indictments allege modes of killing so substantially unlike that

the evidence necessary to sustain the one would not be admis-

sible under the other, then they are not indictments for the

same offense, in a legal sense, although they may relate to the

homicide of the same person. The rule is laid down by Bishop

in the first volume of his Criminal Law, section 885, third

edition, as follows: "The jeopardy is not the same when the

two indictments are so diverse as to preclude the same evidence

from sustaining both ;" and, in the next section, he saj-s :
" The

test is, whether, if what is set out in the second indictment

had been proved at. the trial under the first, there could have
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legally been a conviction
; when there could have been, the

second cannot be maintained ; when there conld not, it can

be." In support of this position, the author cites, Hite v. The

State, 9 Yerg. 357 ; People v. Warren, 1 Park. 338 ; People

V. Allen, id. 445 ; Durham v. The People, 4 Scam. 172 ; Com-
monwealth v. Curtis, Thatcher's Crim. Cas. 202. Greenleaf,

in his third volume, section 36, sajs : "The former judgment,

in these cases, is pleaded, with an averment that the oif'ense

charged in both indictments is the same ; and the identity of

the oifense, which may be shown by parol evidence, is to be

proved by the prisoner. This may be generally done by pro-

ducing the record, and showing, that the same evidence which

is necessary to support the second indictment would have been

admissible, and sufficient to procure a legal conviction upon

the first." He cites Arch. Cr. PL 87; Bex v. Emden, 9 East,

437 ; Rex v. Clarh, 1 B. and Bing. 473 ; Rex v. Taylor, 3 B.

& C. 502 ; 1 Ross on Crimes, 832 ; Commonwealth v. Rohy, 12

Pick. 496 ; Rex v. Vandercomh, 2 Leach C. C. 768.

The last cited case is a leading one upon this subject. Mr.

Justice BuLLER delivered the resolution of the judges, and after

referring to 2 Hawk. P. C, ch. 35, § 3 ; Foster, 361 ; Rex r.

Pedley, 1 Leach, 242, stated their opinion as follows :
" These

cases establish the principle, that unless the first indictment

were such as the prisoner might have been convicted upon, by

proof of the facts contained in the second indictment, an acquit-

tal on the first indictment can be no bar to the second."

In Durham v. The People, 4 Scam. 173, this court said

:

" One general rule on this subject we apprehend to be, that

where the facts charged in the second indictment Avould, if true,

have procured a conviction on the first, then the plea of autre-

fois acquit is well pleaded."

In the case at bar, the facts charged in the second indictment

were not admissible in evidence under the first, and could not

legally have produced a conviction on that indictment. The
plaintiff in error has made the record of the proceedings under

the first indictment a part of his plea, and it appears therefrom,

that no evidence was in fact ofi:ered to the jury under that
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indictment. The people's attorney doubtless ascertained, that

his evidence would be legally inadmissible, and declined to

offer it. Had he offered to prove the charge contained in the

present indictment, to wit, that John Gnedel killed Adam Zim-

merman by beating him upon the head with a gun, the evi-

dence as to the mode of perpetrating the homicide would have

been iuadmitsible. The first indictment was not sustainable by

proof of the facts alleged in the second, and it necessarily fol-

lows, that in regard to the offense, that is, the facts charged in

the second indictment, the plaintiff in error has never been

in legal jeopardy. To persons not accustomed to legal distinc-

tions, it may seem a solecism to speak of two indictments as

charging different offenses when they relate to the murder of

the same person, but it is nevertheless undoubtedly true, that,

for the purpose of judicial proceedings, an indictment charging

a murder to have been done by shooting with powder and shot

from a gun, does describe a murder legally different from that

described in an indictment charging the same defendant with a

murder of the same person, by beating him upon the head ; and

this for the reason, that if all the facts charged in the second

indictment were proved or admitted, tlie murder described in

the first indictment would not be legally established so as to

authorize a conviction. One of the material ingredients neces-

sary to a legal description of the offense would be wanting.

The proof might show a murder, but it would not be legally,

and for the purposes of trial and punishment, the same murder

described in the indictment. We must affirm this judgment.

Judgment ajffwmed.

John McDonald
V.

John R. Grandall.

1. Deed— homestead— release of— its effect. Where the owner of land,

residing upon it, since the passage of the amendatory homestead law of 1857,

with his wife, executes a deed of conveyance therefor, but they fail to

reli nquish the homestead exemption ; /ie^fZ, that such a conveyance operated tc
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pass the fee, but suspends its operation until the grantor abandons the prem-

ises, or surrenders the possession to the grantee.

2. Where a party conveys the homestead, and the exemption is not relin-

quished in the mode prescribed by the statute, the grantee does not acquire

such a title as would authorize a recovery in ejectment, or to defend againbt

his grantor still remaining in possession, in an action for trespass to the

premises.

3. Homestead—judgment lien. It is the law of this court, that the

homestead, when occupied by the debtor, as such, is not subject to the lien of a

judgment, and its sale by the debtor and a surrender of the possession to the

purchaser, who was a junior judgment creditor, is valid against a prior judg-

ment.

4. Same— excess above the exemption. Where the homestead exceeds

$1,000 in value, a judgment, mortgage, or deed of trust becomes a lien and

may be enforced against the overplus ; and the same is true of the excess,

where there is a conveyance without a release of the exemption, as the grantee

may enforce his rights to the surplus.

5. Same— homestead exemption not an estate. The homestead act has not

created a new estate, but simply an exemption, and Avhere the holder of the

homestead conveys, without relinquishingf the exemption, he transfers the fee,

but the operation of the deed is susi^ended until the premises are abandoned

or possession is surrendered. The act will not bear the construction, that an

estate is created which may be transferred and held by others than those

specified in the statute. Such was not the legislative intention.

6. Same— sale— possession. Where a sale by a trustee, and the trust deed

under which the sale is made, does not release the homestead exemption, and

the grantee is let into possession, he will hold the premises against a subse-

quent purchaser under a sale on a deed of trust which does release the

exemption.

Appeal from the Circuit Court of Jersey county ; the Hon.

D. M. Woodson, Judge, presiding.

This was an action of ejectment brought by John R. Cran-

dall, in the Jersey Circuit Court, against John McDonald.

The declaration contained two counts, for the recovery of lot

ten, in block six, of Adams' addition to Jerseyville, Illinois.

Plaintiff claimed to own the fee. Defendant filed the general

issue. A trial was had by the court, a jury having been Jis-

pensed with, by agreement of the parties.

It was agreed by the parties, that Joshua Bartlett, on the

4th day of April, 1859, owned the lot in controversy, and on
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tliat day conveyed it to Horatio C. Twombly. That afterward,

on the 23d day of Jnne, 1862, Twombly and wife conveyed tlie

l^roperty to Jnlius G. Koster, in trust, to secure a debt due

from Twombly to plaintiff, for the sum of $324.20, due in six-

months from that date. The deed contained a power of sale

by the trustee in case default should be made in payment of

the debt. In the body of this deed there was a clause releas-

ing the homestead exemption, and the wife acknowledged that

she released her right to the homestead exemption, which is duly

certified by the officer taking the acknowledgment. This deed

was recorded in the proper office on the day it was executed.

Plaintiff also introduced a deed of conveyance from Koster,

the trustee, for the property in controversy, to himself, dated

on the 2Sth of February, 1863. It was admitted on the trial,

that the trustee had given the proper notice, and, that default

had been made in the jDayraent of the money, and- that

Twombly, at the time he executed the deed to Koster, occu-

pied and lived upon the jiremises with his family, aud that the

property in controversy was not M'orth more than $1,000.

The defendant introduced a deed from Horatio C. Twombly
and wife to Nathaniel Twombly, as a trustee for Joshua and

Joseph W. Bartlett, to secure three notes from II. C. Twombly,
with the two Bartletts' securities, for $100, each payable to the

trustees of schools T, 7, N, R. 10 W. in Jersey county. This

deed bears date on the 4:th of April, 1859, and was recorded on

:he 25th day of the following August, in the proper office.

Neither this deed nor acknowledgment releases the homestead

exemption.

Also a deed from Nathaniel Twombly, as trustee, to Joshua

Bartlett, which conveys, for the consideration of $325, the

premises in controversy, dated the 17th of November, 1862.

Likewise, a deed from the trustee to Joshua Bartlett, executed

for the purpose of confirming the former sale and conveyance

to Bartlett, and to cure defects in the previous deed. This last

deed was executed on the 16th of October, 1866. Also, a deed

from Joshua Bartlett and wife, to defendant, dated on the 20th

of December, 1862.
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It further appeared, from the testimony introduced on the

trial, that H, S. Tworably, in 1857, went into possession of the

property under a conveyance from 1^. L. Adams. That to pay

Adams he had borrowed a part of the money from the trustees

of schools T. 7, ^. E. 10 W. That one John Hart became his

security for its payment, and, to indemnify him, Twombly and

wife conveyed to him, the premises in controversy. That on

the 3d of April, 1858, these notes to the trustees were taken

np, and new ones given by Twombly, and Joshua and Joseph

Bartlett, as sureties, and Hart and wife conveyed the premises

to Joshua Bartlett, who, on the next day, conveyed the prem-

ises to H. C. Twombly, and he at the same time executed the

deed of trust to ISTathaniel Twombly to secure the Bartletts

against loss on the notes. That Joshua Bartlett was compelled

to pay the notes and then purchased the premises at the

trustees' sale. And that defendant had been let into posses-

sion under the deed of conveyance from the trustee of whom
he purchased, and that he so occupied the premises.

The court found the issue for the plaintiff, whereupon

defendant entered a motion for a new trial, which was over-

ruled, and judgment rendered for the recovery of the lot. To
reverse that judgment the defendant brings the case to this

court by appeal.

Messrs. Wakren & Pogue, for the appellant.

Messrs. A. L. & E,. M. Knapp, for the appellee.

Mr. Chief Justice Walker delivered the opinion of the

Court

:

In this controversy both parties derive title to the lot in dis-

pute, from the same common source. One H. C. Twombly
and wife, at different times, executed trust deeds to two different -

trustees, to secure debts owing by him to different parties.

Default having been made in payment, each of the trustees at

different times advertised and sold the property, which was

Y,
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purchased by several persons. Appellant claims by purchase

at the sale under the trust deed first executed, which was also

first recorded, and under which he had entered into, and was

holding, possession when this suit was brought to recover the

premises. Appellee claims by a purchase under the trust deed

last executed, and under which it was sold by the trustee in

the mode required by the instrument. Twombly and wife did

not, by the first trust deed, relinquish their riglit to claim the

benefit of the homestead law, but did in the latter. It also

appears, that he was within the provisions of the act, and the

deeds having been made after the adoption of the amendatory

act of 1857, these trust deeds were subject to its provisions.

This, then, presents the question whether a deed executed

subsequently to the passage of the amendatory act of 1857,

without relinquishing the homestead right, is void, or whether

it takes effect, in case the property is surrendered, and the pur-

chaser is put into possession by the grantor. Or may he, after

a sale of the fee, without releasing the homestead, and letting

the purchaser in, sue for, and recover the premises under the

right to claim the homestead. Or can he afterward sell and

convey the homestead right to another, so as to authorize the

second purchaser, to recover and hold the property under the

homestead right, as against the owner of the fee.

In the case of Patterson v. Kreigh, 29 111. 514, it was held,

that when the wife failed to join in the release of the homestead

right, the grantee did not acquire a title such as would author-

ize him to eject the grantor still in possession of the homestead.

In that case it appears, that the grantor was within the provis-

ions of the homestead act. And it was held that the grantee,

not being in possession, could not assert it against his grantor, as

he had never released it in the mode prescribed by tlie statute,

and had not surrendered the possession. Again, in the case

of Best V. Allen, 30 111. 30, it was held, that a purchaser at a

trustee's sale under a trust deed, in which the wife had not

released the homestead right, could not defend an action

brought by the person who executed the deed of trust, and

who had not abandoned or surrendered the possession, for a
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trespass to the premises. Other cases decided by this court

announced the same rule.

It has also been repeatedly held, that the homestead right

was not subject to a judgment lien. That the right could be

transferred with the fee, and the grantee would take it notwith-

standing a judgment was in existence against the grantor when

the conveyance was made. And tliat the sale of the home-

stead, and its surrender to the purchaser, who was a junior

judgment creditor, would be sustained as against a title derived

from a sale under the prior judgment.

It has, however been held, that where the homestead prop-

erty exceeds $1,000 in value, a judgment, a mortgage, or

deed of trust becomes a lien, that may be enforced against the

overplus. So of a conveyance, without a release of the home-

stead exemption, where the value exceeds the exemption, the

grantee can enforce his rights against the surplus, by partition

or otherwise. It is only the right to claim the liomestead, and

to continue to use and enjoy it, that is protected. The ultimate

fee is, no doubt, conveyed by a regular deed, properly acknowl-

edged, although it fails to release the homestead right. But in

such case the fee is subject to the right of the grantor to hold

it as a homestead, in the manner and for the period prescribed

by the statute. Young v. Graffs 28 111. 20. In this case, it

was held, that the premises upon which a debtor held a home-

stead, might be sold under a decree in chancery, subject to the

exemption. The cases which hold that conveyances of the

property without releasing the homestead, do not affect or

transfer the homestead, must be understood as relating to, and

distinguishing between, the fee, the ultimate right of property,

and the exemption created by the statute. That such a con-

veyance passes the title to the premises, but not the right of

possession as against the homestead exemption conferred by the

statute. The grantee may acquire the fee or other estate of

the grantor in the property, but he will retain the right to hold

and enjoy it, unless he abandons or releases it in the mode pre-

scribed in the statute. And in such a case the law will protect

the right until it is released, or abandoned.
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The question then arises, wliether a grantee, by a deed which

fails to release the homestead exemption, becomes invested with

tlie right to hold the premises, when the vendor has abandoned

the possession, ceased to occupy them as a homestead, and

placed his purchaser in possession. As between these parties

there can be no question but that he may. Broion v. Coon, 36

111. 243. But it is contended that the homestead right is a

species of estate, that can onlj^ be released by a deed of convey-

ance. In the various cases which have heretofore come before

the court, where the right has been protected as against grantees

and judgment creditors, the vendor or the debtor has been in

possession of the homestead, never having abandoned it, or

placed the purchaser in possession. The question has not pre-

viously arisen between two voluntary grantees, in the convey-

ance to one of whom the exemption was released, and not to

the other. In the case of Green v. Marhs, 25 111. 221, it was
held, that the debtor being entitled to the benefit of the act,

could sell the premises, and transfer the possession free from a

judgment lien, as none attached. And in the case of Bliss v.

Clarh, 39 111. 590, it was held, that the grant of the homestead

to a junior judgment creditor, with a surrender of the posses-

sion, would hold against a sheriff's deed, on a sale made under

a prior judgment, whilst the premises were occupied as a home-

stead by the debtor.

When the grantor conveys the premises and places the

grantee in possession of the homestead, we must hold that he

thereby abandons it and the right to insist upon the exemption.

The abandonment of the homestead is one of the means pro-

vided in the statute by which the right may be lost, and when
he surrenders possession to his grantee he unmistakably aband-

ons the homestead, although the deed does not contain a release

of the right.

It is, however insisted, that the homestead act has created a

new estate previously unknown to the law, Avhich is claimed to

be separate and distinct from the fee or other estate. That the

homestead right, as distinguished from the homestead itself,

may be sold and conveyed separately from the fee, and the
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grantee succeed to the right of possession during the life of the

head of the family, or those entitled to claim its benefit, had
the sale never been made. We have seen, that the rio'ht to

claim the benefits of the act may be lost by abandoning the

homestead. When the holder conveys the premises without

releasing the benefit of the act, it may be claimed by him or

those specified in the act, until he abandons the homestead

or surrenders its j)ossession to the grantee. When he has done

either, then the right ceases, and the conveyance before made,

and which conveyed the fee, but tlie operation of which was

suspended to acquire possession, becomes operative for the pur-

pose for which it was executed, unless otherwise defective.

If a construction should be given to this act, tliat it created

an estate, which could be conveyed to, and enjoyed by, others

after the owner has conveyed the fee, abandoned the premises,

and they had ceased to be his home, then the provision of the

statute which declares that the right shall cease when the home-

stead is abandoned would be virtuallj^ abrogated ; such could

not have been the design of the law makers. It is manifest,

that they intended only to protect the debtor or the vendor so

long as he or his family remained in the possession, and not

liis grantees of the right, after selling the fee and abandoning

the property as his home.

In this case, tlie grantor let the purchaser under the first deed

of trust into possession, and although he and his wife had not

relinquished the homestead exemption by that deed, still tlie

conveyance to the purchaser at the trustee's sale, when he was

let into possession, became operative to hold the premises

against the grantor or his subsequent grantees, either wntli or

wdthout a release of the homestead exemption. The operation

of the first deed was to pass the fee when it was executed, but

only suspended the power to acquire possession until the

homestead was abandoned or possession delivered under the

deed. Possession was delivered in this case to the purchaser

under the first deed of trust, and the purchaser under the

second deed, failing to acquire the fee, obtained no right to

hold the premises as against the first grantee, by procuring
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a release of tlie liomestead exemption in the junior deed of

trust. That conveyed no seperate estate, but simply estopped

the grantors from claiming the benefit of the act as against the

purchasers from the trustee, under the junior deed of trust.

When the second deed of trust was cut off by a sale under the

first, the fee and the release of the homestead by that deed

both failed together. When the first purchaser was let in, he

thereby united his fee to the right of possession, and could

assert them against his grantor, and all of his subsequent

grantees. The judgment of the court below is therefore

reversed and the cause remanded.

Judgment reversed.

Feanklin L. Rhoads, Executor, etc.,

V.

Martha H. Rhoads et al.

1 GUAKDIAN AD LITEM— apiwintment of. When the record shows the

appointment of a guardian ad litem, but no motion therefor, nor prayer there-

for in the bill, such appointment will be considered the act of the court on its

own motion, which it might make, sua sponte.

2. Same— answer of— not binding on infants. A guardian ad litem cannot

bind the infants by any thing he may do, or admit in his answer.

3. Same— need not he related to infants. Under our practice it is not

necessary that the person appointed as a guardian ad litem, should be a rela-

tive of the infants.

4. Same— appointment of— on plaintiff's motioji. Where the minors are

not brought into court, and one of them is within one year of being of age, it

Avould not be proper to appoint a guardian ad litem, on the motion of the

plaintiff's counsel, as he is not the person to name such guardian.

5. Executor— one appointed as executor, merely, docs not become a guard-

ian. Where a person is named in a will as executor, merely, he does not in

virtue of such appointment, become testamentary guardian of the infants.

6. Guardian ad litem— must answer before final decree is entered. Where
a guardian ad litem has been appointed, it is error for the court to enter a final

decree against the infants without requiring an answer from such guardian.

7. Same— must defend the interests of the infants. The rule is inflexibJ><

that a guardian ad litem must defend the interests of the infants as vigorruSiy
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as the nature of the case will admit. It is his special duty to submit to the

court every question involving the rights of the infants affected by the smt.

8. iKFAisfTS— rights of— in suits against. A bill cannot be taken as con-

fessed against infants, under any circumstances, nor their interests decreed

away Avithout aJi answer by their guardian ad litem, or on full proof. A
default cannot be entered against them, nor can any thing be admitted, but

every thing must be proved against infants, and the record must furnish proof

to sustain a decree against them, whether the guardian ad litem has answered

or not.

9. Writ of errok— where there are adult and infant defendants. Where

there are adult and infant defendants, and the writ of error is in fact prose-

cuted by the adults alone, they cannot assign for error those proceedings

which only affect the interests of the infants.

10. Testator—poioer of disposition of estate unlimited. Under our statute,

the power of the testator to dispose of his estate is unlimited, both as to per-

son and object.

11. Same—may pass by Ids children. A testator of sound mind may pass

by his own children, in making a testamentary disposition of his estate.

12. Same— may prescribe the time and mode of enjoyment. And he may

prescribe the time and mode in which the bounty shall be enjoyed, provided,

that in so doing, he contravenes no weU recognized and admitted principle of

public policy, or rule of right.

13. Devise — savoring of a perpetuity. The law abhors every disposition

of property which savors of a perpetuity.

14. Same— of executory limitation. But an executory limitation to a life,

or any number of lives, and twenty-one years afterward, is valid.

15. Where a testator disposed of his whole estate, devising it to executors

in trust for all of his children, one-half of whom at the time of his death were

adults, the proceeds of the etstate to be invested and re-invested in government

bonds, and at the expiration of fifteen years after the testator's death, the

estate, with its accumulations, to be divided equally among them ; held, that

such disposition was clearly within the testamentary power.

16. Will— within the power of testator to make— will not be disturbed:

The will being such an one as the testator had the power to make, it will iiot

be disturbed ; and devisees under it can only come into the enjoyment of

their respective shares, in the mode prescribed by the will.

17. Same— icheii time of payment may be anticipated. In such a case, a

20urt of chancery, on a proper case being made out, has the power to order

the trustee to anticipate the time of payment under the will, so far as it may
be necessary for the maintenance of the devisees ; but its power extends no

further. And such action in no wise tends to subvert the will, the court hav-

ing the power to do, what it is evident from the will that the testator would

do if he were living.
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Weit of Error to the Circuit Court of Gallatin county ; the

Hon. Wesley Sloan, Judge, presiding.

The facts in this case are fully stated in the opinion.

Messrs. Raum & Christy, for the plaintiff in error.

Messrs. Olney & Landsen, for the defendants in error,

Mr. Justice Breese delivered the opinion of the Court

:

John T. Jones, of Gallatin county, on the 30th day of

March, 1863, made his last will and testament, by the first

clause of which, he appointed his widow, Hannak M. Jones,

his executrix, and his son-in-law, Franklin L. Rhoads, the

plaintiff in error, his executor. By the second clause, he

directed, that as soon as it could properly be done, his execu-

trix and executor should invest the sum of $25,000, which he

then had on hand, in cash, in United States bonds, bearing

interest, to be held by them, in trust, for tlie purpose, and dur-

ing the period thereafter fixed. By the third clause, he

directed his executors, as soon as in their judgment it should

be proper, to sell certain bonds of the State of Tennessee,

which he tlien had on hand, seventeen in number^ and invest

the proceeds in interest-bearing bonds of tlie United States, to

be held in trust, as thereinafter specified. By \\\e fourth clause,

he devised and bequeathed to his executrix and executor, to be

held in trust, as thereinafter expressed, certain United States

seven-thirty bonds, which he then had on hand, amounting to

$25,000, and all his estate and property of every kind and

character, rights, money, credits and efifects, personalty and

real estate ; and he, thereby, gave and granted to his executrix

and executor full power and authority, to collect any and all

the debts due to him in the same manner that he could do

himself, and to sell any and all of his personal property, lands

or other real estate in such manner, at such times and upon

such terms, as they in their judgment and discretion should

determine, and to convey, by deed, such lands and other real

estate as they might sell under this power. He, also, by the

16— 43d III.
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same clause, willed, that all this property, rights, credits and

effects, should be held by his executrix aud executor, in trust,

for and during the period of fifteen years, from and after his

death, for the purpose of investing the same, and all money

which may be received by them in any way, as the proceeds

of sales of land, or other real estate, or personal property, or

in the collection of debts, or which might in any manner

arise out of his estate, in United States bonds, bearing interest.

By ih.Q fifth clause, he desired, that all interest accruing upon

bonds, or in any other way, should be promptly invested in

United States bonds, bearing interest, declaring his object to

be, to have all his estate, so soon as might be, invested in

interest-bearing government bonds, and all accumulations re-

invested in the same way, so as to. increase his estate as much
as possible in the mode indicated, during the existence of the

trust, for the benefit of his wife and children ; with the distinct

understanding, that his executrix and executor should retain in

their hands, at all times, sufiicient means to provide for the

proper support of his wife and her family, and for the educa-

tion of his youngest children, the amount proper for such pur-

poses to be left to their judgment and discretion. He then

declares, that his executrix and executor shall have all the

powers and discretion, not therein expressly set forth, necessary

to enable them to wind up the business of his estate, and to

execute the trust delegated to them, according to the true

intent and meaning of his will ; but he wished it to be dis-

tinctly understood, as expressly enjoined on them, that all

investments in bonds or stocks, must be in United States bonds,

bearing interest. Tlho, sixth clause, requires his executrix and

executor to pay over at once to William L. Caldwell, his son-

in-law, if he should wish to go into business, the sum of $5,000.

to be charged against his daughter Mary, as an advancement,

etc. He then declares, " At the end of fifteen years from and

after his death, the trust, thus created, shall cease, and all his

estate then to be distributed among his wife and children in

this manner, viz. : The sum of $10,000 to be paid to his wife,

to be held by her as her absolute property; the remainder of
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his estate to be divided among his children, according to the

laws of this State, each one of the children to be charged with

such sums as have been or may be charged against them as

advancements."

The remaining portions of the will provide merely for exe-

cuting the trust in case of the death of either the executrix or

executor named in the will, or both.

To this will was a codicil, executed on the 31st day of March,

1863, only important as showing the confidence the testator

had in the persons appointed to execute the trust, by directing,

that neither of them should be required to give any bond or

security whatever, for the proper execution of the trust.

The testator died on the 5th day of April, 1863, and his

widow Hannah, on the 3d day of September, following.

Since her death, the plaintiff in error, Franklin L. Ehoads, as

surviving executor, has thus far executed the trusts under the

will.

Eight children survived the testator and his Madow, five of

whom are now adults, and defendants in error, the other three

are minors, and are with Franklin L. Rhoads, the plaintiff in

error, included in the writ of error.

The adults filed their bill in chancery, in the Gallatin Cir-

cuit Court, at the August Term, 1866, setting foi'th, that the

surviving executor had sold all, or nearly all, the j)ersonaI

property, and some of the real estate, and had collected a por-

tion of the debts, and had invested the money, amounting to

$120,000, in United States bonds, bearing interest, and also

alleging, that of the real estate, there remained unsold forty-

five town lots, and fifteen thousand eight hundred and twenty-

eight and one-half acres of land ; and suggesting, that the

minor children cannot be prejudiced by a division of the mon-

eys and bonds and lands of the estate, and that the executor

holds notes due the estate, which are available for more than

$25,000, some of them due and payable, and others to fall due,

and all drawing interest from six to ten per cent, and that the

support and education of the minors will uot cost more than

$10,000 and alleging, thfit BasJ- fl. J ',:,«£, one of the children,
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has no msans whatever, except his interest in this estate, and

has no trade or profession, and has a family to support, and

that William L. Caldwell is dead, leaving no property beyond

the payment of his debts, and his widow, Mary, one of the com-

plainants, has only about $1,000, besides her interest in this

estate, and has a family of three children, the eldest of whom
is not ten years of age ; they prayed the court that the plaintiff

in error, and the minor children should be made defendants,

and that they be required to answer the bill, and that the sur-

viving executor shall state fully the then condition of the

estate, showing the amount of money and bonds on hand, and

the description of the lands belonging to the estate, and that

upon a final hearing, the court would direct the executor to pay

to each complainant one-eight part of the money and bonds

on hand, and require him to make yearly settlements with the

County Court, and pay the moneys remaining on hand to the

parties entitled thereto, and who may have attained their

majority, and as each minor arrives at full age, the executor be

required to pay such person his or her interest in those moneys

and bonds, deducting the advancements made in all cases ; and

they also prayed for a partition of the real estate, and for the

appointment of commissioners to make partition, and for gen-

eral relief. "William G. Bowman was appointed guardian ad

litem, for the infant defendants.

The executor filed his answer, admitting all the material facts

alleged in the bill, and alleges, he paid William L. Caldwell

$5,000 on the 11th of May, 1863, and Basil H. Jones $1,500

on the 31st of May, 1865, in obedience to an order of the

court.

The executor denies, that the children of the testator are the

only persons who have any interest in the trust fund, and he

denies, that each one of them has one-eight part of the same,

and submits the question, whether or not the entire estate of

the testator does not, by the terms of the will, vest absolutely

in the executor, as trustee, for the period of fifteen years from

the death of the testator ; and whether any part of the property,

real or personal, vests in the children prior to the termination
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of the trust ; and whether the property does not then vest in

the children according to the number then living, to be distri-

buted among them, according to such laws of this State as may
be then in force.

The executor admits, he has sold nearly or quite all of the

personal property, that he has collected some of the debts, and

has sold some of the real estate, and has invested the proceeds

in bonds, and has on hand $119,000, in United States bonds,

bearing interest, and about $1,000 in money. He admits he

holds promissory notes, and other evidences of indebtedness,

due by divers persons, but cannot say how much is collectable,

but believes enough can be collected to support and educate

the minor children, and thinks $10,000 will be sufficient for

that purpose. He submits to the court, first, whether it is the

law, that the trust created by the will can be declared void for

the single reason, that no person is to participate in the division

of the estate except the children of the deceased ; second,

whether the trust shall be destroyed, and the estate divided,

because one or more of the heirs may, from time to time, be in

necessitous circumstances, which could justify the chancellor in

relaxing the stringent provisions of the will, by providing relief

for those requiring aid, and, finally, shall the trust be destroyed

without attacking the will itself, for the mere convenience of a

part of the heirs in the absence of a necessity therefor. He
admits he has no personal objection to a division of the estate,

if consistent with law, and he can be held harmless. He
believes the testator, in making the will, had the prosperity of his

heirs in view, and that, in carrying out the will, he is actuated

by conscientious motives, and will cheerfully conform to orders

of the court, but will do no act refiecting upon the validity of

the will, or the trust created by it.

The cause was submitted on the bill, answer, exhibits and

proofs. During the progress of the cause, the court made an

order for the payment to Basil H. Jones of $1,000, and directed

the same to be charged to him as an advancement.

The court found, that plaintifi" in error had in his hands as

trustee for the eight children of the testator, bonds amo-jr ting
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.to $122,000; that there had been advanced to four of them,

various sums of money, amounting in the aggregate to more

than $14,000, and the court found, that testator devised all his

estate, real and personal, for the use and benefit of his eight

children, and that each of them was then entitled to, and was

the owner in fee-simple of, the undivided eighth part of the real

estate specified.

The court then ordered, that the trustee, plaintiff in error,

pay to each of the adults, a sum of money, which, with what

they had received, would make the sum $17,000, for each of

the infant children, and that the executor, as their testamentary

guardian, invest the principal, interest and accumulations of

each of these sums of $17,000, in the name, and for the benefit

of the infants, respectivelj^,- and separately ; and as to such

suras, the testamentary guardian shall carry out the require-

ments of the will, until they shall respectively arrive at full

age, the boys to the age of twenty-one, and the daughter, Fannie,

until she arrives at the age of eighteen years, and as each minor

arrives at full age the guardian shall pay the sum of $1 7,000,

with all interest and accumulations to each person. It was

further ordered and decreed, that the executor make report to

the next term, of his actings and doings as such executor and

trustee, showing the assets which have come to his hands,

including all moneys, and also what credits he may be entitled

to, and the amount of United States bonds, and money then on

hand belonging to the trust fund. It was also decreed, that all

the lands be partitioned, if partition can be made tvithout great

prejudice to the owners, and commissioners were appointed to

make such partition, and to report to the next term.

To reverse this decree the record is brought to this court,

and the followins; errors assisrned :

1. The court erred in appointing a guardian ad litem for the

minor defendants, in the absence of a prayer in the bill for the

appointment gf such guardian.

2. The court erred in not requiring or permitting F. L.

Rhoads, testamentary guardian, to defend for said minors.

3. Having appointea a guardian ad litem^ for the minoi
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defendants, the court erred in entering a final decree without

requiring such guardian to answer for the minors.

4. The court erred in entering a final decree requiring a

division of the money and lands of the estate of John T.

Jones, deceased,— First, because the validity of the will of

deceased was not called in question. Second, because the will

of deceased, wliereby he bequeathed his entire estate of real

and personal property to Franklin L. Rhoads, the plaintiff in

error, in trust for fifteen years, for the benefit of the heirs of

the deceased, then to be divided among them according to the

laws of Illinois, is not contrary to public policy, or in violation

of the law. Third, because the title of property so bequeathed

by deceased, is vested in the trustee, F. L. Rhoads, and not in

the heirs of deceased. Fourth, because in construing the will

of deceased, the intention of the testator must be the govern-

ing principle ; and, before the court could be justified in order-

ing a division of the estate contrary to the terms of the will, it

must appear, that there is some grave necessity compelling such

division, and in this case such necessity does not appear to

have existed. Fifth, because it was the evident intention of

the testator to provide a home for his younger children ; and

the decree deprives such younger children of a home, by order-

ing a division of the liomestead. Sixth, because it was the

evident intention of the testator to provide support and educa-

tion for the younger children out of the general trust fund

;

and the court, in dividing the estate, failed to make an order

and certain provision to carry out that portion of the will.

5. The court erred in not fixing the compensation of F. L.

Rhoads, plaintiff in error, as trustee of said estate.

The errors most important in this assignment, will be noticed,

if not in detail, will be so considered, that the views of this

court, on the main questions presented, will be fully understood.

As to the first three errors assigned, they relate to the prac-

tice in such cases. It appears from the record, that William

G. Bowman was appointed guardian ad litem for the infant

defendants, although there was no prayer in the bill, asking for

such an appointment.
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It is usual to insert sucli a prayer in the bill, and it is the

better practice. It is not unusual, in the practice of our

courts, to make such appointment on motion of either party.

This record does not show, that any such motion was made.

The only entry therein, on this matter, is, after entitling the

cause, this order, " ordered that William G. Bowman, Esq., be

appointed guardian ad litem for the minor defendants, and it

is further ordered, that the defendants be ruled to answer.

And now comes Franklin L. Rhoads and files his answer, and

the said Rhoads files his motion for allowance as executor of

the estate of John T. Jones, deceased."

The appointment of a guardian ad litem is something more

than mere form, although such guai'dian cannot bind the infant

by any thing he may do, or admit in his answer, yet we would

not be inclined to reverse a decree where the record showed the

appointment, but no motion for such appointment, nor prayer

therefor in the bill, believing the court might, sua sjjonte^

make the appointment.

By the English practice, and in some of the courts of

(jhancerj' in tliis country, the appointment is made by the

oourt, of the nearest relative of the infants not concerned in

point of interest in the matter in question. This person

appointed, William G. Bowman, does not appear by the

record to be a relative of the minors, wliich, under our

practice, is not objectionable. If the record showed, that he

was appointed on the motion of tlie complainants, without the

minors being brouglit into court, one of whom was within one

year of being of age, this would be contrary to the most

approved usage, and be a mark of inexcucable inattention, as

the adversary counsel is not the person to name the guardian

to defend the infants. Cooper's Eq. 109 ; Blc. of U. S. v.

Ritchie et al., 8 Peters, l-iS ; Knickerlocker v, De Freest^ 2

Paige, 304 But, considering it the act of the court, without

the interference of the complainants, and on its own motion,

we are not disposed to consider it as error.

How Rhoads became testamentary guardian, we are at a loss

to perceive. He is not made so by the testator's will, nor is he
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such in virtue of his appointment as executor ; of course, then,

he could not defend for the minors, and the action of the court

was proper in appointing a guardian ad litem, but there should

be some evidence, that the person appointed a'ccepted the trust,

which this record does not furnish. ISTo answer is filed by him,

nor plea, nor any defense made of any kind, nor any formal

acceptance, one or the other of which should appear on the

record. This brings us to the consideration of the third error,

that the court having appointed a guardian ad litem, erred in

entering a final decref^ without requiring an answer from such

guard u\n.

The rule is inflexible in this State, that the guardian ad litem

shall make a defense of the interests of the infant as vigorous

as the nature of the case will admit. Sconce v. Whitney, 12 111.

150 ; Mios V. Cajpps, id. 255. It is understood to be the special

duty of such guardian to submit to the court, for its considera-

tion and decision, every question involving the rights of the

infant affected by the suit. This is the scope of the decisions

in those cases above referred to, and is so distinctly announced

in Dow V. Jewell, 1 Foster (N. H.) 486, and in Knickerboclcer

V. DeFreest, 2 Paige, 304, cited supra. A bill cannot be taken

as confessed against infants under any circumstances, nor their

interests decreed away without an answer by the guardian ad

litem, or on full proof. Nor can a default be entered against

them. McClay, Administrator, v.Norris, 4 Gilm. 370 ; Cost v.

Rose, 17 111. 276 ; Chaffi^n v. Heirs of Khnball, 23 id. 36 ; and

it is further held, that notliing can be admitted, but ever}' thing

must be proved, against an infant. Hitt v. Ormsbee, 12 id. 166
;

Hamilton v. Oilman, id. 260 ; Tuttle v. Garrett, 16 id. 354

;

lieddick v. President of the State Banh, 27 id. 148 ;
and strict

proof is required, and the record must furnish proof to sustain

a decree against them, whether the guardian ad litem, answers

or not. Masterson v. Wiswotild et ux., 18 id. 48 ; Chajffin v.

Heirs of Kimball, supra j Tihhs v, Alleoi, 27 id. 129.

It may be said by defendants in error, that this proceeding,

and the decree thereon, were for the benefit of the infants, but

the record fails to furnisli any evidence of that. .N^ot a particle
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of proof is found in the record, tliat it would benefit the infants

to disturb the will of tlie testator in the manner sought, or that

thej would be benefited by putting under their control a large

body of lands, much of it unproductive, on which they would

be required to pay the annual taxes, and without any guardian

to advise and direct them in its proper management.

It does not, however, appear, that the infimt defendants have

joined in prosecuting this writ of error, although the writ

appears to have been sued out in their names jointly, with that

of Franklin L. Rhoads, tlie executor, but they do not assign

errors. In the case of Tihhs v. Allen, su'pra^ it was held, the

writ of error being prosecuted by two of the adult defendants

only, they could not assign as error such proceedings of the court

below as aff'ect the infant defendants only. The plaintiffs in

error cannot be injured by any proceedings against the infants,

however irregular they may have been. 27 111. 125.

These, however, are all of them unimportant questions in this

case. The great question remains to be considered, as involved

in the fourth error assigned, which is this : The court erred in

entering a final decree, requiring a division of the money and

lands of the testator for the reason, principallj^, that it was in

direct opposition to the will of the testator.

On this assignment of errors, the merits of the wdiole case

are brought before this court. !New and important questions

are raised by it, and doctrines maintained by the counsel for

the defendants in error in regard to the construction of wills,

requiring us to look attentively and searchingly into the books

cited as authority on the several points made by the parties.

The counsel for the plaintiff in error insists, that this decree

can be sustained onlj^ upon one of two grounds : First, that the

will of the testator creating a trust to endure fifteen years after

his death, is contrary to the policy of the law, and tlierefore

voidable ; or, second, that the provisions of the will in reference

to the management of the estate, are merely directory, and may
be altered or abrogated according to the discretion of the court.

The defendants in error contend, that the children of the

testator are the only beneficiaries under the will, and that on
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the deatli of the testator the interest in the property vested

absohitelj in them, with no limitation over, or conditional

interest in anj other persons, and that tlie interest of no one

of the children is contingent. Tliej insist, that all that part

of the will making the trust and providing for sales, accumu-

lations, etc., was intended to secure to the children the entire

fund, with its accumulations, the sole object being, that his

children should have all his property ; and that all else in the

will is directory merely— that a mode is provided by which his

object shall be attained. Thus, it will be seen, the parties

before us, are directly opposed, and it is for this court to decide

between them. •

The first question presented, involves the power of the tes-

tator to make the will in question, with the provisions in it in

regard to accumlations, and their investment and re-investment.

To determine this, reference must be had to our statute confer-

ring the power to devise estates by will. Here, it will be seen,

the power is conferred in plain language :
" Every person aged

twenty-one years, if a male, or eighteen jeam, if a female, or

ttpivard, and not married, being of sound mind and memory,

shall have power to devise all the estate, right, title and inter-

est in possession, reversion or I'emainder, which he or she hath,

or at the time of his or her death shall have, of, in and to any

lands, tenements, hereditaments, annuities or rents charged

upon or issuing out of them, or goods and chattels and

personal estate of every description whatsoever, by will or

testament."

It will be perceived, this power is unlimited as to person or

object, and we have held, if the testator be of sound mind and

memory, he may pass by his own children on making a testa-

mentary disposition of his estate. Heiiser et al. v. Harris^ Ex.^

et al, 42 111. 425.

This being so, we are at a loss to perceive, if a testator can

select the objects of his bounty, why he cannot also prescribe

the time and mode in which that bounty shall be enjoyed, pro-

vided always, in so doing, he contravenes no well recognized

and admitted principle of public policy, or stubborn rule of
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right. From the earliest times, com'ts of justice have set

themselves against such a disposition of property by will as

would have the effect to tie u|) the land and capital of the

country, obstructing thereby the free and active circulation of

])roperty, checking the improvement of the land and rendering

its acquisition difficult ; and, in short, to every disposition of it

savoring of a perpetuity, which the law abhors. Yet, notwith-

standing this, it has never been denied, so far as we are

advised, that an executory limitation to a life or any number

of lives in being, and twenty-one years afterward, is valid.

Can it be doubted, that a testator, with a family of children,

some of them grown, married and settled in life, and others of

them infants, may devise his estate to executors with power to

sell and convert it into money to be put at interest, and so

remain until the youngest child, then not one day old, shall

arrive at full age, and then the fund to be divided equally

among all the children ? In such case, which is but an ordi-

nary limitation in strict settlement, no court would hold, that

it was void for remoteness; yet, the time of enjoyment, by the

beneficiaries, is more remote than that fixed by this will.

Defendant's counsel start with the proposition, that, " where

moneys are directed to accumulate until the beneficiaries

arrive at an age beyond adult age, they may have the fund on

arrival at adult age, and that this is settled beyond contro-

versy." The authorities to which he refers, are, Williams on

Executors, 119 • Lewis on Perpetuities, 528 to 531, and note

p ; Saunders v. Vantier, 4 Beavan, 115, and S. C. in 1 Craig

(fe Philips, 240 ; note 4, p. 248 ; Jossellyn v. Jossellyn, 9 Simon,

63 ; Leeming v. Sheratt, 2 Hare, 21, and note 1 ; Roche v.

Roche, 9 Beavan, QQ^ and GuHis v. Lakin, 5 id. 155.

The reference to Williams cannot be accurate, as at the page

indicated (119), in the brief and argument of defendants'

counsel, the author is treating of the release of debts by lega-

cies ; and therewith, of the effect of appointing a debtor or a

creditor to be executor.

We have looked into all the reported cases cited above which

we have at command, and do not find any one of them support-
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ing the broad doctrine insisted npon by defendants' counsel.

And we have also referred to Lewis on Perpetuities, and note

jp.^ in which the doctrine of Saunders v. V((niier, 1 Craig and

Philips, 240, S. C, 4 Beavan, 115, and oi Josselhjn v. Jossellyriy

9 Simon 63, is' discussed.

The author of note^ refers to the remarks of a recent writer

(Hargrave) on the " Thellason act " (39 and 40 George III, ch.

98), directed against perpetuities. This writer maintains, that

in the cases of Jossellyn v. Jossellyn, and Saunders v. Yantier,

" all consideration of this act was excluded, the court proceeding

to the construction of the testator's will precisely as if that act

had not passed, and having in each case held, that the infant

took an immediate vested interest in the legacy, ordered the

fund, with its accumulations, to be transferred to the infant on

his attaining twenty-one years of age ; although the testator

had directed the accumulation to continue in the former case,

until the donor had attained to twenty-four, and in the latter,

until he had attained twenty-five years of age; and although

in both cases, the accumulation, as directed by the testator,

would not have exceeded the statutory limits."

The author of the note insists, that the true ground of the

decisions in these cases is, that "the legacies being vested at

once, and there being merely a postponed enjoyment, without

any gift over, in the event of the legatees not attaining such

full enjoyment, the consequences of the right of property

inevitably attached ; one of which was, the power to assume an

absolute control over, and therefore to demand a transfer of the

fund immediately on attaining majority; it being open to the

legatee, either to allow the accumulations to proceed until his

attainment of the age specified in the will, or (as the attain-

ment of a particular age was not of the essence of the gift) to

anticipate the accumulations by taking the fund into his own
hands, immediately the law gave him the power of affecting or

disposing of his property. And he says, that this is the projjer

interpretation of the decisions in question, on one of the cases

again coming before the court (4 Beavan, 115), is conclusively

established by the observation of Lord LAJsroDAiE, to the effect^
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that where a legacy is directed to accumulate for a certain

period, or where the payment is postponed, the legatee, if he

has an absolute indefeasible interest in the legacy, is not bound

to wait until the expiration of tliat period, but may require

payment the moment he is competent to give a valid discharge."

We are at a loss to perceive the analogy between these cases

—(and the others cited by defendants' counsel are of the same

character)—and the one now before us. In this case, we are not

dealing with legacies, or with remainders or residuums of an

estate, but are called upon to uphold or overthrow the scheme

adopted by the testator, for the disposal of his whole estate,

ISTo legacy is left to any one, unless the devise of $10,000 to

his widow shall be considered a legacy, nor is any residuum or

remainder spoken of, or treated of by the testator. He was

disposing of his whole estate, and devised it to his executors in

trust for all his children, one-half of whom at the time of the

testator's deatli were of full age, the proceeds to be invested and

re-invested in United States interest-bearing bonds, and when

fifteen years shall liave elapsed after the deatJi of the testator,

the whole fund should be equally divided among his children.

This case does not seem to have one single feature in com-

mon with the cases cited, or of any one of them, and we do

not think there can be found a well considered case in any

court to which we have been accustomed to look, as authority,

where there is no restriction by statute on the testamentary

power, in which a trust created as this is, has been held

invalid. We do not think a case can be found, where a court,

in the absence of such restraint, has, at the request of the ben-

eficiaries under a will, subverted the entire will, and made that

a present estate and to be enjoyed presently, which the testa-

tor emphatically declared should only be enjoyed at some

future time. Admitting the power to devise as being nnre-

Btricted, this testator had the unquestioned right to give his

estate to his children or to strangers, and to either he had the

right to say at what period of time they shall come into the

enjoyment and control of it. If they demand the estate under

the will, it must go to them in the mode prescribed by the will.
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It is not for the defendants in error, nor is it for the court to

say, the will is unwise, and, therefore, we will make another

one. It is sufficient to know this is the will of tlie testator,

which he had the power to make, and, as we said at the outset,

unless its provisions are subversive of some acknowledged

principle of public policy, or of a clear right, it must stand.

There is no room for construction of the will ; its provisions

are very plain and simple, evincing a high regard by the testa-

tor for his children, whose fortune it w^as his earnest desire to

enliance, and the strongest confidence in the stability of a gov-

ernment in whose securities it was equally his great desire his

large estate should be invested. "Whether this was wise or not,

it is not for us to say. The bill seeks to subvert the whole

scheme of the testator, on the ground merely, that one of the

sons has no trade or profession by which to live, and no means,

and one of the daughters is a widow with a family of small

children, and without means, except such as may come to

them through this estate. We see nothing in the case, that

would justify this court in breaking in upon the disposal of

this estate, in the mode provided by the will, however mueli

we may sympathize with the children, whose enjoyment of the

estate is so long deferred. We have, however, no doubt of the

power of a court of chancery, on a proper case being made out,

to order the trustee to anticipate the time of payment, under

the will, so far as it may be shown to be necessary for the

maintenance of the devisees, but its power should extend no

further. And it appears from the record, that this has been

done in several instances, and can be done from time to time,

as proper cases are presented to the court. This does not sub-

vert the will, or tend to defeat the intention of the testator,

for his children were the darling objects of his solicitude, and

were he living, he would undoubtedly make ample provision

f:)r them. A court of chancery may do, what it is evident

from the will, the testator would do if living.

We have left out of view all consideration of other topics

stated by counsel, as unnecessary to be decided. We place the

case on the ground, that the will must stand, as being within
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the competency of the testator to make, and the devisees under
It, if they desire the estate, mast take it in the mode and at the

time prescribed by the will.

These views dispose also of the question of partition, and of

the power of the court to elect for the infants.

The decree must be reversed and the bill dismissed.

Decree reversed.

Elizabeth D. Andeews et al.

V.

William A. Black et al.

1. Appeal— lies from order of Prolate Court, admitting, or refusing to

admit toill to probate. An appeal lies from an order of the probate court,

admitting, or refusing to admit, a will to probate. Such an order is within the

express language of the 138th section of the statute of wills.

2. Evidence— oh appeal— as to testator's sanity— confined to siibscribing

witnesses— where probate has been allowed. On an appeal from the probate

court, in relation to the probate of a will, where probate has been allowed, no

other evidence can be heard on the trial, upon the question of the testator's

sanity, than that of the subscribing witnesses.

3. Former decisions. Walker v. Walker, 2 Scam. 291 ; and Duncan v.

Duncan, 23 111. 365, explained and affirmed.

4. Statute op wills— construction of. Section two of the statute of wills,

directs what testimony to be made by subscribing witnesses, shall be sufficient

to admit a will to record
;
provided, no proof be shown of fraud, compulsion,

or improper conduct. The first proof is confined to subscribing witnesses, but

the testimony of other persons, not otherwise disqualified, is competent on the

matters named in the proviso.

^. Evidence— on appeal— as to sanity of testator— where probate has been

refused— not confined to siibscribing witnesses. Under the act of February 25th,

1845, on appeal, other evidence than that of the subscribing witnesses, can be

heard on the question of the testator's sanity, in cases where probate of the

will has been refused.

6. Same— w7ien testimony, other than that of witnesses may be heard—
where probate has been allowed. In cases where probate has been allowed, all

persons interested, may, within five years after probate, under the 6th section

of the statute of wills contest the validity of such will, and in this proceeding,
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the sanity of the testator, or any other proper question, may be raised and

heard upon any legitimate evidence. But wliere probate has been refused, no

proceedings of this character can be resorted to.

7. The act of 1845, recognizes the construction adopted in the case of Walk&r

V. Walker, 2 Scam. 291, leaving the rule to stand as decided in that case, where

probate had been allowed.

Appeal from the Circuit Court of Madison county; the lion.

Joseph Gillespie, Judge, presiding.

At the November Term, 1865, of the probate court of Madi-

son county, the will of one Andrew Elack, after full considera-

tion thereof by the court, upon proper proofs, was admitted to

probate and record. At the same term, one of the devisees

under the will, and child and heir-at-law of the said Black,

prayed an appeal to the Circuit Court, from the order admitting

the said will to probate, which was granted. On the appeal,

the will was sustained, whereupon the case was brought to this

court by appeal, and by agreement of counsel, only two points

are presented by the record for its decision, which are stated in

the opinion of the court.

Messrs. Billings & Buunett, for the apjjellants.

Mr. A. W. Metcalf, for the appellees.

Mr. Justice Lawkence delivered the opinion of the Court

:

Cross errors are assigned by counsel in this case, and it is

agreed there are but two questions to be considered ; first,

does an appeal lie from an order of the probate court, admit-

ting a will to probate, and, secondly, if the appeal lies can any

evidence be heard on the question of sanity except that of the

subscribing witnesses ?

The 138th section of the statute of wills, provides that,

" appeals shall be allowed from all judgments, orders or

decrees of the court of probate to the Circuit Court." That

the admitting or refusing to admit a will to probate is a judg-

ment, order or decree, cannot be denied, and it is, therefore,

within the express language of the act. Wlien the legislature

1 7— 43d III.
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declares an appeal shall lie from all orders of an inferior

tribunal, we have no right to say they did not mean what

their language directly expresses. They could have used no

words plainer or more comprehensive. The counsel for the

appellees has given some very good reasons why an appeal

might, with propriety, have been denied from orders admitting*

a will to probate ; but to hold, in the face of the foregoing section,

that it really has been denied, would be, not construction, but

judicial legislation. It would be simply saying an important

right does not exist, which the legislature declares shall exist.

This we cannot say. So far as the professional or judicial

experience of the members of this court goes, the practice has

been uniform, and probably many estates have been settled

under probates granted in the Circuit Com-t after having been

refused in the lower tribunal.

The other question has been already settled in this court.

In Walker v. Walker^ 2 Scam. 291, it is explicitly decided, that

no other evidence than that of the subscribing witnesses can

be heard on the question of the testator's sanity, the decision

being placed on the language of the statute. The counsel for

appellants quote the case of Duncan v. Duncan^ 23 111. 365, as

overruling that in 2 Scam. But the two cases are harmoni-

ous. All that is decided in the case of Duncan v. Duncan
relative to this subject, is, that other persons than the subscrib-

ing witnesses may be examined to invalidate the will. But

the court was not speaking upon the question of sanity, but in

reference to the latter clause of the second section, which

authorizes proof to be given of fraud, compulsion or improper

conduct. It is in reference to this species of proof, that the

court hold in Duncan v. Duncan, that other than the subscrib-

ing witnesses may be sworn. This is a reasonable construction

of the statute. It directs what testimony, to be made by the

subscribing witnesses, shall be sufficient to entitle the will to

record, with a proviso, that no proof be exhibited of fraud,

compulsion or improper conduct. The first proof is confined

to the subscribing witnesses, but the testimony of any other

person, not otherwise disqualified, may be heard on the matters
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named in tlie proviso. At the session of 1845, and after the

decision in Walker v. Walker, which was made in 1840, the

legislature passed a law (Purple's Stat. p. 1221) to the effect,

that when probate of a will had been refused in the probate

court and an appeal taken, on the trial of the appeal the same

testimony should be admissible as on the hearing of a bill in

chancery, filed under the sixth section for the purpose of<.set-

ting aside a probated will. This act seems a recognition of

the construction in Walker v. Walker, but intended so far to

establish a new rule as to let in other evidence than that of the

subscribing witnesses, on the question of sanity when probate

had been refused, by implication, at least, leaving the rule to

stand, as decided in that case, on the trial of appeals where

probate had been allowed. The reason of this distinction,

which at first sight seems purely arbitrary, is probably this

:

"Where probate has been allowed, all persons interested are still

granted, by the sixth section, five years within which to file a

bill in chancery for the purpose of setting aside the will. In

such a proceeding, the sanity of the testator or any other

proper question, may be raised and heard upon any legitimate

evidence. The probate is not conclusive. But, where probate

has been refused, there is no proceeding of this character to

which persons claiming under the will can resort. But for the

act of 1845, if the subscribing witnesses give such testimony

on the question of sanity as to induce a judgment against the

will, the rights of sucli persons would be gone without redress,

even though they could prove clearly by other witnesses, if

permitted to use them, the sanity of the testator. This would

be a great hardship, and might properly have led the court to

hesitate before laying down the rule in Walker v. Walker.

But, having laid down the rule, we cannot regard the act of

1845 as being other than a legislative recognition of it, aa

being a true interpretation of the statute, and they therefore

proceed to limit the rule, by providing, that a particular case,

in which it would work a hardship, shall not be within it.

This manifests a clear intent to leave the rule in force as to

cases not falling within the excepted class. In view, then, of
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tlie former decision of this court, and of the act of 1845, we

are of opinion the Circuit Court committed no error in exclud-

ing, on the subject of sanity, all testimony except that of the

subscribing witnesses.

Judgment affirmed.

Martin Dunn
V.

Caroline Rodgers et al.

1. Sheriff's return— leave to amend. Held, that tlie ccirt may grant

leave to a sheriff to amend liis return to process either before or after a decree

is rendered in the case, and that it is not error to grant such leave without

notice to the opposite party. The return is not the service, but only the evi-

dence of it. The officer makes the return to process at his peril ; if false, he ia

liable to an action for the false return.

2. Decree— error on a hill of review. Where a decree of foreclosure finds

the amount of the debt due, and under a provision in the mortgage authoriz-

ing a decree for an attorney's fee, and for expenses of the mortgagee in bring-

ing suit, and the master reports an attorney's fee of ten dollars, and the mort-

gagee two dollars for expenses, which is approved, but the court, in rendering

the decree, added twelve dollars as an attorney's fee, but nothing for expenses

:

Held, the amount being the same, there was no error in the decree.

3. Same— error removed iy sale of property. Where the purchaser of

the equity of redemption of mortgaged property is made a defendant to a bill

to foreclose, it seems to be error to render a decree, tliat he pay the mortgage

debt. The decree should be against the mortgagor, but by the sale of. the

mortgaged premises in satisfaction of the debt, the error is removed, and as

the purchaser of the equity of redemption thus ceases to be liable, he cannot

impeach the decree on a bill of review,

4. Decree— sale under— redemption. Under the statute a mortgagor has

twelve months within which to redeem the premises sold under a decree of

foreclosure, and the purchaser of the equity of redemption succeeds to the

same rights, and where he is made a party to a foreclosure, he must redeem

within that time or be barred. Not being a judgment creditor he canno^

claim a longer period.

Appeal from the Circuit Court of Monroe county ; the Hon.

Silas L. Bktan, Judge, presiding.
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This was h bill of review, (ilcd by Martin Dunn, in the Mon-
roe Circuit Court against Caroline Rogers, James A. Kennedy,
fearah Cook, Margaret Cook, Ellen Cook and Thomas Cook.

The bill seeks to impeach and reverse a decree previously

rendered, foreclosing a mortgage executed by Alexander Cook
and Sarali Cook, his wife, to the trustees of schools, T. 2, S. R.

11 W., for the interest due and unpaid on a debt owing by
Cook to the school fund, on a number of tracts of land. The
mortgage contained a clause, that if default should be made in

the performance of the covenants in the deed, the mortgagor

would pay all costs and expenses, including an attorney's fee,

which might be incurred in collecting the same. Complainant,

who had purchased the equity of redemption, was made a defend-

ant to the suit for a foreclosure, as well as Cook's heirs, he hav-

ing previously died.

A reference was had, and the master reported, that there was

interest due on the mortgage the sum of eighty-four dollars,

and that ten dollars was a reasonable attorney's fee, and that

two dollars was reasonable compensation to the treasurer for his

trouble in foreclosing the mortgage. The master's report was

approved, and the decree was for the interest reported due by

the master, and for twelve dollars as an attorney's fee, saying

nothing about the two dollars reported in favor of the treasurer.

This is assigned for error in the bill of review.

It is also assigned for error, that the return of the sheriff fails

to show the summons was served on complainant. It is alleged,

that complainant tendered the redemption money to Caroline

Rodgers, the purchaser, after the expiration of twelve months

from the sale, and within fifteen months, but she refused to

receive the money as a redemption.

Defendant, Caroline Rodgers, answered, denying all irregu-

larity and error in the decree, but admits the foreclosure sale,

and the making of a deed to the purchaser by the master. That

if complainant ever had any interest in the premises, it was

barred and foreclosed by the bill. She admits the tender and

refusal as alleged. Kennedy answered substantially the same

Replications were filed.
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It appears, tliat, on leave, the sheriif subBequently amended

his return, so as to show, tliat all of tlio defendaiiti^ were served

in tlie foreclosure suit.

The cause was heard on bill, answers, replications, exhibits

and proofs, and the court refused to grant the relief sought, and

rendered a decree dismissing the bill. To reverse which, com-

plainant brings the case to this court bj appeal, and assigns

the rendition of the decree as error.

Messrs. H. K. S. O'Melvent and H. C. Talbot, for the

appellant.

Messrs. "W. H. Underwood and Kenedy, for the appellees.

Mr. Chief Justice "Walker delivered the opinion of the

Court

:

It has been held, that the court may authorize a sheriff to

amend his return, either before or after the rendition of a judg-

ment or decree. And this, too, without notice to the opposite

party of an intention to apply for leave to amend. Mont-

gornery v. Brown, 2 Gilm. 581 ; Moore v. People, 3 id. 149

;

Johnson v. Donnell, 15 111. 97 ; Morris v. Trustees of Schools,

id. 266 ; Turney v. Organ, 16 id. 43. The indorsement made

by the sheriff is not the service, but only affords evidence of

the fact. "Where the sheriff amends his return, he by no

means changes the fact, but simply the evidence. He makes

the return and the amendment on his responsibility and at his

peril. If false, as amended, he is liable to an action for a false

return. There was therefore no error in the return, as

amended, upon which the decree sought to be reversed by this

bill was based. "When the amendment was made, the error

was removed and could not be urged under the bill of review.

It is again insisted, that the original decree was erroneous,

as it was rendered far too large an amount. By the terms of

the note, to secure which the mortgage was given, it provided

for the payment of twelve per cent interest, semi-annually and

)L. advance. There were then four installments due, which
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amounted to the aggregate sum of eiglitj-four dollars, as

interest. The note and mortgage provided for the payment,

by the debtor, of a lawyer's fee, and for expenses and trouble

of the treasurer if suit should be brought. The decree sought

to be reversed recites, that the master had reported eighty-four

dollars interest as being due, and a solicitor's fee of twelve

dollars, and approves the rejjort and orders the payment of

ninety-six dollars, within thirty days, and in default thereof,

orders the sale of the mortgaged premises. It is insisted,

that the master reported a solicitor's fee of but ten dollars.

This is true, but he also reported two dollars for the treasurer's

expenses, making the sum, when added, required to be paid

by the decree. But, if this were not so, we should not be

disposed to reverse a decree for so small a mistake in the

sum due.

It is insisted, that the court erred in the rendition of the

decree, which this bill seeks to reverse, by ordering the defend-

ants to pay the money, plaintiff in error only being a nominal

part}^, he having purchased the premises of Cook, subject to

the mortgage. "While the decree would have been more

regular, had it been against Cook alone, for the money, still it

appears that plaintiff in error has no right to complain, as the

error was removed by the sale of the mortgaged premises. A
decree against him, unsatisiied by the sale of Cook's property,

might affect him, as in such a case, it would have left him

liable for the decree ; but the objection to the decree was

removed by selling the premises and satisfying the decree.

When plaintiff purchased the property of Cook, he suc-

ceeded to his rights, but nothing more. Cook, or his heirs,

had twelve months within which to redeem, and by the pur-

chase of the equity of redemption he acquired that right.

And, having failed to exercise it, and having been made a

party to the suit to foreclose, and to the decree, his rights are

barred, and the equity of redemption foreclosed. As the fore-

closure was not strict, the defendants to the decree had twelve

months, under the statute, within which to redeem, and credit-

ors three months longer. But plaintiff in error, not being a
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creditor, cannot claim the right longer than twelve months.

Jioss V. Mead, 5 Gilm. 171. No error is perceived in this

record for which the decree of the court below should be

reversed, and it is therefore affirmed.

Decree ajii'med.

John A. Metcalf

V.

Smallwood N. Redmon.

1. PARTNERsniP

—

as between the parties— wJiat is not. K., residing in

Mississippi, made an offer in writing to M., a resident of Illinois, to form a

co-partnership in the buying and selling of twenty horses, the same to be pur-

chased by M. and sent to R., to be sold by him in Mississippi, which said offer

M. accepted, and afterward in transacting the business, purchased twenty-seven

horses, all of which he disposes of at other places, and without the knowledge

of R., and a loss occurred ,— ITeld, that M. could not maintain a bill as partner

of R. for an accounting, or contribution for the loss sustained.

Writ of Ebror to the Circuit Court of Douglas county ; the

Hon. Oliver L, Davis, Judge, presiding.

This was a bill in chancery filed in the Circuit Court of Edgar

county, by the plaintiff' in error, against the defendant in error,

for an accounting and settlement of an alleged co-partnership

between them. After the issues were closed, the case was sent

by agreement to the Circuit Court of Douglas county, and there

referred to a special commissioner to report the evidence, which,

after being taken and reported, a hearing was had, and the court

dismissed the bill, with costs to the complainant, to reverse

which, a writ of error was sued out of this court.

The facts necessary to an understanding of this case, are fully

stated in the opinion.

Mr. James A. Eads, for the plaintiff in error.

Messrs. Ballard Smith, A. J. Hunter, and John Scholfield,

for the defendant in error.
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Mr. Justice Breese delivered the opinion of the Court

:

A few obvious considerations will dispose of the case pre-

sented by this record.

It is claimed by the bill exhibited in this case, that a partner-

ship existed between the plaintiff in error and defendant, to

purchase horses in tliis State, and send them to a southern

market for sale, the purchase to be on joint account, and the

parties to be equal sliarers in the profits and losses.

The proof of this partnership is alleged to consist in, and to

have been formed by, letters passing to and from the parties,

the first one containing the proposition, emanating from the

defendant in error, and dated Canton, Miss., September 1st,

1858, and received in due course of mail by the plaintiff in

error then residing at Paris, in Edgar county, in this State.

A resort to the letter of September 1st, 1858, written by

defendant in error, is necessary in order to arrive at a knowl-

edge of the kind of partnership said to have been formed.

In this letter, defendant says, he was too early in the market

to sell his mules, but that there was a great demand for horses,

which could be sold at large figures, and then says to plaintiff,

" If you can buy twenty good work horses right, and send them

by Harry and Joe, I think we can make a fine profit on them

;

or good saddle horses will sell well." * * ^ He then writes :

" Now if you can and will buy them I am in half for every

thing, and we will be full partners. Let me know immediately,

and I can have them all spoken for. Ship them to Yicksburgh.

Put them on a boat at St. Louis. If you can't buy twenty, buy

me ten, and send them by Joe. I will need a hand very bad in

a few weeks. If you can't buy them, show this to C. and T.

L., let them buy some, for there is a good opening for a specu-

lation in horses."

He adds this postscript: "Mr. John Metcalf, if you pur-

chase any horses for I and you, give our note for the money,

and if you buy for me alone, sign my name, and if you only

buy ten, send them by Joe."

This letter was received by Metcalf on the 10th of Septem-
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ber, and on the 13tliof tliat month he wrote Redmon, acknowl-

edging the authority to buy twenty good horses ; that he had

bought eight, and in a few days would have all he wanted, and

asking Redmon to give him all the time he could to get tlie

horses ready for market, that he was buying the horses in part-

nership, and would go equal parts in buying, and in jDrofits and

loss, etc.

This letter was received by Redmon about the 5th of Octo-

ber, and on the 6th, he wrote Metcalf thus: " You write mo,

that you have bought eight liorses, and I expect by this time a

good many more. I think that good saddle horses, and good

single buggy horses will bring a fair price and sell quick. I

know of five horses I could sell now," etc. ; wants liorses of fine

size, and young ones at that, etc. He then states, that much
sickness prevails there, and then adds, " don't buy any more

horses unless you buy them very low. I think in one month,

or six weeks, times will be a good deal better here, times and

health will get better. There is a few horses and mules coming

in every day, then I can't tell wliat we can do, but as you have

the horses we must sell them
;
you must be your judge. So

you may ship or drive them. You must be here in six weeks.

If 3^ou ship them, you must ship them from St. Louis to Grand

Gulf," where he would meet them any day ; that if they came

by land, he would meet them at Canton, and again directing,

that Joe should come with them, and he thought he could sell

them in a short time, but did not known what expenses twenty

horses would be at.

The persons named Harry aild Joe in these letters, are shown

to be Harry Metcalf, a son of the plaintifi*, and Joseph Redmon,

a brother of the defendant.

This is all the evidence going to the fact of a partnership

between these parties, and if one is established, it was special,

and for a specific isolated transaction, and the field of its opera-

tions divided between this State and the State of Mississippi.

Other evidence introduced before the master shows, that the

plaintiff in error, from the 11th of September to the 25th of

October, bought twenty-seven head o/ horses for the concern,
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and charged the cost, expenses, and his own services on books

kept by himself, to the account of Metcalf and Redmon, show-

ing, as he stated the amount, an outlay of $5,4:50.35, and pro-

ceeds amounting to $3,594.45, making a loss of $1,861.90. These

horses were bought by the barter of a wagon, some lumber,

goods and accounts from plaintiff's store and notes due him, no

notes of Metcalf and Redmon havinf;: been ffiven in a single

instance. Fourteen of these horses were shipped on the 21st

October, by plaintiff, to St. Louis, in charge of his son Harry

and A. Stotts, and, on the 5th of November, the remaining thir-

teen. Joe was ready to go with them, but plaintiff did not ac-

cept his services. Stotts was instructed to sell the horses at St.

Louis, unless plaintiff should otherwise order, and he was fur-

nished with a list of prices in the event he might conclude to

send them south to Redmon, Harrj^ being in doubt where Red-

mon was, and there being a report of his death, sold twelve of

the horses in St. Louis without loss, and shipped the remainder

back to Paris, from which place they were, in March, 1859,

shipped south by Metcalf. Stotts says, it was the intention to

sell the horses in St. Louis at fair prices, and if they could hear

from Redmon, to ship them south to him. The horses were

called Metcalf 's horses at St. Louis, and were shipped by rail

from Paris to St. Louis, in the name of John A. Metcalf. It

was proved by a Mrs. Mounts, that Metcalf told her that he was

buying the horses for himself and no one else, and was buying

them with old notes and accounts.

It was proved the horses could not have been bought as low

with Metcalf and Redmon's notes, on time.

We are not disposed to give this fact any prominence in this

case, for it is apparent if Metcalf was enabled to purchase the

horses, without the use of his name and Redmon's, and on as

good terms, it is not for Redmon to complain, even though it

conferred a special benefit on Metcalf, by enabling him to con-

vert property and notes and accounts belonging to, and due to

himself, into horses, to be charged on joint account.

But we think the facts in this case show, if there was a

partnership in the transaction, it was a partnership on certain
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terms, with which Metcalf did not complj. In the first phice,

the partnership was in twenty horses, to be bought, and not a

hoof more. Secondly, they were to be shipped or driven to

Redmon, in the State of Mississippi. If shipped by the river,

he would be at Grand Gulf, there to receive them ; if taken by

land, then he would be at Canton to receive them. The field

of profit on the adventure was fixed by both parties in Missis-

sippi, and the sale to be made under the eye and judgment of

Redm on, assisted by the son of plaintiff, and by the brother of

defendant, to whose joint care the horses were to be committed

for that distant market. Thirdl}^, the horses were shipped by

Metcalf, in his own name, to St. Louis, and were there called

Metcalf 's horses, and there twelve of them were sold in direct

violation of the agreement of the parties. It was never in the

contemplation of Redmon, that the market for the horses

should be St. Louis, and the reason for making that place the

market is not a valid one. It is in vain to say the son and

Stotts did not know where Redmon was, for he had been most

explicit in his directions at what point to land the horses. Had
the plaintifi" sent them, as directed, to Mississippi, then, as to

twenty horses, Redmon would be liable, as a partner, for all

losses on their sale; but selling twelve of them in a market

for which they were not bought, and without the supervision

of Redmon, was no compliance with the agreement. Again,

the remaining thirteen were kept on hand at great expense, by

Metcalf, after being returned from St. Louis, until March,

1859, and then taken soutli, by Metcalf, on his own account,

but not to Redmon. The whole tenor of the correspondence

between these parties shows, the horses were to be sent south

immediately after their purchase, for a speedy sale ; that they

were to be sold in Mississippi, and the profit and loss then to

be adjusted.

Had Metcalf acted on the agreement, as it was made, and

according to its terms, then it might with strong reason be

urged, that a partnership actually existed ; that it was fairl}^

"launched," and corresponding rights, obligations and duties

then created. But the contrary appears, and no ground
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remains on whicli the plaintiff's claliii to have an account,

can rest.

"We are satisfied the Circuit Court decided correctly, in dis-

raiesing the bill, and we affirm the decree.

Decree affmned.

"Warren Fowles

V.

Isaac Vallandigham.

Vendor— when cannot defeat Jiis own sale hy a subsequent acquisition of

title. Where a vendor sold chattels, which, at the time of such sale, he had

no title to, but afterward acquired the title, and without having paid any new
consideration therefor, he cannot, by virtue of such subsequently acquired

title, defeat the sale to his vendee.

Appeal from the Circuit Court of Jersey county ; the Hon.

David M. Woodson, Judge, presiding.

The facts in this case are stated in the opinion.

Messrs. "Waeeen & Pogue, for the appellant.

Messrs. A. L. & K. M. Knapp, for the appellee.

Mr. Justice liAWEEisrcE delivered the opinion of the Court:

This was an action of replevin, brought by Fowles against

Yallandigham, and growing out of the following facts : In

March, 1864, Billings & Parsons, as joint owners of certain

land in Jersey county, sold it, by a verbal contract, to Powles,

who agreed to pay $2,000 on the 1st of November, following,

and to execute, at that time, his notes for the residue of the

purchase-money. Fowles took possession and cut from the

land a considerable quantity of cord-wood and staves, without,

liowever, procuring tlie consent of either Billings or Parsons.

Fowles failed to comply with his contract, and, in January,

18G5, Billings & Parsons f*oId and conveyed the land to John
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and Thomas Lock. One Bernard, "vhc is lol a party to this

record, was in partnership with Fowles in cuttinfr the wood

and staves, and, on the 29th day of December, "iCG-i, acting- in

the name of the firm of Fowles & Bernard, he sold the same to

the defendant Vallandigham, A part of tlie staves and wood

had been hauled by Fowles & Bernard to the landing:, near

Randolph, on the Mississippi. Bernard gave Yallandigham a

bill of sale in the name of the firm, acknowledging the receipt

of ^300 in payment, and concluding in these words :
" This lot

of stuff is only subject to the chopping and stave making bills,.

and any claims that the owners of the land, other than us, may
have upon them." When Billings & Parsons sold the land, in

January, 1865, they received tlie same price which Fowles had

agreed to paj^ and in view of this fact, and because Fowles had

made some improvements on the land, they gave him the cord-

wood and staves. lie then replevied them from Yallandigham,

and judgment having gone against him in the Circuit Court,

he brings the record here.

It is insisted by the counsel for Fowles, tliat the clause above

quoted from the bill of sale, is to be^ regarded as a stipulation,

that they sold the property subject to the title of Billings &
Parsons, and therefore, that there was no warranty against that

title, and that they or either of them had the same right to

acquire that title which a third person would have had, and

to assert it as against their vendee.

Whether this would be true, if Fowles had subsequently

acquired the title of Billings & Parsons for a new consideration,

and independently of his contract made with them in the pre-

ceding March, is a question not necessary to be decided. Bil-

lings & Parsons undoubtedly owned the property, and if they

had chosen to assert their title, and thereupon Fowles had

bought it from them, perhaps the result contended for by hia

counsel would have followed. On that point we express no

opinion. But as a matter of fact, they asserted no title, and

made no claim to the property, and Fowles did not acquire it

from them by any new contract. There is no conflict of evi-

dence on this point. The only witness is Mr. Billings, who
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acted throughout for Billings & Parsons, and it appears by his

testimony, that inasmuch as they lost nothing by the failure

of Fowles to comply with his verbal contract of purchase, and

as he had made some improvements on the land, which they

did not wish to appropriate for nothing, Mr. Billings thought

proper when he sold the land to the Locks in January, to

recognize Fowles as having an equitable title to the wood and

staves, and therefore, in the language of the witness, he "gave"

Fowles this property. Mr. Billings properly enough speaks of

the transaction as a " gift," but he explains the inducement to

it as we have above stated. It simply amounted to thi3, that

inasmuch as Fowles had, under a contract of purchase, made
improvements on the land, of which Billings & Parsons were

receiving the benefit in their sale to Lock, they would refrain

from asserting their legal title to the wood and staves. Fowles

had no equity under his verbal contract, which the law would

protect, and Billings & Parsons were under no legal obligation

to recognize him as having any interest in the wood, but in a

spirit of liberalit}' they thought proper to do so. In considera-

tion of improvements that must have been made by him before

he and his partner sold the wood and staves to Yallaudigham,

they chose to treat him as having an equitable claim upon them,

and forebore to assert their title to this property. This equity,

Buch as it was, and which we call an equity because Billings

& Parsons thought proper to treat it as such, was in existence

when Yallaudigham bought, and passed to him, and he, and not

his vendors, should receive the benefit of its recognition by

Billings & Parsons. Suppose Fowles had paid $500 on the

land in March, 1864, and had executed what is called a forfeit

contract, and gone into possession without leave, cut wood, and

sold it, with the same proviso in the bill of sale that we find in

the one before us. Suppose, further, on his failure to make his

second payment, Billings & Parsons had pronounced the con-

tract forfeited and re-sold the land, but had said to Fowles, that

in consideration of the $500 paid by him, he might have what

wood he had cut. Can it be pretended, that thereupon Fowles,

under pretense of having acquired a new title, which would
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not inure under the language of the bill of sale, could recovei

from his own vendees the wood he had sold them ? The law

can tolerate no such double dealing, and this hypothetical case

does not differ in princijjle from the one at bar.

Mr. Billings in his testimony states the circumstances as

follows

:

" In consideration of the sale of the land to said Locks for

the same price ($20 per acre) and for a further consideration

that Fowles claimed for improvements made on said land, and

not wishing the benefit of Fowles' labor, we gave to him at the

time the deed was made to the Locks, all the cord-wood and

staves that had been cut off the S-| of section 23, and hauled to

the landing at Randolph, on the Mississippi river, and also all

the staves that were on the said S|- section 23 at that time."

By the proviso in the bill of sale, the wood and staves were

sold, subject to the claims of the owners of the land. They

forebore to assert their claim, except by the recognition of that

same title in Fowles, which he had already sold to Yallandig-

ham. There is no controversy in regard to the facts, and the

judgment of the court below is so clearly right, that we do not

deem it necessary to consider whether there was a technical

error in the instructions.

Judgment affirmed.

Nathan Clearwater et al

V.

James Kimler et at.

1. Deed— mental weakness of grantor. Where a bill is filed by a part

of tbe heirs of a deceased person, to set aside a deed of conveyance to

another heir, on the ground, that the grantor was mentally too weak and

imbecile to be capable of executing such an instrument, and it appears from

the evidence, that he manifested prudence and judgment in determining the

best mode of having the conveyance take effect after his death, it will not be

presumed, that he was mentally too weak to execute such a conveyance.
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2. Same— consideration. Where a father-in-law makes a deed to his son-

in-law, to he held as an escrow until after the deatli of the grantor, before

delivery, with the agreement, that the grantee pay a price fixed by them, and

that the grantee and wife shall reside near him, and he shall render assistance

and coutribute to the comfort of the grantor and his wife so long as they live

courts will not be rigid in scrutinizing the relative value of the property and
the money paid as the consideration. The owner of property has the legal

right to dispose of it as he may choose, and may distribute it among his cliildren

during his life, instead of by will, and if in doing so, he makes a part of his

heirs the recipients of his bounty beyond others, the remaining heirs have no

legal right to complain.

3. Same— mistake— corrected in equity. Where, in preparing a deed for

execution, the scrivener misdescribes the property, when made satisfactorily to

appear, a court of equity will correct the mistake and reform the deed.

Appeal from the Circuit Court of McLean county; the

Hon. John M, Scott, Judge, presiding.

This was a suit in equity, brought by Nathan Clearwater

and a large number of other persons, tiie heirs of Reuben

Clearwater, in the McLean Circuit Court, against James Kim-
ler, Jane Kimler and John Buener. The bill was tiled for the

purpose of setting aside a conveyance from Reuben Clearwater,

deceased, to James Kimler, upon the alleged ground, that the

grantor was weak and imbecile in mind, easily influenced, and

that he had made the deed by yielding to improper importuni-

ties, and that the consideration paid was grossly inadequate to

sustain the deed. It appears, that Kimler was his son-in-law,

and that Jane Kimler, the wife of the former, was his daughter

;

that grantor was anxious to have his son-in-law and daughter

near him, and it seems to have been agreed, that Kimler should

purchase the land in controversy, and pay therefor $945 ; but,

by a subsequent arrangement, the consideration was fixed at

$1,425, for the sixty-five acres in dispute.

It also appears, that Kimler and wife were to render aid,

assistance and care to Clearwater and wife during their lives.

That Kimler and wife performed this part of the agreement.

That the grantor directed a justice of the peace to prepare a

deed of conveyance for the land to Kimler, which was to bo

held as an escrow, and only to be delivered on the death of the

18— 43d III.
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grantor. But the justice of the peace, in preparing the deed,

misdescribed tlie hinds, aud the mistake was not discovered

until after the deed was executed. Kimler filed a cross bill, to

have the mistake corrected.

On the hearing there was much conflicting evidence as to

the mental condition of the grantor, as well as the value of the

land. But the evidence of the mistake in the description of

the premises in the deed was clear.

The cause was heard on the bill, answers, replications, the

cross bill, answers, replications, exhil3its and proofs, aud the

court below dismissed the original bill, and granted the prayer

of the cross bill, and decreed the correction of the mistake in

tlie deed. Complainants, to reverse that decree, bring the case

to this court on appeal, and assign the rendition of the decree

for error.

Messrs. Williams & Buee, for the appellants.

Messrs. Tipton & Benjajmin and Mr. W. H. HAira'A, for the

appellees.

Mr. Chief Justice Walker delivered the opinion of the

Court

:

This record presents questions of fact only, for determination.

Appellants insist, that it appears from the evidence, that E-ue-

ben Clearwater was, when he executed the deed to the land in

controversy, so imbecile and weak in mind, as to render the

conveyance inoperative and void. That the consideration paid

for the land was so grossly inadequate as to require the interpo-

sition of a court of chancery to cancel it, and that the facts fail

to prove that the conveyance was ever consummated, and that

even if a mistake in the description of the property is proved

to have been made, the court should refuse to correct it, and

reform the deed.

It appears, that the conveyance was executed by the grantor

to his son-in-law. That in 1849, Clearwater conveyed to him

one hundred and two and a half acres of land adjoining the
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tract ill controversy, at eight dollars per acre. Afterward he
conveyed to Kiniler one acre, on which the latter erected his

dwelling-house, for eight dollars. It also appears, that Clear-

water, on the 7th of January, 1865, directed a justice of the

peace to prepare a deed of conveyance fur the balance of his

homestead to Kimler, embracing sixty-five acres, at twenty-five

dollars per acre. It seems, that this deed was intended to

include the one acre previously conveyed. The justice of the

peace prepared a deed, which was duly executed, and delivered

to the justice of the peace, to hold as an escrow, pursuant to

this provision in the deed :
" It is positively the agreement

between the parties to this deed, that the said Heuben Clear-

water is to retain possession of the land above described, and

have the use thereof until the day of his death; and that this

deed is not to be delivered to the said Kimler until after the

death of the said Clearwater." It appears, that the justice of

the peace made a mistake in the description of the land.

There was a large amount of evidence heard touching the

mental condition of the grantor, but w^hen it is all considered,

we are clearly of the opinion, that it wholly fails to establish

the fact of mental weakness, such as should invalidate this con-

veyance. He seems to have been fully aware of the nature and

consequences of the transaction. He proposed to the justice of

the peace, that it should be evidenced by a bond, but on the

suggestion of the latter, adopted this mode of making a deed,

and only delivering it as an escrow, to take effect after his

death. He thus manifested a degree of prudence that rebuts

mental weakness. Again, when complaint was made, that he

had sold this property too low, he asserted the right to dispose

of his property as he might choose. This would seem to repel

the presumption, that he was yielding and easily influenced by

others. "We perceive no marks of mental weakness, although

the evidence may show, that his memory of recent events was

not so good as it had formerly been. On the whole of the evi-

dence we are fully satisfied, that he was entirely capable of

disposing of his property, and that the transaction should not

be disturbed for that reason.
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As to the inadequacy of price, there is, as always will be, a

conflict of testimony. When a value has to be determined by

the opinions of witnesses, we always find, that there is great

controversy as to the true worth of property. But when all of

the evidence contained in this record is considered, it fails to

prove that the price is grossly inadequate. The property was

no doubt worth more than the consideration named in tlie deed.

But subsequently it was agreed, that it should be raised from

$945 to $1,425. This latter sum was doubtless less than the

property could have been sold for in the market. But it must

be remembered, that Kimler and his wnfe contributed to the

comfort of her father and mother, by rendering them assistance

and attention for many years, for which no charge was ever

made, or most likely ever intended to be. He, no doubt,

desired to have his daughter and son-in-law near to him and

his wife, in their declining years. And in the informal arbitra-

tion, the arbitrators, neighbors, knowing all of the circumstances,

determined that Kimbler was entitled to $500 for his assist-

ance to his father-in-law. It is true, that they also thought he

should pay thirty-five dollars per acre. If that be adopted as a

basis for a settlement, he only obtained the land for $350 less

than it was worth.

Again, the evidence shows, that there was some kind of a

verbal understanding when the first conveyance was made to

Kimler, that he was to have the balance of the tract at eight

dollars per acre ; and that Kimler and his wife were to take care

of Clearwater and his wife during their lives. From the evi-

dence in the case, we have no doubt, that Clearwater intended

the aid that Kimler rendered him in his business, and the

care and assistance he and his wife extended to him, should

form a part of the consideration ; and we are satisfied, that it,

together with the price agreed upon, was amply suflicient to

sustain the conveyance. Again, where, as was perhaps true in

this case, a father or father-in-law disposes of property by way

of advancement or distribution to his children, during his life,

instead of by will, courts will not be as rigid in considering the

adequacy of the consideration paid as if the transaction was
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with strangers. As the grantor said, he had the legal right to

dispose of his property as he chose, and if he saw proper to

make this son-in-law and daughter the recipients of his bounty,

the other children have no grounds of complaint. He seemed

10 prefer their care and assistance to that of others, and to

have been liberal in rewarding them for it.

"When the evidence is considered, we can have no doubt,

that the justice of the peace who drew the deed', by mistake,

inserted the wrong numbers. He speaks of it with confidence,

and seems to be clear and distinct in his recollection of the

transaction. We think his evidence leaves the case free from

doubt, that a mistake was made in the description, and that

the land intended to be conveyed was omitted in the deed.

We are, for these reasons, of the opinion, that the court below

did not err in dismissing appellants' bill, and in decreeing tL

;

relief prayed in appellee's cross bill. The decree of the court

below is therefore affirmed.

Decrrea affirmed.

William Coultas, impleaded, etc.,

V.

Lynn L. Green.

1. Stipulations— Unding force of. Where tlie parties to a suit, entei

into a stipulation, and agree, that a decree shall be entered therein according

to the case made by the pleadings, and that said decree shall be entered of

the term at which said agreement was made,— held, that, the agreement

being a mutual one, neither party could take any further steps in the cause,

and that a decree should have been entered in conformity with it.

2. Same— verbal agreement to dismiss suit. This court has held, in a suit

at law, that a verbal agreement between the parties to dismiss the suit, musi

be complied with.

Appeal from the Circuit Court of Mason county ; the Hon.

Jaisies Haeeiott, Judge, presiding.

The facts in this case are sufiiciently stated in the opinion.
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Messrs. Moerison & Eplee for tlie appellant.

Mr. Justice Breese delivered tlie opinion of the Court

:

The appellant, Coultas, and appellee, Green, who, by his bill

in chancery, in the Mason Circuit Court, was seeking to set

aside a sale of certain lands made by the sheriff of that county,

and of which Coultas had become the purchaser, and who, with

others, was made defendant to the bill, and had filed his answer,

while the bill was pending, and the cause at issue by a replica-

tion put in to the answer, entered into this stipulation, which

was filed in the cause and made a matter of record therein

:

" Lynn M. Green, Complainant,

V.

WHiLiAM Coultas, Theodore L. Cooper
and William Dwyer, Defendants.

In Chancery.

" It is hereby agreed and stipulated by and between the said

complainant, Lynn M. Green, and the defendant, William

Coultas, that the sum due the said Coultas to this date on the

two notes assigned to and held by him, as stated in the bill and

answer filed in said entitled cause, is $4,947.50, and the sura

due the said Green to date on the note assigned to and held by

him as stated in said bill and answer, is $2,035, and it is

further agreed and stipulated, that a decree be rendered in

said cause at this term of court, setting asjde and annulling the

sheriff's sale of the real estate to the said Coultas, mentioned

in said bill and answer, and also annullino; and vacatino- the

deed of conveyance made by the sheriff, conveying said real

estate to said Coultas, referred to in said bill and answer, and

that the said decree order the said Theodore L. Cooper, at a

short day, to be fixed in said decree, to pay to the said Coultaa

and to said Green, respectively, the above mentioned sums, as

above stated, and, in his default thereof, that the master in

chancery of said county be ordered and directed, upon due

notice given, to sell said real estate, to raise money to pay said

BTims so due on said notes, and that said mortgage be foreclosed
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in favor of said Coultas and said Green, and tliat, after the

payment of the costs in this cause, said master in chancery h»e

ordered to apply the proceeds of said sale to the payment of

Baid several sums so due on said notes, to this date, to^rether

with interest thereon, at six per cent per annum, from this

date, according to the equitable rights and priority of lien of

the parties to this stipulation in and to said mortgaged premises,

as if the sale, the vacating of which is herein provided for, had

never been made, which equitable rights and priority of lien

and payment, shall be submitted to this honorable court, to be

determined by the court in vacation, and decree to be rendered

as of this term of court ; right of appeal reserved to either

party to this stipulation, by filing bond within sixty days after

signing of decree, in such amount as may be required by the

judge of this court in vacation, with security to be approved by
said judge, and either party may furnish said court with brief

of authorities before decree rendered. June 27, 1866."

On the following day, June 28th, Green took a default against

Cooper and Dwyer, and at the same time entered the decree

and made the reference to the master as stipulated. At vhe

October Term following. Green entered his motion for leave to

dismiss his bill, to which Coultas objected, and moved for a

decree in pursuance of the stipulation, but the court allowed

Green to dismiss his bill, to which Coultas excepted and prayed

an appeal.

The errors assigned question the correctness of this action of

the court.

The question is submitted ex parte, appellee failing to join in

error.

"We think there can be no doubt as to the meaning of the

stipulation filed. It is for a decree in the cause pending, and to

be entered at the term at which the agreement was made. On
making this agreement and filing it, and making it a part of

the record, the appellee yielded all power over the case. The

agreement was mutual also, and prevented appellant from tak-

ing any further steps in the cause.
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This court, in a suit at law, compelled the parties to abide bj*

. verbal agreement to dismiss the suit. Tou])in v. Gargnier,

12 111. 79.

It is equitable, just and right, that appellee should comply

with his agreement, and that a decree should be entered in

conformity with it.

The decree of the Circuit Court is reversed, and the cause

remanded, with directions to enter a decree according to the

stipulation filed.

Decree reversed.

Henry Green et al.

V.

Henry Spring.

1. Chancery— courts of— Jiave iio jurisdiction, in cases to recover possession

of land held adversely. A bill in chancery cannot be maintained, which simply

seeks to recover the possession of land held adversely. In such a case, a court

of equity has no jurisdiction.

2. Same— in what cases equity will so decree. A court of chancery will only

decree an adverse claimant to deliver possession to the rightful owner, when
lach relief is incidental to the main object of the bill, and when the power of

the court has been invoked for some purpose that belongs to its legitimate

jurisdiction.

WRrr OF Error to the Circuit Court of Richland county;

the Hon. Aaron Shaw, Judge, presiding.

The facts in this case are fully stated in the opinion of the

court.

Mr. J. G. Bowman, for plaintifPs in error.

Messrs. Hatward & Kjtchell. for defendant in error.

Mr. Justice Lawrence delivered the opinion of the Court

:

This was a bill in chancery for dower and partition, filed in

October, 1864, by Henry Green, and Elizabeth M. Green, his
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wife, alleging, that on the 20tli of August, 18i3, one Asahel L.

Powers died seized in fee simple of two lots in the town of

Olney, leaving said Elizabeth his widow, and without lineal

descendants ; that the said Elizabeth, in August, 18-15, inter-

married with one Henry Green, and that she is entitled to an

undivided half of said real estate in fee, and a right of dower in

the other half; and that said lots were held under claim of title

by one Henry Spring, who was made defendant to the bill.

Elizabeth M. Green died pending the suit, and lier heirs were

made parties, and so much of the bill as prayed dower was dis-

missed by complainants.

After the bill, so far as it related to dower, was dismissed,

there was notliing left upon which the jurisdiction of a court

of chancery could be maintained. It became in substance,

pimply an action of ejectment. The defendant. Spring, wasin

possession, claiming title to the entire lots under a sale made

in 1815, by the administrator of Powers, for the jDayment of

debts.

If this sale, as alleged b}" the complainant, was illegally made,

and one undivided half of the lots belonged to the heirs of Mrs.

Green, the other half belonged to the heirs of Powers, who are

not parties to this proceeding, and not to the defendant. If

he has any interest in the lots, he owns the entirety. This bill

professes to be for dower and partition. The claim for dower ia

abandoned, and the onl}'' persons with whom partition can be

made are not parties. So far as Spring is concerned it stands

a naked bill to turn him out of possession of land adversely

claimed by him, and to compel an account of rents and profits.

If this bill can be maintained, we are at a loss to perceive why
a bill in chancery can not be maintained in every instance to

recover possession of land adversely held. It is not as if the

bill were filed to set aside the administrator's sale for fraud.

No fraud is alleged, nor other head of chancery jurisdiction.

Indeed, in the bill it does not appear that there has ever been

an administrator's sale. It is merely alleged that Spring is in

possession claiming adversely, and that comjDlainants know of no

title which Spring has to any part of the lots ; but that if he
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has any it is only to one-lialf. In the answer, Spring sets np
the title claimed by him under the administrator's sale, which

is attacked in the argument, on the ground that there was no

jurisdiction in the court to make the order, for want of notice.

But the bill was not tiled to set this sale aside, and when set

up in the pleading and proof of defendant, it is insisted that it

was void. The bill was properlj^ dismissed, as a bill of partition

for want of proper parties, and, so far as it sought to evict an

adverse claimant without title, there was nothing, either in the

bill or proofs, to give the court jurisdiction. A court of chan-

cery will sometimes decree an adverse claimant to deliver pos-

session to the rightful owner, but only when such relief is

incidental to the main object of the bill, and when the power

of the court has been called into action for some purpose that

belongs to its legitimate jurisdiction.

Decree affirmed.

Ellen B. Cleland

V.

William T, Fish et al,

Thustee— what constitutes. The mere fact, that a purchaser is the son

in-law of the grantor does not constitute the purchaser a trustee of the vendor.

And when it appears, that the vendor and vendee while on friendly terms rt^ere

not intimate, and when the purchaser had not acted as the agent or business

adviser, and it does not appear, that the vendor said any thing which implied

that she relied upon the vendee to act as her agent in the matter, it will not

be presumed, that such confidence was reposed as required the purchaser to

disclose the fact, that he had superior knowledge of the value of the property

or that he was authorized by the remaindermen to offer more than he gave

for the life estate of the vendor in the property.

Appeal from the Circuit Court of Morgan county ; the Hon.

D. M. Woodson, Judge, presiding.

This was a bill in chancery, filed in the Morgan Circuit

Court, by Samuel Cleland and Ellen B. Cleland, against Wil
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liam H. Gest, Martlia Y. Fish, W. T. Fish, Servis Hatfield,

Anna J. Cassell, Charles Cassell, Susp.n Cassell, Catharine R.

Cassell and James Berdan. The bill alleges, that complainant,

Ellen, was the widow of N'athan H. Gest, and that, as such,

there had been assigned to her as dower in her late husband's

estate, lot sixty-three in Jacksonville, Illinois, with other prop-

erty, to hold for life. That the buildings on the lot were in a

dilapidated condition, yielding not more than $100 rent. That

the owners of the remainder were desirous of partition of the

premises. That in January, 1859, "W, II. Gest, Servis HatfieM;

J. J. Cassell and W. T. Fish, representing their own and the

interests of the other heirs, had a conference at Jacksonville,

with reference to a speedy division of the real estate, which had

decended to them from K. H. Gest.

That complainants were residing in Rock Island, and did not

know the value of the lot. That defendants at the conferenci

had concluded, that the life estate of complainants was worth

$2,600, or $2,800; that it was their interest to induce Mrs.

Cleland to sell, or to agree to a sale, and receive a portion of

the purchase money ; that Fish was deemed the most suitable

agent to negotiate with her, and that he was authorized to give

her one-half of what the lot could be sold for, if she would join

in a sale, or $2,600 or $2,800 for her life estate.

That he went to Rock Island for the purpose, and falsely and

fraudulently concealed the fact, that her life estate was worth

$26,000 or $28,000, and that he was authorized to offer her that

sum, or one-half of what could be had on the sale of the prop-

erty. That he represented, that her interest in the property

was not worth more than $800, and the property could not be

sold without the consent of all of the owners of the remainder.

That Fish was her son-in-law ; that her confidence superin-

duced by the relationship, continued and increased until the

date of the sale, and that she believed he was truly and unself-

ishly promoting, as he Ijest could, her pecuniary interest, and of

which confidence he was aware. That he offered, and she

accepted, $1,000 for her life estate, and that she and her hus-

band executed a deed of conveyance.
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That in Februarj, 1859, proceedings for partition were com-

menced in the Morgan Circnit Court, by Fish and others, in

which a decree was rendered, that the premises be sold, and

that the annual interest on the net proceeds of the sale be paid

to Fish, during the life of Mrs. Cleland, and on her death, the

money he divided among those owning the remainder. The

premises were sold for $7,680.00, and Berdan, a special master,

holds the funds. The bill prays an injunction against further

payments to Fish, and that Berdan be decreed to pay tlie inter-

est to Mrs. Cleland, and general relief

The defendants' answered, and replications were filed. The

death of Samuel Cleland was suggested. A hearing was had

on the bill, answers, replications and proofs, and the court

rendered a decree denying the relief sought, and dismissing the

bill. And to reverse that decree complainant brings the case

to this court on appeal.

Mr. Henry E. Dummee, for the appellant.

Mr. H. B. McCluee and Mr. I. J. Ketcham, for the appellees.

Mr. Chief Justice Walker delivered the opinion of the

*Jourt :

When this case was previously before this court, the decree

of the court below was reversed, and the bill dismissed. 33 111.

238. At a subsequent term of the court the decree of dismissal

was modified, so as to make a dismissal without prejudice, that

appellant might, by a new bill and proofs, establish such a re-

lation of confidence and trust as rendered the concealment of

the fact, that the remaindermen were willing to give a larger

Bura than was paid to Mrs. Cleland, for her life estate in the

premises. This bill was afterward filed, and it is charged, that

Fish was the son-in-law of complainant ; that her confidence,

naturally superinduced by the relationship, continued and

increased until the date of the sale ; that she reposed entire and

inpiicit trust and confidence in him, believing that he was

truly and unselfishly promoting, as he best could, the pecuniary
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interests of complainant, and tliat lie was well aware that she

reposed such confidence.

The bill also charges, that before going to Rock Island to

purchase her interest, Fish knew that the remaindermen had,

upon consultation, authorized him to offer complainant $2, GOO

or $2,800, for her life estate, or, at her option, one-half of what

the property could be sold for, bj uniting her title to the fee,

and that he fraudulently concealed these facts from her, and

represented that her Interest was not worth more than $800,

and that the property could not be sold without the consent of

all the owners, and that Hatfield, who owned two-fifths, was

unwilling to sell. That by reason of these misrepresentations,

and the concealment of these facts, she was induced to sell her

life estate to Fish for one thousand dollars.

When the case was formerly before the court, it was held,

that the fact that a person occupies the relation of son-in-law

to the vendor, does not impose the legal duty of disclosing hig

knowledge of the value of the propert}^, but, to have that effect,

it must appear, that such a relationship occasioned, and such a

trust grew out of it, that authorized appellant to act upon the

presumption, that there had been no concealment of any

material fact from her.

The evidence discloses the fact, that the parties resided

remotely from each other; that, while the social and family

relations existing between the families were good, and . had

been uninterrupted, from their separation but little inter-

course had occurred between the families. IS'or does it appear

that Fish had ever acted as the agent of appellant, in this or

any other business, or had ever been her confidential business

adviser, or that she had ever intrusted him with the manage-

ment of her business affairs. 'Eov does it appear, that he had

agreed, in this case, to ascertain the value of her life estate, or

the sum for which it could be sold. Had any of these facts

been shown, then the trust and confidence might have been

inferred, which would render it inequitable to fail to make the

disclosure. But, when all of the facts are attentively consid-

ered, we do not see that the case is at all strengthened, as it
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now only amounts to the claim, tliat he was her son-in-law,

and that relationship imposed the duty of disclosing these

facts, which we have seen does not in law impose it ; nor can

we infer, from that fact alone that such confidence was reposed.

The witnesses, it is true, state that appellant seemed to liave

confidence in him, and they give it as their opinion, that it

was by reason of that confidence that she sold the property to

him. The same may, no doubt, be truly said in every case

where mutual friends trade, and the purchaser fails to disclose

his suj)erior knowledge of the value of the property. It does

not appear, that appellant, at any time during the negotiation,

said to him that she relied upon him, owing to the relation-

ship, to truly disclose all of the facts, and that she only sold in

consequence of such confidence reposed in him. Had she done

so, the case might have been different. We think that the case,

as now presented, is substantially the same as when here before
;

that the legal principles which must govern it are not different,

and that the appellant has still failed to show herself entitled

to the relief sought.

On the question of fraudulent misrepresentation, the case is

substantially the same, and we deem it unnecessary to again

discuss the evidence. The decree of the court below is

affirmed.

Decree affirmed.
Mr. Justice Laweence dissenting.

The People of the State of Illinois

V.

James N. McCall et al.

Xational banks— sliares of stock in, exempt from taxation. The action

of a board of supervisors, in abating taxes levied under the laws of this State,

upon shares of stock in national banks, will be affirmed by this court, in ac-

ijordance with the decision of the Supreme Court of the United States in the

. case of Bradley v. The People of tlie State of Illinois, 4 Wallace, 457.*

* Note by the Reporter. After this decision was rendered, the legislature

was called together by the governor, for the pixrpose, among others, of enact-
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This cause was brought into tliis court by the auditor of

State. It appears from the record, that the assessor of the town
of Canton, Fulton county, assessed for taxation, at lialf their

nominal value, for the year 1S65, the shares of stock of the

First National bank of Canton, located in that town and county
;

that, upon the application of the shareholders to the board of

supervisors of Fulton county, in September, 1865, the board

abated the assessment. The auditor had no notice of the action

of the board, and the shares of the stock of the bank were

wholly omitted from the assessment list for that year, and thus

escaped taxation. The county clerk of Fulton county, in 1866,

in accordance with the law respecting property not assessed,

entered the shares of stock on the assessment list at their full

value, and charged against them State, county and other taxes,

for the year 1865. The town assessor listed the shares for 1866

lit one-half their nominal value, but the county clerk, with the

consent of the assessor, raised the assessment to the full value

of the shares.

The shareholders of the bank again appealed to the board of

supervisors for an abatement of the assessment for 1865, and

for so much of the assessment of 1866, as exceeded the amount

fixed by the assessor, which was granted.

Mr. 0. M. Morrison, State's attorney, for the people.

Mr. G. Barrere, for the defendants.

Mr. Justice Breese delivered the opinion of the Court

:

This was an appeal by the auditor of public accounts from an

order made by the board of supervisors of Fulton county, releas-

ing from an assessment for taxation for the years 1865 and

1866, of shares in the capital stock of the first national bank

of Canton. It is a case, the same in principle with the case of

The People v. Bradley et al., 39 111. 130, in which this court

held, that the shares of stock held by Bradley in the capita^

Ing a law, under which capital invested in national banks might be taxed.

See Gross' Stat. 576, 612. Act June 13, 1867, Sess. Acts of Special Sessions, p.
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stock of a national bank, cunstitnted his interest in the bank,

and was liable to assessment and taxation nnder the law of this

State. That the shares made up the capital stock, and the

result was the same, whichever was taxed.

In the opinion pronounced in that case, it was endeavored to

be shown, and, on reflection, we think successfully, that it was

matter of contract and agreement between the banks and the

people, that the shares should be deemed personal property,

and be liable to taxation by the State, and such contract was

not affected by the forty-first section of the national banking

law of June, 1864.

This case was taken by writ of error to the Supreme Court

of the United States, and on the authority of tlie case of Van
Allen V. The Assessors, 3 Wallace, 584, it was held, that

admitting a tax on the capital was equivalent to a tax on the

shares as respected the shareholders, yet as the capital of the

banks may consist of the bonds of the United States, which are

exempt from taxation, it was not easy to see, that the tax on

the capital was an equivalent to a tax on the shares. Bradley

V. The People^ 4 id. 459. The judgment of this court was

reversed, and the decision of the board of supervisors afiirmed.

In accordance with that decision, the order of the board of

supervisors of Fulton county, releasing the shareholders of the

first national bank of Canton from the taxes assessed upon

their shares, must be affirmed.

Judgment affirmed.

David T. Bonnell

V.

Joshua Neely.

1. Statutes— act of 1845— concerning stay of proceedings out of term—'
w?io entitled to. Section 46, of the practice act of 1845, authorizing "a party"

out of term, intending' to move to set aside or quash any execution, replevin

bond, or other proceeding, to apply to a judge at his chambers, for an order

staying proceedings, as preliminary to a motion to be made in term time, to
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quasli the same, applies only to " a party " to the proceedings sought to be

quashed.

2. Same— not intended for persons not parties to the proceedings. Persons

who are not parties to the proceedings thus sought to be set aside, cannot, '^y

tlie sLimtnary means of a motion, assert adverse rights. Such rights can only

be adjusted by the aid of regular proceedings.

3. Same— abuse of process. Under this statute, where there has been an

abuse of the process, as between the parties to the proceedings, this summary
remedy, by motion, is allowed ; but strangers to the proceedings cannot assert

their rights in this manner.

Weit of Errok to the Circuit Court of Jersey county ; the

Hon. Dayid M. Woodson, Judge, presiding.

This was a proceeding instituted in the court below, by

Joshua Neely, the appellee, under the forty-sixth section of the

practice act of 1845, asking for an order to stay an execution

issued on a judgment in favor of David T. Bonnell, the appel-

lant, against one Philip English. The single question pre-

sented by the record is, whether the statute authorizing this

summary remedy, can be resorted to by a person who is not a

party to the proceedings sought to be quashed. The facts in

the case are fully stated in the opinion.

Mr. James W. English, for the plaintiff in error.

Messrs. Wareen & Pogue, for the defendant in error.

Mr. Justice Lawrence delivered the opinion of the Court:

Neely, the appellee, was the purchaser of certain real estate

under a decree foreclosing a mortgage executed by one

English. Bonnell, the appellant, obtained a judgment against

English subsequent to the mortgage. An execution was issued

on the judgment, and levied on the mortgaged premises, on

the 4th of March, 1864, and on the 14th of May, 1864, they

were sold to Bonnell. This sale was set aside at the April

Term, 1866, as irregular, and a vend. exp. was issued directing

the sheriff to sell the lands hitherto levied upon. Under the

venditioni the sheriff proceeded to sell, on the 2d day of June,

19— 43d III.
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1866. Bonnell was tlie purchaser, and the sheriff treated the

amount of his bid as a redemption from the sale to I^eely,

under the foreclosure, made April 29, 1865, and gave him a

certificate of redemption. The sheriff offered Bonnell a deed,

which he declined, and directed the sheriff to resell. This

the sheriff was about to do, wlien Neely applied to the circuit

judge in vacation for an order staying further j)roceedings on

the part of the sheriff.

However irregular these proceedings may have been, and

they were certainly a departure from the statute prescribing

the mode in which judgment creditors shall redeem, the appellee

has mistaken his remedy. This proceeding was instituted under

section forty-six of the practice act authorizing a "party" to

apply to a judge in vacation, for an order staj'ing proceedings

as preliminary to a motion to be made in term time to quash

the writ or other proceedings. This clearly refers to a party

to the " execution, replevin bond or other proceedings," which

it is sought to quash. The statute can never have been in-

tended to autliorize third persons to assert adverse rights by

the summary means of a motion and have them adjusted with-

out the aid of regular pleadings. If this proceeding can be

sustained, then we should be obliged to hold that the claimant

of personal property which has been levied on under an execu-

tion to which he is not a party, may have his title tried by

means of a motion instead of being driven to an action of

replevin or a trial before a jury of the right of property. We
cannot hold this. When process is abused, as, for example, if

the execution has been paid to the sheriff, and he still proceeds

to sell, it is very proper that as between the parties this sum-

mary remedy should be allowed. But that strangers should

be allowed to have adverse and often complex rights settled

in this mode is inconsistent with the spirit of our law. The

judgment of the Circuit Court must be reversed and the peti-

tion or motion of Neely dismissed without prejudice to him in

any future proceedings.

Judgment reversed.
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Allen Briscoe et al.

V.

Joseph S. Allison et al.

1. Constitution— law authorizing bounties to soldiers. An act of the gen-

eral assembly authorizing a county to give bounties, and to levy a tax for their

payment, to induce persons l«o enlist in the militaxy service, to avoid a pending

draft, is held to be constitutional.

2. Bounties— offered without legal authority. Where a county offered a

bounty to persons who might volunteer, be drafted, or furnish substitutes for

the military service, who should be received and credited to some town in the

county, whose quota was not full, in the absence of statutory authority to do

BO, such act is unauthorized and void.

3. Same—given under the offer after law autJiorized payment of. Subse-

quently to such offer, the general assembly authorized the county to pay

such bounties for enlistments, and county orders, to pay them, were issued

after the passage of this law, and before any further action was taken by the

county authorities. Held, that such orders were authorized by the law, but

all bonds issued before the passage of the law are invalid, and cannot be

enforced against the county.

4. Same— unauthorized to personsfurnishing substitutes. Where the board

of supervisors offered to pay a bounty to persons who might be drafted, or had

furnished substitutes, and the legislature had conferred no such power,

—

Held,

that county orders issued to pay such bounties are invalid, and cannot be

enforced.

5. Injunction— to stay collection of tax. Where a bill is filed to stay the

collection of a tax levied to pay county orders issued for bounties, a portion of

which are authorized, and a portion unauthorized by law, the court should

ascertain the amount the unauthorized bear to those authorized, and reduce

the levy by the proportion the former bears to the latter, and require the

remainder to be collected and applied to the payment of those legally issued,

Weit of Eerok to the Circuit Court of Clark county ; the

Hon. Chaeles H. Constable, Judge, presiding.

This was a bill in chancery, filed by Joseph S. Allison, John

Bartlett, Frederick Quick, William McKeen, Robert Houston,

Stephen Archer, William Keel men, Henry T. Rautt, William

B. Leslie, James McCabe, Franklin Mark and William Reddick,

in the Clark Circuit Court, against Allen B. Briscoe and
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Charles Stroever, to restrain tlie collection of a tax levied on

property in the town of Marshall, in that county.

The bill alleges, that the board of supervisors of the county,

on the 28th day of January, 1865, passed a series of resolutions

by which the county offered a bounty of $400 to each person

who would volunteer, and be accepted into the military service,

and be credited to the quota of the county. Also, a like bounty

to all such persons who might be drafted, and should furnish a

substitute accepted into the service on such quota.

On the Tth day of January, 1865, the general assembly

adopted an act applying to Clark, and some other counties, by

which the county aulfiiorities were empowered to levy a tax for

bounties to be paid to persons enlisting in the military service

of the United States.

At the March Term, 1865, the board of supervisors passed

resolutions confirming those adopted in January, and oflPering a

like bounty to any person wlio might enlist, or be drafted,

or who might, after being drafted, furnish a substitute, who

should be received into the service on the quota of any town in

the county. Tlie clerk of the County Court was authorized to

issue a county order for that sum, to each person coming within

the provisions of the resolutions.

It appears, that a number of such orders were issued after

the adoption of the order in January, and before the passage

of the law in February. That others were issued after the

adoption of the law, and before the passage of the resolutions

at the March Term. Still other orders were issued after the

adoption of these latter resolutions, and there were a few orders

issued to drafted persons.

The board of supervisors laid a tax on the taxable property

of the county, to raise a sufficient fund to redeem these county

orders. The tax was extended upon the collector's books,

which were placed in his hands for collection, and he was

about to enforce the same, when this bill was filed to restrain

him therefrom, upon the alleged ground that the levy was

illegal and void.

A temporary injunction was granted. Answers were filed,

1
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and replications thereto. A hearing was had on the bill,

answers, replications and exhibits, when the court rendered a

decree, making the temporary injunction perpetual. To reverse

which, defendants prosecute this writ of error.

Mr. John Scholfield, for the plaintiffs in error.

Messrs. Gookins & Roberts, for the defendants in error.

Mr. Chief Justice Walker delivered the opinion of the

Court

:

It is urged in this case, that an act of fhe legislature, author-

izing a county to offer bounties and levy a tax for their pay-

ment, to induce persons to enlist in the military service, to

escape a pending draft, is unconstitutional. In the case of

Taylor v. Thomjpson^ 42 111. 9, it was held that such a law,

authorizing a township to offer such bounties, and to levy

such a tax, was both constitutional and for a corporate purpose.

"We again hold in the case of Henderson v. Lagow, id. 360, that

the same rule, in principle, applied to a county having similar

authority to pay such bounties and to collect such taxes. That

such power was within the scope of legislative authority.

These cases fully dispose of this question.

The county, it appears, on the 28th of January, 1865, passed

a series of resolutions to offer bounties to all persons who
should volunteer for the service, and to involuntary enlist-

ments, as well as to persons who should be drafted, and received

into the service under the existing call for men, or should be

drafted and furnish a substitute
;
provided they were severally

credited to some town whose quota was not full. These reso-

lutions were adopted without any statutory authority, and,

consequently, conferred no rights and imposed no obligations.

Afterward, however, on the 7th day of February, 1865, the

general assembly passed an act authorizing the board of super-

visors in this and some other counties, at any regular or special

session, to levy such special tax upon the taxable property of

the county, as in their opinion might be necessary to raise a
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sufficient fund to pay a bounty to persons enlisting in the

military service of the United States, during the continuance

of the present rebellion, not to exceed one hundred thousand

dollars for each county. Private Laws 1865, vol. 1, p. 110.

The other provisions of the act relate to the mode of its execu-

tion, and are not material to the questions involved in this record.

On the 15th of March the board of supervisors resolved,

that, as doubts existed as to the validity of their proceedings

in January, and as the act of the legislature had been adopted

conferring power in the premises, they, to remove all doubt,

passed another set of resolutions. By them they declared that

all persons who had theretofore, or should thereafter, voluntarily

enlist or be drafted into the service, and credited to anj'' town

in the county until its quota was filled, should be paid a

county order for four hundred dollars. And the county clerk

was required to issue and deliver an order for that amount to

each of such persons. They also provided for a like bounty

to every person that should furnish a substitute. They also

declare that orders issued under the resolutions of the previous

January should be valid. They at the same time levied a tax

of six and a half per cent on the assessed value of the taxable

property of the county to pay these several bounties.

As regards the county orders issued to pay bounties for

enlistments made after the 15th of March, when the latter

resolutions were adopted, there can be no question of the

power to issue them. The act conferred the power, and the

resolutions manifest the intention to act under its provisions,

and the issuing of the orders and the levy of the tax to provide

a fund to meet and redeem them, was fully warranted, and their

action to that extent must be held to bind the county, and to

authorize the enforcement of the tax.

It, however, appears that a small number of county orders

were issued and delivered to persons who enlisted after the

passage of the law and before the adoption of the resolutions

to carry out its provisions. And it is insisted that these uoun-

ties were not authorized and that the tax levied for their

payment should therefore be restrained in its collection. This,
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of course, depends upon the authority conferred by the act of

the legislature. It declares that the board of supervisors may
levy a tax to pay bounties to persons enlisting in the service

during the continuance of the present rebellion. The act does

not declare that they may do so to pay for enlistments after

they shall, as a board, determine to pay such bounties, but

that they may pay such for enlistments during the continuance

of the rebellion. The rebellion did continue after the passage

of the law, and until after these enlistments were made, and

they are fully within the authority conferred, and the portion

of the tax necessary for the payment of orders issued to them
as bounties was authorized and should not be enjoined.

It appears that bounties were paid in county orders to six or

eight persons w^ho enlisted after the resolutions adopted in

January and before the passage of the law. Were such enlist-

ments embraced in the law ? From the language of the law

we infer it was designed to operate prospectively and not

retrospectively. It in terms provides for enlistments which

shall be made during the continuance of the rebellion ; not

those who had enlisted. And when we look to the object of

the enactment, it seems to be clear that such was the legislative

will. It was designed to enable the citizens to avoid a future

draft then impending. To have paid persons who had already

enlisted would not promote the object intended. That could

only be done by inducing the requisite number of persons to

enlist, and hence the bounty was offered and paid to stimulate

the filling up of the quota of the county. If the legislature

had intended to embrace past enlistments other and different

language would have been employed.

There remains to be considered the question whether the

county orders issued as bounties to the persons who were

drafted and had furnished substitutes were authorized. "While

the clerk was, by the resolutions adopted, directed to issue

orders to such persons, the act of the legislature confers no

power. We held in the case of Drake v. Phillips^ 40 111. 388,

that a tax levied by a town to refund money paid for substi'

tutes and enlistments, in the absence of legislative authority,
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was without legal warrant, and its collection was restrained.

The statute has conferred no power on the county to pay

bounties to drafted men who had been mustered into the ser-

vice, or who had furnished substitutes. The polic}^ of the act

was to induce enlistments and to save the county from a draft,

and that is the consideration for the orders issued to pay the

bounty. After a person had been drafted and placed in the

service, or his substitute had been accepted, there was no

necessity to pay him money, nor would such payment be

founded upon any such consideration. It would in no wise

tend to relieve the county from the unfilled quota. Such per-

sons are then in the service of the government, and have no

pecuniary claim on the county, nor can the county then pay

them for their services to the general government any more

than they could bestow bounties on persons remaining at home,

or pay the debts of individuals. Tlie statute, however, has

made the act of enlistment a sufficient consideration to support

a contract to pay a bounty to induce the enlistment. These

county orders were therefore issued without legal authority and

should not be paid.

But must the collection of the entire tax of this town be

restrained because some eight or ten orders out of more than

one hundred were illegally issued ? Under a bill properly

framed, a court of chancer}^ would not prevent the holders from

collecting, or the treasurer from paying them. Or if the court

can, under this bill, ascertain the proportion that the illegal

bears to the legal bonds, it could thereby be determined what

portion of this tax would be illegal, and, when ascertained, the

portion of the tax necessary, and which wouid go to pay those

illegally issued bonds, should be restrained and the remainder

collected. The decree of the court below is reversed and the

cause remanded, with directions for the court below to ascer-

tain the proportion of this tax which was levied to pay these

illegal bonds, and to render a decree enjoining the collection

of^that proportion of the tax, and dissolving it as to the ro-

mainder.

Decree reversed.
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Joseph L. Hume et al.

V.

George B. Gossett.

1. Statutes— construction of. Section seven of the tovraship organiza^

tion act of 1861, making- a town collector's bond a lien upon all of his real

estate, does not repeal the homestead exemption act, so far as his bond is con-

cerned.

2. Same— repeal of by implication— not favored— repugnance must be

evident. A repeal of a law by implication is not favored ; to resort to this, the

repugnance between the statute^ must be so clear and plain, that they cannot

be reconciled.

3. Judgment— on official bond of collector— no lien on the homestead, A
judgment rendered against a town collector upon his official bond, is like any

other judgment, and creates no lien which can be enforced against his home-

stead, except in the mode pointed out by statute.

4. Homestead— right— how protected. The homestead right is protected

against all liens and sales, and against all modes of conveyance, whether by

deed absolute, or by mortgage, unless released or disposed of, in the mode
pointed out in the homestead act.

5. Same— legislative intention. The legislature did not design to place the

State, as to its revenue, in any better position than the citizen was placed in

regard to the collection of his debt, as against the homestead of the debtor,

6. Same— when may be sold in execution. When the value of the home-

stead exceeds $1,000, on paying that sum to the owner, it may be sold under

an execution; and in such a contingency, a judgment, whether upon the oflScial

bond of a collector, or otherwise, may be enforced, but it does not create any
lien against the homestead of the debtor.

Writ of Error to the Circuit Court of Edgar county ; the

Hon. O. L. Davis, Judge, presiding.

Tliis was a bill in chancery, filed by George B. Gossett, in

the Circuit Court of Edgar county, against Joseph L. Hume and

"William Ross, impleaded with the trustees of schools of town-

ship sixteen, ranges thirteen and fourteen, in Edgar county, to

set aside the sale of certain lands owned by the complainant,

made upon two judgments obtained in said Circuit Court, against

one James C. Burson, complainant's grantor. The defendants

demurred to the bill, alleging a want of equity, which demurrer
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the court overruled ; and the defendants having elected to stand

by their said demurrer, the court ordered the sales set aside,

and granted a perpetual injunction against collecting the said

judgments out of said lands. Whereupon the defendants pros-

ecuted their writ of error to this court.

There is but a single question presented by the record for the

decision of this court, and which is stated in the opinion.

Messrs. John Scholfield and R. JST. Bishop, for the plaintiffs

in error.

Mr. James A. Eads, for the defendants in error.

Mr. Justice Breese delivered the opinion of the Court

:

The plaintiff in error makes this single question upon this

record :
" Is a judgment against a town collector, on his official

bond, a lien upon his homestead ?
"

To determine this question, we have only to look to the stat-

ute, and to the decisions of this court thereon. The plaintiff in

error contends, inasmuch as the township organization act was

passed subsequent to the homestead act, and as it contains a

provision inconsistent with that act, it necessarily repeals it.

What is that provision ? It is this : after providing, that the

collector shall execute a bond to the supervisor, section seven

provides, that every such bond shall be a lien upon all the real

estate, severally, of such collector, within the county, at the

time of filing thereof, and shall continue to be such lien until

its conditions, together with all costs and charges, which may
accrue by the prosecution thereof, shall be fully satisfied. Sess.

Laws of 1861, p. 227.

Tlie act of 1851, relating to township organization contained

this same provision. Scates' Comp. 330. It was approved on the

17th of February, 1851. On the 11th of February, preceding,

the homestead act was passed. On the 17th of February,

1857, this act was amended, by a law declaring, that the object

of the act was to require, in all cases, the signature and

acknowledgment of the wife as conditions to the alienation of

the homestead.
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When, in 1861, tlie legislature revised the act of 1851, section

seven of the act of 1851, making the collector's bond a lien, was

merely transferred, without alteration, to the act of 1861, above

quoted. There is nothing in this legislation manifesting an

intention to change the law as it had theretofore existed. Had
it been the purpose of the legislature to deprive township col-

lectors and their families of the benefit of the homestead act,,

such a purpose would have been clearly expressed, or the legis-

lation be made so repugnant, that the last could not stand with

the first. The legislature seem to have been very regardful of

tliis homestead right. A repeal of a law by implication is not

favored. The repugnance between statutes must be so clear

and plain, that they cannot be reconciled, to justify a resort to

this doctrine. Bruce v. Schuyler^ 4 Gilm. 221 ; Town of
Ottawa V. County of La Salle, 12 111. 339.

Although the collector's bond be a lien on all the real estate

of the maker of it, so is a judgment ; but, as this court said

in Green v. Maries, 25 111. 221, a judgment was not a lien

upon the homestead.

If the bond be a lien, and the judgment rendered upon it also

a lien, it is one which, under the decisions of this court, can-

not be enforced, as against the homestead, except in the mode
pointed out in the statute. Pardee v. Lindley, 31 111. 187.

In onr view of this legislation, the homestead right is pro-

tected against all liens and sales, and against all modes of con-

veyance, whether by deed absolute or by mortgage, unless it

shall be released or disposed of in the mode prescribed in

the act.

There is nothing in this legislation, upon the two subjects of

revenue and homestead exemption, to authorize the inference,

that the legislature designed to place the State, as to its

revenue, in any better position than the citizen was placed in

regard to the collection of his debt.

This homestead right may in some cases be taken from the

owners, as, where the land on which it arises is of a value

exceeding $1,000. On paying that amount to the claimant,

it may be sold under an execution ; so that, while it cannot bo
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asserted as universally true, that a judgment on a collector's

bond is a lien upon the homestead, it may be asserted it is so,

sub modo. The case of Green v. Marks, su])ra, is full to the

point, that a judgment is not a lien upon it, and we see no dif-

ference in principle between that case and this. We are satis-

lied it was not the intention of the legislature to place the

collectors of the public revenue and their families in any worse

position, or one less favored, than was that of the citizens gen-

erally. The policy of the law, as we have often said, was to

secure a home for the unfortunate debtor and his family, and

to be secure from the reach of creditors, except in the mode
prescribed by the law.

The decree of the Circuit Court, overruling the demurrer to

the bill, must be affirmed.

Decree affirmed.

Thomas F. Tomlin

V.

David W. Hilyard.

1. Tenants in common— parol partition hetween— effect of. A parol

partition of lands between tenants in common, when followed by a several

possession, gives to each the rights and incidents of an exclusive possession

of his property.

2. Same— of the legal title— conveyance may ie compelled. In such case,

while the legal title might not be considered as having passed, unless after a

possession sufficiently long to justify the presumption of a deed, yet each co

tenant would stand seized of the legal title of one-half of his allotment and

the equitable title to the other half, and could compel from his co-tenant a

canveyance according to the terms of the partition.

8. Homestead right— to what character of estate it may attach. The

homestead law protects equally an equitable as well as a legal title to lands,

and when a parol partition between tenants in common was had, followed by

a several possession, and before j udgment lien attached, each can claim the

homestead right, even though the legal title to one-half of his allotment

De in the other, as each held it since partition as trustee for the other.

4. Possession— severance of— ietweoi tenants in common— proof of. A
mere severance of possession between tenants in common, may be inferred

from far less proof than would be required to show a sale of land to a stranger.
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5. Witness— cannot testify as to ^natter of law. An interrogatory asking

a witness to swear as to a matter, wliicli in part was a question of law, is

improper.

Wkit of Ekkok to the Circuit Court of Mason county; tlie

Hon. James Harriott, Judge, presiding.

The facts in this case are sufficiently stated in the opinion.

Messrs. Lacey & Harndon, for the plaintiff in error.

Messrs. Dummer & Prettyman, for the defendant in error.

Mr. Justice Lawrence delivered the opinion of the Court

:

This was an action of ejectment brought by Thomas F. Toni-

lin against David W. Hilyard, to recover forty acres of land.

It appears by the record, that on the 10th of March, 1856,

eighty acres, of which the tract in controversy is a part," were

bought by said Hilyard, and one Thompson Toinlin, as tenants

in common, the deed being made to them jointly. On the 1st

of January, 1S58, one Walker obtained a judgment in the Cir-

cuit Court of Mason county, where the land is situated, against

Hilyard and Thompson Tomlin, on which an execution was

duly issued, and the land in controversy sold on the 16th of

March, 1858. The plaintiff below derived title under this sale

and the sheriff's deed made thereon.

The defense was, that before said judgment was obtained,

the eighty-acre tract was divided between Hilyard and Thomp-

son Tomlin, the former taking the south forty acres, being the

tract in controversy, and the latter the north forty, and that,

although the partition was by parol, Hilyard, in the spring of

1857, took open and exclusive possession of his forty, and has

occupied it with his family, as a homestead, from that time to

the present. On the trial, a jury was waived, and the court on

the evidence gave judgment for the defendant.

A parol partition between tenants in common, when followed

by a possession in conformity therewith, will so far bind the

possession, as to give to each co-tenant the rights and incidents

of an exclusive possession of his property. 1 "Wash, on Real
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Prop. (2d ed.) 450; Jackson v. Hardee, 4 Johns. 202; Jackson

V, Vosburgk, 9 id. 276 ; Slice v. Derrick, 2 Rich. 627 ; Coles v.

Wooding, 2 Patton &, Heath (Ya.) 189 ; Wildley v. Barney''

s

Lessee, 31 Miss. 644; Manly v. Pettee, 38 111. 136. While the

legal title might not, perhaps, be considered as passing h}' such

parol partition, unless after a possession sufficiently long to

justify the presumption of a deed, yet the parol partition fol-

lowed by a several possession, would leave each co-tenant seized

of the legal title of one-half of his allotment, and the equitable

title to the other half, and by a bill in chancery he could com-

pel from his co-tenant a conveyance of the legal title, according

to the terms of the partition. The homestead law protects a

possession held under an equitable as well as a legal title. Blue

V. Blue, 38 111. 9. If then, in the case before us, there has been

a parol partition before the judgment lien attached, and a sc\^-

eral possession in conformity thereto, the homestead right can

be claimed by Hilyard, even if the legal title to one-half of his

allotment is still in liis co-tenant. lie has held it since the

partition merely as trustee for Hilyard.

It is insisted, however, that the parol partition in the case

before us is not clearly proven. The evidence is contradictory,

but while Thompson Tomlin himself denies that a partition

was agreed upon, the other clearly proven facts are such strong

evidence of partition that we are not inclined to set aside

the finding of the court. The witness Jonathan Thompson,

swears that he occupied the eighty acres as tenant of Tomlin

and Hilyard, in 1856 ; that he afterward rented of Thompson

Tomlin the forty acres not in controversy in this case; that

Hilyard has occupied, exclusively, the forty acres in contro-

versy, from the spring of 1857 to the ]3resent time ; that this

was matter of notoriety, that Tomlin claimed and occupied

the other forty by his son or tenants ; and that the witness,

in the spring of 1857, ran a furrow with a plow between the

two forties to mark the division line. It further appears that

Hilyard built a house on his forty before he moved on it, and

that he planted an orchard in 1857 or 1858. Another witness

rswears it was notorious that Hilyard and Tomlin were claim-
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ing the eighty acres separately, and that such exclusive and

separate claim and occupation have continued to the present

time. All this is very strong evidence that a partition was

made.

It need hardly be remarked, that a mere severance of posses-

sion between tenants in common may be inferred from far less

proof than would be required to show a sale of land to a

stranger.

It is also objected that the court erred in not permitting the

plaintiff to ask a witness " if the judgment was not obtained

for the purchase money of the land in controversy." Tlie

interrogatory was objectionable, not only because leading in

form, but because it was asking a witness to swear as to what

was, in part, a question of law. The witness should have been

required to state the manner in which the indebtedness accrued.

The land was not bought of Walker, the plaintiff in the judg-

ment, but from one Blunt, and whether the debt to Walker

accrued in such a way that it could be regarded as purchase

money for land bought of Blunt, as in the case of Austin v.

TJnderioood, 37 111. 441, must necessarily involve a legal ques-

tion which a witness is not competent to solve. So far as the

facts appear from the further examination of the same witness

the judgment was not for the purchase money. The record

discloses a homestead right in the appellee, and the judgment

must be affirmed.

Judgment affirmed.

St. Louis, Jacksonville & Chicago R. R. Co.

V.

Trustees of Illinois Institution for the Education

OF THE Blind.

1. Statute— construed— grant. Although the language of a statute may
be sufficiently comprehensive to embrace any property owned by the State,

still it will not be construed to include property used by the State for a specific

purpose. In such a case it cannot be inferred, that such was the intention of
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the leorislature, and all statutes must "be construed according to the intention

of the body enacting them.

2. Where the general assembly in granting a railroad charter, author^

Ized the company to enter upon, take possession of, and use all and singu-

lar any lands, streams and materials of every kind for the location of the

road, depots, etc., for the construction of tlie road ; and it contained a provision,

that "all such lands, materials and privileges belonging to the State, are

hereby granted to said corporation for said purposes ;"— Held, that the grant

does not include the ground connected with, and used by the State for the

education of the blind, althoufjh adjoining tlie road, and convenient for its use.

3. Where the general assembly has made such a grant, and subsequently,

by another act, grants the company a portion of the right of way to an old

and abandoned railroad belonging to the State, which is upon the line of

the road of the company, it will be inferred, that such subsequent grant is a

legislative construction of the prior grant, from which it appears, the general

assembly did not understand, that the former grant embraced property belong-

ing to the State, not used by the State, although convenient to the construc-

tion of the road, much less to embrace property appropriated to other purposes,

and in the actual use of the State.

Appeal from the Circuit Court of Sangamon county; the

Hon. Edwaed Y. Rice, Judge, presiding.

This was a proceeding commenced by the St. Louis, Jack-

sonville and Chicago Railroad company before a justice of the

peace of Morgan county, for the purpose of condemning a por-

tion of the grounds owned and used by the State, for the main-

tenance of the institution for the education of the blind, situated

in the city of Jacksonville, for depot purposes.

Three commissioners were appointed to examine and con-

demn the property. They reported that they had condemned

for the use of the road a strip on the west side of the grounds

of the institution. From this assessment the trustees of the

institution appealed to the Circuit Court of Morgan county.

Afterward the case was removed by change of venue to the

Circuit Court of Sangamon county.

A trial was subsequently had in that court on an agreed state

of facts, when the court quashed the proceeding and reversed

the condemnation made by the three commissioners. And the

case is brought to this court on appeal for the purpose of revers-

ing the judgment of the Circuit Court.
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Messrs. Moerison & Eplee, for the appellants.

Mr. Heney E. Dummek, for the appellees.

Mr, Chief Justice "Walker delivered the opinion of the

Court:

It appears that the Jacksonville, Alton and St. Louis, and

the Tonica and Petersburg railroads, were consolidated under

the general law of this State regulating such organizations, and

thereby became the St. Louis, Jacksonville and Chicago Rail-

road company. By an act of the general assembly approved

February 13, 1863, this consolidation and the first election of

its officers were declared legal and valid. This act also declares

that the company thus formed shall enjoy, possess and exercise

all of the privileges, immunities and franchises, which were

possessed by either and both of the companies entering into

and forming the consolidation, and vests in the new company

all of the property, rights, credits and choses in action pre-

viously held and owned by the two companies entering into the

new organization.

At the session of 1853, of the general assembly, a charter

was granted to construct a railroad from Jacksonville to Alton

under the name of the Jacksonville and Carrolton railroad.

At the session of 1857, by an amendatory act, the name of the

company was changed to that of the " Jacksonville, Alton and

St. Louis Railroad company." By the third section of this

amendatory act, the company were authorized to receive vol-

untary grants of lands or other property for the use of the road.

" Also to enter upon, take possession of and use, all and singular

any lands, streams and materials of every kind, for the location

of depots and stopping stages, for the purpose of constructing

bridges, dams, embankments, excavations, station grounds,

spoil banks, turn-outs, engine-houses, shops and other buildings

necessary for the construction, completing," etc., of the road.

And this section further provides that, " All such lands, mate-

rials and privileges belonging to the State, are hereby granted

to said corporation for said purposes."

20— 43d III.
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It is under this enactment that appellants claim the right

to appropriate a portion of the grounds used and occupied by

the State for the institution for the education of the blind.

These premises are owned by the State, on which buildings and

other improvements have been made at large expense from the

State treasury, and it is maintained at a large expense by

annual appropriations. It is regarded as an institution deserv-

ing the cai'e of the State, and requiring its support. ISTor has

the State, so far as we are aware, ever manifested the slightest

disposition to abandon it, as to transfer it to other hands. It

is one of the institutions to which our citizens look with pride,

and no limited degree of satisfaction. It is supposed to confer

upon the community great benefits, that could not be attained

by any other practical means. It confers all of the benefits of

a good education upon a class of unfortunates, the most of

whom would otherwise remain whollj^ uneducated. We are

compelled therefore to conclude, that the State has no intention

of abandoning its fostering care and support of this institution.

The language of this enactment is broad and comprehensive,

and would literally embrace the right to appropriate any prop-

erty owned by the State. But failing to grant any property

specifically, can it be inferred, that it was intended that prop-

erty owned and already appropriated by the State to permanent

and specific purposes, could be taken ? This property was not

specifically granted by the State to the company, but had been

permanently appropriated to the use of a State institution, and

was being used for that purpose. Had the property been vacant

and unoccupied by the State, then it might have come within

the provisions of the act. But having been permanently

appropriated and employed by the State for other purposes,

can it be inferred that it was the intention of the general

assembly to grant this property? The construction of this act

depends, like all others, upon the intention of the legislature

enacting it.

The language of the act is broad enough to embrace any

property of the State necessary to the construction of depots,

turn-outs, engine-houses or other buildings necessary for the
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completion and operation of the road
;
yet we apprehend, that

it would hardly be contended that this grant would embrace

all of the grounds and buildings connected with this institu-

tion. And yet we are unable to draw the line where the

power would cease, to appropriate this property. If the com-

pany may appropriate this portion of the property why not

all, because the only limit of the power would, by the con-

struction contended for by appellant, be the necessities of the

company. But if we were compelled to adopt the construction

contended for, we should hold, that nothing short of an impera-

tive, overpowering necessity, such as the failure to be able,

without the use of this property, to employ and run their

engines, and transport freight and passengers, must exist before

property already appropriated and used by the State, could be

applied to the use of the road. And no such overpowering

necessity can exist, as the station and station grounds can be

located at a different place, where all of the ground necessary

and convenient to the road may be obtained.

The word " necessary " has great flexibility of meaning. It is

used to express mere convenience, or that which is indispensa-

ble to the accomplishment of a purpose. If we were com-

pelled to say that the general assembly intended to embrace

this property in the grant, we should hold, that, as a condition

to its appropriation to the use of the company, it would have

to appear, that this property was indispensably necessary, not

merely convenient or profitable to the road, but to its com-

pletion and operation. That, without it, the objects and pur-

poses of the creation of the company would be defeated, and

the company cease to exist. There can be but little doubt, that

this strip of ground would be of great convenience to the com-

pany, and we entertain as little doubt, that all of the grounds

and buildings thereon would also be of greater convenience, to

say nothing of the saving of expenditures in the purchase of

lands for the use of the company. But we cannot believe that

it 'is any thing more than a matter of convenience and profit

that the company should apply this ground to the purposes

sought.
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But as to tlie legislative intent in adopting this law : To rebut

the presumption that this ground was intended to be granted,

is the fact, that the State was using it for purposes repugnant

to the object of the grant. It is not to be presumed that tbe

State would, by this loose and general language, destroy an

institution that has been founded by the State, and fostered

and supported with such care and solicitude for nearly twenty

years. And if the grant is good as to the portion of the prop-

erty claimed by the road, it must be equally so as to the entire

property. And, had it been the intention of the legislature to

donate this property, it may well be asked why approprial ions

are still being made to support it as an institution for the edu-

cation of the blind, when it is liable at any time to be converted

to railroad uses, and the occupants expelled. From these

appropriations, and the fact that no other provision has been

made for the removal of the institution to a different place, or

for their education, we must conclude that such was not their

intention.

Again, the legislature gave a construction to this act, by a

law adopted at the session of 1859. By this act, the general

assembly surrendered to certain named individuals, for the use

of appellants, the right of the State to the track, grade, right of

way, or other privileges and appurtenances, as belonged to the

Springfield and Alton railroad, as lies between the road oft

appellants, in a township therein named, and extending through

the town of Upper Alton and to the eastern limits of that city.

This enactment clearly shows, that the legislature supposed that

appellant did not have the right to even appropriate a portion

of the right of way owned by the State, of an old and abandoned

road which the State had previously undertaken to build. Then,

if the legislature understood that appellants could not, under

the grant already made, appropriate property which the State

hai. abandoned for the purposes for which it had been acquired,

how can we suppose they intended by the same grant to em-

brace property of such value, and which the State had in actlial

use and occupancy. We are, for these reasons, of the opinion,

that appellaEts had no power, under this enactment, to appro
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priate any portion of the grounds or property belonging to the

State and used for the purposes of this institution; and the

judgment of the court below must be affirmed.

Judgment affirmed.

Jacob R. Harris

V.

John S. Galbraith et aL

1. Equity— wiU not relieve for failure to make defense at law. Where a

party has a legal defense to an action at law, lie must avail himself of it in

Buch suit.

3. Evidence—pa/rol evidence— inadmissible to vary terms of a vyritten con-

tract. In a suit on a promissory note, parol evidence is inadmissible, to show

a cotemporaneous verbal agreement, varying the terms of the note.

3. Same— admissible to impeach consideration. But parol proof may be

received to impeach the consideration of a note.

4. Attorney— when authority of, to prosecute suit, wiil he presumed. If,

in a suit upon a promissory note, an attorney of this court appears, and haa

possession of the note sued upon, the inference is, that he has authority to

conduct such suit.

5. Same— want of authority no ground for equitable relief— how and where

questioned. That an attorney had no authority to prosecute the suit at law,

aflfbrds no ground of equitable relief; such question must be determined in

the court of law, and not of equity.

6. Chancery— bill of discovery— what must be done before party entitled

to. The question, whether a party is entitled to a discovery, against one who
is prosecuting him in an action at law, cannot be determined until he haa

filed his plea to such action divulging the character of his defense.

7. Same— admissions by defendant of no avail. And, in such case, there

being no issue in the action at law, should the defendant admit the allegations

of the bill, the complainant could not avail himself of such admissions.

8. Same— wh^n no equity appea/rs on face of bill— may be dismissed. It

is proper for a court, on its own motion, to dismiss a bill, which, on its face,

shows no ground for equitable relief.

Appeal from the Circuit Court of Adams county; the Hon.

Joseph Sibley, Judge, presiding.

The opinion states the case.
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Messrs. J. Grimshaw & J. H. Williams, for the appellant.

Messrs. Buckley, Marcy & Hunt, for the appellees.

Mr. Justice Bkebsb delivered the opinion of the Court

:

This was a bill in chancery in the Adams Circuit Court,

exhibited by Jacob E,. Harris against John S. Galbraith, and

John N^. Hagood, to enjoin the proceedings at law in a suit

commenced by Galbraith, for the use of Hagood, against Har-

ris, in the same court, and for a discovery as to Galbraith.

The defendants were brought in by publication, and a decree

^ro confesso taken as to Galbraith, and a rule upon Hagood to

answer. Hagood put in his answer under oath, denying all

the equities claimed in the bill, which were alleged to consist

in a supposed defense to the note sued on at law, and in the

alleged fact, that the action at law was prosecuted without the

knowledge or authority of Galbraith, and in the necessity of a

discovery from Galbraith, the payee, to enable Harris to defend

the action at law.

As we understand it, the note was given by Harris to Gal-

braith for some negroes purchashed by one Gray, in La Grange,

Missouri, where all the parties resided, of Galbraith. That the

negroes, in Gray's absence, were delivered to Harris, who exe-

cuted the note sued on, for the price, with the understanding,

that on Gray's return to La Grange, his note of the same tenor

and date, should be given to Galbraith in the place of Harris'

note, the latter being intended only as a security on a guaranty,

that Gray should give his note.

~ This defense, if available to complainant, was a strictly legal

defense, and should have been set up in the action at law. It

required no discovery from Galbraith in order to plead it,

though it might to prove it. But we are not of the opinion,

that the defense was available anywhere, for the reason, that

it would be varying a written contract by proof of a verbal

agreement made at the same time. This would be in violation

of a well known rule of evidence. The contract expressed in
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the note is, that the money will be paid at its maturicy. This

cannot be varied by proof of an agreement, that the note could

be discharged by delivering the note of another person.

In Barge v. Dishman^ 5 Blackf, 272, which was a case on a

promissory note, and a verbal agreement set up, varying the

terms of the note, it was held that the proof was inadmissible.

The rule is concisely stated in Penny v. Graves, 12 111. 287,

that parol evidence may be received to impeach the considera-

tion of a note, but not to vary its terms. This case is not unlike

the one before us, as the effect of the parol evidence in both is

to show that the note sued on for the use of Hagood, although

absolute in terras, was in fact conditional, to be delivered up on

receipt of Gray's note of the same tenor and amount.

The same rule is recognized in the case of Harlow v. Boswelly

15 111. 56, and in Fox v. Blaohstone, 31 id. 538. Other cases

might be cited to the same effect, but it is not necessary. There

was nothing in this case going to impeach the consideration of

this note, for the negroes were delivered to Harris. Galbraith

parted with his property in them on the faith of this note, and

it is immaterial to whom the benefit accrued, whether to Harris

or to Gray. That matter must be adjusted between them.

Upon the point of authority of the attorney to sue upon the

note, that cannot be questioned in a court of equity. This

court has recently held, in an unreported case, that it was suffi-

cient, if an attorney of this court appeared in a case and had

possession of the note sued on. The inference would be, that

he was properly in the case and had authority to conduct the

suit. If not, the investigation should be had in the court of

law. It is no ground for relief in equity, nor was it so put by

complainant's counsel. It was res inter alios merely, and not

a feature in the case.

It is difficult to say that the complainant had a right to a

discovery from Galbraith, as the character of the defense is not

divulged. There was no plea to the action at law, and until

one is filed, it cannot be certainly known what the defense is,

consequently it cannot be determined whether the party is

entitled to a discovery or not.
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As a bill of discovery against Galbraith, had he made one

admitting the allegations of the bill, it would not have helped

the complainant, for the reasons we have given. The court

could do no otherwise than dismiss the bill, which it did do on

its own motion.

The bill, on its face, shows no ground for equitable relief, and

it was therefore proper on the hearing to dissolve the injunc-

tion and dismiss the bill. The decree must be affirmed.

Decree affirmed.

John Lamb, impleaded, etc.,

Minerva Richards, Administratrix, etc.

1. Redemption from mortgage sale — rights of judgment creditor.

Where A mortgaged certain lands to B, and subsequently conveyed the same

to C, who in turn mortgaged them to D, and then A died, and B foreclosed

his mortgage, making the heirs and administrator of A and the grantees,

mortgagors and mortgagees, subsequent to his mortgage, parties to the suit,

and the premises were sold to B on the foreclosure decree, who held the cer-

tiiicate of purchase until after the lapse of twelve months from the time of

sale, without any person attempting to redeem within that time,— held, that

B, after the lapse of twelve months from the time of sale, held the mortgaged

property discharged of all right in any person, entitled by statute to redeem

within such period ; and that, in such case, where E, a judgment creditor, in

good faith redeemed from B, before the lapse of fifteen months from the day

of sale, E, by such redemption, was subrogated to all the rights of B, and

took the property discharged of any right in any person allowed by statute to

redeem within one year after sale made.

2. Former decisions. Williams v. Tatnall, 29 111. 565, considered and

explained ; also, the cases of Sweezy v. Chandler and McLagan v. Brown et al,,

11 id. 445, 519.

Appeal from the Circuit Court of Morgan county ; the Hon.

D. M. Woodson, Judge, presiding.

This was a suit ir chancery instituted in the Morgan county

Circuit Court, by the appellee, as administratrix of the estate of
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her husband, George M. Kichards, to foreclose a certain mort-

gage, executed bj one William Lamb and wife, to the said

George M. Richards.

The facts in the case are fully stated in the opinion.

Mr. H. B. McClube and Mr. I. J. Ketchum, for the appel-

lant.

Mr. M. McCoNNEL, for the appellees.

Mr. Justice Lawkence delivered the opinion of the Court

:

On the 6th of May, 1860, one George M. Richards, being

then the owner of certain real estate in Morgan county, mort-

gaged it to Murray McConnel, to secure certain indebtedness

due the latter. In October, 1860, Richards conveyed the prem-

ises to William Lamb, and Lamb executed to Richards certain

notes for the unpaid purchase-money, and a mortgage upon the

premises. Subsequently, McConnel filed a bill to foreclose his

mortgage, making parties Minerva Richards, the administratrix

of the mortgagor, who had in the mean time died, as also his

heirs-at-law, and William Lamb, the purchaser. A decree of

foreclosure and sale was rendered at the September Term, 1862,

of the Morgan Circuit Court, on the 27th of December, 1862,

the lands were sold to McConnel for $2,758.71. ISTeither the

administratrix nor the grantee redeemed within the year, but

after that time, and before the expiration of fifteen months, one

Joseph R. Askew, a judgment creditor of William Lamb,

redeemed from the sale, and the premises were then sold on

his execution, and deeded to him by the sheriff. McConnel

accepted the redemption money, and Lamb attorned to Askew.

Subsequently Askew sold and conveyed to John Lamb, who
went into possession. Minerva Richards now files this bill, as

administratrix, against John Lamb, asking that the premises be

sold to pay the mortgage executed by William Lamb. The

court so decreed, first, applying as a credit on that mortgage,

the amount paid by Askew, in redeeming from the sale tc

McConnel. John Lamb brino-s the record to this court.
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It is 10 be first observed, that the pleadings do not aver, nor

do the proofs shovi^, that there was any collasion between

Askew and William and John Lamb, for the purpose of evad-

ing the payment of William Lamb's notes to Richards, or that

John took the title from Askew for the benefit of William. So

far as this record shows, these proceedings have all been in

good faith, though it must be admitted there are circumstances

connected with the case which cast some suspicion upon it, and

in reversing, we shall remand with leave to the complainant to

amend her bill, for the purpose of bringing this question before

the court, if she desires.

The first question on the record as it stands, relates to the

right of Askew to redeem as a judgment creditor of William

Lamb. The mortgage had been made by Richards. Before

McConnel foreclosed, Richards had conveyed to William Lamb.

The 24:th section of the statute of judgments and executions

gives to the " mortgagor, his heirs, executors, administrators or

grantees " the right of redemption within the twelve months,

and upon their failing to redeem, the same section gives the

right to judgment creditors. This right of redemption has

always been fostered in the courts by a liberal construction of

this statute, since it tgnds to save from sacrifice the property of

failing debtors, and enables a larger number of creditors to

secure payment of their debts. Upon this principle this court

has several times held, as in Sweezy v. Chandler^ 11 111. 445,

that it was unnecessary the judgment under which redemption

is made should be a lien on the land redeemed, thereby applying

a more liberal rule than that laid down by the courts of New
York, under the more stringent language of their statute, from

which ours is substantial!}'- borrowed. But even if the right

of redemption were confined to those creditors whose judgments

were liens, this right existed in Askew. Richards, before the

foreclosure, had sold and conveyed to William Lamb, and

against him Askew had a judgment. But for the sale under

the mortgage, he could have subjected this land to the payment

of his debt; and it certainly comports with the spirit as well aa

the letter of the law, to permit him to remove the obstacle in his

I
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path by redeeming from the sale under the mortgage. "W"e bj

no means say that a judgment creditor of the mortgagor could

not also redeem. It may be a reasonable construction to hold

that, as either the mortgagor or his grantee can, by the express

language of the statute, redeem within the twelve months, so,

when their rights are gone, a judgment creditor of either may
redeem. But if it is found necessary to confine the right to

one of them, it obviously belongs rather to the judgment cred-

itor of the grantee, by virtue of his lien, than to the judgment

creditor of the mortgagor.

"What, then, was the position of Askew after redeeming from

the sale to McConnel ? By the numerous and uniform deci-

sions of this court, beginning with Sweezey v. Chandler and

MoLagaji v. Brown, 11 111. M5 and 519, and coming down to

several cases recently decided and not yet reported, among
which is Blair v. Chamhlin of the January Term, 1866 (39 111.

521), the redeeming judgment creditor is subrogated to the

rights of the purchaser from whom he redeems. The case of

Williams v. Tatnell, 29 111. 565, does not really militate with this

doctrine. In that case there was first an unrecorded mortgraffe,

then a judgment in favor of Hays, who had, however, at the

date of his judgment, actual notice of the unrecorded mort-

gage, and then a judgment in favor of "Williams. But before

the latter obtained his judgment, the mortgage was recorded.

There was, therefore, notice to both judgment creditors of the

elder lien of the mortgage. Hays sold under his judgment

and became himself the purchaser, and "Williams redeemed as

a judgment creditor. The only question in the case was,

whether the mortgage was subordinate to the title acquired

under the redemption, and the court held, it clearly was not,

because both judgments were junior in date and the claimants

affected by notice. It was, however, urged in argument, that

"Williams, the redeeming creditor, was to be considered not

merely as subrogated, by the redemption, to the same rights

which Hays had, but that he must be accorded a better posi-

tion, by being treated as having been a bidder without notice

at the sale under Hays' judgment, and in support of that
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position counsel cited the twenty-second section of the statute

of judgments and executions. It was in answer to that posi-

tion, that the court traced the history of our legislation on this

subject, and came to the conclusion that the introduction of

that section into the Revised Statutes of 1845, was an inadver-

tence of the compiler. But the court did not deny that, inde-

pendently of that section, and on the most familiar principles

of equity law, Williams, by his redemption from Hays, was

subrogated to the position and rights of the latter, though he

could not claim any better or higher. On the contrary, the

court constantly recognizes in the opinion the doctrine of sub-

rogation. It says at the outset " the first and important inquiry

is, was Hays chargeable with notice of this mortgage ?"

Kow, as Williams had paid Hays' debt by redeeming, and as

his own judgment was confessedly junior to the mortgage, this

inquiry, instead of being " the first and important " one, would

have been wholly unimportant unless the court considered that

Williams took by subrogation the position of Ha^^s. Again

the com't say ;
" Had Hays not been chargeable with notice, so

that his judgment had become a prior lien to the mortgagej

which attached to the entire estate, then, indeed, a difierent

question would be presented. But we do not now propose to

determine what estate the redeeming judgment creditor, whose

judgment is junior to the mortgage, acquires by a sale under

Buch junior judgment upon a redemption from a sale under a

judgment senior to the mortgage." That question was not

presented by the record. The court, in conclusion, in referring

to the cases of Sweezy v. Chandler anfl IfcLagan v. Brown, 11

111. 445 and 519, says, that in those cases this twenty-second

section was alluded to merely as a make-weight, and that the

cases were decided on other grounds. The court, so far from

overruling those cases, affirms their decision, and only ques-

tions the reference in the opinions to this section of the statute.

The other grounds upon which those decisions are left to

rest are, of course, the conceded principle, that when a junior is

compelled, in order to protect himself, to pay a senior incum-

brance, he is substituted to the rights and position of such
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senior incumbrancer. This is natural equity and has often been

enforced by the courts. See Flack v. Kelly^ 30 111. 471, and

cases there cited. We have said this much in reference to the

case of Willimns v. Tatnall, because we do not wish that caso

to be considered as conflicting Avitli the prior and subsequent

decisions of the court.

In this case, assuming, as we must do, on this record, that

Askew and John Lamb acted in good faith, the latter now
stands in the shoes of McConnel, and has the same title to

these premises, as against complainant, that McConnel would

have had if no redemption had been made. The great hard-

ship and injustice of any other rule are very apparent. He
has paid a large sum of money in redeeming from the elder

lien. The court below found $5,216.18 to be due complainant

on the mortgage, and gave a decree for that amount. If this

should equal the value of the land, the money paid by Askew,

in redeeming, and by John Lamb to Askew, will be wholly lost

to them. In the rule we apply, there is no hardship or wrong.

The administratrix might have redeemed within the year, and

thus, while paying the debt of the intestate, have saved the lien

of the second mortgage. We do not overlook the fact, that

McConnel, when he foreclosed his mortgage, also held the

junior mortgage made by William Lamb, and the notes secured

by it ; but he held them merely as collateral security for the

payment of the debt due him, and, after he received the

redemption money, redelivered them to the administratrix.

The notes and mortgage were then, as now, the property of the

estate of Richards. He was the mortgagor of McConnel and

the mortgagee of William Lamb, aiid his administratrix and

heirs, being made parties to McConnel's bill, lost all claim to

the land under either mortgage by their failure to redeem. If

McConnel had, in fact, owned both mortgages and had wished

to preserve an ultimate right of redemption under the junior

mortgage, and thereby prevent its being cut off by a creditor

redeeming under the first, we do not see why that might not

have been provided for in the decree. But, instead of that, hig

object then was to cut off the rights of the representatives of
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Richards, under the one mortgage as mortgagors, and under

the other as mortgagees. This he did, and at the end of twelve

months from the sale, held the premises discharged of their

claims, and when Askew redeemed, he succeeded to McOon-
nel's rights. If Askew had not redeemed, McConnel would

have held the premises as against the junior mortgage. The
lien of that mortgage was cut oif hj the foreclosure of

McConnel, as to all parties to his bill, and it matters not to

the representatives of Richards whether McConnel or Askew
obtained the title. When McConnel accepted the redemption

money, he virtually assigned his title to Askew.

On the case now made, the bill would have to be dismissed

;

but the complainant will have leave to amend her bill, on

payment of costs, if she should desire so to do.

Decree reversed.

Feederick E. Radclifp ei al,

V.

Ebenezer Noyes.

1. Service—process—publication— appearance. The object of service

of process, or publication, is to bring parties before tbe court. Where all of

the defendants in a suit appear and consent to a change of venue, it is imma-
terial whether they have been served or publication has been made, as they

are in court by appearance. Where the record recites that the parties came

by their solicitors it will be presumed that all, and not a part only, of the

parties entered their appearance, as well those not, as those who had been

served.

2. Change of venue—jurisdiction. In such a case the court, to which

the venue is changed by consent of the parties, acquires jurisdiction to try

the cause.

3. BiLii

—

proper parties. Where it appears that a person executed a

deed of conveyance of a lot of ground to two railway companies, but the dee-.l

was delivered to a third person who still held it, and there is nothing besides

to indicate that these corporations had purchased the property, paid any con-

sideration, or procured the execution of the deed, inasmuch as the deed was

never delivered it will not be presumed that these bodies have any interest in

the premises, and they are not necessary parties.
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4. Where it appears tliat mechanics and others have liens on the premises

for labor, and materials furnished for the erection of a building thereon,

and that they had obtained decrees for the same ; in a proceeding to cancel

a bond for title, held by the person who employed the labor and procured

the materials,— Held, that the mechanics and material men were indispensable

parties to the bill.

5. Nor is the necessity obviated by an oflTer on the part of complainant

to convey the ground on which the house so erected stands, to the me-

chanics and material men, as they had a right to be heard as to the extent

of their lien. In such a case, on canceling the bond, it is error to render a

decree that all persons in possession shall surrender it to complainant, as

persons might have been in under the decrees enforcing the mechanics' lien.

Writ of Eeeor to the Circuit Court of Montgomery county

;

tlie Hon. Charles Emerson, Judge, presiding.

This was a bill in chancery, filed by Ebenezer Noyes, in the

Coles Circuit Court, against Frederick E. Radclifi", David Y.

N. Radcliff, William Wyman, the Illinois Central Eailroad

company, and the Terre Haute and Alton Railroad company.

The object of the bill was to set aside a deed executed by

complainant to the two railroad companies, and delivered to

Frederick E. Radclifi", for a part of a block of ground, situated

in the town of Mattoon, Illinois ; also, a deed of conveyance

for the same premises, made by complainant to David Y. N.

Radclifi^, and delivered to Frederick E. Radclifi", on the

grounds that these deeds were obtained from complainant by

false and fraudulent representations made by Frederick E. Rad-

clifi", and that no consideration was paid for either conveyance.

The bill also alleges, that complainant had previously given to

Frederick E. Radclifi", a bond for a conveyance, upon his erect-

ing certain improvements on the block of ground, and the

payment of $300. That to procure these deeds he falsely rep-

resented, that the railroad companies and David Y. N. Rad-

cliff would advance him money to erect the building if these

deeds were executed ; that David Y. N. Radcliff had, for the

purpose of defrauding complainant, conveyed the premises to

William Wyman for the nominal consideration of five dollars

;

that he purchased with notice. The bill alleges, that a brick

building had been erected and partly finished on the block, and
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that divers perbuns had furnished labor and material therefor,

and had obtained a decree for the sale of the premises to satisfy

their liens. And complainant offers to convey the portion of

the ground upon which the building had been erected, and

which had been purchased under the decree. The bill prays,

that Frederick be decreed to surrender the agreement, and that

the deeds be canceled.

The venue was afterward changed to Shelby county, because

the judge had been of counsel in the case ; and by agreement

of the parties the venue was again changed to Montgomery
county.

The bill was taken as confessed against all of the defendants

but Wyman. A hearing was had on the bill, amended bill,

the answer and amended answer of Wyman, j9ra confesso orders

and proofs. The bill was dismissed as to the railroad compa-

nies. The relief sought by the bill was granted against the

other defendants, and a decree rendered in accordance with

the prayer of the bill. To reverse which, defendants prosecute

this writ of error.

Messrs. Palmek & Hat, for the plaintiffs in error.

Mr. John Scholfield, for the defendant in error.

Mr. Chief Justice Walker delivered the opinion of the

Court

:

"When the solicitors for plaintiffs in error entered their

appearance, and agreed to the change of venue in the case, the

service of process or the requisite publication of notice of the

pendency of the suit became unnecessary. The purpose of

service or publication is to bring parties before the court. But

when they voluntarily enter their appearance, service or publi-

cation is thereby rendered entirely unnecessary. The language

of the stipulation is broad enough to embrace, and does embrace,

all of the defendants to the suit. It says the parties came by

their solicitors. It does not state that only a portion of the

parties came, but fails in any mode to limit the number. If
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not previously in court, plaintiffs in error then entered their

appearance, and this renders any consideration of the sufficiency

of the publication unnecessary.

This also disposes of the objection that the Circuit Court of

Montgomery county failed to acquire jurisdiction by the order

changing the venue of the case. If the parties were all in

court, and we have seen they were, it must be held that the

order. of the Shelby Circuit Court changing the venue, based

upon the consent of the parties, was binding, and fully conferred

jurisdiction on the Circuit Court of Montgomery county.

It is insisted that this bill is defective for the want of proper

,

parties. It appears from the allegations in the bill, that com-

plainant had been induced by the false and fraudulent repre-

sentations of Radcliff to convey the premises, in the winter of

1857, to the Illinois Central and the Terre Haute, Alton and

St. Louis Railroad companies. That Radcliff afterward induced

complainant by fraud, in April, 185Y, to again convey them to

David Y. N. Radcliff, which deed he delivered to Frederick E.

Radcliff. That in October, 1858, David Y. K Radcliff con-

veyed the premises to Wyman for the nominal consideration

of five dollars, with the intent of defrauding complainant.

The bill was dismissed as to the railroad companies. It is

urged that from these allegations it is apparent that these cor-

porations were necessary parties.

If it had appeared that the deed had been delivered to these

roads or to their agent, then there would be force in the objec-

tion. But the bill alleges, that it was delivered to Frederick

E. Radcliff, and that he refused to return it to complainant,

but held it as a cloud on his title. The default against these

companies operated as an admission of the truth of these alle-

gations, and they certainly fail to show that these bodies had

any interest in the premises. And no part of the record denies

these allegations or sets up or discloses facts showing any

interest in these corporate bodies.

It is again insisted, that the bill discloses the fact that other

parties had liens on the property. It appears that their liens

Avere created for work and labor performed and materials fiir-

21— 43d III.
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nislied in erecting the building on the premises, and that they

arose out of contracts made with Frederick E. Radcliff. And
if so, this was under claim of an interest in the premises,

derived through and held under Radcliff, and which operated

upon and attached to the title flowing from the defendant in

error. These liens, then, bound his title to the premises, and

having an interest in the subject matter of the suit, they were

necessary parties. Had the liens been created under, and had

they attached to an independent adverse title, it would have,

no doubt, been otherwise.

It is not an answer to say, that defendant offered in his bill

to convey so much of the ground as the house upon which the

labor was performed aud to which the materials were furnished,

occujiied. They had a right to be heard as to the extent of

their liens and in the determination of that question. But even

if the court could have determined the extent of- the liens, in

the absence of these persons as parties, still the decree is

erroneous in decreeing the possession of the entire premises to

defendant in error, and that any person occupying the same or

any portion of it should surrender to defendant in error. He
had disclosed the fact that other persons had such liens, and

that they had obtained decrees for their enforcement. And for

ought that appears, these persons may have purchased under

these decrees and been in possession, by virtue of the sale to

satisfy the liens. The court below did not ascertain what por-

tion of the property defendant in error should convey to persons

holding these liens, as he, in his bill, had offered ; but decrees

the possession of the entire block to him. For the want of

proper parties the decree of the court below must be reversed

and the cause remanded, with leave to amend.

Decree reversed.
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Thomas Snell

V.

James De Land et al.

1. Pahties— suing as joint contractors— must show joint interest. Where
plaintiffs sue as joint contractors, they must show a joint interest in the sub-

ject matter of the suit.

2. SxUiE— common law not changed. And section 7, chapter 40, of the act

entitled, "Evidence and depositions," does not change the common law in

this respect ; it simply dispenses ^vith certain proofs, which, at common law,

persons suing as joint obligees partners or payees were required to make,

under the general issue,

3. Same — objection— Jiow taken, as to nonjoinder, or misjoinder, of parties

plaintiff. In actions on contracts, if there are too few or too many parties

plaintiff, it is fatal to a recovery, and the objection may be taken either by

plea in abatement, or as a ground of nonsuit, upon the trial, under the plea

of the general issue.

4. Evidence— variance betweoi and declai'ation— effect of. Where, in an

action on a contract, the declaration alleges, that four persons, plaintiffs, made

it, with the defendant, and the proof shows, that but three of them made it,

or that the four named, together with another not named, made it, such alle-

gations are not supported by the proof, and the variance is fatal. A plaintiff,

imder the plea of the general issue, is bound to prove his case as stated in his

declaration.

5. Partnership— what constitutes— effect of particular agreements be-

tween parties. Where A and B, as partners, and C and D, as partners, com-

prising distinct firms, make a contract with E, to funish him a certain quantity

of wool, and agreed among themselves, to share profit and loss in the specu-

lation, each firm to furnish a certain proportion of the wool,— Held, that as

to such transaction, they could not be considered as partners between them-

selves, or as to third persons.

Appeal from tlie Circuit Court of De Witt county; tlie

Hon. John M. Scott, Judge, presiding.

The facts in this case are stated in the opinion.

Messrs. Williams & Bukr and Mr. L. Weldon, for the

appellant.

Messrs. Moore & Gkeen for the appellees.
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Mr. Justice Beeese delivered the opinion of the Court

:

This was an action of assumpsit brought in the De Witt Cir-

cuit Court by James De Land, Edward De Land, Jonathan Hall,

Henry Magill, Robert Magill, Samuel Magill, and William

Magill, against Thomas Snell, on a contract of sale, made July

1, 1864, by them to Snell, of thirteen thous'and pounds of wool,

at eighty cents per pound, to be delivered in a reasonable time,

with an averment, that the plaintiffs did sell and deliver to the

defendant in pursuance of the contract, on the 1st day of

August, 1864, thirteen thousand nine hundred and forty-nine

and one-half pounds of wool.

The plea was non-assumpsit with leave to give any matter in

evidence which could be pleaded by way of set-off, and if a

balance was found in favor of the defendant, the judgment

should be entered for him as on a special plea of set-off. It was

also agreed, that the defendant's contract with the plaintiffs

was for twenty thousand pounds of wool at eighty cents per

pound, and that at the time the wool should have been deliv-

ered, and at the place of delivery, it was worth from one dollar

to one dollar and five cents per pound, and that defendant was

damaged by the non-compliance of the plaintiffs to tlie extent

of twenty-five cents per pound on seven thousand pounds. It

was further agreed, that the contract was that the plaintiffs

were to furnish to the defendant twenty thousand pounds of

wool, if they had it, or could get it ; and that they did have it,

and have got it, and claims a judgment over for damages to the

extent of twenty-five cents per pound, on seven thousand pounds

of wool.

We understand this agreement to be, that the notice under

the general issue, shall embrace all the matters above stated, as

subjects of inquiry in the cause, leaving open the question of

the rights of the plaintiffs to sue jointly.

The issue was submitted to the court, without a jury, who

found for the plaintiffs, and assessed the damages at $729.60.

A motion for a new trial was made and denied, and exceptions
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taken. A judgment was rendered for the amount of this ver-

dict, to reverse which, the cai>se is brought liere bj appeal.

The errors assigned are in finding the issues for the plaintiffs

and in overruling tlie motion for a new trial.

On this assignment of error, the first point made by appel-

lant is, that the proof does not show a jo'int interest in the

plaintiffs in tliis contract.

The rule on this subject is well settled. If plaintiffs sue as

joint contractors, they must show a joint interest in the con-

tract. The appellees' counsel admit this to be the common law

principle, but insist that section 7 of the act entitled " Evidence

and depositions " (Scates' Comp. 256, ch, 40), has changed the

common law in this respect; that the names and number of

the contractors are presumed to be right in the absence of any

plea in abatement, or, unless the defendant proves on the trial

that the plaintiffs are too many or too few, or that their names

are different.

Tliat section was not designed to change the rules of pleading,

but simply dispenses with certain proofs, plaintiff's suing as

partners, or as joint obligees or payees, were required to make,

at common law, under the general issue pleaded. It is a rule

as old as the science of pleading itself, that in declaring in

actions on contracts there must not be too few or too many
plaintiffs. If there be, it is fatal to a recovery,— the action must

fail, and this objection can be availed of, either by plea in

abatement, or as a ground of nonsuit on the trial upon the plea

of the general issue. 1 Ch. PI. 8 ; Murphy v. Orr, 32 111. 489.

It is most proper upon the plea of the general issue, for under

that plea the plaintiff is bound to prove his case as he has

stated it in his declaration. The allegations and proofs must

correspond— alleging that four persons, plaintiffs, made the con-

tract declared on, with the defendant, is not supported by proof

that but three of them made it, or that the four named made it,

together with another person not named. The rule is, that the

non-joinder or misjoinder of plaintiffs may be taken advantage

of under the general issue. 1 Ch. PI. 20.

Section 7 of chapter 40 furnishes a rule of evidence, or rather,
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dispenses with proof of certain facts, wbicli, previous to the

statute, was required. It furnishes no rules of pleading, leaving

them as at the common law; this is apparent from the proviso

to the section. A defendant may show, as at common law, that

too many persons, or too few, are joined as plaintiffs, and this

under the general issue. Here there are too many plaintiffs.

They are named as James De Land, Edward De Land and Jona-

than R. Hall, and the four Magills. Hall, the witness, testifies

that James De Land, Edward De Land and Jonathan R. Hall,

were partners, and that the four Magills were partners, as a dis-

tinct partnership, as we understand it— not that the De Lands,

Hall and the Magills were partners inter se se. He said he

knew that James De Land and Jonathan R. Hall were partners

in trading in stock and wool, in the summer of 186-i. In this

branch of business Edward De Land is not named as a partner.

Another witness for plaintiffs, Mr. Fenderstien testified, that

Jonathan R. Hall had an interest in the wool that James De
Land had in his cellar in 1864:, and which Snell got. He also

knows, that the Magills had an interest in that wool, and were

in with the De Lands in trading at that time. This witness does

not name Edward De Land as a partner, or as having any inter-

est in this contract, nor is it shown, that the Magills had the

least particle of interest in it. They merely furnished De Land

wool to fill out his contract with Snell, and nothing more. It

is in that sense, Fenderstien is to be understood. The Magills

made no contract with Snell to furnish wool,— there is no proof

of it, but De Land did, and, to fill his contract, he was obliged

to apply to Magill for his wool, which was in his cellar, ten

sacks of which he delivered Snell's agent on De Land's contract.

Admit the De Lands and Hall were partners, and the Magills

partners : they composed distinct firms ; and, if they agreed

among themselves to share profit and loss in this wool specula-

tion, each firm furnishing a certain proportion of the wool, that

did not make them partners in this transaction, and they would

not be liable as such between themselves or to third persons,

and of course not to the defendant, if he was suing for a breach

of the contract. S7nith v. Wright, 2 Sandf. (N. T.) 113 ; Fatti-

I
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S071 V. Blanchard, 1 Seld. 186 ; Bingham v. Dana, 29 Vt. 1

;

cited in 3 Kent Com. (Corastock's ed.) p. 20, note.

Both these objections were made by the appellant on the

trial, and were overruled. "We are of opinion they were well

taken, and the court should have allowed them. The judg-

ment of the Circuit Court is reversed and the cause remanded.

Judgment reversed.

Charles C Stephens

V.

Illinois Mutual Fire Insurance Company.

1. Insurance— of a mortgage interest— what constitutes the same— agree-

ment to redeem— effect of— rights of mortgagor. A owned certain premises

and mortgaged tliem to B ; afterward, he procured insurance upon them, and

tlieu sold to C, at the same time assigning to him the policy of insurance, by

consent of the company. B commenced suit for the foreclosure of his mort-

gage, making A and C parties, but the litigation was subsequently compro-

mised, by an agreement in writing, that B should take a decree for an amount

equal to the face of the claim, and, in consideration therefor, A and C should

have two years from the day of sale to make redemption. A decree was

entered, providing for redemption, vfithin fifteen months; and sale was accord-

ingly had, and the premises bid in by an agent of B, the mortgagee, and

afterward, in about fourteen months and eight days after the sale, were

destroyed by fire. In an action by C against the insurance comj^any, to

recover the amount of the insurance, held, that, had a third person, for a

valuable consideration, and without notice, acquired title under the decree,

within the two years, his rights would be governed by it, without reference

to the ageeement.

3. The premises having been purchased by the plaintiffs in the foreclosure

suit, as against them, the agreement is operative.

3. The proof shows, that the decree and agreement were made together,

one being the consideration for the other, and there is no inconsistency in

permitting both to stand, it being tlie undoubted intention to give the defend-

ants two years' redemption.

4. Under this agreement, the subsisting relation of mortgagor and mort-

gagee was substantially continued, and a tender by defendants of the redemp.

tion money at any time within the two years, would have been good.
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5. At tlie time of tlie fire, C's position was that of a mortgagor, witli a

right to redeem ; and, as such, he had a substantial, insurable interest, •which

estate could not have been lost until the expiration of the time for redemption.

6. It was not necessary, that the insurance company should have been a

party to the agreement, and the proceedings in the suit of foreclosure and

sale determine clearly that C did not thereby lose his right of redemption.

7. Sale— at sheriff's or master's mle— w]i,en purchaser acquires new title.

In this State, a purchaser at sheriff's or master's sale acquires only a lien ; no

new title vests until the period of redemption has passed.

8. Deed— relates iaclc to commencement of lien. But, his deed will relate

back to the beginning of his lien, in order to cut off intervening incumbrances.

The title only becomes absolute when the right to a deed accrues.

9. Mortgagor— estate of, before and after decree and sale. By a sale

under a decree of foreclosure, the estate of the mortgagor remains the same,

with this qualification, that the decree and sale, the amount and time of

redemption, have become fixed, and a failure to redeem within the allotted

time, divests his estate.

10. Sajie— may insure full value of the property, and hamng right of

redemption, may recover loss. It is well settled, that a mortgagor may insure

to the full value of the property, and recover the sum insured, if, at the time

of the loss he had the right of redemption ; and this, even though the

premises have been taken by the mortgagee.

Wkit of Ereor to the Circuit Court of Hancock countj.

The facts in this case are fully stated in the opinion.

Mr. N. BusHNELL, for the plaintiff in error.

Mr. H. W. Billings, for the defendant in error.

Mr, Justice Lawrence delivered the opinion of the Court

:

This was an action brought by Stephens, against the Illinois

Mutual Insurance company upon the following state of facts:

On the 25th of June, 1858, the firm of Banks, Bell & Co,,

being the owners of certain mill property, executed a mortgage

thereon for $3,400, to a firm called Gaylord, Son & Co. On
the 9th of ISTovember, 1859, Banks, Bell & Co, procured from

the Illinois Mutual Fire Insurance company, a policy of insur-

ance on the mill and fixtures, for the sum of $5,000, expiring
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November 9th, 1865. On the 8th of December, 1860, Banks,

Bell & Co. sold and conveyed the premises to the plaintiff,

Stephens, and with the assent of the insurance company,

assigned to him the policy. In May, 1861, Gaylord, Son &
Co. commenced a suit to foreclose their mortffao-e, makins;

Banks, Bell & Co., and Stephens, parties defendant. On tlie

3d of June, 1862, a decree was rendered for the sale of the

premises, and on tlie 2d of August, 1862, they were sold at

public auction for $4,468, and bid in by the agent of Gaylord,

Son & Co., the bid being applied on the decree. On the 10th

of October, 1863, fourteen months and eight days after the sale,

the mill and fixtures were destroyed by fire. This suit is

brought by Stephens to recover the insurance.

There is no controversy about the facts, and the only ques-

tion presented by counsel for our decision is, whether the inter-

est of the plaintilf in the premises was so far divested by the

sale, under the decree of foreclosure, that he incurred no loss

from the fire, and is therefore entitled to no indemnity.

In order to determine this, we must advert to another fact in

the case, upon which exclusively we base our decision. It

appears that two of the members of the firm of Banks, Bell &
Co. filed answers to the bill of foreclosure, in which they set up a

partial failure of consideration in the notes secured by the mort-

gage, and that on the 3d of June, 1862, the parties compromised

the litigation by an agreement, that the complainants should

take a decree for the amount due on the face of their notes,

and that in consideration thereof, the defendants should have

two years from the date of sale in which to make redemj)-

tion.

This agreement was reduced to writing and filed among the

papers in the case, and thereupon, and on the same day, a de-

cree was entered. It is true, this decree directs the special com-

missioner to make a deed if the premises are not redeemed

within the statutory period of fifteen months. If third persons,

for a valuable consideration, and without notice, had acquired

title under the decree Avithin the two years, their rights would

doubtless have been governed by it, without reference to this
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agreement. But the premises were bid in at the sale by the

agent of the complainants, and transferred to them, and as

ao-ainst them the decree can not be considered so far to merge

the agreement as to render it inoperative. It is in proof by

the counsel for the complainants in that case, who was also the

special commissioner for making the sale, that the agreement

and decree were all one transaction, one being the consideration

for the other, as indeed appears by the face of the agreement

itself. Why the decree gave only fifteen months for redemption,

after two years had been agreed upon, does not appear, but it

may w^ell have been from apprehension of possible peril to the

title, or of complication with other judgment creditors, if the

decree on its face departed from the statutory period of re-

demption. There is, therefore, no such inconsistency between

the decree and the agreement that they cannot both be allowed

to stand. They were made together and in connection with

each other, and the witness who was counsel swears that neither

would have been made without the other. Notwithstanding,

then, the decree directed a deed to be made at the end of fifteen

months, it was the undoubted intention of the parties that the

defendants should have two years for redeeming, and, notwith-

standing the commissioner's deed, if the defendants in that suit

had tendered to the complainants the redemption money within

the two years, and in case of refusal had filed their bill, there

can be no question, on the proof in this record, but that they

would have been entitled to a decree for redemption. It is

unnecessary, then, to consider what were the rights and relations

of these parties under the statute. Under this agreement, the

then subsisting relation of mortgagor and mortgagee was sub-

stantially continued. The legal title passed by the commis-

sioner's deed, which was not made known until after the fire

;

but that legal title was held by the complainants subject to a

right of redemption within two years from the sale.

At the time of the fire, then, the position of Stephens was

substantially that of a mortgagor, with a right to redeem ; or,

more accurately, it was the same he would have occupied if

the premises had been destroyed by fire two months and eight
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days after the sale, leaving him more than nine months for

redemption.

That, in this position, he wonld have had a substantial,

insurable interest, does not admit of doubt. His estate, as

mortgagor, would not have been lost until the expiration of his

right to redeem. In this State, the purchaser under a sheriff's

sale, upon judgment and execution, or at a master's sale, on

foreclosure of a mortgage, acquires by his purchase no new
title to the premises until the period of redemption has passed

and he is entitled to a deed. His deed will relate back, it is

true, to the beginning of his lien, in order to cut off interven-

ing incumbrances, but it will not carry back the absolute

divestiture of title, as is evident from the fact, that neither

judgment debtor nor mortgagor can be called to account for

rents and profits. His title becomes absolute only when his

right to a deed accrues. If it is a sale under a decree of fore-

closure, the mortgagor still has the estate of a mortgagor, with

this qualification, that the amount and time of redemption have

become absolutely fixed by the decree and sale, and his estate

will be absolutely divested if he fails to redeem within the

allotted time. That a purchaser under a judgment and execu-

tion acquires no new estate, but only a lien until the expiration

of the period of redemption, has been several times settled by
this court. Sweezy v. Chandler^ 11 111. MS ; Johnson v. Baker,

36 id. 98.

At the time, then, of the destruction of this mill, Stephens was

a mortgagor, and it is the settled law, that a mortgagor may
insure to the full value of the property, and recover tlie sum
insured, if he had a right of redemption at the time of the loss,

even though the premises have been taken out of his hands

by the mortgagee. Angell on Insurance, § 58, where numer-

ous cases to this effect are cited in the notes. That the right

of redemption was in the present instance a valuable estate, is

apparent from the record, which shows the mill and fixtures to

have been worth, at the fire, from fourteen to sixteen thousand

dollars, while to redeem them would have required but about
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five thousand. This plaintiff has, therefore, been really damni-

fied by the fire to an amount largely bej^ond the insurance.

It is objected, by the counsel for the defendant in error, that

tlie insurance company was no part}' to the agreement to extend

the redemption for two years, and cannot, therefore, be affected

by it. The objection, however, is not tenable. The insurance

company is sued on a policy. It defends by saying, that the

plaintiff, though he once had an insurable interest, has lost it

through the foreclosure of a certain mortgage older than the

plaintiff's title, l^ow, whether the plaintiff has thus lost his

title, must depend on the proceedings in the foreclosure and

sale. To determine this question these proceedings are put in

evidence, and on examining them, we find. this agreement as a

very material portion of that transaction, which the company

has itself introduced to show a divestiture of title. The com-

pany seeks to show that the right of redemption was lost under

a judicial sale, but the evidence offered by it shows it was not

lost.

The plaintiff is entitled to a judgment for the amount of the

policy and interest, from the third of February, 1864, that date

being three months after notice of the loss was given. The

judgment of the Circuit Court is reversed and the cause

remanded, as we deem it better the judgment should be entered

in the court below, notwithstanding the stipulation of 'the

parties.

Judgment reversed.

Phineas W. Taintor

Isaac Keys et al.

1. Mortgage—a deed in form— iDhen. It is tlie settled doctrine in

equity, that the fonn of a transaction will not be regarded, but the intention

of the parties must control. If the transaction was in fact a loan or security

for money owing, although the conveyance be absolute on its face, still it will

be treated as a mortgaofe, but that fact must be satisfactorily shown.
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3. Chancery— sworn answer. Where a bill charges a deed, absolute on

its face, to be a security for a loan of money, and the answers, under oath,

clearly and distinctly deny the allegation, and insist, that it was a sale, the

answers are evidence and must be overcome by preponderating evidence

before relief will be granted.

3. Where a person, holding a certificate of purchase, assigns it to a third

person, and he agrees, if the debtor will pay him a specific sum, by a day

named, that he will convey him the property, and give him a bond for the

purpose, this is in form a purchase from one person and a sale to another. It

is unlike a loan of money or pre-existing debt, and the debtor conveys real

estate by a deed absolute on its face, and the creditor gives a bond for a re-

conveyance on the payment of the money. In such a case, the transaction

would appear to be a conveyance with a defeasance.

4. Evidence — to overcome a sicorn answer. Where a sworn answer

denies that the transaction was intended as a mortgage, there must be fuU

proof, that it was a loan and security, to overcome the answer ; loose and

indefinite statements are insufficient.

"Writ of Error to the Circuit Court of Sangamon county;

the Hon. Edward Y. Eice, Judge, presiding.

This was a suit in equity brought by Phineas "W". Taintor, in

the Sangamon Circuit Court, against Isaac Keys, David L,

Phillips, Alexander Edgeman and George Carter. The bill

alleges that complainant was, on the 15th day of July, 1861,

the owner of the equity of redemption of forty acres of land

lying near the city of Springfield. That this tract of land had

been sold by the master in chancery on the 16th day of July,

1860, on the foreclosure of a mortgage for the sum of $3,602.31,

to Milton Hay and Joshua F. Amos.

That on the loth of July, 1861, complainant conveyed the

land to Keys and Phillips, and they executed to him a bond

for a reconveyance on the payment of $4:,953.16 within twelve

months. The bill charges, that the transaction was a loan of

money, and a security for its repayment. That Keys came to

complainant, and solicited him to borrow the money, to which

he consented.

The bill alleges, that complainant tendered to Keys and

Phillips $4,359, the amount loaned, with interest, but that it

was not accepted. The bill prays, that complaipant may be

permitted to redeem, and that an account be taken of a variety
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of transactions, alleged to have occurred in reference to tlie

property after it came into the hands of Keys and Phillips.

The defendants Keys and Phillips answered, denying that

the transaction was a loan or security, but insisting that it was

a purchase of the property, and that they had paid the raonej'

to Hay and Amos on a purchase of the master's certificate from

them, and that they took an assignment to themselves, and

that' they had contracted with complainant to sell liim the prop-

erty, and give to him a bond for a deed on the payment of the

purchase money in one year from that date.

The case was heard on the bill, answers, replications, exhibits

and proofs, and the court dismissed the bill, and refused the

relief. To reverse that decree complainant prosecutes this writ

of error.

Messrs. "W. H. Herkdon, and C. S. Zane, for the plaintiff in

error.

Messrs, Palmer & Hat, and Morrison & Epler, for tlie

defendants in error.

Mr. Chief Justice "Walker delivered the opinion of the

Court

:

The question is presented by this record, whether the assign-

ment of the certificate of purchase by Hay, to defendants in

error, and their simultaneous execution of the bond for a con-

veyance of the property to plaintiff in error, is to be treated

as a mortgage, or a purchase from one person and a sale to

another. The form of this transaction is certainly that of a

purcliase and a sale, and not that of a mortgage. Had plaint-

iff in error conveyed to defendants in error, and they had

given back to hiin a bond for a reconveyance, then it would

have been in form a conveyance with a defeasance, and tlie

transaction would then have been in form a mortgase.

It has, however, long been the settled doctrine, that tho

form of the transaction will not control, but the intention of

the parties must determine the nature of the transaction. If
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intended as a loan and security for the money loaned, it will

be treated as a mortgage and a redemption allowed. For the

purpose of giving the character of a mortgage to this trans-

action, it is alleged in the bill, that defendants in error pro-

posed to loan the sum necessary to redeem from the sale to

Hay, to plaintiff in error, and take the assignment of the cer-

tificate as securit}'- for the repayment of the money. That the

loan was effected at twenty-four per cent interest for one year

;

that the assignment was made, and that a bond for a convey-

ance was given to plaintiff in error, on the payment of tlie

note given for the sura loaned, with the interest added in,

together with any other claims they might hold against him.

The answers were called for under oath, and were filed, duly

sworn to by defendants in error. They, by their answers,

deny in the most positive and unequivocal manner that it was

a loan, or understood or intended to be such ; but state that it

was a purchase from Hay, and a sale to plaintiff in error.

That he applied to borrow money but they emphatically refused

to loan it, or to advance it on interest ; and deny that any

estimate of any per cent was ever made in reference to the

money they paid to Hay, and that there was nothing said

when the transaction was closed, with reference to interest or

per cent on the money. But they agreed if he would pay to

them the gross sum for which the note was given, at the speci-

fied time, they would convey the land to him,

Does the transaction as it occurred afford evidence to over-

come the sale in form, and the sworn answers of defendants in

error ? This transaction is not like a conveyance from one per-

son to another, and at the same time giving an obligation to

convey it back to the grantor upon his performing certain acts.

But on its face it assumed the appearance of ordinary purchases

of property from one person, and its immediate sale to another,

for an advanced price. And then there is to be evercome the

sworn answers, which deny that it was intended to be a loan
;

and the discovery is called for under oath and it thereby became

evidence in the case. There seems to be no evidence to over-

come these answers.
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This case is niilike that of Snyder v. Grisioold, 37 Ilh 216,

and of De Wolf v. Strader, 26 id. 225, and other cases previously

before this court, which were held to be mortgages. In those

cases it appeared, either that there was an advance of money to,

or a pre-existing debt owing from, the grantor to the grantee,

and a bond given for a reconveyance of the premises to the

grantor when he should refund the money, l^or, so far as this

record discloses, was the transaction accompanied with declara-

tions from which a loan could be inferred.

In the case of Wynkooj) v. Cowing, 21 111. 571, it was held,

that where the sworn answers of the defendants denied that

the transaction was intended to be a mortgage, there must be

full proof that it was a loan and a security, to overcome the

answers ; that loose and indefinite statements were not sufii-

cient. Tested by this rule, we in this case fail to find proof of

that character. If there be evidence which militates against

these answers it is slight, and wholly fails to establish the alle

gations of the bill. These answers are, directly and unequivo-

cally, responsive to the bill, and deny its allegations. The bill

was not sustained by the evidence, and the court below could

not have done otherwise than dismiss it.

In the view we have taken of the case we deem it unneces-

sary to consider other transactions presented by the bill. They

would only be important had the transaction been shown to

have been a mortgage. It might in such a case have been

necessary to consider them, in fixing the amount required for a

redemption. The bill, had it been framed to enforce a specific

performance of a contract, or if such relief were sought under

the general prayer in this bill, could not be maintained, as the

requisite amount was not tendered in time, and from the delay

in exhibiting the bill, such changes have taken place in the

situation and value of the property, that the relief would not

be granted on the case presented by this record.

The decree of the court below must therefore be affirmed.

Decree affirmed.
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John B. Bowman et al,

V.

Louisiana St. John.

Pleading. A, who was city laarslial, arrested B for violatintr a city

ordinance against obstructing a street. In an action of trespass by B against

A for making the arrest, A pleaded justification under tlie ordinance; but

the ordinance, as set out in the plea, simi^ly declared the obstructing of a street

a misdemeanor, without declaring a penalty, or giving to municipal authori-

ties jurisdiction of the ofifense. On demurrer to the plea,— Jield, that such

plea did not show that the city was entitled to recover a fine, impose a penalty,

or issue process of any kind for the offense, and was therefore bad.

Appeal from the Circuit Court of St. Clair countj ; the Hon.

Joseph Oillespie, Judge, presiding.

The facts in this case are sufficiently stated in the opinion.

Mr, Wu. n. Underwood, for the appellants.

Mr. G. KoERNER, for the appellee.

Mr. Justice Breese delivered the opinion of the Court

:

This was an action of trespass, assault and battery, brought

in the St. Clair Circuit Court to the October Term, 1866, by

Louisiana St. John, against John B. Bowman, and Timothy

Canty.

There were two counts in the declaration in the usual form,

to which the defendants pleaded not guilty, and a special plea

of justification, setting out an ordinance of the city of East St.

Louis, under which the arrest of the plaintiff was sought to

be justified.

The ordinance is as follows :
" Sec. 11. Whoever shall, in

this city, obstruct the free passage way of any street, alley or

wharf, by the deposit of wood, stones, earth or other substances

(building materials excepted during the necessary time required

for the erection of buildings, and a reasonable time thereafter),

or by having articles loaded or unloaded, railroad cars, locomo-

22— 43d III.
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tives in the streets, and shall fail to remove said obstrnctions in

a reasonable time, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor." The plea

then alleges, that the offense was for building a wooden fence

just before the time when, etc., by the plaintiff over and across

the street mentioned in the warrant, which the defendant

Canty, as city marshal, had in his hands to execute, and that

he, as such marshal, gently laid his hands upon the plaintiff,

to take her by virtue of this warrant, and did then a.nd there

take the plaintiff before the city judge, who issued the warrant,

with the assistance of Bowman, as ordered to do by the city

marshal, using no more force than was necessary, etc.

A demurrer was sustained to this plea, and which is the

error assigned.

The demurrer was well taken. The plea was not good. The

ordinance as set out in it, simply declares obstructing a street a

misdemeanor, without declaring a penalty, or giving the city

judge jurisdiction of the offense. This court cannot know from

this plea, that the city was entitled to recover a fine, or impose

a penalty for this offense, or to issue process of any kind for the

offense.

The judgment of the Circuit Court must be affirmed.

Judgment affirmed.

The Chicago and Alton Raileoad Company

V.

Samuel P. Shannon, Administrator, etc.

1. Verdict— against the evidence. This court has repeatedly held, that

unless the verdict of a jury is clearly against the evidence, it will not be

disturbed. It is their province to pass upon the issues of fact, and interference

will only be had to prevent a plain perversion of justice.

2. Same— when there is conflicting testimony. When there is a conflict of

testimony among witnesses with equal means of information, and standing

equally unimpeached, and the issues have been fairly left to the jury, .heir

verdict will not be disturbed, if the record contains evidence upon which it

can be reasonably based, even though there is adverse testimony which would

Beem to preponderate.
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3. Evidence— concerning reputed condition of macliinery. In an action to

recover damages, caused by the explosion of a certain locomotive engine, the

testimony of the employees of the company using it, that, among them, such

engine had always been considered imsafe, is competent, for the purpose of

showing that the person having care of the machinery of the road knew, or

might have known, by reasonable diligence, that it was not safe.

4 Same— relating to theory and opinion. Evidence, relating to mere

matters of theory and opinion, though often valuable, loses its weight when

the witnesses are so circumstanced, that they have a strong interest in pro-

pounding one opinion or theory, rather than another.

5. Railroad companies—must know the condition of their machinery.

Where a certain locomotive engine was reported to the employees of the

company having charge of its machinery, as unsafe, and after such report,

they failed to ascertain its condition, the company cannot claim exemption by

reason of such negligence on the part of its agents.

6. Same— actual knowledge unnecessary— notice of tad condition sufficient

If a locomotive engine, in use by a company, is unsafe, actual knowledge of

the fact, by the persons having charge of the machinery of the road is not

necessary, in order to charge the company with the same liability as if such

persons had had actual knowledge of the fact ; it is sufficient if they had

received such reports of its bad condition, as ought to have given them, by

proper diligence, knowledge of tlife truth.

7. Same— will he held to the highest degree of mgilance. Railroad com-

panies will be held to the highest degree of vigilance in regard to the con-

dition of its machinery, and if the condition of an engine, in fact insecure,

can be ascertained by the exercise of the highest diligence, the company will

be held responsible, if it neglects to find out the fact.

8. Damages— nominal. Under our statute, where a person has met with

death caused by the wrongful act, neglect, or default of another, whenever

there are next of kin, an action will lie for the recovery of at least nominal

damages.

9. Statute— interpretation of phrase " next of kin." The phrase " next

of kin," used in the statute, is a technical, legal one, and was used by the

legislature in its technical sense ; meaning here what it means elsewhere.

And any rule laid down by this court, fixing " next of kin " wdthin certain

degrees of consanguinity, would be purely arbitrary, and mere judicial

legislation.

10. Damages— measure of. Under the statute, which authorizes an

action to be brought for the use of the widow or next of kin, where a person

has met with death, caused by the wrongful act, neglect, or default of

another, the recovery, in such case, can only be for the pecuniary loss and
damage suffered, and not for the bereavement.

11. Same— must he pecunia/ry loss. In such case, no matter how near the

degree of relationship, unless there has been pecuniary loss, only nominal
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damages can be given ; but wliere there has been such loss, compensation

must be given, no matter how remote the degree of relationship.

12. Same— tohere deceased was a minor. So, also, compensatory damages

must be given, if the deceased vi^as a minor, leaving a father entitled by lav?

to his services.

13. Statutes— of a State— construed by its courts. The construction of

State laws, when they do not interfere with the Constitution or laws of the

United States, belongs to the State courts.

14 Damages— measure of. The question of how damages are to be

measured, must be largely left (within the limit of the statute) to the dis-

cretion of the jury, to whom the law commits the question, and who can give

such damages as they shall deem a fair and just compensation. What the

life of a person is worth in a pecuniary sense to another, is a question which

does not lie within the limits of exact proof, and hence the subject has been

confided to the jury ; the court to see, that their finding be not the result of

passion or prejudice.

15. Same— what not considered excessive. In an action to recover damages

for the death of a person, caused by the explosion of a locomotive engine,

where the proof showed, that the deceased left a father fifty years old, who

had little property beside his homestead ; that when not on the road he had

lived with him, and contributed to the support of the family ; and that upon

the father's life there was a policy of insurance for the benefit of the mother

of deceased, upon which deceased had paid the premiums, and had promised

to keep the same paid, a verdict in such case for $2,000 is not excessive

damages. "'

16. Evidence. In this case, the deceased was a brakeman on the road,

and it was held, that proof that the engineer had, on a previous trip made on

the road, carried more steam than the rules of the company allowed, was

inadmissible.

Appeal from the Circuit Court of McLean county ; the

Hon. John M. Scott, Judge, presiding.

• The facts in this case are fully stated in the opinion of the

Court.

Messrs. Williams & Buee, for the appellant.

Mr. "W". H. Hanna, for the appellee.

Mr. Justice Laweence delivered the opinion of the Court :

This was an action on the case brought under the statute by

Samuel P. Shannon, as administrator of Joseph W. Shannon,
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deceased, for the benefit of the next of kin, against the railway

company, for wrongfully causing the death of the said Joseph,

who was a brakeman upon said road. The plaintiff below

recovered judgment for $2,000 and the defendant appealed.

The death was caused by the explosion of the boiler of tlie

locomotive while the train to which the deceased belonged was

in motion, on the 18th of May, 1865. The suit is brought upon

the ground, that the boiler was unsafe and was known to be so

to the appellant.

It is urged by the counsel for the appellant, in a very

elaborate review of the testimony, that the judgment should be

reversed because the verdict was against the evidence on the

main point— the insecurity of the boiler. The rule of this

court has been so often announced as hardly to need repetition—
that, unless the verdict is clearly against the evidence, and can be

considered only as the result of passion, prejudice or a palpable

misapprehension of the facts, it is not the province of the court,

for that reason, to interfere. The law entrusts the trial of

issues of fact to a jury, and there the court must leave it, except

60 far as may be necessary to interfere to prevent a plain per-

version of justice. Where the record discloses a conflict of

testimony among witnesses standing equally nnimpeached, and

with equal means of information, and the issues have been

fairly left to the jury by the instructions of the court, we must

necessarily say, in regard to the verdict, that it is the province

of the jury to determine the weight of testimony, and if the

record contains evidence upon which their finding can be fairly

and reasonably based, we are not at liberty to set it aside, even

though there is other and adverse testimony which, as we read

it in the record, seems to us rather to preponderate. There is

much truth in the remark so often made, that the credibility

of conflicting witnesses can be much better determined b}'- a

jury who sees and hears them, than by an appellate court which

merely reads their testimony as embodied in a bill of exceptions.

As to the main question in the present case, it is undeniable,

that the evidence is of that conflicting character, upon which it

is the peculiar province of a jury to decide. Hugh McGee
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testified, that he had been a boiler maker thirteen years ; that

he worked in the machine shops of the defendant during the

summer of 1864: ; that while there he worked on the engine in

question, and put some stay-bolts in the side of the fire-box

;

that it was not braced as he would like to see a first class engine

braced, and that after the explosion he examined it, and found

a crack, apparently an old crack, running from the edge of the

sheet that had burst. He further says, that he called the atten-

tion of the master mechanic, and the foreman boiler maker to

the crack, and they examined it. They, however, when called

by the defendant, swore that they never made an examination

of the boiler with McGee, and that, although they carefully

examined it, they found no old crack.

The plaintiff also read the deposition of John W. Johnson,

who testified, that he had been a boiler maker over thirty years,

and was foreman in the boiler shop of the defendant at Bloom-

ington. This locomotive was repaired while he was in the shop

in 1864, and was about finished when he left. The stay bolts

inside the boiler were very weak, and he took them out and

put in as many new copper ones as they would allow him, and

put in a number of extra ones where none had been before.

He considered the boiler very weak, and the copper of the fire-

box too light. Did not consider it safe, and cautioned one of

the men that saw it about the boiler's weakness, and told the

master mechanic of its weakness. He says, he does not think

the boiler was safe for the business it had to do. We under-

stand this witness as referring to the condition of the boiler

after it was repaired as well as before.

Edward Stone, also called by plaintiff, had been a boiler-

maker for thirty years, had worked on the boiler in question

;

the side sheets of the fire-box were bulged in three inches; the

stay bolts were seven or eight inches apart in some places, and

should not have been more than three, or four, or five. He put

in new stay bolts where it was bulged. The boiler came upon

the road in August or September, 1863, and the repairs referred

to by this witness were made three or four months after that

time. He says he saw the boiler after the explosion, and doe8
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not think it was properly braced in the crown-sheet. Did not

consider the boiler safe.

Besides these boiler makers, the plaintiff called several locomo-

tive engineers connected with the road, and several machinists

who worked in the sliops, and proved by them, that this engine

had had a bad reputation from the time it came upon the road,

and that it was not considered safe. This evidence of reputa-

tion was admitted, and properly, for the purpose of showing

that the persons having charge of the machinery of the road

knew, or ought to have known by reasonable diligence, that this

locomotive was not safe. It was also found that the boiler, when
in use, emitted a peculiar cracking or snapping sound, which

was unusual, and was made a subject of remark among the

engineers, one of whom swears he did not think the boiler safe,

and did not like to run this engine, and he several times reported

it to the foreman of the round-house.

The defendant called the master mechanic, the foreman of the

round-house, the foreman of the boiler shoj), and the foreman

of the blacksmith shop. The deposition of one of the firm in

Philadelphia, that manufactured the engine, was also taken.

All these witnesses testify minutely and positively as to the

construction and condition of the boiler, swearing that it was

made of the best materials, and in the best manner, and had

been put in thorough repair, and that the boiler and engine were

of the iirst quality. Two of these witnesses also swear, that

from certain indications about the boiler after the explosion,

they were of opinion that the cause of the explosion was the

carelessness of the engineer, in allowing the water to get too

low in the boiler. All persons who have had much experience

in jury trials must have noticed how apt are witnesses, called

as experts, to speak with great confidence, when seeking to

ascertain the unknown cause of certain effects, by appearances

which, to others, convey little meaning. Such evidence is often

valuable, but as it relates to matters of theory and opinion

merely, it is entitled to less weight when the witnesses are so

circumstanced that they have a strong interest in propounding

one opinion or theory rather than another. In the present
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case, conceding the witnesses on both sides to be equally honest,

it was not improper for the jury to consider that those for the

defendant would naturally be inclined to adopt a theory of the

explosion, which would relieve them from the charge of having

been remiss in looking to the safety of the boiler.

We have not, however, stated this evidence for the purpose

of showing that the jury could have rendered no other verdict.

On the contrary, the witnesses for the defendant testify with so

much minuteness and intelligence as to leave us in great doubt

whether this boiler was unsafe or not, and it is precisely because

the evidence is conflicting and does leave this question in doubt

that it would not be proper for us to set aside the verdict on

the ground that it is clearly against the evidence. The testi-

mony of the plaintiff's witnesses as to the insecurity of the

boiler, it must be admitted, receives some support from the fact,

that the boiler did finally explode, killing not only the brake-

man, for whose death this suit is brought, but the engineer.

The explosion resulted either from the inherent weakness of

the boiler, or from the carelessness of the engineer. Amid this

conflicting evidence the jury would naturally regard the ex-

plosion as more likely to have been produced by the former

cause, than by a degree of carelessness on the part of the

engineer which would be attended with tlie most deadly peril

to his own life.

As to the other question upon the evidence, the knowledge

of the company's agents that the boiler was not considered safe,

little need be said. It is not only proved, that the engine had

a bad reputation among the employees, but Lighthall, a loco-

motive engineer, who had run the engine, testifies that he

reported it several times to the foreman of the round-house and

the superintendent of machinery, as unsafe. If, after receiving

these reports, they did not inform themselves as to the condi-

tion of the engine, they ought to have done so, and can claim

no exemption by reason of their negligence.

It is also insisted that the court erred in refusing the follow-

ing instructions

:

.
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" Unless the evidence for the pLaintiff preponderates over that

of the defendant as to the fact of the enghie being unsafe, and

that the defendant's employees, whose duty it was to know it,

did know it, they will find for the defendant.

"Even if the jury should believe from the evidence that the

engine was unsafe, and tliat the defendant's employees, whose

duty it was to know it, did know that it was unsafe, yet if they

further believe from the evidence that the plaintiff's intestate

was over twenty-one years of age and that he was in no way
indebted to the plaintiff or any one else, and that the deceased

left no widovv or children nor descendants in any degree, then

there was no one who had any legal interest in his life and the

plaintiflf cannot recover in this case."

The first of the foregoing instructions was properly refused.

Even if the employees of the company did not positively know
that the engine was unsafe, yet, if it was in fact unsafe, and

they had received such reports in regard to it as ought to have

put them on their guard, and to have led, by the use of proper

diligence, to a knowledge of the facts, the company must be

held to the same liability as if their agents had actual knowl-

edge. It is not enough to say, that a railway company has no

right to use engines known to be unsafe. It must be held to

the highest degree of vigilance in this regard, and if the con-

dition of a locomotive, in fact insecure, can be ascertained by

the exercise of the highest diligence, the company must be

responsible if it neglects to ascertain the truth.

The question presented in the second of the foregoing

instructions is one of some novelty. The statute upon this

subject, 2 Purples' Statutes, 1245, Scates' Comp. 422, authorizes

the suit to be brought for the exclusive use of the widow and

next of kin. We do not perceive how the conclusion is to be

avoided, that wherever there are next of kin the action will

lie for the recovery of at least nominal damages. We know
of no principle by which we are authorized to say that " the

next of kin " must be within certain degrees of consanguinity.

Any rule or limitation of that character which we should
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endeavor to lay down, would be purely arbitrary, and mere

judicial legislation. The phrase " next of kin," used in the

statute, is a technical legal phrase, and we must suppose it to

have bean used by the legislature in its technical sense. It

means here what it means elsewhere.

But, while the action may be brought in any case where

tliere are next of kin, the more important question remains—
what is to be the measure of damages ? This court held in

The City of Chicago v. 2£ajor, 18 111. 34:9, and again in The

Chicago and Rock Island Railroad Comjpany v. Morris^ 26

111. 400^ that the recovery can only be for the pecuniary loss

and damage, and not for the bereavement. ISTothing can be

given as solatium. If then the next of kin are collateral

kindred of the deceased, and have not been receiving from

him pecuniary assistance, and are not in a situation to require

it, it is immaterial how near the degree of relationship may
be, only nominal damages can be given, because there has

been no pecuniary injury. If, on the other hand, the next of

kin have been dependent on the deceased for support, in whole

or in part, it is immaterial how remote the relationship may
be, there has been a pecuniary loss for which compensation

under the statute must be given. So, also, if the deceased was

a minor and leaves a father entitled, by law, to his services.

It is said, on the authority of an unofficial report, that the

Supreme Court of the United States have recently held, in a

suit brought by the executors of Barron against the Illinois

Central Railroad company, and taken to that court by a writ

of error to the federal court of this district, that a suit cannot

be brought under this statute for the benefit of the parents,

brothers and sisters of the deceased, who was of age, alleging,

as a reason, that they have no pecuniary interest in his life.

While we entertain great respect for that court, we cannot

agree with it in this view, if it has so held ; and the con-

struction of State laws, when they do not interfere with the

Constitution or laws of the United States, belongs to the State

courts.

We hold, then, that such next of kin as have suffered
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pecuniary injury from the death of deceased, may recover

pecuniary compensatory damages under this statute. Hoav this

pecuniary damage is to be measured,— in other words, what

is to be the amount of the verdict, must be largely left

(within the limits of the statute) to the discretion of the jury.

The legislature has used language which seems to recognize

this difficulty of exact measurement, and commits the question

especially to the finding of the jury. The law provides, that

" they are to give such damages as they shall deem a fair and

just compensation." What the life of one person is worth, in

a pecuniary sense, to another, is a question incapable, from its

nature, of exact determination. Although the wealth or

poverty of the deceased may be important elements, they are

not the only ones that enter into the problem. If the deceased

was poor, the loss may consist in thfe fact, that his personal

exertions can no longer support those dependent upon him. If

rich, the loss may be nearly as great, in the deprivation of the

care and management of his business or estate. In creating

this right of action the legislature have confided to the jury a

subject, that does not lie within the limits of exact proof. But,

in this, as in all other actions, the court must so far supervise

the verdict as to see that it is not the result of unreasoning

prejudice or passion.

In the case at bar it is in proof, that the father of the deceased

was fifty years old, and had little property besides his home-

stead ; that the deceased lived at his father's when not on the

road, and contributed to the support of the family, and that his

father had an insurance policy on his (the father's) life, for the

benefit of the mother of deceased, the premium upon which,

$118, the deceased had paid, and promised to keep paid. The
verdict was for $2,000, and we do not feel authorized to say

it was too large.

The evidence ofiered by the defendant, that the engineer, on

a previous trip, had carried more steam than the rules of the

company allow, was properly excluded. It could shed no light

on the issues in this case.

Judgment affirnied.
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Bkeese, J., dissents, on the ground, that, in his opinion, the

weight of evidence greatly preponderates in favor of the safety

and sufficiency of the engine, and on the further ground that

the damages are excessive.

J. M. HuRD, Administrator, etc.,

V.

John W. and Wiley B. Slaten.

1. Judgment— assignment of— effect of release by attorney of assignor. A,

on the 19th of December, 1860, executed his note with surety to B, upon the

purchase of a certain judgment held by B, against C, who was considered

insolvent, but the written assignment thereof was not made until July, 1862,

and was then antedated to correspond with the note. At the date of this

assignment, an execution was in the hands of the sheriff upon this judgment,

and the attorney for B indorsed upon it a receipt in full, and directed it returned,

which was done, whereby A lost all benefit of the judgment. B afterward

died, and A paid the amount of his note given for the purchase of the judg-

ment to B's administrator. A then filed his claim against B's estate for the

amount of such judgment. Held, first, that B, by his assignment, covenanted

that the judgment against C was unsatisfied, and was for the amount specified

therein. Second, that, it appearing, by the proof, that A, at the time he pur-

chased the judgment, knew of a tract of lan'd out of which the amount could

have been collected, but that by the act of B's attorney, and the insolvency of

C, he had been deprived of all benefit of that for which he had paid value to

B, the estate of B was liable for the amount of A's claim,

3. Probate court— equitable jurisdiction over claims presented. The

probate court has equitable jurisdiction in the allowance of claims against the

estates of deceased persons.

Appeal from the Circuit Court of Jersey county ; the Hon.

Davk) M. Woodson, Judge, presiding.

The facts in this case are sufficiently stated in the opinion.

Messrs. A. L, & K. M. Knapp, for the appellant.

Messrs. Wakren & Pogue, for the appellees.
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Mr. Justice Bbeese delivered the oiDinion of the Court

:

This was a proceeding before the court of probate of Jersey

county, wherein John W. Slaten and Wiley B. Slaten pre-

sented a claim against the estate of Matthew Darr, deceased, of

which J. M. Hurd, the appellant, was administrator. The claim

was allowed by the court to the amount of six hundred and

twenty-eight dollars and fiftj^-seven cents. Hurd appealed to

the Circuit Court, where the allowance was confirmed, to be paid

in due course of administration. A motion for a new trial

having been heard and overruled, an appeal is taken to this

court.

The controversy grows out of this writing of assignment

:

" Jersey Circuit Court, Matthew Darr v. William Miller.

Judgment for $418.28— note. March Term, 1859. In consid-

eration of four hundred and twenty-eight dollars to me paid, 1

do hereby sell, assign and transfer to Wiley B. Slaten and John

W. Slaten, the judgment above mentioned against William

Miller for their use and benefit, hereby authorizing them to

collect and enforce payment thereof in my name, or to their

assigns or otherwise, but at their own costs and charges; and

covenanting that the sum of four hundred and seventj'^-eight

dollars, including the interest and cost, is due thereon. In

witness whereof, the said Matthew Darr, party of the first part,

hath hereto set his hand and seal, this 19th day of December,

A. D. 1860."

At the date of this assignment an execution was in the hands

of the sheriff, issued on this judgment, and the attorney for

the plaintiff, Darr, indorsed upon it a receipt for four hundred

and two dollars with interest, being in full of the judgment

less sixteen dollars made by sale of land, and ordered the

execution to be returned by the sheriff, which was done. It

appears, it was known to the Slaten s, that there was a tract

of land subject to this judgment, out of which, by speedy

measures, they could have made the amount. This was the

moving cause with them for its purchase, and for which they

executed their note with security to Darr for four hundred
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dollars, payable three years after date with ten per cent interest

from date until paid, and dated December 19, 1860, which the

Slatens duly paid to the administrator of Darr. The writing

of assignment was not in fact executed until some time in July,

1862, and was antedated to correspond with the date of the

note, and with the agreement then made to assign the judgment.

It is clear that Darr, by this writing, covenanted that this

judgment against Miller, in his favor, was unsatisfied, and

that it amounted to four hundred and seventy-eight dollars, for

which the Slatens paid value.

The execution which issued on this judgment on the 18th

day of December, 1860, and then under the control of the

attorney of record of Darr, having been receipted by him in

full, and the execution, so returned, deprived the Slatens of

the opportunity they had, when the assigment was agreed to

be made to them, of collecting the judgment, and which, by

the insolvency of Miller, has been wholly lost to them. It is

but just and equitable, that Darr's estate should respond to

the Slatens, and let the administrator pursue the attorney, if

any ground of action exists against him. This court has said

in several cases, that the probate court has a sort of equitable

jurisdiction over claims presented before it for allowance.

Moore v. Rogers, 19 111. 347 ; Dioaon v. Bxiell, 21 id. 203
;

Moline Water Power and Manufdcturing Company v. Web-

ster, 26 id. 233.

It is on this ground, the appellees should recover. JBy the

act of the covenantor's attorney, they have been deprived of a

benefit for which they had paid value to the covenantor, andhia

estate ought to respond in damages. This is equitable.

The judgment of the Circuit Court is affirmed.

Judgment affirmed.
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Nancy Baty et al.

V.

Thomas C. W. Sale.

1. Pre-emption nionTS. Individuals rely for the protection of their rights

on the law, and not upon the regulations and proclamations of the departments

of government, or officers who have been designated to carry the laws into

eflFect.

2. It is therefore sufficient to comply with the requirements of the law

itself m the pre-emption of land, to entitle a party to his rights under that

law, and any other conditions superadded by the commissioner of the general

land-office, cannot affect his rights.

3. Hence, where a claim for pre-emption was filed, and the lands were

afterward withdrawn from market for a short period, a failure by the pre^

emptor to comply witli a rule of the general laud-office requiring the applica-

tion to be renewed in such cases could not affect his rights, there being nothing

in the law itself to require such a renewal. The officers of the land office are

powerless to annex conditions or provisions to the law.

4. To avail himself of the benefits of the pre-emption laws, a person must
comply with the conditions they impose. It is a favor bestowed only on the

terms prescribed by the statute.

5. Computation of time under the pre-emption laws. Under the act of

September 4, 1841, section 15, where a person settles upon and improves a

tract of land, subject at the time to private entry, files his declaration of inten-

tion within thirty days thereafter, and then within twelve months after the

date of such settlement, makes proof and payment as therein required, he may
thus become the purchaser. The manifest intention is to give the pre-emptor

an entire year, while the land was subject to entry, within which to make his

final proof and to complete his purchase.

6. Hence, where land was temporarily withdrawn from the market, after a

party had filed liis declaration of an intention to pre-empt it, the officers of the

land-office did right in excluding the time the land was not subject to entry,

In computing the year within which he had the right to make his proof and

enter the land.

Appeal from the Circuit Court of Ford county ; the Hon.

O. L. Davis, Judge, presiding.

The facts of this case are fully stated in the opinion of the

Court.
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Messrs. Wood and Long, for the appellants.

1. The officers of the land-office had no right to decide that

this land claimed by Batj was not subject to pre-emption.

Walker v. Jlendrick, 18 111. 571 ; Elliott et al. v. Perisol, 1

Pet. 310.

2. If land-officers undertake to grant pre-emptions to land

in which the law declares they shall not be granted, they ex-

ceed their jurisdiction. Wileox v. Jaohson^ 13 Pet. 511 ; United

States Y. Gear,2> How. U. S. 120, 802; Brown's Lessee v. Clem-

ents et al.^ id. QQQ. It follows, that if they refuse a pre-emption

on lands which the law declares shall be pre-emptible, they

equally exceed their jurisdiction, and there can be no rightful

reservation or appropriation of the public domain without the

express authority of law. IfcConnel v. Wilcox, 1 Scam. 354.

3. The time the lands were not in market for entry was

properly excluded in computing the year allowed to the

pre-emptor, Baty. Clements v. Warner, 24 How. U. S. 394.

Mr. E. S. Teery, for the appellee.

1. The title of appellee is based upon a patent; where a

patent is issued by the officers of the United States, the pre-

sumption is, that it is valid and passes the legal title. Minter

V. Cromnielin, 18 How. 87.

2. That the officers of the land-office decided the pre-

emption by Baty to be regular, may be true ; their decisions

are of no binding force unless sanctioned by law, and may be

assailed collaterally and reviewed by the courts. Aldrich v.

Aldrich, 37 111. 37 ; Lindsay v. Satos, Black (IT. S.) 559

;

Comegys v. Yosse, 1 Pet. 212 ; Cunningham v. Ashley, 14

How. 377 ; Garland v. Wynn, 20 id. 8 ; Lyttle v. ArTtOMsas, 22

id. 192.

Mr. Chief Justice Walker delivered the opinion of the

Court

:

It appears from the record in this case, that Peter Baty, in

his life-time, and about the 6th day of ISTovember 1855, erected
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a building on the southwest quarter of section 17, in township

23, north of range 9 cast, situate in Ford county, and moved

into it and resided thereon until his death. About the 15th of

the same month, he filed an application for a pre-emption on

this land. Afterward, on the lltli day of December, 1856, he

proved his pre-emption, which was allowed, and entered the

land with a bounty land warrant and received a certificate of

purchase. This entry was subsecpiently brought before the

commissioner of the general land-office, who decided, that the

pre-emption had been proved and the entry properly made.

Appellee, subsequently to the filing of the application to pre-

empt the land by Baty, on the 29th of E"ovember, 1855, and

while Baty was still in possession, entered the land, and he

also received a certificate of purchase. Afterward a patent

issued to him, on this entry. This led to a contest before the

commissioner of the general land-office, as to which was the

legal entry. The patent to appellee and the certificate of

entry were re-called, and, on a hearing, the commissioner

decided, that the land having been temporarily withdrawn from

the market, after Baty filed his declaration of an intention

to pre-empt it, he should have renewed his application ; and,

that his entry was therefore irregular and void, and delivered

the patent to appellee. He subsequently brought an action of

ejectment to recover the possession of the land, and Baty filed

this bill to enjoin the action of ejectment, to have appellee's

patent canceled and for general relief. The case was heard in

the court below on the bill, answer, replication, exhibits and

proofs, where the bill was dismissed. Baty having died before

the hearing, the suit was revived in the name of the heirs, who
prosecute this appeal and ask a reversal of the decree of the

court below.

It is not contested, that the land was subject to pre-emption

at the time Baty filed his application to be permitted to enter

the land by pre-emption in the land-office at Danville, on the

15th of November, 1855. The commissioner of the- general

land-office, on the 5th day of May, 1856, issued a proclamation

giving notice, that the office at Danville was discontinued, and,

23— 43d III.
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that unsold lands in the district would be subject to entry at

Springfield, after the officers at the latter place should give

notice thereof. It is insisted, that this discontinuance of the

office at Danville, and thus taking their land out of market,

during the period which intervened the proclamation and the

notice, that the land was subject to entry, rendered the renewal

of the application for pre-emption necessary to confer that

right, and gave to appellee's entry the preference.

"We do not perceive how a regulation of the general land

office, in the absence of some statnte requiring such a renewal,

could produce such a result. Individuals rely for the protec-

tion of their rights on the law, and not upon regulations and

proclamations of the departments of government, or officers who

have been designated to carry the laws into effect. The act

providing for pre-emptions does not declare, that when lands

are withdrawn from market for a short period, after a claim for

a pre-emption has been filed, the application shall be renewed.

And the officers of the land-office are powerless to annex con-

ditions or provisions to the law. That can only be done by the

law-making power. When, therefore, Baty filed his applica-

tion under the act of 1811, he had an exclusive right to enter

this land by conforming to the provisions of that law, and any

other conditions superadded by the commissioner of the general

land-office could not affect his rights.

The pre-emption in this case is claimed under the fifteenth sec-

tion of the act of the 4th of September, 1841, and it declares, that

when a person settles and improves a tract of land, subject at

the time to private entry, shall file his declaration of intention

within thirty days thereafter, and shall, within twelve months

after the date of such settlement, make proof and payment as

therein required, he may thus become the purchaser; and if

such person shall fail to make proof and payment within that

time, the land shall be subject to the entry of any other person.

To avail himself of the benefits of the pre-emption laws, a

person must comply with the conditions they impose. It is

a favor bestowed only on the terms prescribed by the statute.

It appears from the record in this case, that the land-office
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at Danville was closed on the 5tli of May, 1S66, orders having

been received to remove the books, papers and other fixtures

of the office to Springfield, where land l.ying in that district

should become subject to entry, after proper notice should be

given. We also see, that on the 11th day of December, of that

year, Baty made the final proof, and was permitted to enter the

land. The record fails to disclose what length of time inter-

vened after the closing of the oftice at Danville, before lands in

the Danville district became subject to entry at Springfield,

but we may safely infer, that the officers did not compute any

portion of the time this land was withdrawn from the market,

as a part of the year within which Baty had the right to make
his proof and enter the land.

While the law, in terms, fails to indicate the mode in which

the time must be computed, it is manifest, that it was the inten-

tion to give the pre-emptor an entire year, while the land was

subject to entry, within which to make his final proof, and to

complete his purchase.

Unless such a construction be placed upon the law, the pre-

emptor is liable to lose his labor, improvements and expendi-

tures made upon the land, with not only the permission of the

government, but with the assurance that he should have a year

within which to pay for and receive a title to the land. If a

different construction was to prevail, Baty, in this case, would be

limited to perhaps no more than six months to complete his

entry, as, after the Danville office closed in May, the land may
not have again been placed in market till after the expiration

of the year after he filed his declaration of an intention to pre-

empt this land. Such, we think, was not the legislative inten-

tion, but, on the contrary, that the pre-emptor should have full

twelve months while the land could be entered, to make pay-

ment and receive his certificate of purchase. The officers did

right, then, in excluding the time the land was not subject to

entry, as we presume they did, when they permitted Baty to

make his entry under the act allowing pre-emptions.

The entry was made, in this case, only some twenty-six days

after the year had expired, and we presume the land was out
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of market for that or a longer period, or the officers would not

have permitted the entrj^ to be made. Such being the case, we
think the entry by Baty was legally made.

In the case of Cle'tnents v. Warne7\ 24 How. 394, the Supreme

Court, in a case similarly situated, held such an entrj^ valid.

And although this question was not discussed b}'' the court, still

the entry by the pre-emptor in that case was made as in this.

By the opinion of the court, it appears, that the pre-emption in

that case was begun more than one year prior to the time when

the entry was made, and in that case, as in this, the land was

sold to a different person the next month after the pre-emptor

had commenced his settlement. Yet the court held, that the

pre-emptor was entitled to hold the land, although he paid his

money and received his certificate subsequent to the other entry.

It must, therefore, be held, in this case, that Baty's entry related

back to his settlement and the filing of his declaration of inten-

tion to pre-empt the land. It thus became appropriated and

was taken out of tlie market, and was so when appellee made

his entry, and hence it was wholly unauthorized and in no

respect afifected Baty's right to the land. And his children, by

his death, succeeded to all of his rights. They are therefore

entitled, on the proof in this case, to the relief sought by the bill,

and the decree of the court below must be reversed and the

cause remanded.
Decree reversed.

Samuel McCluee
V.

RoBEET Wilson.

1. Contract— subscription paper— Mnding force of. Where several per-

sons signed a subscription paper, whereby each one agreed to pay the sum set

opposite his name, for the purpose of procuring substitutes for the relief of the

drafted men of a certain township, and such substitutes were furnished by one

of the subscribers, by means of money advanced and borrowed by him upon the

faith of such subscriptions,— such person so advancing the money may main-

tain his action against any subscriber who neglects or refuses to pay his sub-

scription.
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2. In such case, the party advancing the money, upon the faith of the

subscriptions, becomes a proper promisee, or payee.

3. Same— verbal declaration to siibsc7'ibe money— binding. When a person,

at a public meeting, held for the jiurpose of raising money to procure substi-

tutes for the drafted men of the district, verbally declared, that he Avoiild give

$400 for such purpose, such declaration constitutes a binding promise on

his part, to pay such sum to any person who accomplishes the object.

4. Same — stdiscription paper— evidence of promise. A subscription paper

is evidence to all who see it, that the persons whose names appear upon it as

subscribers, have promised to pay the amounts set opposite their respective

names.

Appeal from tlie Circuit Court of Edgar county ; the Hon,

James Steele, Judge, presiding.

This was an action of assumpsit brought by the appellant

against the appellee, in the Clark County Circuit Court, and

taken thence by change of venue to the Edgar County Circuit

Court. The facts in the case are fully stated in the opinion.

Mr. John Scholfield, for the appellant.

Mr. James A, Eads, for the appellee. "
'

Mr. Justice Bbeese delivered the opinion of the Court

:

This was an action of assumpsit brought by Samuel McClure,

against Robert Wilson, for money paid, laid out and expended,

and lent and advanced by the plaintiff to the defendant at his

special instance and request. The plea was non-assumpsit, and

a trial by the court, by consent, without a jury.

The plaintiff, to maintain the issue on his part, offered in evi-

dence a small blank book belonging to him, having this head-

ing : "We the undersigned agree to give the amount set

opposite our respective names, for the purpose of procuring sub-

stitutes for the drafted men of Douglas township," below which

was the defendant's name, placed there by his direction, for

$400. The plaintiff* then offered to prove by the depositions

of several persons the circumstances under which this subscrip-

tion was inaugurated. That about the 20th of November,

1864, a meeting of the citizens of Douglas township was held,
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for the purpose of raising money, and taking the necessary

steps to procure substitutes to relieve that township from the

military draft which had just then taken place; that the meet-

ing was regularly organized by the election of a pi-esident and

secretary ; that plaintiff and defendant were both members ot

this meeting, and participated in it ; that, after discussing various

plans, the meeting agreed to make up the money necessary to

procure substitutes by a subscription ; that thereupon the paper,

with the heading above copied, was drawn up by the secretary

of the meeting, and signed by various parties; that the plaint-

iff and his son subscribed one substitute, and the defendant

directed the secretary to sign his name for $400, declaring, that

he would give that sum and more, if necessary to relieve his

sons from the draft ; that during the deliberations of this

meeting it was mentioned and understood, that the money to

relieve the township from the draft would have to be raised

immediately, and that the subscribers to the list were unable to

pay the money down ; that it was then inquired " where is the

money to come from ?" In reply to this question, the plaintiff

and one Fitzsimmons said the money could be raised, but must

be paid back by the first of February ; on defendant asking if

the time could not be extended, Fitzsimmons replied the time

was long enough ; all the persons present seemed anxious that

the money should be speedily raised, and Andrew McClure and

Robert Brown, were appointed commissioners to go to the

provost marshal's office of the district at Olney, to ascertain for

what sum substitutes could be had; that the plaintiff took

charge of the subscription list, and w^ith it went to William H.

Coons, showed it to him, and borrow^ed of Coons on the faith

of it $1,000, with wdiich to procure substitutes, expecting to

collect the money to repay it, from the subscription list. Soon

after this borrowed money was received by plaintiff, he went to

Olney to procure substitutes, and actually put into the army

five or six substitutes, in place of the drafted men of this town-

ship, for each of which he paid $650, one of these substitutes

was for his own son ; that by putting in these substitutes the

town was relieved from the draft, so far as those drafted had
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reported themselves at Olney ; that plaintiff made an arrange-

ment with the provost marshal of that district, b}'' which all

persons who had been drafted, and had failed to report, should

be discharged from liability on the draft on reporting them-

selves at the provost marshal's office at Olney.

The subscription book had no government stamps upon it.

The defendant objected to all this evidence, which the court

sustained, and the plaintiff excepted. The court then found

for the defendant, and judgment was entered against him
for the costs. To reverse this judgment, this appeal is pros-

ecuted.

The appellant makes these points : That the undertaking

of the defendant was valid and binding upon him. That

the plaintiff, having advanced the money, became the promisee,

and therefore could maintain this action. That the subscrip-

tion book was competent evidence without a government stamp.

A long and undeviating current of decisions by this court,

and by the courts of our sister States, and which were cited by

appellant's counsel, has settled the binding force of contracts of

this description.

The appellee contends, that, in order to their validity, there

must be either a promisee named or in contemplation, as a

corporation to be created thereafter, or else there must be a sub-

sequent agreement by which some party is authorized to expend

money upon the faith of the subscription, and that it is only

upon the last named contingency that there can 'be any pre-

tense of a claim in this case. He insists, that the cases cited

by appellant fall under one of these classes of cases.

The case of Roberts v. March et al., 3 Scam. 198, first cited, was

a case where it appeared the sums subscribed were to be paid to

certain persons named in the subscription paper as trustees for the

purpose of building " the church at the Bethel camp ground.'^

It was proved there was no consideration for the undertaking

of the defendants other than this signing of the subscription

paper ; it was also proved, that the church was built, and that

the suit was brought for the benefit of the mechanic. This

court held, that the erection of the building fixed the liability
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of the subscriber to the mechanic who performed the work.

The court refer with approbation to the case of Bryant v.

Goodnoiu^ 5 Pick. 228, where it was held, that where one sub-

scribes with others, a sum of money to carry on some common
project, lawful in itself, and supposed to be beneficial to the

projectors, and money is advanced on the faith of the subscrip-

tion, an action for money paid, laid out and expended may be

maintained, to recover the amount of the subscription.

The next case was Cross v. The Pinckneyville Steam, Mill

Co., lY 111. 54, which was an action to recover three installments,

of fifteen per cent each, on two shares of stock alleged to have

been subscribed by appellant to this company. The subscrip-

tion paper for this stock was signed by Cross, about one month

before any steps had been taken to incorporate the company.

This court held the subscribers liable for the calls.

The next case was the Tonica and Petersburgh P. P. Co. v.

MoJVeely, Admr., 21 111. 71, in which the general doctrine was

stated, that, where the objects of a contract are lawful, and it is

founded upon a good consideration, and is entered into by

parties capable of contracting, it creates a legal obligation

which may be enforced according to its terms.

The case of Prior et al. v. Cain, 25 111. 292, was upon a

subscription paper signed by the defendant, and others, by

which he bound himself to pay twenty dollars for the purpose

of building a church in Adams count}" for the use of the

Christian church. With the introduction of this paper the

plaintiffs offered to prove, that, at a meeting held in the

neighborhood of the plaintiffs and defendant, the plaintiffs

were selected to get up this subscription paper and collect the

subscriptions, and to act as a building committee in building

the church ; that they did, on the faith of these subscriptions,

go on and build the church, according to the terms of the sub-

scription paper, and did, in so building the church, and upon

the faith of those subscriptions, become personally liable in a

large sum of money. The court rejected this evidence. The
plaintiffs then offered to prove, that, after the subscription

paper was signed by the defendant, and before the commence-
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meiit of the suit, he admitted he had subscribed twenty dollars

to build the churcli, and that he would pay it, but would not

give his note for it ; and thej also oiFered to prove, that, at the

time defendant promised to pay the subscription, he knew tliat

the plaintiff had become personally liable on the faith of these

subscrtptions for the building of the church.

The court rejected all this evidence, and, on error to this

court, it was held a correct principle, that a person making a

promise, on the strength of which other persons advance money,

or furnish labor or materials, is bound in good faith to fulfill the

obligation, the party paying the money or furnishing the labor

and materials having a right to rely on such subscription. And
held further, that the court should have received the evidence

relating to the subscription, and also the defendant's admissions.

Tlie case of Grisioold v. Trustees of Peoria University^ 26

111. 41, arose on a paper of this description, and the suit was

brought on the instrument: "We, the subscribers, agree to pay

the sum set opposite our respective names, for the erection of a

building, and in defraying the expenses of putting in operation

the college of the synod of Illinois, at Peoria, to be paid as the

]noney shall be required to meet the expenditures, as incurred

for the purposes aforesaid."

The defendant objected to the introduction of this paper in

evidence, on the grounds, among others, that by it the money

was not payable to the plaintiff; that there was no payee men-

tioned in the instrument, and that no consideration appeared

for the agreement.

The proof showed, that the subscription was made in antici-

pation of a charter. A judgment M'as rendered against the

defendant, which, on appeal to this court, was affirmed, this

court holding, that, if the corporation incurred liability on the

strength of defendant's subscription, as well as that of others,

a suit as for money paid, laid out and expended, would lie

against them. The plaintiffs had a right to become the payees

and sue as such— referring to Prior v. Cain, supra. And the

court say, in such case the contemplated company or college,

under the synod of Illinois, to be located at Peoria, is a proper
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promisee ; and the promise of the subscribers is good to them as

a tliird person who, on the faith of it, liad incurred expense and

liabilities; and lie ought, in all justice, to pay it.

As against the authority or application of these cases, appel-

lee; cites County Commissioners of Randolph County v. Jones,

Breese, 237 (new edition), and Mayo v. Chenoweth, id. 200.

In a late case in this court, decided at April Term, 1866,

Tliompson v. The Board of Suj^ervisors of Mercer Co. (40 111.

379), which was an action on a subscription by Thompson, to

pay three thousand dollars if the county seat of Mercer was

located at a particular place, the land of which he owned, these

cases were reviewed, and it was held the subscription was

binding, and the judgment was affirmed.

T7e see but slight difference between the case now before us,

and the cases of Prior et al. v. Cain, Robertson v. Marsh et al.,

and Griswold v. Peoria University, above cited. If they were

correctly decided, and we do not question it, the same principles

must control here.

The plaintiff here offered to prove, that, on the faith of this

subscription of the defendant, he had advanced a large sum of

money, and become liable for more, to relieve the township

from the draft, and that it was relieved. And wherein does it

differ from the case of Rolertson v. Marsh et al. f In that case,

all the proof of consideration was the signing of the subscrip-

tion paper, and "the fact that the church was built. If the

erection of the building fixed the liability of the subscribers

to the mechanic who performed the work, why does not the

relief to this township, pursuant to the agreement, fix the lia-

bility of the defendant to pay what he engaged to pay therefor ?

Bat it is said there was no promissee ; nor was there any

in Prior's case, in Eobertson's case, or in Griswold's case. They

who advanced money, did work, or furnished materials, were

proper promisees and payees.

It is, however, insisted, as a conclusive objection to a recovery

in this case, that the subscription paper was not stamped with

a government stamp, as the revenue laws of the United States

require.
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It will be observed, that the action is not brought on that

paper. It is an action for money paid, laid out and expended

;

and, though the subscription paper niaj be invalid as an instru-

ment of evidence (about which we express no opinion, as, in our

view of this case, it is immaterial), the otlier evidence, which

the plaintiff offered and which was ruled out, that, at the meet-

ing, the defendant declared he would give four hundred dollars

and more to get his sons relieved from the draft, is a binding

promise upon him to pay that amount to any one who should

accomplish this object.

If I have valuable property in imminent danger, and I make
proclamation that I will give fifty dollars to save it, and a

stranger undertakes the labor and does save it, on what prin-

ciple of law or justice is it that I should not pay ? So, here, the

defendant declared he would give four hundred dollars to save

his sons from the draft, and put the declaration in writing.

The plaintiff incurred the expense and trouble necessary to

save his sons, and did save them ; why then should he not be

paid the amount promised ?

But there is another view of this case. Although the sub-

scription paper might be invalid as evidence, still it was capable

of being read and understood as well without a stamp as with

one ; and, if the plaintiff, on the faith of it, advanced his money
for the defendant's benefit, he ought to recover it in this action.

The subscription was evidence to those who saw it, that the

defendant had made this promise.

We see nothing to prevent a recovery by the plaintiff.

The Circuit Court having entertained different views, the

judgment of that court must be reversed and the cause remanded

that a new trial may be had.

Judgment reversed.
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The Chicago and Alton Railroad Company

V.

Eugene Flagg.

1. RaHiEOAD Companies— when common carriers of passengers— hy

freight trains. Where a railroad company regularly carries passengers by a

freight train, and so holds itself out to the public, it thereby becomes a com-

mon carrier of passengers by such freight train, and has no more right to

expel a passenger therefrom without cause than from a regular passenger

train.

2. Same—may make reasonable rules for conducting its business. Railroad

companies have the power to make all reasonable rules for the government of

their trains ; and, as to certain classes of trains, they may require tickets to be

purchased before entering the train.

3. Passengers— violating rules—penalty for. A passenger who know-

ingly disregards the rule requiring tickets to be purchased before taking

passage, is upon the same footing with one who refuses to pay fare, and may
be expelled at any regular station.

4. Same—may take passage imthout procuring a ticket, when prevented by

neglect of company^s agents. When a railroad company requires tickets to be

purchased at the station, facilities must be furnished to the public, by keeping

open the ticket-office a reasonable time prior to the time fixed for the depar-

ture of the train, and a failure to do so gives the right to a person desiring

to take passage to enter the train and be carried to his place of destination

by payment of the regular fare to the conductor ; and, under such circum-

stances, his expulsion would be unlawful.

5. Same— willful neglect hy— to comply with rides— not subject to expulsion—
except at a regular station. When a passenger willfully neglects to purchase

a ticket, as required, before entering the train, he cannot be expelled at a

place other than a regular station.

6. Station— definition of— local usage cannot create. A water tank, even

if a " usual stopping place for trains," is not, within the spirit of the law, a

regular station. A regular station means the usual stopping place for the

discharge of passengers ; and a local usage, adopted by persons, of getting

on or off a train, for their own convenience, at a place other than the regular

station, does not make such place a regular station for the discharge of

passengers.

7. Damages— under what circumstances may be more than nominal—
when no actual damage sustained. Where a passenger is expelled from a

train, and without fault on his part, he may recover more than nominal

damages, even though he has suffered no pecuniary loss, or received actual

injury to the person by reason of such expulsion.
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8. Same— toliat considerations may enter into the question of. In such

case, although the proof shows that the conductor acted in gfood faith, and

without violence or insult, and that no actual damage was sustained, still, the

jury, in estimating the damages, may consider not only the annoyance, vexa-

tion, delay and risk to which the person was subjected, but also the indignity

done to him by the mere fact of expulsion.

9. Statute— construction of. The phrase " usual stopping place" means,

in the statute, a regular station for passengers to get on and oflf the trains.

10. Former decisions. The Chicago, B. & Q. E. B. Co. v. Barks, 18 111

465, and the Terre Haute, Alton & St. Louis B. B. Co. v. Vanatta, 21 id,

188, considered and affirmed.

Appeal from the Circuit Court of McLean county ; the Hon.

John M, Scott, Judge, presiding.

The facts in this case are fully stated in the opinion of the

court.

Messrs. Williams & Buer, for the appellant.

Mr. J. McNuLTA and W. H. Hanna, for the appellee.

Mr. Justice Lawrence delivered the opinion of the Court

:

This was an action on the case brought by the appellee

against the railway company for wrongfullj' expelling him from

one of its trains. Being desirous of traveling a short distance

on the road, he entered what is called the caboose car, attached

to a freight train, without a ticket. From the conversation

which subsequently took place between him and the conductor,

as drawn out by the defendant's counsel on the cross-examina-

tion of a witness, it appears he was unable to procure a ticket

because the ticket office was closed. When his ticket was

demanded on the train he oifered to pay his fare, and also

offered to give the conductor ten dollars to be kept by him

until a ticket could be procured at the next station.

The conductor replied that he was forbidden by the rules of

the road to receive money for fares, and should he do so he

might lose his place. The train stopped at a water tank about

a quarter of a mile from a station called Lanndale, and the

conductor there required the plaintiff to leave the train. No.
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resistance was made by liim, and no violence or insult offered

by tlie conductor. The jury gave tlie plaintiff a verdict of

one hundred dollars, for wliich the court rendered judgment.

It appears from tlie record that, although this was a freight

train, yet it regularly carried passengers, and was held out to

the public as so doing. The company itself put in evidence a

printed notice, with certain regulations in regard to the car-

riage of passengers on freight trains, and forbidding conductors

to carry them unless provided with tickets in advance. It was

therefore a common carrier of passengers by this train as well

as by its regular passenger trains, and would have no more

right to expel a traveler, wantonly and without cause, from

one train than from the other.

It is urged, that the company must have the power to make

reasonable rules for the government of its trains. Undoubtedly,

and if a company deem it advisable to require tickets to be

purchased before taking passage on certain classes of trains, its

authority to do so must be conceded. If its rules in this

respect are knowingly disregarded, a passenger may be required

to leave the train at any regular station, but only at such sta-

tions, as decided in the G. B. <& Q. R. R. r. Parks, 18 111. 465.

The w^illful neglect to comply with the rules in this matter

would be like a refusal to pay the fare, and could place the pas-

senger in no worse position. But, when the company requires

tickets to be purchased at the station, it must furnish convenient

facilities to the public by keeping open the office a reasonable

time in advance of the hour fixed by the time-table for the

departure of the train. Should it fail to do this, a person desir-

ing to take passage would have the right to enter the train and

be carried to his place of destination by payment of the regular

fare to the conductor. To permit a company to complain of a

violation of its own rules necessitated by the negligence of its

own agents, would be absurd. If, then, as is fairly inferable

from the evidence, the plaintiff was prevented from buying a

ticket by the absence of the ticket agent, he was I'ightfully on

the train, and his expulsion was unlawful.

But even if wrongfully on the train from willful non-coinpli-
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ance with this rule, he was expelled at a place which, under

the statute, renderpd the expulsion itself illegal. It is urged

that a water tank, if an " usual stopping place," is within the

letter of die law. It is within the letter, but so obviously with-

out its spirit, that to permit a passenger to be expelled at a

water tank, often miles from a station, and remote from high-

ways and habitations, would defeat the object of the law, and

be a striking instance of " sticking in the bark." As has been

several times said by this court, the statute means the usual

stopping places for the discharge of passengers.

It is in proof that passengers, desiring to enter or leave the

train at the Lanndale station, often did so at this water tank,

as the freight train frequently passed the station itself without

stopping, and the tank was only a quarter of a mile distant. It

is also in proof, that passengers left at the station when the

train stopped there. AVhether this tank was the usual place for

the discharge of passengers from freight trains, was distinctly

left to the jury by the sixth instruction for the defendant, and

they found it was not. Their finding was undoubtedly right.

A local usage, adopted by persons living in the neighborhood

and familiar Avith the ground, for their own convenience, can

not be considered as making any place but a regular station the

proper point for the discharge of passengers.

It is also urged, that, as the conductor acted in good faith,

and without violence or insult, and there is no proof of actual

damage to the plaintiff, the verdict should have been for only

nominal damages. The verdict was for one hundred dollars.

It was after dark when this affair occurred and the plaintiff

was lame and had two bundles that seemed to be heavy. In

order to reach the station or village, he had to pass over a

covered railway bridge which spanned a stream, and which he

had to cross by means of a plank walk or foot-path, about three

feet wide, laid down upon the timbers. The only light cpane

from below and from the ends of the bridge. For a stranger

laden with bundles, to be compelled to walk through a dark

railway bridge at night, on a narrow path, uncertain as to

when a train may come, and liable to be crushed if one does
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come, is certainly not a desirable experience. The jury had

the right to take these things into consideration, and as the

plaintiff himself had been guilty of no delinquency and was

anxious to pay his fare, and as his legal rights were violated in

expelling him from the train, it was proper for the jury also to

consider, not only the annoyance, vexation, delay and risk, to

which he was subjected, but also the indignity done to him by

the mere fact of expulsion. This case is widel}^ different from

that of the Chicago and Alton M. R. Co. v. Roherts, 40 111.

503. We cannot say the damages were excessive.

It is urged, that the court erred in refusing the defendant's

seventh instruction, which was, in substance, that, even if the

plaintiff was wrongfully put off the train, yet if the conductor

acted in good faith and without violence, the jury could give

only such actual damages as the plaintiff sustained, or, if he

sustained none, then only nominal damages. It is unnecessary

to add to what we have already said on this subject. In a case

of this character, where the plaintiff was without fault, the

jury had a right to give more than nominal damages, even

though no pecuniary loss or actual injury to the plaintiff's per-

son was proven. The considerations above named may properly

enter into the verdict in a reasonable degree, Neither did the

court err in modifying the other instructions b}^ adding, that

the phrase, "usual stopping place," means in the statute a

regular station for passengers to get on and off the train. That

is what it does mean. Chicago B. and Q. R. R. v. Paries, 18

111. 465; Terre Haute, Alton and St. Louis R. R. v. Vanatta,

21 id. 188,

The judgment must be affirmed.

Judgment affirmed.
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Daniel B. Heartrunft et al, by their next friend, etc.

V.

Hamilton C. Daniels and Allen C. Yundt.

1. Witness— interested in event of suit— incompetent. When a person

having trust property in his hands misapplies any portion of it, he is liable to

account for such misappropriation, and to that extent is interested in defeat-

ing the trust, and such trustee is incompetent as a witness, by whom to show

the purposes for which the trust was created.

2. Evidence— when will be presumed as having leen admitted. Where it

was asked to have certain evidence, which was incompetent, excluded, and

the court reserved the question until all the evidence was heard, and then

rendered a decree dismissing the bill, without formally excluding it, it will be

presumed, that such evidence was considered by the court, in rendering the

decree, unless it appears in the decree that it was not

Appeai. from tlie Circuit Court of Du Page county; the

Hon. Isaac G. Wilson, Judge, presiding.

24— 43d III.
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This was a suit in chancery, instituted in the court below by

the appellants, Daniel B., Mary E. and Armeda Heartrunft,

by their next friend, Levi Heartrunft, against the appellees,

Hamilton 0. Daniels and Allen C. Yundt, to compel the exe-

cution of an alleged trust.

The bill alleges, that the defendant, Yundt, placed in the

hands of his co-defendant, Daniels, a certain promissory note,

executed by Martin and David Brown, for the sum of $300, to

be held in trust for the benefit of appellants. That said

Daniels refuses to execute the said trust, and pretends, together

with the said Yundt, that the same is not subject to said trust,

but belongs wholly to the said Yundt. The only question

presented by the record is, whether Daniels, the trustee, has

such an interest in the trust fund as to render him incompetent

as a witness in these proceedings. The further facts in this

case are fully stated in the opinion.

.
Messrs. Hued, Booth & Keeajvier, for the appellants.

Messrs. Yallette & Cody, for the appellees.

Mr. Chief Justice Walker delivered the opinion of the

Court

:

It is first insisted, that appellee Daniels was interested in the

event of the suit, and was therefore incompetent as a witness.

It appears from tlie evidence that Abraham Heartrunft went to

California in June, 1862, and remained there till June, 1864.

That he left his wife and his children at !N"apierville, and in

his absence his wife was seduced, and, having had an abortion,

was not expected to live but a very short time, and public

rumor having charged appellee Yundt with having seduced Mrs.

Heartrunft, and of having produced the abortion, in anticipa-

tion of her speedy dissolution, Jacob Becker went to Yundt and

charged him with being the cause of the trouble and of her

sickness. And he swears that Yundt proposed a settlement of

the matter, and that he insisted npon having ten thousand

dollars put up for the support of the children of Heartrunft,

but Yundt refused to give it, but said he was willing to do
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what was right. That Tundt tlien asked appellee Daniels to

figure up what it would cost to support the children until they

were of age; that Tundt said he had a note on Brown for

$3,000 ; that he would put it in Daniels' hands to hold, as it

was not then due.

That Tundt said, that if Mrs. Heartrunft died, witness

would pay all expenses, and he would meet him a week from

that time and refund them. Tundt placed the note in Daniels'

hands. That the note was put into his hands to support the

complainants and to secure the payment of the funeral expenses

of Mrs. Heartrunft. That Mrs. Heartrunft died about the 1st

of May, 1864, which was the next day after the arrangement

was made, but Tundt did not pay the expenses.

Appellee Daniels swore, that the note was placed in his

hands, to secure the payment of funeral expenses in case Mrs.

Heartrunft should die, and that Tundt would return in a week
for that purpose. That he had, through Cody, collected the

first installment of interest, which Cody had let Tundt have

:

that it amounted to $180 ; that subsequently the note was

paid and Tundt placed in his hands United States bonds equal

in amount to the note and interest, except the interest paid to

him by Cody. Appellants moved to exclude this evidence,

on the ground that Daniels Avas interested, but the court

reserved the question until all of the evidence was heard, and

rendered a decree dismissing the bill, without formally exclud-

ino; Daniels' evidence from consideration in renderino; the decree.

Independent of Daniels' evidence, it is clear, that the note

was placed in his hands for the purpose of supporting appel-

lants, and to pay the expenses incurred in the burial of their

mother if she should die. Of this there is no question. And
inasmuch as Daniels had appropriated a portion of the fund to

another and different purpose, he was directly interested to the

extent of $180, in defeating a recovery. As the law then stood,

he was incompetent to give evidence, and it should not have

been taken into consideration m deciding the case. While it

was not necessary to exclude it formally, the chancellor should

not have regarded it, but should have decided the case precisely
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as thougli lie had not testified. And from the decree, we must

conclude that it was considered, and not only so, but that it

controled the decision. Had all of the trust fund been still in

his hands it might perhaps have been different. But being trust

property, if he had misapplied any portion of it, he would be

liable to account, and having paid a portion of the fund to

Yundt, he had an interest to that extent in defeating the trust.

Excluding his evidence, it is clear the note was placed in his

hands to be held in trust for the children, and it would follow,

that he paid the interest to Yundt wrongfully, and was there-

fore interested and not competent to testify. The decree of the

court below must be reversed and the cause remanded.

Decree reversed.

John Leake
V.

Grace Brown.

1. Practice— of a plea— when should be stricken from the files. When a

plea is filed; wMcli lias nothing to do with the declaration, it should be stricken

from the files on motion, or by the court sua sponte.

2. Right of action— whether joint or several. Where a deed is executed

by several grantors jointly, but their interests in the premises conveyed are

several and distinct, any one of them may bring his separate action for his

share of the purchase money, if withheld.

3. Payment— hy certificate of deposit— when loill not amount to. L., the

payee of a certificate of deposit, which he had previously indorsed, offered it

to B. in payment of a debt, which B. declined to receive. Whereupon L. stated

that he was good for it, and would pay it, if the payor named in such certifi.

cate did not, and thereupon B. took it ; and the bank which had issued it sus^

pended within two days thereafter. In an action by B. against L., to recover

the original debt,

—

held, that the receipt of such certificate by B. was not as

payment, but taken merely as a means of obtaining the money from the bank,

upon the faith of A.'s declaration, that he would pay it if the bank did not ;

and in no manner was it received upon the faith of A.'8 indorsement, that

uaving been made before it was offered.

4 That, in such case, it was not necessary for B. to return, or offer to return,

the certificate.
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5. Nor was it required tliat it should be cancelled ; on the contrary, it should

not be, as it is the only evidence L. has of his deposit with the bank, and it

cannot be enforced by a third person.

6. That B. did all that the law required of him with regard to the disposition

of such certificate, by surrendering the same to the court, to be disposed of as

the court might think proper, after having used it in evidence.

7. That by such surrender of it to the court, it virtually put it in the power

of the payee, L., who, upon proper motion, could have obtained it.

8. Former decisions . Miller v. Lumsden, 16 111. 161 ; Smalley v. Eddy
19 id. 207, considered and approved.

9. Payment— when made icith negotiable paper— concerning return of

tame— rule differentfrom case of spurious money. In an action, brought upon

the original consideration, when negotiable paper has been given in payment,

it is not necessary, as in case of counterfeit or spurious money, that it should

be returned, as it need not be done ; but it must be shown, that such paper is

not outstanding, and that the maker is not liable to a second recovery upon it.

10. Instructions—proper to refuse— when not based on the evidence. It is

proper for the court to refuse an instruction, which has no basis in the evidence.

Weit of Eekoe to the Circuit Court of Lee county ; the Hon.

"W. "W. Heatojst, Judge, presiding.

The facts in this case, are fully stated in the opinion.

Mr. Emeey a. Stoees, for the plaintiff in error.

Mr. B. H. Teuesdell, for the defendant in error.

Mr. Justice Beeese delivered the opinion of the Court

:

This was an action of indebitatus assum,psit, brought by
Grace Brown against John Leake, to the Circuit Court of Lee

county, for an interest in certain lands sold and conveyed by
the plaintiff to the defendant at his instance and request.

The general issue was pleaded and three special pleas, to

which there was a demurrer, which the court sustained. We
may remark here, these special pleas should have been stricken

from the files on motion, or by the court sua sponte, as they had
nothing to do with the case made by the declaration.

A trial was had on the general issue, non assumpsit, and a

verdict for the plaintiff' for six hundred and forty-nine dollars

and ninety cents in damages.
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A motion for a new trial was overruled and judgment entered

on tlie verdict.

To reverse this judgment the record is brought here by writ

of error and various errors assigned.

The pohits made by plaintiff in error are, that, as the deed for

the land was made to plaintiff in error by several persons

joining therein, there can be no recover}^ by one of the grantors

of his or her aliquot part of the purchase money not paid by

the grantee.

The record shows, that the land sold to plaintiff in error was

held by several persons with different interests, and the amount

in suit was a portion of the money coming to the defendant in

error for her interest therein. The interests of the grantors

being several, they are entitled to bring separate suits for the

portion coming to each one of them if withheld. The money

was handed to Brown, the justice of the peace who took ths

acknowledgment of the deed, on the part of three of the grant-

ors, by the plaintiff in error, as the aggregate sum due for the

land, and it was paid over by Brown in the presence of plaint'

iff in the proportions to which each was entitled. The interest

of defendant in error in the land was a separate, distinct legal

interest, and she was therefore capable of bringing this action

and of maintaining it. 1 Ch. PI. 2. Among the funds

so handed to Brown, and handed by him to the defendant

in error as her share of the purchase money, was a certificate

of deposit of six hundred dollars in the banking-house of E. B.

Stiles, payable to the order of plaintiff in error, and dated

October 8, 1864.

On this certificate, thus passed over to the defendant in error,

the plaintiff in error makes his second point, which is, that the

receipt of this certificate as a part of the purchase money, was

prima facie payment to that extent, and that it devolved on

the defendant in error, the duty of exercising due diligence in

endeavoring to secure its payment ; that by the receipt of the

certificate indorsed by the payee, the relation of the parties

become that of an assignee and assignor of commercial paper.

Plaintiff in error insists, that it was upon the indorsement the
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parties relied, and iu order to liold plaiutiif in error as such

indorser, it was incumbent on defendant in error, to use the

diligence required bj the statute.

Is it a fact, that the certificate was taken upon the faith of

the indorsement ? The witness, Brown, says that the certificate

was indorsed before he proflPered it to the defendant in error,

and on some suggestion being made bj one of the parties pres-

ent, that Stiles' bank had stopped payment that day, and defend-

ant in error being unwilling to receive it, the witness said to

her, " Well, Leake is perfectly good for it if Stiles is not, as

Leake had indorsed it." The defendant in error then observed,

" he was good for it whether Stiles was or not, that if Stiles

did not pay it, he would."

The indorsement had been previously made, so that, it is

clear, the defendant in error did not receive the certificate upon

the strength of the indorsement nor rely upon that, but upon

the declaration of plaintiff in error, that he was good for it if

Stiles was not, and that he would pay it if Stiles did not.

There does not appear to be any evidence, that the certificate

was received on the faith of the indorsement, and, therefore,

the relation of assignor and assignee, with its concomitants,

did not exist.

The third point made by plaintiff in error is, that, in any

view of the case, the failure to return, or offer to return, the

certificate is fatal to a recovery by the defendant in error.

"We accord fully in the doctrine of the case of Miller v.

Lximsden et al., 16 111. 161, to which plaintiff in error refers

to sustain this point, but do not think it is hostile to the claim

set up. The court held, that it was an established rule of law,

where a bill of exchange or a negotiable note is taken for a

prior debt, that the party cannot recover upon the original

consideration, unless the bill or note is produced and cancelled

at the trial, or it appears, that it cannot be enforced by a third

party. In that case, the bill was in the hands of a holder for

value in an adjoining State, and was outstanding for collection

against the maker of the note. If, then, a recovery had been

allowed by Miller on this note, Lumsden & Co., being liable to
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the holder of the bill, might have been comj)elled to pay the

same debt twice. A partj^ thus situated cannot be subjected

to this two-fold liability. It would not suffer the plaintiff to

collect the note while the bill of exchange was in the hands

of a hona fide holder.

The difference between this case and that is so obvious, as

to need no particularizing. Here the certificate was not given

or accepted in payment of a prior debt; it was not given and

received as negotiable paper to be subject to the incidents of

such paper; it was produced at the trial and placed in the

power of the court to do with it as justice and the law required.

It could not be, and should not be, canceled, for it was the evi-

dence the plaintiff in error had of a deposit with Stiles, and it

fully appeared it could not be enforced by a third person.

The defendant in error, by placing the certificate in the power

of the court, after putting it in evidence, did virtually put it

in the power of the plaintiff in error, the payee therein, to

whom the court, on motion for such purpose, would have caused

it to be delivered in the event of a recovery against him. This

is all the law required of the defendant in error.

The case of Smalley v. .Edey, 19 111. 207, decides, that a

negotiable note, executed by a debtor, in settlement of his debt,

to a third person, at the instance of the creditor himself, is

jprima facie a payment of the original debt, referring to

Rahion v. Wood, 15 id. 159, and 2 Greenl. Ev. §§ 519, 520.

We are not disposed to dispute this doctrine, and if this case

was like that, it would control. But there are several points

of difference. This certificate was not taken in payment of a

prior debt, nor at the instance of the defendant in error. The

facts to which we have adverted, as having occurred at the

time of the transaction, forbid the idea oijprimafacie payment

by this certificate.

All the circumstances show most clearly and conclusively,

that the certificate was not taken as a payment, but merely as

a means of obtaining the money supposed to be ready and on

hand in the banking house of E. B. Stiles. To " this com-

plexion," and to this only, must this case come.
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The other cases cited by plaintiffs' counsel on this point, are

undoubtedly good law where the tacts are accommodating. In

this case, the facts are obstinate, refusing to yield to the pres-

sure of the plaintiff in error, that the certificate was taken on

the indorsement and on faith of it.

Plaintiff in error closes his argument by insisting, that there

is still an insuperable difficulty in the way of a recovery in this

case, from the fact, that no offer was ever made to return the

certificate, and likens it to a case of a payment made in the

bills of a broken bank, or in counterfeit notes, where the law

demands the bills shall be returned in a reasonable time to the

person paying them, in order that he may have a speedy oppor-

tunity to trace up the party from whom he received them.

The cases of Magee v. Cannack, 13 111. 291, and Simms v.

Clarice, 11 id. 141, are cited on this point, and similar cases de-

cided by the courts of ISTew York, Kew Hampshire and Massa-

chusetts. The doctrine of these cases is correct, and meets our

unqualified approbation. We do not think, however, the law

of those cases is, or should be, the law of this. They stand on

different bases. In the case of counterfeit or spurious money,

as this court said in the case of Magee v. Carmack, the money
should be returned in a reasonable time, so that the debtor

may avail of his right to recover of the person from whom he

received it, and every day's delay jeoparded that right. This

is the reason for the decisions in all the cases cited to this

point, but such a reason does not apply, and can have no force,

with regard to negotiable paper. That is not to be returned

upon the maker, or drawer, as the case may be, but it must be

shown, the paper is not outstanding, and therefore the maker is

not liable to a second recovery upon it.

It is proved in this case, that Brown, the justice of the peace,

demanded payment of this certificate from Stiles within a week
after it was passed over to defendant in error ; and it is also

proved, that about two months or more after this transaction,

in December, ISGi, the plaintiff in error told the counsel for

defendant in error, that in a week or two he would call and

pay the certificate. This, he did not do.
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We are of opinion, from the facts in this case, that this certi-

ficate was not received in payment by the defendant in error,

and was so understood by all the parties ; that it was not taken

upon the indorsement being made, as that was made before it

was offered ; that its receipt had no connection with the

indorsement and was not induced thereby ; that it was not

understood at the time, nor was such the intention, that defend-

ant in error should place herself or had so placed herself in the

position of an indorsee of negotiable paper, as to subject her to

all the consequences of such a position ; that she took the

certificate merely as a means of obtaining the money from the

banking house supposed to be there ready for her and for no

other purpose, and on the faith of plaintiff's promise, that he

could pay it, if Stiles did not. We think the liability of the

plaintiff in error is conclusively fixed, and if there is to be a

loss on this certificate, justice and equity demands, that the

plaintiff in error shall incur it.

An exce])tion is taken by plaintiff in error for refusing to

give the following instruction on his behalf: If the jury believe,

from the evidence, that the defendant, Leake, gave to the

grantors in the' deed mentioned in the case a certificate of

deposit, signed by E. B. Stiles for six hundred dollars, as pro-

duced in evidence in this case ; and if the jnry believe that the

grantors in the deed objected to receiving it, in part payment

of the purchase money of said real estate described in the deed,

because there were rumors at the time of the purchase, that

Stiles had closed his place of business, and that thereupon Leake

indorsed the certificate, and that it was then received by the

grantors in the deed without any further objections on their

part ; that then Leake's liability is determined and fixed as a

guarantor or indorser, and no other, and the plaintiff cannot

recover in any action against Leake, unless all the grantors join

in an action against him, and unless Stiles was insolvent, or a

suit instituted against him would have been unavailing.

If for no other reason, the instruction was properly refused,

there being no evidence on which to base it. As we understand

the evidence and have commented on it, none of it goes to show
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that defendant in error took the certificate u^on the indorse-

ment by the plaintiff in error.

Perceiving no error in the record the judgment must be

affirmed.

Judgment affirmed.

George Fikes

V.

Mary Manchester, Admx., etc.

1. Mortgagee ()/' c^WeZs

—

claiming possession rmtst show himself entitled

to. A mortgagee of personal property claiming possession, must show himself

entitled to it by the terms of the mortgage, and if that provides for possession

remaining with the mortgagor until the happening of a default, the mort-

gagee must show such default.

2. Same— what will be considered prima facie right of possession. In an

action of trover brought against a mortgagee for the conversion of the prop-

erty, where the note, to secure which the mortgage was given, had matured

before suit brought, and the property had passed into the possession of the

mortgagee, the production of such mortgage and note uncanceled by the mort-

gagee, is primM facie evidence of liis right to the possession.

3. Mortgagor— of attempt hy, to impeach the consideration— what facta

deemed material— of lohich he must make proof. And in such case, where the

mortgagor sought to impeach the consideration by showing, that the note was

given for a less sum of money, and that it was advanced to the mortgagor to

be invested for the mortgagee,— held, that the due application of the money

was a material fact to be established in order to defeat the prima facie right

of possession in the mortgagee, and that the burden of making such proof

devolved upon the mortgagor.

Appeal from the Court of Common Pleas of the city of

Aurora ; the Hon. P. G. MoNToisrY, Judge, presiding.

The facts in this case are fully stated in the opinion.

Messrs. Parks & Aemis, for the appellant.

Mr. C. J. Metznek, for the appellee.

Mr. Justice Laweence delivered the opinion of the Court:
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This was an action of trover, brought by Mary Manchester,

as administratrix of David Manchester, deceased, against George

Fikes. The defendant set up a chattel mortgage upon a part

of the property, to secure a note of $1,000, bearing date Decem-
ber 15, 1863, and maturing one year from date. As the note

had matured long prior to the commencement of the suit, and

as the property had passed into the possession of Fikes, in the

life-time of Manchester, the production of the note and mortgage

made a prima facie right to the possession in the defendant.

To meet the case thus made, the plaintiff sought to show, that

the real consideration of the note was not a debt for $1,000 due

to Fikes, but the advancement of certain moneys by Fikes to

Manchester, to be invested for the former in Michigan. The

court refused to instruct the jury, for the defendant, that, even

if this were the true consideration of the note and mortgage,

it devolved upon the plaintiff to show the money had been duly

invested, but gave an instruction to the plaintiff which tended

to convey a different opinion. This was error. It is quite true,

as said by appellee's counsel, that, where the morgagee of per-

sonal property is claiming possession, he must show himself

entitled to it by the terms of the mortgage, and, if that provides

for possession remaining with the mortgagor until the happening

of a default, the mortgagee must show such default. But all

this the defendant in this case did, when he produced the mortgage

and the note uncanceled. The plaintiff then seeks to impeach

the consideration, by showing that the note was given for a less

sum of money, and that this money had been applied according

to the directions of the defendant. The due application of the

money was a material part of his evidence, in the attempt to

defeat the prima facie case made for tlie defendant by his note

and mortgage, and the burden of making this proof was clearly

upon the plaintiff. Although all the evidence is not preserved

in the bill of exceptions, there is enough to enable us to see,

that this error, in regard to the instructions, was material. The

judgment must be reversed and the cause remanded.

Judgment reversed.
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George E. Babcock

V.

John McFarland.

1. Chattel mortgage— right to retain possession under. Where a chat-

tel mortgage contains a provision, that, if default shall be made in the payment

of the debt, or the mortgagor shall attempt to sell the property, or it shall be

levied on under process, or distrained for rent, or he shall attempt to remove the

same, or the mortgagee shall be in danger of losing his debt, he may enter

upon the premises of the mortgagor and take possession of the same and sell

it to raise the money to pay the debt ; and that the mortgagor should keep the

property insured for a sum sufficient to cover the debt, and keep it in good

repair except necessary wear and tear,— held, that the mortgage authorized

the debtor to retain possession till the debt was due.

3. Same— erasure before signed. Where it appeared in evidence that a

clause in the printed form of the mortgage was stricken out, which in terma

provided that the property might remain with the debtor, before it was exe-

cuted, this does not change the right, when such appears to have been the

intention from the clauses left in the instrument.

Appeal from the Circuit Court of Knox countj ; the Hon.

Joseph Sibley, Judge, presiding.

This was an agreed case, in the Knox Circuit Court, for the

purpose of obtaining the opinion and judgment of the Circuit

Court upon a chattel mortgage.

A declaration was tiled bj George R. Babcock against John

McFarland averring a trespass by taking certain articles of

personal property of the plaintiff which he refused to return on

demand. A plea of not guilty was filed.

The parties waived a jmy, and the cause was tried by the

court, by consent, at the September Term, 1866. It was ad-

mitted on the trial that Leander B. Reynolds was the owner

of the mortgaged property when the mortgage was executed on

the 2d of January, 1865, to Babcock, and that he remained in

possession and apparent ownership until about the 1st of De-

cember, 1865, at which date Reynolds sold and delivered the

property described in the mortgage to George J. Bergen and

Frederick P. Sissen, who conveyed it by a deed of trust to O.
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F. Price for John McFarland, about the 5th of December, 1865.

The mortgage to Babcock was duly recorded on the 22d of

January, 1865. Subsequently to making the trust-deed,

Bergen and Sissen made an absolute sale of the property to

defendant, and he took possession and so remained at the com-

mencement of the suit. That the property was demanded, but

not delivered before the suit was brought.

Plaintiff, on the trial, offered to read the chattel mortgage in

evidence, but it was excluded, as affording no evidence of own-

ership or right of possession by plaintiff, the court holding that

it contained no provision authorizing the mortgagor to retain

possession, and that it was therefore void as to creditors and

purchasers. The court found the issues for the defendant, and

rendered judgment in his favor for costs. Plaintiff brings the

case by appeal to this court, and assigns for error, the rejection

of the mortgage as evidence, and the rendition of judgment in

favor of defendant.

Messrs. Feost & Tunneoliff, for the appellant.

Messrs. Lanpheee & Pkice, for the appellee.

Mr. Chief Justice Walkee delivered the opinion of the

Court

:

It is claimed, that the mortgage, out of which this contro-

versy has arisen, fails to provide, that the mortgagor should

retain possession of the goods and chattels therein described,

and was therefore void as to creditors and purchasers. The
instrument provided, that, if the money to secure which the

mortgage was made should be paid at the times therein speci-

fied, then the mortgage should be void.

The mortgage contained this provision :

" Then these presents, and every matter herein contained,

shall cease, and be null and void. But, in case default shall bo

made in payment of the said sum of money above mentioned,

or any part thereof, at the time above limited, for the payment

of the same, or if the said party of the first part shall sell,
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assign or dispose of, or attempt to sell, assign or dispose of, the

whole or any part of the said goods and chattels, or remove or

attempt to remove the whole or any part thereof, from the

said county of Knox, without the written assent of the party

of the second part, or the same or any part thereof shall be

seized by virtue of an execution, attachment or warrant of dis-

tress against the property of the said Leander B. Reynolds, or

if the said party of the second part shall be in danger of losing,

from any cause, the whole or any part of the said sum of

money above mentioned, by delaying the collection thereof

until the time for the payment of the same, then, and from

thenceforth, it shall be and may be lawful for the said party of

the second part, his executors, administrators or assigns, or his,

her or their, authorized agent, to enter upon the premises of

the said party of the first part, or any place or places where

the said goods and chattels, or any part thereof, may be, and

take possession thereof, and to sell and dispose of the same for

the best price or prices, that can be obtained therefor at public

vendue," etc.,— specifying the manner in which notice of the

sale should be given.

At the end of the first sentence of this provision, these

words had been printed but afterward erased :
" And it is ex-

pressly agreed by the parties hereto, that the said party of the

first part shall have and retain possession of all the said personal

property until the , A. D. 186-." The mortgage also

contained this stipulation :
" 'Tis hereby agreed, that the party

of the first part shall keep an insurance for the benefit of the

party of the second part, on the above described personal

property, a sum that is equal to the amount that is due and

unpaid, and 'tis further agreed, that the party of the first part

is to keep the above machinery'- in good repair, except neces-

sary wear and tear." These provisions present the question

sought to be determined on this record.

The intention of the parties must control, if it sufficiently

appears from the language employed in the mortgage. The
statute declares, that the parties may provide in the mortgage
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itself, that the property may remain in the possession of the

mortgagor. It has, however, been repeatedly held by this court,

that a mortgage is void as to third persons when the possession

remains with the mortgagor, without such a provision in the

instrument. If, then, from the language employed in this

mortgage, it does not appear that the mortgagor might retain

possession, then it was properly rejected when offered in evi-

dence : otherwise it should have been admitted.

In the case of Letcher v. Norton^ 4 Scam. 576, the language

of the mortgage was very similar to that employed in this, and.

the court held, that it provided for the possession to remain

with the m.ortgagor. The court say :
" Could any extrinsic

evidence be reasonably required to prove that it was the in-

tention of the parties to the mortgage, in which the foregoing

language is used, that the title of the property should be sepa-

rate from its possession? "Why should the mortgagor authorize

the mortgagee, on default of the payment of the note of the

former, to enter upon and seize the mortgaged property, if, at

the time of the execution of the mortgage, he (the mortgagee)

vvas intended to and did take possession of it? Such a con-

struction of the mortgage would do violence to its provisions.

The mortgage, then, does contain authority to the mortgagor,

to retain possession of the property in dispute, until the hap-

pening of a certain contingency. To have authorized him ex-

pressly, in so many words, to do so, could not have more certainly

expressed the intention of the parties that he should do so. If

it were susceptible of a doubt, it might be otherwise, but it is

not." The language of the mortgage under consideration, is

more satisfactory, if possible, than that employed in the case

to which reference has just been made.

The mortgage, in this case, has the additional clause, that the

mortgagor is to keep the machinery in good repair, except

necessary wear and tear. Why such an agreement, unless it

was to remain with, and be used by, the mortgagor? "Why

provide that, in case of default of payment, or the attemjit of

the mortgagor to sell, assign or dispose of it, or to remove the

same from the county, oi' in case of its seizure on execution,
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it should be lawful for the mortgagee to enter upon the

premises of the party of the first j)art and take possession of the

property, if it was not intended that the mortgagor should re-

tain possession? How could the mortgagee enter upon the

mortgagor's premises and take possession of the property, when

it was already in his own hands? We are unable to perceive

even a doubt, tliat it was the intention for the mortQ-agor

to retain possession. It is so clearly expressed, that it would

be manifest to all persons by simply inspecting the instrument.

Nor does the fact, that a portion of the printed form was

erased, matter. Enough is left to clearly declare the intention.

If it had been otherwise, the scrivener would, no doubt, have

erased the whole provision and left it so that the intention

would not have appeared in the deed. We are not authorized

to conclude, that the parties did not intend the possession to

remain with the mortgagor, simply from the fact that the

sentence was stricken out. It may have been considered use-

less by the scrivener, while others, perhaps, would have pre-

ferred to express the intention by permitting it to remain.

But the intention still appears, notwithstanding it was erased.

The court erred in refusing to permit appellant to read the

mortgage in evidence, on the trial of the cause in the court

below. And for this error the judgment is reversed and the

cause remanded.

Judgment reversed.

Albert TV. Rudd
V.

Thomas Williams.

1. Pleading— oftTie declaration— allegations and proofs must correspond.

^Vhere a plaintiff, by his declaration, claimed a prescriptive right to the use

of the water of a certain stream for his mills, and the testimony failed to sus-

tain such claim,— held, that he was bound to establish his case, as stated in

the declaration, and his failure to do so was fatal to a recovery.

25— 43d III.
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2. PKESCKiPTiOiSr— a right ty— lohat will not be considered. In sucli case,

where it appears by the proof, that both parties had the right to erect a dam
and mill on the stream in question, and the plaintiff's cause of action consisted

wholly in the alleged fact that the defendant's dam flows the water back on
the plaintiff's mill-wheel, a prescriptive right is not established, and an action

for such inj ury cannot be based upon such right.

3. Same— concerning the obligations of 'parties to each other. And, under

such circumstances, it is the bounden duty of each of the proprietors so to use

the water of the stream, as not to injure the other in the use and enjoyment

of his property.

Weit of Ekeob to the Circuit Court of Livingston county

;

the Hon. Charles R. Stare, Judge, presiding.

The facts in this case are fully stated in the opinion.

Mr. J. C. Beattie, for the plaintiff in error.

Messrs. Patson & Perey and Fleming, Pillsbuet & Plumb,

for the defendant in error.

Mr. Justice Beeesb delivered the opinion of the Court

:

This was an action on the case, brought in the Livingston

Circuit Court by Thomas Williams against Albert W. Rudd,

claiming damages for obstructing the free course and use of the

water of the Yermilion river, to and from the saw and grist-

mill, and wheels for the use of the same, and which plaintiff

has had for thirty years, until obstructed by the defendant. In

the second count it is alleged, that plaintiff, and those under

whom he claims, were possessed of this right to the use of this

water, and of the mill and premises, " time, whereof the memory
of man runneth not to the contrary."

The obstruction complained of, appears to have been by re-

pairing, by defendant, of an old dam, three miles below plain-

tiff's dam, and increasing its height some eighteen inches, by

which the water was backed up on to the wheel of plaintiff's

mill.

Much testimony was heard, and the whole subject of complaint

was thoroughly examined The jury found for the plaintiff,
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and assessed tlie damages at three hundred and thirty-five dol-

lars.

The court overruled a motion for a new trial, and rendered

judgment on the verdict, to reverse wliich, this v^rit of error is

prosecuted.

It will be perceived, the plaintiff below, claimed in both counts

of his declaration, a prescriptive right to the use of this water

for his saw and grist-mill. There is no proof in the record

sustaining this claim ; on the contrary, it is shown by all the

testimony, that his grist-mill was erected, flumes made for it,

and its wheels put in, within the last ten j^ears.

Inasmuch, then, as the plaintiff claimed a prescriptive right,

and based his action thereon, he was bound to prove it by

lesritimate evidence. He was bound to make out his case as he

had stated it, foiling in wliich, the verdict should have been for

the defendant, and the court should so have instructed the

jury.

From the evidence, it clearly appears the plaintiff's cause of

action consists wholly in the alleged fact, that defendant's dam
flows the water back on to plaintiff's wheel, and to maintain

such an action, resort need not be had to prescription.

It is one of the hoary and time honored maxims of the com-

mon law, that every man must so use his own property as not

to injure another in the use and enjoyment of his property.

From all that appears in this case, both parties had the right

to erect a dam and mill on the stream in question, and the

plaintiff, who gained no exclusive right by his prior occupancy

of his site to the use of the water as it flowed in its natural

channel, is bound so to use it as not to injure the servient pro-

prietor lower down the stream, while, at the same time, such

proprietor is bound so to construct his dam and works, that the

water stopped by them shall not flow back on to the plaintiff's

works, or otherwise do him an injury.

This was not the claim of plaintiff as set out in his declara-

tion, and he did not establish his claim as he alleged it. Con-

sequently, a new trial should have been granted, on the princi-

ple, that the allegations and proofs must agree.
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"We refrain from going into an examination of the various

questions raised upon the instructions, it being wholly unneces-

Bar}'-, from the view we have felt bound to take of the case, as

it is presented by the evidence in the record.

The judgment must be reversed and the cause remanded,

with leave to plaintiff below to amend his declaration.

Judgment reversed.

J. Arthur Walters
V.

Henry M. Witherell.

1. Witness— indorser— not competent witness— to impeach note assigned

by Mm. An indorser is not a competent witness to impeach the validity of a

note which he has assigned.

2. Former decisions. The cases of Walters v. Smith, 33 111. 345 ; Ilivea

V. Marrs, 25 id. 316 ; Curtis v. Marrs, 16 id. 509 ; Webster v. Vickers, 2 Scam.

295, and Bradley v. Morris, 3 id. 183, explained.

Appeal from the Circuit Court of Cook county ; the Hon,

Eeastus S. Williams, Judge, presiding.

This was an action of assumpsit, brought by the appellee

against the appellant, in the Recorder's Court of the city of

Chicago, and subsequently transferred to the Circuit Court of

Cook county, upon six promissory notes, amounting in the

aggregate to $553.30, and which notes were made and exe-

cuted by the appellant, who delivered the same to one Henry

McKenzie, by whom they were indorsed, and assigned to the

appellee. There were two trials had of the cause by a jury,

and upon the second trial, a verdict was found for the plaintiff

of $584:,27, upon which judgment was rendered, and the case is

now brought to this court by appeal.

The single question is presented by the record, as to whether

the indorser of a note is a competent witness to impeach its

validity, after it has been assigned by him.
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Mr. M. A. E.ORKE, for the appellant.

Messrs. Haines, Story & King, for the appellee.

Mr. Justice Lawrence delivered the opinion of the Court:

On the trial of this case in the Circuit Court, the payee and

indorser of the notes on which the suit was brought was offered

as a witness to prove the notes were assigned after maturity,

and that the consideration had partially failed. The court

held the witness incompetent, and this ruling is assigned for

error.

Whether the indorser of negotiable paper, having given it

the sanction of his name, shall be permitted to impeach its

-consideration by his own testimony, is a question upon either

side of which a large array of authorities can be cited. Tlie

point first arose in the well known case of Watton v. Shelley^

1 T. R. 296, in which Lord Mansfield and the other learned

judges held the indorser incompetent, on tlie ground, that it

was " of consequence to mankind, that no person should hang

out false colors to deceive them bj first afiixing his signature to

a paper, and then afterward giving testimony to invalidate it."

This case was overruled by Lord Kenyon and the other judges

in the equally well known case of Jordain v. Lashhrook, 7 T. R.

599, and the doctrine of the latter case has since been adhered

to in the English courts. In this country there has been a

great contrariety of decisions in the different States. The
cases are cited by Greenleaf in his Evidence, in the note to

section 385. In some States the indorser has been held incom-

petent in all cases to prove a defense existing against the note

at the date of the assignment, while in other States the rule of

exclusion has been confined to cases where the note was nego-

tiated before maturity, and in still other States the doctrine of

incompetency has been rejected altogether, and the rule of

Jordain v. Laslibrook followed. The distinction sometimes

sought to be taken between cases where the indorsement was

made before and those in which it was made after maturity,

seems to us without foundation, and inconsistent with the
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reason of the rule. The indorser lends the sanction of his

nanie and faith as much by an indorsement after as before

maturity. It is true, the assignee in the former case, takes the

note subject to many defenses, which could not be made to a

note indoi'sed before maturity ; but the indorser, who sells a

note past due without informing the purchaser of a defense to

which it is liable, is as much guilty of "hanging out false

colors " as if the note were not due.

There being this contrariety of decisions, the counsel for

appellant urges us to consider this question as one not yet

decided by this court. He insisted, that it has not yet

received in this tribunal such fullness of consideration as to

firmly settle the rule for this State. In this, however, we can-

not agree with him. In Walters v. Smith, 23 111. 345, this

question > came before this court in a case in princij^le precisely

like the one before us, and it was held the indorser was incom-

petent. It is true, the court do not in the opinion review the

authorities, but it is not therefore to be supposed the case was

inconsiderately decided. The same doctrine is recognized by

the court in Rives v. Marrs, 25 111. 316, and in Curtis v.

Marrs, 29 id. 509. It is urged, that a different rule is laid

down in We'bster v. Yichers, 2 Scam. 295, and in Bradley v.

Morris, 3 id. 183. We do not thus construe those cases. In

the first, the assignor was the mere agent of the plaintiff in

taking the note, and having taken it in his own name, he

assigned it to his principal, as the rightful owner. He did not

sell the note or deceive the plaintiff by giving it the sanction

of his name. In the other case, the court seems rather to

recognize the general rule of exclusion, but say, that as the

witness had indorsed without recourse, his testimony could not

be objected to on the ground of policy. This question having

been thus definitely ruled in the recent case in 23 111. and

acknowledged in the later cases, I agree with my brethren in

considering the rule as settled in this State, though my own

judgment would incline to the doctrine of Jordain v. Lash-

hrooh.

Judgment affirmed.
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Isaac Cook

Jehiel F. Norton et al,

1. Claim and color of title— what constitutes. Claim and color of

title exists where the deed, upon its face, purports to convey the fee, and the

grantee goes into possession under it, and accepts and holds it in his own
right, and as an owner of the fee.

2. Statutes— recording laws not regarded— parti/ Jmving color of title—
limitation will run in facor of— notwithstanding notice of adverse claim.

Under the act of 1839, the recording laws will not be regarded. Limitation

laws do not proceed upon the theory of the absence of notice of an adverse

claim to the premises, and hence, the limitation will run in favor of a party

having claim and color of title, although he may have actual notice of an

adverse claim by record, or otherwise.

3. Tax receipt— wlien fatally defective— as showing payment of taxes.

A tax receipt which simply shows, that " dollars " were received, and fails to

state that, whatever amount was received, was in full of the taxes assessed,

and there is no character opposite the figures to indicate what they are

designed to represent, is fatally defective.

4. Statutes— seven years limitation act. Where a party desires to avail

himself of the seven years limitation act, he must show payment of all taxes

legally assessed upon the premises, for the period of seven successive years,

with claim and color of title.

5. Tax receipt— when will ie considered sufficient— as showing payment

of taxes. A tax receipt, exhibited by a party claiming under the seven years

limitation act, which simply names the year for which the taxes were paid,

without giving the day or month when it was given, is sufficient as showing

the payment of the taxes assessed for that year, it being one of the seven

years relied upon to complete the bar of the statute.

6. And where such receipt showed assessments upon several tracts of

land, the amount assessed to each being carried out into a common column,

and the character denoting " dollars," is prefixed to the first amount stated in

the column, it must be understood as intended to be repeated as to each

amount ; and, although such receipt fails to give the sum paid, but simply

states that " dollars " were received in full for the taxes of that year, it is

sufficient as evidence showing pajnnent, the "dollar" mark being prefixed to

the sum stated at the foot of the column showing the gross sum assessed upon
all of the tracts, and such sum being equal to the sum obtained by adding

together the figures given in the column headed " total."

7. Statutes— limitation act of 1835— tohat necessary to bar the right of
entry. Section eleven of the limitation act of 1835, requires that posses-
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sion shall be held by actual residence on the premises, having a connected

title in law or equity, deducible of record from the United States, or this State,

or the officers therein enumerated.

8. And this section cannot be invoked in aid of a party, who, although

he may have a connected title in law, deducible of record from this State, is

imable to show actual residence on the premises for the period of seven

successive years, by his ancestor or liimself.

Appeal from the Superior Court of Chicago.

The facts in this case are sufficiently stated- in the opinion.

Mr. W. T. BuEGESs, for the appellant.

Messrs. Aerington & Dent, for the appellees.

Mr. Chief Justice Walker delivered the opinion of the

Court

:

This was an action of ejectment, brought by Isaac Cook, in

the Superior Court of Chicago, against Jehiel F. Norton, Emily

M, ]N"orton, his wife, Grace J. Clarke and Julia Wilkie, to

recover a portion of two lots in the city of Chicago. Two
declarations were filed, each against a portion of the defendants,

and by consent of the parties, the causes were afterward con-

solidated. It appears that James Ryan was the purchaser from

the State, of the premises. His patent bore date the 15th of

September, 1845. He had previously, on the 20th of May,

of that year, sold to appellant one-third of the premises, for

which he had received the pay. He, at the time, executed a

contract for a conveyance, when he should receive a patent. It

was recorded on the 23d of May, 1845, and Ryan conveyed to

Cook on the lOtli of October, 1815, by a deed of that date.

But on the 14th of August, 1845, one Ballingall recovered a

judgment against Ryan, in the' County Court of Cook county,

which became a lien on Ryan's two-thirds of the premises. On
the 21st of October following, he caused an execution to be

issued, and had it levied on Ryan's interest in the lot. On the

19th of November, 1845, Ryan paid $100, which was indorsed

as a credit on the execution. On the Sth day of April, 1846,
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all the riglit, title and interest of Ryan in the lot was sold

under the execution, to Ballingall, and on the 13th of the same

month, a certificate of the sale was filed in the recorder's office.

On the 30th of Julj, 1846, Cook conveys to one Smith his

one-third of the lot, and on the 3d of October following, Ryan
conveyed to Wadsworth, D_yer & Chapin, his two-thirds, and

they, on the S-lth of tlie next November, conveyed to Smith

their two-thirds acquired from Ryan, and Smith thereby became

the owner of the whole lot, subject to Ballingall's sale of Rj^an's

interest of two-thirds of the lot, the time for redemption not

having then expired. On the 15th of December, 1846, Smith

contracted to sell the lot to Lewis W. Clark, and on the 3d of

the following April, conveyed it to him by deed. Clark died in

March, 1855, leaving his widow, Emily M., since married to

defendant Norton, and an infant child, Grace J. Clark, who had

arrived at age when the suit was brought.

On the 29th of September, 1854, Ballingall sold by quit-

claim deed, his interest in the premises, the premises not

having been redeemed. Cook, in July, 1860, applied to the

Superior Court, into wliich the County Court had merged, by
petition for a deed from the sheriff on Ballingall's purchase,

which was ordered, and afterward made by the sheriff to Cook;

it was executed on the 24th of July, 1860, under which he

claims title, and seeks to recover two-tliirds of the lot.

It is claimed, that Clark entered into possession of the lot,

and paid taxes for seven successive years, from 1847 to 1853,

inclusive, under claim and color of title made in good faith. A
number of tax receipts were read in evidence on the trial in

the court below. After hearing the evidence, tlie court found

the issues for defendants, a jury having been waived, and ren-

dered judgment against plaintift", from wliich he prosecutes this

appeal.

According to the uniform decisions of this court, the deed

from Smith to Clark was claim and color of title. It, on its

face, purported to convey the fee, and Clark went into posses-

sion under it, and accepted and held it in his own right, and as

an owner of the fee. This court has also uniformlv held, tliat
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under the act of 1839, tlie recording laws will not be regarded;

tliat limitation laws do not proceed upon the theory of the

absence of notice of an adverse claim to the premises. The act

itself makes no reference to notice of an adverse claim. So,

being within the provisions of the limitation laws, a party need

not show, that he acquired title or occupied the premises with-

out notice that they were claimed by another. And having

brought himself within the provisions of the act, the bar of the

statute will not be destroyed, by proving that he had either

actual or constructive notice of an adverse claim. To give the

statute such a construction, would be to hold, that the statute

could never run against the better title of record, where there

was actual notice, or notice of such facts as sliould put a pur-

chaser upon inquiry. We are aware of no decision, and it is

believed that none exists, which holds, that notice of an adverse

claim will prevent the running of the statute, or will defeat its

bar, when in other respects, the party has brought himself

within its provisions. This, then, is claim and color of title>

and Clark's heirs could rely upon it as such in this action,

as they succeeded in this respect to all of the rights of their

ancestor.

The question, then, presents itself, whether appellees have

shown possession and payment of taxes, for seven years suc-

cessively under their color of title. It appears, that Clark had

the lot inclosed and buildings erected on the premises, as early

as in the autumn of 1847, and, while the evidence is not

altogether satisfactory, it might probably be inferred, that he

continued in possession until the time of his death. The evi-

dence is not definite as to whom the tenant held nnder, who was

in possession when the buildings were erected and the lot

inclosed, in the fall of 1847. Norton speaks of his living there

with his family, but does not say that he was Clark's tenant,

lie also says, that Clark had possession of the lot until his death,

but fails to state when the possession commenced. He also

states, that Clark had tenants on the lot, but when, and how

-ong, does not appear. But, even if it could not be inferred that

he had the actual continuous possession of the lot for seven
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successive years, still, as the case will have to be remanded, the

proof, as to possession, can be supplied on another trial.

Appellees have failed to prove seven years' payment of taxes

continuously, under the color and possession, if it existed. Tlie

first receipt in the series bears date December 3, 1847, and is

for the taxes of that year. It is, however, fatally defective in

not stating any sum of money received. An inspection of the

original receipt, fails to disclose the amount of taxes paid. It

simply says, that "dollars" were received for the city and

school taxes, assessed by the city in the year 1S4Y. It does not

state, that whatever amount was received was in full of such

taxes. !Nor do we find any character opposite the figures, to

indicate what they are designed to represent. The receipt for

the county. State and road tax, is not subject to this objection,

as it specifies the sum paid, and states, that it is in full for those

taxes. But the statute requires the party desiring to avail

himself of the bar of the statute, to pay all taxes legally assessed

on the property for the period of seven successive years. Now,
we see that the city and school taxes, levied for the year 1847,

were not paid, or if so, the proof is not contained in this record.

Then the taxes for that year were not all paid, and, hence, the

payment of taxes did not concur with color of title and pos-

session, when the receipt was given. We then have to look to

some future payment, to ascertain when the statute began to run.*

The receipt for the State, county and road taxes, levied for

1847, bears date on the first day of July, 1848. This was,

therefore, the time when all the requirements of the statute

fully concurred for the first time, and hence the statute then

began to run. Taking that, then, for the starting point for the

payment of taxes, was there seven years successive payment

of all taxes proved ? In February and June of 1854, Clark

paid the taxes of 1853, but the lot was sold for the taxes of

1854, leaving the payment of but six successive years' tax,

when the statute requires seven. This does not present a bar

to the recovery.

As the case will be remanded, it may be that we should con-

sider the sufficiency of the receipt for the State, county and
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town tax, assessed for the year 1850. It does not state on

what day or month it was given, but it appears to have been

in 1851 ; from this it seems that the taxes were paid within the

limits of seven years, relied npon by appellees, and this is

sufficient. It, however, fails to give the sum paid. It has a

blank where the sum w^as intended to have been written, fol-

lowed by the word " dollars," and a blank for the cents. It

was a printed blank, and the treasurer, through his neglect, no

doubt, failed to iill in the sum to which the taxes on the several

tiacts amounted in the aggregate.

It, however, states that "dollars" were received in full, for

State, county and town taxes, levied for the year 1850. The

right hand column in which the total tax against each tract of

land was assessed, has the usual character denoting " dollars,"

placed at the left side of the top figures, and the two right

hand figures are separated from those on the left by a perpen-

dicular line, thus designating the number of cents. This lot

is the second in the receipt, and while the dollar character is

not placed before the amount, we must understand that it was

intended to be repeated. Again, the dollar mark is prefixed

to the gross sum at the bottom of this column, thus showing

the number of dollars which was assessed upon all the lots

embraced in the receipt ; and when the figures in the column

headed " total " are added together, we see that it makes the

gross sum in dollars and cents, placed at the foot of the column.

It thereby appears, that the figures extended opposite to each

lot, represent the amount of taxes chargeable against it for the

year specified. We are of the opinion that this receipt was

properly admitted in evidence.^

E'er do the facts contained in this record show, that the entry

is tolled by the eleventh section of the chapter entitled " Limita-

tions." That section requires that possession shall be held by

actual residence on the premises, having a connected title in

law or equity deducible of record, from the United States or

this State, or from the officers therein enumerated. Although

appellees may have shown a connected title in law, deducible

of record from this State, still there is not evidence of actual
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residence, for the period of seven successive years, by their

ancestor or themselves. This section cannot, on the proof in

this record, be invoked as a bar to appoUant's action. For the

errors above indicated, the judgment of tlie court below must

be reversed and the cause remanded.

Judgment reversed.

George Stinson et al.

V.

The People of the State of Illinois.

1. Former decisions. The case of Welsh v. People, 17 111. 339, must be

considered as decisive of tMs case.

2. Larceny— voluntary parting with title and possession— a fraud not a

felony. If the owner of goods alleged to have been stolen, voluntarily parts

with the possession and title, then, neither the taking nor conversion is feloni-

ous. It amounts simply to a fraud.

3. Same— what constitutes a felonious ajjpvopriation. But, if he parts with

the possession only, expecting the identical thing will be returned, or that it

shall be disposed of on his account, or in a particular way as directed or

agreed upon for his benefit, then the title to the goods does not pass, and they

may be feloniously converted, and the bailee be guilty of a larceny, if obtained

with that intent.

4. A, B, C and D, were passengers on a railroad train from Detroit to

Chicago. D being a stranger to the others, and while the train was in the

State of Indiana, A wagered a certain sum with D, and, thereupon, D deposited

the amount of his wager in money with B, who was selected as stakeholder,

and A deposited an express package purporting to contain an equal amount,

but which was afterward discovered to contain nothing but waste paper,

whereupon D demanded his money from B, which he refused to pay back.

Subsequently A, B and C were arrested in Chicago, upon a charge of larceny,

and the money found in the possession of B. Held, that the act was a felony.

That the conduct of B fully rebutted the idea, that he acted as a mere inno-

cent stakeholder, but, on the contrary, showed collusion with his confederates

in the felonious design to deprive D of his money.

5. Same— wMre the original taking isfelonious— when thiefmay he indicted

tcherever found. The principle is well settled, that where the original taking

is felonious, every act of possession continued under it by the thief is a feloni

ous taking, wherever the thief may be, and to whatever places he caxries the

stolen property, and he may be there punished for the felony.
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6. Instructions— what questions to be considered ly the jury. In sucli

case, it was not error for the court to refuse an instruction, that unless the

jury believed that the defendants were previously acquainted, and connived

together for the purpose of obtaining the money and sharing it between

them, they must acquit the defendants. The simple question for the jury is,

were the defendants then confederating for the purpose of feloniously obtain-

ing the money, and in what manner was it obtained ?

Writ of Eerok to the Recorder's Court of the city of

Chicago ; the Hon. Evekt Yan Buken, Judge, presiding.

This was an indictment for larceny, found against the

defendants, George Stinson, Thomas Perkins and W. H.

Farmer, in the Recorder's Court of the city of Chicago. A
trial was had at the January Term, 1867, and the defendants

found guilty, and each sentenced to six years' imprisonment in

the penitentiary at hard labor. To reverse which judgment,

the case is brought to this court. The further facts in the case

necessary to its understanding, are stated in the opinion.

Mr. W. H. H. Russell, for the plaintiffs in error.

Mr. R. G. Ingeksoll, Attorney-General, for the people.

Mr. Justice Bkeese delivered the opinion of the Court

:

This case must be governed by the case of Welsh v. The Peo-

ple, 17 111. 339. The alleged larceny in that case, was perpe-

trated by obtaining possession of the goods by the voluntary

act of the owners, under the influence of false pretenses and

fraud. The same is this case, and the rule there laid down is :

if the owner of the goods, alleged to have been stolen, parts

with both the possession and the title to the goods, to the

alleged thief, then neither the taking nor the conversion is

felonious. It can but amount to a fraud. It is obtaining goods

under false pretenses. If, however, the owner parts with the

possession voluntarily, but does not part with the title, expecting

and intending the same thing shall be returned to him, or that

it shall be disposed of on his account, or in a particular way as

directed or agreed upon for his benefit, then the goods may be
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feloniously converted by the bailee, so as to relate back, and

make the taking and conversion a larceny, if the goods were

obtained with that intent.

The title to the money put into the hands of Perkins by the

prosecutor, did not pass to the stakeholder, or to his confede-

rate, Stinson, with whom the pretended bet was made, for the

reason given in Welsh's case. The money of the prosecutor

was to be disposed of in a particular way on his account and

for his benefit, by staking it against an equal amount of money,

alleged to be in the express package, which proved to be nothing

more valuable than waste brown paper, though marked on the

back and made visible to all, $380.60, thereby implying, that

mone}'' to that amount was in the package.

Counsel for plaintiffs in error make the point, that, as Seim-

onds, the prosecuting witness, voluntarily consented and entered

into an act for the purpose of gain, and the defendant, Perkins,

accepting the money from Seiinonds, only as a wager, there

could have been no felonious intent on the part of Perkins, he

being a mere stakeholder selected by both parties, and unless

there was a felonious intent on the part of Perkins, there was

no larceny.

Here, tlien, is a distinct admission by plaintiffs in error, if

such intent existed, the act was larceny.

We think the intent is very apparent. The evidence shows,

as clearly as it can ever be made to show, in a prosecution for

stealing by such and kindred contrivances, that the plaintiffs in

error were in full fellowship, though traveling, apparently, as

strangers, which is an important part in this game, and was very

adroitly played by them. To deceive otliers it was necessary

they should appear to be strangers. The fact tliat Perkins refused

to give up the money to the prosecutor, on his discovery that it

had been staked against mere waste paper, and his possession

of the money in Chicago, where the parties were arrested, fully

rebut the idea of his being a mere innocent stakeholder, and

establishes the fact, that he was "art and part" with his con-

federate, in the felonious design. Had he been an innocent

stakeholder, and not a confederate, he would have returned to
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the prosecutor liis mone}'-, on discovering he had in his hands

only waste paper. This revealed the intent, and made the act

a felony. There was no wager in good faith, which Perkins

well knew. The whole affair was a device by which the i3rose-

cutor should be deprived of his money, and, under the authority

of Welsh's case, was a larceny, and should be jDunished as such.

There is no error in the instructions, as they required the

jury to find the whole transaction was concocted in fraud, in

order to get possession of the money, before they could convict.

They are substantially, in principle, the same as given in

Welsh's case, and sustained by this court.

Counsel for plaintifls in error make this point, that the

Recorder's Court of Cook county had no jurisdiction of the

offense, the original felonious taking, if such, having occurred in

the State of Indiana.

It is answered to this by the attorney general, and correctly,

that the principle is well established, where the original taking

is felonious, every act of possession continued under it by the

thief, is a felonious taking wherever the thief may be ; and to

whatever place he carries the stolen property, he may be there

indicted, convicted and punished for the felony.

This money continued to be the property of the prosecutor.

When taken at Lake station, in Indiana, and brought into

Chicago, it was still his property, and not only that, but the

possession, in legal contemplation, continued in him, and every

moment's continuance of the trespass was as much a wrong as

the first taking, and may as well come under the allegation

"took;" therefore it follows, that these plaintiffs did take,

wherever they had the goods. The authorities on this point

are conclusive. 1 Hawkin's P. C. 151, § 52; The People v.

Burke^ 11 Wend, 129. In this case the goods had been stolen

in Canada, and independent of the statute of ]^ew York, the

court held, that by the common law the offender could be pun-

ished in any county where he carries the stolen goods, as he is

guilty of stealing them in every place where he has them.

Here the money was brought immediately to Chicago, and

found on tlie person of Perkins, when he was arrested, and the
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collusion or confederacy between him and the other plaintiffs

was shown. Plaintiffs in error complain, tliat an instruction

they asked of the court was refused. That instruction is as

follows :
" Unless the jury believe from the evidence, beyond

a reasonable doubt, that the defendants were previously ac-

quainted, and that they connived together for the purpose of

defrauding the plaintiff out of his money, and with the purpose

of dividing, sharing and enjoying it together, that they must

acquit the defendants."

This instruction was properly refused. It was wholly imma-

terial whether the defendants had been previously acquainted,

if they were then confederating for the purpose of feloniously

obtaining the property of the prosecutor. So, also, it was

immaterial whether they designed to procure the money for

tlie purpose of sharing it, or merely for the benefit of one of

their number. The true question for the jury was, the manner

in which they obtained the money, not the use, as between

themselves, which they intended to make of it.

Perceiving no error in the record to the prejudice of the

prisoners, tlie judgment is affirmed.

Judgment affirmed.

Louisa Todemier et cU,

V.

Henry Aspinwall et al.

1. Highways— wJiat sufficient description of road ordered to he laid out.

The description of a road proposed to be laid out is sufficiently certain, where
from the whole proceedings had thereon, taken together, there appears no
difficulty in locating the same.

3. Same— of assessment of damages for laying out road. Where a road

was ordered to be laid out, through lands belonging to an estate, an assess-

ment of the damage to the heirs of such estate, is proper and legal.

3. SAifB— separate damages to widow— cannot he assessed. In such case,

separate damages cannot be assessed to the widow on account of an unassigned

dower interest. An adjustment of the equities between the fee and the con-

tingent right of dower must be left to the widow and the heirs.

26— 43d III.
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4. Public officers— will be presumed to have performed their duties,

unless the contrary appears. In support of a bill for an injunction against

public officers, this court will presume that tliey have performed their duties

ds required by law, where the record discloses no proof to the contrary.

Appeal from the Circuit Court of Stephenson county ; the

Hon. Benjamin R. Sheldon, Judge, presiding.

The facts in this case are sufficiently stated in the opinion.

Messrs. Tuenek & Sckoggs, for the appellants.

Messrs. Bailey & Beawley, for the appellees.

Mr. Justice Laweence delivered the opinion of the Court

:

This was a bill in chancery brought by the appellants against

the appellees, to enjoin them, as commissioners of highways

of tlie town of Florence, from opening a highway through the

land of the complainants. On the hearing in the Circuit Court

the bill was dismissed.

The first objection taken to the proceeding is, the alleged

insufficiency of the description of the road in the report of the

county surveyor, and in the order of the commissioners. The

description as first given in the surveyor's report was wholly

uncertain, but he added to his plat a marginal note correcting

the description, and rendering it sufficiently certain. So too

of the order of the commissioners ; while in one part the des-

cription is uncertain, yet in another part, in which they refer

to the petition for the road, and state that it is granted, they

give the description with complete certainty. On the whole

order together there could be no difficulty in locating the road.

It is also objected, that the action of the commissioners in

assessing damages was illegal, inasmuch as no separate damages

were assessed to the widow for her dower interest. The land

in controversy taken for the road, belonged to the estate of

Frederick Kohlermeier, deceased. By his will he devised his

estate to his widow, to hold so long as slie remained unmarried,

but provided, that in the event of her marriage, she should

take only such interest as she would have had if he had died
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intestate, and his estate sliould go to liis children. The widow

married before this controversy arose, and lience her interest

in the estate was an un assigned right of dower. The comniis-

siouers assessed twenty dollars to the heirs of Kohlermeier as

damages, and we do not think their failure to assess separate

damages to the widow was an error in their proceedings. We
do not perceive on what basis such damages could have been

assessed. Her dower, when assigned, may be allotted in a part

of the farm entirely unaffected by this road, or if assigned in

such mode as to be injured by the road, the fact that the heirs

have received damages may be taken into account in making

the assignment. The damages were clearly intended by the

commissioners as a compensation to the owners of the land.

The heirs are described in their report as unknown heirs. They

could not undertake to adjust the equities between the fee and*

the contingent right of dower. They did all they could do by

assessing the damages for the land, leaving the equities between

the widow and heirs to be adjusted between themselves.

It is objected, that the damages were never reported to the

town auditors, and that no provision was made for their pay-

ment. But there is no proof in the record on this point, and

we can not presume, in support of a bill for an injunction

against public officers, that they failed to perform the duties

required of them by law. Some proof should have been made.

The decree must be affirmed.

Decree ajlrmed.

Lestee Underwood
V.

George H. West.

Fraud— when equity will relieve against, by rescinding the contract. Where
A and B agreed to exchange real estate, and A so conducted Mmself as to

induce B to believe, that he was acquiring the title to the whole number
of lots contained in a certain inclosure, with the exception of one only, and
A, after he had received B's deed for the lands proposed to be exchanged by
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him, refused to convey the whole number of lots so pointed out by B, and

contained within the inclosure, but tendered a deed for part of the property,

leaving out two of the lots,— Jbeld, that in so acting, A perpetrated a fraud

upon B, which a court of equity will relieve against by rescinding the

contract.

Appeal from the Circuit Court of La Salle county ; the

Hon. Sidney W. Hareis, Juclge, presiding.

This was a bill filed in chancery, by the appellant, in the

county of De Kalb, against the appellee, to set aside a convey-

ance of certain lands in De Kalb county, which had been

made by appellant to appellee, under and by virtue of an

agreement made between them to exchange property. By
agreement, a change of venue was taken to the Circuit Court

for La Salle county, where, on the hearing of the case, the

court entered a decree dismissing the bill, whereupon the com-

plainant appealed to this court. The further facts in the case

are fully stated in the opinion of the court.

Mr. D. P. Jones, for the appellant.

Mr. J. O. Glovee, for the appellee.

Mr. Chief Justice "Walkee delivered the opinion of the

Court

:

It appears from the record, that appellant and appellee, in

1859, agreed to exchange real estate. Appellee claimed to be

the owner of an undivided half of the property known as the

Fox river house, in the city of Ottawa, which he agreed to

convey to appellant, for which the latter was to convey to the

former eighty acres of land in De Kalb county and pay him

some cattle, as the difference in the value of the property.

Appellant executed a deed for the land, and placed it in the

hands of Arthur Lockwood, to be delivered to appellee when

he should deliver to him a conveyance of the city property.

Afterward appellee executed a deed, conveying the undivided

half of seven lots in block sixteen, which he delivered to Lock-

wood, who thereupon delivered appellant's deed for the land.
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Afterward, upon learning the contents of the deed, appellant

insisted, that two lots had been omitted, and refused to receive

the deed, and subsequently filed this bill to set aside this con-

veyance. Appellee insists, that he has fully performed his

part of the agreement, by conveying to appellant all the lots

embraced in the agreement, and insists upon the contract as it

was executed.

The evidence seems to be rather inconclusive, as to what

were the precise terms of the contract between the parties. It

is, however, almost certain, that appellant understood he was

obtaining title to the undivided half of lots six and ten, in addi-

tion to the others, and he objected and refused to receive the

deed when informed by Lockwood, that those lots were not

embraced in it.

It seems, that, while negotiations were progressing for the

trade, appellant went with appellee and saw the property.

At that time he was only informed, that one lot in the inclos-

ure was not included in the interest of appellee in the property,

which he was offering to sell to appellant. He was then

informed, that the north-east corner lot belonged to the estate

of Haywood. It also appears, that lots six and ten were in the

inclosure. Under these circumstances it was natural for him

to conclude, that all of the property inclosed and used with the

house belonged to, and formed a part of the premises being

sold. Appellee was offering to sell his interest in the Fox
river house property, and being shown the house and inclosure,

and only informed that one lot therein did not belong to him,

appellant had the right to suppose, and must have supposed,

that he would obtain the title to the undivided half of all but

the lot which was then excluded. There is no evidence to

show, or from which it can be inferred, that he had any means

of knowing that appellee intended to exclude lots six and ten

from the operation of the agreement. Lot ten was inclosed

with, and adjoining the house, and had on it two cisterns, sup-

plied with water from the roof of the house, and used for, and

in connection with, the property. There is nothing more

natural than that he would believe, under these circumstances,
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that he was obtaining this lot as much as either of the others.

And lot six being inclosed with the lots conveyed and used

with, and as a part of, the Fox river house property, and not

being pointed out, or otherwise excluded from the sale, he must

have supposed it was embraced in the agreement.

If, however, appellee did not intend to sell his interest in

these two lots, and did no act to encourage the mistake, then

appellant would have no ground of complaint, as it would be

his misfortune, and not appellee's fault. But if the latter

induced the erroneous belief by appellant, that he was obtain-

ing all of the lots embraced in the inclosure but the lot in the

north-east corner, and did no act to undeceive him, then he

should be required to execute the contract as appellant was

induced to understand it. We think the evidence pi'oves, that

appellee designed to mislead appellant in the belief, that he

was acquiring title to lots six and ten with the others. He had

proposed to sell him his interest in the Fox river house proj)-

erty, took him to the premises, showed it to him, and only

informed him, that he was not the owner of one lot in the

inclosure embracing the house. If he did not intend to sell the

two lots he should have so informed him. It would be, to say

the least of it, bad faith to permit appellee to afterward say,

that these lots were not intended to be included in the exchange.

That appellant understood he was acquiring appellee's inter-

est in these lots, appears from the fact, that Lockwood, who
was employed to write the deed from appellee to appellant,

understood they were embraced in the trade, and so prepared

the deed, but they were stricken out at the instance of appellee

before he executed it. Lockwood gives it as his impression,

that he obtained the description of the property from convey-

ances to appellee, which were furnished him by the son of

appellee. He also states, that he delivered the deed for the

land to appellee, before appellant was informed of the contents

of the deed conveying the lots, and that appellant was not

satisfied with the delivery of his deed when he learned it, claim-

ing that he had not received title to a sufficient number of lots.

He states, that he was not present when the contract was
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entered into, and did not hear the agreement between the

parties.

MclSTeal testifies, that he heard a conversation between the

parties after the trade had been made, in which appellee stated

that he sold all of the lots in the inclosm'e but one. That he

had sold the lot on which the two cisterns were sitnated.

This witness says he went to hear the conversation, and he

must be presumed to have understood what was said by the

parties in reference to what was admitted to have been sold, as

that was the question in dispute. Prentice, who was present a

portion of the time the parties were trading, says that he does

not remember, precisely, .what was said, more than appellant

was purchasing appellee's interest in the property, and that

appellant inquired whether appellee's interest in the property

was the same as that of witness, and appellee informed him
that it was. It appears that this witness, at that time, held an

interest in the two lots about which this controversy has arisen,

and the evidence shows, that appellee claimed the same interest

in these lots as was held by Prentice.

It is true, that this witness thinks something was said about

appellee's interest in the prdperty being that which was pur-

chased by him from Delano. He is not certain, but says, in

the conversation, in reference to making a quitclaim deed for

the property, it was to be for what Beauprie purchased of

Delano, or which appellee had purchased of Beauprie, but is

uncertain which. This witness states, that appellee claimed to

have obtained his title to all of the lots, in.cluding six and ten,

from Beauprie.

It also appears, that, previous to the sale from appellee to

appellant, Beauprie had sold to appellee an undivided half of

the lots embraced in this deed, as well as lots six and ten.

And, prior to that time, Delano had conveyed lots six and ten

to Beauprie. It also appears, that, before this sale was made,

appellee and Prentice had conve_yed six and ten to Levins, so

that he was unable to convey these lots to appellant. An
attentive consideration of the evidence satisfies us that appel-

lant believed, at the time, that he was purchasing all the lots.
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as he claims, and that appellee so acted as to induce that belief.

That in doing so he perpetrated a fraud upon appellant, which

authorized him to insist upon a rescission of the contract. The

court below, therefore, erred in dismissing appellant's bill, and

the decree is reversed and the cause remanded. ,

Decree reversed.

Alexander M. Bruen et al.,

V.

Herman Bruen et al.

1. Chancery— opening a decree. When a defendant in chancery who
has only had notice of the suit by publication, and against whom a decree

has been rendered, petitions the court, under the fifteenth section of the

chancery act, to be heard touching the matter of such decree, and also has

given notice of such proceedings to the opposite party, it is not error for the

court to set aside such decree, where, after such notice and petition filed, the

defendant files his answer and also a cross bill, and decree is rendered upon

the cross bill by default against the complainants in the original bill.

2. Notice— whether necessary. In such case, by the terms of the statute,

notice is not required to be given to the opposite party, that a petition will

be presented ; but this court is of the opinion, that notice should be given

before setting aside the original decree, the only condition being, the payment

of costs.

3. Same— time when notice should he given. The time when such notice

ehould be given is not material, so that the opposite party has it, before the

court acts in the matter. The petition may be first filed, and notice given

afterward.

4. Venue— change of on motion of court. In such case, after petition

filed, and the defendant has answered, it was not error for the court, on its

<»wn motion, to change the venue to another circuit, he having been counsel

in the cause. And the court to which the cause is sent thereby obtains

complete jurisdiction over the persons of the plaintiff's to the original suit.

Writ or Ekeok to the Circuit Court of Grundj county.
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This was a suit in chancery instituted by Alexander M.

Bruen and Louisa J. Bruen, in the Circuit Court of La Salle

county, against Pliilo Lindley and Herman Bruen, to set aside

and cancel a certain deed for lands, wliich Herman Bruen had

caused to be put upon record, by Lindley, the recorder. Lind-

ley had no interest in the subject matter of the suit. A decree

was taken by default, and afterward the defendant Bruen filed

his petition to open the same, and for leave to answer, which

was granted ; whereupon, the court changed the venue to the

Circuit Court of Grundj' county, on its own motion, having

been counsel in the case. The further facts in the case are

stated in the opinion.

Messrs. Leland & Blanchard, for the plaintiflPs in error.

Mr. Geokge C. Campbell, for the defendants in error.

Mr. Justice Beeese delivered the opinion of the Court

:

The only points made in this case are, that the decree was

improperly opened, and that the Circuit Court of Grundy

county did not obtain jurisdiction of the persons of Alexander

M. Bruen and Louisa J. Bruen.

It appears, that, on the fifteenth of l^ovember, 1853, in the

Circuit Court of La Salle county, a decree, by default, was

rendered in favor of Alexander M. Bruen, and against Pliilo

Lindley, who was duly served with a subpoena, and Herman
Bruen, a non-resident, against whom a notice was published.

The object of the bill, on which the decree was rendered, was

to set aside and cancel a certain deed for lands which Herman
Bruen, the grantee therein, had caused to be put on record by

Lindley, the recorder. Bruen was the only party interested in

the subject matter of the decree.

On the first of November, 1855, Herman Bruen served a

notice upon Alexander and Louisa J. Bruen, accompanied by

his petition, that he would, at the jSTovember Term, 1855, or as

soon thereafter as counsel could be heard, apply to have the

above decree set aside, and for leave to answer.
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The petition presented a history of the case, and alleged, that

the decree was unjust, and rendered in his absence without

service of process, or of a copy of the bill, and without his

knowledge, and that he knew nothing about it until in Sep-

tember, 1855.

The petition was not filed until the May Term, 1856, where-

upon, on motion of Herman Bruen, the decree against him was

opened, and leave given to answer, and an answer filed, when
the judge of the La Salle Circuit Court, on his own motion,

changed the venue to Grundy county, he having been of counsel

in the cause.

In January, 1857, a notice was served upon A. M. Bruen and

Louisa J. Bruen, reciting the fact, that the first decree had been

opened, at the May Term, 1856, of the La Salle Circuit Court,

that an answer had been filed then, and the venue changed to

Grundy county, and that, at the March Term of that Court, a

motion would be made that they file a replication to the answer,

and in May, 1S5T, a similar notice was served on them.

In June, 1857, leave was given Herman Bruen to file a

cross-bill, which was filed in October, 1857, and in February,

1859, on leave granted, an amended cross-bill was filed. ISTotice

of the pendenc}' of this cross-bill was given by publication, and

the defendants, A. M. and Louisa J. Bruen, defaulted, and the

bill was taken for confessed, and the cause referred to the master

in chancery to take proofs.

Section fifteen of the Chancery Code, under which the proceed-

ing originated, is as follows :
" When any final decree shall be

entered against any defendant who shall not have been sum-

moned or notified to appear as required by this chapter, and

such person, his heirs, devisees, executors, administrators, or

other legal representatives, as the case may require, shall,

within one year after notice in writing, given him or them of

such decree, or within three years after such decree, if no such

notice shall have been given as aforesaid, appear in open court

and petition to be heard, touching the matter of such decree,

and shall pay such costs as the court shall deem reasonable in

that behalf; the person so petitioning may appear and answer

I
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the complainant's bill, and, tliereupon, such proceedings shall

"be had as if the defendant had appeared in due season and no

decree had been made. The decree shall, after three years

from the making thereof, if not set aside in manner aforesaid,

be deemed and adjudged confirmed against such non-resident

defendant and all persons claiming under him, by virtue of

any act done subsequent to the commencement of such suit;

and at the end of the said three years, the court may make
such further order in the premises as shall be required, and

shall be just." Scates' Comp. 140.

It is apparent from the terms of this section, that no notice

is required to be given to the party obtaining the decree, that

a petition will be presented, the only condition appearing to

be, the payment of such costs as the court may deem reasonable

in that behalf On general principles, however, we are inclined

to think, notice should be given in every case before the rights

of a party can be taken away. The time wlien the notice

should be given is not material, so that the opposite party has

it before the court acts. The petition may be first filed and

then notice given afterward.

This, we think, was substantially done in this case. The
La Salle Circuit Court did no more than to allow the answer to

be filed, and then, very properly, having been of counsel in the

cause for the complainants, directed a change of venue. The
original decree was not set aside, as the record shows, until

after the final decree on the cross-bill, of the pendency of

which, the complainants in the original bill, and plaintiffs in

error here, had due and legal notice by publication.

"We are, therefore, of opinion that the decree was properly

opened to let in the answer, and that the Circuit Court of

Grundy county had complete jurisdiction of the persons of

plaintiffs in error, by the change of venue on the motion of the

court for the reason given.

This being the only point made, the decree must be affirmed.

Decree affirmed.
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State of Illinois

V.

Michael L. Sullivan, impleaded, etc.

1. Subscriptions— made to pap iounties to wlunteers— when will be

refunded hy imposition of a tax. Where, under an act of tlie legislature

autliorizing the levy of a tax to j)ay bounties to volunteers, a fund was raised

for such purpose, by subscription, on the faith, that the money thus advanced

^ould be refunded by the levy of the authorized tax, and by means of such

subscription the requisite number of volunteers were obtained, and such tax

was subsequently voted,— held, that by this law an implied power was given

to levy and collect a tax to refund money advanced by individuals after the

passage of the act, on the faith of the expected tax, and which was used for

the very purpose contemplated as the object of such tax.

2. Former decisions— The case of Brake v. Phillips, 40 111. 388, ex-

plained ; also, the cases of Briscoe v. Allison and Misner v. Ballard, decided

at the January and April Terms, 1867, commented upon.

3. Taxes— concerning review of assessment— maj -nty of hoard of revisors

eufficient. Where the assessor and town clerk met, and duly organized the

board for the purpose of reviewing the assessments, and no person appeared

oefore them to object, their action is valid. The law expressly authorizes a

majority of the board to reduce an assessment.

4. Same— right of objection— wJien not exercised— when will not invali-

date proceedings. And even if a person would have the right to appear before

them and object to final action without the presence of the supervisor, yet the

entire collection of taxes cannot be arrested, because of the absence of this

member, it appearing, that the other two members met and duly organized

and no one appeared to complain of the assessment.

Wkit of Error to the Circuit Court of Livingston county

;

the Hon, Charles R. Starr, Judge, presiding.

This was an application made at the May Term, 1866, of

the County Court of Livingston county, for judgment against

the delinquent lands of said county for the taxes of 1865, and

afterward removed to the Circuit Court of said county, where

the cause was tried by the court, without a jury, on motion for

a judgment against the lands for the taxes due thereon, which

motion the court denied, and judgment was entered and

execution awarded against the plaintiff in error, to reverse
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"v\'hicli judgment the case is brought to this court by writ of

error. The further facts in this case are fully stated in the

opinion.

Mr. Chaeles J. Beattie, for the plaintiff in error.

Messrs. Hakding & Fosdick, for tlie defendant in error.

Mr. Justice Lawrence delivered the opinion of the Court

:

This was an application for judgment against certain lands

for taxes. The application was denied in the Circuit Court.

The legislature passed a law, which took effect February 2,

1865, authorizing certain counties therein named, and including

the county of Livingston, whence this suit comes, to levy a tax

to pay bounties to volunteers for the army of the United States.

Subsequent to the passage of the law, and about the last of

February or first of March, 1865, a public meeting was called

in the town of Sullivan, and a subscription paper circulated

for the purpose of raising, immediately, a fund sufficient to

procure the requisite number of volunteers, to save the town

from the impending draft. These subscriptions were made with

the expectation that the money thus advanced would be refunded

by the imposition of a tax ; and, at the same meeting a notice

was given, as required by the act, of another meeting to vote

for or against the bounty tax. A committee was appointed at

the first meeting to secure the volunteers with the money thus

subscribed, and this was accomplished. At a subsequent meet-

ing, the bounty tax was duly voted.

It is now objected, that, although, under the law, a tax might

have been collected for the purpose of paying bounties to volun-

teers thereafter enlisting, there was no power to levy and collect

a tax to refund money already advanced by individuals for the

same purpose. To have given the law this construction would,

probably, have defeated its object. The draft was at hand, and

It is a just inference from this record, that it could not have

been averted if the town had been obliged to wait the imposition

and collection of a tax. The town, in voting the tax, simply

recognized its moral obligation to refund money which had beeu
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adv^anced by individuals for tlie general good after the passage

of this law, and on the faith that the town would vote the tax.

No question is made about the legality of the vote, and it can-

not be denied that its object was within the spirit of the ena-

bling act. "Wlien municipalities voluntarily and fairly impose

upon themselves a tax, falling within the scope and spirit of a

legislative grant of power, and for the purpose of refunding

money that has been received and expended for the public bene-

fit, we are not willing to deny such power of self-taxation, on the

ground, that it is not within the strictest letter of the statute.

We have already made several decisions upon this subject.

In Drake v. Phillips, decided at the April Term, 1S66 (40

m. 388), we held tliat a tax could not be collected to refund

moneys advanced by individuals to procure volunteers, by

virtue merely of the taxing power granted in the general

township laws. But, if the act of the legislature we are now
considering was applicable to that case, it was not brought to

our notice. Being a private act, it probably was not within the

knowledge of counsel, as it was not within tliat of the court. In

the case of Briscoe v. Allison, decided at the January Term,

1867 {a7ite, p. 291), where an act of the legislature had authorized

certain counties to issue county orders to persons enlisting in

the army, and the county issued orders on its treasury to certain

23ersons who had enlisted after the passage of the law, but

prior to the passage of the resolution authorizing the orders to

be issued, it was held, a tax might be collected to pay all orders

issued to persons enlisting after the passage of the act, though

not to persons enlisting before its enactment. In the case of

Misner v. Ballard, decided at the present term {post), we hold,

a tax may be levied to refund private subscriptions of this char-

acter, but that case comes from a county to which a different law

was applicable from the act now before us. In that case the

power was expressly given, and in this we think it was given

by implication so far as relates to money subscribed after the

passage of the law, on the faith of the expected tax, and used

for the very purpose contemplated by the law as the object

of the tax.
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It is also objected, that the supervisor did not meet with the

assessor and town clerk to revise the assessments. It appears

by the town records, that the assessor and clerk met and no

person appeared to object. We are of opinion, that two of

these officers could meet and organize the board, and that their

united action would be valid. The law expressly authorizes a

majority of the board to reduce an assessment. Even if a

person appearing before them to complain of the assessment

would have the right to object to final action without the

presence of the third member of the board, yet we are not

Avilling to hold, that the entire collection of taxes must be

arrested because all the three officers were not present, if it

appears that two of them have met and duly organized, and

no person has appeared to complain of the assessment.

It is also objected, that the assessor was not properly sworn

into office. Counsel do not point out in their brief the alleged

defect in his oath, and we discern none. The record shows he

was duly sworn before a justice of the peace.

We hold the objections to the assessment not well taken, and

the judgment must be reversed and the cause remanded.

Judgment reversed.

Toledo, Peoria & Warsaw Railway Company

V.

Russell B. Foster.

1. Railroad companies— neligence of—for not sounding a hell or wldstU

at street crossings. In an action against a railroad company for stock killed

by one of its locomotive engines, near a street crossing, while running one of

its trains through the corporate limits of a town,— held, that if such injury

occurred before the train reached the street, and the bell or whistle of the loco-

motive was not sounded as required by the 38th section of the general railroad

act, then, under the statute, the company was guilty of negligence, and liable

for the injury occasioned thereby.

2. Same. And in such case, the place where the injury occurred, as also

the question, whether the company was running its train at too great a rate

of speed, are matters of fact for the determination of the jury.
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3. SxUviE— when injury occurs at a place, wJiere the statute requires no

signal— comm-on law governs. And if the injury occurred after the locomotive

had passed the street, and at a place where the statute does not require the

signal to be given, in that case, it is a question for the jury to determine

whether or not, an omission to give the signal by sounding the bell or whistle,

amounts to such negligence as will render the company liable for the injury

done.

4. Former decisions. The case of the OaXena ds Chicago Union JR. B
Co. V. Dill, 23 111. 264, referred to, as in point with this case.

5. Negligence— wJien not a question of fact. Negligence is a question

of fact, except when it consists in the omission of a duty imposed by positive

requirement of law.

Appeal from the Circuit Court of Livingston county ; tlie

Hon. Charles R. Starr, Judge, presiding.

The facts in this case are fully stated in the opinion.

Mr. Chief Justice "Walker delivered the opinion of the

Court

:

This was an action brought by appellee before a justice of

the peace, against appellant, for the killing of his cow with

their engine and cars. The trial before the justice resulted in

a judgment against appellant, from which an appeal was prose-

cuted to the Circuit Court, where another trial was had, result-

ing in a verdict for appellee. A motion for a new trial was

entered, which was overruled by the court, and a judgment was

rendered on the verdict, to reverse which the case is appealed

to this court.

It appears from the evidence, that the animal was killed by

the passenger train in January, 1866, within the corporate lim-

its of the town of Fairhaven. Several persons testified that

they saw the occurrence, and state that it took place on or near

the road or street crossing. It appears, that the train was run-

ning at the rate of fifteen or twenty miles an hour. And the

evidence strongly preponderates to establish the fact, that the

whistle was not sounded nor the bell rung, until the engine was

nearly in contact with the animal. That the rate of speed was

so great, that the train passed the depot, and had to back up
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to the station. It is contended, tliat the evidence shows that

the cow was not killed until the train crossed the street, and

that appellant was not therefore liable under the thirty-eiglith

section of the railroad law.

It seems to be established, that when the animal was first

seen she was west of the crossing, and that the train was coming

from that direction. When thrown from the track she lay east

of the street, but whether she ran that distance before being

struck, or whether she was carried from the west side of the

crossing to the place where she lay, by the engine, does not very

clearly appear. But it does appear, that the bell was not ring-

ing or the whistle sounding, when she was first noticed and the

train was approaching. If the collision occurred before the

train reached the street, then, under the statute, the company

were guilty of such negligence as would render it liable for the

injury which resulted therefrom. Whether it so occurred was

a question for the determination of the jury.

On the contrary, if the cow was killed after the engine had

passed the street, and at a place where the statute did not

require the signal, still it was a question for the jury, under the

common law, to say whether it was negligence. In the case of

Galena (& Chicago Union Railroad Co. v. Dill., 22 111. 264, it

was held, that where the statute failed to require a railroad

company to ring a bell or sound a whistle, the parties were left

to their common law rights and duties. That both parties were

bound to the use of every reasonable precaution to avoid injury

to the other, and that it was a question for the determination

of a jury whether it was, under all the circumstances, negligence

for the servants of the road to omit the ringing of the bell or

sounding of the whistle. It is for them to determine whether

such acts would have tended to prevent the injury. That negli-

gence is a question of fact, except it consists in the omission of a

duty imposed by positive requirement of law. Our experience

teaches, that while the sound of a bell might, and, perhaps,

would not alarm cattle, and cause them to leave the track, still

the sound usually made for the purpose by the whistle, ordinarily

does have that effect when made in proper time.

27— 43d III.
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If either ringing the bell or the sounding of the whistle would

have prevented the injury, it was the duty of the servants of

the company to have done so, although at a place where the

statute has omitted to make the positive requirement. Tiie

common law requiring all reasonable efforts by both parties to

avoid injury, it was for the consideration of the jury to say

whether the sounding of the whistle was calculated to avoid the

collision, and whether it was reasonable to require it. It was

also for the determination of the jury, whether the company

were running their train at too great a speed through or into a

populous town, where persons and animals are constantly pass-

ing and repassing, and where there is necessarily great danger

of injury to such persons and property. They seem to have

passed upon these questions, and we are not prepared to say

that their verdict is not sustained b}^ the evidence. Appellee

asked no instructions, and those asked by appellant were all

given, and hence, no question arises upon the law as given to

the jury. We perceive no error in this record, and the judg-

ment is therefore affirmed.

Judgment affirmed.

Toledo, Peoeia & Warsaw Railway Company

V.

Martin Arnold.

1. Damages—measure of for killi?ig stock— when compensatory. In an

action on tlie case against a railroad company for stock killed by its trains,

where sucli injury was purely accidental, and resulted simply by reason of the

failure of the company to fence its road, the measure of damages is the value

of the property destroyed.

2. Same— vindictive will not he allowed. In such case, where aggression

and malice are not present, the claim to comj «nsation rests solely upon the

value of the property destroyed, and a recovery cannot be had beyond that

amount.

3. Same— when excessive— verdict will ie set aside. And when the dam-

ages given are greater than the proof allowed, the verdict will be set aside,

as not warranted by the evidence.
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"Writ of Ereok to the Circuit Court of Tazewell county; the

Hon. James Harriott, Judge, presiding.

This was an action on the case brought by defendant in error,

in the Circuit Court of Tazewell county, to recover damages

lor stock alleged to have been killed by the cars, on the rail-

road of the plaintiff in error, by reason of the failure of the com-

pany to fence its line of road. The case was tried before a

iury, who returned a verdict for the plaintiff for $441 ; a mo-

tion for a new trial was made, and overruled by the court, and

judgment rendered on the verdict ; whereupon, the defendant

prosecuted a writ of error to this court.

Messrs. Inqersoll & Puterbatjgh, for the plaintiff in error.

Mr. B. S. Prettyman, for the defendant in error.

Mr. Justice Breese delivered the opinion of the Court

:

The only ground on which this court can iuterfere in this case,

is that the damages are greater than the proof allowed.

The action was brought to recover damages for killing certain

live stock of the plaintiff, not intentionally, by the defendants,

or by proving negligence in running their trains, but by the

inference of negligence by reason of their failing to fence their

road.

The plaintiff's claim to compensation manifestly rests upon

the value of the property destroyed, and upon nothing else.

The measure of the damages would then be, necessarily, the

value of this property. It is not a case for punitive damages,

or vindictive damages, as claimed by the defendant in error.

It comes under that class denominated compensatory damages,

which are given in cases where aggression and malice are not

present, and they are intended to furnish actual compensation,

as near as may be, for the actual injury done. To illustrate

;

A happens, accidentally, in the performance of a lawful act, in

a lawful manner, to kill B's horse. It would be preposterous to

contend, that B should punish him in damages beyond the value

of the horse, for an act he did not intend to do. So here, there
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is no aggression or malice pretended, but a mere accident, for

the occm'rence of which the plaintiff was responsible in a certain

degree, in allowing his stock to roam about on land traversed

by a raih'oad. The law pardons tliis, his negligence, but it does

not require smart money shall be given to him, over and above

the just value of his property destroyed. No circumstances

of aggravation are shown or pretended. The proofs in the

cause show, that the total net value of the animals killed, and

proved to be the property of the plaintiff, was four hundred and

eleven dollars. The verdict was for four hundred and forty-one

dollars, thirty dollars more than the proved value of the prop-

erty. There is no jDroof whatever, that the steer killed was the

plaintiff's, nor is it claimed in the declaration. The verdict is

not warranted by the evidence. The amount of the recovery is

unjust, and cannot be sanctioned.

The judgment must be reversed and the cause remanded.

Judgment reversed.

Illinois Central R. R. Co., and N. W. Cole,

V.

William T. Whittemore.

1. Railkgad cojiiPANiES— concerning violation of rides of— by passengers

— refusal to surrender ticket— and non-payment of fare— distinct offenses.

The refusal of a passenger to surrender liis ticket to the conductor when de-

manded, does not constitute the same offense as the non-payment of fare, and

the statutory prohibition against the expulsion of passengers for the latter

ofifense, except at a regular station, does not apply to the former case.

2. Same— wTien may expel at a place other than a regular station. A rail-

road company may expel a passenger from its train, at a place other than a

regular station, for the violation of any reasonable rule, other than that of

non-payment of fare.

3. Same— in what case—passenger can only be expelled at a regular station.

The statute forbids the expulsion of a passenger at a place other than a regu-

lar station, only in case of a refusal to pay fare. And neglect by a passenger

to purchase a ticket before entering the train, when required by the rules of tha

company, in substance amounts to a refusal to pay fare, and justifies an expul-

Bion only at a regular station.
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4. Same— mai/ require an observance of all reasonable rules. A railroad

company has the right to require of its passengers the observance of all

reasonable rules, calculated to insure comfort, convenience, good order and

behavior, and secure the safety of its trains, and the proper conduct of ita

business as a common carrier.

5. S.VME— expulsion by—for violation of rules— a common law right.

When a passenger wantonly disregards any reasonable rule, the obligation to

transport him ceases, and the company may expel him from the train, using no

more force than may be necessary for such purpose, and not at a dangerous or

inconvenient place. This is a common law right, and has been restricted by

statute only in cases of non-payment of fare.

6. Same— what will be considered a reasonable rule. A rule adopted by a

railroad company, requiring passengers to surrender their tickets to the con-

ductor when called for, is a reasonable one, and may be enforced.

7. Instjiuctions— the court must determine whether a rule adopted by a
railroad company is a reasonable one. It is error for a court to submit to the

jury the question, whether a rule adopted by a railroad for the government of its

business, is a reasonable one, or not. Such question is one purely of law, and

must be determined by the court.

8. Evidence— showing necessity of rule— admissible. But it is proper for

the court to admit testimony, in regard to the necessity of such rule.

Appeal from the Circuit Court of Marshall county; the

fl.on. Samuel L. Richmond, Judge, presiding.

The facts in this case are sufficiently stated in the opinion.

Messrs. Williams & Bitre, for the appellants.

Messrs. Ingeesoll, Puteebaijgh & Shaw, for the appellee.

Mr. Justice Laweence delivered the opinion of the Court

:

This was an action of trespass, brought by Whittemore against

the Illinois Central Railroad company and N. W. Cole, a con-

ductor in the service of the company, for wrongfully expelling

the plaintiif from a train. It appears, the plaintiff had taken

passage from Decatur to El Paso, and had procured the necessary

ticket. After the train passed Kappa, the station preceding

El Paso, the conductor demanded the plaintiff's ticket, whicli

the latter refused to surrender without a check. This the con-

ductor refused to give, and after some controversy with the
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plaintiff, stopped tlie train and with tlie aid of a brakeman ex-

pelled tlie plaintiff. There is considerable evidence in the record

given for the purpose of showing, that, even admitting the right

of the defendants to expel the plaintiff, an unnecessary and

vfanton degree of violence was used, from which the plaintiff

received a permanent and severe injury. As, however, the case

must be submitted to another jury, we forbear from any com-

ments on this portion of it. The jury gave the plaintiff a ver-

dict for three thousand, one hundred and twenty-five dollars,

for which the court rendered judgment, and the defendants

appealed.

In sustaining a demurrer to the fourth plea, and in giving the

instructions, the Circuit Court held, that, although the rules of

the road required the conductor to take up the plaintiff's ticket,

and notwithstanding he may have refused to surrender it when
demanded, the defendants had no right to expel him from the

cars, except at a regular station. In support of this position,

it is urged by counsel for appellee, that the refusal to surrender

the ticket was merely equivalent to a refusal to pay the fare,

and that the statutory prohibition against the expulsion of pas-

sengers for this cause, except at a regular station, should be ap-

plied to cases like the present. We held, in the case of C. <&

A. R. R. V. Flagg^ decided at the January Term, 1867 {ante^

p. 364), that the neglect to buy a ticket before entering the train,

when required by the rules of the road, Avas the same thing in

substance as the refusal to pay the fare, and justified an expul-

sion only at a regular station. But the refusal to surrender a

ticket, for which the requisite fare has already been paid, is cer-

tainly not the same thing as refusal to pay the fare. It may be

no worse offense against the rights of the railroad company

than the refusal to pay the fare, but it is not the same offense.

Perhaps there was no good reason why the legislature should

have forbidden railways to expel a passenger only at a regular

station for the non-payment of fare, and liave left them at lib-

erty to expel one at any other point, for the disregard of any

other reasonable rule. But it has done so, and it is our duty to

leave the law as the legislature thought proper to establish it.
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What, then, is the right of a railway company in reference

to its passengers? Clearly, to require of them the observance

of all such reasonable rules as tend to promote the comfort and

convenience of the passengers, to preserve good order and pro-

jiriety of behavior, to secure the safety of the train, and to

enable the company to conduct its business as a common carrier

with advantage to the public and to itself. So long as such

reasonable rules are observed by a passenger, the company is

bound to carry him, but if they are wantonly disregarded, that

obligation ceases, and the company may at once expel him from

the train, using no more force tlian may be necessary for that

purpose, and not selecting a dangerous or inconvenient place.

This is a common law right, arising from the nature of their

contract and occupation as common carriers, and, as already

remarked, it has been restricted by the legislature only in cases

where the offense consists in non-payment of fare. Ch., B. <£t Q,

R. R. Co. V. Parks, 18 111. 460; Hilliard v. Gould, 34 N. K
230 ; Chenij v. Boston cfe Maine R. R. Co., 11 Mete. 121. If,

then, the regulation requiring passengers to surrender their

tickets was a reasonable one, the ruling of the court below on

this point was erroneous.

That the rule is a reasonable one really admits of no contro-

versy. It was shown by witnesses on the trial, and must be

apparent to any one, that the company must have the right to

require the surrender of tickets, in order to guard itself against

imposition and fraud, and to preserve the requisite method and

accuracy in the management of its passenger department.

The Circuit Court left it to the jury to say whether the rule

was reasonable. This was error. It was proper to admit testi-

mony, as was done, but, either with or without this testimony,

it was for the court to say whether the regulation was reasona-

ble, and, therefore, obligatory upon the passengers. The necessity

of holding this to be a question of law, and, therefore, within

the province of the court to settle, is apparent from the consid-

eration, that it is only by so holding, that fixed and permanent

regulations can be established. If this question is to be left to

juries, one rule would be applied by them to-day and another
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to-morrow. In one trial a railway would be held liable, and

in another, presenting the same question, not liable, l^either

the companies nor passengers would know their rights or their

obligations. A fixed system for the control of the vast interests

connected with railways would be impossible, while such a

system is essential equally to the roads and to the public. A
similar view has recently been taken of this question in the

case of Vedder v. Fellows, 20 K Y., 126.

The judgment must be reversed ; but if it appears, upon

another trial, that unnecessary violence was used, the defend-

ants must respond in damages.

Judgment reversed.

Robert Strahorn et al,

V.

The Union Stock Yard & Transit Company.

1. Consignor— of property in transitu—may change its destination. A
consignor of property in transitu lias the riglit to direct a cliange in its desti-

nation, and have it delivered to a different consignee, and the carrier is bound

to obey such direction.

2. Consignee— to enforce lien for general balance against the consignor—
must Jiave possession, of the property. And when in such case the destination

is changed, and the consignee, from whom the consignment is taken, does not

obtain possession of the property before notice given to the carrier that the

property is to be delivered to another and different consignee, such first named
consignee acquires no lien on the property, for any general balance against

the consignor.

3. Former decisions. The case of Lewis v. The Oalena & Chicago U.

B. B. Co., 40 111. 283, being like the present one, the decision in that case must

govern in this.

Appeal from the Superior Court of Chicago.

The facts in the case are fully stated in the opinion.

Mr. J. Y. Le Moyne, for the appellants.

Mr. Geokge C. Cajvipbell, for the appellees.
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Mr. Chief Justice "Walker delivered the opinion of the

Court

:

This was an action of trover, brought by appellants in the

Superior Court of Chicago, against appellees, for the recovery

of a car load of hogs. On the trial it appeared in evidence,

that appellants, in September, 1866, wrote a letter to M. Y.

Butler, at Iowa Cit}^ in which they authorize him to draw on

them for ^500, and for the balance when he gets stock to the

railroad ; but would not like him to hold it more than a week
at a time. On the back of the letter they indorsed the fol-

lowing :

" First National Bank, Iowa City : "We will honor all drafts

drawn on us by M. Y. Butler.

E. Stkahorn & Co."

Butler gave this letter of credit to Hubbard, the cashier of

the bank, and it seems, that an arrangement was made by which

Butler could, in purchasing hogs, check on the bank to pay for

hogs purchased, and then draw upon Strahorn & Co., to cover

such advances. Hubbard testifies, that Butler never drew in

advance of purchases, but made his checks on the bank for his

purchases, and afterward drew upon Strahorn & Co., to cover

such advances.

The business continued in this manner until the 30tli of Jan-

uary, 186Y, when the last draft was drawn by Butler on appel-

lants. This draft was for $1,000, at three days after sight, and

was delivered to Hubbard, the cashier, and lacked something

of balancing his account wnth the bank. It seems, that between

that date and the third of February, the bank advanced $1,295.Y5

to Butler, and he had, in the mean time, made deposits sufficient

to cover the balance against him on the 30th of January, 1867,

and to reduce the balance due the bank to $800.

On the 3d day of February, Hubbard received a letter from

appellants, that they would accept no more drafts drawn by

Butler. Hubbard thereupon saw Butler at the depot, and

learned that the hogs had just been shipped to appellants. He
insisted, that Butler should secure the bank for the money it
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had advanced to purchase this car load of hogs. Butler there-

upon sold the hogs to Hubbard for $1,074.80, being the amount

paid for the hogs, f^nd the sums still due the farmers of Avhom

they were purchased, which the bank agreed to, and did after-

ward pay. The railroad agent at Iowa City was notified of

the sale, and Butler gave up the freight receipt, and the rail-

road company gave to Hubbard a new one, and he directed,

that the hogs be delivered to Conger & Co., on his account.

Butler gave the agent at Iowa City, an order to the agent at

Chicago, notifying him, that he had sold the hogs to Hubbard,

and directing him to deliver them on their arrival to R. P. &
M. Conger for Hubbard. The order was immediately sent to

the agent at Chicago, and he was directed to change the name

on the way-bill from Strahorn to Conger & Co.

The hogs arrived at Chicago on Sunday, the 4th of February,

and were delivered to appellee. The way-bill named Strahorn

& Co., consignee for account of M. Y. Butler, with a line

erased, and these words written in :
" Consignee Conger &

Co., account of W. H. Hubbard." The stock was unloaded at

the yards and placed in a pen, and fed over Sunday by the

order of Strahorn's agent, but the freight was not paid, and an

actual delivery was not made to them.

The letter of the agent at Iowa City was received by the

agent at Chicago, who sent it to the agent of the railroad com-

pany, who had unloaded the hogs and delivered them to the

stock company. On Monday morning, the 5th, the stock-yard

agent informed the division agent of the j^rd, that the consign-

ment had been changed from Strahorn & Co., to Conger & Co.,

and that he must change it on the books, which he did, and

Strahorn & Co. were informed of the change, and that they

must not sell the hogs. The hogs remained in the actual pos-

session of the stock-yard company until they were sold. They
made no actual delivery to either consignee.

On Tuesday, the 6th, the railroad agent who delivered the

hogs to the stock-yard, proposed to both consignees, that the

hogs be sold, and the money held by the railroad company
until it should be decided which of them was entitled to receive
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it, to which they both agreed. The freiglit, sixtj-fonr dollars,

and tlic stock-yard charges, eight dollars for corn, and keeping

the hogs, were paid by the railroad agent. A demand was

made, and a refusal to deliver the hogs, and appellants sued to

recover for a conversion. The cause was tried by the court by

consent, and the issues were found for defendants. A motion

for a new trial was entered, which the court overruled, and

rendered judgment according to the finding; to reverse which

this appeal is prosecuted.

It is insisted, that inasmuch as Butler was indebted to ap-

pellants on a general balance, and as he shipped to them this

car load of hogs, appellants thereby acquired such a lien on the

property, as placed it out of the power of Butler to sell the

property to the bank, to pay their debt against him. There

seems to be no question raised as to the hona fides of either of

these debts. Appellants' claim was for a balance due on money
advanced to pay for previous shipments, while the debt to the

bank was for the very money paid on the purchase of these

hogs. Had Butler the power, while the property was in transitu,

to change its destination, and to have it delivered to a diflferent

consignee? In the case of Winne v. Hammond, 37 111. 99, it

was held, that a factor has a lien for a general balance on the

property of his principal, in his actual possession, and that such

possession w^as notice of his lien to creditors and purchasers.

In the case of Lewis v. Galena (& C. JJ. R. R., 40 111.

281, the questions were very similar to these presented by

this record. It was there said, " The question then, is, has

the consignor of the property which he has put in. the pos-

session of a common carrier to be carried and delivered to a

designated consignee, a right to change the destination before

it is delivered, and can the carrier refuse to obey the con-

signor's orders to that effect? The principle may be broadly

stated, that a consignor of goods has the right to direct a change

in their destination, and that the carrier is bound to obey such

directions," In that case, as in this, the consignor was indebted

to the consignee on a general balance. The court say, "It is

in vain to pretend that Campbell & Woodruff had any lien or
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claim oil this grain ; it was never in their possession, symbolically,

by bill of lading, or actually, by delivery, before the notice was

given to the railroad company by the consignors, that they had

made advances upon it." Appellants, in this case, had not ac-

quired possession of the hogs, any more than had the consignees

of the grain, in that case. In both, the bill of lading and con-

tract for the freight described the consignee. The carrier had,

in each case, received the actual possession of the property to

be transported, and in the same manner, in each case, the des-

tination was changed by the order of the consignor. No ma-

terial difference is perceived in the two cases, and that must

govern this. The judgment of the court below is affirmed.

Judgment affirmed.

John D. Cleghoen
V.

Thomas H. Postlewaite et al.

1. Assessment— wJien void. When a party liable to taxes makes out and

delivers to the assessor a list of his taxable property, which is accepted by the

assessor, Avithout question, that officer has no power afterward arbitrarily, and

of his own motion, to alter it, without first giving the party assessed notice.

2. Chancery— wJten a court of equity will restrain the collection of a tax

based on an illegal assessment. Where an assessor, after having accepted a list

of taxable property, arbitrarily increases it, without giving notice to the tax-

payer, and the latter has no knowledge of the increase until after the time

allowed for an appeal has expired, a court of equity will restrain the collection

of the tax based upon the assessment.

Appeal from the Circuit Court of Iroquois county; the

Hon. Chaeles R. Stare, Judge, presiding.

This was a bill in chancery filed by Cleghorn in the Circuit

Court of Iroquois county to restrain the town collector from

collecting taxes on $10,000 wrongfully assessed against him.

The bill alleges that the complainant commenced his resi-

dence in the town of Lodi, Iroquois county, in December, 1863

and remained there until December, following. That in June,
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1S64, Thomas H. Postlewaite, being the assessor of the town
of Lodi, called on the complainant for a list of his taxable

property, and for that purpose left a blank statement to be

filled up by him ; that the complainant, on the 27th day of

June, 1864, filled out said blank statement, returning therein

two horses, valued at $100 ; one watch, six dollars ; amount of

credits on hand, about $25,000 ; the statement further showed,

that the indebtedness of the complainant was about $30,000

;

that the list was certified by the complainant as being a full,

complete and perfect list of all his property liable to taxation

;

that the same was delivered to the town assessor, who received

it without objection.

The complainant further states in his bill, that, from the time

of the delivery of said list to the assessor, until in December,

1864, he believed the same was perfectly satisfactory to that

oflScer ; that in December, 1864, the said Postlewaite, then

being the collector of said town, called upon him for a payment

of his taxes, claiming, that the complainant's taxable property

was assessed at $10,000, upon which there was due $405 taxes.

The bill further shows, that the sum of $10,000, assessed

against the complainant was wholly and entirely unjust, errone-

ous and revengeful ; that he had no knowledge of said errone-

ous assessment until December, 1864; that as no time during

said year was he possessed, or had in hand $10,000 over and

above his indebtedness ; that he did not know by whom the

sum was assessed against him ; and that had he known that

any sum was assessed different from the amount given in the

list, he would have had it corrected.

The bill further alleges, that the defendant, Postlewaite, now
being collector of taxes for said town, is endeavoring to collect

the said sum of $405 from the complainant, and threatens to

levy on property unless that sum be paid ; that the complain-

ant fears that the said town collector will destrain his property,

or return said taxes as delinquent to the county collector. A
copy of the list of taxable property delivered by tlie complain-

ant to the town assessor is attached to the bill as an exhibit.

The bill prays for an injunction restraining the collection of
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tlie tax, and that the said assessment be set aside, and be

declared null and void. An injunction was granted bj the

master in chancery.

The defendant demurred to the bill. Upon the hearing, the

demurrer was sustained ; and upon motion the bill dismissed.

The case is brought to this court by aj)peal.

Mr. Geo. B. Joinek, for the appellant.

Messrs. Wood & Long, for the appellees.

Mr. Justice Breese delivered the opinion of the Court

:

The question presented by this record is not of difficult solu-

tion. When a party liable to taxes, makes out and delivers to

tlie assessor a list of liis taxable property, and which is accepted

by the assessor without question, that officer has no power

afterward, arbitrarily and of his own motion, to alter it, without

first, giving the party assessed notice. The law on this subject

is too plain to be misunderstood.

Section 6 of the act of 1853 provides, that every person

required to list property, shall make out, sign and deliver to

the assessor, when required, a certified statement of all the per-

sonal property, moneys, credits, etc., in his possession or under

his control, on the 1st day of May, of each year, for which the

property is required to be listed. Scates' Comp. 1019. Section

8 provides a penalty for a fraudulent list, or for a refusal to

deliver a list to the assessor when called on by him for that

purpose, and section 9 provides, if the assessor believes that

any property has been valued at less than its' true value, in

accordance with the rules and customs of valuing property for

taxation, he shall value and charge such property at its true

value, and shall notify the person listing such property of such

increased valuation.

Section 26, of the revenue act of 1849, also provides, that the

assessor shall, at the time of making the entry in his book, as

required by the 16th section of chapter 89 of the Revised L aws,

give to the person so assessed, a certificate of the entry so made,
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of the value of the real and joersonal property so assessed ; and

the assessor shall not make any change or alteration in such

entry, after having given such certificate, without giving to the

person assessed, an additional certificate showing such increased

assessment. Id. 1019.

The 16th section of chapter 89 gives the assessor authority to

require every owner of property to give in tlie list under oath.

By section 2 of the act of 1853, the term " property," when-

ever used in the act, shall be held to mean and include every

tangible thing, being the subject of ownership, whether animate

or inanimate, real or personal. Id. 1017.

Tlie law has been careful to protect an owner of property,

after giving in his list of taxable property, and which has been

accepted without objection by the assessor, from any inter-

ference with the list by the assessor, except on notice to the

owner. This notice aftbrds the owner an opportunity to explain

and defend the list he has given in, and to the accuracy of

wdiich, the assessor might require the owner to be sworn. The
law never designed that property owners should be jjut so com-

pletely in the power of the assessor, as he would be, did the

assessor have the authority, secretly, and without the knowl-

edge of the owner, to re-assess the property. Could he do so,

there would be in many cases but slight protection to the

owner.

But the appellees say, the appellant had his remedy .at law,

by application to the assessor, town clerk and supervisor, on

the last Saturday in June, to have tlie assessment revised and

reviewed, as provided by section 32 of this act of 1853. But

the bill states, and that is admitted by the demurrer, appellant

had no knowledge of this re-assessment, until the month of

December following, when the collector was proceeding to col-

lect the tax on this highly increased re-assessment. Had the

notice been given appellant of the re-assessment in time for this

application on the last Saturday in June, there might be some

ground for the position taken by appellees, that the remedy

was at law under the statute. This case shows the necessity

for notice to the owner on the re-assessment. The act of the
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assessor, without notice to the owner, was void, and the demur-

rer to the bill should have been overruled, and appellees

enjoined from collecting the tax on the re-assessment, above

the amount to which the property was subject when listed by
the owner, and the list delivered to, and accepted by, the

assessor.

The decree of the Circuit Court is reversed and the cause

remanded, for further proceedings consistent with this opinion.

Decree reversed.

Wells Willetts

V.

R. C. Paine.

1. Checks— laches of the holder discharges tJie drawer. Where the holder

af a check neglects to present it for payment until twenty-five days after it is

drawn, during which time the drawees fail, he cannot have recourse on the

drawer, unless he shows, that no loss occurred lo the drawer through such

delay.

3. Where a depositor having funds in a bank, gives a check, which the

holder neglects to present for payment mthin a reasonable time, he cannot be

held liable for non-payment in current funds, unless the holder shows, not

merely, that the funds on deposit were depreciated at the date of the check,

but that they were depreciated at the time of deposit, and that, therefore, the

drawer had no right to draw the check, or to expect its payment in current

funds.

3. Banking— rights of depositors. Where a party who keeps an account

with a banking house, deposits funds, which are at the time current, he has a

right to insist on payment in current funds, although the funds deposited

have in the mean time become depreciated.

4. If bank bills are deposited as depreciated paper, the depositor has no

right to draw for par funds, or expect payment of a check thus drawn,

Appeal from the Superior Court of Chicago.

This was a suit brought on a check dated Niles, Michigan,

May 8, 1861, drawn by R. C. Paine on E. I. Tinkham & Co.,

Chicago, for $450, payable to St. Joseph Iron company, and

indorsed to A. "W". Tipton, and by him to J. L. Hartson, at
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New Boston, 111., and by him to Wells Willetts. The check

was protested for non-payment June 4, 1861. The evidence is

stated in the opinion of the court.

The trial in the court below resulted in a judgment for the

defendant. The case is brought to this court by appeal.

Messrs. HuRP, Booth & Kreamer, for the appellant.

Messrs. E. G. Asat and R. S. Wilson, for the appellee.

Mr. Justice Lawrence delivered the opinion of the Court

:

This was an action brought by the assignee of a check drawn

in Niles, Michigan, upon E, I. Tinkham & Co., of Chicago, bear-

ing date May 8, 1861, and protested for non-payment. The

suit is against the drawer. The check was declared upon as a

bill of exchange. It was not presented for payment until

twenty-five days after it was drawn, during which time the

drawees failed. E. I. Tinkham was called as a witness, and

proof was made by him, that when the check was drawn the

drawer had on deposit only Illinois bank bills, worth at that

time from fifty to ninety cents on the dollar. It does not,

however, appear when this amount was deposited, or that, at

the time of the deposit, these funds were depreciated. It does

appear, that Paine, the drawer, had been a depositor with the

bank for several years, and that the balance standing to his

credit at the date of the check, and until the failure of the

bank, was larger than the amount of the check. Tinkham

means, that if the check had been presented in due season he

would have paid it only in the depreciated Illinois currency, and

this is relied upon as entitling the plaintiff to recover, notwith-

standing the laches in the presentation. But there is nothing

in this record to show, that the bankers would have had the

right to pay in depreciated funds, since it does not appear, that

the funds were depreciated when deposited. If they were not,

then, as decided in tlie case of The Marine Bank v. Chandler,

27 111, 525, the drawer would have had the right to insist oh

payment in current funds. The plaintiff is here insisting on

28 — 48d III.
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holding the drawer. On the face of the check and protest the

drawer is discharged by the delay. The burden, then, is on

the plaintiff, of showing that no loss accrued to the drawer

through such delay; and to do this he must show, not merely

that the funds on deposit were depreciated at the date of the

check, but that they were depreciated at the time of deposit,

and that therefore the drawer had no right to draw the check

or to expect its payment in par or current funds. The court

below instructed the jury in conformity with these views.

The instruction prepared by the court, and given on its own
motion, was as follows

:

" As the plaintiff in this case claims to recover upon the

instrument sued upon as a foreign bill of exchange, it is not

necessary to inquire what the law as to checks is ; treating it

as such a bill of exchange, it was not presented in time to hold

the defendant liable, and therefore it is necessary to inquire

whether there was a sufficient excuse' for not presenting it, and

this depends upon the state of affairs between the defendant

and E. I. Tinkham & Co. If the defendant had deposited

with Tinkham & Co. what was between them considered and

accepted as money, to be repaid in money, dollar for dollar,

and not in depreciated bank notes, then the defendant had a

right to draw the bill and expect it to be paid in currency or

current money, and then he is not liable ; but if his deposits

were to be paid back in bank notes then in use, after they

became depreciated, and he had not the right to require current

money, dollar for dollar, for his deposits, then he had not the

right to draw the bill or to expect the bill to be paid in cur-

rency, and then the delay in presenting it is of no consequence,

and the defendant is liable for the amount, with interest, at the

rate of six per cent from this date."

Under this instruction the jury found the bank bills to have

been deposited as money, to be repaid in money, and not in

depreciated paper, and there is nothing in the record which

would justify us in reversing that finding. It is true, the
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evidence is not clear upon that point, but, as we have already

remarked, it belonged to the plaintiff, who had been guilty of

apparent laches, in presenting the check, to show that no

injury had accrued therefrom to defendant. In such cases the

law presumes an injury until the contrary is proven. If this

check had been duly presented, payment refused and notice

given, the drawer would have been able to take steps for his

own protection.

It is urged by counsel for appellant, that this case is like

Lawrence v. Smidt, 35 111. 440, and Galena Ins. Go. v. Kupfer,

28 id. 332. Those cases were decided upon the theory, that

the bank bills on deposit were depreciated at the time of

deposit, and were deposited as depreciated paper. In that

event the court decided the depositor would have no right to

draw for par funds, or to expect payment of a check thus drawn.

The report of the cases does not clearly show such proof to

have been made, but the decision and opinion are clearly based

upon the theory that such a state of facts appeared in the

record. Only on that theory can these cases be reconciled with

the well settled law of this court, announced in The Marins

Ban'k v. Ghandler, ubi supra, and in similar cases. But in

the case before us no such state of facts is shown to have existed,

and the jury have substantially found it did not exist.

As there was no error in the instructions given for the

defendant, or in that given by the court on its own motion,

and as the finding of the jury was a justifiable inference from

the evidence, we must affirm the judgment.

Judgment affi/rmed.

Daniel Eaton et al.

V.

Albert D. Sanders et al.. Executors of Ellsworth

H. Hyde, deceased.

Chancery— evidence, how preserved. In proceedings in chancery the evl

xience must support the decree, and must be preserved in the record, which
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may be done by reducing it to writing by tlie master or any one else under

direction of the court.

"Writ of Error to the Superior Court of Chicago ; the

Hon. John M. Wilson, Chief Justice, presiding.

The facts of the case sufficiently appear in the opinion of the

court.

Mr. James B. Goff, for the plaintiffs in error.

Messrs. Waite & Clarke, for the defendants in error.

Mr. Justice Breese delivered the opinion of the Court:

The only point made by plaintiffs in error on this record is,

that the decree was rendered without any evidence to warrant it.

An examination of the allegations in the bill, and the proofs

contained in the depositions, show clearly that the decree was

proper.

It is true, the doctrine of this court is, that in chancery

causes the evidence must be preserved in the record, and this

may be done by its being reduced to writing by the master, or

by any one else under the direction of the court, or it may be

embodied in the decree. Mason v. Bair, 33 111. 195 ; Waugh
V. Bobbins, id. 181.

In this case the evidence was by depositions, which, taken

with the admissions of the defendants in their answers, of the

amount of money received of complainant, fully establish the

. allegations of the bill, that defendants violated their contract

with complainant, and misapplied the money. There is no

doubt, from the evidence, that they guaranteed the money
advanced by complainant, and seven per cent interest thereon,

and for this a decree passed, and it must be affirmed.

Decree affirmed.
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Daniel Eaton et al,

V.

DoRMAN T. Warren ei al,

Writ of Eeeoe to the Superior Court of Chicago.

Messrs. Miller & Lewis, "Waller, Steaens & Copeland

and Mr. James B. Goff, for the plaintiffs in error.

Messrs. Waite & Clarke, for the defendants in error.

Mr. Justice Beeese : This case is in all essential particulars

identical with the preceding case, Eaton v. Sanders et al. The
same facts appear in the decree by recital therein, and that is a

sufficient finding. Nichols v. Thornton^ 16 111. 113.

The decree is affirmed.

Decree affirmed.

John Parker

V.

George H. Fergus.

1. Partnership— evidence of. The statement by one defendant, that he

was going into a house, nor the fact, that he occupied a portion of the house

in the auction business, nor that he sold tickets for the other defendant's opera

house, and acted as treasurer, and his name was printed on the bills as treas-

urer, prove that he was a partner in the opera house.

2. Contract— construction of. Where a party leases a portion of a

building to be used as an opera house, for a specified annual rent, and is

employed to act as treasurer for the enterprise, to sell tickets, and, as rent of

the house, to receive one-half of the proceeds resulting from the use of the

portion used as an opera house, after deducting daily expenses, including his

salary, to be deducted daily, the lessee to pay one-half of all taxes and assess-

ments levied during the term,— held, that this does not create a partnership

inter se, nor as to third persons, but it is a means of collecting his rents.

3. Partnership— receipt of profits. Where a landlord furnishes the

land, the teams, implements and grain to another, who performs the labor for
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a crop, to be divided, when matured, this does not create a partnership ; so,

Avhere one person furnishes material to be manufactured, and another employs

the labor and skill in producing the result, and to be compensated by receiv-

ing a part of the manufactured articles, or a part of the proceeds when sold.

4. Same—joint enterprise. It has been held, parties may engage in a

joint enterprise and still not become partners, although they receive a portion

of the profits. A party may receive a portion of the rents of a farm or tavern

without becoming a partner. So of a clerk or an agent, who receives a por-

tion of the profits on sales as a compensation for labor. So of a factor. So

seamen may, by agreement, take a share in the profits of a whale fishing or

coasting voyage as compensation for their services. To create a partnership,

independent of express agreement, there must be an interest in profits as

profits, and not as a mere means of payment for labor performed.

Appeal from the Superior Court of Chicago ; the Hon. John
M. Wilson, Judge, presiding.

This was an action of assumpsit commenced by George H.
Fergus, in the Superior Court of Chicago, on the 15th of

September, 1865, against John Parker and William Fagan.

Plaintiff filed his declaration, containing the common counts

only, with a bill of particulars. Defendant Parker filed the

plea of the general issue. A default was taken against Fagan.

A trial was had at the November Term, 1865, before the

court and a jury. Plaintiff, on the trial, introduced evidence,

that he had performed the labor for which the charges were

made, that they were reasonable and at customary rates. He
also introduced evidence to prove a partnership between defend-

ants, the substance of which appears in the opinion of the court.

The court on behalf of plaintiff gave this instruction

:

" That in the agreement introduced by defendant, Parker

and Fagan were partners, and if the jury believe, from the

evidence, that work, labor, and materials were furnished by

plaintiff to said partners, or either of them, during the existence

of such partnership in the course of the business thereof, then

the plaintiff' is entitled to recover what the jury may believe

from the evidence, such work, labor and materials were worth."

For refusing to give which, defendant Parker excepted.
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The jury found a verdict for plaintiff. Parker entered a

motion for a new trial, which the court overruled, and rendered

a judgment on the verdict. And he brings the case to this

court by appeal ; and among others assigns as error the giving

of the instruction.

Mr. George G. Bellows, for the appellant.

Mr. John Ltle King, for the appellee.

Mr. Chief Justice "Walker delivered the opinion of the

Court

:

If appellant was liable in this action, it was because he was

a real or an ostensible partner of Fagan. There is no pretense

that there was any other joint liability than that of a partner

;

and to establish such liability, appellee called E.obert Fergus,

his father, as a witness. He testified, that he had a conversa-

tion with appellant, who informed him, that he was going into

the premises with Fagan, who was going to open an opera

house ; that appellant was already in the house, in the auction

business ; that when the opera house was opened, appellant

attended the box office, sold tickets, and received the money;
that he asked appellant if he could not get the printing for

appellee, when he replied, " that he thought he could ;" that

appellee did the printing charged in the bill, to recover which

the suit was brought ; that the prices set opposite each item are

reasonable, and the printing was worth what was charged in

the bill ; that at that time appellant showed him the article of

agreement between himself and Fagan, and which, it is claimed,

proves the existence of a partnership ; and that Parker's name
appears to the printed bills of the opera house, as treasurer

;

but it did not appear on them as a partner,

AVe do not see from this evidence any thing calculated in

the slightest degree to make the impression, that appellant

was a partner. The fact that he said he was going into the

premises, could not be construed into a statement that he was

a partner; nor could the fact, that he sold the tickets and
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received the money for the opera, convey such a meaning;

nor the fact, that his name was printed on the opera house

bills as treasurer; nor his statement, that he thought appellee

could get the printing ; neither can all of these circumstances

when considered together, convey such a meaning.

Then does the article of agreement, by express terms, or fair

intendment, create a partnership between appellees, either as to

themselves, or as to third persons? We think not. By it

Parker leased the premises to Fagan, to be used as an opera

house, reserves the rent, and provides for its payment, and for

resuming possession if not punctually paid ; also, for the lease

to become void, if the rooms should be used for immoral or dis-

orderly purposes. It is then agreed, that the lessee shall pay

lessor $1,000 a year for his services as treasurer of the opera

house. It is however insisted, that this clause of the .agreement

creates a partnership :
" And the said party of the se/^ond part,

in consideration of the leasing of the premises aforesaid, by the

said party of the first part, to the said party of the second part,

does covenant and agree with the said party of the first part,

his heirs, executors, administrators and assigns, to pay to said

party of the first part, as rent of the said demised premises,

one-half the ])roceeds resulting from the use of the said first and

second stories, after deducting the daily expenses, including

$1,000 yearly, as treasurer and agent of the opera rooms. Such

payments to be made daily, each and every day during the full

term hereof; and the said party of the second part further

covenants with the said party of the first part, to pay one-half

of all taxes and assessments that may be levied or assessed

during the term hereby created." It will be observed, that

there is no provision, that Parker shall furnish any portion of

the means for carrying on the opera house, or for any control

or direction in its management, or for any liability i:r any losses

that might occur. He only received the money from persons

visiting the opera house, and deducted therefrom his salary

as treasurer, and his rent, and paid the remainder to Fagan.

This was evidently intended by the parties as a mode of pay-

ing the rent for the use of the rooms. It is true, that it left
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the amount to be paid indefinite and uncertain, until ascer-

tained l)j the receipts themselves. Then is this such a percep-

tion of profits as could, under any circumstances, be hohi to

create a partnership? Over tliis entire country, we see that

farmers lease their lands for agricultural purposes, and agree to

receive a third or other portion of the products of tlie soil, and

the labor of the tenant, as a payment of tlie rent. Again, it

not unfrequently occurs, that tlie owner of the soil furnishes

the land, the teams, implements and the seed ; while another

performs the labor, and the}" divide the product, according to

the terms of their agreement, and no one ever imagined, that

in either class of such cases, the parties became in any sense

copartners. Again, it is of frequent occurrence, that one per-

son having material, furnishes it to a manufacturer, who works

it up for a certain portion of the manufactured product, or a

share of the proceeds for which it shall be sold ; and it has

never been supposed, that such parties thereby became part-

ners. And the same is true of a large class of special agree-

ments for particular adventures and joint undertakings.

It is said by Chancellor Kent, vol. 3, p. 33, that " a person

n^ay be allowed in special cases to receive a part of the profits

of a business, without becoming a legal or responsible partner;

as, by agreement, he may, by way of rent, receive a portion of

the profits of a farm or tavern without becoming a partner.

So a clerk or agent, may be allowed a portion of the profits on

sales, as a compensation for labor, or a factor a percentage on

sales, without becoming a partner, when it appears to be

.intended merely as a mode of payment, adopted to secure

increased exertion, and it is not understood to be an interest in

the profits, in the character of profits. So seamen may take a

share, by agreement, with the ship owners in the profits of a

whale fishery or coasting voyage, as compensation for their

services ; and shipments from this country to India, upon half

profits, are usual; and the responsibility of partners has never

been supposed to flow from such special agreements." He
also says, that this distinction seems to be definitely established

by a series of decisions, and it is not now to be questioned.
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The same rule is laid down in Collyer on Partnership, p 14,

and the distinction is fnllj recognized. The rule is similarly

stated by Story in his work on Partnership, section 32 ; and in

Gow on Partnership, p. 17, the same rule is announced; and

the adjudged cases fully sustain the text.

Then did Parker have any interest in the profits of the opera

house, as profits, or did he receive them merely as a mode of'

payment of the rent of his building ? From the entire agree-

ment, we are of the opinion that he only received them as a

mode of paying him the rent, and that such was the intention

of the parties. If this be true, then the court below erred in

refusing the instruction asked by appellant, and in giving the

instruction asked by appellee. The new trial should have been

granted, because the evidence failed to sustain the verdict, and

for giving improper instructions to the jury, and refusing to

give proper instructions.

The judgment of the court below is reversed, and the cause

is remanded for further proceedings not inconsistent with this

opinion.

Judgment reversed.

Frederick Gr. Petrie, late Sheriff of Ogle County,

who sues for the use of John Reed,

V.

John Fisher et al.

1. Replevin— lond in. A slieriff took a replevin bond, and, Ms term of

office expiring, tbe writ was returned without being executed. An alias wril

being issued, was executed by his successor, without taking a new bond : Held

that an action could be maintained on the bond taken by the first sheriff.

2. The object of a replevin bond under our statute is not merely to indem

nify the sheriff, but also to furnish an additional remedy to the defendant ir

case the plaintiff fails to prosecute his suit with effect.

Appeal from the Circuit Court of Ogle county ; the Hon.

W. W. Heaton, Judge, presiding.

The facts sufiiciently appear in the opinion of the court.
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Messrs. Mix & Jacobs and Lelajsd & Blanchakd, for tlio

appellant.

Messrs. Latheop & Bailey, for the appellees.

Mr. Justice Lawrence delivered the opinion of the Court

:

This was an action brought upon a replevin bond, by Petrie

for the use of Reed, against Fisher and others, the makers of

the bond. A general demurrer was sustained to the declara-

tion, and final judgment rendered, whereupon the plaintiff

appealed.

It appears bj the declaration, that the suit in replevin was

commenced and the writ sued out on the 30th day of October,

1860, and on the same day the bond on which this action is

brought was executed to Petrie, the then slieriff. Petrie,

however, went out of ofiice without executing the writ, and on

the 13th of December, 1860, an alias writ was sued out and

executed by his official successor. On the 23d day of June,

1862, the action of replevin was tried and judgment rendered

for the defendant, with an award of retorno hahendo. The

goods were not returned, and, this suit having been brought

upon the replevin bond, the only question presented is, whether

it will lie upon a bond not given to the sheriff who actually

executed the writ.

The object of a replevin bond under our statute is not

merely to indemnify the sheriff, but also to furnish an addi-

tional remedy to the defendant in case the plaintiff fails to

maintain his suit. The replevin act requires the sheriff to

take this bond before executing the writ, and to return it with

the writ to the clerk, and makes him liable in damages in case

he fails to do so. These provisions are for the benefit of the

defendant. The act further expressly provides, that the

defendant may maintain an action for his own use, in the name

of the sheriff, for any breach of the condition of the bond, and

recover such damages as he has sustained. This he can do

without first proceeding against the sheriff.

When, then, the appellees executed this bond, the chief

object of the contract was to protect the defendant in the
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replevin from injury through an unlawful taking of his

property. To wliat particular officer the bond ran, as nominal

payee, must have been wholly immaterial to the obligors.

The bond was executed to Petrie, simply because he was the

then sheriff, and as a means of taking from the defendant in

the writ the immediate possession of certain property. This

purpose was accomplished, and if we were now to allow the

obligors to escape all responsibility merely because it was

accomplished by the successor of the sheriff to whom the bond

was nominally payable, we should disregard the object of the

statute and pervert the spirit of the contract.

But, even if we construe this bond by its strict letter, in

view of the fact that part of the appellees are sureties, we
shall find, that there has been a breach of its conditions, which

will render the obligors liable. The bond, after acknowledg-

ing an indebtedness in the penal sum of $1,800, is conditioned,

that it shall be void in case Roop, one of the obligors, shall

prosecute to effect a certain suit, which he has conimeneed

against John Heed, for unlawfully taking away certain prop-

erty, and shall make return thereof in case a return shall be

awarded ; otherwise to remain in full force and effect. The

bond does not specify who is to execute the writ. It describes

a certain suit as already commenced in the Ogle Circuit Court,

and the obligors agree, that this suit shall be prosecuted with

effect, and that the property to be replevied shall be returned,

if ordered by the court, and these obligations are assumed

without reference to the officer by whom the writ is to be

executed, which can be in no wise material. The declaration

sets forth, that the suit was not prosecuted with effect, and

that the property was not returned, as ordered by the court.

Here, then, was a breach of the letter and spirit of the bond,

and we can perceive no reason why the defendant in the

replevin should not be permitted to maintain a suit upon the

bond, in the name of the obligee, and assign these breaches.

The demurrer to the declaration should have been overruled.

Judgment r&versed.
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HoEACE N. Goodrich

V.

John Van Noetwick.

Contract— construction of. Where a party purchased of another a fan-

ning mill, with an agreement, that he might return it within thirty days if it

did not suit him, he became the sole judge under the contract, as to whether

it suited. That question did not depend upon the opinion or judgment of

others.

Appeal from the Court of Common Pleas of tlie city of

Aurora.

This was an action commenced before a justice of the peace

by Van Nortwick, to recover back money paid to Goodrich for

a fanning mill, and the case was taken by appeal to the Circuit

Court of Kane county. The venue was changed to the Court

of Common Pleas of the city of Aurora, where the case was

tried by a jury, and a verdict found in favor of the plaintiff for

twenty-five dollars. A motion for a new trial being overruled,

a judgment was rendered upon the verdict. The case waa

brought to this court by appeal.

The evidence is stated in the opinion of the court.

Mr. Chakles "Wheaton, for the appellant.

Mr. F. M. Annis. and B. P. Parks, for the appellee.

Mr. Chief Justice Walker delivered the opinion of the

Court

:

It appears from the evidence in this case, that appellee's son,

as the agent of his father, went to appellant in the spring of

1862, and purchased and paid for a fanning mill to clean wheat.

It was however understood by the parties, that if the mill

suited appellee, and answered the purpose, he was to keep it,

otherwise, it was to be returned within thirty days from the

time the pm'chase was made, and the money was to be refunded..
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The mill was returned within the thirty days, upon the ground

that it did not suit appellee or answer the purpose for which it

was purchased. Appellant, on the return of the property,

refused to refund the money, and a suit was instituted before a

justice of the peace for its recovery. The case was removed

to the Circuit Court of Kane county, where a trial was had

resulting in favor of appellant, but a new trial was granted,

after which the venue was changed to the Court of Common
Pleas of the city of Aurora. On a trial in that court, appellee

recovered a judgment for twenty-five dollars, to reverse which,

the cause is brought to this court.

But one question arises in the case, and that is as to the true

construction to be given to the agreement. By this agreement

did appellee have the option of returning the machine, or was

he bound to show, that it failed to answer the purpose reason-

ably well for which it was designed ? The terms of the agree-

ment were, that if it suited and answered the purpose. It is

manifest, that it was required to answer both requirements.

If it did not suit appellee then he had the right to return the

property, and he was by the terms of the contract to be sole

judge of whether it suited him. That did not depend upon

the opinion or judgment of other persons. It was a right he

reserved by his contract, and having reserved the right, he

could not be prevented from exercising it within the limited

period.

Again, if it did not answer the purpose for which it was pur-

chased he had the right to return it within the time. But, fail-

ing to suit, he was not bound to show that it did not answer

the purpose of its purchase. All evidence therefore introduced

to prove that it did not work well was unnecessary, and imma-

terial to the issue. It did not suit appellee, and he returned

the property within the stipulated period, and according to the

agreement appellee was bound to prove nothing more. The

court therefore did not err in rejecting the evidence offered by

appellant, to prove that the machine was capable of performing

well, and would have answered the purpose for which it was

sold, had it been properly used. Such evidence was outside of
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the issue. We are unable to see that anj error was committed

by the court below in trying the cause, and the judgment

must be affirmed.

Judgment affirmed.

Frederick Beckman et al.

V.

John P. Kreamer et al.

1. Easement— right to fish— owner of soU. By the common law, a right

to take fish belongs so essentially to the right of soil in streams or bodies of

water where the tide does not ebb and flow, that, if the riparian proprietor

owns upon both sides of such stream, no one but himself may come upon the

limits of his land and take fish there ; and the same rule applies so far as his

land extends, to wit, to the thread of the stream, where he owns upon one side

only. Within these limits, by the common law, his right of fishery is sole and

exclusive, unless restricted by some local law, or well established usage of the

State, where the premises may be situate.

2. Trespass. Appellees owned a tract of land on which was a small sheet

of water having an outlet to Kankakee river. Appellants, against the vdll of

appellees, entered upon the premises for the purpose of fishing. Held, that the

entry was a trespass, for which an action of trespass lay.

3. Apportionment— discretion of court in apportionment of costs. In

apportioning costs under our statute, in case of an appeal from a judgment of a

j ostice of the peace, the Circuit Court must take a view of the whole case

and ascertain where the justice of it is, and so apportion the costs.

Weit of Error to the Circuit Court of Kankakee county

;

the Hon. Charles R. Starr, Judge, presiding.

The facts of the case sufficiently appear in the opinion of the

court.

Messrs. H. Lorinq and "W". H. Richerson, for the plaintiffs

in error.

Mr. William Potter, for the defendants in error.

Mr. Justice Breese delivered the opinion of the Court

:

By the common law, a right to take fish belongs so essentially

}o the right of soil in streams or bodies of water, where the
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tide does not ebb and flow, that if the riparian proprietor owns

upon both sides of such stream, no one but himself may come

upon tlie limits of his land and take lisli there ; and the same

rule applies so far as his land extends, to wit, to the thread of

the stream, where he owns upon one side only. Within these

limits, by the common law, his right of fishery is sole and exclu-

sive, unless restricted by some local law or well established

usage of the State Avhere the premises may be situate. Wash-

burn on the Law of Easements and Servitudes, 411, referring to

Ilargrave's Law Tracts, 5 ; Woolrych on Waters, 87 ; Chalder

V, Didkinson^ 1 Conn. 382; 'Waters v. Lilley, 4 Pick. 199;

Hooker v. Cumins^ 20 Johns. 90 ; McFaHin v. Essex Co., 10

Cush. 304.

This right to take fish within the limits of one's land bound-

ing upon and including a stream not navigable, is so far a sub-

ject of distinct property or ownership, that it may be granted,

and will pass by a general grant of the land itself, unless

expressly reserved ; or it may be granted as a separate and

distinct property from the freehold of the land, or the land may
be granted, while the grantor reserves the fishery to himself.

In this case the record shows, that the plaintiffs below showed

either a legal or equitable title to the lands on which the lake

was situate, and actual possession and cultivation of the adja-

cent lands described in the title papers they exhibited.

It appears the lake is a small sheet of water about seven

miles from the Kankakee river, and has an outlet to that river.

It abounds in fish of a choice kind. The defendants went on it

with small boats they had brought with them, equipped with a

seine, which they dragged in the lake, against the will and

protest of the owners of the land.

This entering upon the land and fishery, which was exclusive

in the plaintiffs, was a trespass upon their premises, for which

the action of trespass lay, independently of the question of

ownership in the fish. The plaintifis had, therefore, a clear

right to recover for the trespass.

The suit was originally commenced before a justice of the

peace, and damages recovered to the amount of twenty-five
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dollars. On appeal to the Circuit Court, the jury in that court

rendered a verdict foi plaintiffs of five dollars, and the court,

on motion of defendants there, apportioned the costs, adjudging

against the defendants $181.40, and against the plaintiffs the

sura of $20.60, when it appears, that the costs made by the

defendants below were $160, and those made bj the plaintiffs

below were $95.50.

The motion of defendants in the Circuit Court, was to appor-

tion the costs " according to the statute."

It is now assigned for error, that the apportionment made
bv the court is not according to the statute. It is argued by
plaintiffs in error, that this power to apportion the costs, where

a recovery has been reduced on appeal, is not discretionary.

Section 17 of chapter 26 provides, where the judgment of the

justice of the peace shall be affirmed in part, then the court

shall divide the costs between the parties, according to the

justice of the case.

Technically, the judgment of the justice has not been affirmed

in part, as the case was tried in the Circuit Court de novo, and

a verdict rendered for the plaintiffs for a sum sufficient to carry

all the costs against the defendants. But, on the admission,

that the judgment of the justice was affirmed in part only, it is

clear, the Circuit Court must take a view of the whole case,

and ascertain where the justice of it is, and so apportion the

costs. It is wholly discretionary with the Circuit Court, and

on an examination of the evidence before it, contained in this

record, it was not difficult to see that the justice of the case was

wholly with the plaintifts. The defendants entered upon these

premises in a riotous and tumultuous manner, equipped with

teams, boats, fishing tackle and seine, and, against the remon-

strances of the proprietors of the land, and of the fishery, com-

mitted their trespass, "Wliy the plaintiffs should have been

required to pay more than a nominal sum in order to a tech-

nical compliance with the statute, to apportion the costs, we
cannot very well see. Apportioning them as was done, if an

error, it was one of which the plaintiffs in error cannot complain.

The judgment must be affirmed.

Judgment affirmed,

29— 43d III.
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Daniel Westgate

V.

Daniel Carr.

1. Township organization — powers of towns in relation to stock—
fences— penalties. Under the township organization, the electors of each

township, at their regular town meeting, have the power to restrain or

prohibit cattle, etc., from running at large; to authorize the distraining,

impounding and sale of the same for penalties, and to determine the time

and manner in which such animals may go at large. Power is also given

to make rules ascertaining the sufficiency of fences, and to determine what

shall be a lawful fence within such town. Power is further given to impose

such penalties for a violation of any by-laws of the town, except those relating

to the keeping and maintaining of fences, as the town may think proper.

2. Same— trespass—fences— stock running at Icorge. Under the general

law of this State, as construed in Seeley v. Peters, 5 Gilm. 130, cattle have a

right to go at large, and the owner of a field upon which they may go has no

right to recover for damages unless his field was inclosed by a good and

sufficient fence. But this law, as thus construed, did not impose the duty of

fencing as a positive obligation. It simply withheld the common law right

to recover damages in cases where there was not a sufficient fence, and tliis

on the ground that the cattle were rightfully at large.

3. Same. The general law upon the subject of stock running at large

has been so modified by the township organization act, that it is no longer of

universal application. Each township, in counties which adopt the township

organization law, is expressly authorized to regulate this stibject for itself;

and, when a town has, under this legislative authority, established rules upon

this matter inconsistent with the general law as construed in Seeley v. Peters,

that law, in such towns, ceases to be applicable.

4. Trespass— stock running at large—fences. Where townships have

adopted rules prohibiting stock from running at large, and there are no regu-

lations requiring fences, the owners of cattle will be liable for injuries occa-

sioned by their stock going upon unfenced fields.

5. Same. The right of private damages rests upon the familiar principle,

that every person is responsible in damages for all injuries to others occurring

from his illegal acts.

6. Parties—joint liaUlity. Where the cattle of two several parties gc

upon the field of another, and injure his crops, a joint action of trespass can

not be maintained against them. Each owner is separately liable for the

injuries done by his own stock.
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Appeal from the La Salle Countj Court.

This was an action of trespass, commenced before a justice

of the peace, bj Daniel Carr against Daniel "Westgate, to

recover for injuries occasioned to his crops by the cattle of the

latter.

The trial before the justice resulted in a judgment for the

defendant. On appeal to the County Court, the plaintiff

recovered a judgment for $35.83. The defendant appealed to

this court.

The facts are sufficiently stated in the opinion.

Messrs. 0. C. Gray and D. L. Hough, for the appellant.

Messrs. Chaeles H. Gilman and Bushnell & Aveet, for

the appellees.

Mr. Justice Lawrence delivered the opinion of the Court

:

This "was an action of trespass, originally brought before a

justice of the peace, to recover damages done by the cattle of

"Westgate to the growing corn of Carr. The field was without

a fence, and the plaintiff claimed damages only for injuries

done in the night-time. To sustain this claim, he introduced

in evidence the town records of the town of Ophir, in which

the field was situated, by which the town had adopted a by-

law, or ordinance, prohibiting animals to run at large at night.

It was in the following words

:

" Resolved^ That cattle and calves, horses and colts, shall not

run at large except by day-time from the 15th of April to the

1st of December of each year, after this date
;
penalty to be one

dollar for each offense ; and that the money arising from said

fines shall be appropriated, after paying for prosecution, to buy

plank for road purposes, in such district where the animals are

taken up.

"Aprils, 1859."
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This ordinance was in force at the time of the alleged tres-

passes, and it was clearly proven, that defendant's cattle had

run at large at night between the 15th of April and the 1st of

December, and had done damage in the plaintiff's corn.

It is urged, by the counsel for the appellant, that, notwith-

standing this ordinance, the want of a fence relieved the

defendant of liability. The argument is, that, by the general

law of the State, a good and sufficient fence is required in

order to enable the owner of a field to maintain trespass, as

decided in Seeley v. Peters^ 5 Gilm, 130, and that this general

law cannot be repealed by a township ordinance.

The sixth section of the seventh article of the Constitution

directs the general assembly to provide, by a general law, for a

system of township organization, and to submit the question of

its adoption to the vote of the people of each county. This-

has been done, and the law has been adopted in some counties

and rejected in others. The consequence is, that, in the same

State, we have two S3^stems of local self-government, radically

unlike each other, and, in many important matters, leading to

the adoption of different and even opposite rules. But these

incongruities in our local law spring directly from the pro-

vision of the Constitution which permits each county to

determine for itself what system it shall adopt. Under the

township organization law, many subjects are remitted directly

to the popular decision, which, but for the adoption of this sys-

tem, wonld be left under the exclusive control of the legislature.

And this result must have been intended by the fratners of the

Constitution, because it is well known, that such is, and always

has been, the township system in those older States from which

ours was substantially adopted. It was known to be popular

government reduced to its simplest form— legislative power

exercised by the popular vote of the municipality. The argu-

ment in its fp.vor was, that each coriununity could best deter-

mine for itself what was demanded by its own interest in

n-.atters o^ purely local concern, and that the town meeting

where these matters were determined, trained the people to the-

proper exercise of c: :ic duties. Acting on the theory which.
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underlies the system, the legislature has given to the people of

each township power over many subjects which, so far as

relates to counties not adopting township organization, are left

to the exclusive management of the legislature.

Anjong the subjects thus committed by the legislature to the

decision of each township for itself, are the running at large of

cattle, and the sufficiency of fences. Section 5, of article 4,

of the township law of 1861, grants to the electors of each

town, at their annual town meeting, among many other powers,

tlie power to restrain or prohibit the running at large of cattle,

horses, mules, asses, hogs, sheep or goats, to authorize the dis-

training, impounding, and sale of the same for penalties, and to

determine the time and manner in which such animals may go

at large. Power is also given to make rules for ascertaining

the sufficiency offences, and to determine what sliall be a law-

ful fence within such town. Power is further given to impose

such penalties for a violation of any by-law of the town, except

those relating to the keeping and maintaining of fences, as the

town may think proper.

Under this act, the town of Ophir adopted the by-law, forbid-

ding cattle to be allowed to run at large at night, and we are at

a loss to understand by what language the legislature could

grant the power to enact this by-law, if it be not grated in the

foregoing provisions. It is urged, that only the power to

impose penalties is given, and not the right to prosecute a

private action for damages. But the penalties are imposed in

behalf of the toAvn, and to secure obedience to its laws. The
right to private damages rests upon the familiar principle, that

every person is responsible in damages for all injuries to others

accruing from his illegal acts. The question in this case was,

whether Westgate's cattle were lawfully at large when they

entered in the night Carr's field of corn. The decision in

Seeley v. Peters proceeds solely on the ground, that the defend-

ant had the right to allow his cattle to roam at large. But in

this case the defendant had not that right, and the ^^.nplication

of the same principles which discharged the defendant in that

case, would make him liable in this. The injury for which this
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suit is brought, arose directly from Westgate's violation of law,

while Carr has violated none, for there was no law requiring

him to fence his field. Under the general law of the State, as

construed in Seeley v. Peters, cattle have a right to go at large,

and the owner of a field upon which they enter shall have no

claim for damages, unless his field was inclosed by a good and

sufficient fence. But this law, as thus construed, did not impose

the duty of fencing as a positive obligation. It simply withheld

the common law right to recover damages in cases where there

was not a sufficient fence, and this, on the ground that the cat-

tle were rightfully at large. But this general law has been so

far modified by the township organization act, that it is no

longer of universal application. Each township, in counties

which adopt the township organization law, is expressly author-

ized to regulate these subjects for itself; and when a town has,

under this legislative authority, established rules upon this

matter, inconsistent with the general law as construed in Seeley

V. Peters, that law in such towns ceases to be applicable. Un-

der the regulations or by-laws of the town of Ophir, cattle

could no longer rightfully roam at large in the night, during

certain periods of the year, and the obligation to protect fields

by a sufficient fence against their entry at night, during such

periods, necessarily ceased. The evidence off'ered in regard to

the condition of the plaintiff's fence was, therefore, properly

excluded.

It is urged, that the court erred in excluding the docket of a

justice of the peace, offered by the defendant for the purpose of

showing the plaintiff had recovered a judgment against one

Sproule for the same injuries to his corn by Sproule's cattle, for

which this suit was prosecuted against Westgate. The docket

was excluded because identified, not by the justice, but by some

third person. The reason assigned may not have been a valid

one, but the exclusion was nevertheless proper, because the

proposed evidence was wholly immaterial. It mattered not

what injuries had been done by Sproule's cattle, or what dam-

ages Carr may have recovered against him for such injuries.

Westgate was liable for injuries which the proof might show
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had been done by his own cattle, even though damages for

the same injuries had ah-eady been improperly recovered from

Sproule. If the cattle of both Sproule and Westgate had been

trespassing, they were not jointly liable ; and if, in a former

suit, a jury had assessed against Sproule, any portion of the

damage done by Westgate's cattle, a wrong had been done to

Sproule, but this did not extinguish the liability of Westgate.

The suit against Sproule could not be retried in the present

case, for the purpose of showing that damages for which West-

gate only was liable had been improperly assessed against

Sproule. If the latter chose to acquiesce in an unjust verdict,

it was his own affair, and could not aid Westgate. The simple

question in this trial was. What damage did the evidence show

to have been done by Westgate's cattle to Carr's corn ?

On this question the docket of the justice could shed no

light. It was proper, in order to prevent the jury from pre-

suming all the damage in the corn to have been done by West-

gate's cattle, to allow him to prove that other cattle were in the

field, and ranging on the adjacent prairie, with, of course, the

same opportunities for entering the field which Westgate's cat-

tle had, and this proof he was allowed to make. The verdict

was for thirty-five dollars and eighty-three cents, and the evi-

dence shows, this verdict could not have been designed to cover

all the damage done in the field, which was proved to be much
greater, but must have been found upon the testimony show-

ing how many times Westgate's cattle had been seen there, and

the number of the cattle, and the quantity of corn they would

destroy in a night.

The only objection seriously urged to the instructions relates

to the question already considered— the effect of the town by-

law, and on that subject nothing further need be said. The

case was properly submitted by the court to the jury. The
judgment is afiirmed.

Judgment affirmed.
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The State of Illinois

V.

James M. Allen.

Same

V.

Charles Atkinson.

1. Assessments — 7iow equalized as between townships. In equalizing

assessments as between the townsbips of a county, tlie board of supervisors

are only authorized to increase or diminish tlie aggregate valuation of real

estate, by adding or deducting such sum upon the hundred dollars, as may, in

their opinion, be necessary to produce a j ust relation between all the valua-

tions of real estate in the county.

2. The word " dollars " has evidently been accidently omitted after the

word " hundred " in the fifteenth section of the township organization law of

186L

3. A board of supervisors are not authorized by law to add a certain sum

to each acre of land in a township, in equalizing the assessments of real estate

as between the townships of a county. Equalization must be by valuation.

4. Delegated authority— when exceeded. It- is a familiar principle,

that, in the exercise of delegated power, all acts Avithin the scope of tlie

authority will be sustained, where such acts can be separated from those in

excess or outside of the power. But, where the acts within the power are so

intimately connected with those outside of the power that they cannot be

separated, then the entire action of the agent or officer must fail.

5. Same— levying a tax in excess of that authorised. A township author-

ized by law to levy a tax of three per cent for bounty purposes, exceeded its

power by levying five per cent. The county clerk rejected the two per cent in

excess, and extended a tax of three per cent on the collector's book. Held,

that the action of the township in exceeding its authority did not vitiate the

legal tax of three per cent. The action of the county clerk w as sustained.

6. Where township authorities, at their regular town meeting, voted a

bounty tax for three consecutive years, having only the powir to vote it for

one year, the tax for the year authorized would be legal, although the tax

for the other two years may be otherwise.

7. If a board of supervisors act illegally in changing assessments of real

estate, it will not vitiate, alter or change the legal acts of the assessors of the

*.owns. Until legally changed or vacated, their assessments are binding on

>.he tax-payers.
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APPEA.LS from the Circuit Court of Henry county ; the Hon.

Iea O. WiLKENSON, Juclgo, presiding.

The above cases involved the same facts, and were considered

together.

At the June Term, 1866, of the County Court of Henry
•county, the appellees appeared and objected to the rendition of

judgment against certain lands belonging to themselves, and

situated in the four towns of Loraine, Yorktown, Phoenix and

Atkinson, in said county.

Their objections were overruled in the County Court.

Appeals were taken to the Circuit Court, where their objec-

tions were sustained.

The cases were brought to this court by appeals.

The objections made in the Circuit Court against the ren-

dition of judgment are as follows :

1. That the board of supervisors of Henry county, at their

annual meeting in September, 1865, in equalizing the assess-

ments returned by the several assessors of said county, added

to the assessed value of the lands in the town of Loraine one

dollar per acre ; and added to the assessed value of lands in

the township of Yorktown sixty cents per acre; and deducted

from the assessed value of the lands in the townshij) of Phoenix

twenty-five cents per acre.

2. The town authorities of the town of Atkinson levied a

bounty tax of five per cent, which the county clerk extended on

the tax books of that year at three per cent. In Yorktown, tlie

town authorities levied a bounty tax of three per cent for each

of the years of 1865, 1866 and 1867, by a vote taken at the

election held January 2, 1865. The town authorities of the

township of Loraine levied a bounty tax of two per cent in

1865, and enough to raise $1,800 in 1866, and $1,400 in 1867.

The appellant introduced in evidence the list of delinquent

lands presented by the co mty treasurer, to the County Court

of Henry county, June 18, 1866, including the lands to which

the objections applied.
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The appellees, to maintain tlieir objections to the rendition

of judgment for taxes against their respective lands, proved,

that the board of supervisors of Henry county, at their annual

meeting in September, 1S65, in equalizing the assessments

returned by the assessors of the several townships, made the

follovring change in the valuation of lands, for the year 1865,

to wit : In the townshij) of Loraine, they added to the assessed

valuation of lands one dollar per acre; in Yorktown, sixty

cents per acre ; in the town of Phoenix, they deducted twenty-

iive cents per acre. That in the town of Yorktown, the

bounty tax was three per cent, levied for the years 1865, 1866,

186Y, by a vote taken at an election held on the 2d of January,

1865. That in the town of Atkinson, the town authorities

levied a bounty tax of five per cent, for the year 1865, w^hich

the count}^ clerk extended on the books at tliree per cent, with

the intention of legalizing the same. That in Loraine, the

electors levied a bounty tax of two per cent, for 1865, and

enougli to raise $1,800 in 1866, and $1,400 in 1867, by a vote

taken at an election lield January 23, 1865, which was all the

evidence offered by either party.

Messrs. Hinman- & Page, for the appellant.

Mr. Geo. "W". Shaw, for the appellees.

Mr, Chief Justice Walker delivered the opinion of the

Court

:

These cases were, originally, applications b}' the county

treasurer to the County Court for judgment against the lands

of appellees for delinquent taxes remaining due and unpaid for

the year 1865. On the trial in the County Court appellees

appeared and resisted the rendition of the judgment. The

objections were disallowed, and judgment was rendered against

the lands for the taxes, interest and costs. The cases were

removed to the Circuit Court by appeal, where a trial was had,

and the objections sustained, and a judgment for the sale of

the land refused. And, to reverse the judgment of the Circuit
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Court, the cases are brought to tliis court by appeal. Both

cases involve the same questions, and will be considered

together.

The objections relied upon are, that in tlie towns of Phoenix,

Torktown and Loraine, the board of supervisors, at their

annual meeting, in September, 1865, made changes in the

assessed value of real estate in these towns, by adding one

dollar per acre to the assessed value in Loraine ; in Yorktown,

sixty cents per acre, and in Phoenix, by deducting twenty-five

cents per acre. Also, that the town authorities levied a

bounty tax in the town of Atkinson, of five per cent on the

assessed value of the propertj^', and the county clerk extended

a tax of but three per cent for that purpose. That the

assessment is unequal and exorbitant, as compared with the

value placed upon other lands. That the authorities in York-

town levied a bounty tax of three per cent for the years 1865,

1866 and 1867, by a vote taken at an election held in January,

1865. And in Loraine a tax of two per cent was levied for

the year 1865, and a sufficient tax to produce the sum of

§1,800 in the year 1866, and $1,400 in 1867.

The first question presented is, whether the board of super-

visors conformed to the requirements of the statute in equaliz-

ing the assessed value of the lands in these towns, by adding to,

or deducting a specific sum from each acre of land in the town.

The fifteenth section of the township organization law provides,

that the board of supervisors shall, at their annual meeting in

September in each year, " examine the assessment rolls of the

several towns in their county, for the purpose of ascertaining

whether the valuations of one town or district bear just relation

to all the towns and districts in the county, and they may
increase or diminish the aggregate valuation of real estate, by

adding or deducting such sum upon the hundred, as may in

their opinion be necessary to produce a just relation between

all the valuations of real estate in the county." Sess. Laws of

1861, p. 243.

In framing this provision a word has no doubt been accident-

ally omitted after the word "hundred." Appellees contend
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that in giving it a construction the word " acres " should be sup-

plied, while appellant insists that it should be the word " dollars."

We are of the opinion, that it is manifest that it was intended

to require the sum to be added to, or taken from each $100 of

the assessed value returned by the officer. By our Constitution

and revenue laws, the assessment is designed to be based on

valuation, thus producing equality of burthen by proportionate

rate. The law requires the assessor to assess all property at its

true value, and it presumes he has performed his duty as

required by the law and his oath. It also designs, that this

ratable burthen shall still exist after the equalization has been

made. It is manifest, that by adding a certain sum to each

acre, or hundred acres, the equality of burthen must be de-

stroyed. Suppose that the assessor has returned property

assessed at two-thirds of its value, and one dollar is added to

each acre in the town, is it not apparent, that the acre of land

valued at ten dollars would be assessed higher, accord

ing t'"* its true value, than the acre assessed at thirty dollars.

By such a course the lower grades of land would by that

means be assessed higher in proportion to its value than the

more valuable lands. But when the same per cent, or sum, is

added to each $100 of valuation, the relative proportion in the

valuation is preserved, and the design of tlie law will be carried

out, but otherwise it would be defeated. And for the same

reason the deduction of a sura from each acre, or hundred acres,

would produce similar results. We are of the opinion, that the

board of supervisors were not authorized to make the equaliza-

tion in the mode adopted.

It is conceded, that the town authorities in Atkinson had

the power to levy a bounty tax of three per cent, but it is urged,

that by exceeding their authority, and in levying five per cent,

their action became void. It is a familiar principle, that in

the exercise of delegated power, all acts within the scope of the

authority will be sustained, where such acts can be separated

fJ^^n' those in excess or outside of the power. But, when the

acts within the power are so intimately connected w-ith those

outside of the power tl)at they cannot be separated, then the
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entire action of the agent or officer must tail. If it were con-

ceded that the town could levy but three per cent for the given

purpose, and that the additional two per cent was wholly

unauthorized, still the levy and collection of the three per cent

which was authorized could be enforced, independent of the

additional levy of the two per cent. The latter could be

rejected, and the former sustained. In extending this tax the

clerk adopted this course, and rejected the two per cent as

unauthorized, and extended a tax of three per cent, which all

concede could be legally levied. It is manifest that it was

levied, and because more was levied, it did not vitiate that

legal and authorized levy. We perceive no weight in this

objection.

It is insisted, that the town authorities had no power to vote

a tax for more than one year at the same election. We do not

propose to discuss this question, as it does not arise in this case.

We are clearly of the opinion, that they had the power to vote

the tax for the year of 1865, whether they could that for the

two subsequent years or not, and the tax of the first year only

is involved. If they exceeded their authority in voting a tax

for the two latter years, it could in no wise affect this tax,

Avhich they were authorized to vote at their town meetings.

When objection shall be made to the enforcement of the taxes

voted for 1866, and 1867, it will be proper to pass upon their

legality, but not till then.

But did the change in the assessment made by the board of

supervisors, render the entire assessment of the real estate in

those towns void, or was it only void pro tanto ? Their action,

we have seen, was unauthorized, and, b'eing unauthorized, it

could not alter, change or vitiate the legal acts of the assessors

of those towns. Until legally changed or vacated, those assess-

ments were binding on the tax payers. And, being so, the Cir-

cuit Court should have rendered judgment for the taxes due

upon the assessments as made by the town officers. In those

towns where the increase was made to the value of the land, a

ratable amount of the tax equal to the increased value, should

have been deducted from each tax extended on the collector's
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books, and a judgment rendered for the balance. And in the

town where the deduction was made from the valuation of each

acre, the several kinds of taxes should have been increased in

proportion to the deduction thus made, and judgment rendered

for the true amount thus ascertained. The judgments of the

court below in these cases are reversed, and the causes remanded.

Judgments reversed.

Samuel Hanna
V.

Jonathan Ratekin.

1. Tender— icTien formal not necessary. Appellee went to appellant's

liouse to pay a note in legal tender notes. Appellant declared, that he would

take nothing but gold or silver,— held, that appellant waived a formal tender.

Wynkoop V. Cowing, 21 111. 588.

2. Specific perfokmance — laches — loaiver of strict performance.

"Where time was not made the essence of a contract, and there was an offer to

perform in a few days after maturity, and a refusal to accept any thing but

gold or silver,— held, that the party whose duty it was to perform was not

chargeable with laches, and even if time had been made of the essence of the

contract, the refusal waived a strict performance.

3. Decree— how impeached. A decree cannot be impeached by affidavits

alone, unaccompanied by a bill filed for that specific purpose.

4. Chancery— affirmative relief To entitle a defendant to aflSrmative

relief he must file a cross-bill.

Appeal from the Circuit Court of "Warren county ; the Hon.

John S. Thompson, Judge, presiding.

In the year 1849, Ratekin had a pre-emption right to the

land in controversy, except twenty-four acres ; not being able

to enter it himself, he boiTowed $200 from Hanna, and to

secure him, entered the same in Hanna's name, giving his note

for the amount borrowed, with an agreement to pay fifteen per

cent per annum, Ratekin was in possession of the land at the

time, and up to March, 1863. The parties had various settle-

ments, in order to compound the interest.
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In 1854, Hanna lent him a small sum, and paid the taxes on

the land. In 1858, Eatekin paid $195 on his indebtedness.

In March, 1862, Ratekin conveyed the twenty-four acres to

Ilanna for $240. Hanna loaned Ratekin $260 more, and they

computed the principal and interest (at fifteen per cent), on

the former loans to be $1,732.77. Hanna then executed to

Ratekin a bond conditioned for the reconveyance of the land

in controversy, on payment of $2,232.77 in one year from the

date thereof. Ratekin was absent in Oregon when the note

became due, but his son, Charles V. Ratekin, and his brothers,

Edward and George Ratekin, about the 1st of March, 1863,

went to Hanna's house and offered to pay him the whole

amount in legal tender notes, which was refused because the

tender was not made in gold and silver.

In the spring of 1863, Ratekin's family was driven from the

land, by the agents of Hanna.

In July, 1861, Ratekin filed his bill for specific performance,

setting up the above facts, and averring his willingness to per-

form the contract by paying the indebtedness.

Messrs. James W. Davidson and A. G. Kibkpatkick for the

appellant.

Mr. J. H. Stewakt, for the appellee.

Mr. Justice Beeese delivered the opinion of the Court

:

The record and testimony in this cause are voluminous, and

we have given it ample consideration, and from it have reached

the conclusion, that the relation of these parties was, originally,

that of mortgagor and mortgagee. "Whether the written con-

tract of March, 1862, changed that relation, to one of vendor

and vendee, is wholly immaterial ; for, in the first position,

there was a right of redemption, and, in the other, the right of

appellee to call upon appellant to perform specifically his con-

tract of that date, as time was not, by the contract, made its

essence, and the proof is, that the appellee offered to perform,

in a few days after the note matured, hence, he was not

chargeable with laches.
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As to the question of tender, a formal one was not necessary,

as appellant declared he would take nothing but gold or silver.

W>/?ikoop y. Cowing et al., 21 111. 588. The parol evidence of

what occurred at the time the Ratekins went to appellant's

house to pay the note in legal tender notes, though inadmissible

to establish a new contract, was competent for the purpose of

showing that appellant waived a formal tender, and waived

strict performance, even if time had been of the essence of the

contract.

Appellant refusing, then, to accept any thing but gold and

silver in payment, such refusal gave appellee the right at once

to bring his bill. The allegations of the bill are substantially

proved. We see no error in the refusal of the court to set aside

the decree rendered at March Term, 1863, A decree cannot

be impeached by affidavits alone, unaccompanied by a bill filed

for that specific purpose.

The decree must be affirmed. We are asked by the appellee

to modify the decree here, by throwing out the usurious inter-

est, which went to make up the total of the recovery.

This we cannot do, as appellee has filed no cross-bill asking

affirmative relief, nor lias he assigned any cross error. Under

these circumstances, all that this court deems it proper now to

do, is to affirm the decree.

Decree affirmed.

Lycurgus Edgerton et al.

V.

Archibald Young et al.

1, Mortgage— merger. A mortgag-ee may procure a conveyance of the

mortgaged premises from the mortgagor without necessarily merging the lien

of his mortgage in the greater estate.

3. Where a greater and less estate meet in the same person, a merger doea

not necessarily follow. That will depend upon the intent and the interest of

the parties ; and if a court perceives it is necessary to the ends of justice, that

the two estates should be kept alive, it will so treat them.
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3. A mortgagee assigned a note secured by mortgage, and subsequently

procured a conveyance in fee of the mortgaged premises from the mortgagor

to himself. The land was then levied upon and sold as the property of the

mortgagee, to a third party. Held, that the only interest acquired ^:yy the pur-

chaser at the sale was the equity of redemption.

4. If a purchaser finds upon record a mortgage, and a subsequent deed from

the mortgagee to the mortgagor, it is probable that he would be protected

under our registry laws against the claim of an assignee of the note secured

by the mortgage, in the absence of notice of such assignment.

5. Although the assignment of a note, secured by mortgage, carries with

it the equitable interest in the mortgage, it carries only an equitable interest

;

and, if the assignee desires to protect himself against all peril from a release

of the legal title by the mortgagee to the mortgagor, and a subsequent con-

veyance by the mortgagor to a third person without notice, it would probably

be held, that the assignee of the note should also take and record a deed from

the mortgagee for the mortgaged premises. But, where the mortgagor conveys

to the mortgagee the same rule does not apply.

6. Chancery— cross-bill, when unnecessary. A crossbill is imnecessary

when a defendant seeks no affirmative relief.

"W KIT OF Eeeor to the Circuit Court of LaSalle county ; tlio

lion. M. E. IIoLLiSTER, Judge, presiding.

This was a suit in chancery commenced by Archibald Young,

and Elbert H. Yan Kleek, the defendants in error, in the Cir-

cuit Court of LaSalle county, for the purpose of foreclosing a

trust deed, executed by Joshua Cushing and wife to Orville N.

Adams, to secure a note for $1,600.

A decree of foreclosure was rendered in the court below, from

which a writ of error was prosecuted to this court.

The facts in the case are sufficiently stated in the opinion of

the court.

Messrs. Walker & Dexter, for the plaintiffs in error.

Messrs. Charles Blanchard and A. J. Grover, for the

defendants in error.

Mr. Justice Lawrence delivered the opinion of the Court

:

On the 7th of October, 1855, Joshua Cushing executed to

Orville N. Adams, his promissory note for $1,600, payable one

30— 43d III.
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year from date, and, to secure its payment, at the same time

executed a deed of trust on certain real estate, in wliicli deed

Adams was made tlie trustee with power to sell. On the 19th

of May, 1S56, Adams, being indebted to Young & Yan Kleek,

the complainants below, in the sum of $1,828, indorsed in

blank the note of Gushing, and delivered it, together with the

deed of trust, to the attoi'neys of Young & Yan Kleek, to be

held by them as security for the payment of the debt due from

Adams to Young & Yan Kleek. On the 27th of iN'ovember,

1856, the note from Gushing to Adams being due and unpaid,

the former executed to Adams, at his request, a conveyance in

fee simple for the premises described in the deed of trust. It

is not claimed that Young & Yan Kleek, or their attorneys,

had any agency in procuring the execution of this deed, or, at

that time, any knowledge of its execution.

Before this time, namely, at the July Term, 1856, of the

Gircuit Court of the United States, for the Northern District of

Illinois, Lycurgus Edgerton, one of the plaintiffs in error, recov-

ered a judgment against Adams on which execution was duly

issued, and on the 25th of August, 1857, the premises described

in the deed of trust were sold by the marshal, and subsequently

conveyed by him to J. M. Walker, as attorney of Edgerton,

and afterward conveyed by Walker to Edgerton himself.

The attornej'-s of Young & Yan Kleek, considering the lien

of the deed of trust lost by these proceedings, on the 27th of

October 1857, procured from Ghauncey K. Adams, a brother

of Orville N. Adams, a deed conveying to James Strain, one of

said attorneys, a quarter section of land situate in Knox county,

and, at the same time. Strain gave back to O, N. Adams a con-

tract to reconvey in case Adams should pay Young & Yan
Kleeh the amount due them in eighteen months from that date.

The contract provided, that time should be of its essence, and

if Adams failed to pay within the time stipulated, the contract

to reconvey should be void. Adams did fail to pay, and on the

21st day of May, 1859, Strain, at the request of Young & Yan
Kleek, and with tne consent of Adams, executed to them a

deed for the Knox ccuntT ^and.
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On the 7th of August, 1865, Young & Yan Kleek filed their

bill in chancery against Edgerton, Adams and Gushing, pray-

ing for a sale of the premises described in the deed of trust.

Edgerton and Adams, in their answer, insist upon the sale and

deed by the marshal as creating a paramount title, and also set

up the proceedings in regard to the Knox county land. The
Circuit Court pronounced a decree directing the payment to

complainants of the amount due upon the note secured by the

deed of trust, and, in default of payment, within thirty days,

that the premises described in said deed of trust should be sold.

Edgerton sued out a writ of error.

It is insisted by the complainant in error, that, inasmuch as

no deed from Adams to Young & Van Kleek for the premises

described in the deed of trust was ever made and recorded, nor

any instrument placed on record showing the assignment by

Adams, and since, when Edgerton bought, the record only

showed, first, a deed of trust or mortgage by Cushing to Adams,

and then an absolute deed from Cushing, Edgerton had the

right to buy upon the faith that the entire estate in the prem-

ises had vested in Adams.

If a purchaser finds upon record a mortgage, and a subse-

quent deed from the mortgagee to the mortgagor, it is probable

that he would be protected under our registry laws, against the

claim of an assignee of the note secured by the mortgage, in

the absence of notice of such assignment. Although the assign-

ment of a note secured by mortgage, carries with it the equi-

table interest in the mortgage, it carries only an equitable

interest, and if the assignee desires to protect himself against

all peril from a release of the legal title by the mortgagee to

the mortgagor, and a subsequent conveyance by the mortgagor

to a third person without notice, it would probably be held,

that the assignee of the note should also take, and record, a

deed from the mortgagee for tlie mortgaged premises. But,

admitting that such would be the rule where the mortgagee

reconveys to the mortgagor, it by no means follows, that the

same rule should be applied to cases where the mortgagor con-

veys to the mortgagee. The conveyance in the former case
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can be understood only as manifesting an intention on the part

of the mortgagee to release the lien of the mortgage. It can

be made for no other purpose. A mortgagor, procuring a

release of a lien created by himself against liis own land, would

be presumed to have procured the release with tlie express

intent to extinguish the lien, and third persons would be author-

ized to act upon that presumption. But a mortgagee may
procure a conveyance from the mortgagor without intending to

merge the lien of his mortgage. It may be of great importance

to him to be permitted, for the protection of his title, to keep

his mortgage alive, and to assert it in a court of equity, if the

necessity shall arise. "Where a greater and less estate meet

in the same person, a merger does not necessarily follow.

That will depend upon the intent and the interest of the par-

ties, and if a court perceives it is necessary to the ends of jus-

tice that the two estates should be kept alive, it will so treat

them. Thus, if a mortgage is tlie eldest lien, and is for an

amount exceeding the value of the premises, and the mortgagee,

to avoid the expense of foreclosure, takes a conveyance from the

mortgagor, a court of equity would not permit the mortgaged

premises to be swept away from him by a junior judgment

creditor without payment of the mortgage, under the pretense

that its lien had been lost by merger. Campbell v. Carter, 14

111. 289 ; Jarvis v. FrinTc, 14 id. 398 ; Brown v. Blydenhurg^

3 Seld. 141 ; Gillett v. Campbell, 1 Denio, 520.

When, then, in the case before us, Edgerton found on record

the deed from Gushing, occupying the position of mortgagor,

to Adams holding the place of mortgagee, he had no right to

assume, that it was the intention of the parties thereby to extin-

guish the mortgage. This would not have necessarily followed,

even if Adams had not previously assigned the note. In pur-

chasing the land, Edgerton acted at his peril so far as related

to the mortgage. He knew, that, by his purchase, he would

acquire the estate conveyed by the absolute deed from Gushing

to Adams, to wit, the equity of redemption ; but he also knew,

or was bound to know, that the mere circumstance that by the

record, the estates of the mortgagor and mortgagee had united
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in the same person, did not necessarily destroy tlie lien of the

mortgage. He knew, or must be presumed to have known,

that the mortgage would be held to have merged or not have

merged as equity should require, and that if, when the mort-

gagor conveyed to the mortgagee, the latter had sold the note

secured by the mortgage, then equity would require the mort-

gage to be kept alive, and he would acquire by his purchase only

the estate of the mortgagor. Tliere was nothing to justify him

in acting on the presumption that the mortgage had been paid,

and as the note had been assigned to Young & Yan Kleek, it

would be clearly inequitable to apply the doctrine of merger

for the purpose of destroying the mortgage.

While, however, the Circuit Court committed no error in

holding the mortgage still in force, it did err in directing its

full amount to be paid without reference to the value of the

Knox county land. The taking of this land did not release

the mortgage as urged by complainant in error. It was merely

taken as new security, and although taken because of an impres-

sion that the lien of the mortgage had been lost, yet the mort-

gage was not in fact released, nor was there any intention to

voluntarily release it. But although the conveyance of the

Knox county land did not of itself release the mortgage, yet it

did operate as a payment, to the extent of its value, upon the

debt due from Adams to Young & Yan Kleek, and should

have been so applied, and the residue of said debt should have

been paid from the proceeds of the Gushing mortgage. As the

record now stands, the court has pronounced a decree which, as

appears from the pleadings and proofs, may give the complain-

ants below much more than they are entitled to receive. It is

suggested by counsel for appellees, that this inquiry could not

be made without a cross-bill. If the complainants held, in the

Knox county land, only the estate of a mortgagee, a cross-bill

would be necessary in order to compel them first to exhaust

that security. But the title of the complainants to that land

has become absolute. The contract to reconvey was what la

commonly known as a forfeit contract, in which time wad

expressly made of the essence ; and, Adams having fall'^d to
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redeem within the stipulated time, and having consented to the

conveyance by Strain to the complainants, their title may well

be considered absolute. Indeed, by his answer in this suit,

Adams sets up their title as having become absolute, and claims

that the debt has thereby been satisfied. Tliis is an abandon-

ment of all claim of right to redeem. A cross-bill was there-

fore unnecessary, as the defendants ask no affirmative relief,

but simply that a piece of property received by complainants

on their debt should be applied as a payment ^ro tanto. This

equity demands, and the court below will ascertain the value

of this land at the time of the conveyance by Strain to com-

plainants, including in the inquiry the condition of the title,

and will first apply that amount on the indebtedness from

Adams to complainants, and decree the payment of the residue

out of the proceeds of the sale under the Gushing mortgage.

The counsel for appellants have insisted, that the deed from

Strain to complainants oj^erated like a strict forclosure, and

that the eficct of such a forclosure is to discharge the entire

debt. The equitable rule, however, and the one sustained by

the weight of authority, is, that such a foreclosure is only a dis-

charge of the debt pro tanto.

The decree must be reversed and the cause remanded.

Decree reversed.

Wesley Misner et al,

V.

J. Murray Bullard.

1. CONSTITTJTION— vctlid laws under. A law anthorizing the levy of a

town tax to raise a fund to procure volunteers and substitutes for tlie United

States army, to exempt the town from a draft, is constitutional. The case of

Taylor v. Tliompson, 45, 111. 9, approved.

2. Towns— lohat is a town fund. Held, that a tax raised for such an

object is for a town purpose, and might be audited as such. It is for a corpo-

rate purpose when specially authorized by law. But, in the absence of

such authority, such a tax is not warranted. The case of Drake v. Phillips,

40 HI. 388, considered and approved.
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3. BomsTTT FUND— law authorizing. The act of the 18th of January,

1865, authorizes the boards of supervisors in the several counties therein

named, to levy at their regular sessions, a special tax not exceeding three per

cent, as they deem necessary, to discliarge any part or all indebtedness then

incurred, or which tliey might afterward incur, on account of any appropria-

tion which had been or might be made to pay bounties to volunteers, sub-

stitutes or drafted men, who had been or might be mustered into the service.

4. The second section confers the power to prescribe the time when such

special tax shall be collected. The third confers authority to levy and cause

to be coiiected such special tax, on any town or towns, as may be necessary to

pay bounties to relieve them of indebtedness for bounties paid by the town or

individuals to volunteers who had or might enlist and be credited to the town.

5. The fifth section declares, that before such tax shall be levied to pay
indebtedness named in the third section, persons holding such indetedness are

required to submit their claims to the town auditors for liquidation and allow-

ance, the town clerk shall, when allowed, certify the same to the county clerk,

stating the action of the board of auditors, which is required to be filed within

four days from the time the auditors make their decision. Seld, that the

power conferred by this act was ample to authorize the board of supervisors of

Kendall county to levy this tax, and when levied, it is for a corporate pur-

pose. The Constitution authorizes a corporate tax to be levied, but has not

specified what are corporate purposes, leaving that to be otherwise determined.

6. The act authorizes the board of supervisors to levy the tax, but requires

as preliminary thereto, that the town auditors must first pass upon the claims

for money advanced to procure volunteers. Until such claim has been so acted

upon the board have no power to make the levy,

7. Tax— levied for town purposes. Where the board of town auditors

have acted upon and allowed such claims, and they were properly certified to the

county clerk, the board of supervisors were required to levy the tax on the

property in the town, and it was valid without reference to the election to vote

the tax, it not having been required by the statute.

8. In.jtjkction— dissolution of— damages. On the dissolution of an inj unc-

tion, where a suggestion of damages shall be filed, the statute requires the

court to assess the damages,— held, that it is not error to allow a counsel fee

in such assessment.

Wkit of Ekroe to the Circuit Court of Kendall county ; tlie

Hon. Madison E. Hollistee, Judge, presiding.

This was a suit in chancerj^ in the Circuit Court of Kendal]

county, brought by Wesley Misner, De Marquis Misner, John

Boyd, Jacob Austin, Fletcher Misner, James Evans, Aaron

Petty, Kingsley Martin, Henry E. Miers, Elisha Taylor,
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Samuel Jackson, "William Evans, Eben "Waters, Lewis Grover,

"William "Whitfield and Stephen Drake, against J. Murray
Ballard, town collector of the town of Fox, to enjoin the

collection of a bounty tax levied on the taxable property of

the town.

A summons was issued on the 23d of January, 1866, which

was afterward returned served. A temporary injunction was

also granted restraining the collection of the tax nntil tho

further order of the court. Bullard answered the bill, and a

replication was filed to his answer.

The cause came on to a hearing at the May Special Term,

1866, and the court rendered a decree dissolving the injunc-

tion. And upon suggestion of damages being filed by defend-

ant, after hearing evidence, the court assessed the same at $100

for liability incurred for solicitor's fees. Complainants prose-

cuted this writ of error to reverse the decree of the court

below.

The facts of the case sufficiently appear in the opinion of

the court.

Mr. T. Ltle Dickey, for the plaintiffs in error.

Mr. E.. G. MoNTONT, for the defendant in error.

Mr. Chief Justice "Walker delivered the opinion of the

Court

:

This was a bill filed by a number of tax payers of the town

of Fox, in the county of Kendall, to restrain the collection of a

special town tax, levied for tlie purpose of paying bounties to

volunteers to fill the quota of the town, and thereby escape

the draft. It appears from the allegations oi the bill, that on

the 23d of January, 1865, the town clerk gave notice that a

special town meeting'would be held on the 3d day of the ensu-

ing February, " to vote for or against a loan, to be levied by a

tax, to procure bounty for volunteers, to fill our quota under

the President's last call for three hundred thousand men." At
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tlie time specified, the polls were opened to vote, " for or against

a tax, to be levied on the town, for the purpose of raising a

bounty, to be paid to men who enlist to till the quota of the

town, under the President's last call for three hundred thousand

men." The election resulted in iifty-eight votes in favor of, and

four against the tax.

On the 24:th daj of January, 1865 (the day after the notice

was given), divers citizens of the town signed a subscription

paper, by which tliey agreed to pay the sums of money set

opposite their several names, as a loan to the town, to be paid

to volunteers, to fill the quota of the town under the call for

men.

That some time subsequent to the 16th of February, 1865,

the board of auditors certified, that they had examined the sub-

scription or account of loans, and found it correct, and ordered

that a tax of three per cent be assessed upon all of the taxable

property of the town for the year 1865, to pay the debt, which

was filed in the oftice of the town clerk. The entries in the

town record recite, as a part of the auditing of the town, that

tliere is due to individuals of the town $7,900, loaned and paid

out as a bounty to volunteers in January, 1865, and that the

auditors voted to levy a tax of three per cent on all the taxable

property in the town toward raising the amount.

On the Tth of September, 1865, the town clerk filed with the

county clerk a certificate, that the auditors had voted to levy

the tax, and the board of supervisors of the county at their

September meeting, ordered the county clerk to extend the

same on the collector's book, which he did. A warrant was

issued embracing this tax, in a separate column, which was

placed in the hands of J. Murray Bullard, the town collector,

who was about to proceed to its collection when this bill was

filed.

It is, among other things, alleged in the bill, that none of

complainants were liable to a draft, most of them being over

forty-five years of age at the time the vote was taken. That

two of tliem had served in the war of 1812, and were honorably

discharged. That one of them had enlisted in 1862, and had
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served three years in the army ; had accompanied Sherman in

his march to the sea ; had been twice wounded in battle, and

honorably discharged. An answer was filed which admitted

the allegations of the bill ; and alleges, that the money thus

borrowed by the town, had been faithfully apjDlied to the pay-

ment of bounties to volunteers.

The cause came on for a hearing in the court below, at the

May Term, 1866, when the court on motion of defendant dis-

solved the injunction. The defendant thereupon filed sugges-

tions of damages sustained by reason of the wrongful suing

out of the injunction.

After hearing evidence, the court found, that he had sus-

tained damage to the amount of ^100 paid, or to be paid, as a

solicitor's fee, in defending the suit ; and ordered a decree for

its payment. The case is brought to this court to reverse the

decree of the court below.

It is urged, as ground of reversal, that this law is unconsti-

tutional, and therefore unauthorized and void, and that its

collection should have been enjoined. In the case of Taylor

V. Tliom,j)8on^ 42 111. 9, this question was presented, and after

full argument and mature consideration, a similar law was held

to be constitutional. Other cases have since arisen, and the

question has been regarded as settled. And in this case, suffi-

cient reasons have not been presented to induce us to depart

from the decisions then announced.

It is also objected, that the town auditors had no authority

to audit and allow this claim against the town. The first

reason urged is, that it was not for a town purpose. In the

case of Taylor v. Thompson^ it was held, that a tax to raise

a fund to pay bounties for volunteers, to avoid the draft by a

county, was a tax for a corporate purpose, when specially

authorized by law. The same doctrine was announced in the

case of Briscoe v. Allison, ante, p. 291. In the case of Dralae

V. Phillips, 40 111. 388, it was held, that in the absence of

express authority from the legislature, a town had no power to

levy a tax to refund money to persons who had paid bounties

to p'vocure substitutes to avoid the draft.
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It was there held, that such a' tax was not for a town

purpose, and was unauthorized. If in this case such a tax was

levied, it was unwarranted. But, it is claimed, that this tax is

authorized by the act of the 18th of January 1865. (See Pri-

vate Laws, p. 101.) Tiiis law names, and is applicable in its

provisions, to Kendall and other counties. Its provisions are

broad and comprehensive, and were evidently designed to

embrace a large class of cases, and to confer large powers on

the boards of supervisors of the counties embraced in its pro-

visions. The first section declares, that the board of supervi-

sors of the several counties named in the act, maj^, at any

regular or special session, levy such special tax, not exceeding

three per cent annually, on the taxable property of their

county, as may, in their judgment, be necessary to discharge

any part or all indebtedness then incurred, or which by the

board might thereafter be incurred, on account of any appro-

priation which had been or might be made for the payment of

bounties to volunteers or drafted men, who had been, or might

be, mustered into the service.

The second section confers the power upon the several boards

of supervisors to prescribe the time when any such special tax

shall be collected and paid. The third section confers the

power upon such boards, in the counties named, to levy and

cause to be collected such special tax upon the taxable property

of such town or towns, as may be necessary to pay or discharge

any indebtedness incurred by such town or person on account

of local bounties paid or agreed to be paid by such town, or

towns, or persons, to volunteers who have or might thereafter

enlist and be mustered into the service and be credited to the

town. The fourth section relates only to the mode of collect-

ing the tax. The fifth section declares, that before such tax

shall be levied to pay indebtedness to any person or persona

as mentioned in the third section, such person or persona

are required to submit to the board of town auditors their

claims for liquidation and allowance, and a certificate of the

clerk of the town is required to be filed with the county clerk,

stating the action of the board of auditors in respect of their
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approving or disapproving such claims, wliich is required to be

filed within five days from the time the auditors shall make
their decision. Tliese seem to be the only provisions of this

act which are applicable to the case under consideration.

The power here conferred was ample to authorize the board

of supervisors of Kendall county, to levy this tax, if the pre-

requisite steps were observed. The Constitution not prohibit-

ing the legislature from authorizing the levy of such a tax, and

as, when levied, it became a tax for corporate purposes, the

only question is, whether the legislature exceeded their power

in prescribing the mode of levying the tax, and whether this

tax was levied in the manner prescribed.

The Constitution authorizes the levy of a tax for corporate

purposes, but fails to indicate the body, or persons who shall

make the levy ; that is left to be determined by the general

assembly. In this case in the exercise of the power, they have

authorized the board of supervisors ultimately to make the levy.

But as a preparatory step to authorize them to act, the claim

for money advanced to procure volunteers, must be presented

to, and audited by the board of town auditors.

Until the claim has been presented, and allowed in the man-

ner prescribed, they have no power to order the levy of the tax,

and when the allowance is made by the town auditors, the fact

must be certified as required, to the board of supervisors.

In this case the auditors acted, and allowed the claims. They

were certified and filed with the county clerk as required by the

law, and this not only authorized, but it required, the board of

supervisors to make the levy, as they did. The act does not

require that there should be a vote of the citizens of the town

for or against the tax, or the rate which should be imposed.

The holding of the election was simply useless and unnecessary.

We do not perceive any want of power to make the levy, or

any irregularity in exercising the power.

It was objected, that the court erred in decreeing the pay-

ment of $100, by complainants to defendant, as damages for the

wrongful suing out of the injunction. This was done on sug-

gestions filed in pursuance of tlie statute. But it is urged, that
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attorney's fees cannot be allowed. In the case of Ryan v.

Anderson^ 25 111. 372, the court held, that costs, including coun-

sel fees, might be allowed as damages, on the dissolution of an
injunction.

It is true, that in that case the suit was on an injunction

bond, but the principle is the same, and that case must govern

this question.

We perceive no error in this record for which the decree of

the court below should be reversed, and therefore it must be

affirmed.

Decree affirmed.

Theodoee Hill

V.

Elmer D. Bacon,

1. Homestead— to what it extends. Under our statute, the lot of ground

and buildings owned and occupied by the debtor and his family, to the value

of $1,000 is exempt from levy and forced sale. The court will take judicial

notice, that a quarter section of land is made up of four forties, each with

well defined bounds. This being so, it is competent to inquire the value of

the forty so occupied, and if it does not exceed $1,000, the same is exempt,

unless released in the mode prescribed by the statute. To refuse such

inquiry is error.

3. Acknowledgment— conclusiveness of certificate. Where the certificate

of acknowledgment appears substantially in the form prescribed by the statute

it is conclusive, and can only be impeached for fraud or imposition practiced.

3. Notary public— extent ofpower. Under the law providing for nota-

ries public, although they are appointed in towns and cities, yet they are

county officers, and are not confined in their action to the particular town in

which they reside. The acknowledgment of a deed being a mere ministerial

act may be taken by a notary public anywhere within the limits of the

county.

Appeal from the Circuit Court of De Kalb county; the

Hon, Theodore D. Murphy, Judge, presiding.

The facts of the case sufficiently appear in the opinion of

the court.
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Mr. E.. L. Divine, for the apj)ellant.

Mr. Charles Kellum, for the appellee.

Mr. Justice Beeese delivered the opinion of the Conrt

:

Three questions are presented by this record : First, did the

homestead right extend to the entii'e quarter section of land?

Second, can the certificate of acknowledgment of a deed by a

magistrate be impeached by parol ? And, third, could the

notary public, who officiated in this case, take an acknowledg-

ment of a deed at any place in the county in which he resides ?

The answer to each of these questions must be in the nega-

tive, except the last.

As to the first, the homestead act cannot be misunderstood

in its provisions. The language is plain and unmistakable

:

There shall be exempt from levy and forced sale the lot of

ground and the buildings thereon, occupied as a residence and

owned by the debtor, being a householder and having a family,

to the value of $1,000, and no release or waiver of such

exemption shall be valid unless the same shall be in writing, etc.

It is in proof, that the lot on which the improvements were,

and occupied by the defendant, was the south-east forty of this

quarter section. The court will know judicially, that a quarter

section of land is made up of four forties, each with w^ell

defined bounds. This being so, it was competent to inquire,

what was the value of the forty so occupied, and if it did not

exceed the value of $1,000, the land was exempt, and if

not released in the mode prescribed by the statute, remained

the homestead against which the deed of defendant was inope-

rative. There was error in refusing this testimony.

Upon the second question, this court has already expressed

an opinion, after much reflection, that when the certificate of

acknowledgment appears substantially in the form prescribed

by the statute, such certificate is conclusive, and can only be

impeached for fraud or imposition practiced. Graham v.

Anderson, 42 111. 514.
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On the last point, we understand tlie law providing for the

appointment of notaries public to be, that although they are

appointed in towns and cities, yet they are county officers, and

they are not confined in their action to the particular town in

which they may reside. Justices of the peace are elected for

particular districts, yet it has never been doubted that they

were county officers, whose jurisdiction was co-extensive with

the limits of the county.

This act of taking an acknowledgment of a deed, is a mere

ministerial act, and can be taken by a notary public anywhere

within the limits of the county.

The court having ruled out the testimony offered, as to the

value of the lot on which the homestead was, and having per-

mitted evidence to contradict the certificate of the officer taking

the acknowledgment, and having refused to instruct, that the

power of the notary extended throughout the county of his

residence, as to taking acknowledgments of deeds, and for

these errors the judgment must be reversed.

But, as we hold, that the acknowledgment of the quitclaim

deed was properly certified, and as it contains a formal and

proper waiver of the homestead, the plaintiff was entitled to

recover the entire quarter section, and such should have been

the verdict. The judgment is reversed and the cause remanded

for farther proceedings not inconsistent with this opinion.

Judgment reversed.
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Toledo, Peoria and Warsaw Eailway Company

V.

Russell B. Foster, who sues as well for himself as

for the People of the State of Illinois.

1. Railroad— liaMlity of, for failure to whistle or ring bell. Under our

statute imposing a penalty of fifty dollars on railways for failure to sound a

whistle or ring a bell for eighty rods before arriving at a crossing, the action

may be brought either by the prosecuting attorney in the name of the people,

or qui tarn by an informer.

2. Degree of proof required in such cases. In an action qui tarn

in such a case, it is error to instruct the jury, for the plaintiff, " that a prepon-

derance of evidence, only, is required, and that it is not necessary a jury should

be satisfied of the guilt of the defendant beyond a reasonable doubt." While

the same completeness of proof is not required in such cases, as in cases where

life or liberty is in jeopardy, yet there must be a reasonable and well founded

belief of the guilt of the defendant,— a very slight preponderance will not

suffice.

Appeal from the Circuit Court of Livingston county; the

Hon. Chaeles R. Stare, Judge, presiding.

The facts of the case sufficiently appear in the opinion of the

court.

Messrs. Bryan & Cochran", for the appellant.

Messrs. Fleming, Pillsbury & Plumb, for the appellee.

Mr. Justice Lawrence delivered the opinion of the Court

:

This was a qui tarn action brought by Foster to recover the

penalty of fifty dollars imposed upon railways, for a failure to

sound a whistle or ring a bell for eighty rods before arriving at

a crossing. There was a recovery in the Circuit Court, and the

defendant appealed.

It is first urged for the appellant, that the suit should have

been brought in the name of the people. It is true, as counsel

suggest, that the 42d section of the act authorizes suit to be

brought by the prosecuting attorney in the name of the people,
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for the recovery of all penalties imposed by Ijie act, and the

penalties when thus recovered, would go exclusively to the

benefit of the State. But the 38th section, which imposes this

particular penalty, provides that one-half shall go to the

informer, and the other half to the State. It follows, that the

action for this penalty may be prosecuted in either form. See

Highee v. The Peoj)le, 4 Scam. 165, and G. (&. C. U. R. R. Co,

V. Appleby, 28 111. 283. In the last case, the court say nothing

on this question in the opinion, but the objection was expressly

taken by counsel in a suit brought under this same statute, and

the judgment of the court below in favor of the plaintiff was

affirmed. See also C. d; A. R. R. v. Howard, 38 111. 414.

It is also urged, that the court erred in instructing the jury,

that a preponderance of evidence, only, was required, and that

it was not necessary a jury should be satisfied of the guilt of

the defendant beyond a reasonable doubt. This instruction

was erroneous. While the law does not require the same com-

pleteness of proof in cases of this character, that is required in

criminal prosecutions where life or liberty is in jeopardy, yet

tlie evidence must be of such a character, as to bring home to

the jury a reasonable and well founded belief of the guilt of

the defendant. Neither a railway company nor a private indi-

vidual should be subjected to a fine, whereby their |)roperty is

to be divested, merely because there is a little more evidence

that they did not perform some required act, than there is that

they did. To allow a jury to enter upon this nice balancing

of probabilities in cases of this character, would be to open wide

a dangerous door. Before a jury render a verdict taking away

a person's property under the form of a fine, they should be

satisfied the law has been violated, and if the evidence fails to

produce upon their minds, that degree of conviction upon

which they would be willing to act in important affairs of their

own, it is not sufficient, even though there may be a very slight

preponderance. For the error in this instruction the judgment

is reversed and the cause remanded.

Judgment reversed,

81— 43d III.
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Syllabus. Statement of the case.

Thomas Ball

V.

Phillip F. W. Peck.

1. Lease— mere loose explanation and statements do not create. Where a

landlord says to the wife of his tenant holding over, that he did not wish him

to leave the premises, and that he would not disturb the tenant until a lessee

of the property, after the expiration of the former lease, should disturb the

landlord, lield, that this does not constitute a new lease to the tenant hold-

ing over.

2. Forcible detainer— notice to quit. A notice to quit should be signed

by the landlord or a properly authorized agent, to be binding on the tenant.

To authorize a recovery in forcible detainer this must be proved. Atd the

notice to quit must be proved by legitimate evidence. This cannot be done by

producing a copy, with an affidavit of service. The witness serving it should

be produced to prove the service.

3. Whether the original notice be left with the tenant, or only a true copy

or a duplicate, the service must be proved by a witness. The statute has not

authorized an individual to make a return of service.

4. The notice required by the third section of the act of 1865, relates to

the notice terminating a lease, under the second section of that act. The

seventh section of that act only dispenses with a notice of the termination of a

lease, which fixes the time when it shall expire ; it requires, on the contrary,

that a notice be given when he elects to terminate it for a breach of cove-

nants.

5. This section of the act of 1865, does not conflict with or repeal the first

section of the forcible entry and detainer act of 1845, which requires a demand

in writing to be made for possession before forcible detainer can be main-

tained. It leaves the demand to be made as required by the act of 1845.

Wkit of Error to the Circuit Court of Cook county ; the

Hon. Erastus S. "Williams, Judge, presiding.

Phillip F. W. Peck brought an action of forcible detainer

against Thomas Ball, before a justice of the peace of Cook

county, on the 8th day of June, 1865, to recover possession of a

house in the city of Chicago. The complaint states, that Peck

leased to Ball on the 1st day of May, 1864, for the term of one

year ; that the term had expired, and that Ball willfully held

over after the determination of the time for which it was leased,
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and after a demand for possession made in writing. A sum-

mons was issued, and a trial was had before the justice of tho

peace, resulting in a judgment in favor of Ball.

An appeal was prosecuted from this judgment to the Cook
Circuit Court. At the September Term, 1865, the cause was

tried bj a jury, who found a verdict in favor of Peck. Defend-

ant entered a motion for a new trial, which was overruled by

the court, and a judgment was rendered on the verdict. He
brings the case to this court by appeal and asks a reversal.

James Long testified in the court below, that he was Peck's

agent ; that .he signed the lease to Ball as such agent ; that

before it expired, he offered to lease the premises to him for

another year, but he on more than one occasion refused to lease

the property ; that witness then leased the premises to Chad-

wick ; that he signed Peck's name to the lease by authority

;

that he leased to Chadwick in April ; that defendant held over.

Plaintiff then offered in evidence the copy of a notice with

affidavit of service attached. It was objected to on the grounds,

that it was not signed by plaintiff, and because the notice

offered was a copy, and also because no foundation had been

laid for the introduction of a copy. The objection was over-

ruled, the paper was read in evidence, and exceptions were

duly taken.

Defendant called a witness who stated, that he was present

at a conversation between Mrs. Ball and plaintiff, in which he

said he had intended Ball to keep the property, and that he did

not desire Chadwick for a tenant, and that Long should not

have leased to him ; but he would not disturb defendant unless

Chadwick should disturb him. Defendant asked several instruc-

tions, the third of which the court refused to give ; it is this

:

" If the jury believe from the evidence, that the plaintiff, P.

F. "W". Peck, after the termination of the lease introduced in

evidence, told the defendant, or any one acting for the defend-

ant, that he did not want the defendant to leave the premises

in question, and that he should not disturb defendant until

Chadwick disturbed him, then the plaintiff cannot 1-ecoverj
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"without proving that Chadwick had interfered with or dis-

turbed him."

To the refusal of the court to give this instruction defendant

excepted, and now urges a reversal on that ground.

Messrs. Monkoe, McKinnon & Tewksbeeet, for the plaintiff

in error.

Messrs. Hotne, Hoeton & Hoyne, for the defendant in error.

Mr. Chief Justice Walker delivered the opinion of the

Court

:

This was an action of forcible detainer for the recovery of

the possession of a house and lot, brought before a justice

of the peace, and removed to the Circuit Court, by appeal, and

thence to this court. On the trial below it appeared in

evidence, that plaintiff in error, on the 1st of May, 1864,

leased of defendant in error the house and lot in controversy,

for the term of one year. Plaintiff in error had for several

years been his tenant. Before the expiration of the term,

however, Lona:, the ag-ent of defendant in error, leased the

premises to one Chadwick, for the ensuing year.

On the 1st day of May, Long served a notice on plaintiff in

error to quit the possession of the premises. His wife, after

the suit was commenced, went to defendant in error and had

an interview with him in reference to the property.

He, it seems, assured her, that he had never intended for

plaintiff in error to leave the premises until it became neces-

sary to remove the building for the purpose of erecting a new

one; that Long had done wrong in renting the premises to

Chadwick, as it was contrary to his wishes, and it was not his

wish that Chadwick should have them ; that he would not

trouble plaintiff in error until Chadwick troubled him, for

possession ; that he wanted tlie keys turned over to himself and

not to Chadwick, as there were other considerations he wanted

settled before Chadwick got them.

He further stated, that plaintiff in error had been a good

tenant, and he never felt inclined for him to leave, until he
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intended building, and then the house would have to be moved

off, even if it sold for fiftj dollars ; that he expected Chadwick

would sue him for damages, and he thought the greatest

damage would be to let him have the property, as it was not

worth the rent he was to pay him for it. He further stated,

that he had previously told Mrs. Ball, that if the place was

rented for $S00, he -v^ould be perfectly willing to give plaintiff

in error a lease for nothing, and he found he was right, for it

was rented for not over $750. " He also stated, that plaintiff

in error could have the place so long as Chadwick did not

trouble him ; he did not wish for Chadwick to take the place

;

he had read too much in the papers to have him for a tenant."

Plaintiff in error asked the court to instruct the jury, that if

they believed, that defendant in error told plaintiff in error,

that he did not wish him to leave the premises, and that he

would not disturb him, until Chadwick disturbed defendant in

error, then he could not recover until Chadwick had interfered

with or disturbed him. The court below refused to give the

instruction, which is urged as a ground of reversal.

The propriety of the refusal to give this instruction, depends

upon whether the conversation defendant in error had with

Mrs. Ball, could be construed into a lease. It seems no more

than his mere declaration as to what he had previously

intended, and regret that his agent had not rented the

property to plaintiff in error. He did not say, that plaintiff,

in error could occupy it for any definite period, for any fixed

sum, nor were any terms named, only he could occupy it if

Chadwick did not disturb him ; but he expected he would sue

him for damages. There was no consideration paid, even if it

could be construed into a contract. It, however, when taken

together, only seems to have been an explanation ; and an

effort on the part of the defendant in error to justify himself

in what had been done, and not an intention on his part to

create a new term or to extend the old one. Again, he

directed her to return the keys of the house to him, which

clearly manifested an intention for plaintiff in error to lease,

and for Chadwick to go into possession. This conversation is
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entirely too loose and indefinite, from which to infer a contract

for any purpose, or a lease of the premises.

On the trial below, the written demand for possession was
read in evidence, against the objections of plaintiff in error. It

was objected specifically, that it was not proved that defendant

in error had signed the original demand, or authorized it to be

done ; that the paper offered was only a copy, and that the

proper foundation was not laid for the introduction of a copy.

The statute has required, that a demand for possession shall be

in writing, before the action is commenced. This demand
being essential, it should be proved, to authorize a recovery,

and in doing so, the rules of evidence must be observed. It is

essential, that the demand should be shown to be genuine,

either signed by the person entitled to possession, or some
one authorized by him, or at least, recognized by him. Again,

the service of the notice of the demand should be proved by
legitimate testimony, and according to the rules of evidence.

Was this done in the present case ?

There is no evidence that defendant in error signed the

notice, nor does it appear that Long, his agent, signed his

name, nor is there any evidence, that either defendant in error

or his agent ever saw the notice which was served. But the

question arises, if this is proved to be a true copy, whether the

subsequent acts of defendant in error did not amount to an

adoption of this notice as his act, although not genuine. We
are inclined to think it did, but such ratification could only

bind or operate upon plaintiff in error, from the time it was

ratified, and he had notice of the fact. He was not bound to

regard an unauthorized notice. If the name of defendant in

error was unauthorized when the service took place, it was not

his act, and plaintiff in error was not bound to regard it. If

unauthorized, there was not, when the copy was served, a

demand for possession, and there is no evidence that this waa

recognized as genuine prior to the commencement of the suit,

and in the absence of such proof the suit was unauthorized.

'No doubt tlie production of the notice on the trial, was a recog-
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nition of its genuineness, but that was subsequent to the suing

out of process.

Again, whether it be necessary to leave the original, or show

the original to the occupant, and serve him with a copy, or

whether the two papers are duplicates, each signed by the person

making the demand, and one is served and the other retained,

still the fact of service must be proved. And that is a fact

which must be established in the usual mode of making proof,

clearly, according to the rules of evidence. The witness mak-

ing the service should be called. Officers, only, are authorized

to make return of service of process, unless it be in a few cases

where the law has authorized private individuals to make a

sworn return ; and there is no express provision of the law,

authorizing a return to be made in this case, either by an officer

or a private individual. It then follows, that the affidavit of

service in this case was not legitimate proof of the service

of the notice, which must be proved to entitle a party to recover

in this form of action. The person who served the notice

should have been called to prove tlie fact.

The third section of the act of 1865, obviously relates alone

to the service of notice in the single case of terminating a lease

for the non-performance of its conditions, as it authorizes the

landlord to do in section two of that act. It does not apply to

the mode of serving notice of the demand for possession in other

cases.

It is insisted, however, that the seventh section of the act of

1S65 (p. 109) dispenses with a demand of possession, before

bringing forcible detainer. That section declares, that in all

cases where a lease or contract exists between the landlord and

tenant, where all of its covenants are fulfilled, the lease or con-

tract shall be deemed sufficient notice of its termination for

the time for which it was made, and no other notice is neces-

sary. The obvious meaning of this provision is, that where, by

the terms of the lease or contract under which the tenant has

entered, a time is fixed for it to expire, the lease or contract

sliall be held to afford hira all the notice the law requires ; that

his lease terminates at that time ; that the landlord shall not
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be required to give tlie tenant notice of the time when it expires.

It would seem to imply, on the contrary, that where the coven-

ants are not fulfilled, and the landlord elects to enter for a

covenant broken, he should give notice, that he has elected to

terminate the lease, and to re-enter; and was designed not

to conflict with sections two and three of the act.

"We do not understand that this provision in any way conflicts

with, or repeals the provision of the first section of the forcible

entry and detainer act of 1845, which requires a demand in

writing to be made before commencing the action. A notice

to terminate a tenancy from year to year, at will, or from month

to month, requires timely notice before the end of the period,

to be given, notifying the tenant that the landlord elects to

terminate the tenancy, and the time when it will expire. But

this is altogether difierent from the notice to quit, and the

demand of possession required by the first section of the forci-

ble entry and detainer law. And the seventh section only

intended to dispense with notice, when the lease had expired

by force of its own terms ; that the term would end at the

stipulated time, still leaving a demand in writing necessary for

the possession before the suit could be brought.

For the errors indicated the judgment of the court below is

reversed and the cause remanded.

Judgment reversed.

James McKindley et al,

V.

Maria Buck et al.

1. Practice—power of court over records after expiration of term. After

a term of the Circuit Court has expired no discretion or authority remains

with that court to set aside a judgment. The court may amend it in a mere

matter of form, upon due notice to the opposite party. Cook v Wood, 24

111. 395.

2. Writ op error coram nobis: This writ has never been in use in this

State, and it has fallen into desuetude even in England. Its place is supplied

by motion in the court where, and during the term when, the error in fact occurs.
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Brief for the Appellants. Brief for the Appellees.

Writ of Eeeok to the Superior Court of Cliicago ; the Hon.

Joseph E. Gary, Judge, presiding.

The facts of the case sufScientlj appear in the opinion of the

court,

Messrs. D. C. & I. J. Nicholes, for the plaintiffs in error,

cited the following

:

The Superior Court erred in setting aside the judgment
after the term had expired at which such judgment was

rendered. Cook v. Wood et al., 24 111. 295.

Proceedings by writ of error coram nobis have been super-

seded by the more summary mode of a direct application to

the court by motion. Pricket''s Heirs v. Legerwood, 7 Peters,

144; Sloo V. State Bank of Illinois, 1 Scam. 436.

A judgment might legally have been rendered against Maria

Buck, although she was a married woman, if the evidence

warranted it. Emerson v. Clayton, 32 111. 494.

The special demurrer should have been sustained. The assign-

ment of errors states no time or place of marriage. The time

of every traversable fact must be stated. Gould's Pleadings,

p. 87, § 63
; p. 110, § 102 ; Comyn's Digest, pleader C, 119, 120.

Messrs. IIuRD, Booth & Keeamee, for the defendants in

error, cited the following

:

Affidavits copied into the record are no part of the record.

Farnsworth v. Agnew, 27 111. 44 ; Schlump v. Reidersdorf, 28

id. 68.

A motion by Mrs. Buck would not conclude her husband,

who is a party to the writ of error. 2 Tidd's Practice, 1135.

The rule, that the court in which the judgment is rendered,

cannot set aside after the term at which it is rendered, does not

apply to writs cora.in nobis.

The court in which the " error in facV lias occurred is tlie

only court in which it can be corrected. Beaubien v. Hamil-

ton, 3 Scam. 213; Peak v. Shasted, 21 111. 137; 3 Burrill's

Practice, p. 151, §§ 1008, 1009, 767, 768, 769.
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Mr. Justice Bkeese delivered the opinion of the Court

:

This court decided in 1860, after much consideration, that a

term of the Circuit Court having expired, no discretion or

authority remained with that court to set aside a judgment.

It might amend it in mere matter of form, after notice to the

opposite part3^ Cooh v. Wood et al.^ 24: 111. 295. This decision

has been adhered to, and will continue to be. This writ of

error coram nohis, issued bj the Superior Court of Chicago,

has very much the appearance of an attempt to avoid this

decision, but it cannot succeed.

This old writ has never been in use in this State, and it has

fallen into desuetude even in England. Its place is most

effectually supplied by the more summary proceeding by

motion in the court where the error in fact occurred. In this

very case, the defendants in error here, one of them, Maria

Buck, entered her motion, at the term at wdiich her default

was entered, to set the default aside, and read her own affida-

vit and one made by her counsel, in support of her motion,

w4iich the court denied, and to which she excepted. Eesort is

then had, after the term was ended, to this obsolete writ, to

effect that which, at the term, the court committing the alleged

error, refused.

Counsel for defendants in error say, that these affidavits

cannot be used here, as they are not in the record by bill of

exceptions. Nor should they be. They appear in the record

as a part of the history of the case, as made by the defendant

Maria Buck, and follow immediately after the judgment by

default taken against her, and they contain the facts, on which

she then sought to set aside the default, and are the same, sub-

stantially, as alleged in the petition to the Superior Court for

this writ of error. The court, on a full hearing of the motion,

on her own proofs, refused to allow it. It was her business, as

she excepted to the ruling of the court, to have embodied her

proofs in a bill of exceptions, and thus brought the question

before this court. A party cannot be indulged in a resort to

different remedies where one properly adopted has failed of sue-
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cess on its merits. It would be introducing a dangerous
practice, should it be tolerated, and protract litigation to an
indefinite extent.

If the defendant Maria Buck, could show a valid excuse for

failing to set up her defense in the original suit, and that the

judgment was inequitable, a court of chancery would interfere

to relieve her. Such a mode of proceeding will best subserve

the public interests, and best preserve the rights of all parties.

The judgment on the writ of error coram nobis is reversed,

and the writ quashed.

Judgment reversed.

Robert P. Breckenridge

V.

Cyrus H. McCormick et al.

Injunction— amount necessary to jurisdiction. Under our statute, courta

will not entertain jurisdiction or grant an injunction to restrain the collection

of a judgment, where the amount in controversy is less than twenty dollars.

Appeal from the Circuit Court of Livingston county; the

Hon. Chaeles R. Stake, Judge, presiding.

The facts of the case sufiicientlj appear in the opinion of the

court.

Messrs. Tlemestg, Pillsbtirt & Plumb, for the appellant.

Mr. L. E. Patson, for the appellees.

Per CuRLOi: The only question presented by this record is,

whether a court ofchancery will entertain jurisdiction of a bill to

enjoin the collection of a less sum than twenty dollars, which a

constable was proceeding to collect upon an execution issued by a

justice, as the balance due upon a judgment. It is urged in

support of the bill, that it does not fall within the provisions of

the 8th section of the chapter of injunctions, because the judg-

ment was originally for more than twenty dollars. However
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that may be, it clearly does fall within the 29th section of the

chapter of the Kevised Statutes, entitled " Courts," which gives

jurisdiction to the Circuit Court over all matters in common law

and chancery, where the debt or demand does not exceed twenty

dollars. It is true the complainant here is not, strictly, seeking

to enforce a debt or demand, but the case, neveiiheless, falls

within the purview of the law. The object of the legislature

(and it was a very proper one) was to prevent the higher courts

from being opened to petty litigation, in regard to sums of

trifling magnitude. The Circuit Court properly dismissed the

bill.

Decree affirmed.

JoHANN Keep
V.

William Fuchs.

Fees and salaries— duties of clerics— and fees for entering suits for trial.

The statute makes it the duty of the clerks of the Circuit Courts to prepare and

keep a docket of all causes pending in their respective courts, in which shall

be entered the names of the parties, the cause of action, and name of the

plaintiff's attorney; and to furnish the judge and the bar, at each term, with

a copy of the same ; and provides, that for this labor the clerk shall be entitled

to a fee of ten cents for entering each suit on the docket for trial. The Circuit

Court overruled a motion to retas a bill of costs, charging ten cents each for

entering a cause on the docket of the judge, the bar, and the clerk— held, that

only one charge of ten cents can be made for docketing each cause on the

trial docket, and that no charge can be made for entering a cause on the copies

for the judge and the bar.

Appeal from the Circuit Court of Bureau county ; the Hon.
G. S. Eldridge, Judge, presiding.

The facts of the case sufficiently appear in the opinion of tlie

court.

Mr. G. G. GiBONS, for the appellant.

Mr. Geokge O. Ide, for the appellee.
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Mr. Chief Justice Walker delivered the opinion of the

Court

:

The only question presented by tliis record is, whether the

clerk has the right to charge ten cents each, for entering a cause

on the docket of the judge, the clerk, and the bar, or is only

entitled to ten cents for making all three entries. It is declared,

by the 7th section of the chapter entitled, " Fees and salaries
"

(Scates' Comp. 510), that the clerk of the Circuit Court shall

receive "for entering each suit on the docket for trial, ten

cents." And the 9th section of the chapter entitled "Practice"

(Scates' Comp, 265), declares, that the "clerks of the Circuit

Courts shall keep a docket of all causes pending in their

respective courts, in which shall be entered the names of the

parties, the cause of action, and the name of the plaintiff's

attorney; and he shall furnish the judge and the bar, at each

term, with a copy of the same."

By these provisions, the charge can only be made for docketing

the cause for trial. Any other docketing is not embraced in the

enactment. And the charge is only allowed for entering it on

the docket, and not for entering it on the copy. There is but

one docket and the others are copies of that one, and the fee ia

allowed for making the entry thereon as required. If it had

been intended, that a fee should be allowed for any other entry

than that on the docket, the language would have embraced

each entry on the docket and on the copies. It would not have

been limited to the entry on the docket. The law requires that

the two copies shall be made, but has failed to provide a com-

pensation for it, unless it is embraced in the annual allowance

to the clerks for extra services like the present. We, therefore,

think the court below erred in refusing to retax the bill of costs,

as the clerk should have been allowed for docketing the case

but once, instead of three times. The judgment of the court

below must be reversed and the cause remanded.

Judgment reversed^
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John Bates ei al.

V.

Daniel Williams, for use of Jacob Schoonover.

1. Pleading— estoppel. In an action upon a replevin bond, it was objected

by tlie obligor, upon general demurrer, tliat the declaration did not aver that

the justice of the peace before whom the action of replevin was tried had

jurisdiction of the cause: Held, that, having sought that jurisdiction, he was

estopped by his own act and admission.

2. Practice — default— assessment of damages. Where a defendant

demurs to a declaration, and his demurrer is overruled, and he fails to obtain

leave to plead, a default for want of a plea is the necessary consequence. The
judgment on the demurrer in such case is, that plaintiff recover his debt, and

damages occasioned by detention of the same, to assess which a jury should

be called.

3. Verdict — informality of. Where a verdict does substantial justice,

and the party against whom rendered shows no merits, informality should not

vitiate it.

Appeal from the Circuit Court of Livingston county ; the

Hon. Charles E.. Starr, Judge, presiding.

The facts of the case sufficiently appear in the opinion of

the court.

Mr. C. J. Beattie, for the appellants.

Messrs. Fleming, Pillsburt & Plumb, for the appellees.

Mr. Justice Breese delivered the opinion of the Court

:

The only questions made on this record are, as to the

Bufficiency of the declaration, and the assessment of damages

by the jury.

The action was for debt on a replevin bond executed by

appellant to a constable. On a trial of the suit in replevin, the

plaintiff failed to establish his right to the property, and a writ

of retorno hcibendo was awarded.
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The main objection taken to the declaration is, that it does

not aver, that the justice of the peace before whom the action

of replevin was tried had jurisdiction of the cause.

"When it is considered, that appellant himself sought that

jurisdiction, and executed the bond in question in order to

avail of it, he cannot now make such an objection. He is

estopped by his own act and admission. This principle is

recognized in the case of Shaw v. HaveMuft, 21 111. 127, and

in other cases.

The demurrer was general, and, on its being overruled,

ajjpellant abided by his demurrer, and a jury was called to

assess the damages, the record reciting, on defendants abiding

by their demurrer, judgment by default is entered against

them. Appellant's counsel insists, that such is not the fact,

—

that they appeared and filed their demurrer, and, consequently,

were not in default. Appellant's counsel fails to remember

there is more tlian one kind of default. The first is that of

appearance ; where a party, duly notified, fails to make an

appearance, his default is entered as oT course. Another is

default of plea. This was the default appellant suffered. On
overruling the demurrer, if they had a defense, they should

have obtained leave to plead. Kot doing so, their default for

want of a plea was the necessary consequence.

The judgment on the demurrer was in chief for the plaintiff,

that he ought to recover his debt (naming it) and his damages

occasioned by the detention of the same ; but, as these are

unknown to the court, let a jury come, etc. This is the for-

mal entry. The court should have entered judgment for the

specific debt, and then submitted the question of damages to

the jury.

The most that can be said against the verdict of the jury is,

that it is informal, finding the debt on a default, and finding

the defendants guilty. The damages are well assessed according

to the evidence. The informal parts of the verdict should not

vitiate it. The appellants show no merits, and justice seema

to have been done.

Judgment affi/rmed.
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The City of Chicago

V.

Jonathan A. Allen et ux.

Evidence— irrelevance/— and inadmissibility of. In an action for an injury

sustained tlirough. tlie overturning of a carriage, by reason of a hole made and

left in the street by city authorities, evidence that the injured party, during

the following winter, went to Cuba, for the more perfect restoration of health,

without showing that the change was necessary to a complete recovery— held

inadmissible and improper, as tending to influence the jury in giving damages.

Appeal from the Superior Court of Chicago ; the Hon. Joseph

E. Gakt, Judge, presiding.

The opinion of the court contains a statement of the case.

Mr. S. A. Iewin, for the appellant.

Messrs. "Walkek & Dextee, for the appellees.

Mr. Justice Laweence delivered the opinion of the Court:

This was an action brought by the appellees against the city

of Chicago, for injuries received by Mrs, Allen from the over-

turning of a carriage, consequent upon its being driven into a

hole made by the city in repairing a street and left unguarded.

The collar-bone of Mrs. Allen was fractured. The jury found

for the plaintiifs a verdict for four thousand dollars, and the city

appealed.

On the trial, the plaintiffs, against the objection of the defend-

ant, was permitted to prove, that Mrs. Allen passed the winter

succeeding the accident, in the island of Cuba, with a view to

the more perfect restoration of her health. This evidence is

stated in the record to have been admitted by the court as

tending to show the extent of the injury. "We are wholly

unable to see in what way it could shed light upon that subject,

or upon what ground it was admissible. If it had been shown

that a change of climate was necessary to a complete recovery
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from injuries caused by this accident, and was likely to lead to

such a result, and that the desired climate could not be found

nearer than Cuba, then the evidence would have been admissi-

ble. But nothing of that kind was shown. Tlie accident

occurred in August. The following winter the plaintiff went

to Cuba for the improvement of her health, which seems not

to have been perfect prior to the accident. That this accident

made such a journey necessary is not shown, and yet the jury,

from the mere fact that such proof was permitted to be made,

would be quite certain to give this evidence weight in fixing

the amount of damages. For the error in admitting this evi-

dence, the judgment must be reversed.

Jvdgment reversed.

John S. Brown
V.

Archibald C. Leckie et al,

1. Check— certified good. The certifyiug a clieck "good," produces no

other effect than to give it additional currency by carrying with it the OYidence

that it is drawn in good faith and its payment will be met, and by lending to

it the credit of the drawee in addition to that of the drawer. Beyond this it

does not differ from an uncertified check.

2. Same— effect of drawing checJc on fund. Where a depositor draws Ms
check on his banker who has his funds to an equal or greater amount, it

operates to transfer the sum named in the check to the payee, who might sue

for and recover the amount from the banker. And a transfer of the check

carries with it the title to the sum named in the check to each successive

holder.

3. SAsrE. Although certified checks pass from hand to hand as money, Ri»

cash, still they are not cash, or currency, in the legal sense of that term, and

do not lose the characteristics of bills of exchange, and when dishonored, the

holder has a right to look to the drawer for payment. As the acceptance of a

bill does not discharge the drawer, so neither does the acceptance of a check,

manifested by the word " good " placed upon it by the drawer, discharge the

drawer. According to authority they rest on the same principles, and in this

respect there is no difference.

32— 43d III.
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4. Check— certified good— drawer charged icith the amount. It can make
no diflference if tlie drawer is charged witli the amount of the check, when
the drawee indorses it " good." According to general usage the banker expects

to pay the check out of the funds of the drawer in his hands, and makes a

inemorandum, or takes some other course by which he ^vill not permit the

amount necessary to meet it to be anticipated, .and this is understood by the

drawer and the payee. It therefore does not matter whether it is actually

charged up at the time, as in either case the funds pass from the control of the

drawer.

5. Same— set-off hy hanker. A banker can not set off a demand he holds

against the person presenting a check for payment. When a check is received

in the usual course of business, it is not presumed to be received in payment,

lut rather as a means to procure payment. The holder becomes the agent to

collect the money of the drawer, and if not guilty of negligence that injures

the drawer, the holder will not be answerable if the banker refuses payment.

In a suit against the drawer, the holder may treat it as a nullity, and resort

to the original cause of action. To hold otherwise would greatly embarrass

the business of the commercial world.

Appeal from tlie Superior Court of Chicago; the Hon,

Joseph E. Gary, Judge, presiding.

This was an action of assumpsit brought by Archibald Leckie,

George H. Sellers and "William A. Leckie, partners, under the

name and style of Leckie, Sellers & Co., in the Superior Court

of Chicago, against John S. Brown, to recover the amount of

a check for $3,380.24:, drawn by defendant, in favor of plaintiffs,

on Solomon Sturgis' Sons.

The declaration contained two special counts on the check,

and the common counts. Defendant pleaded the general

issue.

The cause was tried before the court and a jury, at the

December Term, 1866. After hearing the evidence, the jury

found a verdict in favor of the plaintiffs for 3,474.80. Defend-

ant thereupon entered a motion for a new trial, which was

overruled by the court, and judgment was rendered upon the

verdict ; and he brings the case to this court by appeal. He
assigns errors : that the verdict is against the law and the evi-

dence; that the court erred in excluding evidence, in overruling

the motion for a new trial, and in rendering judgment.
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Messrs. "Walkek & Dextee, for the appellant.

Mr. O. B. Sansum, for the appellees.

Mr. Chief Justice Walker delivered the opinion of the

Court

:

This was an action brought bj appellees in the Superior

Court of Chicago, against appellant, on this check:

" Chicago, July 7, 1866.
" Solomon Stukgis' Sons :

" Pay to Leckie, Sellers & Co., thirty-three hundred, eighty

and 24r-100 dollars.

*' $3,380.24. J. S. BUOWK & CO."

It was certified across its face, " Good, S. Sturgis' Sons." It

appeared on the trial, that about the date of the check, appellees

sold to appellant a quantity of high-wines, and in payment

thereof he gave this check, certified as good, by the drawees.

A short time subsequently, appellees presented the check for

payment, which Solomon Sturgis' Sons refused to make in

money, but offered to place it to their credit, who were at the

time indebted to them, as they claimed.

This appellees refused to allow, and demanded the money on

the check. They thereupon returned the check to appellant,

and demanded the money or another check, which was refused.

Before the check was received by appellees, and at the time

it was certified to be good, the amount called for in the check

was charged to appellant's account with Solomon Sturgis' Sons.

On the trial, appellant ofiered to prove that when the check

was presented to Solomon Sturgis' Sons, appellees were indebted

to them in a sum larger than the amount of tlie check, and

that they, as drawees, offered to credit the check upon appellees'

account. But the court below refused to permit him to intro-

duce such evidence, to which appellant excepted. The jury

found a verdict in favor of appellees, for the amount of the

check and interest.
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Ko question is made, in this case, as to the presentment and

notice of non-payment ; and tliese questions do not arise on

this record. We will therefore proceed to the consideration of

those which are presented.

In the cases of Rounds v. Smithy and Bickford v. The First

National BanTc^ 42 111. 23S, the question was presented as to

the effect of certifying a check "good." It was held, tliat its

only effect was to give it additional currency, by carrying with

it the evidence that it was drawn in good faith, on funds to

meet its payment, and lending to it the credit of the drawee,

in addition to the credit of the drawer. That beyond this,

it did not differ from an uncertified check. In those cases,

however, the amount of the check was not charged up to the

drawer. In that respect, this case differs from those.

In those cases, it was held, as it had been in the case of Munn
V. Burch, 25 111. 35, that when a depositor draws his check on

his banker, who has his funds to an equal or greater sum than

his check, it operates to transfer the sum named to the payee,

who might sue for and recover the amount from the banker,

and that a transfer of the check carried with it the title to the

amount named in the check, to each successive holder. In the

case of Bickford v. The First National Banh, it was held,

that, although certified checks pass from hand to hand as cash,

still they are not cash, or currency, in the legal sense of these

terms, and they do not lose, on that account, any of the char-

acteristics of bills of exchange, and, therefore, when dishonored,

the holder has a right to look to the drawer for payment ; and

Munn V. Burch is referred to in support of this doctrine : that,

as the acceptance of a bill of exchange does not discharge the

drawer, if protested for non-payment, so, neither sliould the

acceptance of a check, manifested by the word "good" placed

upon it by the bank, discharge the drawer ; that, according to

the weight of authority, they seem to rest on the same principle.

In this respect, there can be no difference between an uncerti-

fied and a certified check, the dishonor of either, on well settled

principles, must make the drawer liable.

According to the principles announced in this case, it can
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make no difference whether the drawer is actually charged on

the books of the drawee or not, with the amount of the check,

when it is indorsed " good." According to general usage, the

banker, when he makes such an indorsement, expects to pay

the check out of the drawer's funds in his hands, and makes

some memorandum, or takes some other course, by which ho

will not permit the amount necessary to meet the check to be

anticipated ; and this, both the drawer and payee understand.

So, it will be seen, that the practical effect of certifying a check

is the same, whether the drawer is actually charged on the

books or not, as in either case, that amount of his funds is

withdrawn from his control until the payment of the check is

refused.

The remaining question is, whether the banker, upon whom
the certified check was drawn, may, when it is presented, set

off the indebtedness of the holder, against the check. In the

case of Cromwell v. Wing, 1 Hall (IS". T.) 56, it was held, that

a check on a banker, given in the ordinar}^ course of busine»fe,

is not presumed to be received as an absolute payment, even if

the drawer have funds in the bank, but as the means to procure

the money. The holder, in such a case, becomes the agent of

the drawer to collect the money
; and, if guilty of no negligence

whereby an actual injury is sustained by the drawer, he will

not be answerable, if, from any peculiar circumstances attending

the bank, the check is not paid. And in a suit against the

drawer for the consideration of such a check, the holder may
treat it as a nullity, and resort to the original cause of action.

When it is remembered, that almost all of the vast sums of

money employed in carrying on the commerce of the world, is

paid out by means of checks, which are not received as payment

by the creditor or vendor, but simply as the means, and the

usual means, of obtaining his money, it is but reasonable to

regard the holder of the check as an agent of the drawer.

Again, vast amounts of property are sold by agents, brokers,

and commission men, for the benefit of their principals, and it

would be unreasonable and unjust, when they received a check

as the means of procuring the money of their principals, to
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permit bankers to set off any demand they might have against

such a holder. If the holder is only treated as the agent of the

drawer, it would be manifestly wrong to permit the banker to

set off this debt of the agent, against the debt he owes to the

drawer. Not only so, but it would be in violation of all the

rules relating to set-off.

It is true, in this case there was no plea of set-off interposed,

nor do counsel call it set-off, but it could be nothing else.

Even if it had constituted a defense, to have availed of it

appellant should have pleaded it. In no view that we can take

of this case, do we see that appellant presented any defense in

the court below. JSTor do we discover any error in this record.

The judgment of the court below must, therefore, be affirmed.

Judgment a^rmed.

Harry White
V.

John Gillman.

Contract— condition precedent. Appellee sold upon credit to appellant,

his landlord, all the crops lie had raised on his land, at the price of $500,

and agreed to leave the premises in ten days with all his " traps." Appellee

did leave, and removed the greater part of his property within the time speci-

fied, but left around the premises some geese, shoats, sheep and ducks, for a

longer period. Appellant entered and took possession of the crops, but

refused to pay, on the ground, that the removal of appellee with all his prop-

erty was a condition precedent. Held, it was not, and that appellant having

received value, law and justice both combined in requiring him to pay the

amount he agreed.

Appeal from the Court of Common Pleas of the city of

Aurora ; the Hon R. G. Montont, Judge, presiding.

The facts of the case sufficiently appear in the opinion of the

court.

Mr. C. J. Metznee, for the appellant.

Messrs. Wagnek & Canfield, for the appellee.
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Mr. Justice Beeese delivered the opinion of the Coiirt

:

It was substantially proved, that the plaintiff, Gillman, sold

ont to White all bis interest in the crop he had raised on

White's land, for which White was to pay him five hundred

dollars, and Gillman was to leave the premises with all his

" traps " in ten days. Gillman did leave the premises with the

bulk of his property and effects within the ten days, but left

some geese and some shoats remaining there, and some sheep

roaming about the place, and some ducks and turkeys. The
appellant claimed that this removal with all his "traps" in ten

daj^s, was a condition precedent, and not being performed to the

letter by Gillman, he had no right of action to recover the five

hundred dollars, but this construction cannot be allowed. This

proposition he has embodied in several instructions, which

the court refused to give.

The questions arising npon these instructions were fully con-

sidered and decided by this court, in the case of Nelson v. Oren^

41 111. 18 ; and the case of Boone v. Eyre^ 1 H. Bl. 273, com-

mented on at length. The principles of that case govern

this. Here the contract was executed in part, of which

White has the full enjoyment. For a failure by Gillman to

remove " all his traps " in ten days, he was liable to damages,

and that question of damages was submitted, by agreement of

these parties, to the jury trying this case. Here, White claims

to keep the crop Gillman raised, worth five hundred dollars,

because Gillman did not take his ducks and geese, and a few

shoats and turkeys off the place, in ten days.

As in Boone v. Eyre^ if the plea there interposed was allowed,

any one negro, not being the property of the plaintiff, would

bar the action, although the estate had passed out of the

plaintiff, and gone to the defendant; so here, a single duck or

goose remaining on these premises, would defeat the plaintiff's

right to recover for his whole crop. The absurdity of the

proposition is manifest. If White had been damaged by reason

that these articles were not removed in ten days, the jury could

and would have awarded damages to him. He is in the enjoy-

ment of the object of the contract, which was the crop, and
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for the price of which, he got an allowance by the assessor as

for hired labor. Law and justice both combine in requiring

"White to pay the amount he agreed to pay. He has value for it.

As to the instructions given for the plaintiff, there may be

some technical inaccuracies in them, but they lay down, cor-

rectly, the rule governing the case ; and the verdict is so mani-

festly right on the evidence, that slight technical errors in the

instructions, should not be permitted to disturb it.

The modification made by the court to the defendant's last

instruction was proper, and is in harmony with the views we
expressed in the case of Nehon v. Oren^ sujpra^ and with the

law.

The judgment must be affirmed.

Judgment affirmed.

William Dickson

V.

James Todd et al.

1. Ees adjudicata— lohat constitutes. The holder of certain lots of

ground by contract of purchase, conveyed the same by deed to another person,

but before that deed was recorded the grantor therein procured his vendor to

convey the premises to a trustee to secure certain indebtedness of the former,

and on default in payment the premises were sold under the deed of trust, &
third person becoming the purchaser. The grantee in the first deed then filed

his bill in chancery, claiming title to the premises, and the right to redeem

from the sale under the trust deed, and on a hearing tliat bill was dismissed.

Pending that suit a judgment was recovered against the complainant therein,

and his interest in the lots was levied upon and sold, and the title passed by

means of a redemption by a judgment creditor, and a transfer of the sheriff's

certificate to a third person, to whom the sheriff made a deed. A subsequent

grantee under the title derived through the sale under the deed of trust filed

a bill against the holder of the title derived under the execution sale, to

remove the cloud upon the title of the complainant created thereby, whereupon

the defendant filed his cross-bill, claiming the right to redeem from the trust

sale, and thereby to acquire the title to the xDremises. It was held, that the

rights of the defendant in the last suit, holding as a purchaser pendente lite

under the title of the complainant in the first suit, were fully adjudicated and

settled by the decree in such former suit.
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2. VxTRCUA.s^'R?, pendente lite— hound hy the judgment or decree rendered.

Judgnients and decrees bind equally parties and privies, and a purchaser

pendente lite stands in the latter category.

Appeal from the Circuit Court of Cook county; the Hon.

E. S. WiLLiAJiSj Judge, presiding.

The facts in this case are fullj stated in the opinion.

Mr. "W. T. BuKGEss, for the appellant.

Messrs. IIoyne & IIorton and Mr. J. P. Atwood, for the

appellees.

Mr. Justice Lawrence delivered the opinion of the Court

:

On the 7th of August, 1843, Lewis W. Clark, holding lots

14, 15 and 16, in block 22 in Wolcott's addition to Chicago,

by a contract of purchase from Ogden, conveyed the same to

his sister, Letty M. Clark. On the 2Tth of July, 1848, Clark,

being indebted to Erastus Corning & Co , caused Ogden to con-

vey the legal title to Burch, as trustee, to secure the payment

of said debt. Clark himself united in this deed, and it was

executed and recorded before the record of the above named

deed to Letty M. Clark. Default having been made in the

payment to Corning & Co., Burch sold, under the deed of trust,

on the 9tli of October, 1851, and Buckner S. Morris became

the purchaser, to whom Burch did not then make a deed, but

gave a memorandum of the sale. Morris was surety for Clark,

on the debt due Corning & Co. On the 22d of November,

1854, Lewis W. Clark conveyed the premises to Henry PL

Hon ore.

While the title stood in this condition, and on the 2d of May,

1855 (Burch not having yet conveyed to Morris), Letty M.

Clark filed her bill in the Common Pleas Court of Cook county,

making parties, Burch, Morris, Ogden, Corning &, Co. and the

widow and heirs of Lewis W. Clark, who had, in the meantime,

departed this life, and claimed title in her bill to these lots,

under her deed from Clark, on the ground, that, although the

deed of trust to Burch was first recorded, the parties thereto,
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and all persons claiming under it, were chargeable with actual

notice through her alleged possession of tlie property. The
bill further charged, that the purchase by Morris, at the sale

under the deed of trust, was for the benefit of Clark, and in

secret trust for him, and to enable him to hold the property

discharged of the rights of the complainant, under her deed of

August 7th, 1843. The bill prayed that an account be taken

of the debt due Corning & Co., and secured by the deed of trust,

and that the complainant be permitted to redeem the property

by paying the amount found due. The defendants answered,

and the case having been heard on the pleadings and proofs,

the bill was dismissed. The complainant brought the record

to this court, and the decree of the Common Pleas was affirmed.

The case is reported in 22 111. 434,

While the foregoing suit was pending, one Benedict recovered

a judgment against Letty M. Clark, upon which execution

issued, and the sherift' sold her interest in the lots in contro-

versy to one Hall, The title thus acquired passed by means

of a redemption by another judgment creditor, and a transfer

of the sheriff's certificate, to Dickson, the present appellant,

and on the 12tli of July, 1858, the sheriff made him a deed.

All this occurred pending the above mentioned suit.

After that suit was finally disposed of in this court, Burch,.

still holding the legal title, conveyed it to Morris, who, as

already stated, had become the purchaser at the sale under the

deed of trust, before that suit had commenced, and Morris, on

the 30th of January, 1860, conveyed to Il'onore, who, on the

6th of April, 1860, conveyed, for a valuable consideration, to

Todd, The bill in this case was filed by Todd against Dickson,

to remove the cloud upon the title created by Dickson's claim

to the premises, under his sheriff's deed, above mentioned.

Dickson answered, and filed a cross-bill claiming the right to

redeem from tlie sale under the Burch deed of trust, and by

redeeming, acquire title to the premises. The Circuit Court

decreed in favor of Todd, and dismissed the cross-bill. Dickson

brings the record here by appeal.

The statement of the foregoing facts is nearly all that is

necessary to be said to dispose of this case. A plainer instance
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of res adjudicata does not often arise. If the rights of the

parties to this record are not concluded by the former litigation

and decree in the case of Letty M. Clark against Morris and

others, we shall almost despair of definitely settling the rights

of parties in any suit. It is not denied by counsel for appellant

that Dickson, who acquired the title of Letty M. Clark pending

the former suit, took it subject to whatever decree in that suit

the court might make. This is familiar law. If such were

not the rule, parties, by transferring their rights pendente lite^

might keep the door of litigation perpetually open over the

same subject matter. Judgments and decrees bind equally

parties and privies, and a purchaser jpendente lite stands in the

latter category.

In this suit, then, Dickson stands in the shoes of Letty M.
Clark, and is bound by the former decree against her, in favor

of the parties under whom Todd claims, if the subject matter

of the two suits was the same. The only difference which the

counsel for the appellant attempts to point out is this: He
insists, that the title to the premises, as a question of paramount

title, was only in controversy in the first suit, while the present

cross-bill is a bill to redeem. But this is an error. The bill

in the former case did not proceed on the ground of paramount

title alone ; on the contrary, it distinctly put in issue the right

to redeem from the sale under the trust deed. As we have

already shown, in speaking of that bill, it avers, that the

purchase by Morris, under the trust deed, was made for the

benefit of Lewis W. Clark, and in trust for him, and to enable

him to hold the premises discharged of the claim of Letty M.
Clark, under her deed of August 7, 1843, and asks an account

to be stated between Clark and Corning & Co., and to be per-

mitted to redeem. It is, therefore, perfectly clear, that the

right to redeem was as much in issue in the former suit as in

the present.

Counsel allege, that the present cross-bill avers an agreement

between Morris and Clark, that Clark should be permitted to

redeem, and in that respect differs from the former bill. But
this is simply averring a circumstance, which, if true, would go
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to show tliat Morris did purchase in trust for Clark, subject to

tlie payment of his advances, and the allegation that he did so

purchase was made in the former bill, and the right to redeem

was claimed as a consequence. Proof of the agreement, alleged

m the present bill to have been made, would have been admis-

sible in evidence under the former bill. Indeed, the evidence

relied upon to prove such agreement is the answer of Morris to

the former bill. But it is sufficient to say, that the question,

whether there was a trust for the benefit of Clark in the pur-

chase of Morris, and whether there was a consequent right to

redeem, were distinctly put in issue in the former cause, and

decided against the then complainant. That decree is binding

upon Dickson
J
and conclusive of the present case.

Decree affirmed.

Martin 0. Walker et al,

V.

Hugh Martin.

1. Habeas cobptjs— presumption, and effect of discha/rge. When no

reason is assigned in the order of discliarge, it will be presumed that the court

examined into the merits of the case and became satisfied the criminal charge

was not established. Under our statute a discharge upon habeas corpus, does

not preclude an investigation by the grand jury.

2. Malicious prosecution— iclien action may be commenced. To maintain

this action the plaintiff must show that the criminal prosecution was legally

ended before the action was commenced. If the criminal prosecution be not

ended at the time the action is commenced, then the action is premature.

3. On the trial of an action for malicious prosecution, the plaintiff who had

been bound over to appear before the Recorder's Court of the city of Chicago,

showed a discharge upon habeas corpus, by the Circuit Court of Cook county, to

prove that the criminal prosecution had been ended ; held, that it should also

have been made to appear on the trial ttiat the State's attorney did not send

the case with the recognized witnesses to the grand jury, or if he did send them

that no steps had been taken by the people.

4. Damages— excessivenessof. While great latitude must and is allowed

juries in all actions for personal torts, yet it must be confined within some

limits— no less for j ustice' sake than for the protection of the citizen.
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5. Where, in estimating damages, it is obvious the jury was actuated by-

improper motives, or where the amount of the verdict is so extravagantly large

as to shock the mind, and it is plain that the jury could not have taken into

consideration that the plaintiff was a man of bad character, the court will

not hesitate to set the judgment aside, on the ground that the damages are

excessive.

Appeal from the Circuit Court of Will county ; the Hon.

JosiAH McHoBERTS, Judgc, presiding.

This was an action on the case brought by Hugh Martin

against Martin O. Walker and Guy H. Cutting, in the Cook
Circuit Court, for malicious prosecution. A change of venue

was taken to Will county, where the case was tried before a

jury, and resulted in a verdict and judgment in favor of appellee

for twenty thousand dollars.

The declaration contains three counts.

The first and second of which allege, that on the 17th day of

March, 1866, defendants charged plaintiff with larceny of coal,

and caused a justice to issue a warrant for his apprehension,

and on the 29th day of March, caused him to be arrested under

said warrant— detained seven hours— and held to bail for his

appearance at the next term of the Recorder's Court of the city

of Chicago, and also committed him to the jail of Cook county,

and there kept him for nine days then next following, until, on

the 5th day of April, 1866, to procure his release from imprison-

ment, plaintiff sued out of the Circuit Court of Cook county, a

writ oi habeas corpus^ by virtue of which he was conveyed before

said court, on the 7tli day of April, 1866, and then and there

adjudged and determined not guilty of said supposed offense,

and fully acquitted and discharged ; and that defendants have

not further prosecuted said complaint, but deserted and aban-

doned the same, and that the said complaint and prosecution

is ended and determined.

The third count is general, and, without specifying any man-
ner of discharge, alleges an arrest on the 29th day of March,

1866, for felony, and that at the expiration of nine days, the

plaintiff was duly discharged and fully acquitted.
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The plaintiff's evidence shows, that a warrant was issued

against him on the 17th day of March, 1866 ; that on the 29th

day of the same month lie was arrested and brought before the

justice. That an examination took place on that day, and he

was required to give bail in the sum of three hundred dollars

for his appearance in the Recorder's Court, in default of which

he was committed to the Cook county jail.

The only proof introduced on the trial, tending to show the

prosecution ended, was, that on the 5th day of April, A. D. 1866,

the plaintiff sued a writ of habeas corpus out of the Circuit Court

of Cook county, and on the Tth day of the same month was dis-

charged from imprisonment by an order of that court in these

words, " and it appearing to the court that the said Hugh
Martin, relator as aforesaid, is illegally detained under the cus-

tody of the said John A. Nelson, sheriff*, etc., therefore it is

ordered and considered by the court, that the said Hugh Mar-

tin, relator as aforesaid, be and he is hereby discharged, out of

the custody of said John A. Kelson, sheriff, etc., and that he

go hence thereof without day."

The defendants moved the court to exclude from the evidence

in the case, the record of proceedings in the Cook Circuit Court

on habeas corpus, on the following grounds :

1. Of variance between such record, and the statements of

the declaration,

2. That such record did not show plaintiff to have been dis-

charged in the manner alleged, which motion the court over-

ruled and defendants excepted.

The defendants' counsel then moved to exclude all plaintiff's

evidence on the same grounds ; and also, on the ground that it

did not appear that there had been a legal determination of the

charge against plaintiff b,y the proceedings thereon, or that the

same has been wholly ended.

This motion was also overruled, and exception taken.

The defense introduced several witnesses who testified that

plaintiff 's character for honesty and integrity was bad.

Mr. W. K. McAllister, for the appellant.

Messrs. U. F. Lestder and G. W. Brant, for the appellee.
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Mr. Justice Bkeese delivered tlie opinion of the Court

:

The first point made ou this record is, that the a'ction is pre-

maturely brought, for the reason, that the criminal prosecution

which originated it was not legally terminated at the time it

was commenced, neither by the action or decision of a compe-

tent tribunal, nor by abandonment thereof by the appellants as

prosecutors.

It appears, a warrant was issued against Martin on the afii-

davit of Cutting, one of the appellants, made before a justice

of the peace of Cook county, charging him with the larceny of

some coal, the property of appellants. Martin was arrested on

this warrant and brought before the justice, was examined in

relation to the charge, and both of the appellants testified as

witnesses. Martin was required to give bail for his appearance

at the next term of the Recorder's Court to answer the charge

;

failing to do this, he was committed to jail, where he remained

nine days, during which time, he aj^plied to the Circuit Court

of Cook county for a writ of habeas corpus. A hearing was

had on this writ on Saturday, the 7th day of April, and Martin

was discharged on that day. On the following Monday, the

9th of April, he commenced this action.

Do these facts show that the prosecution was legally ended ?

It is very clear, that, by the proceedings before the magistrate,

the prosecution was not ended, for he required the accused to

appear at the next term of the Recorder's Court to answer the

charge, and, as we must suppose, for tlie law made it the duty

of the magistrate so to do, that he bound over the witnesses

who had testified before him to appear at that court at the same

term ; and we must further presume, that the magistrate returned

all the papers to that court, as the law requires. That court

commenced its term on the second day of April, the law requir-

ing, that the regular terms of that court shall commence on the

first Monday of every month, and was in session on the day

the accused was discharged. He was required by the magis-

trate to appear on the first day of the next term, which would

have been the 2d day of April, the commitment having been
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on the 29th day of March ; the Circuit Court discharged him
on the habeas corjpxis.

What effect had this discharge on the recognizance to appear

before the Recorder's Court % Appellee contends, that it super-

seded and nullified all the proceedings before the magistrate,

and precluded investigation bj the grand jury of the Recorder's

Court. We cannot know, for the record does not state, why
the Circuit Court discharged the accused— for which one of the

seven causes specified in the habeas corpus act. Perchance, as

suggested hy appellants, it was for the reason the process issued

by the magistrate was defective in some substantial form re-

quired by law. No reason for his discharge is assigned in the

order of discharge, nor is there any statement in it, that the

merits were investigated, and the innocence of the accused

made manifest, or any thing of that nature. But we must pre-

sume the court did examine the merits of the case, and became

satisfied the criminal charge was not established. The law

made it the duty of the court to investigate the charge, and we
must presume the court performed its whole duty.

But to say, that the prosecution was legally terminated, by

what appears in this record, when the record shows the return

of the papers and the bail bond for the appearance of the

witnesses before that court, and as nothing is shown of the final

action of that court thereon, to insist that the discharge on

habeas corpus precluded an investigation by the grand jury, is

not the law, nor is it reasonable. A prisoner may be dis-

charged from actual imprisonment by the efficacy of this writ,

but it does not wipe out the offense. A hearing on habeas cor-

pus is had, most usually, for the purpose of admitting the ac-

cused to bail ; and though, in the opinion of a majority of the

court, the judge or court granting the writ may revise and

reverse the decision of the committing magistrate, on the merits,

still, the statute emphatically declares, that the accused may
be again imprisoned for the same cause, if an indictment be

found against him, or by the legal order or process of the court,

wherein he is bound by recognizance to appear. Scates'

Comp. 810, Habeas corpus act, § 7. Hence, it follows, that
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the case of the accused was subject to the action of the Record-

er's Court.

The appellee in this case should have shown, or it should have

been made to appear on the trial, that the State's attorney did

not send the case, with the recognized witnesses, to the grand

jury. Or if he did send them, and no steps were taken by the

people in the Recorder's Court, then the discliarge under the

habeas corpus act should be considered as having ended the

jDrosecution.

Under the facts shown in tliis record, the prosecution was not

ended by the discharge of the appellee by the Circuit Court.

On principle, and for the safety of the republic, such a dis-

charge should not jper se have such an effect. If it had, the

vilest criminals miglit go " unwhipp'd of justice."

The remaining question is, are the damages excessive ?

That the courts have power to set aside verdicts, for the

reason that the damages assessed are excessive, is not, and can-

not be, questioned. It has been exercised, without challenge,

for more than two hundred years, and has grown into a princi-

ple, in our system of jurisprudence, which we are not at liberty

to disregard. Cases are numerous in which this court has exer-

cised this power, always reluctantly, yet, in every case, where

it appeared probable, from the amount of damages assessed,

that the jury had acted under the influence of prejudice or

passion. In such cases, it would be a severe reflection upon

the law, and a stigma upon the trial by jury itself, to say that

no redress could be afforded— to admit that a jnry is " a char-

tered libertine," free to indulge their worst passions, and

through their influence, victimize every man who may be so

unfortunate as to have a case before it, in which his conduct

does not show to the best advantage. A jury has the power,

in a proper case, to visit a tortfeasor with heavy damages,

but it has no right to crush him. While great latitude must be

and is allowed juries in all actions for personal torts, yet, it

must be confined within some limits, no less for justice's sake

than for the protection of the citizen. In these kind of torts

it is impossible to estimate precisely the measure of damages

33— 43d III.
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wliich would repair the alleged injury. To a great extent it is

a matter of sentiment and feeling, under the guidance of sound

judgment, duly weighing all the circumstances of the case, as

was said by Chief Justice Thompson, in the case of McConnell

V. Hampton, 12 Johns. 234. In that case, Hampton, a general

in the service of the United States in the war of 1812, had

arrested, in August, 1813, one McConnell, and had him taken

to the guard-house and confined from Tuesday until the follow-

ing Sunday. He lay on the floor of the guard-house without

any bed. He was allowed to procure his own provisions, and

had, besides, the rations of a soldier, and was permitted to

speak to others, in the presence of an officer, but not allowed

to leave the guard-house'. The witness stated that McConnell

was " a back and forth trader, and of a respectable character."

Hampton declared to the witness, that he should have been

justified to have hanged McConnell immediately at the hal-

berts, but would have him tried by a court-martial ; that

Hampton afterward declared that McConnell was not in a

worse situation than he ought to be ; that he could convict

him, and that he should be convicted, if possible, and hanged

;

for he was guilty of treason, and had been in company with

two British officers, and had given information to the enemy.

This was explained favorably to McConnell, and another wit-

ness stated, that, at the time of the court-martial, Hampton
appeared much prejudiced against the plaintifi; and it was

understood there was a personal difference between them.

General Hampton, it was proved, was a man of liberal educa-

tion, and had a yearly income of sixty thousand dollars.

The jury found a verdict for the plaintiff for nine thousand

dollars damages, which was set aside solely on the ground that

the damages were excessive.

The judge admitted that the circumstances of the case, when

viewed on one side only, were well calculated to excite feelings

of indignation in a jury, and if the defendant was wantonly

exercising his military power for the purpose of gratifying any

private resentment, it was an aggravated case. And the judge

said there was good reason for believing, from the amount of
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damages, that some such considerations must have operated on

the feelings of the jury, without duly weighing the circum-

stances, which went to show, and afforded good ground to

believe, that the defendant acted under an honest, though

mistaken opinion, that he had a right to try the plaintiff on a

charge of treason ; and if this was a fair conclusion to be

drawn from the testimony, it would strike every one, at first

blush, that the damages allowed were outrageous.

And this distinguished judge said, " To refuse a new trial,

would, in effect, be saying that a new trial ought never to be

granted in actions of this description ; and, although the defend-

ant is a man of very large fortune, the plaintiff's injury is not

thereby enhanced."

There are some points of resemblance between that case and

this. That was an action of trespass for an assault and false

imprisonment : this is an action on the case for a malicious pro-

secution. In both, it is insisted, the law was perverted to a

bad purpose, malice and oppression are perceivable in both, and

the defendants in both are men of large fortune. In one case

a verdict of nine thousand dollars was set aside, as outrageous.

In this case the verdict is for twenty thousand dollars, a sum

greater than the private fortunes of two-thirds of our whole

population. We make no attempt now to find circumstances

to mitigate the wrong done by the appellants to appellee, but

have taken it in all its magnitude, and admit that appellants

did, maliciously, without probable cause, prosecute appellee, on

a charge of larceny of coal belonging to appellants ; that they

did imprison him for some days, and that the accused was dis-

charged from imprisonment, and from the charge by a court of

competent authority, and that Walker boasted of what he had

done, and declared his ability to pay any damages a jury might

find against him, and this in a public tavern, at the time the

trial of his case was going on.

But there is one fact, which the jury do not seem to have

heeded, in estimating the damages— that is, the plaintiff's char-

acter. The weight of evidence is, that it was bad, and that

should have had much weight with the jury. This action of
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malicious prosecution, is of kin to the action of slander, and as

in that, the damage consists in part in injury to character by a

criminal charge, and not wholly in the mere physical injury

consequent on the imprisonment on the charge. There is a

vast difference between men in society, although theoretically

they are all equal. He who has a fair character among hia

acquaintances and in community generally, is entitled, in an

action for defaming it, to greater damages than one suing on

a doubtful character; but it must be a very strong case indeed,

in which any man, no matter how high may be his social posi-

tion, no matter how unsullied his character, can be accorded the

right to receive for defaming it the enormous sum given in this

case. It is a handsome fortune, and places the receiver of it

at once on high and independent ground. " It is a golden

shower, and pour'd, not on the head of purity and innocence."

Its parallel cannot be found in such an action in the judicial

annals of any country in the civilized world.

Though damages in such cases are very much a matter of

sentiment and feeling, and no rule can be prescribed by which

they shall be measured, still, the judgment of the jury must

be exercised in every case, and all the circumstances duly

weighed by them. It seems to us, the jury did not give proper

weight to the evidence of respectable men, that the plaintiff's

character was not good ; that he was not an object on which

they should lavish so much generosity ; that nothing which the

appellants did, however maliciously, demanded at the hands of

the jury such a vengeful bolt as they hurled at the appellants.

The conduct of one of them, while attending the trial of the

issue in Will county, though evincing a high degree of malice,

though it manifested a reckless disregard of the feelings of

appellee, and a spirit of bravado and persecution, not to bo

tolerated, and most unjustifiable, yet, with all this, the verdict

for the wrong is outrageous. No impartial and unprejudiced

mind can, for a single moment, indulge the supposition, that

appellee was entitled to $20,000. As this court said in Parle's

case, 18 111. 460, "the very statement of the proposition is start-

ling, and carries conviction to the mind at once, that the jury
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were led to find their verdict, not from the facts alone, and the

law as applicable to those facts " ; and we say, as was further

said in that case, " this verdict cannot, upon principle, be sus-

tained. To uphold it, would not only be doing a great wrong

to the appellee in this particular case, but as a precedent would

be doing an infinitely greater wrong to the community, who
might suffer by it."

The verdict in that case was but for $1,000, and the wrong

done was upon a distinguished member of the bar of this court

of good character and high standing therein. "What then shall

be said of this verdict, dwarfing as it does all previous verdicts

ever rendered in a like case? Can we say less, than that it is

the i:esult of prejudice and passion, in which the judgment of

the jury did not participate? Believing thus, we have no hes-

itation in setting it aside, and awarding a new trial, on the

ground alone that the damages are outrageous.

The judgment is reversed and the cause remanded, that a

new trial may be had. It is eminently a fit case for the con-

sideration of another jury.

Judgment reversed.

Walkee, Ch. J"., dissents.
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The Chamber op Commerce op the City of Chicago
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John Sollitt.

1. Contract—failing to comply with. If one party to an executory con-

tract induces the other to believe that he has withdrawn from the contract,

the other contracting party need not wait until the day of performance before

making new arrangements ; nor does he lose his remedy against the delinquent

party by providing at once against losses likely to arise from such delinquency.

2. Hence, where a carpenter had contracted to construct the wood work of

a r-'iilding at a stipulated price, and at a fixed time, and before the time

arrived for him to begin, he wrote to the other party announcing his entire

inability to perform, except on certain new conditions. They were not bound

to wait until the arrival of the very day for his commencement of the work,

before providing for the cortingency of his failure.

* The following cap<^ v-«^ unavoidably omitted from the reports of the term

at which it was decidtvi..
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3. And where, in such a case, the other party at once notified the carpenter

that they should not accede to his new conditions, but should contract with

other parties, and charge the losses to him, and he remained silent, making

no objection, and showing no willingness to proceed with the work himself,

they were fully justified in treating the contract as abandoned by him.

Appeal from the Superior Court of Chicago ; Hon. John A.

Jameson, Judge, presiding.

This was an action of assumpsit brought by the Chamber of

Commerce against Sollitt, for damages for the non performance

of a contract for the carpenter work on a building. This con-

tract was made June 30, 1864. On the 13th of July, following,

Sollitt notified the building committee of his entire inability to

comply with his contract, in a letter which appears at length in

the opinion. The committee at once informed him that they

should hold him responsible on his contract ; that letter is also

quoted in the opinion. The action was for damages for the

non-performance of the contract. There was a plea of the

general issue, a trial by a jury, and a verdict.

Messrs. Aeeington & Dent, for the appellant.

1. This case rests on the legal principle, now thoroughly

established, that, where one party to a contract gives notice

that he will not or can not perform it, the other party may take

him at his word, and employ others to perform the same service,

and hold the party in default responsible. Cort v. Amhergate,

etc., R. W., 6 Eng. Law & Eq. 230 ; Flanohe v. Colhurn, 8

Bingh. 14; Masterson v. Mayor of Brooklyn, 7 Hill, 61. But

especially see Hookster v. De Latour, 20 Eng. Law & Eq. 157.

2. The silence of Sollitt was an acquiescence in the construc-

tion which the plaintiff put upon his previous notice of refusal,

as well as in the line of conduct which the plamtiff declared an

intention to adopt in relation to the refusal. 1 Greenl. Evid. 197.

Messrs. Soammon, MoCagg & Fm^LEE, for the appellee.

Having re-let the work before the defendant, as the jury

decided, refused or neglected to perform it. the plaintiff has
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no cause of action. 2 Pars, on Cont. (new ed.) 677-679, and

notes.

Mr. Justice Lawkence delivered the opinion of the Court

:

The Chamber of Commerce of Chicago employed Sollitt to

do the carpenters' work on their building. Before the time

had arrived for commencing work, he addressed to them the

following letter

:

"Chicago, July 13, 1864.

*' Gentlemen of the Building Committee,

"Chamber of Commerce—
"It is with the deepest regret, that I am obliged, from the

force of circumstances, to announce to you my entire inability

to proceed with my contract for Chamber of Commerce building

as the matter now stands, which is briefly thus:

" In a very short time after I had signed the contract for the

work, and before I had time to purchase any lumber for it, or

even to make arrangement for doing so, lumber advanced in

value $3 or $4 per M., and is now $5 higher on an average

than it was at that time, making an absolute loss to me of fully

$3,500 in that article alone.

"I do not wish to be understood as declining to go on with

the work, as I intend always to fulfil my contracts both in letter

and spirit ; but under the present extraordinary state of public

affairs, and knowing my own inability to fulfil it without some

assistance from you, I make bold to ask of you to make good

to me the loss I shall sustain on the lumber, which is clearly,

to my mind, $3,500. This sum will, beyond all question, if

public affairs remain as they now are, be a dead loss to me, and,

witli the risk I assume in the other parts of the work, places

me in a very peculiar situation.

" I would therefore respectfully ask of you, gentlemen, that

you advance me tlie sum of three thousand five hundred dollars,

to enable me to purchase the lumber, and if no improvement in

public affairs should take place until the work is finished, that
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you consider said advance as a part of tlie contract, making the

sum to be paid me ^45,500.

"Hoping you will give the above matter your favorable

consideration,

"I remain, gentlemen,

" Tours very respectfully,

"JOHN SOLLITT."

To this letter they replied as follows

:

" Chicago, July 13, 1864.

"John Sollitt, Esq. :

"Dear Sir— I am desired, by the Chamber of Commerce,

to notify you that your communication of this date to them

was duly received and considered, and unanimously rejected.

" Also, I am directed by them to notify you, that you proceed

with the work, according to the terms of the contract made by

you with the Chamber of Commerce. And in the event of

your neglect so to do, to procure the work to be done, and the

materials to be purchased by other parties, charging the

expenses thereof to you.

"I am, respectfully,

"EDWAED BURLING,
" Architect for Chamher of CommerGe"

The architect saw Sollitt almost daily after delivering to him

this note, but he never manifested any willingness or readiness

to proceed with the work. A few days after, by the direction

of the appellants, the architect made a contract with new

builders. Sollitt was told of this by the architect, and made no

objection, nor did he offer to proceed with his contract; and

before this, when told by :he architect, verbally, that the

Chamber would not entertain his communication, he said he

could not go on with the work.

It can not with any reason be insisted, that the appellants were

under obligation to wait until the arrival of the very day for the

commencement of appellee's work, before providing for the con-

tingency of his failure. This might have involved them in great
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delay and expense. They had received a letter fi-om him emphat-

ically announcing his entire inability to perform, except on

certain new conditions. This letter, notwithstanding the qual-

ifying phrase at the beginning of the third paragraph, they

were authorized as prudent men to regard as indicating an

intention to abandon the contract. "When they replied, declining

, to accede to his proposed conditions, and advising him that they

should contract with other parties and charge the losses to him,

and he remained silent, making no objection to their contracting

with others, nor manifesting any willingness to proceed -with

the work himself, they were fully justified in treating his course

as a withdrawal from the contract. If he knew, that in conse-

quence of his first letter to them, and his failure to reply to

their note declining his new conditions, they were about entering

into a new contract, at an advanced price, with other builders,

and if he really intended to go on with his contract under its

original terms, good faith required that he should at once make
known such intention to the appellants. If he failed to do so,

and permitted them to act on the belief, induced by himself,

that he would not perform, he can not now be permitted to

insist that he was ready to perform, or that the contract was

rescinded by consent. All this is undoubted law, and the sixth

instruction for plaintiff, which substantially embodies it, should

have been given. If one party to an executory contract induce8

the other to believe that he has withdrawn from the contract,

the other contracting party need not wait until the day of per-

formance before making new arrangements, nor does he lose

his remedy against the delinquent party by providing at once

against losses likely to arise from such delinquency. Cort v.

Ambergate^ 6 Eng. L. and Eq. 230 ; Hockster v. De Latour^ 20

ib. 15Y; Plcmche v. Golhurn^ 8 Bing. 14; Fox v. Kitton, 19

m. 517.

Judgment reversed.
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ABANDONMENT.
Abandonment of homestead. See HOMESTEAD, 14 to 31.

Abandonment of contbact. See CONTRACTS, 15, 16, 17.

ABATEMENT.
Plea in abatement.

1. When not appropriate. Wliere a defendant in attachment seeks to

avoid a levy of the writ which was improperly made out of his comity, he

should move to quash the levy ; a plea in abatement under the statute

would not reach the question, but would only put in issue the facts set

forth in the affidavit upon which the writ issued. House v. Ha/mUton, 185.

COVERTUllE.

3. When it must be pleaded in abatement, and wTien it may he pleaded in

bar or given in evidence under the general issue. See PLEADING, 12, 13.

Misjoinder and non-joinder of parties.

3. Ofplaintiffs, in actions ex contractu—how taken advarUc^e of. See

PARTIES, 7.

ACCOUNT.
Containing both charges and credits.

Must all be considered together. See EVIDENCE, 8.

ACKNOWLEDGMENT OF DEEDS.
Impeachment op the certificate.

1. When allowable. When a certificate of acknowledgment of a deed

appears substantially in the form prescribed by the statute, such certificate^

is conclusive, and can only be impeached for fraud or imposition practiced.

HiU V. Bacon, 477.

Notary public.

2, Where he may take acknowledgments. Under the law providing for

notaries public, although they are appointed in towns and cities, yet they

are county officers, and are not confined in their action to the particular

town in which they reside. The acknowledgment of a deed, being a mere
ministerial act, may be taken by a notary public anywhere within tho

limits of the county. Ibid. 477.
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ACTIONS.
Eemedy upon a statutory liability.

1. When the statute provides none. Whenever a statute imposes a duty

or liability, but omits to provide a remedy, the common law affords the

remedy, either by action of debt or assumpsit, as the case may be. St.

Louis, Alton and Terre Haute Railroad Go. v. Miller, Admr. 200.

3. So where a party had obtained a j udgment against a railroad com-

pany, and upon the road being sold, the legislature incorporated tlie pur-

chasers, making it a condition precedent to their exercise of any rights

under the charter, that they should pay the judgments rendered against

the former company, but provided no specific remedy therefor, it was lield,

the common law would provide a remedy by action of debt on the judg-

ment. Ibid. 200.

Actions for the death of another.

3. Under the statute. Under our statute, where a person has met with

death caused by the wrongful act, neglect or default of another, whenever

there are nest of kin, an action will lie for the recovery of at least nomi-

nal damages. Chicago and Alton Railroad Co. v. Shannon, Admr. 339.

Measure of damage's in such case. See MEASURE OF DAMAGES, 5

toll.

Who are " next of Un," imder this statute. See NEXT OF KIN.

For penalty against railroads.

In what manner the action may be brought. See PARTIES, 1.

False imprisonment.

W7io may maTce an arrest, and under what circumstances. See FALSE
IMPRISONMENT, 1, 2, 3.

For malicious prosecution.

Wlien tU action may be commenced. See MALICIOUS PROSECUTION,
1,2.

Of the right of fishery.

Trespass for invading the same. See FISHERY, 2.

Trespass by cattle running at large.

When an action will lie the'>'efor. See LIVE STOCK, 4.

Remedy upon a judgment record.

By action of debt. See DEBT, 1.

Upon a subscription. See SUBSCRIPTIONS, 1, 3, 8, 4.

Right of action— whether joint or several. See PARTIES, 9.

Of payment in negotiable paper.

Necessity of returning the same before suing upon the original consideration.

See PAYMENT, 2 to 6.

ADMINISTRATION OP ESTATES.
Administrator's sale of land.

1. Administrators cannot purchase at their ovm sale. The purchase of

real estate belonging to the deceased by an administrator, through the
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ADMINISTRATION OF ESTATES.
Administrator's sale of land. Continued.

interposition of a tliird party, at his own sale, is fraudulent per 86 ; and it

matters not that the sale was at public auction for a fair price, and made
through the medium of a third party as the bidder, and to whom the

administrator conveys. Miles et al. v. Wheeler et al. 123.

2, The law jbrbids administrators, executors and others sustaining a

fiduciary and confidential relation, from dealing on their own account

with the thing or person falling within that trust or relationship. It

avails nothing to show that the intentions of the administrator were

honest, and that there was no fraud in fact. The law shields him from

all temptation by the infiexible rule that he cannot buy at his own sale.

Ibid. 133.

3. The reason of the rule is, that the interests of the buyer and seller

of the same property are necessarily antagonistic, and the only safe rule

is one which absolutely forbids a trustee to occupy two positions inconsist-

ent with each other. Ibid. 123.

ADMISSIONS.
By defendant in bill of discovery.

When they tcill not avail the other pa/rty. See CHANCERY, 13.

Admissions as evidence. See EVIDENCE, 5 to 8.

AGENCY.
Payment of taxes by agent.

A principal can claim, in support of his color of title, the benefit of

taxes paid by his agent, without reference to the state of accounts between

them. Band v. Scofield, 167.

ALLEGATIONS AND PROOFS. See PLEADING AND EVIDENCE, 1 to 10.

AMENDMENTS.
Amendment of sheriff's return.

1. WJien allowed, and of notice thereof. The court may grant leave to

a sheriff" to amend his return to process either before or after a decree is

rendered in the case, and it is not error to grant such leave without

notice to the opposite party. The return is not the service, but only the

evidence of it. The officer makes the return to process at his peril ; if

false, he is liable to an action for the false return. Dunn v. Badgers et aiL

360.

Amending a judgment.

2. After the term— to what extent aUowable. See JUDGMENTS, 3.

APPEALS.
From trial of right of property.

1. Appeal allowed to the plaintiff to one of several executions on a joint

trial of tTie right of property. A sheriff" having two executions, one in

favor of E. & Co., the other in favor of P., against F., levied Xhejo l)ol^
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APPEALS. Fkom trial to right op property. Continued.

on the same goods, as the property of F. The property was claimed by
the wife of F., as against both executions. A trial of the right of prop-

erty was had before a sheriff's jury, both causes being tried together ; a

verdict was rendered in favor of the claimant. Both execution creditors

appealed to the Circuit Court. E. & Co. failed to file appeal bond. P.

filed his bond. The case was docketed by the clerk as Sarah A. F. v. E.

& Co. On motion, the appeal as to E. & Co. was dismissed. P. was
allowed to docket his appeal and prosecute it separately. To this the

claimant objected. Held, that, although the trial before the sheriff's jury

was carried on as one suit, P. was an independent party to that suit, and

bis rights were in no degree mixed up with those of E. & Co. ; and he

could take an appeal to the Circuit Court without regard to the action

of E. & Co. in the matter. Farrell v. Patterson, 52.

3. Where a sheriff levies upon the same property by virtue of two
executions in favor of two distinct parties against the same defendant,

and the property is claimed by a third party as against both executions,

and a joint trial of the right of property is had before a sheriff's jury,

and a verdict rendered in favor of the claimant, the plaintiff to either

execution has a separate and independent right to an appeal to the

Circuit Court, without reference to the action of the other. Ibid. 52.

From the probate court.

3. To the Circuit Court. An appeal lies to the Circuit Court from an

order of the probate court, admitting, or refusing to admit, a will to

probate. Such an order is within the express language of the ISSth

section of the statute of wills. Andrews et al. v. Black et al. 256.

Evidence on such appeals.

What is admissible. See WILLS, 17 to 20.

APPEALS FROM JUSTICES.

Apportionment of costs. See COSTS, 1.

APPEARANCE.
What constitutes an appearance.

And of its effect. Where a stipulation in a suit in chancery states that

" the parties came by their solicitors " and agreed to a change of venue, it

embraces all the parties, and renders any inquiry as to the sufficiency of

the publication as to a portion of the defendants, unnecessary. Badcliff

et al. V. Noyes, 318.

APPURTENANCES.
What will pass thereby. See CONVEYANCES, 1, 2, 8.

ARREST.
Who may make an arrest.

Where a crime has been committed. See FALSE IMPRISONMENT, 1, 3, 3.
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ASSESSMENT.
For taxation. See TAXES AND TAX TITLES, 18 to 25.

ASSESSMENT OF DAMAGES.
By the court.

1. When allowable. The rule is well settled, that in an action of debt

upon a judgment record, for a sum certain, the damages may be computed

by the court, without the intervention of a jury. St. Louis, Alton and
T6*Te Haute Railroad Co. v. Miller, Admr., 201.

2. Under the act of 1863, in all cases of judgment rendered by default,

the court is allowed to hear the evidence and assess the damages unless a

jury is demanded. Ibid. 201.

ASSIGNMENT.
Indorsement in blank.

1. Payee who assigns in blank not a gua/rantor. An indorsement in

blank by the payee of a promissory note does not authorize the indorsee,

or other person, through whose hands the note may pass, to write a
guaranty over such indorsement. Dietrich v. Mitchell, 40.

2. Presumption from indorsement in blank. If the name of a payee is

found on the back of a note, the presumption, in this State, in the absence

of proof, is, that he placed it there as an assignor, with a view to assume
the liabilities of an assignor under our statute. If it be sought to charge

him as a guarantor, the plaintiff must show, that he contracted as guar-

antor. Ibid. 40.

3. But if a stranger indorse a note in blank, at the time of its execution,

he is presumed to indorse it as guarantor. Ibid. 40.

Assignee op a judgment.

4. Of his rights when deprived of the benefit of the judgment through the

action of the assignor. A, on the 19th of December, 1860, executed his

note with surety to B, upon the purchase of a certain judgment held bj
B, against C, who was considered insolvent, but the written assignment

thereof was not made until July, 1862, and was then antedated to corres-

pond with the note. At the date of this assignment, an execution was
in the hands of the sheriff upon this judgment, and the attorney for B
indorsed upon it a receipt in full, and directed it returned, which was
done, whereby A lost all benefit of the judgment. B afterward died, and
A paid the amount of his note given for the purchase of the judgment to

B's administrator. A then filed his claim against B's estate for the amount
of such judgment. Held, first, that B, by his assignment covenanted, that

the judgment against C was unsatisfied, and was for the amount specified

therein ; second, that, it appearing by the proof that A, at the time he

purchased the judgment, knew of a tract of land out of which the amount
could have been collected, but that by the act of B's attorney, and the

insolvency of C, he had been deprived of all benefit of that for wliich he

had paid value to B, and therefore the estate of B was liable for the

amount of A's claim. Hurd, Admr., v. Slaten, 348.

34— 43d III.
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ASSIGNMENT. Continued.

Assignee of note secuiied by mortgage.

5. Of his rights where the mortgagor subsequently conveys in fee to the

mortgagee, and the property is then sold to a third person. See MORT-
GAGES, 4 to 11.

6. How such assignee shall protect himself against a subsequent release of

the mortgage by the mortgagee to the mortgagor. See same title, 4 to 11.

Assignor op a note.

7. Not a competent witness to impeach tJie tialidity of the note. See

WITNESS, 4, 5.

ATTACHMENT.
Levy out of the county.

1. When the officer may pursue the defendant beyond the limits of his

county. Under the statute, tlie officer having a writ of attachment to

execute, may, if the defendant is in the act of removing his property,

pursue it, and make a levy in any county in this State. But where the

defendant had, several days before the suing out of the writ, removed

his property to another county, and he swears that he was not removing

his property, proof that he has been negotiating to form a partnership in

Missouri will not create a presumption that he was removing it, and a

levy made in that county, on a writ from the county from which the

property has been removed, by the sherijff of that county, will not be

sustained. House v. Hamilton, 185.

2. To acquire jurisdiction by the court issuing the writ, there must be

service on the defendant or a levy on property in the county from which

the writ issues, unless the defendant is in the act of removing his prop-

erty, when the officer may pursue it, and levy in another county. But,

where the writ is issued to the sheriff of one county, and he goes into

another and levies on property which is not being removed, the levy is

unauthorized, and the court fails to acquire jurisdiction. Ibid. 185.

3. Remedy, where a levy was improperly made out of the county. See

MOTION, 3.

ATTORNEY AT LAW.
Presumption as to his authority.

1. To prosecute a suit. If, in a suit upon a promissory note, an attorney

of this court appears, and has possession of the note sued upon, the

inference is, that he has authority to conduct such suit, Harris v. Oal-

braith et al. 309.

Want op authority to prosecute suit.

2. Defense is at law, not in chancery. See CHANCERY, 4

PRrVTLiEGED COMMUNICATIONS.

3. WTiat constitute. An attorney cannot be compelled to testify as to

whether a promissory note was indorsed when placed in his hands for col-

lection. The privilege extends not only to what the attorney hears, but

what he sees, from his situation as attorney. Dietricli v. Mitchell, 40.
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ATTOENEY AT LAW, Continued.

Attorney and client.

4. WTien the relation ends— auhsequent acts of attorney. An attorney

employed to collect a debt, prosecuted suit, whicli resulted in a sale of
land upon execution. After the time for redemption had expired, he
received and paid the redemption money to the plaintiff in execution, who
before that time had transferred the certificate. Held, that the relation of

attorney and client ended after the time for redemption expired, and that

the attorney could do no act in the matter without new authority ; held,

also, that the attorney was liable to the defendant in execution for the

money so received. McLain v. Watkins, 24.

Mode op arguing a cause.

Privileges of counsel in that regard. See PRACTICE, 4.

ATTORNEY'S FEE.

Damages on dissolving injunction.

Attorney'sfee may be included. See INJUNCTIONS, 10.

BANKS AND BANKERS.
What constitutes a banker.

1. The same as a money-changer. The term " banker " includes all the

business of a money-changer ; and this court understands the term money-
changer in the same sense as defined by Webster,— "a broker who deals

in money, or exchanges." Hinckley v. Gity of Belleville, 183.

2. The buying and selling of uncurrent funds, exchanging one kind of

money for another, or the transacting of any kind of business included in

the business of a money-changer, is equally a part of the business of a

private banker, as carried on within this State. Ibid. 183.

License to " bankers."

3. Power of cities. When the charter of a city empowered its council

to tax, regulate and license bankers, money-changers, and certain other

tradesmen, and the city council, by virtue thereof, passed an ordinance

requiring bankers to take out a license,— held, upon the question, as to

whether the council possessed such power, the agreed case merely describ

ing the party as a banker, without particularizing the kinds of business

transacted by him, that the term banker as thus used, comprehends the

various kinds of business ordinarily carried on by bankers in this State,

and can be required to take out a license imder that provision of the char-

ter which applies to money-changers. Ibid. 183.

Rights of depositors.

4. As to character of funds deposited. Where a party who keeps an

account with a banking house, deposits funds, which are at the time cur-

rent, he has a right to insist on payment in current funds, although the

funds deposited have in the mean time become depreciated. WUletts v.

Paine, 433.
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BANKS AND BANKERS. Rights of depositors. Continued.

5. U bank bills are deposited as depreciated paper, the depositor ha8 no

right to draw for par funds, or expect payment of a check thus drawn.

Willetts V. Paine, 432.

Set-off against holder of a check.

Mt allowable. See SET-OFF, 1.

Taxation of national banks. See TAXES AND TAX TITLES, 13.

BILLS OF DISCOVERT. See CHANCERY, 12, 13.

BLANK INDORSEMENTS.
Effect thereof.

WTien made by the payee of a note, or by a strang&r. See ASSIGNMENT
1, 2, 3.

BONDS.
Replevin bond. See REPLEVIN, 1, 2.

Guardian's bond.

Presumption as to its sufficiency. See GUARDIAN AND WARD, 1.

BOUNTIES TO SOLDIERS.
Power of counties.

With and mthout statutory autTiority. See TAXES, etc. 1 to 8.

BURDEN OF PROOF. See EVIDENCE, 22 to 27.

CARRIERS.
Right of consignor.

To change the destination of goods while in transitu, and duty of the carrier

to obey his direction. See CONSIGNOR— CONSIGNEE, 1, 2.

CHANCERY.
Jurisdiction.

1. In cases to recover possession ofland held adversely. A bill in chancery

cannot be maintained, which simply seeks to recover the possession of

land held adversely. In such a case, a court of equity has no j urisdiction.

Green et al. v. Spring, 280.

2. In what cases equity will so decree. A court of chancery will only decree

an adverse claimant to deliver possession to the rightful owner, when such

relief is incidental to the main object of the bill, and when the power of

the court has been invoked for some purpose that belongs to its legitimate

jurisdiction. Ibid. 280.

3. W7ien there is a defense at law. Where a party has a legal defense

to an action at law, he must avail himself of it in such suit. Harris v.

Oalbraith et al. 309.

4. Want of authority in attorney. That an attorney had no authority to

prosecute the suit at law, affords no ground of equitable relief; such

question must be determined in the court of law, and not of equity

Ibid. 309.
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CHANCERY. Continued.

SPECIFIC PERFORMANCE.
5. A conveyed to B land of tlie value of $2,000, in consideration tliat

B sliould pay the debts of A, amounting to about |600, and, also, convey

one-half the land to C, a minor son of A, upon his arriving of age ; or

pay to C $800 upon C's paying to B one-half the amount paid by B of A's

debts. B paid nearly $600 of A's debts, and sold certain fixtures upon
the land, but upon C attaining his majority, B refused to convey half the

land or pay the $800, whereupon C filed his bill to compel a specific per-

formance of the contract. Held, that B was under no obligation to convey

the land until C had refunded to him one-half of the amount paid upon

A's debts, it being optional with B whether he convey the land or pay the

stipulated amount. Ridgely v. Clodfelter, 195.

6. But B having denied his obligation to make the conveyance, was
thereby liable to C for the $800, less a moiety of the debts paid by him

;

such balance due, in the event of B's refusal to convey, being a part of

the consideration for the conveyance by A to him. Ibid. 195.

7. B having pleaded the statute of frauds as to that portion of the

agreement relative to the conveyance of the land, it having been verbal,

thereby exercised his option not to make the conveyance, and such denial

of the validity of the agreement to convey renders B liable to C for $800,

less one-half of the amount paid upon A's debts. Ibid. 195.

8. In such case it was not error for the court to order an account to be

stated between the parties, and render a decree for the balance found to be

due , and it appearing by such decree that substantial justice had been done,

it will not be disturbed. Ibid. 195.

9. On parol partition bcticeen tenants in common. In case of a parol

partition of land between tenants in common, followed by a several pos-

session, while the legal title might not be considered as having passed,

unless after a possession sufficiently long to justify the presumption of a

deed, yet, each co-tenant would stand seized of the legal title of one-half

of his allotment and the equitable title to the other half, and could com-

pel from his co-tenant a conveyance according to the terms of the parti-

tion. Tomlin v. Hilyard, 300.

10. Degree ofproof required in such case. A mere severance of posses-

sion between tenants in common, may be inferred from far less proof than

would be required to show a sale of land to a stranger. Ibid. 300.

11. Waiver of strict performance. Where time was not made the

essence of a contract, and there was an offer to perform in a few days aftei

maturity, and a refusal to accept any thing but gold or silver,

—

lield, that

the party whose duty it was to perform was not chargeable with laches,

and even if time had been made of the essence of the contract, the refusal

waived a strict performance. Hanna v. Matekin, 463.

Bells of discovery.

13. By a defendant in a suit at laio— must first plead. The question,

whether a party is entitled to a discovery, against one who is prosecuting
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CHANCERY. Bills of discovery. Continued.

him in an action at law, cannot be determined until he has filed his plea

to such action divulging the character of his defense. Harris v. Qalhraith

et al. 309.

13. Admissions of no avail. And, in such case, there being no issue in

the action at law, should the defendant admit the allegations of the bill,

the complainant could not avail himself of such admissions. Ibid. 309.

Creditor's bills.

14. Remedy at law must first he exhausted. Where a security pays the

debt, he has no right to come into a court of chancery, in the first instance,

seeking to subject the assets of the principal to the payment of his debt.

Chancery has no jurisdiction in any such case. The remedy of the

security is complete and ample at law. McGonnel v. Dickson et al. 100.

15. The rule is inflexible that a creditor must exhaust his remedy at

law, before he can come into a court of chancery to reach equitable assets,

or set aside a fraudulent conveyance. Ibid. 100.

Rescission op contracts.

16. For fraud. Where A and B agreed to exchange real estate, and A
so conducted himself as to induce B to believe that he was acquiring the

title to the whole number of lots contained in a certain inclosure, with the

exception of one only, and A, after he had received B's deed for the lands

proposed to be exchanged by him, refused to convey the whole number of

lots so pointed out by B, and contained within the inclosure, but tendered

a deed for part of the property, leaving out two of the lots— lield, that in

so acting, A perpetrated a fraud upon B, which a court of equity will

relieve' against by rescinding the contract. Underwood v. West, 403.

Ckoss-bill.

17. When necessary. To entitle a defendant to affirmative relief he
must file a cross-bill. Hanna v. Ratekin, 4G2.

18. So a defendant in chancery cannot have relief against usury, except

lie file a cross-bill. Ibid. 462.

19. In a suit by the assignee of a note to subject to its payment certain

premises, which had been mortgaged to the payee of the note to secure tha

same, it appeared that the complainant, acting under a mistaken idea

that he had lost his lien on the mortgaged premises, took a deed for othei

lands from his assignor, and it was held, the defendants could insist that

these lands should be applied as a payment on the note, pro tanto, with-

out filing a cross-bill for that purpose. Edgerton et al. v. Young et al. 469.

Preserving the evidence.

20. Mode thereof. In proceedings in chancery the evidence must support

the decree, and must be preserved in the record, which may be done by

reducing it to writing by the master, or any one else under direction of

the court. Eaton et al. v. Sanders et al. Exrs. 435.

Bill dismissed for want of equity.

21. It is proper for a court, on its own motion, to dismiss a bill whichj

on its face, shows no ground for equitable relief. Ha/rria v. GaUrraith et

al. 809.
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Sworn answers in chancery.

23. Degree of evidence required to overcome them. Where a bill charges

a deed, absolute on its face, to be a security for a loan of money, and the

answers, under oath, clearly and distinctly deny the allegation, and insist

that it was a sale, the answers are evidence and must be overcome by pre-

ponderating evidence before relief will be granted. Taintor v. £^ei/s et

al. 333.

A FORMAL HEARING— NOT NECESSARY.

23. In a proceeding to contest a wUl. It is not error for the chancellor to

refuse to go through the fonn of a hearing, upon a bill to contest the

validity of a will, where the verdict was supported by the evidence, simply

to deny the relief which the jury had found the complainants were not

entitled to receive. Brownfield et al. v. Brownfield et al. 148.

Opening a decree.

24. Where there lias been constructive notice only. When a defendant in

chancery who has only had notice of the suit by publication, and against

whom a decree has been rendered, petitions the court under the fifteenth

section of the chancery act, to be heard touching the matter of such decree,

and also has given notice of such proceedings to the opposite party, it is

not error for the court to set aside such decree, where, after such notice

and petition filed, the defendant files his answer and also a cross-bill, and

decree is rendered upon the cross-bill by default against the complainants

in the original bill. Bruen et al. v. Bruen et al. 408.

25. Notice thereof— whether necessary. In such case, by the terms of the

statute, notice is not required to be given to the opposite party that a

petition will be presented ; but tliis court is of the opinion, that notice

should be given before setting aside the original decree, the only condi-

tion being, the payment of costs. Ibid. 408.

26. Time when notice should be given. The time when such notice

should be given is not material, so that the opposite party has it, before

the court acts in the matter. The petition may be first filed and notice

given afterward Ibid. 408.

Decree pro confesso.

Cannot be entered against infants. See INFANTS, 1.

Guakdian ad litem. See that title, post.

Decree before answer for infants.

la erroneous. See GUARDIAN AD LITEM, 6.

Anticipating payment under a will.

When a will fixes the time of enjoyment of the property at a remoU
period, to loliat extent a court of chancery may anticipate the time.

See WILLS, 9.

Adverse possession of land.

In what cases a court of chancery will decree the surrender thereof. See

this title, 1, 2.
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Partition of estates.

Of the character of estate subject to partition. See PARTITION, 1.

CoBRECTiON OF MISTAKES. See MISTAKES, 1.

CHATTEL MORTGAGES.
Mortgagor's right of possession.

1. Of its extent, from provisions in the mortgage. Where a cliattel

mortgage contains a provision, tliat, if default shall be made iu the pay-

ment of the debt, or the mortgagor shall attempt to sell the property, or

it shall be levied on under process, or distrained for rent, or he shall

attempt to remove the same, or the mortgagee shall be in danger of

losing his debt, he may enter upon the premises of the mortgagor and

take possession of the same and sell it to raise the money to pay the

debt ; and that the mortgagor should keep the property insured for a

sum sufficient to cover the debt, and keep it in good repair except neces-

sary wear and tear,— held, thai, the mortgage authorized the debtor to

retain possession till the debt was due. Bahcock v. McFarland, 381.

Mortgagee's right of possession.

2. 'When it must be shown. A mortgagee of personal property claiming

possession, must show himself entitled to it by the terms of the mort-

gage, and if that provides for possession remaining with the mortgagor

until the happening of a default, the mortgagee must show such default.

Fikes V. Manchester, Admr. 379.

3. What will be considered prima facie right of possession. In an action

of trover brought against a mortgagee for the conversion of the property,

where the note, to secure which the mortgage was given, had matured

before suit brought, and the property had passed into the possession of

the mortgagee, the production of such mortgage and note uncanceled

by the mortgagee, is prima facie evidence of his right to the possession.

Ibid. 379.

4. Of attempt by, to impeach the consideration— ichat facts deemed

material— of which he must make proof. And in such case, where the

mortgagor sought to impeach the consideration by showing, that the

note was given for a less sum of money, and that it was advanced to

the mortgagor to be invested for the mortgagee,— lield, that the due

application of the money was a material fact to be established in order to

defeat the prima facie right of possession in the mortgagee, and that the

burden of making such proof devolved upon the mortgagor. Ibid. 379.

CHECKS.
Effect op drawing a check.

1. Right of the holder to the fund. Where a depositor draws his check

on his banker who has his funds to an equal or greater amount, it

operates to transfer the sum named in the check to the payee, who might

sue for and recover the amount from the banker. And a transfer of the

check carries with it the title to the sum named in the check to each

successive holder. Brown v. Leckie et al. 497.
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Certified and uncertified checks.

2. Effect of a certified check. The certifying a check " good," produces

no other effect than to give it additional currency by carrying with it the

evidence that it is drawn in good faith and its payment will be met, and

by lending to it the credit of the drawee in addition to that of the drawer.

Beyond this it does not differ from an uncertified check. Brown v. Leckie

et al. 497.

3. Ultimate liability of the drawer. Although certified checks pass

from hand to hand as money, as cash, still they are not cash, or currency,

in the legal sense of that term, and do not lose the characteristics of bills

of exchange, and when dishonored, the holder has a right to look to the

drawer for payment. As the acceptance of a bill does not discharge the

drawer, so neither does the acceptance of a check, manifested by the

word " good " placed upon it by the drawee, discharge the drawer.

According to authority they rest on the same principles, and in this

respect there is no difference. Ibid. 497.

4. Whether the amount of a certified check should he charged up at tlie

time of certifying. It can make no difference if the drawer is charged

with the amount of the check, when the drawee indorses it " good."

According to general usage the banker expects to pay the check out of

the funds of the drawer in his hands, and makes a memorandum, or takes

some other course by which he will not permit the amount necessary to

meet it to be anticipated, and this is understood by the drawer and the

payee. It therefore does not matter whether it is actually charged up at

the time, as in either case the funds pass from the control of the drawer

Ibid. 497.

Set-off by a banker.

5. Against the holder of a check— not allowable. See SET-OFF, 1.

Laches of the holder.

6. Where it discharges the drawer. Where the holder of a check

neglects to present it for payment until twenty-five days after it is drawn,

during which time the drawees fail, he cannot have recourse on the

drawer unless he shows, that no loss occurred to the drawer through such

delay. Willetts v. Paine, 433.

7. Where a depositor having funds in a bank, gives a check, which

the holder neglects to present for payment within a reasonable time, he

cannot be held liable for non-payment in current funds, unless the holder

shows not merely, that the funds on deposit were depreciated at the date

of the check, but that they were depreciated at the time of deposit, and

that therefore the drawer had no right to draw the check, or to expect its

payment in current funds. Ibid. 432.

See BANKS AND BANKERS.

CHENOA, TOWN OF.

Its powers.

To prohibit by ordinance, the obstruction of Ua streets, and impose pendltie$

therefor. See CORPORATIONS, 5.
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CHURCHES AND CHURCH PROPERTY.
Churches protected in the use of their property.

1. As to the manner of its use. Wliere property is held by trustees for

the exclusive use of a particular organization, that body have the right

to enjoy it, according to the usages of the church. Even the trustees,

much less others, have no power to pervert it to other uses, except in the

usual mode of transferring such property. And any attempt to do so

may be restrained. Such a body has the right to use it for the purpose

of worship, according to the rules for the government of the church. And
they have the right to have such worship performed in the manner and

by persons designated by the rules and tenets of the church. Trustees of

First Congregational Churchy. Steicart, 81.

2. Other persons cannot lawfully intrude upon such rights. Persons not

selected in the mode prescribed by the regulations for the church govern-

ment, have no right to force themselves into the church, and officiate or

conduct the religious exercises ; and any one doing so acts in violation of

law. Ibid. 81.

Rkmedy by injunction.

3. Wliere a clergyman intrudes himself into a church. Where it appears

that a party has no right to officiate as the minister of the church, and has

not been engaged for the purpose, and that he is determined to do so in

future unless prevented by force, he may be restrained from the perform-

ance of such acts. And, notwithstanding there may be a legal remedy,

still, it is not adequate to affi)rd complete relief, as there is no measure of

the damages sustained by being deprived of the privilege of worshiping

as they prefer. A recovery for the trespass would not cover the whole

amount of the damages sustained. Ibid. 81.

4. A congregation of religious persons cannot be forced to accept the

ministrations of a clergyman not chosen according to the usages of their

church, and Avhen a person attempts to force himself upon them they

may maintain a bill to restrain such acts. Ibid 81.

CITIES AND TOWNS. See CORPORATIONS, 4 to 18.

COLOR OF TITLE. See LIMITATIONS, 6, 7, 8.

COMMISSIONER OF GENERAL LAND OFFICE.

Of his powers.

Cannot superadd conditions to pre-emption rights, teyond those required bn-

law. See PRE-EMPTION, 1, 2, 3.

COMPUTATION OF TIME.

Under the pre-emption laws. See PRE-EMPTION, 5, 6.

CONDITION PRECEDENT. See CONTRACTS, 14.
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CONFLICT OF LAWS.
Construction of State laws.

Belongs to the State courts. The construction of State laws, when they

do not interfere with the Constitution or laws of the United States, belongs

to the State courts. GMcago and Alton Railroad Go. v. Shannon,

Admr. 339.

CONSIDERATION.
Deed from parent to child.

1. Consideration not material. Where a father-in-law mates a deed to

his son-in-law, to be held as an escrow until after the death of the grantor

before delivery, with the agreement, that the grantee pay a price fixed by
them, and that the grantee and wife shall reside near him, and he shall

render assistance and contribute to the comfort of the grantor and his

wife so long as they live, courts vdll not be rigid in scrutinizing the rela/-

tive value of the property and the money paid as the consideration. The
owner of property has the legal right to dispose of it as he may choose,

and may distribute it among his children during his life, instead of by

will, and if in doing so, he makes a part of his heirs the recipients of his

bounty beyond others, the remaining heirs have no legal right to com-

plain. Glearioater et al. v. Kimler et al. 373.

Natural affection.

2. No consideration for a promissory note. A plea to an action on a

promissory note, which sets forth facts showing that it was given with no

other consideration than that of natural affection, presents an unquestion-

able defense, when pleaded as an original want of consideration. Kirk-

patrick et al. v. Taylor, Admr. 307.

3. Natural affection sufficient for a deed, hut not for an executory con-

tract. The law is well settled, that natural aflFection constitutes a valid

consideration for a deed, but not for an executory contract. Ibid. 307.

Plea as to consideration.

As to a want of consideration, or a failure tJiereof. See PLEADINQ
8 to 11.

Consideration of written contracts.

May he impeached hy parol. See EVIDENCE, 3.

Impeaching consideration of a note.

Burden ofproof See CHATTEL MORTGAGES, 4.

Sufficiency ofproof. See same title, 3.

In an action on a judgment.

No consideration need he averred or proved. See PLEADING, 3.

Of a new consideration.

Whether necessary. See CONTRACTS, 10.

CONSIGNOR— CONSIGNEE.
Right of consignor.

1. To change the destination of property while in transitu. A consignoi

of property in transitu has the right to direct a change in its destination
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and have it delivered to a diflFereut consignee, and the carrier is bound to

obey sacli direction. Strahan et al. v. The Union Stock Yard and Tran-

sit Co. 424.

Lien op consignee.

3. When it attaches. And wlien in such case the destination is

changed, and the consignee, from whom the consignment is taken, does

not obtain possession of the property before notice is given to the carrier

that the property is to be delivered to another and different consignee, such

first named consignee acquires no lien on the property, for any general

balance against the consignor. Ibid. 434.

CONSTITUTIONAL LAW.
Taxation to pay soldiers' bounties. See TAXES AND TAX TITLES,

1.2.

CONTINUANCE.
Diligence required.

1. Witness residing in another State. Where a cause has been pending

in a court in this State for eighteen months, and a witness resides in

another State when the suit is brought, the parly desiring to use his evi.

dence should, without unreasonable delay, proceed to take his deposition^

He has no right to rely upon his promise to attend at the trial, and if he

does, it is at his own peril. Gass et al. v. Howard, 223.

2. Where a suit had been brought in February, and a witness resided at

the time in the State of Indiana, and so continued for some fifteen months

and no efforts appear to have been made to take his deposition, and an

afiidavit stating that the witness had left for Oregon by way of the plains

some four months previous to the application for a continuance, and the

afiidavit states that the party had no knowledge of his intention of leaving

until he had gone, but that witness promises to return soon after reaching

Oregon, and if he should not the party expects to take his deposition

before the next term of court ; and the afiidavit showed no other diligence,

— held, that such an afiidavit is not suflicient to entitle the party to a con

tinuance. Ibid. 223.

Continuance of recognizance.

By operation of law. See RECOGNIZANCE, 1.

CONTRACTS.
What constitutes a contract.

1. And who may have a remedy thereon. Where a party had recovered

a judgment against a railroad company, and upon a sale of the road the

purchasers were incorporated by an act of the Legislature, it being a con-

dition precedent to the exercise of any rights under the charter, that the

new company should pay the judgments against the old company,— held,

that the owner of the judgment could have his action of debt thereon

against the new company, who, by the terms of their charter, were bound
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CONTRACTS. What constitutes a contract. Continued.

for its satisfaction. St. Louis, Alton and Terre Haute Railroad Co. v.

Miller, Admr. 200.

Mental capacity to contract.

2. Where a bill is filed by a part of tlie Leirs of a deceased person, to

Bet aside a deed of conveyance to another heir, on the ground, that the

grantor was mentally too weak and imbecile to be capable of executing

such an instrument, and it appears from the evidence, that he manifested

prudence and judgment in determining the best mode of having the con-

veyance take effect after his death, it will not be presumed, that he was
mentally too weak to execute such a conveyance. Clearwater et aZ. v.

Kimler et al. 272.

Construction of contracts.

3. Contracts will be construed according to tlie intention of the parties.

The rule is well established, that contracts should receive a reasonable

interpretation according to the intention of the parties entering into them,

if the intention can be gathered from the language employed. Streeter

V. Streeter, 156.

4. Contracts to be construed by the court— effect of misinterpretation of
words used. It is a legal duty pertaining exclusively to the court, to put

its own construction upon contracts in evidence before it, and if in so doing

a word is misinterpreted, material to the contract, though it would be

error, yet it might not of itself be sufficient ground on which to set aside

a verdict, unless the jviry were thereby misled. Ibid. 157.

5. Meaning of words used in— to be given by the court— except words of

art or science. It is the province of the court to give the meaning of words

used in a contract in evidence before it, unless they are technical expres-

sions, or terms of art, or science, which experts alone can explain ; and it

is error to leave such interpretation to be made by a jury. Ibid. 157.

6. Testimony of experts— on proof of usage— wJien not admissible to

show what a contract means. See EVIDENCE, 18 to 21.

Op the meaning of certain words.

7. " Immediately," definition of. The word " immediately " is not to be

used in the same sense, or to convey the same meaning, as the word
" practicably." The former includes the latter, but not so the latter the

former. Ibid. 157.

8. " Practicably." The word " practicable " means that which may be

done, practiced, or accomplished,— that which is performable, feasible,

possible ; and the adverb " practicably " means in a practicable manner.

Ibid. 157.

Construction of a grant.

9. In view of the condition of the property. See CONVEYANCES, 1, 2, 3.

Contracts construed.

10. Whether tioo instruments are parts of the same contract— and whether

a new consideration and stamp are required. In a suit brought upon the

following instrument

:
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" VandaIiIA, III., April 16, 1864.

'In consideration of sixty-five dollars, to be paid to J. & J. W. Bunu,

Springfield, Illinois, I, Charles Capps, hereby agree to make a warranty

deed to Isaac Watts to the following described real estate, viz : Lot two,

block nine. Gill's west addition, Atlanta, Logan county, Illinois. The

above premises having been in iaw, and if not decided at this date, the

above to be a firm contract— said Isaac Watts agreeing to pay all taxes

against said real estate, provided the same has not been sold for taxes, and

is beyond redemption. If the property has been sold and the time of

redemption expired, then the above to be null and void, otherwise to

remain in full force and effect— said Capps giving possession on the 7th

day of May, 1864— said Watts, being the plaintiff in the suit against said

real estate, hereby agrees to dismiss said suit at his, said Watts', costs.

(Signed) "CHARLES CAPPS,
"E. CAPPS,
"ISAAC WATTS.

"1, E. Capps, guarantee that Charles Capps complies wife the above

agreement. (Signed) E. Capps."

It is held, that the signature of Ebenezer Capps to the first contract was

placed there as security for Charles Capj^s, and that the guaranty written

below was merely to explain the object of his signatvire to the first agree-

ment, and required neither a new consideration nor a stamp. Capps v.

Watts, 60.

11. Contract for surrender of a lease construed. See LANDLORD AND
TENANT, 1, 2.

13. Condition of a mortgage construed. See MORTGAGES, 3.

13. Of a sale on condition. See SALES, 1.

Condition precedent.

14. A tenant sold upon credit to his landlord, all the crops he had raised

on his land, at the price of $500, and agreed to leave the premises in ten

days with all his " traps." The tenant did leave, and removed the greater

part of his property within the time specified, but left around the premises

some geese, shoats, sheep and ducks, for a longer period. The landlord

entered and took possession of the crops, but refused to pay, on the ground,

that the removal of the tenant with all his property was a condition pre-

cedent. Held, it was not, and that the purchaser having received value,

law and justice both combined in requiring him to pay the amount be

agreed. White v. Oillman, 503.

Abandonment op contract.

15. Bights of the respective parties. If one party to an executory contract

induces the other to believe that he has withdrawn from the contract, the

other contracting party need not wait until the day of performance before

making new arrangements ; nor does he lose his remedy against the

delinquent party by providing at once against losses likely to arise from

Buch delinquency. Ghamher of Commerce v. Sollitt, 519
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16. Hence, where a carpenter bad contracted to construct the wood work

of a building at a stipulated price, and at a fixed time, and before tbe time

arrived for him to begin, he wrote to the other party announcing his entire

inability to perform, except on certain new conditions, they were not

bound to wait until the arrival of the very day for his commencement of

the work, before providing for the contingency of his failure. Chamber 0/

Commerce v. Sollitt, 519.

17. And where, in such a case, the other party at once notified the car-

penter that they should not accede to his new conditions, but should con-

tract with other parties, and charge the losses to him, and he remained

silent, making no objection, and showing no willingness to proceed with

the work himself, they were fully justified in treating the contract as

abandoned by him. Ibid. 519.

Pakol agreement.

18. A parol agreement to surrender up a promissory note on the happen-

ing of ^certain contingency, cannot destroy the effect of the note. Ki/rk-

patrick et cU. v. Taylor, Admr. 207.

Eeasures in contracts.

19. Of their effect. Where it appeared in evidence that a clause in the

printed form of the mortgage was stricken out, which in terms provided

that the property might remain with the debtor, before it was executed,

this does not change the right, when such appears to have been the inten-

tion from the clauses left in the instrument. Babcock v. McFarland, 381.

Of subscriptions.

Wlien binding— and herein, of a verbal promise of the character of a stib-

acription. See SUBSCRIPTION, 1, 2, 3.

Of a promisee or payee.

What will constitute a person a promisee or payee. See same title, 4.

Of relation op trust and confidence.

W hen a purchaser is bound to disclose facts to his vendor in relation to vahte

ofproperty. See VENDOR AND PURCHASER, 1.

Rescission of contracts.

Inequity—for fraud. See CHANCERY, 16.

What constitutes a mortgage.

And when a transaction amounts simply to a purchase and resale. See

MORTGAGES, 1, 2.

CONVEYANCES.
What passes by a deed.

1. As appurtenances, and herein of construing grants in view of tht

condition of the property. Where a factory and the land on which it stood

with the appurtenances were conveyed, the factory being the subject mat-

ter of the grant, all that belonged to the tract conveyed, and over which
the grantor had dominion, passed by his deed, under the term " appur-

tenances," and nothing more. Bliss et al. v. Kennedy et al. 67,
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^CONVEYANCES. What passes by a deed. Continued.

2. Courts always construe grants, by considering the condition of things

at the time the grant was made. Bliss et al. v. Kennedy et al. 67.

3. Where a grantor conveyed a factory, and the land on which it stood,

with its appurtenances, he owning nothing outside of the boundaries of

the land conveyed, above or below the factory, he could convey nothing

beyond the premises themselves ; and therefore no part of a stream above

the factory, by which the factory was supplied with water, could pass as

appurtenances to it. Ibid. 67.

Of the kights subsequently acquiked by grantor.

Whether they will inure to the benefit of the grantee. See VENDOR AND
PUECHASER, 2, 3.

Acknowledgment op deeds. See that title, ante.

CORPORATIONS.
Charter op railroad— upon condition.

1. Is a contract, and condition may be enforced. A, recovered a judg-

ment against the Terre Haute, Alton and St. Louis Railroad company,

for work and labor performed for it, and subsequently the road was sold,

and its purchasers were, by an act of the legislature, passed February,

1861, incorporated as the St. Louis, Alton and Terre Haute Railroad com-

pany, under which they organized, and which act provided, among other

things, that, as a condition precedent to its operation, they should pay all

unsatisfied judgments which had been recovered against the former com-

pany for work and labor done for it. In an action of debt, brought

against the St. Louis, Alton and Terre Haute Railroad company, upon this

judgment,— Jield, that the company was liable, it having succeeded under

said act, to all the corporate powers, privileges and franchises of the Terra

Haute, Alton and St. Louis Railroad company, and having assumed in

consideration of such grant, to pay and discharge all j udgments of such

a character, remaining unsatisfied against said company last named. St.

Louis, Alton and Terre Haute Railroad Co. v. Miller, Admr. 199.

2. This act of incorporation constituted an agreement between the State

and the St. Louis, Alton and Terre Haute Railroad company, by the mak-

ing of which, the defendant became liable to pay the judgment in ques-

tion. Ibid. 200.

3. Remedy for non-performance of condition. While the State might

revoke the grant made to the St. Louis, Alton and Terre Haute Railroad

company, because of its exercise of the franchise before condition per-

formed, yet, the act did not design, that judgment creditors should be

dependent upon the action of the State in the matter, as such action could

not in any way benefit the creditors, or relieve the company from the

obligations it had assumed. Ibid. 200.

Municipal corporations.

4. Irregularities in organization— cured by legislation. Where an act

of the general assembly provides that all acts performed for the purpose of

incorporating a town shall be valid, and that all ordinances which it may
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have adopted, not repugnant to the Constitution of this State or the

United States, shall be binding, such legislation recognizes the existence

of the corporate body, and cures any irregularities that may have occurred

in its organization. Toledo, Peoria and Warsaw Railway Co. v. Town of

Gltenoa, 209.

5. Obstructing streets—power of towns and cities to punish therefor. By
the act of February 10, 1849, it is declared, that the corporate authorities

of all towns and cities incorporated under the general law or under special

charters, shall have the same powers as are conferred on the cities of

Quincy and Springfield, by their charters and amendments thereto. The
charter of Springfield confers power to open, widen, establish, grade or

otherwise improve and keep in repair, streets, avenues, lanes and alleys

;

and to pass all ordinances necessary to carry into effect the powers con-

ferred by the charter. Held, that this conferred upon the town of Chenoa,

power to adopt an ordinance punishing by fine, any person who might
obstruct a public street within its limits. Ibid. 209.

6. Extent ofpenalty that can be imposed by cities and towns. A town
incorporated under the general law, and having the powers conferred by
the charters of the cities of Springfield and Quincy, may impose a fine

for a breach of their ordinances, exceeding five dollars. The power to

impose penalties and fines is not limited in amount by those charters.

Ibid. 209.

7. Extent of recovery before a justice of the peace. But the Constitution

prevents justices of the peace from trying cases involving fines to a

greater amount than $100. Ibid. 210.

8. An ordinance must be in force at the time of the alleged breach.

Where a party is prosecuted for an alleged breach of a town ordinance,

and the ordinance which prohibits the act done, prescribes no penalty,

but refers for the penalty to another ordinance which was passed after the

alleged breach was committed, no recovery can be had. Ibid. 210.

9. Power of counties to pay bounties to soldiers, with and witlumt statutory

authority. See TAXES, &c. 6, 7, 8.

10. Powers of towns in regard to license. See LICENSE, 1, 3.

11. Enjoining municipal corporations against an abuse of tlieir fran-
chises. See INJUNCTIONS, 3.

12. Requisites of a city ordinance. See ORDINANCE, 1.

COSTS.

On appeals from justices.

1. Apportionment thereof. In apportioning costs under our statute. In

case of an appeal from a judgment of a justice of the peace, the Circuit

Court must take a view of the whole case, and ascertain where the justice

of it is, and so apportion the costs. Beckman et al. v. Kreamer et al. 447.

Security for costs.

2. lime to object for want of it. See PRACTICE, 10.

35— 43d III.
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COUNTIES.
Taxation to pay botinties to soldieks.

Of the power of counties, with and without statviory auth/yrity. See

TAXES, &c., 6, 7, 8.

COUNTY OFFICERS.
NOTAEY PUBLIC.

Is a county officer. See ACKNOWLEDGMENT OF DEEDS, 3.

COUNTY TAX.
What constitutes.

!Fa<c levied by a county for military purposes, ia a county tax. See

COUNTY TREASURER, 1.

COUNTY TREASURER.
Op his fees.

Commission on money which did not, hut ought to Jmve, come into his

hands. Under the act of 1861, " to encourage the formation and equip-

ment of volunteers," the county of McLean assessed a special tax, and its

board of supervisors appointed a disbursing agent, as required by the law,

and also made an order directing town collectors to pay over to him this

war tax, which was done, such agent receiving and disbursing the fund.

In an action against the county treasurer on his bond, to recover two per

cent of this tax which he had retained as commissions, held, that the

tax thus assessed was a county tax, and, as such, should have been paid

to the county treasurer, and not to the agent, as ordered by the supervisors,

they having no legal power to make such order. That it must be assumed,

that the treasurer would have received and disbursed the fund if he had

been permitted, and having the legal right so to do, he must be considered

as having done it, and entitled to his commissions therefor as provided by

law. Fell V. Supermsora of McLean Go. 216.

COVERTURE.
How TO avail as a defense. See PLEADING, 12, 18.

CREDITORS.
Patment op debt by a sueety.

Of his relative rights as a creditor. See SURETT, 4.

CREDITORS' BILLS. See CHANCERY. 14, 15.

CRIMINAL LAW.
Larceny.

1. What constitutes. If the owner of goods alleged to have been stolen,

voluntarily parts with the possession and title, then, neither the taking

nor conversion is felonious. It amounts simply to a fraud. Stinson et aL

V. The People, 397.
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2. But, if he parts with the possession only, expecting the identical

thing will be returned, or that it shall be disposed of on his account, or in

a particular way as directed or agreed upon for his benefit, then the title

to the goods does not pass, and they may be feloniously converted, and

the bailee be guilty of a larceny, if obtained with that intent. Stinson et

al. V. The People, 397.

3. A, B, C and D, were passengers on a railroad train from Detroit to

Chicago. D being a stranger to the others, and while the train was in

the State of Indiana, A wagered a certain sum with D, and, thereupon, D
deposited the amount of his wager in money with B, who was selected as

stakeholder, and A deposited an express package purporting to contain an
equal amount, but which was afterward discovered to contain nothing but

waste paper, whereupon D demanded his money from B, which he refused

to pay back. Subsequently A, B and C were arrested in Chicago, upon a

charge of larceny, and the money found in the possession of B. Held,

that the act was a felony. That the conduct of B fully rebutted the idea,

that he acted as a mere innocent stakeholder, but, on the contrary, showed

collusion with his confederates in the felonious design to deprive D of his

money. Ibid. 397.

4. In such case, it was not error for the court to refuse an instruction,

that unless the jury believed that the defendants were previously ac-

quainted, and connived together for the purpose of obtaing the money and

sharing it between them, they must acquit the defendants. The simple

question for thejury was, were the defendants then confederating for the

purpose of feloniously obtaining the money, and in what manner was it

obtained. Ibid. 398.

Larceny—where punishable.

5. The principle is well settled, that where the original taking is feloni-

ous, every act of possession continued under it by the thief is a felonioua

taking, wherever the thief may be, and to whatever places he carries the

stolen property, and he may be there punished for the felony. Ibid. 898.

Of the identity op the offense.

6. As to the manner in which it was committed. When an indictment

for murder charged the offense as having been committed by shooting

from a gun by means of powder and shot, proof, that the murder wa8

committed by striking the deceased with a gun upon the head, is inad-

missible. G-uedel v. The People, 226.

7. The law requires that a prisoner on trial for murder, shall be

fully informed by the indictment of the precise nature of the charge

against him. Ibid. 226.

8. Tlie mode in which the offense was committed, is an essential part

of the indictment ; and killing by shooting, and killing by beating upon

the head with a gun, are modes of causing death so essentially unlike

that proof of the one mode would be inadmissible under an indictment

charging the other. Ibid. 226.
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Autrefois acquit.

9. Where there is no legaljeopardy. Where a person was indicted for a

murder, committed by shooting with powder and shot from a gun, and

was acquitted, and was afterward indicted for the same murder, and con-

victed, and in such second indictment the offense was alleged to have

been done' by beating upon the head with a gun, — held, that the two

indictments stated different offenses, and that the acquittal on the first

one was no bar to the second, the prisoner never having been in legal

jeopardy. Ghiedel v. The People, 226.

DAMAGES. •

Assessment of damages.

By the court. See ASSESSMENT OP DAMAGES, 1, 3.

Laying out a public road.

Mode of adjusting damages. See HIGHWAYS, 2 to 6.

On dissolution op injutstction.

Attorney's fee may he included. See INJUNCTIONS, 10.

Excessive dajiages.

mw trial granted therefor. See NEW TRIAL, 3, 4

DEATH OF JUDGMENT DEBTOR.
How TO OBTAIN EXECUTION.

W7ien tJiere is no executor or administrator. See EXECUTIONS, 1.

DEBT.
On JUDGMENT RECORD.

The action of debt is the proper remedy on a judgment record. 8t,

Louis, Alton and Terre Haute EaUroad Co. v. Milller, Admr. 200.

DECREE.
Of combining two items in one.

1. Whether erroneous. Where a decree of foreclosure finds the amount

of the debt due, and under a provision in the mortgage authorizing a

decree for an attorney's fee, and for expenses of the mortgagee in bringing

suit, and the master reports an attorney's fee of ten dollars, and the

mortgagee two dollars for expenses, which is approved, but the court in

rendering the decree, added twelve dollars as an attorney's fee, but

nothing for expenses : Held, the amount being the same, there was no

error in the decree. Dunn v. Rogers et al. 260.

Impeachment op decree.

2. Mode thereof. A decree cannot be impeached by affidavits alone,

nnaccompanied by a bill filed for that specific purpose. Hanna v. Batekin,

462.

Decree on Foreclosure.

Against a purcJiaser of the equity of redemption— should not require him

to pay the mortgage deht. See MORTGAGES, 8.
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Decree for possession.

When not proper. See POSSESSION, 1.

Guardian's application to sell land.

Decree need not fix the precise time of sale. See GUARDIAN AND
WARD, 5.

DEFAULT.
Default for want of a plea.

After demurrer— assessment of damages. Where a defendant demurs

to a declaration, and his demurrer is overruled, and he fails to obtain

leave to plead, a default for want of a plea is the necessary consequence.

The j udgment on the demurrer in such case is, that plaintiff recover Ma
debt, and damages occasioned by detention of the same, to assess which a

jury should be called. Bates et al. v. Williams, 494.

DELEGATED POWERS. See POWERS, 1.

DEMAND.
In forcible detainer. See FORCIBLE ENTRY AND DETAINER, 1 to 4

DEMURRER.
Op immaterial averments.

Must he objected to hy demurrer. See PLEADING, 7.

Demurrer to sci. fa. on recog.

What questions are presented thereby. See RECOGNIZANCE, 9.

DEPOSITORS. See BANKS AND BANKERS, 4, 5.

DESCRIPTION.
Laying out a public road.

What a sufficient description. See HIGHWAYS, 1.

DEVISE. See WILLS.

DILIGENCE.
Continuance.

Diligence required wTtere witnesa resides in another State. See CON'l'IN U
ANCE, 1, 3.

DIVORCE.
Must be proved by the record. See EVIDENCE, 16.

Judicial notice not taken of divorce. See JUDICIAL NOTICE, 1.

DOWER.
When barred by relinquishment.

Outstanding title. Where a person was recognized to appear and

answer to a criminal charge, and, he being joined by his wife, conveyed

real estate in fee to his bail, or another, to secure his sureties, and fails to
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appear, and the recognizance is forfeited, and the holder of the title of

such land, supposing a city to be entitled to the forfeiture, conveyed the

premises to the city in satisfaction of the forfeiture ; but the forfeiture

being afterward claimed by the school commissioner, and purchased in by

both under the execution on the judgment recovered on the recognizance,

and the deed was, under the order of court, made to the school commis-

sioner, who conveyed it to another person, and where it appeared, that the

person recognized to appear to answer the criminal charge had died,

—

Jield, in a proceeding instituted by his widow, against the purchaser from

the school commissioner, for dower in the premises, that she was estopped

by the conveyance of the property by her and her husband to indemnify

his sureties, and, that defendant might set that and subsequent convey-

ances up as an outstanding title to defeat her recovery ; that until that

title is set aside as fraudulent, or otherwise, she had no claim to dower in

the premises. McKee v. Brown, 131.

Laying out a public road.

Mode of adjusting damages in reject to a dower interest. See HIGH
WATS, 3.

DRAWER.
Drawer of check.

When discharged by laches of holder. See CHECKS, 6, 7.

Drawer of certified check.

His ultimate liaUlity. See CHECKS, 2, 3, 4.

EQUALIZATION OP ASSESSMENTS.
As BETWEEN TOWNSHIPS.

Of the mode thereof. See TAXES, etc. 23 to 25.

ERASURES.
Erasures in contracts.

Of tlieir effect. See CONTRACTS, IS.

ESTOPPEL.
Of admissions.

WJien they will, and when tliey wUl not operate as an estoppel. See EVI-

DENCE, 5, 6, 7.

JORTSDICTION OF A COURT.

W7ie7i a party is estopped from denying the jurisdiction of a court. See

JURISDICTION, 3.

EVIDENCE.
Parol evidence.

1. Impeachment of certificate of acknowledgment of a deed. Where the

certificate of acknowledgment appears substantially in the form prescribed

by the statute, it is conclusive, and can only be impeached for fraud or

Imposition practiced. Hill v. Bacon, 477.
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2. Inadmissible to vary terms ofa written contract. In a suit on a prom-

issory note, parol evidence is inadmissible, to show a cotemporaneous ver-

bal agreement, varying the terms of the note. Harris v. GaJbraith et al. 309.

3. Admissible to impeach consideration. But parol proof maybe received

to impeach the consideration of a note. Ibid. 309.

4. Tax receipts, like other receipts, are susceptible of explanation upon
the question, for whom the taxes were paid. Band v. Scofield, 167.

Admissions.

5. When they may he disproved—and when they wiU operate as an estop-

pel. Admissions are to go to the jurj', but a party making them is at lib-

erty to disprove them,— to show by proof aliunde they were not true, or

made for a purpose. The jury are to determine what weight should be

given to them. Young v. Foute, 33.

6. Unless admissions have induced a person to act on them, and so alter

ing his condition, they may be shown to be untrue ; but, if a party has

acted on them, they will operate as an estoppel on the party making them.
Ibid. 33.

7. In all cases of admissions, it is for the jury to determine the weight

to be given to them, for much depends on the accuracy of the memory of

the witness, and the circumstances under which the admissions were

made. Ibid. 33.

8. Of credits entered in a till of particulars. Where a party files a bill

of particulars, embracing many charges, and a credit for a sum as paid,

the whole account must be taken together, like an admission of any other

kind, and it is for the jury to pass upon it and say what it proves. If the

other party introduces the account, he must introduce both charges and
credits for the consideration of the jury. Thompson et al. v. Hovey, 197.

Ibrelevanct.

9. In an action for an inj ury sustained through the overturning of a

carriage, by reason of a hole made and left in the street by city authorities,

evidence that the injured party, during the following winter, went to

Cuba, for the more perfect restoration of health, without showing that

the change was necessary to a complete recovery— held inadmissible and

improper, as it would shed no light upon the question in controversy, and
would be likely to influence the jury in giving damages. City of Chicago

V. Allen et ux. 496.

ADMISSrBILITY, GENERALLY.

10. As to the necessity of a rule adopted by a railroad company.

Although the question of the reasonableness of a rule adopted by a

railroad company for the regulation of its business is one of law purely,

it is nroper for the court to admit testimony in regard to the necessity of

Buch rule. Illinois Central Railroad Co. v. Whittemore, 431.

11. As to condition of railroad locomotive. In an action to recover

damages, caused by the explosion of a certain locomtive engine, the

lestimony of the employees of the company using it, that, among taem.
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sucli engine had always been considered unsafe, is competent, for fhe

purpose of sliowing that the person having care of the machinery of the

road knew, or might have known, by reasonable diligence, that it was

not safe. Ghioago and Alton Railroad Co. v. Sliannon, Admr. 339.

12. Amount of steam carried on a former trip. In this case, the

deceased was a brakeman on the road, and it was held, that proof that

the engineer had, on a previous trip made on the road, carried more

steam than the rules of the company allowed, was inadmissible. Ibid.

339.

Of opinions and theories.

13. Circumstances affecting the weight they are entitled to. Evidence,

relating to mere matters of theory and opinion, though often valuable,

loses its weight when the witnesses are so circumstanced, that they have

a strong interest in propounding one opinion or theory, rather than

another. Ibid. 839.

Question of law.

14. Witness cannot testify as to matter of law. An interrogatory asking

a witness to swear as to a matter, which in part was a question of law, is

improper. Tomlin v. Hilyard, 301.

Degree op proof required.

15. In an action qui tarn against a railroad, to recover the penalty for

failure to sound a whistle or ring a bell when required by law, it is error

to instruct the jury for the plaintiff, "that a preponderance of evidence,

only, is required, and that it is not necessary a jury should be satisfied

of the guilt of the defendant beyond a reasonable doubt." While the

same completeness of proof is not required in such cases, as in cases where

life or liberty is in jeopardy, yet there must be a reasonable and well

founded belief of the guilt of the defendant,— a very slight preponder-

ance will not suifice. Toledo, Peoria and Warsaw Railway Go. v. FosteVt

480.

Peoof of a divorce.

16. Must be hy the record. Proof of a divorce can only be established

by the record, unless the fact be properly admitted. Streeter v. Streeter,

157.

17. Courts will not take judicial notice of a dioorce in another proceed-

ing between the parties. See JUDICIAL NOTICE, 1.

Experts.

18. Construction of contracts. Where evidence is introduced on a

trial to show the terms of a contract for the erection of a mjirble monu-

ment, it is error to call other witnesses, who are dealers or workmen in

marble, and to ask them, "What, in the trade of a marble dealer, is

meant by a contract to erect a monument 1 " Sanford v. Rawlings, 92.

19. It is wholly unnecessary to call a workman in marble to prove the

legal import of a contract " to erect a monument," or what would be

understood by such a contract in the trade, because there could be no
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dispute as to its meaning. The law would attach, to this language a

precise signification. Sanford v. BawLings, 92.

20. What a contract is must be shown by the language and acts of the

parties, and not by proving what is the custom of dealers and workmen
as to their mode of executing particular contracts. Ibid. 93.

21. It is the province of the court to give the meaning of words used in

a contract in evidence before it, unless they are technical expressions, or

terms of art, or science, which experts alone can explain. Streeter v

Streeter, 157.

BmiDEN OF PROOF.

22. Of acquiescence of a cestui que tru^t in the purcliase of the trustee at

Jiis own sale. Where, in case of a trustee purchasing at his own sale, th«»

defendant relies upon acquiescence, the burden is upon him of showing

notice to the cestui que trust, distinct information to him, and acquiescence

after that distinct information is communicated. MiXes et al. v. Wheeler et

at. 124.

23. This rule is upon the ground, that, the purchase being prima facie

& fraud and void, it devolves upon the person claiming under it to show
whatever he relies upon as taking it out of the rule. Ibid. 124.

24. Under flea ofnon est factum. See PLEADING AND EVIDENCE,
15.

25. In proceeding to contest a will—presumption in favor of its validity

, See WILLS, 14.

26. Impeaching consideration ofa note. See CHATTEL MORTGAGES, 4

27. Where a married woman claims the ownership of personal property

as against a creditor ofher husband. See MARRIED WOMEN, 4.

Judicial notice.

Of what matters courts will take judicial notice. See JUDICIAL NOTICE

Application to admit a will to probate.

What loitnesses may testify on such an application, and on an appeal to the

Circuit Court. See WILLS, 17 to 20.

Proceeding to contest a will.

Of proper evidence as to undue influence upon the testator, of his mental

capacity, and of the fact of his signing the will. See WILLS, 21, 22.

Wills— authentication.

Necessity ofproper authentication. See WILLS, 15.

Mental capacity to contract.

Evidence thereof. See CONTRACTS, 2.

Breach of town ordinance.

The ordinance must he in force at the time of the alleged breach. See COR-

PORATIONS, 8.

Sworn answers in chancery.

Degree of evidence required to overcome them. See CHANCERY, 22.
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Evidence in chanceky.

How preserved. See CHANCERY, 20.

Evidence op partnership.

Whether sufficient. See PARTNERSHIP, 6.

EXCEPTIONS AND BILLS OF EXCEPTIONS.
Bills of exceptions.

1. When necessary. Where the ruling of the court upon a motion to

dismiss for want of a proper bond for costs is assigned for error, such a

motion only becomes a part of the record and is properly brought before

this court by means of a bill of exceptions. Douglass v. Parker et al. 146.

2. The same rule applies where the errors assigned relate to questions

of evidence. Ibid. 146.

EXCESSIVE DAJSIAGES.

New trial granted therefor. See NEW TRIALS, 3, 4.

EXECUTION.
Death of judgment debtor.

Mow to obtain execution when there is no executor or administrator.

Under the statute authorizing an execution to issue against the property

of a deceased judgment debtor, without reviving the judgment, upon giv-

ing notice of the existence of the same, to the executor or administrator,

the inference would seem to be, that, in case there is no executor or adminis-

trator, the judgment must be revived against the heirs before an execution

can issue. Littler v. TJie People ex rel. Hargadine, 189.

EXPERTS. See EVIDENCE, 18 to 21.

FALSE IMPRISONMENT.
Justification therefor.

1. Who may make an arrest, and under what circumstances. A private

individual may arrest a person guilty of crime, when it is necessary to

prevent the escape of the accused, and have him taken before the proper

officer for examination. But such a person cannot j ustify such arrest upon

the ground of a suspicion of guilt only— guilt in such a case must be

shown. It is otherwise with a peace officer authorized to make arrests, as

he may arrest without a warrant where all the facts show that there was

strong probable cause to believe that the accused was guilty. Dodds et al.

V. Board, 95.

2. Where a number of persons suspect a person of being guilty of crime,

and induce a peace officer to make an arrest, without a warrant, they can-

not justify their action by showing probable cause to believe him guilty;

to do so, they must show guilt. In such a case the officer would, it seems,

be justified. Ibid. 95.

3. Where a crime has been committed, and the party arrested is guilty,

and private individuals induce a peace officer to make the arrest, they, aa

well as the officer will be j ustified by showing the guilt. Ibid. 95.
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FEES.
Fees of Cikcuit Coitrt clerk.

For entering suit on the docket. The statute makes it the duty of the

clerks of the Circuit Courts to prepare and keep a docket of all causes

pending in their respective courts, in which shall be entered the names

of the parties, the cause of action, and name of the plaintiff's attorney

;

and to furnish the judge and the bar, at each term, with a copy of the

same ; and provides, that for this labor the clerk shall be entitled to a fee

of ten cents for entering each suit on the docket for trial. The Circuit

Court overruled a motion to retax a bill of costs, charging ten cents each

for entering a cause on the docket of the judge, the bar, and the clerk—
held, that only one charge of ten cents can be made for docketing each

cause on the the trial docket, and that no charge can be made for entering

a cause on the copies for the judge and the bar. Kerp v. MicJia, 493.

Fees of county treasurer. See COUNTY TREASUEERS, 1.

FISHERY.
In "WHOM THE RIGHT EXISTS.

1. By the common law, a right to take fish belongs so essentially to the

right of soil in streams or bodies of water where the tide does not ebb and

flow, that, if the riparian proprietor owns upon both sides of such stream,

no one but himself may come upon the limits of his land and take fish

there ; and the same rule applies so far as his land extends, to wit, to the

thread of the siream, where he owns upon one side only. Within these

limits, by the common law, his right of fishery is sole and exclusive,

unless restricted by some local law, or well established usage of the State,

where the premises may be situate. Beckman et al. v. Kreamer et ai. 447.

2. So where a party owned a tract of land on which there was a small

sheet of water, having an outlet into the Kankakee river, and another

entered upon the premises, against the will of the owner, for the purpose

of fishing, it was held, the entry was unlawful, and the owner could main-

tain trespass therefor. Ibid. 447.

FORCIBLE ENTRY AND DETAINER.
Forcible detainer.

1. Of the demand, or notice to quit. A notice to quit should be signed

by the landlord or a properly authorized agent, to be binding on the ten-

ant. To authorize a recovery in forcible detainer this must be proved.

And the notice to quit must be proved by legitimate evidence. This can-

not be done by producing a copy, with an affidavit of service. The witiiesa

serving it should be produced to prove the service. Ball v. Peck, 482.

2. Whether the original notice be left vdth the tenant, or only a true

copy or a duplicate, the service must be proved by a witness. The statute

has not authorized an individual to make a return of service. Ibid. 482.

3. The notice required by the third section of the act of 18G5, relates to

the notice terminating a lease, under the second section of that act. The
seventh section of that act only dispenses with a notice of the termination
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of a lease, which fixes the time when it shall expire ; it requires, on the

contrary, that a notice be given when he elects to terminate it for a breach

of covenants. Ball v. Peck, 482.

4. This section of the act of 1865, does not conflict with or repeal the

first section of the forcible entry and detainer act of 1845, which requires a

demand in writing to be made for possession before forcible detainer can

be maintained. It leaves the demand to be made as required by the act of

1845. Ibid. 482.

FORFEITURE.
Forfeiture op recognizance.

At what term it may he taken. See RECOGNIZANCE.

FORMER ACQUITTAL. See CRIMINAL LAW, 9.

FORMER DECISIONS.

Taylor v. Marcy, 25 111. 518, in reference to the mode of adjusting

damages to the owner of land over which it is proposed to open a road,

modified in Commissioners of Highways v. Durham, 86. See HIGH
WAYS, 6.

McLagan v. Brown, 11 111. 519, as to effect of reversal of a judgment under

which a j udgment creditor has redeemed from a prior sale, upon his title,

not acquiesced in by subsequent decisions. IMtler v. The People ex rel.

Eargadine, 192. See REDEMPTION, 7.

Williams v. Tatnell, 29 111. 565, is held not to conflict with other cases

in which it is decided that a judgment creditor redeeming from a prior

judicial sale is subrogated to the rights of the purchaser from whom he

redeems. Lamh v Richards, Admx. 312.

Webster v. Vickers, 2 Scam. 295, and Bradley v. Morris, 3 id. 183, do not

conflict with the doctrine of this court, that an indorser is not a competent

witness to impeach the validity of a note which he has assigned. Walters

v. Witherell, 388.

FRAUD.
Evidence op fraud.

l.Ona sale ofgoods hy a debtor—purchaser must participate. Fraud in the

purchase of a stock of goods must be proved to subject them to the debts

of the vendor. The mere fact that one of two partners said he intended

to pay such debts as he could, and to "break full-handed," does not

prove fraud in the sale of the goods, unless there is evidence that the

purchaser participated in the fraud. And when he refused to become a

snam purchaser, and refused to have any connection with the matter

unless the sale was bonaflde, in the absence of other evidence of fraud, it

will not be presumed that he was guilty of fraud. Waterman v. Donald-

son, 29.

2. Adequacy of price— relationship of the parties. Where it appears

that a firm sold their stock of goods to a creditor, in satisfaction of his
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debt against the firm, and lie was to pay other debts of the firm for the

balance of the price of the stock, and it was invoiced to him at twenty-

five per cent less than it cost, it being old and broken, it will not be

inferred that there was fraud. A mere doubt of the fairness of a trans-

action is not sufficient, but fraud must be proved by a preponderance of

evidence. Nor will the court infer that such a sale is fraudulent because

it is made to an uncle of one of the partners. Waterman v. Donaldson, 29

Rescission of contracts, in equity.

Forfraud. See CHANCERY, 16.

Of laches in respect thereto.

What will account for delay in seekiny to avoid a fraudulent contract. See

LIMITATIONS, 3.

Administrator purchasing at his own sale.

la fraudulent per se. See ADMINISTRATION OF ESTATES, 1, 2, 3.

Relation op trust and confidence.

Vendor and purchaser— ichen the latter is iound to disclose facts to the

former. See VENDOR AND PURCHASER, 1.

GARNISHMENT.
What is subject to garnishment.

1. Of money in the custody of the law. As a general rule, money whicli

is in the custody of the law is not liable to be reached by garnishee pro-

cess. It has been held, that money collected on execution and in the

hands of a sheriff cannot be reached on garnishee process. So of money
in his hands on the redemption of lands sold on execution. It has been

held by other courts, that money cannot be so reached, in the hands of

selectmen due a school teacher, in the hands of a public officer, held in

his official capacity ; so of money in the hands of a clerk ; likewise

in the hands of an administrator ; the same of money in the hands of a

United States marshal, and in the hands of a treasurer of a board of

school directors for the payment of teachers, and was held not to be a debt

due from the treasurer to the teacher. Millison v. Fisk, 112.

2. The rule seems to be that a person deriving his authority from the

law to receive and hold money or property cannot be garnisheed for the

same, because the money or property is in the custody or control of the

law, and while it so continues it does not belong to the debtor. While it

so remains the law may control it, and it may never be paid to the debtor

in execution. Ibid. 112.

3. Money in the hands of a school treasurer. Where it appeared, that

a teacher's schedules had been placed in the hands of a township school

treasurer, for teaching in a district, and there were funds in the hands of

the treasurer subject to be apportioned to that and other districts, but had

not been when the garnishee process was served, but a portion of the fund

was subsequently apportioned to the district and ordered to be paid on

these schedules,— held, that the money was not liable to be garnisheed at

the time of sei vice, nor did it become bo on that service, by the subse>
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quent appropriation, whatever might have been the effect of a service,

after the order for its payment and before its payment to the debtor in

the garnishee proceeding. Nor can school directors be garnisheed for

funds not in their hands or under their control. MilUson v. Fisk, 112.

GRANT.
Grant from the state to a railroad.

1. Of land owned by the State— wJiat is embraced tTierein. Although

the language of a statute may be sufBciently comprehensive to embrace

any property owned by the State, still it vdll not be construed to include

property used by the State for a specific purpose. In such a case it can-

not be inferred, that such was the intention of the legislature, and all

statutes must be construed according to the intention of the body enact-

ing them. St. Louis, Jacksonville and Chicago Railroad Co. v. Trustees of

Illinois Inst, for the Education of the Blind, 303.

2. Where the general assembly in granting a railroad charter, author-

ized the company to enter upon, take possession of, and use all and singu-

lar any lands, streams and materials of every kind for the location of the

road, depots, etc., for the construction of the road, and it contained a pro-

vision, that " all such lands, materials and pri^^leges belonging to the

State, are hereby granted to said corporation for said purposes,"— held,

that the grant does not include the ground connected with, and used by

the State for the education of the blind, although adjoining the road and

convenient for its use. Ibid. 303.

3. Where the general assembly has made such a grant, and subse-

quently, by another act grants the company a portion of the right of way
to an old and abandoned railroad belonging to the State, which is upon

the line of the road of the company, it will be inferred, that such subse-

quent grant is a legislative construction of the prior grant, from which it

appears, the general assembly did not understand that the former grant

embraced property belonging to the State, not used by the State,

although convenient to the construction of the road, much less to embrace

property appropriated to other purposes, and in the actual use of the State.

Ibid. 303.

eUAEANTY.
Op indorsements in blank.

1. Presumption arising thereon. A stranger who indorses a note in

blank at the time of its execution, is presumed to indorse as guarantor.

Dietrich v. Mitchell, 40.

2. But if the name of a payee is found on the back of a note, the pre-

sumption is, in the absence of proof, that he placed it there as assignor,

with a view to assume the liabilities of an assignor under our statute. If

it be sought to charge him as guarantor, the plaintiff must show that he

contracted as such. Ibid. 40.

Construction of a contract.

3. Whether a guaranty or a mere securityshi'p. See CONTRACTS, 10.
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GUARDIAN AD LITEM.
Of the appointment.

1. On the plaintiff's motion. Where the minors are not brought into

court, and one of them is within one year of being of age, it would not be

proper to appoint a guardian ad litem, on the motion of the plaintiff's

counsel, as he is not the person to name such guardian. Ulioads, Exr., v.

Hhoads et al. 239.

2. By the court on its own motion. When the record shows the appoint-

ment of a guardian ad litem, but no motion therefor, nor prayer therefor

in the bill, such appointment will be considered the act of the court on its

own motion, which it might make, siia sponte. Ibid. 239.

Who may be appointed.

3. Under our practice it is not necessary that the person appointed as a

guardian ad litem, should be a relative of the infants. Ibid. 239.

Cannot bind the infants.

4. A guardian ad litem cannot bind the infants by any thing he may do,

or admit in his answer. Ibid. 239.

Must defend theik interests.

5. The rule is inflexible, that a guardian ad litem must defend the inter-

ests of the infants as vigorously as the nature of the case will admit. It

is his special duty to submit to the court every question involving the

rights of the infants affected by the suit. Ibid. 239.

Must answer before decree.

6. Where a guardian ad litem has been appointed, it is eiTor for the

court to enter a final decree against the infants without requiring an

answer from such guardian. Ibid. 239.

In guardian's application to sell land.

7. Gfuardian ad litem not necessary. See GUARDIAN AND WARD, 4.

GUARDIAN AND WARD.
Guardian's bond.

1. Presumption as to its sufficiency. ^Vhere a guardian proceeded by bill

in the Circuit Court for leave to sell lands of a minor, and an exhibit filed

with the bill showed an order of the probate court appointing her guar-

dian, and reciting that she had filed her bond,— held, that the court may
properly presume that the bond mentioned in the order of the probate

court was such as the law requires. Campbell v. Harmon et al. 18.

Notice of application to sell land.

2. When sufficient. In an application by a guardian in the Circuit Court

to sell the real estate of his ward, a notice in due form, signed in the name
of the guardian by her attorney, with affidavit of the attorney showing

that he posted it in manner required by law,

—

held, sufficient ; and that

the attorney was a competent person to post it, and a competent witness

to prove it. Ibid. 18.

Parties, in such application.

3. WJiether the ward must be a party. In proceedings by a guardian to

sell real estate of his wards, the latter need not be made parties. Ibid. 18.
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GUARDIAN AND WARD. Continued.

Guardian ad litem.

4. Nor is it necessary, in sucli a proceeding, that a guardian ad litem

should be appointed ; so it matters not if one sliould be appointed, and
Ms answer was improper. Campbell v. Harmon, 19.

Decree of sale.

5. J!^eed not fix precise day or hour. Under our statute it was not

intended to require tlie court, in an application by a guardian to sell real

estate of the minor, to fix the precise day or hour of sale. It is sufficient

if the court in its order fixes certain reasonable limits, both as to the day

and hour within which the sale shall be held, requiring the guardian to

give due notice. The guardian may exercise some discretion in a mode
favorable to the ward's interests. Ibid. 19.

An executor is not a guardian.

6. Where a person is named in a will as executor, merely, he does not, in

virtue of such appointment, become testamentary guardian of the infants.

BJwads, Exr., v. Bhoads et oL 239.

HABEAS CORPUS.
Effect of a discharge.

1. Where a party who is in prison upon a criminal charge, sues out a

writ of habeas corpus, and is thereupon discharged, if no reason is assigned

in the order of discharge, it will be presumed that the court examined into

the merits of the case and became satisfied the criminal charge was not

established. Under our statute a discharge upon habeas corpus does not

preclude an investigation by the grand jury. Walker et al. v. Martin, 508.

HEIRS.

Laying out a public road.

Where the land belongs to heirs— mode of assessing damages. See

HIGHWAYS, 2.

HIGHWAYS.
Description.

1. What a sufficient description of road ordered to be laid out. The

description of a road proposed to be laid out, is sufficiently certain, where,

from the whole proceedings had thereon, taken together, there appears

no difficulty in locating the same. Todemier et al. v. Aspinwall et aZ. 401.

Assessment of damages.

2. For laying out road. Where a road was ordered to be laid out

through lands belonging to an estate, an assessment of the damage to the

heirs of such estate is proper and legal. Ibid. 401.

3. Separate damages to widow— cannot be assessed. In such case, separ-

ate damages cannot be assessed to the widow on account of an unassigned

dower interest. An adjustment of the equities between the fee and the con-

tingent right of dower must be left to the vridow and the heirs. Ibid. 401.
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HIGHWAYS, Assessment op damages. Continued.

4. Of the mode of adjustment under act of 1861. Tlie fifty-sixth section

of the township organization law of 1861 imperatively requires the com-

missioners of highways to adjust the question of damages to the owners

of land before opening a road across it. Commissioners of Highways v.

Durham, 86,

5. The question of damages must be satisfactorily adjusted by release

or assessment, or in some other recognized mode, before an owner can be

forcibly dispossessed of his property. The act of 1861 does not require the

owner to be present and claim damages, as by the old law he was required,

but the commissioners, in case they and the owner cannot agree, must

assess them at what they may deem just and right, and deposit a state-

ment of the amount assessed with the town-clerk, who shall note the time

of filing the same. Ibid. 86.

6. Former decision. The case of Taylor v, Marcy (25 111. 518) is modi-

fied so as to conform to the rule above laid down. Ibid. 86.

Obstkucting streets of a town or city.

Power of towns and cities to adopt ordinances to punish therefor, hy fine*

See CORPORATIONS, 5.

Road tax.

A school director not exempt. See TAXES, 9.

Road tax may be discharged in labor. See same title, 10.

HOMESTEAD.
Homestead right not m^ estate.

1. But a mere exemption. The homestead act has not created a new
estate, but simply an exemption, and where the holder of the homestead

conveys, without relinquishing the exemption, he transfers the fee, but

the operation of the deed is suspended until the premises are abandoned
or possession is surrendered. The act will not bear the construction that

an estate is created which may be transferred and held by others than
those specified in the statute. Such was not the legislative intention,

McDonald v. Crandall, 233.

Purchaser op homestead premises.

2. Where there is no release of the homestead right— of the cha/racter of
his title. Where the owner of land, residing upon it since the passage

of the amendatory homestead law of 1857 with his wife, executes a deed

of conveyance therefor, but they fail to relinquish the homestead exemp-

tion,— held, that such a conveyance operated to pass the fee, but suspends

its operation until the grantor abandons the premises, or surrenders the

possession to the grantee. Ibid. 231.

3. Where a party conveys the homestead, and the exemption is not

relinquished in the mode prescribed by the statute, the grantee does not

acquire such a title as would authorize a recovery in ejectment, or to

defend against his grantor still remaining in possession, in an action for

trespass to the premises. Ibid. 232.

36— 43d III.
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HOMESTEAD. Continued.

Op release in a subsequent deed.

4. Its effect upon a prior grantee who is put in possession. Where a sale

by a trustee, and the trust deed under wliich the sale is made does not

release the homestead exemption, and the grantee is let into possession,

he will hold the premises against a subsequent purchaser under a sale on

a deed of trust which does release the exemption. McDonald v, Crandail,

232.

Judgment lien.

5. Its effect on the homestead. The homestead, when occupied by the

debtor, as such, is not subject to the lien of a judgment, and its sale by the

debtor and a surrender of the possession to the purchaser, who was a junior

judgment creditor, is valid against a prior judgment. Ibid. 232.

Excess above $1,000.

6. Is subject to a lien. Where the homestead exceeds $1,000 in value, a

judgment, mortgage, or deed of trust becomes a lien and may be enforced

against the overplus ; and the same is true of the excess, where there is a

conveyance without a release of the exemption, as the grantee may enforce

his rights to the surplus. Ibid. 232.

7. When the value of the homestead exceeds $1,000, on paying that

sum to the owner, it may be sold under an execution, and in such a con-

tingency, a judgment, whether upon the official bond of a collector, or

otherwise, may be enforced, but it does not create any lien against the

homestead of the debtor. Hume et al. v. Gossett, 297.

Homestead eight—how far protected.

8. The homestead right is protected against all liens and sales, and

against all modes of conveyance, whether by deed absolute, or by mort-

gage, unless released or disposed of, in the mode pointed out in the

homestead act. Ibid. 297.

Liens upon the homestead.

9. Of a town collector's iond, or a judgment thereon. Section seven of

the township organization act of 1861, making a town collector's bond a

lien upon all of his real estate, does not repeal the homestead exemption

act, so far as his bond is concerned. Ibid. 297.

10. A judgment rendered against a town collector upon his official

bond, is like any other judgment, and creates no lien which can be

enforced against his homestead, except in the mode pointed out by

statute. Ibid. 297,

11. The legislature did not design to place the State, as to its revenue,

in any better position than the citizen was placed in regard to the col-

lection of his debt, as against the homestead of the debtor. Ibid. 297.

To WHAT character OP ESTATE THE RIGHT ATTACHES.

12. Of parol partition hetween tenants in common. The homestead

law protects equally an equitable as well as a legal title to lands, and

whjen a parol partition between tenants in common was had, followed by

a several possession, and before judgment lien attached, each can claim
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HOMESTEAD.
To "WHAT CHARACTER OP ESTATE THE RIGHT ATTACHES. Continued.

the homestead right, even though the legal title to one-half of his allot-

ment be in the other, as each held -it since partition as trustee for the

other. Tomliii v. Hilyard, 300.

Of the legal subdivisions of land.

13. Territorial extent of Jwmcstead right. Under our statute, the lot

of ground and buildings owned and occupied by the debtor and his

family, to the value of $1,000 is exempt from levy and forced sale. The
court will take judicial notice, that a quarter section of land is made up

of four forties, each with well defined bounds. This being so, it is com-

petent to inquire the value of the forty so occupied, and if it does not

exceed $1,000, the same is exempt, unless released in the mode prescribed

by the statute. To refuse such inquiry is error. Hill v. Bacon, 4:77.

Occupancy— abandonment.

14. Occupancy by the widow. Tliis court has held, that, under the second

clause of the first section of the homestead law, a widow entitled to claim

its benefits, and in infirm or delicate health, does not lose the benefit of

the act by leaving the homestead to remain temporarily with her friends,

foY the benefit of her health, leaving the premises occupied by a tenant

during her absence. Titman v. Moore, 169.

15. Occupancy after the husband has abandoned the family. And it haa

also been held, that under the amendatory act of 1857, where the husband

abandoned his wife and family, she might remain and hold the homestead

as against his acts or those of his creditors. Ibid. 169.

16. Of temporary absence of husband. Also, that a husband, by being

temporarily absent, whUe in pursuit of a new home, did not thereby for-

feit the right to claim his homestead. Ibid. 169.

17. But while the court adhere to the former decisions, that a debtor

may leave his home for temporary purposes without losing the benefit of

the homestead act, they also hold, that the intention to return and occupy

it as a homestead must be clearly manifested by surrounding circum-

stances. Ibid. 170.

18. New residence— when a waiver of the homestead. But a person hav-

ing acquired a new residence, although not a homestead, cannot be per-

mitted to insist upon the homestead right, to defeat a deed or mortgage

executed by him while occupying such newly acquired residence, and

which fails to release the benefit of the act, unless it clearly appears that

the new residence was only temporary. Ibid, 170.

19. So, where a person left his farm, and removed to a town six milea

distant, where he voted at two local elections, first renting his farm for

three years, at the end of one year terminating that agreement, and rent-

ing it anew for five years, and, after having been eighteen months abseni,

from his farm, executed a mortgage which did not release the benefit of

the homestead act,— held, that the mortgagee took his lien free fr'^m riie

operation of the tomestead act, and that the right to a homestead was
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HOMESTEAD. Occupancy—abandonment. Continued.

not restored by a subsequent return to, and residence on, tlie farm.

Titman v. Moore, 170.

20. Abandonment— effect as to subsequent liens. The husband, being

the head of the family, has the right to determine and control their resi-

dence ; and when he intentionally removes from and abandons the home-

stead, and his family accompanies him, neither he nor they have any

power to resume it, so as to cut oflf intervening liens which have attached

during such abandonment. Ibid, 170.

21. The right to claim the benefit of the homestead act, is controlled

by the situation of the property at the time the debt was contracted, or

the lien attached, and not by the subsequent acts of the debtor and his

family. If the premises are not exempt at the time of creating the debt

or lien, a subsequent possession of the homestead would not exempt it.

On the other hand, the homestead may have been exempt at the time the

debt was contracted, and become liable by its subsequent abandonment.

Ibid. 170.

22. Occupancy by the Jiusband, different from that of the family. The

homestead law seems to imply by its terms, that, where its benefits are

claimed by the husband, it must appear, that he occupied it as a residence,

lived upon it, and made it his home, and that of his family ; and thus an

occupancy of a husband by a tenant is not sufficient. But a simple occu-

pancy by the widow or the children is sufficient, and their occupancy may

be by a tenant. Ibid. 170.

HUSBAND AND WIFE.
Cannot contract with each other.

Effect of act of 1861 in that regard. See MARRIED WOMEN, 6

IMPLIED COVENANTS.
In a lease. See LANDLORD AND TENANT, 3.

IMPRISONMENT FOR DEBT. See INSOLVENT DEBTORS j a. 9.

IMPRISONMENT OF TORT FEASORS. See INSOLVENT DEBTORS,

1, 2, 3.

INFANTS.
Default cannot be entered.

Full proof required. A bill cannot be taken as confessed against infante,

under any circumstances, nor their interests decreed away without an

answer by their guardian ad litem, or on full proof. A default cannot ba

entered against them, nor can any thing be admitted, but every thing

must be proved against infants, and the record must furnish proof to sus-

tain a decree against them, whether the guardian ad litem has answered

or not. Bhoads, Uxr., v. Rhoads et al. 240.

Q-UARDIAN AD LITEM. See that title, ante.
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INJUNCTIONS.
Jurisdiction, as to amoitnt.

1. Under our statute, courts will not entertain jurisdiction or grant an

injunction to restrain tlie collection of a judgment, where the amount in

controversy is less than twenty dollars. Breckenridge v. McCormick et

al. 491.

When they will lie, and when not.

2. Of restraining a municipal corporation. Even if an injunction can

be decreed to restrain a corporation from the abuse of its franchises^ jy
the adoption of ordinances and acts, which will produce iujury to iniivid-

uals, it must appear that the acts complained of are unauthorized, injuri-

ous and of such a character that proceedings at law will not aiford ade-

quate and full relief. Oartside v. Citi/ of East St. Louis et al. 47.

3. In regard to invasion of riparian rights. To authorize the interposi-

tion of a court of chancery by inj unction to restrain a riparian proprietor

from using the water of a stream for manufacturing purposes, the com-

plainant must first establish his rights, and a violation of those rights, in

a court at law. Bliss et al. v. Kennedy et al. 68. ,

4. If a riparian proprietor willfully, or wantonly, or carelessly, so use

his privilege as to injure the rights of others, the courts of law are open to

them, in which to establish their rights and redress the wrong. Chancery

cannot interpose until the right and its invasion are determined. Ibid. 68.

5. When chancery will prevent an injury. Chancery may, for the pur-

pose of preserving property until a legal decision upon the right set up

can be had, restrain by injunction a party doing or threatening an inva-

sion of the rights claimed, but in all such cases the party complaining

must show a strong prima facie case in support of the title which he

asserts, and show that he has not been guilty of any improper delay in

applying for the interposition of the court. In such case the court will also

take into consideration the degree of inconvenience and expense to which

the granting of the injunction would subject the defendant in the event

of his being found to be in the right. Ibid. 68,

6. Opening a road without an adjustment of damages. An attempt to

open a road in the absence of an adjustment of the question of damages

with the owner of improved and cultivated lands, upon which the road is

located, will be restrained by a court of chancery. Commissioners of High-

ways V. Durham, 86.

7. Intrusion of a clergyman into a church— injunction will lie. See

CHURCHES AND CHURCH PROPERTY, 3, 4.

Restraining collection op taxes.

8. Upon an improper change of assessment. Where an assessor, after

having accepted a list of taxable property, arbitrarily increases it, without

giving notice to the tax payer, and the latter has no knowledge of the

increase until after the time allowed for an appeal has expired, a court of

equity will restrain the collection of the tax based upon the assessment.

Gleghorn v. Postleicaite, 428.
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INJUNCTIONS. Restraining collection of taxes. Continued.

9. Should only affect illegal portion. Wliere a bill is filed to stay tlie

collection of a tax levied to pay county orders issued for bounties, a por-

tion of which, are authorized, and a portion unauthorized by law, the court

should ascertain the amount the unauthorized bear to those authorized,

and reduce the levy by the proportion the former bears to the latter, and

require the remainder to be collected and applied to the payment of those

legally issued. Briscoe et al. v. Allison et al. 291.

Damages on dissolution.

10. Attorney's fee. On the dissolution of an injunction, where a sug-

gestion of damages shall be filed, the statute requires the court to assess

the damages,— held, that it is not error to allow a counsel fee in such

assessment. Misner et al. v. Bullard, 471.

INSOLVENT DEBTORS.
Discharge from imprisonment.

1. Act of 1845 not applicable to actions for torts. The act of 1845, relat-

ing to insolvent debtors, was only applicable to that class of debtors,

becoming so by contracts into which they may have entered, and not to

arrests on mesne, or final process for torts. The People ex rel. Livergood v.

Qreer, 213.

Tobt feasors, under act op 1845.

2. How imprisoned. Under the amendatory act of 1845, tort-feasors

could be imprisoned, if the plaintiff in the action was willing to, and did

advance, weekly, the jail charges. Ibid. 214.

Tort feasors— under act op 1861.

3. Bights of insolvent debtors—howfar extended to tort feasors. By the

act of 1861, the right to be dealt with as an insolvent debtor, was extended

to all tort feasors, except those whose torts originated in malice, or where

malice was tYiegist of the action. Ibid. 213.

INSTRUCTIONS.
Op thier requisites.

1. Must be based upon evidence. It is proper for the court to refuse an

instruction which has no basis in the evidence. Leake v. Brown, 373.

2. It is not error to refuse instructions which are not based on the

evidence, though they may present correct abstract legal propositions.

Brownfield et al. v. Brownfield et al., 148.

3. Need not be repeated. It is not error to refuse instructions where the

principles which they announce are embodied in those that are given.

Ibid. 148.

4. As to testimony. The court may instruct the jury what is evidence,

but not what it proves, Thompson et al. v. Hovey, 198.

5. Upon matter inadmissible in evidence. It is error for the court to

instruct the jury upon matters inadmissible in evidence under the plead-

ings, but which, in fact, were admitted in proof. Illinois Central Railroad

Co. V. McEee, 120.
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INSTRUCTIONS. Continued.

QUESTIO^SfS OF LAW AND FACT.

6. Li which character a given question ia to be considered. See PRAC-
TICE, 1, 2.

INSURANCE.
InSXIKANCE by A MORTGAGOR.

1. Of tJie right. It is well settled, tliat a mortgagor may insiire to the

full value of the property, and recover the sum insured, if, at the time of

the loss he had the right of redemption ; and this, even though the pre-

mises have been taken by the mortgagee. Stephens v. Illinois Mutual

Fire Ins. Co. 327.

2. Rights of purchaser from mortgagor— on foreclosure, under agree-

ment to extend time of redemption. A owned certain premises and mort-

gaged them to B ; afterward, he procured insurance upon them, and then

sold to C, at the same time assigning to him the policy of insurance, by

consent of the company. B commenced suit for the foreclosure of his

mortgage, making A and C parties, but the litigation was subsequently

compromised, by an agreement in writing, that B should take a decree for

an amount equal to the face of the claim, and, in consideration therefor,

A and C should have tico years from the day of sale to make redemption.

A decree was entered, providing for redemption udthin fifteen months;

and sale was accordingly had, and the premises bid in by an agent of B,

the mortgagee, and afterward, in about fourteen months and eight days

after the sale, were destroyed by fire. In an action by C against the insur-

ance company, to recover the amount of the insurance, held, that, had a

third person, for a valuable considei^tion, and without notice, acquired

title under the decree, within the two years, his rights would be governed

by it, without reference to the agreement. Ibid. 337.

3. The premises having been purchased by the plaintiffs in the fore-

closure suit, as against them, the agreement is operative. Ibid. 327.

4. The proof shows, that the decree and agreement were made together,

one being the consideration for the other, and there is no inconsistency in

permitting both to stand, it being the undoubted intention to give the

defendants two years' redemption. Ibid. 327.

5. Under this agreement, the subsisting relation of mortgagor and

mortgagee was substantially continued, and a tender by defendants of the

redemption money at any time within the two years, would have been

good. Ibid. 327.

6. At the time of the fire, C's position was that of a mortgagor, with a

right to redeem ; and, as such, he had a substantial, insurable interest,

which estate could not have been lost until the expiration of the time for

redemption. Ibid. 327.

7. It was not necessary, that the insurance company should have been

a party to the agreement, and the proceedings in the suit of foreclosure

and sale determine clearly that C did not thereby lose h's right of redemp-

tion. Ibid. 327.
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JOINT AND SEVERAL RIGHTS.
Right of action.

Whether joint or several. See PARTIES, 9.

Liability in trespass.

Whether joint or several See PARTIES, 8.

JUDGMENTS.
Setting judgment aside,

1. After the term. After a term of tlie Circuit C!ourt lias expired no
discretion or authority remains with that court to set aside a judgment.

McKinley et al. v. Buck et al. 488.

Amending judgments.

2. Tlie court may amend it in a mere matter of form, upon due notice

to the opposite party. Ibid. 488.

Revivor op judgment.

3. On the death of the defendant. See EXECUTIONS, 1.

JUDGMENT CREDITOR.
Redemption prom judicial sales.

Of the manner in which the redemption must ie made. See REDEMPTION,
3 to 6.

Subrogation to rights of former purchaser. See REDEMPTION, 1, 2.

JUDGMENT DEBTOR.
Redemption from judicial sales.

To whom M may make payment. See REDEMPTION, 8.

Death of judgment debtor.

How to obtain execution. See EXECUTIONS, 1.

JUDGMENT LIEN
Its effect upon a homestead. See HOMESTEAD, 5 to 8.

JUDICIAL NOTICE.

Of a divorce.

1. A court cannot take judicial notice of the fact, that suitors in certain

proceedings before it, have been divorced, not even if the decree of divorce

was pronounced by the same court. Streeter v. Streeter, 157.

Whether a term of court was held.

Wliether the court can knoio judicially, on demurrer to sci. fa. on recog-

nizance. See RECOGNIZANCE, 2.

Of legislative journals.

In what manner Irought to the attention of the court to ascertain whether a

laic was properly passed. See STATUTES, 2, 3, 4.

Legal subdivisions op land.

That a quarter section of land consists offour forties, each vdth well defined

boundaries. See HOMESTEAD, 13.
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JURISDICTION.
Probate court.

1. Of its equitable jurisdiction over claims presented. The Probate Court

has pqmtable jurisdiction in the allowance of claims against the estates

of deceased persons. Hurd, Admr., v. Slaten, 348.

Denial of jurisdiction— estoppel.

2. la an action upon a replevin bond, it was objected by the obligor,

upon general demurrer, that the declaration did not aver that the justice

of the peace before whom tlie action of replevin was tried had jurisdiction

of the cause,— Jield, that, having sought that j urisdiction, he was estop-

ped by his own act and admission. Bates et al. v. WiUiams, 494.

Defense— whether at law or in equity.

Want of authority of attorney to jrrosecute a suit— defense is in the suit at

law, not in equity. See CHANCERY, 4.

Injunctions— amount.

Amount in controversy must not be less than twenty dollara. See IN-

JUNCTIONS, 1.

Change op venue.

Jurisdiction acquired thereby. See VENUE, 1, 2.

JURY.
Weight of evidence.

Jury must judge. It is error for the court to direct the jury as to the

weight of the evidence ; it is the province of the jury to determine that

question. The court may instruct as to what is testimony, but not what

it proves. Thompson et al. v. Eovey, 198.

Meaning of words in a contract.

To be given by the court, not left to a jury. See CONTRACTS, 4, 5, 6.

Questions of law and fact. See PRACTICE, 1, 2.

LACHES.
Delay in alleging fraud.

What will explain it. See LIMITATIONS, 3.

LANDLORD AND TENANT.
Surrender op a lease.

1. Construction of an agreement therefor. Where A, in the possession

of certain land under a lease, upon which was situated a house, and cistern

containing wholesome water, and an orchard, made an agreement with B
to surrender to her the remainder of his demised term to said premises,

and " to deliver up full and complete possession of said land " to B imme-

diately upon the execution thereof,

—

held, that the words "to deliver up

full and complete possession of the land," fairly imply a delivery of the

land, house, cistern and orchard, in as good condition as they were at the

time of the execution of the agreement, natural deterioration, decay and

inevitable accident, excepted. Streeter v. Stretter, 156.
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LANDLORD AND TENANT. Suheender op a lease. Continued.

2. Where two contracts were made between two parties, one, tliat cer-

tain premises sliould be immediately surrendered to tlie other, and the

other contract, that the party surrendering the premises should take his

effects away from the same whenever the other was ready to remove

thereon,— held, that the two contracts were consistent with each other.

In one, possession was to be given immediately ; and in the other, the

removal of the effects was to be as soon as practicable, the law allowing

to him a reasonable time. Streeter v. Streeter, 157.

Implied covenants in a lease.

3. In an ordinary lease, the law will imply covenants against paramount

title, and against such acts of the landlord as destroy the beneficial enjoy-

ment of the premises. Ibid. 156.

Of a new lease.

4. What constitutes. Where a landlord says to the vrife of his tenant

holding over, that he did not wish him to leave the premises, and that he

would not disturb the tenant until a lessee of the property, after the expi-

ration of the former lease, should disturb the landlord,

—

held, that this does

not constitute a new lease to the tenant holding over. Ball v. Peck, 482.

Notice to quit.

To authorize a recovery in forcible detainer. See FORCIBLE ENTRY
AND DETAINER, 1 to 4.

LARCENY.
What constitutes larceny. See CRIMINAL LAW, 1 to 4.

Where punishable. Same title, 5.

LEASE. See LANDLORD AND TENANT, 1 to 4.

LEGISLATIVE JOURNALS.
Judicial notice thereof. See STATUTES, 1 to 4.

LEVY.
Levy of an attachment.

When the officer may pursue the defendant out of Ms county. Sea

ATTACHMENT, 1, 3.

Remedy to avoid a levy.

When the officer improperly goes out of his county. See MOTION, 3.

LICENSE.
Powers op municipal corporations.

1. What may be the subject of license— transportation of coal in wagons.

Where a city charter authorizes the common council to direct, license

and control all wagons and other vehicles carrying loads within the city,

an ordinance adopted under the charter, requiring persons transporting

coal in such vehicles from places within to places outside the city, tO'

obtain a license before such transportation can be made, is not unreason-
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able and will be sustained if the sum required to be paid therefor is

reasonable. Oartside v. City of East St. Louis et al. 47.

3. WJiether in restraint of trade. Such an ordinance is not in restraint

of trade any more than requiring pedlars, brokers, factors, ferrymen,

hackmen and others, to procure a license to exercise their various callings

and pursuits. They are all required to submit to reasonable exactions.

The city being required to keep its streets in repair, it is but reasonable,

that those who constantly use them with such vehicles should contribute

to their repair, by submitting to the payment of a reasonable sum for a

license. Ibid. 47.

License op " bankers " by cities.

What constitutes a " banker." See BANKS AND BANKERS, 1, 3.

LIEN.

Lien under a recognizance.

1. When it attacJies. A recognizance is not a lien on real estate, until

there is a judgment of forfeiture and an award of execution on a scire

facias, or until a judgment in debt is recovered on the recognizance.

McKee v. Brown, 130.

2. So a sale by the principal recognizor, before the lien of the judg-

ment on a recognizance attaches, passes the title, and a sale under an

execution upon such a judgment does not divest such title, nor does the

purchaser under such a sale acquire any title as against the prior vendee

who has recorded his deed before the lien of the judgment attached.

Ibid. 130.

Lien upon a homestead.

By a judgment or mortgage. See HOMESTEAD, 5 to 8.

By a town collector's bond, or ajudgment thereon. See same title, 9, 10, 11.

Lien of consignee.

When it attaches See CONSIGNOR— CONSIGNEE, 3.

LIMITATIONS.
Limitation as to trusts.

1. How far applicable. While statutes of limitation do not strictly

apply to trusts, yet, in cases of constructive, as distinct from express

trusts, courts of equity will sometimes adopt the analogies of the statute,

and refuse relief after an unreasonable and unexplained lapse of time.

But the courts have never sought to lay down a precise rule. Each case

is to be adjudged in this regard upon its particular circumstances. Miles

et al. V. Wheeler et al. 124.

3. Of acquiescence—from what time to be computed. Where, in case

of a trustee purchasing at his own sale, the party claiming title through

such sale relies upon the acquiescence of the cestui que trust, to relieve

the sale of its fraudulent character, such acquiescence is only to be com-

puted from the period when the injured party acquired, or ought, in the

ordinary course of affairs, to have acquired, a knowledge of the fraud.

Ibid. 124.
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Of laches, aside from the statute.

3. Delay in alleging fraud. Where a party files a bill to avoid a contract

for the sale of land within ten months from the time the fraud was dis

covered, and that delay is explained by the fact that he was advised by
counsel to postpone the commencement of a suit until the decision of

another then pending, it is not such laches as would bar his relief. Cox v

.

Montgomery, 110.

Limitation law of 1839.

4. Tax receipts are not conclusive upon the question— on whose account

and for whom payment was made. Upon the question, on whose account

and for whom payment of taxes has been made, the tax receipts therefor

are not conclusive evidence. Like other receipts, they are susceptible of

explanation. Rand v. Scofield, 167.

5. Payment of taxes may be made hy an agent. A principal can claim in

support of his title the benefit of taxes paid by his agent, without refer-

ence to the state of accounts between them. Ibid. 167.

6. What constitutes claim and color of title. Claim and color of title

exists where the deed, upon its face, purports to convey the fee, and the

grantee goes into possession under it, and accepts and holds it in his own
right, and as an owner of the fee. Cook v. Norton et al. 391.

7. Effect of notice of adverse claims. Under the act of 1839, the record-

ing laws will not be legarded. Limitation laws do not proceed upon the

theory of the absence of notice of an adverse claim to the premises, and

hence the limitation will run in favor of a party having claim and color

of title, although he may have actual notice of an adverse claim by

record, or otherwise. Ibid. 391.

8. Payment of taxes must he for seven years. Where a party desires to

avail himself of the seven years limitation act, he must show payment

of all taxes legally assessed upon the premises, for the period of seven

successive years, with claim and color of title. Ibid. 391.

9. Of tax receipts— their requidtes. See TAXES AND TAX TITLES,

14, 15, 16.

Lxmitation act op 1835.

10. What necessary to bar the right of entry. Section eleven of the

limitation act of 1835, requires that possession shall be held by actual

residence on the premises, having a connected title in law or equity,

deducible of record from the United States, or this State, or the officers

therein enumerated. Ibid. 392.

11. And this section cannot be invoked in aid of a party, who, although

he may have a connected title in law, deducible of record from this State,

is unable to show actual residence on the premises for the period of seven

successive years, by his ancestor or himself. Ibid. 393.

LIVE STOCK.
Running at large.

1. Under the general laio of this State, as construed in SeeUy v. Peters

5 Gilm. 130, cattle have a right to go at large, and the owner of a field upoa
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which they may go has no right to recover for damages unless his field

was inclosed by a good and sufBcient fence. But this law, as thus con-

strued, did not impose the duty of fencing as a positive obligation.

It simply withheld the common law right to recover damages in cases

where there was not a sufficient fence, and this on the ground that the

cattle were rightfully ai large. Westgate v. Carr, 450.

2. Powers of towns, under the township organization law. The general

law upon the subject of stock running at large has been so modified by

the township organization act, that it is no longer of vmiversal applica-

tion. Each township, in counties which adopt the township organization

law, is expressly authorized to regulate this subject for itself; and when
a town has, under this legislative authority, established rules upon this

matter inconsistent with the general law as construed in Seeley v. Peters^

that law, in such towns, ceases to be applicable. Ibid. 450.

3. So under the township organization, the electors of each township, at

their regular town meeting, have the power to restrain or prohibit cattle,

etc., from running at large ; to authorize the distraining, impounding and

sale of the same for penalties, and to determine the time and manner in

which such animals may go at large. Power ia also given to make rules as-

certaining the sufficiency of fences, and to determine what shall be a lawful

fence within such town. Power is further given to impose such penalties

for a violation of any by-laws of the town, except those relating to the

keeping and maintaining of fences, as the town may think proper. Ibid. 450.

Trespass by cattle running at large.

4. When an action will lie therefor. Where townships have adopted

roles prohibiting stock from running at large, and there are no regular

tions requiring fences, the owners of cattle will be liable for injuries occa-

sioned by their stock going upon unfenced fields. Ibid. 450.

MAJORITY.

When a majority may act.

BooA-d of revisors of tax assessments. See TAXES AND TAX TITLES, 1&

MALICIOUS PROSECUTION.

When the action may be commenced,

1. To maintain this action the plaintiff must show that the criminal

prosecution was legally ended before the action was commenced. If the

criminal prosecution be not ended at the time the action is commenced

then the action is premature. Walker et al. v. Martin, 508.

2. On the trial of an action for malicious prosecution, the plaintiff who
had been bound over to appear before the Recorder's Court of the city of

Chicago, showed a discharge upon habeas corpus, by the Circuit Court

of Cook county, to prove that the criminal prosecution had been ended

;

held, that it should also have been made to appear on the trial that the
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State's attorney did not send tlie case with the recognized witnesses to

the grand j ury, or if he did send them that no steps had been taken by
the, people. Walker et al. v, Martin, 508.

MANDAMUS.
Against whom it will issue.

For the payment of money out of the State treasury. In a proceeding

by mandamus against the State treasurer and the auditor, to compel the

payment of interest due upon certain State bonds, the right thereto being

established, and the auditor being a party to the application, through

whom alone the treasurer can pay out money, a peremptory mandamus will

issue to the auditor, requiring him to issue his warrant upon the treasurer

for the amount of interest due. The People ex rel. Clemens v. The Treasu-

rer and Auditor, 220.

MARRIED WOMEN.
Their eights under act of 1861.

1. What classes of property are protected. There are three classes of

property mentioned in the act of 1861, in relation to the rights of married

women, to be aftected by its provisions, viz. : First, the property belong-

ing to any married woman as her sole and separate property at the time

when the law was passed or took effect; second, the property of women
thereafter to be married ; and, third, the property thereafter to be acquired

by married women. This act was designed to clothe married women for

the future, that is, from and after the time it took effect, with the exclu-

sive title to, and dominion over their own property ; and as one incident

thereto, to protect it from execution or attachment for the debts of her

husband. Farrell v. Patterson, 52.

3. Of the common law rule in regard to personalty. Where a woman
was married, and received large sums of money, prior to the passage of

the act of 1861, the money, by force of well known and long established

principles of law governing marital relations, became the property of her

husband ; and any chattels purchased with it became his likewise. Ibid. 53.

3. The act is 2Jrospective, only. The statute of 1861, never was designed

to take from the husband that which belonged to him as a consequence

of the marriage. The act is prospective only, and was not designed to

change, and could not change the title to property possessed by the wife

prior to its passage, and which by her marriage vested in her husband.

Ibid. 53.

4. Burden ofproof where loife claims property. The presumption of law

is that the husband is the owner of all the property of which the wife may
be in possession, especially if they are living together as husband and wife.

To overcome this presumption, she must show affirmatively, the property

is her own, and derived from a source other than her husband, and in good

faith. Ibid. 53.
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5. Of the ea/rnings of married women. The earnings of a married woman
are not vested in her by the act of 1861. They belong to her husband, as

well as the property purchased by them.* Fa/rrell v. Patterson, 53.

Contracts between husband and wipe.

6. Effect of act of 1861 in that regard. The act of 1861, relative to mar-

ried women, does not in any wise remove the disability of the wife in

respect to contracts made with her husband. Streeter v. Streeter, 157.

MASTER IN CHANCERY.
Op his report.

I^eed not contain the evidence. On a reference to the master, to take

proof " and report the facts," it is not necessary that he should report the

evidence. It will be sufficient to report the facts proven by the evidence

produced before him. The better practice is to report the evidence.

Campbell v. Harmon et al. 19.

MEASURE OP DAAIAGES.
Expulsion op passengers upon railroads.

1. Measure of damages. Where a passenger is expelled from a train,

and without fault on his part, he may recover more than nominal

damages, even though he has suffered no pecuniary loss, or received

actual injury to the person by reason of such expulsion. Chicago and Alton

Railroad Go. v. Flagg, 364.

2. In such case, although the proof shows that the conductor acted in

good faith, and without violence or insult, and that no actual damage was

sustained, still the jury, in estimating the damages, may consider not

only the annoyance, vexation, delay and risk to which the person was

subjected, but also the indignity done to him by the mere fact of expul-

sion. Ibid. 365.

Killing stock by a railroad.

3. In an action on the case against a railroad company for stock killed

by its trains, where such injury was purely accidental, and resulted simply

by reason of the failure of the company to fence its road, the measure of

damages is the value of the property destroyed. Toledo, Peoria and Wa/r-

aaw Railroad Co. v. Arnold, 418.

4. In such case, where aggression and malice are not present, the claim

to compensation rests solely upon the value of the property destroyed,

and a recovery cannot be had beyond that amount. Ibid. 418.

* Since the decision of the above caee, the following act has been passed by the legislature',

An Act in relation to the Earnings of Married Women.
Approved March 24, 1869.

Be it enacted by the People of the State of Illinois., represented in the Qeneral Assembly

:

Section 1. That a married woman shall be entitled to receive, use and possess he." own
earnings, and sue for the same in her own name, free from the interference of her aasband
or his creditors ; Provided, this act shall not be construed to give to the wife any right to
compensation for any labor performed for her minor children or husband. Sess Acts, 1869,
(Chicago Legal News ed.), p. 1.
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In an action fob the death op another.

5. Under tlie statute wMcli autliorizes an action to be brouglit for the

use of tlie widow or next of kin, where a person has met with death

caused by the wrongful act, neglect or default of another, whenever there

are nest of kin, an action will lie for the recovery of at least nominal

damages. Ghicago and Alton Bailroad Gompany v. Shannon, Admr. 339.

6. But the recovery can be only for the pecuniary loss and damage, and

not for the bereavement. Nothing can be given as solatium. Ibid. 339.

7. If, then, the next of kin are collateral kindred of the deceased, and

have not been receiving from him pecuniary assistance, and are not in a

situation to require it, it is immaterial how near the degree of relation-

ship may be, only nominal damages can be given, because there has been

no pecuniary injury. Ibid. 339.

8. If, on the other hand, the next of kin have been dependent on the

deceased for support, in whole or in part, it is immaterial how remote the

relationship may be, there has been a pecuniary loss for which compensa-

tion under the statute miist be given. Ibid. 339,

9. So, also, if the deceased was a minor and leaves a father, entitled by

law, to his services. Ibid. 339.

10. The question of how damages are to be measured, may be largely

left (within the limit of the statute) to the discretion of the jury, to whom
the law commits the question, and who can give such damages as they

shall deem a fair and just compensation. What the life of a person is

worth, in a pecuniary sense, to another, is a question which does not lie

within the limits of exact proof, and hence the subject has been confided

to the j ury,— the court to see that their finding be not the result of pas-

sion or prejudice. Ibid. 339.

11. What not considered excessive. In an action to recover damages for

the death of a person, caused by the explosion of a locomotive engine,

where the proof showed, that the deceased left a father fifty years old,

who had little property beside his homestead ; that when not on the road

he had lived with him, and contributed to the support of the family ; and

that upon the father's life there was a policy of insurance for the benefit

of the mother of deceased, upon which deceased had paid the premiums,

and had promised to keep the same paid, a verdict in such case for $3,000

is not excessive damages. Ibid. 839. Mr. Justice Breese dissenting,

MENTAL CAPACITY.

To MAKE CONTRACTS. See CONTRACTS, 2.

MERGER.
Of THE LESS IN THE GREATER ESTATE.

Where a greater and less estate meet in the same person, a merger

does not necessarily follow. That will depend upon the intent and the
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interest of tlie parties ; and if a court perceives it is necessary to the endA
of justice that the two estates will be kept alive, it will so treat them
Edgerton et al. v. Young et al. 464.

Conveyance in pee by mortgagor to mortgagee.

Whether a merger result*. See MORTGAGES, 4 to 7.

MISJOINDER.
Misjoinder of parties plaintiff.

In actions ex contractu— how taken advantage of. See PARTIES, 7.

MISTAKES.
Corrected in equity.

Misdescription of land in a deed. Where, in preparing a deed for

execution, the scrivener misdescribes the property, when made satiafac-

torily to appear, a court of equity will correct the mistake and reform the

deed. Clearwater et al. v. Kimler et al. 273.

MONEY-CHANGER. See BANKS AND BANKERS, 1, 2, 3.

MORTGAGES.
What constitutes a mortgage.

1. Of a deed absolute in form. It is the settled doctrine in equity, that

the form of a transaction will not be regarded, but the intention of the

parties must control. If the transaction was in fact a loan or security for

money owing, although the conveyance be absolute on its face, still it

will be treated as a mortgage, but that fact must be satisfactorily shown.
Taintor v. Keys et al. 332.

2. When a purchase and sale, and not a mm'tgage. Where a person,

holding a certificate of purchase, assigns it to a third person, and he
agrees, if the debtor will pay him a specific sum by a day named, that he
will convey him the property, and give him a bond for the purpose, this

is in form a purchase from one person and a sale to another. It is unlike

a loan of money or pre-existing debt, and the debtor conveys real estate

by a deed absolute on its face, and the creditor gives a bond for a recon-

veyance on the payment of the money. In such a case, the transaction

would appear to be a conveyance with a defeasance. Ibid. 833.

Construction of a condition.

3. Wliat will he regarded as performance thereof. A. C. D. and 6.

M. M. partners under name of A. C. D. & Co., being indebted to C. R. H.
for lumber, gave their four notes for the same, dated January 15, 1860,

one for $4,000, due in thirty-three days ; one for $3,870, due in six

months ; the third for $3,870, due November 15, 1860 ; and the fourth for

$4,070, due February 15, 1861 ; M. M. signed each of said notes as

security. A. C. D. and wife, for the purpose of securing M. M., executed

to him a mortgage, which recites all the notes, the dates, and sums for

which given, and the day each note becomes due ; and after this recital

contains this condition :
" The said A. C. D. is bound to pay one-half of

37— 43d III.
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all and eacli of said several notes, and the said G. M, M. is bound to pay

the other half thereof. Now if the said A. C. D. shall well and trulj pay

his said one-half of each of said notes when due, then this deed shall from

thence forward be null and void ; it being hereby fully understood that

this deed of mortgage is to secure said M. M. against the payment of A.

C. D.'s half of said notes only." Held, that the payment of one-half of

the whole sum due upon all the notes by A. C. D. was a performance of

the condition, and discharged the mortgage. McConnel v. Dickson et al. 99.

CONTEYANCE IN FEE BY MORTGAGOR TO MORTGAGEE.

4. Whether a merger renults. A mortgagee may procure a conveyance

of the mortgaged premises from the mortgagor without necessarily merg-

ing the lien of his mortgage in the greater estate. Edgerton et al. v.

Young et al. 464.

5. A mortgagee assigned a note secured by mortgage, and subsequently

procured a conveyance in fee of the mortgaged premises from the mort-

gagor to himself. The land was then levied upon and sold as the property

of the mortgagee, to a third party. Held, that the only interest acquired

by the purchaser at the sale was the equity of redemption. Ibid. 464.

6. If a purchaser finds upon record a mortgage, and a subsequent deed

from the mortgagee to the mortgagor, it is probable that he would be

protected under our registry laws against the claim of an assignee of the

note secured by the mortgage, in the absence of notice of such assignment.

Ibid. 464.

7. Although the assignment of a note, secured by mortgage, carries

with it the equitable interest in the mortgage, it carries only the equitable

interest, and if the assignee desires to protect himself against all peril

from a release of the legal title by the mortgagee to the mortgagor, and

a subsequent conveyance by the mortgagor to a third person without

notice, it would probably be held, that the assignee of the note should

also take and record a deed from the mortgagee for the mortgaged

premises. But where the mortgagor conveys to the mortgagee the same

rule does not apply. Ibid. 464.

PDHCHASER OF EQUITY OP REDEMPTION.

8. Not liable to pay the mortgage debt. Where the purchaser of the

equity of redemption of mortgaged property is made a defendant to a bill

to foreclose, it seems to be error to render a decree, that he pay the mort-

gage debt. The decree should be against the mortgagor, but by the sale

of the mortgaged premises in satisfaction of the debt, the error is removed,

and as the purchaser of the equity of redemption thus ceases to be liable,

he cannot impeach the decree on a bill of review. Dunn v. Bodgers

et al. 260.

9. Time for redemption allowed to such purchaser. See REDEMP-
TION, 9.

Of a STRICT FORECLOSURE.

10. Whether a discharge of the entire debt. The equitable rule, and the

one sustained by the weight of authority, is, that a strict foreclosure of a
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mortgage is only a discharge of the debt pro tanto. Edgerton et ai, v.

Young et al. 470.

Release op a mortgage,

11. What constitutes. After the payee of a note secured by mortgage,

had assigned the note to a third party, he obtained a conveyance to him-

self in fee, of the mortgaged premises, and subsequently they were levied

upon and sold under a judgment against the mortgagee. The assignee

of the note, supposing his lien imder the mortgage was gone, took a deed

for other lands, from a brother of his assignor, and gave to the latter a

contract to reconvey these lands upon payment of the note within a speci-

fied time, which not being done, the title became absolute in the assignee.

Held, that the taking of such deed by the assignee did not operate to re-

lease the mortgage, but it did operate as a payment on the note, to the

extent of its value. Ibid. 469.

Sale under foreclositre.

Character of title existing in the purchaser, and when his title becomes abso-

lute. See SALES, 2, 3, 4.

Insurance by a mortgagor. See INSURANCE, 1.

Mortgagor and mortgagee.

Continuance of that relation, under an agreement, upon foreclosure, to

extend the time for redemption. See INSURANCE, 1 to 7.

Chattbii mortgages. See that title, ante.

MOTION.
When the remedy.

1. Instead of a writ of error coram nobis, which is not in use in this

State, a remedy is given by motion in the court where, and during the

term when, the error in fact occurs. McKindley et al. v. Buck et al. 488.

2. In case of improper levy of attachment out of the county. Where an
officer in whose hands an attachment has been placed, improperly pursues

the defendant and levies upon property otit of his county, the defendant

may have the levy set aside on a motion to quash it. Such a motion pre-

sents the question whether the officer might execute his writ on property

permanently located in a different county from that in which the writ waa
issued, or whether a writ may be issued in one county and executed in

another because the defendant may have intended to remove his property

from the latter coupty. A plea in abatement, denying the affidavit, would

put in issue the question of intention of removal alone, and not of the juria-

diction of the court. House v. Hamilton, 185.

MUNICIPAL CORPORATIONS. See CORPORATIONS, 4 to 13 LICENSE
1.3.

NATIONAL BANKS.
Taxation thereof. See TAXES AND TAX TITLES, 13.
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NEGLIGENCE.
Negligence in railroads.

1. As to safety of their engines. In an action under the statute, by an
administrator against a railroad company for wrongfully causing tlie death

of the intestate, by means of the explosion of a locomotive, such company
will be held to the highest degree of vigilance in regard to the condition

of its machinery, and if the condition of an engine, in fact insecure, can be

ascertained by the exercise of the highest diligence, the company will be

held responsible, if it neglects to find out the fact. Chicago and Alton B.

R. Co. V, Shannon, Admr. 339.

2. Where a certain locomotive engine was reported to the employees

of the company having charge of its machinery, as imsafe, and after such

report, they failed to ascertain its condition, the company cannot claim

exemption by reason of such negligence on the part of its agents. Ibid. 339.

3. If a locomotive engine in use by a company is unsafe, actual knowl-

edge of the fact by the persons having charge of the machinery of the

road is not necessary in order to charge the company with the same
liability as if such persons had had actual knowledge of the fact ; it i8

sufficient if they had received such reports of its bad condition, as ought to

have given them, by proper diligence, knowledge of the truth. Ibid. 339.

4. Of sounding a bell or whistle at street crossings. In an action against

a railroad company for stock killed by one of its locomotive engines, near

a street crossing, while running one of its trains through the corporate

limits of a town,— held, that if such injury occurred before the train

reached the street, and the bell or whistle of the locomotive was not

sounded as required by the 38th section of the general railroad act, then,

imder the statute, the company was guilty of negligence, and liable for

the injury occasioned thereby. Toledo, Peoria and Warsaw Railway Co.

V. Foster, 415.

5. When injury occurs at a place, where the statute requires no signal—
common laic governs. And if the inj ury occurred after the locomotive had

passed the street, and at a place where the statute does not require the

signal to be given, in that case, it is a question for the jury to determine

whether or not an omission to give the signal by sounding the bell or

whistle amounts to such negligence as vfiW render the company liable for

the injury done. Ibid. 415.

6. Injury to stock. Gross or willful negligence on the part of a railroad

company will make it liable for injury to an anjmal, even though the

animal be improperly on the track. Illinois Central Railroad Co. v.

Wren, 78.

7. If an animal is suddenly driven on the track by a dog, and there is

no fault on the part of the engineer, the company will not be held

responsible. Ibid. 78.

8. Liability for negligently leaving open gate— and when not liable. A
railroad company is not required to keep a patrol on the line of its road

to see that the gates at farm crossings are kept closed ; but if its
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employees, seeing such a gate open, do not close it, when not opened by a

person to whom an injury afterward results, the company is liable for

such injury. If, however, the gate is opened by the person injured, and

by his neglect left open, no action will lie for an injury resulting to him

by reason of such act and neglect. Illinois Central Railroad Co. v.

MeKee, 120.

9. Fencing railroads— of the duty in respect thereto as distinguished

from keeping a gate closed in Hue line of a fence. See PLEADING AND
EVIDENCE, 4, 5.

Of comparative negligence.

10. Railroad companies. In actions against railroad companies for

injuries inflicted by negligence, it is held, that the company is not liable

if the plaintiff has been guilty of negligence which has contributed to

the injury, unless it appears that the company has been guilty of negli-

gence more gross than that of the plaintiff. That, in this class of

actions, the jury may compare the degrees of negligence. Illinois Central

Railroad Co. v. Middlesworth, 64.

Negligence—whether question of law or pact. See PRACTICE, 2.

NEGOTIABLE PAPER.
Op payment therein.

Wliat constitutes such payment, and of the necessity of returning, or

offering to return, the paper before suing upon the original considera-

tion. See PAYMENT, 2 to 6.

NEW TRIALS.

Verdict against the evidence.

\
1. This court has repeatedly held, that unless the verdict of a jury is

clearly against the evidence it will not be disturbed. It is their province

to pass upon the issues of fact, and interference will only be had to

prevent a plain perversion of justice. Chicago and Alton Railroad Co. v.

Shannon, Admr. 337.

2. When there is a conflict of testimony among witnesses with equal

means of information, and standing equally unimpeached, and the issues

have been fairly left to the jury, their verdict will not be disturbed, if

the record contains evidence upon which it can be reasonably based, even

though there is adverse testimony which would seem to preponderate.

Ibid. 337.

3. While great latitude must and is allowed juries in all actions for

personal torts, yet it must be confined within some limits— no less for

justice's sake than for the protection of the citizen ; and where, in esti-

mating damages, it is obvious the j ury was actuated by improper motives,

or where the amoimt of the verdict is so extravagantly large as to shock

the mind, and it is plain that the jury could not have taken into con-

sideration that the plaintiff was a man of bad character, the suit being
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for malicious prosecution, tlie court will not liesitate to set the judgment

aside, on the ground that the damages are excessive. Walker et al. v.

Martin, 509.

4. In an action on the case against a railroad company for killing

stock, when the damages given are greater than the proof allowed, the

verdict will be set aside, as not warranted by the evidence. Toledo, Peoria

and Warsaw Railway Co. v. Arnold, 418.

NEXT OP KIN.

Who are " next op kin."

1. Under the act of 1853, authorizing an action to be brought for the

nse of the widow or next of kin, where a person has met with death

caused by the wrongful act, neglect or default of another, the phrase

" next of kin " is a technical, legal one, and was used by the legislature

in its technical sense ; meaning here what it means elsewhere. And any

rule laid down by this court, fixing " next of kin " within certain degrees

of consanguinity, would be purely arbitrary, and mere judicial legislation.

Chicago and Alton Railroad Co. v. Shannon, Admr. 339.

NON EST FACTUM.
What it puts in issue. See PLEADING AND EVIDENCE, 13, 15.

NON-JOINDER.
Non-joinder of parties plaintiff.

In actions ex contractu— how taken advantage of. See PARTIES, 7.

NOTARY PUBLIC.

Is A COUNTY OFFICER.

And may take acknowledgments of deeds anywhere in his county. See

ACKNOWLEDGMENT OF DEEDS, 2.

NOTICE
When necessary, and when not.

1. On changing an assessment of property for taxation. See TAXES
AND TAX TITLES, 20 ; INJUNCTIONS, 8.

2. Where a third party assumes to pay all judgments of a certain chcuf'

acter against another, no notice of the recovery of a judgment necessary.

See PLEADING, 5.

8. Of amendment of officer's return. See AMENDMENTS, 1.

Of opening a decree.

4. Where there has been constructive notice only— whether notice of

application to open decree necessary, and at what time it should be given.

See CHANCERY, 25, 26.

Notice under limitation laws.

5. Effect of notice of adverse claims upon the rights of a party defending

under limitation law of 1839. See LIMITATIONS, 7.

Guardian's application to sell land.

6. When notice thereof sufficient. See GUARDIAN AND WARD, 3.
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NOTICE TO QUIT. See FORCIBLE ENTRY AND DETAINER, 1 to 4.

OFFICERS.
Presumption they do their duty.

1. In support of a bill for an injunction against public officers, tliis

court will presume that they have performed their duties as required by

law, where the record discloses no proof to the contrary. Todemier et al.

V. Aspinwall et al. 402.

Notary prnBLic.

2. Is a county officer. See ACKNOWLEDGMENTS OF DEEDS, 2.

OPENING DECREE.
Where there has been constructive notice. See CHANCERY, 84,

25, 26.

ORDINANCE.
Of a city ordinance.

Its requisites. Where a city ordinance simply declares what shall

constitute a misdemeanor, without prescribing any penalty therefor, no

recovery can be had for violation of such ordinance. Bowman et al. v. St.

John, 337.

PARENT AND CHILD.

Disposition of property by the forioir.

The power is unlimited. See WILLS, 8.

Consideration— deed froji parent to child.

Consideration not material. See CONSIDERATION, 1.

PAROL PARTITION. See PARTITION, 2, 3.

PARTIES.

In suits at law.

1. In suits against railroads to recover penalty for failure to whistle o«

ring a bell. Under our statute imposing a penalty of fifty dollars on rail-

ways for failure to sound a whistle or ring a bell for eighty rods before

arriving at a crossing, the action may be brought either by the prosecut-

ing attorney in the name of the people, or qui tam by an informer. Toledo,

Peoria & Warsaw Railway Co. v. Foster, 480.

2. Degree ofproof required in such case, in an action qui tam. See EVI-

DENCE, 15.

3. Who may sue upon a subscription. See SUBSCRIPTION, 4.

Parties in chancery.

4. On hill filed to set aside a deed obtained by fraud. The owner of land

was induced by the fraudulent representations of a third person to convey

the same to certain railroad companies, and afterward to such third person

himself, the latter executing a deed to another who had notice of the fraud.

The deed to the railroad companies was not delivered to any agent of the

companies, but to a third person, nor did it appear that the companies had

ever purchased the premises, paid any consideration or procured the exe-
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cution of the deed to tliem,— held, upon bill filed by tlie owner of tlie land

to set aside tliese conveyances for fraud, tlie railroad companies were not

necessary parties. Raddiff et al. v, Noyes, 318.

5. But persons holding mechanics' liens on the premises, created under

contracts with the party claiming title through the alleged fraudulent

conveyances, are necessary parties to such a bill. Ibid. 319.

6. Nor is the necessity of making the holders of such liens parties,

obviated by an offer on the part of the complainant in his bill, to convey

to them such portion of the premises as embraced the building they had
erected, as they had a right to be heard upon the question of the extent

of their liens. Ibid. 319.

Misjoinder op parties plaintiff.

7. In actions upon contracts— how taken advantage of. In actions on
contracts, if there are too few or too many parties plaintiff, it is fatal to a

recovery, and the objection may be taken either by plea in abatement, or

as a ground of nonsuit, upon the trial, under the plea of the general issue.

Snell V. BeLand et al. 333. See PLEADING AND EVIDENCE.

Of joint and several rights.

8. Trespass by the cattle of tioo persons. Where the cattle of two several

parties go upon the field of another, and injure his crops, a joint action

of trespass cannot be maintained against them. Each owner is separately

liable for the injuries done by his own stock. Westgate v. Carr, 450.

Right of action— whether joint or several.

9. Where a deed is executed by several grantors jointly, but their inter-

ests in the premises conveyed are several and distinct, any one of them

may bring his separate action for his share of the purchase money, if

withheld. Leake v. Brown, 372.

Guardian's application to sell land.

Wards not necessary parties. See GUARDIAN AND WARD, 3.

PARTITION.
Estates subject thereto.

1. Premises held in severalty. To be the subject of partition under

our statute, an estate must be held jointly, in common, or in coparcenary.

Premises belonging in severalty to two, and no portion of them belong-

ing jointly to both, are not subject to partition under our statute, or under

any proceeding known in courts of equity. McConnel v. Kihbe, 12.

Op parol partition between tenants in common.

2. Effect of it. A parol partition of lands between tenants in common,

when followed by a several laossession, gives to each the rights and inci-

dents of an exclusive possession of his property. Tomlin v. Hilyard, 300.

3. Begree of proof required. A mere severance of possession between

tenants in common, may be inferred from far less proof than would be

required to show a sale of land to a stranger. Ibid. 800.

4. Bight of each to compel a conveyance, upon a parol partition. See

CHANCERY, 9, 10.
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PARTNERSHIP.
What constitutes.

1. R., residing in Mississippi, made an ofrer in writing to M., a resident

of lEJnois, to form a copartnership in the buying and selling of twenty
horses, the same to be purchased by M. and sent to R., to be, sold by him
in Mississippi, which said offer M. accepted, and, afterward, in transacting

the business, purchased twenty-seven horses, all of which he disposed of

at other places, and without the knowledge of R., and a loss occurred,

—

held, that M. could not maintain a bill as partner of R. for an accounting,

or contribution for the loss sustained. Metcalf v. Redmon, 264.

2. Where A and B. as partners, and C and D, as partners, comprising

distinct firms, make a contract with E to furnish him a certain quan-

tity of wool, and agreed among themselves to share profit and loss in

the speculation, each firm to furnish a certain proportion of the wool,

—

lield, that as to such transaction, they could not be considered as partners

between themselves, or as to third persons. Snell v. DeLand et al. 323.

3. Not a mere joint enterprise. Where a landlord furnishes the land,

the teams, implements and grain to another, who performs the labor for

a crop, to be divided, when matured, tliis does not create a partnership ;

so where one person furnishes material to be manufactured, and another

employs the labor and skill in producing the result, and to be compensated

by receiving a part of the manufactured articles, or a part of the proceeds

when sold. Parker v. Fergus, 438.

4. It has been held, parties may engage in a joint enterprise and still

not become partners, although they receive a portion of the profits. A
party may receive a portion of the rents of a farm or tavern without be-

coming a partner. So of a clerk or an agent, who receives a portion of

the profits on sales as a compensation for labor. So of a factor. So sea^

men may, by agreement, take a share in the profits of a whale fishing or

coasting voyage as compensation for their services. To create a partner-

ship, independent of express agreement, there must be an interest in

profits as profits, and not as a mere means of payment for labor performed.

Ibid. 438.

5. Where a party leases a portion of a building to be used as an opera

house for a specified annual rent, and is employed to act as treasurer for

the enterprise, to sell tickets, and, as rent of the house, to receive one-half

of the proceeds resulting from the use of the portion used as an opera

house, after deducting daily expenses, including his salary, to be deducted

daily, the lessee to pay one-half of all taxes and assessments levied during

the term,— held, that this does not create a partnership inter se, nor as to

third persons, but it is a means of collecting his rents. Ibid. 438.

Evidence of partnership.

6. Whether sufficient. Tlie statement by one of several defendants,

that he was going into a house, nor the fact, that he occupied a portion

of the house in the auction business, nor that he sold tickets for the

other defendant's opera house, and acted as treasurer, and his name was
printed on the bills as treasurer, prove that he vras a partner in the opera

house. Ibid. 437.
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PAYMENT.
Patment in negotiable paper.

1. By certificate of deposit. L., the payee of a certificate of deposit, which

lie had previously indorsed, offered it to B. in payment of a debt, which

B. declined to receive. Whereupon L. stated that he was good for it, and

would pay it if the payor named in such certificate did not, and thereupon

B. took it ; and the bank which had issued it suspended within two days

thereafter. In an action by B. against L., to recover the original debt,

held, that the receipt of such certificate by B. was not as payment, but

taken merely as a means of obtaining the money from the bank upon the

faith of A.'s declaration that he would pay it if the bank did not ; and in

no manner was it received upon the faith of A.'s indorsement, that having

been made before it was offered. Leake v. Brown, 372.

2. Necessity of returning or canceling such paper, taken as a means of obtain-

ing the money. In such case, it was not necessary for B. to return, or offer

to return, the certificate. Ibid. 372.

3. Nor was it required that it should be canceled ; on the contrary, it

should not be, as it is the only evidence -L. has of his deposit with the

bank, and it cannot be enforced by a third person. Ibid. 373.

4. B. did all that the law required of him with regard to the disposition

of such certificate, by surrendering the same to the court, to be disposed

of as the court might think proper, after having used it in evidence.

Ibid. 373.

5. By such surrender of it to the court, it virtually put it in the power

of the payee, L., who, upon proper motion, could have obtained it.

Ibid. 373.

6. In an action, brought upon the original consideration, when negoti-

able paper has been given in payment, it is not necessary, as in case of

counterfeit or spurious money, that it should be returned, as it need not

be done ; but it must be shown that such paper is not outstanding, and

that the maker is not liable to a second recovery upon it. Ibid. 378.

Must be made to the proper person.

7. The rule applied to the State treasurer. A, the owner of certain bonds of

this State, applied to the State treasurer for payment of the accrued inter-

est thereon, which was refused, for the reason that said interest had been

paid to one B, who had presented to the treasurer a power of attorney,

properly acknowledged, and purporting to have been executed by A,

authorizing such payment to be made to B. On petition by A for a per-

emptory mandamus to compel the treasurer to pay said interest to him,

7ield, it appearing by the evidence that such power of attorney was never

executed by A, and that he is the true owner of the bonds, payment of the

interest on them by the treasurer to another and different person does not

discharge the State. The People ex rel. Clemens v. The Treasurer and Auditor,

«?.19.

8. If such power of attorney was not a forged one, and made by a per-

son bearing the same name as A, but not the identical A to whom the
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bonds belonged, payment to sucb person simulating the true owner, is no

payment. The People ex rel. Clemens v. The Treasurer and Auditor, 219.

9. In suck case the treasurer took the risk of the identity of A, and if

through his negligence A's identity was not established, and payment was

made to the wrong person, it is no discharge of the State to the real party

entitled to it. Ibid. 319.

10. The ge7ieral rule. Where a custodian of money pays it out to the

wrong person, of whose identity he is not assured, such payment, though

made to one simulating the real party, is no bar to recovery by the latter.

Ibid. 230.

On redemption from jxjdicial saxes.

To whom payment may he made when judgment debtor redeems. See

REDEMPTION, 8.

To whom payment must he made when judgment creditor redeems. Same

title, 5, 6.

PENALTIES.
Towns and cities.

Of the amount which towns and cities may impose for a breach of ordi-

nances. See CORPORATIONS, 6, 7.

PLEADING.
Of the declaration.

1. In an action brouglit upon a judgment, the declaration need not aver

that the claim upon which the such judgment is founded was a just one.

The original claim having been sanctioned by the judgment of a court of

competent jurisdiction, the presumption is, that it was just. St. Louis,

Alton and Terre Haute Railroad Co. v. Miller, Admr. 200.

2. In action upon a judgment which a third party assumed to pay. A party

recovered a judgment against a railroad company for work and labor per-

formed for it, and, upon the road being sold, the purchasers were incorpo-

rated by the legislature, the act providing as a condition precedent to

their exercising any right under the charter that they should pay all

judgments recovered against the former company for work done for it,

—

held, that in an action against the new company upon the judgment, no

consideration need be averred or proved. It is sufficient, if it appear by

proper averment, that the judgment was obtained for work and labor

performed on the road, and that it has not been satisfied. Ibid. 200.

3. Nor was it necessary that there should have been an averment that

the judgment had been surrendered or transferred to the defendant

This the plaintiff was not bound to do, or offer to do, until an amount

sufficient to satisfy the judgment had been tendered. Ibid. 200.

4. An averment in the declaration that the judgment sued upon had

not been paid or satisfied, is equivalent to an allegation that it had not

been settled or arranged, and under such allegation the defense was open

to prove that it had been settled. Ibid. 200.
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5. Under the act an averment of notice to the defendant of the exist-

ence of the j udgment was not required. It was bound to ascertain what
judgments, and the amount, it had become liable to pay, and to pay
them before it took active possession of its franchise. St. Louis, Alton and
Terre Haute Railroad Go. v. Miller, Admr. 300.

6. Must state material facts. The declaration, in every case, must contain

a full and explicit statement of all the material facts upon which a recov-

ery is sought, that the defendant may be prepared to meet them. Illinois

Central Railroad Co. v. McKee, 120.

Of immaterial averments.

7. Rendered material by tendering an issue upon them. Where, in an action

in assumpsit, upon two notes, the defendant pleaded certain torts by way
of recoupment, which the plaintiflf denied by his replication,

—

held, that

the plaintiff, by tendering an issue upon them, made the matters thus

pleaded a material subject of inquiry. Had he supposed no issue could

be made up on the facts alleged, he should have demurred. Streeter v.

Streeter, 155.

Plea to the consideration.

8. Whether a plea of want of consideration, or failure thereof. On demurrer-

to a plea in an action on a promissory note, when the plea sets forth

that the note, was given by one of the defendants, to secure the support

of his mother during her natural life, and for no other consideration, and

that by a parol agreement the note was to be surrendered at her death, as

null and void, and that she was dead,— held, that such facts present a

good defense when pleaded as a want of consideration. Kirkpatrick et al. v,

Taylor, Admr. 207.

9. Had the note been originally valid, the parol agreement to surrender

it could not destroy its effect, and viewed merely in that respect, and as a

plea of failure of consideration, it would be demurrable. Ibid. 207.

10. That portion of the plea setting up the parol agreement, might be

rejected as surplusage, and then the remaining facts in the plea pleaded

as a want, instead of a failure of consideration, would have been good

both in form and substance. Ibid. 207.

11. The plea being objectionable only for surplusage, and as having

been drawn as a plea of failure instead of want of consideration, but this

latter defect not having been assigned as cause of demurrer, the plea

should have been permitted to stand. Ibid. 207.

Coverture.

12. When and how may he pleaded in bar, or given in evidence. Cover-

ture, at the time of the entering into a contract upon which suit is brought,

may be pleaded in bar, or given in evidence to defeat a recovery under the

general issue non assumps-it or non est factum. Streeter v. Streeter, 156.

13. Whe?i must be pleaded in abatement. But, when coverture has taken

place since the time of entering into the contract sued upon, it must be

pleaded in abatement. Ibid. 156.
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Plea justifying an arrest.

14. Under a city ordinance— its requisites. A, wlio was city marshal,

arrested B for violating a city ordinance against obstructing a street. In

an action of trespass by B against A for making the arrest, A pleaded jus-

tification under the ordinance ; but the ordinance, as set out in the plea,

simply declared the obstructing of a street a misdemeanor, without declar-

ing a penalty, or giving to municipal authorities jurisdiction of the offense.

On demurrer to the plea, held, that such plea did not show that the city

was entitled to recover a fine, impose a penalty, or issue process of any

kind for the offense, and was therefore bad. Bowman et al. v. St. John, 337.

Special plea amounting to general issue.

15. Obnoxious to special demurrer. It is a well established rule of plead-

ing, that if facts are alleged in a special plea which can be given in evi-

dence under the general issue, such a plea is obnoxious to a special demur-

rer. The Governor, for the use of Thomas, v. Lagow et al. 135.

NoN est factum, not sworn to.

In an action of debt— what may be proven thereunder. See PLEADING
AND EVIDENCE, 18.

Non est factum, sworn to.

What it puts in issue. Same title, 15.

Surplusage.

Ground of special demurrer, only. See this title, 11.

Striking pleas from the files. See PRACTICE, 8.

PLEADING AND EVIDENCE.
Allegations and proofs.

1. Must correspond. Where the plaintiff in an action bases lu8 right of

recovery upon an alleged prescription, he must make out his case as he

states it, by proving a prescriptive right, although to maintain his actiou

it was not necessary to resort to prescription. Rudd v. Williams, 385.

2. Where a declaration proceeds for one cause of action, the plaintiff

cannot recover by proving another and different cause of action. To

recover, he must prove the averments of some one of the counts of hie

declaration. Illinois Central Railroad Co. v. Middlesworth, 65.

3. So in an action against a railroad company for damage to stock from

the negligence of the company, it is necessary to prove negligence on the

part of the company, producing the injury complained of, and for which a

recovery is sought. Ibid. 67.

4. .45 to the character of negligence alleged against a railroad. Where, in an

action against a railroad company for the killing of a horse, the declara-

tion simply averred it to be the duty of the company to erect, maintain

and keep in repair the fences on its roadway, and, that by means of neg-

lect in keeping them in repair, the horse had strayed upon the track and

was killed,— held, that testimony showing that the horse strayed upon the

track through a gate at a farm crossing, which had been left open, waa
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inadmissible, as the declaration contained no averment, that the gate waa
not kept closed. A plaintiff can only prove what he alleges. Illinois Cen-

tral Railroad Co. v. McKee, 119.

5. Neglect in maintaining and keeping in repair a fence, whereby a

person is injured in his property, is a ground of action totally distinct from

that of carelessness in leaving open a gate on the line of the fence ; and,

when an action is predicated upon the latter ground, it must be so averred

in the declaration. Ibid. 119.

6. As to the date of a note— under a special count. Where a note is

described in the declaration as bearing date April 6, 1864, and the one

produced in e^^dence bears date September, 6, 1804, such variance is fatal.

The date of a note is a matter of essential description, and must be pre-

cisely proved. Streeter v. Streeter, 155.

7. nhder the common counts. But, in such case, if the execution of the

note is proved, the question of variance cannot be raised, as such note is

then admissible in evidence under the common counts. Ibid. 155.

8. Misjoinder or non joinder of parties plaintiff. Parties suing as joint con-

tractors must show a joint interest in the contract. Snell v. De Land et al. 323.

9. The allegations and proofs must correspond— alleging that four per-

sons, plaintiffs, made the contract declared on, with the defendant, is not

supported by proof that but three of them made it, or that the four named
made it, together with another not named. Ibid. 323.

10. And section 7, chapter 40, of the act entitled, " Evidence and deposi-

tions," does not change the common law in this respect ; it simply dis-

penses with certain j)roofs, which, at common law, persons suing as joint

obligees, partners or payees were required to make, under the general

issue. Ibid. 323.

Evidence under the common counts.

11. Promissory notes. A promissory note, the execution of which has

been proven, is admissible in evidence under the common counts. Streeter

V. Streeter, 155.

Evidence under the general issue.

12. In actions ex contractu, the non-joinder or misjoinder of plaintiffs may
be taken advantage of under the general issue. Snell v. De Land et al. 323

13. ITon est factum, not sworn to, in debt. Where the plea of non est factum,

not sworn to, was interposed in an action of debt, being the general issue,

it put in issue every fact in relation to the execution of the bond, except

the fact of the signature of the pleader, and therefore the fact that other

signatures either as sureties or witnesses, were wrongfully placed on the

bond, after that of the pleader, could properly be given in evidence under

such a plea ; and hence, a special plea alleging these facts is bad on special

demurrer. The Governor, for the use of Thomas, v. Lagow et al. 135.

14. Coverture, existing at the time of entering into a contract upon which

fluit is brought, may be pleaded in bar, or given in evidence to defeat a
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recovery, under the general issue non-assumpsit or non est factum. Streeter v.

Streeter, 156.

Evidence under certain issues.

15. Non est factum— what it puts in issue. The plea non est factum, sworn

to, denying a guaranty written over the name of the assignor, who is payee,

of a promissory note, puts in issue, and casts upon the plaintiff the burden
of establishing, that the assignor contracted as guarantor. Dietrich v.

Mitchell 40.

16. In trover against one claiming under a chattel mortgage—proof required

of defendant's right of possession, and what will be sufficient. See CHATTEL
MORTGAGES, 3.

Proceeding to contest a will.

Of proper evidence of undue influence upon the testator, of his mental capao-

ity, and as to his signing the wili. See WILLS, 11, 13, 13.

POSSESSION.
When it should not be decreed,

1. In a suit in chancery to set aside a conveyance of land alleged to have

been procured to be made by the complainant by fraud, if it appear that

persons who were not made parties to the bill, held mechanics' liens upon

the premises, and that they had obtained decrees for the enforcement of

such liens, it is error to decree that any persons occupying the premises

should surrender the possession to the complainant, as it might be those

in possession had entered as purchasers under sales to satisfy the liens.

RadcUff et al. v. Noyes, 319.

Adverse possession op land.

2. In what cases a court of chancery will decree the surrender thereof. See
CHANCERY, 1, 2.

POWERS.
Of delegated powers.

1. Of the manner of their exercise. It is a familiar principle, that, in the

exercise of delegated power, all acts vrithin the scope of the authority

will be sustained, where such acts can be separated from those in excess

or outside of the power. But, where the acts within the power are so

intimately connected with those outside of the power, that they cannot be

separated, then the entire action of the agent or officer must fail. The

Stat.e V. Allen, 456.

2. Application of this principle to the levy of taxes ly municipal corporaMona.

See TAXES, etc. 11, 13.

PRACTICE.
Questions of law and fact.

1. Whether a rule adopted by a railroad company is a reasonable one. It ifl

error for a court to submit to the jury the question whether a rule
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adopted by a railroad for tlie government of its business, is a reasonable

one or not. Such, question is one purely of law, and must be determined

by the court. Illinois Central Railroad Company v. Whittemore, 420.

3. Of negligence. Negligence is a question of fact, except when it con-

sists in the omission of a duty imposed by positive requirement of law.

Toledo, Peoria and Warsaw Railway Company v. Foster, 416,

Striking pleas from the files.

3. When a plea is filed, which has nothing to do with the declaration,

it should be stricken from the files on motion, or by the court sua sponte.

Leake v. Brown, 373.

Mode of arguing a cause.

4. Privileges of counsel. While this court can perceive no valid reason

for prohibiting counsel from arguing the case of a contested will in his

own way before the jury, so long as he confines himself to the evidence

and the legal principles involved, and is respectful and decorous, still it

does not appear that to refuse to permit the counsel to show the will to

the jury on the argument, was an error for which the decree should be

reversed. Brownfield et al. v. Brownfield et al. 148.

STIPtlLATIONS.

5. As to character of decree to be entered. Where the parties to a suit

enter into a stipulation, and agree that a decree shall be entered therein

according to the case made by the pleadings, and that said decree shall be

entered of the term at which said agreement was made,— held, that the

agreement being a mutual one, neither party could take any further steps

in tbe cause, and that a decree should have been entered in conformity

with it. Coultas v. Oreen, 377.

Verbal agreement.

6. To dismiss suit. This court has beld, in a suit at law, that a verbal

agreement between the parties to dismiss the suit, must be complied with.

Ibid. 377.

Stay of proceedings out of term.

7. The statute appUes only to " parties." Section 46 of the practice act of

1845, authorizing " a party " out of term, intending to move to set aside

or quash any execution, replevin bond or other proceeding, to apply to a

judge at his chambers, for an order staying proceedings, as preliminary to

a motion to be made in term time, to quash the same, applies only to " a

party" to the proceedings sought to be quashed. Bonnell v. Neely, 388.

8. Persons who are not parties to the proceedings thus sought to be set

aside, cannot, by the summary means of a motion, assert adverse rights.

Such rights can only be adjusted by the aid of regular proceedings.

Ibid. 388.

9. Under this statute, where there has been an abuse of the process, as

between the parties to the proceedings, this summary remedy, by motion,

is allowed ; but strangers to the proceedings cannot assert their rights in

this manner. Ibid. 288.
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TiMK OF MAKING CERTAIN OBJECTIONS.

10. Want of security for costs. After issue joined, and tlie cause has

been called for trial, a motion for a rule on the plaintiff to file security for

costs comes too late. 8t. Louis, Alton and Terre Haute Railroad Co. r.

South, 177.

Default for want op a plea.

1 1 • After demurrer overruled— effect ofsuch default. See DEFAULT, 1.

PRACTICE IN THE SUPREME COURT.
What may be assigned as error.

1. Onhj matters which concern the parties. Where there are adult and
infant defendants, and the writ of error is in fact prosecuted by the adults

alone, they cannot assign for error those proceedings which only affect the

interests of the infants. Bhoads, Exr. v. Rhoads et al. 240.

Diminution op the record.

2. Remedy therefor. Where a record comes to this court properly certified

it must be presumed to be correct, and the case will be tried upon it as thus

certified. If, however, either party may wish to have it amended, by the

insertion of some portion omitted by the clerk, or which that oflicer has

copied incorrectly into the record, he should suggest a diminution of the

record, and apply for a writ of certiorari to have the omitted portion

returned, and thus have the transcript corrected. Toledo, Peoria and War-

saw Railway Co. v. Town of Chenoa, 210.

Error will not always reverse.

3. Curing erroneous instructions. In trespass against several, an instruc-

tion that the j ury may find damages against them severally, is erroneous,

but such error is cured by the entry of nolle prosequi before judgment upon
the verdict, against all the defendants but one, and taking judgment
against him alone. St. Louis, Alton and Terre Haute Railroad Co. v. South, 177,

PRE-EMPTION.
The law must control.

1. Not the rules of the commissioner. Individuals rely for the protection

of their rights on the law, and not upon the regulations and proclamations

of the departments of government, or officers who have been designated

to carry the laws into effect. Baty et al. v. >S'aZe, 351.

2. It is therefore sufficient to comply with the requirements of the law

itself in the pre emption of land, to entitle a party to his rights under that

law, and any other conditions superadded by the commissioner of the

general land office, cannot affect his rights. Ibid. 351.

3. Hence, where a claim for pre-emption was filed, and the lands were

afterward withdrawn from market for a short period, a failure by the pre-

emptor to comply with a rule of the general land office requiring the appli-

cation to be renewed in such cases could not affect his rights, there being

nothing in the law itself to require such a renewal. The officers of the

38— 43d 111.
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land office are powerless to annex conditions or provisions to tlie law.

Baty et al. v. Sale, 351.

4. To avail liimself of tlie benefits of tlie pre-emption laws, a person

must comply with tlie conditions they impose. It is a favor bestowed

only on the terms prescribed by the statute. Ibid. 351.

COMPXJTATION OP TIME.

5. Under the pre-emption laws. Under the act of September 4, 1841, sec-

tion 15, where a person settles upon and improves a tract of land, subject

at the time to private entry, files his declaration of intention within thirty

days thereafter, and then within twelve months after the date of such

settlement, makes proof and payment as therein required, he may thus

become the purchaser. The manifest intention is to give the pre-emptor

an entire year, while the land was subject to entry, within which to make
Lis final proof and to complete his purchase. Ibid. 351.

6. Hence, where land was temporarily withdrawn from the market, after

a party had filed his declaration of an intention to pre-empt it, the officers

of the land office did right in excluding the time the land was not subject

to entry, in computing the year within which he had the right to make
his proof and enter the land. Ibid. 351.

PRESCRIPTION.
When the right exists.

Proof that a mill was erected, flumes made for it, and its wheels

put in, within ten years prior to the assertion of a prescriptive right by

the proprietor to the use of the water of the stream upon which the mill

stood, will not be sufficient to establish such a right. Budd v. Williams,

387.

PRESUMPTIONS.
Presumptions of law and fact.

1. That evidence was considered. Where it was asked to have certain

evidence, which was incompetent, excluded, and the court reserved the

question until all the evidence was heard, and then rendered a decree

dismissing the bill, without formally excluding it, it will be presumed,

that such evidence was considered by the court, in rendering the decree,

unless it appears in the decree that it was not. Hea/rtrunft et cd. v.

Daniels et al. 369.

2. As to ground of discharge upon Jiabeas corpus, when no reason

appears. See HABEAS CORPUS, 1.

3. Public officers presumed to do their duty. See OFFICERS, 1.

4. Authority of attorney at law to prosecute a suit— when presumed. See

ATTORNEY AT LAW.
5. Presumption as to ovmership of personal property in possession of a

married woman, as between htisband and wife. See MARRIED WOMEN, 4,

6. 0/ indorsements in blank— presumption as to character of liability thereby

assvmed See ASSIGNMENT, 2, 3.
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7. ^5 to sufficiency of a guardian's bond from recital in the order of anoint'

ment. See GUARDIAN AND WARD, 1.

8. Presum2)tions in favor of the validity of a will. See WILLS, 14.

PRIVILEGED COMMUNICATIONS. See ATTORNEY AT LAW, 3.

PROBA.TE COURT.
Op its equitable jurisdiction. See JURISDICTION, 1.

PROCESS.
Amending return upon process. See AMENDMENTS, 1.

PURCHASERS.
Purchaser pendente lite.

Bound by the judgment or decree. Judgments and decrees bind equally par-

ties and privies, and a purcliaser pendente lite stands in the latter category

Dickson v. Todd et al. 505.

Who may be purchasers.

Of administrators and others^ occupying a jidmiary relation. See ADMINIS-
TRATION OF ESTATES, 1, 2, 3.

Purchaser at judicial sales.

Of his title— its character— and when it becomes absolute. See SALES, 2, 3, 4.

Purchaser of mortgagor's equity op redemption.

Ifbt liable to pay the mortgage debt. See MORTGAGES, 8.

Time allowed him to redeem under a sale on foreclosure. See REDEMPTION, 9

.

RAILROADS.
May make reasonable rules.

1, To be observed by passengers. A railroad company has the right to

require of its passengers the observance of all reasonable rules, calculated

to insure comfort, convenience, good order and behavior, and secure the

safety of its trains, and the proper conduct of its business as a common
carrier. Illinois Central Railroad Co. v. Whittemore, 421.

What is a reasonable rule.

3. Surrender of tickets. A rule adopted by a railroad company, requiring

passengers to surrender their tickets to the conductor when called for, is a

reasonable one, and may be enforced. Ibid. 421.

Expulsion of passengers.

3. For violation of rules— a common law right. When a passenger wan-
tonly disregards any reasonable rule, the obligation to transport him ceases,

and the company may expel him from the train, using no more force than

may be necessary for such purpose, and not at a dangerous or inconvenient

place. This is a common law right, and has been restricted by statute

only in cases of non-payment of fare. Ibid. 421.

4. Refusal to surrender ticket. The refusal of a passenger to surrender his

ticket to the conductor when demanded, does not constitute the same
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offense as tlie non-payment of fare, and the statutory proliibition against

the expulsion of passengers for tlie latter offense, except at a regular sta-

tion, does not apply to the former case. Illinois Central Railroad Co. v.

Wldttemore, 431.

5. A railroad company may expel a passenger from its train, at a place

other than a regular station, for the violation of any reasonable rule, other

than that of non-payment of fare. Ibid. 420.

6. The statute forbids the expulsion of a passenger at a place other than

a regular station, only in case of a refusal to pay fare. And neglect by a

passenger to purchase a ticket before entering the train, when required by

the rules of the company, in substance amounts to a refusal to pay fare,

and justifies an expulsion only at a regular station. Ibid. 420.

Keeping open ticket office.

7. The rule in former decisions. The cases of the Chicago, B. & Q. R, R.

Co. V. Farlis, 18 111. 460, and The St. Louis, Alton & Chicago E. R. Co. v.

Dalby, 19 ib. 353, are not to be considered as deciding the law to be, that a

railroad company is bound to keep open its office for the sale of tickets to

passengers, beyond the time fixed by its published rules for the departure

of the train. St. Loins, Alton and Terre Eauie Railroad Co. v. South, 176.

8. Not required to keep open their ticket office beyond the time fixed for the

departure of trains. Eailroad companies are required to keep open their

office for the sale of tickets to passengers for a reasonable time before the

departure of each train, and up to the time fixed by its published rules

for its departure, and not up to the time of actual departure. Ibid. 176.

9. But must afford proper facilities. They are required to furnish a con-

venient and accessible place for the sale of tickets, and afford the public

a reasonable opportunity to purchase them, and parties who will not

avail themselves of it are alone at fault, and must pay the extra fare, or,

on refusal, be ejected from the train. Ibid. 17G.

Discriminating in fares.

10. Of the right to charge discriminating fares— dependent on what fact.

While the right of a railroad company to discriminate in its fare between

those purchasing tickets and those who do not, is just and reasonable,

still, such right depends on the fact that a reasonable opportunity has

been given to obtain tickets at the lowest rate. Ibid. 176.

Passengers upon freight trains.

11. Right of expulsion therefrom. Where a railroad company regularly

carries passengers by a freight train, and so holds itself out to the public,

it thereby becomes a common carrier of passengers by such freight train,

and has no more right to expel a passenger therefrom without cause than

from a regular passenger train. Chicago and Alton Railroad Co. v. Flagg^

364

May require tickets to be purchased.

12. Railroad companies have the power to make all reasonable rules foi

the government of their trains ; and, as to certain classes of trains, they
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may reqtiire tickets to be purchased before entering the train. Chicago and

Alton Eailroad Co v. Flagg, 364.

PAILtTRE TO BUT TICKETS.

13. Penalty therefor. A passenger who knowingly disregards the rule

requiring tickets to be purchased before taking passage, is upon the

same footing with one who refuses to pay fare, and may be expelled at

any regular station. Ibid. 364.

Facilities for BxnriNG tickets.

14. Must he afforded. When a railroad company requires tickets to be

purchased at the station, facilities must be furnished to the public, by

keeping open the ticket office a reasonable time prior to the time fixed

for the departure of the train, and a failure to do so gives the right to a

person desiring to take passage to enter the train and be carried to his

place of destination by payment of the regular fare to the conductor ; and,

under such circumstances, his expulsion would be unlawful. Ibid. 364.

Places at which passengers may be expelled.

15. Only at a regular station. When a passenger willfully neglects to

purchase a ticket as required, he cannot be expelled at a place other than

a regular station. Ibid. 364.

16. A water tank, even if a " usual stopping place for trains," is not, within

the spirit of the law, a regular station. A regular station means the

usual stopping place for the discharge of passengers ; and a local usage,

adopted by persons, of getting on or off a train, for their own convenience,

at a place other than the regular station, does not make such place a

regular station for the discharge of passengers. Ibid. 364.

17. The phrase " usual stopping place," means in the statute, a regular

station for passengers to get on and off the trains. Ibid. 364.

Negligence. See NEGLIGENCE.

Safety op their engines.

Degree of vigilance required in respect thereto. See NEGLIGENCE, 1, 3, 8.

St. Louis, Alton and Terre Haute railroad.

Of its obligation to pay judgments against the Terre Haute, Alton and St. Loui$

Eailroad company. See CORPORATIONS, 1, 2.

St. Louis, Jacksonville and Chicago railroad.

Of the grant in its charter of lands owned by the State— what is embraced (herein.

See GRANT, 1, 2, 3.

RECEIPTS.
Parol evidence.

Tax receipts subject to explanation by parol. See EVIDENCE, 4.

RECOGNIZANCE.
Continuance thereof.

1. By operation of law. In case a term of court is not held at the regalai

time, recognizances, like other proceedings, stand continued to the next

term. Norfolk et al. v. The People, 7.
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Demurrer to sci. fa.

2. Wliat questions are presented thereby. A demurrer to a sm-e facias upon

a recognizance only reaches matters appearing upon the record, and not

matters outside of and not presented by it. The court cannot know judi-

cially, on a demurrer, that a regular term of court was not held, or that a

Special Term was held. The terms being fixed by law, it will be pre-

sumed they were held, and if not, the fact should be averred and proved,

and so of holding a Special Term. Norfolk et al. v. The People, 9.

Forfeiture of recognizance.

3. At what term it may he taken. Under our statute the people are not

bound to take a forfeiture at the first term, but if it is continued, a for-

feiture may be had at a subsequent term. If the sureties wish to termin-

ate their liability they have the power to do so, by svirrendering their

principal at the return term or in vacation. If court is not held at the

term to which the recognizance is returnable, or if the cause is continued,

a forfeiture may be subsequently had, and such an objection is not ground

of demurrer. Ibid. 9.

Lien upon real estate.

When it attaches under a recognizance. See LIEN, 1, 2.

RECORDING ACT.

Its operation under limitation laws. See LIMITATIONS, 7.

RECOUPMENT. See SET-OFF, 2 to 6.

REDEMPTION.
Redemption by a judgment creditor.

1. Of the rights acquired thereby. A judgment creditor redeeming from a

prior judicial sale, is subrogated to the rights of the purchaser from whom
he redeems. The case of Williams v. Tainell (39 111. 565), does not militate

with this rule. Lamb v. Richards, Admx. 315.

2. So whore A mortgaged certain lands to B, and subsequently conveyed

the same to C, who in turn mortgaged them to D, and then A died, and B
foreclosed his mortgage, making the heirs and administrator of A and the

grantees, mortgagors and mortgagees, subsequent to his mortgage, par-

ties to the suit, and the premises were sold to B on the foreclosure decree,

who held the certificate of piirchase until after the lapse of twelve months

from the time of sale, without any person attempting to redeem within

that time,— held, that B, after the lapse of twelve months from the time

of sale, held the mortgaged property discharged of all right in any person,

entitled by statute to redeem within such period ; and, that in such case,

where E, a judgment creditor, in good faith redeemed from B, before the

lapse of fifteen months from the day of sale, E, by such redemption, waa

subrogated to all the rights of B, and took the property discharged of any

right in any person allowed by statute to redeem within one year after

sale made. Ibid. 312.
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3. MiLst conform to the statute. The right of redemption is statutory, and
must be exercised in pursuance of the statute, otherwise it will be inefieo-

tive. Littltr v. The People ex rel. Hargadine, 188.

4. The statute declares, that after the expiration of twelve months, and
at any time before the expiration of fifteen months from the sale of the

premises, any judgment creditor may redeem the same in a certain man-
ner therein specified ; and a judgment creditor seeking to acquire rights

under this statute, must comply substantially with all its requirements.

Ibid. 188.

5. Payment must be made to the sheriff. The statute requires, that when
redemption is sought by a judgment creditor, the redemption money must

be paid to the sheriff in whose hands the execution is placed, such sum
being held as a bid upon the lands. Ibid. 188.

6. Payment to a person other than the sheriff, irregular. And when, in such

case, a judgment creditor paid the redemption money to the master in

chancery, who made the sale, held, that the redemption was irregular

;

that payment should have been made to the sheriflf, as required by law,

and having been made to a person unauthorized to receive it, it could not

be ratified by the sheriff, so as to make it effective. Ibid. 188.

7. Subsequent reversal of the judgment under which redemption was made—
its effect. It was held in McLagan v. Brown, 11 111. 519, that a judgmeht

creditor who redeems from a prior sale acquires a valid title to the

premises redeemed, even though the judgment, by virtue of which he

acquired the right to redeem, has been subsequently reversed. But the

doctrine of this case has not been acquiesced in by subsequent decisions.

[Tarney v. Turney, 22 111. 253 ; Williams v. Tatnall, 29 id. 552.) Ibid. 192.

Redemption by judgment debtor.

8. To whom payment may be made. When redemption is sought by a

judgment debtor, payment may be made to the master in chancery, who
made the sale ; or to any other officer of the law, who, by his official

bond, is bound for such payment. Ibid. 189.

Purchaser of mortgagor's equity of redemption.

9. Time allowed him to redeem from sale on foreclosure. Under the statute

a mortgagor has twelve months within which to redeem the premises

sold under a decree of foreclosure, and the purchaser of the equity of

redemption succeeds to the same rights, and where he is made a party to

a foreclosure, he must redeem within that time or be barred. Not being

a judgment creditor he cannot claim a longer period. Dunn v. Rodger

9

tt al. 260.

Purchaser from mortgagor.

Of an agreement, upon foreclosure, to extend the tirne for -edemption. Sea

INSURANCE, 2 to 7.

RELEASE.
Release of a mortgage.

What constitutes. See MORTGAGES, 11.
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Eelease of surety.

By an extension of time to the principal. See SURETT, 3, 3.

REMEDIES.
To RECOVER PENAIiTY AGAINST RAILROADS,

For neglect to sound a whistle or ring a hell when required by law. See

PARTIES, 1.

Writ op error coram nobis.

Not in use in this State. See WRIT OF ERROR CORAM NOBIS, 1.

Remedy by motion.

Instead of a writ of error coram nobis. See MOTION, 1, 2.

Remedy rrpoN a statutory liability.

When the statute provides none. See ACTION, 1, 2.

Remedy upon a judgment record.

By action of debt. See DEBT, 1.

To set aside an improper levy.

Whether by motion to qvmh or plea in abatement. See MOTION, 1, 8.

To IMPEACH A DECREE.

Not by affidavits, without bill filed. See DECREE, 2,

Opening of a road before damages adjusted.

Remedy by injunction. See INJUNCTION, 6.

Intrusion of clergyman into a church.

Eemedy by injunction. See CHURCHES AND CHURCH PROPERTY, 3. 4.

Invasion of riparian rights.

Whether the remedy is at law or in chancery. See INJUNCTIONS, 3, 4, 5.

RENTS AND PROFITS.

From what time allowed.

On the statement of an account. The general rule upon tlie question, as

to the time from which rents and profits are allowed, is, that, where there

has been great laches on the part of the complainant, and the defendant

has not been guilty of positive fraud, the account will only be taken from

the commencement of the suit ; but where the complainants are infants,

and there has been no laches in filing the bill, or the defendant is charged

with fraud, the account will be carried back to the time when the fraudu-

lent possession began. There is, however, no fixed rule upon this ques-

tion. Each case depends upon its own circumstances. Miles et al. v.

Wheeler et al. 124

REPLEVIN.
Of the bond.

1. When an alias writ is executed by a different officer. A sheriff took a

replevin bond, and, his term of oflice expiring, the writ was returned

without being executed. An alias writ being issued, was executed by his
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successor, without taking a new bond. Held, tliat an action could be

maintained on the bond taken by the first sheriff. Petrie v. Fisher et al. 442.

2. The object of a replevin bond, under our statute, is not merely to indem-

nify the sheriff, but also to furnish an additional remedy to the defendant

in case the plaintiff fails to prosecute his suit with effect. Ibid. 442.

RES ADJUDICATA.
What constitutes.

The holder of certain lots of ground by contract of purchase, conveyed

the same by deed to another person, but before that deed was recorded the

grantor therein procured his vendor to convey the premises to a trustee to

secure certain indebtedness of the former, and on default in payment the

premises were sold under the deed of trust, a third person becoming the

purchaser. The grantee in the first deed then filed his bill in chancery,

claiming title to the premises, and the right to redeem from the sale under

the trust deed, and on a .hearing that 'bill was dismissed. Pending that

suit a judgment was recovered against the complainant therein, and his

interest in the lots was levied upon and sold, and the title passed by means

of a redemption by a judgment creditor, and a transfer of the sheriff's

certificate to a third person, to whom the sheriff made a deed. A subse-

quent grantee, under the title derived through the sale under the deed

of trust, filed a bill against the holder of the title derived under the exe-

cution sale, to remove the cloud upon the title of the complainant created

thereby, whereupon the defendant filed his cross-bill, claiming the right

to redeem from the trust sale, and thereby to acquire the title to the

premises. It was held, that the rights of the defendant in the last suit,

holding as a purchaser pendente lite under the title of the complainant in

the first suit, were fully adjudicated and settled by the decree in such

former suit. Dickson v. Todd et al. 504.

RESCISSION OF CONTRACTS.
In equity— FOR FRAUD. See CHANCERY, 16.

RESTRAINT OF TRADE. See LICENSE, 2.

REVENUE. See TAXES AND TAX TITLES.

REVERSAL OF JUDGMENT.
Under "which judgment creditor has redeemed.

Effect thereof on the title of the party redeeming. See REDEMPTION, 7.

REVIVOR OF JUDGMENTS.
On death op the defendant.

Whether revivor necessary before execution can issue, when there is no executor or

administrator. See EXECUTIONS, 1.

RIGHT OF PROPERTY.
Appeals from trials thereof. See APPEALS, 1, 2.
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RIPARIAN RIGHTS.
Of different pkoprietors.

1. Their respective rights in the use of water. Priority of use of the water

of a stream by a riparian proprietor gives no exclusive right. Bliss et al. v.

Kennedy et al. 68.

2. The rule is, where two factories are located on the same stream,

so far as the water is destroyed by being converted into steam, neither is

entitled to its exclusive use ; it is to be divided between them as nearly as

may be according to their respective requirements ; if each factory requires

the same quantity of water it should be equally divided ; but, while

the water is incapable of being thus divided with mathematical exact-

ness, if the jury should find that the upper factory haS used more than its

reasonable share, or has diverted the water from its natural channel, after

using it, or so corrupted it as to deprive the lower proprietor of its use to

such a degree as to cause a material injury to that factory, it would be

ground for damages, and ultimately for an injunction. Ibid. 68.

Of the right op fishery. See FISHERY.

Remedy— jurisdiction.

Whether the remedy is at law or in chancery, for an invasion of riparian rigJUa,

See INJUNCTIONS, 3, 4, 5.

ROADS. See HIGHWAYS.

ROAD TAX.

School director not exempt. See TAXES, 9.

SALES.

Sale upon condition.

1. Who to decide upon the condition. Where a party purchased of another

a fanning mill, with an agreement that he might return it within thirty

days if it did not suit him, he became the sole judge under the contract,

as to whether it suited. That question did not depend upon the opinion

or j udgment of others. Goodrich v. Van Nortwich, 445.

Judicial sales.

2. Character of title passing to purchaser. In this State, a purchaser at

sheriff's or master's sale acquires only a lien ; no new title vests until the

period of redemption has passed. Stephens v. III. Mut. Fire Ins. Co. 328.

3. But, his deed will relate back to the beginning of his lien, in order

to cut off intervening incumbrances. The title only becomes absolute

when the right to a deed accrues. Ibid. 328.

4. By a sale under a decree of foreclosure, the estate of the mortgagor

remains the same, with this qualification, that the decree and sale, the

amount and time of redemption, have become fixed, and a failure to

redeem within the allotted time, divests his estate. Ibid. 328.

Op sales in fraud op creditors. See FRAUD, 1, 2.
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SCHOOL DIRECTOR.
Not exempt from eoad tax. See TAXES, 9.

SET-OFF.

BaKKEK— HOLDER OP A CHECK.

1. A banker cannot set off a demand lie holds against the person pre-

senting a check for payment. When a check is received in the usual

course of business, it is not presumed to be received in payment, but

rather as a means to procure payment. The holder becomes the agent to

collect the money of the drawer, and if not guilty of negligence that

injures the di-awer, the holder will not be anwerable if the banker refuses

payment. In a suit against the drawer, the holder may treat it as a nul-

ity, and resort to the original cause of action. To hold otherwise would

greatly embarrass the business of the commercial world. Brown v. Leckie

et al. 498.

RECOtTPMENT.

2. When allowable. It is not necessary the opposing claims should be of

the same character in order that they may be adjusted in one action by
recoupment. Streeter v. Streeter, 156.

3. A claim originating in contract may be set up against one founded

in tort, if the counter claims arise out of the same subject-matter, and are

susceptible of adjustment in one action. Ibid. 156.

4. And the converse of this proposition is true, that damages for a tort,

in relation to the same subject-matter on which the suit on the contract is

brought, may be adjusted in that action by recoupment. Ibid. 156.

5. Goncerning its benefits. The doctrine of recoupment tends to promote

justice, prevents needless litigation, avoids circuity of action and multi-

plicity of suits, by adjusting in one action adverse claims growing out of

the same subject-matter. Ibid. 156.

6. No recovery over. But unlike the case of a technical set-off, no excesa

can be recovered. Ibid. 156.

SPECIFIC PERFORMANCE. See CHANCERY, 5 to 11.

STAMP ACT.
When stamp unnecessart,

Ujpon a supplemental agreement. See CONTRACTS, 10.

STATUTES.
"Whether properly passed.

1. FuNished laws—prima facie evidence. The laws certified by the

secretary of State, and published by the authority of the State, must be

received as having passed the legislature in the manner required by the

Constitution, unless the contrary appears. Illinois Central Railroad Co. v.

Wren, 77.

2. Legislative journals— in what manner brought to the attention of the cowrt.

If parties seek to raise the question as to whether the yeas and nays were

duly called upon the passage of an act, it is not suflBcient to refer the

court to the journal, with the expectation that the court will take
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judicial notice of all the facts that it discloses. Illinois Central Bail/road

Co. V. Wren, 77.

3. Although the court will take judicial notice of all acts of the

legislature signed by the governor, and found in the office of the secre-

tary of State, and although for some purposes the court may take judicial

notice of the legislative journals, yet it is not the province of the coiirt,

at the suggestion or request of counsel, to undertake to explore the

journal for the purpose of ascertaining the manner in which a law duly

certified went through the legislature, and into the hands of the governor.

Ibid. 77.

4. If parties desire to show that a law has been passed without calling

the yeas and nays, they must make the requisite proof of that fact, by

means of the legislative journals, and introduce that proof into the

record. A duly authenticated copy of so much of the original journals as

shows the facts relied upon by counsel for impeaching a law prima facie

valid must be brought before the court through the record. Ibid. 77.

Eepeal by implication.

5. Not favored. A repeal of a law by implication is not favored ; to

resort to this, the repugnance between the statutes must be so clear and

plain that they cannot be reconciled. Hume et al. v. Gossett, 297.

Construction of statutes.

6. General rules. In construing a statute, it is a well settled rule, that

Wie old law must be considered ; the mischiefs, inconveniences or hard-

ships produced by it, and then, the remedy proposed by the amendatory

law. The People ex rel. Livergood v. Greer, 213.

Statutes construed.

7. Act of 1861, in relation to married women, construed in Farrell v.

Patterson, 52, and Streeter v. Streeter, 157. See MARRIED WOMEN,
1 to 6.

8. Section two of the statute of wills, in regard to the character of

witnesses who may testify on presenting a vrill for probate, construed in

Andrews et al. v. Black et al. 256. See WILLS, 17, 18, 19.

9. Act of February 25, 1845, in regard to the same subject, on an

appeal. Ibid. 256. See WILLS, 20.

10. Act of 1865, exempting school directors from working on the

road, does not exempt them from a road tax. McDonald v. County of

Madison, 22. See TAXES, 9, 10.

11. Statute in relation to issuing execution upon a judgment after the

defendant therein has died, construed in Littler v. The People ex rel. Earga-

dine, 189. See EXECUTIONS, 1.

12. Act of 1861, concerning insolvent debtors, construed in The People

ex rel. Livergood v. Greer, 214. See INSOLVENT DEBTORS, 3.

13. Act of 1865, in relation to notice to quit, construed in Ball v. Peck

483. See FORCIBLE ENTRY AND DETAINER, 3, 4.
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14. The 29th section of the chapter of the Revised Statutes entitled

"Courts," in reference to amount required to authorize an injunction,

construed in Breckenridge v. McCormick et al. 491, See INJUNCTIONS, 1.

15. The 7th section of chapter Revised Statutes, entitled " Fees and

Salaries," and 9th section of chapter entitled " Practice," in regard to the

fee chargeable by a clerk of a Circuit Court for entering a suit on the

docket, construed in Kerp v. Fuchs, 492. See FEES, 1.

16. The 138th section of the statute of wills, in regard to the right of

appeal from an order of the probate court, admitting, or refusing to

admit, a will to probate, construed in Andrews et al. v. Black et al. 256.

See APPEALS, 3.

17. Charter of St. Louis, Jacksonville and Chicago Railroad company,

as to the extent of the grant therein of lands owned by the State, con-

strued in St. Louis, Jacksonville and Chicago R. R. Go. v. Trustees, etc., Imtittt-

tionfor the Blind, 303. See GRANT, 1, 2, 3.

18. Section 46 of the ractice act, in relation to a stay of proceedings

out of term time, by order of the judge, construed in Bonnell v. Neely, 288.

See PRACTICE, 7, 8, 9.

19. Act of February 7, 1865, authorizing certain counties to levy a tax

to pay bounties to soldiers, construed in Briscoe et al. v, Allison et al. 291.

See TAXES, etc. 7, 8.

20. Section 7 of the tovoiship organization law of 1861, as to lien of

town collector's bond, construed in Ruine et al. v. Gossett, 297. See

HOMESTEAD, 9, 10, 11.

21. Section 7 of the chapter of the Revised Statutes, entitled "Evidence

and Depositions," in reference to the pleading and evidence in actions ex

contractu, where there are several plaintiffs, construed in Sriell v. Be Land

et al. 323. See PLEADING AND EVIDENCE, 10.

22. Meaning of the phrase " next of kin," as used in the act of 1853,

authorizing an action to be brought for the use of the widow or next of

tin, where a person's death has been caused by the wrongful act, neglect

or default of another. Chicago and Alton Railroad Co. v. Shannon, Admr,

339. See NEXT OF KIN.

23. Meaning of the phrase " usual stopping place," in the statute which

declares at what place passengers may be expelled from a railroad car.

Chicago and Alton Railroad Co. v. Flagg, 364. See RAILROADS, 16, 17.

24. Act of February 2, 1865, authorizing the county of Livingston, and

other counties, to levy a tax to pay bounties to voluDteers for the army,

construed in The State v, Sullivan, 412. See TAXES AND TAX TITLES, 3

25. Township organization law of 1861, in relation to the equalization

of assessments between townships, construed in The State v. Allen, 456.

See TAXES, etc. 24.

26. The statute in relation to apportioning the costs on appeals from

justices, construed in Beckman et al. v. Kreamer et al. 447. See COSTS, 1.

STAY OF PROCEEDINGS.
Out of term time— by order of a judge. See PRACTICE, 7, 8, 9.
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STIPULATIONS. See PRACTICE, 5, 6.

STOCK RUNNING AT LARGE. See LIVE STOCK.

STRICT FORECLOSURE. See MORTGAGES, 10.

SUBROGATION.
Redemption by a judgment ckeditok.

The creditor redeeming subrogated to the rights ofpurchaser redeemedfrom. See

REDEMPTION, 1, 2.

SUBSCRIPTION.
When binding.

1. In writing. A subscription paper is evidence to all wlio see it, that

the persons whose names appear upon it as subscribers, have promised to

pay the amounts set opposite their respective names. Mc dure v. Wilson, 356.

2. Where several persons signed a subscription paper, whereby each

one agreed to pay the sum set opposite his name, for the purpose of pro-

curing substitutes for the relief of the drafted men of a certain township,

and such substitutes were furnished by one of the subscribers, by means

of money advanced and borrowed by him upon the faith of such subscrip-

tions,— euch person so advancing the money may maintain his action

against any subscriber who neglects or refuses to pay his subscription.

Ibid. 356.

Z. Of a verbal promise. When a person, at a public meeting, held for

the purpose of raising money to procure substitutes for the drafted men
of the district, verbally declared, that he would give $400 for such pur-

pose, such declaration constitutes a binding promise on his part to pay

euch sum to any person who accomplishes the object. Ibid. 356.

Who may recovek.

4. Upon a subscription. In such case, the party advancing the money,

upon the faith of the subscriptions, becomes a proper promisee, or payee.

Ibid. 356.

Taxation to refund subscriptions.

5. Where money has been raised by subscripition, to pay bounties to soldiere,

in anticipation of a tax. See TAXES AND TAX^TITLES, 3, 4, 5.

SURETY.
Release— extension of time to principal.

1. Extent of liability of surety. The general rule is, that the undertakings

of a surety are not to be extended beyond the fair scope of the terms

expressed, but are to be strictly interpreted. The Governor, for the use of

Thomas, v. Lagow et al. 134.

2. Exteiision of time to the principal— how far it operates to release the sure-

ties. So, where by an act of the legislature, assignees were appointed to

wind up the affairs of the bank of Illinois, at Shawneetown, and were

required to give bond, and allowed four years in which to discharge the

duties assigned them under the act, and the time of final settlement was.
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\)j tlie legislature, afterward extended two years, it was held, that this

extension of the time without the assent of the sureties, operated as a dis-

charge, and that the sureties could not be held liable for the acts of their

principal after the expiration of the four years. The Governor, for the use

of Thomas, v. Lagow et al. 134.

3. But, where by the act appointing the assignees, it was made their

duty to meet at the bank on a day named in each year, to cancel and burn

all notes and certificates of indebtedness redeemed and canceled, and make

report to the governor of the amount of assets remaining in their hands,

and of the notes and certificates canceled ; and where a decree in the

United States Circuit Court required such assignees to account and pay

over to a trustee appointed, the amomnt found to be due from them as

assignees, and the assignees neglected and failed to perform any of said

duties, it was held, that the sureties of the assignees were liable for the

amounts shown to have been by the assignees received and not paid over,

during the four years. It was competent for the sureties to have dis-

charged the liabilities and to have had recourse upon their principals.

Ibid. 134.

When secukity pays the debt.

4. Of his relative rights as a creditor. Where a security for a firm pays

the debt, he becomes the creditor of the firm, and is entitled to no greater

rights than any other simple contract creditor of the same firm. McConnd

V. Dickson et al. 99.

SWORN ANSWERS IN CHANCERY. See CHANCERY, 23.

TAXES AND TAX TITLES.

Taxation to pay soldiers' boitnties.

1. Constitutionality. A law authorizing the levy of a town tax to raise a

fund to procure volunteers and substitutes for the United States army, to

exempt the town from a draft, is constitutional. Misner ei al. v. Bullard, 470.

3. An act of the general assembly authorizing a county to give boun-

ties, and to levy a tax for their payment, to induce persons to enlist in the

military service, to avoid a pending draft, is held to be constitutional.

Briscoe et al. v. Allison et al. 291.

3. Refunding money paid by subscription, in anticipation of the levy of the tax.

Where, under an act of the legislature authorizing the levy of a tax to pay

bounties to volunteers, a fund was raised for such purpose, by subscription,

on the faith, that the money thus advanced would be refunded by the levy

of the authorized tax, and by means of such subscription the requisite

number of volunteers were obtained, and such tax was subsequently

voted,— held, that by this law an implied power was given to levy and

collect a tax to refund money advanced by individuals after the passage of

the &ct, on the faith of the expected tax, and which was used for the very

purpose contemplated as the object of such tax. The State v. Sullivan, 413.

4. The act of January 18, 1865, authorizing the county of Kendall, and

other counties, to levy a tax to jmy or discharge any indebtedness incurred
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by persons on account of local bounties paid or agreed to be paid by sucli

persons, to volunteers who bad or might thereafter enlist and be mustered

into the service, and be credited to the town, gave authority to levy a tax

for the purpose of refunding money paid by individuals, for the purpose

mentioned, upon a subscription made after the law was passed, and in

anticipation of the tax, such claims being properly audited, as required by
the act. Misner et al v. Bullard, 471.

5. Modt of levying such tax. The Constitution does not prescribe the mode
of levying such a tax, leaving that to be done by the legislature ; and it

is a proper exercise of legislative power, in that regard, to authorize the

boards of supervisors of the respective counties ultimately to make the

levy, after the claims should be audited by the town auditors of the

several towns, and their action certified to the supervisors. Ibid. 471.

6. Power of counties, with and wirhout statutory authority. Where a county

offered a bounty to persons who might volunteer, be drafted, or furnish

substitutes for the military service, who should be received and credited

to some town in the county, whose quota was not full, in the absence of

statutory authority to do so, such act is unauthorized and void. Briscoe et

al. V. Allison et al. 291.

7. The act of February 7, 1865, authorizing the county of Clark, and

some other counties, to levy a tax to pay bounties to persons who might

enlist in the military service of the United States during the then exist-

ing rebellion, was prospective in its operation, and did not authorize those

counties to pay bounties to those who had enlisted or been drafted before

the passage of the law. Ibid. 291.

8. But the power of the counties, under the act, was not restricted to giv-

ing bounties to persons enlisting after the county authorities might take

action under the law,— they were authorized to pay bounties to any who
may have enlisted between the time of the passage of the act and the

time that the county authorities might determine to whom they would

pay bounties. Ibid. 291.

Road tax.

9. A school director not exempt. The law exempting a director of schools

from working on the public highways does not exempt him from the

payment of road taxes assessed upon his personal property. Such an

exemption is neither in the letter nor spirit of the act. Koad labor is

not a tax, nor can road labor be construed to embrace road taxes. Mc-

Donald V. County of Madison, 22.

10. Boad tax discharged in labor. It is the duty of the supervisor of roads

to notify each person residing in his district of the amount he may dis-

charge in road labor, and to notify him of the time and place to attend to

work out his tax and the kind of tools he shall bring. But the tax payer

may waive the notice, either expressly, or by acts, from whi^'. the waiver

may be inferred. Until he has such notice, he is not liable to be railed

npon to pay the tax in money. Ibid. 22.
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Of an rLLEGAIi TAX.

11, Where a tax is illegal, in part only. A township authorized by law to

levy a tax of three per cent for bounty purposes, exceeded its power by
levying five per cent. The county clerk rejected the two per cent in

excess, and extended a tax of three per cent on the collector's book. Held,

that the action of the township in exceediDg its authority did not vitiate

the legal tax of three per cent. The action of the county clerk was sus

tained. The State v. Allen, 456.

13. Where township authorities, at their regular town meeting, voted a

bounty tax for three consecutive years, having only the power to vote it

for one year, the tax for the year authorized would be legal, although the

tax for the other two years may be otherwise. Ibid. 456.

National banks.

13. Exempt from State taxation. The action of a board of supervisors, in

abating taxes levied under the laws of this State, upon shares of stock in

national banks, will be affirmed by this court, in accordance with the

decision of the Supreme Court of the United States in the case of Bradley

V. The People of the State of Illinois, 4 Wallace, 457.* The People v. McCall

et al 286.

Tax receipts.

14. Their requisites. A tax receipt which simply shows, that " dollars "

were received, and fails to state that, whatever amount was received was
in full of the taxes assessed, and there is no character opposite the figures

to indicate what they are designed to represent, is fatally defective. Cook

V. Norton et al. 391.

15. A tax receipt, exhibited by a party claiming under the seven years

limitation act, which simply names the year for which the taxes were paid,

without giving the day or month when it was given, is sufficient as show-

ing the payment of the taxes assessed for that year, it being one of the

seven years relied upon to complete the bar of the statute. Ibid. 391.

16. And where such receipt showed assessments upon several tracts of

land, the amount assessed to each being carried out into a common column,

and the character denoting " dollars," is prefixed to the first amount stated

in the column, it must be understood as intended to be repeated as to each

amount ; and, although such receipt fails to give the sum paid, but simply

states that " dollars " were received in full for the taxes of that year, it ia

sufficient as evidence showing payment, the " dollar " mark being prefixed

to the sum stated at the foot of the column showing the gross sum assessed

upon all of the tracts, and such sum being equal to the sum obtained by
adding together the figures given in the column headed " total." Ibid. 391.

* Note bt the Reporter. After this decision wae rendered, the legislature was called

together by the governor, for the purpose, among others, of enacting a law under which
capital invested in national banks might be taxed. See Gross' Stat. 576, 612. Act June 13,

1867, Sess. Acts of Special Sessions, p. 6.

-^ 39— 43d III.
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Tax receipts— color of title.

11. A tax receipt may he explained, on the question for whom the tax was paid.

See LIMITATIONS, 4.

Kevising assessments.

18. Majority of hoard of revisors sufficient. Where the assessor and town
clerk met and duly organized the board for the purpose of reviewing the

assessments, and no person appeared before them to object, their action is

valid. The law expressly authorizes a majority of the board to reduce an

assessment. The State v. Sullivan, 412.

19. Right of ohjection— when not exercised— when will not invalidate proceed-

ings. And even if a person would have the right to appear before them
and object to final action without the presence of the supervisor, yet the

entire collection of taxes cannot be arrested, because of the absence of this

member, it appearing, that the other two members met and duly organized

and no one appeared to complain of the assessment. Ibid. 413.

20. Power of the assessor— notice to the owner. When a party liable to

taxes makes out and delivers to the assessor a list of his taxable property

which is accepted by the assessor, without question, that oflacer has nc

power afterward arbitrarily, and of his own motion, to alter it, withou*

first giving the party assessed notice. leghorn v. Posflewaite et al. 428.

21. Remedy of the party injured, hy injunction. See INJUNCTIONS, 8.

Equalization op assessments.

22. As hetween townships— of the mode thereof. In equalizing assessments

as between townships of a county, the board of supervisors are only

authorized to increase or diminish the aggregate valuation of real estate,

by adding or deducting such sum upoji the hundred dollars, as may in

their opinion, be necessary to produce a just relation between all the

valuations of real estate in the county. The State v. Allen, 456.

23. A board of supervisors are not authorized by law to add a certain

sum to each acre of land in a township, in equalizing the assessments of

real estate as between the townships of a county. Equalization must be

by valuation. Ibid. 456.

24. Construction of the statute. In the 15th section of the 16th article of

the township organization law of 1861, providing for the equalization af

assessments between towns, the word " dollars " should be inserted after

the word " himdred," so as to show the equalization must be by valuation.

Ibid. 456.

25. Hffect of improper action by the supervisors. If a board of supervisors

act illegally in changing assessments of real estate, it will not vitiate^

alter or change the legal acts of the assessors of the towns. Until legally

changed or vacated, their assessments are binding on the tax-payers,

Ibid. 456.

County tax—what constitutes.

Tax to pay bounties to volunteers. See COUNTY TREASURER, 1.

Payment by agent.

Is good in support of color of title. See LIMITATIONS, 5. ^
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Restraining collection of taxes.

By injunction. See INJUNCTIONS, 8, 9.

TENANTS IN COMMON.
Of parol partition between them. See PAETITION, 2, 3.

TENDER.
Formal tender—when tvaived.

5y a refusal to take the Tiind of funds offered. Where a debtor went to

tlie house of his creditor and offered to pay him in legal tender notes, the

latter, by declaring he would take nothing but gold or silver, waived a

formal tender of the notes. Hanna v. Ratekin, 462.

Op payment in negotiable paper.

Whether there must he an offer to return such paper before action brought vpon

the original consideration. See PAYMENT, 2 to 6.

TIME.
Computation op time.

Under the pre-emption laws. See PRE-EMPTION, 5, 6.

TITLE.

Op judicial sales.

Character of title of purchaser during the period of redemption. See SALES,
2, 3, 4.

Subsequently acquired title.

Of chattels— whether it will inure to the benefit of the purchaser. See VENDOR
AND PURCHASER, 3.

TORT-FEASORS.
Imprisonment.

To what classes of tort-feasors the rights of insolvent debtors are extended by act <^

1861. See INSOLVENT DEBTORS, 3.

TOWNS.
Live stock running at large.

* Powers of towns to prohibit the same. See LIVE STOCK.

TOWNS AND CITIES. See CORPORATIONS, 4 to 8.

TOWN COLLECTOR'S BOND.
"Whether a lien on homestead. See HOMESTEAD, 9, 10, 11.

TOWN ORDINANCE.
Its requisites.

Must declare a penalty. See ORDINANCE, 1.
,

TRESPASS.
j

When the action will lie.

For entering upon the land of another to fish. See FISHERY, 3.

By live stock running at large.
When an action will lie therefor. See LIVE STOCK, 4.

.Trespass against several.

Of several damages against them. See VERDICT, 2.

TRIAL OF RIGHT OF PROPERTY.
Appeals therefrom. See APPEALS, 1, 2.
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TRUSTS AND TRUSTEES.
Duty op trustees.

1. To protect the teneficiaries. Tlie title to trust property vests in the

trustees for the use of the beneficiaries, and the law empowers them, and

imposes it on them as a duty, to use all reasonable and lawful means to

execute the trust reposed in them. And, where the right of property is

invaded, and its enjoyment by the beneficiaries is prevented, it is their

duty to employ all legal means to protect the beneficiaries in its enjoy-

ment. Trustees of First Congregational Church y. Stewart, Ql. See CHURCHES
AND CHURCH PROPERTY.

Teustees purchasing at their 0"wn sale.

2. Not allowable. SEE ADMINISTRATION OF ESTATES, 1, 3 3.

Limitation as to trusts.

3. How far applicable. See LIMITATIONS, 1, 2.

VACATING JUDGMENTS.
After the term.

Not allowabU. See JUDGMENTS, 1.

VARIANCE.
Is allegations and proofs. See PLEADING AND EVIDENCE, 1 to 10.

VENDOR AND PURCHASER.
Relation op trust and conpidencb.

1. When a purchaser is bound to disclose facts. The mere fact, that a pur-

chaser is the son-in-law of the grantor does not constitute the purchaser

a trustee of the vendor. And when it appears, that the vendor and vendee

while on friendly terms were not intimate, and when the purchaser had

not acted as the agent or business adviser, and it does not appear, that

the vendor said any thing which implied that she relied upon the vendee

to act as her agent in the matter, it will not be presumed, that such con-

fidence was reposed as required the purchaser to disclose the fact, that he

had superior knowledge of the value of the property, or that he was

authorized by the remaindermen to offer more than he gave for the life

estate of the vendor in the property. Cleland v. Pish et al. 282.

Of rights subsequently acquired by grantor

2. Whether they inure to the benefit of the grantee. Where a deed conveys

a factory, located on a stream which supplies it with water, with the land

on which it stands, " together with all the hereditaments and appurten-

ances thereunto belonging or in anywise appertaining," the grantor is not

thereby inhibited from acquiring future rights in the stream. Bliss et al.

V. Kennedy et al. 68.

3. Of chattels— whether it will inure to the benefit of the purchaser. Where a

vendor sold chattels, which, at the time of such sale, he had no title to,

but afterward acquired the title, and without having paid any new con-

sideration therefor, he cannot, by virtue of such subsequently acquired

title, defeat the sale to his vendee. Fowles v. Vallandigham, 269.

Purchaser op homestead premises.

4. Where there is no release of the homestead right. See HOMESTEAD, 2, 3.
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VENUE.
Change of venue.

1. Jurisdiction acquired (hereby. Wliere the venue of a cause has been
changed once, and a second cliange of venue is taken by consent of par-

ties, the court to which the cause is finally removed, acquires jurisdiction

of the persons of the defendants, they being in court and consenting to

the change of venue. Radcliff et al. v. Noyes, 318.

2. After opening a decree, rendered upon constructive notice, only, and
the defendant has answered, it is not error for the court, on its own motion,

to change the venue to another circuit, he having been counsel in the

cause. And the court to which the cause is sent thereby obtains com-
plete jurisdiction over the persons of the plaintiffs to the original suit,

Bruen et al. v. Bruen et al. 408.

VERDICT.
In debt on replevin rond.

1. Informality will not vitiate. A default having been entered m an
action of debt on a replevin bond, a jury was called to assess the damages,

who returned a verdict for the debt, and found the defendants guilty.

This was informal, but as the damages were properly assessed and justice

had been done, it was held the informality should not vitiate the verdict.

Bates et al. v. Williams, 494.

In trespass against several.

2. Damages cannot be assessed severally against them. In an action of tres-

pass against several defendants, the jury cannot assess damages severally

against them. St. Louis, Alton and Terre Haute Railroad Co. v. South, 177.

WATER-COURSES.
"Where there are several proprietors.

Where two persons have a right to erect a dam and mill upon a water-

course, the upper proprietor is bound so to use the water as not to injure

the servient proprietor lower down the stream, while, at the same time,

the latter is bound so to construct his dam and works that the water

stopped by them shall not flow back on the works of the upper pro-

prietor, or otherwise do him an injury. Rudd v. Williams, 387. See

RIPARIAN RIGHTS.

WILLS.
Power op disposition op estate.

1. By deed or ivill. The owner of property has the legal right to dispose

of it as he may choose, and may distribute it among his children during

his life, instead of by will, and if in doing so, he makes a part of his

heirs the recipients of his bounty beyond others, the remaining heirs

have no legal right to complain. Clearwater et al. v. Kimler et al. 273.

2. By will. Under our statute, the power of the testator to dispose of

his estate is unlimited, both as to person and object. Rhoads, Exr., v.

Rhoads et al. 240.

3. Testator may pass by his children. A testator of sound mind may pass

by his own children, in making a testamentary disposition of hi» estate.

Ibid. 240.
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4. Perpetuity not allowed. The law abhors every disposition of property

which savors of a perpetuity. Rhoads, Exr., v. Mhoads et al. 240.

5. Time and mode of enjoyment. But a testator may prescribe the time

and mode in which the bounty shall be enjoyed, provided, that in so

doing, he contravenes no well recoo^nized and admitted principle of

public policy, or rule of right. Ibid. 240.

6. An executory limitation to a life, or any number of lives, and twenty-

one years afterward, is valid. Ibid. 340.

7. Where a testator disposed of his whole estate, devising it to executors

in trust for all of his children, one-half of whom at the time of his death

were adults, the proceeds of the estate to be invested and re-invested in

government bonds, and at the expiration of fifteen years after the tes-

tator's death, the estate, with its accumulations, to be divided equally

among them ; held, that such disposition was clearly within the testa-

mentary power. Ibid. 240.

8. Such a will being one the testator had the power to make, it will

not be disturbed ; and devisees imder it, can only come into the enjoy-

ment of their respective shares in the mode prescribed by the will.

Ibid. 240.

Anticipating time of payment.

9. To what extent allowable. In such a case, a court of chancery, on a

proper case being made out, has the power to order the trustee to antici-

pate the time of payment under the will, so far as it may be necessary

for the maintenance of the devisees ; but its power extends no further.

And such action in no wise tends to subvert the will, the court having

the power to do, what it is evident from the will, that the testator would

do, if he were living. Ibid. 240.

Pkoof of signing by testator.

10. What is sufficient— in a proceeding to contest a will. All that the

statute requires in the execution of a will is, that the testator shall either

sign the will in the presence of the witness, or acknowledge his signature

to him ; and therefore, in a contest as to the validity of an alleged will,

the testimony of one of the subscribing witnesses, that the testator either

signed the will in his presence, or acknowledged his signature to him, but

he could not remember which, was properly allowed to go to the jury.

Brownfield et al. v. Brownfield et al. 148.

Of undue influence upon testator.

11. Of proper evidence in that regard. Where the questions at issue were

the manner of the execution of a will, and the influences which led to it,

it appears that the exchision of evidence showing the employment of fraud

or undue influence would be error. Ibid. 147.

12. But in such a case it was not error to exclude.evidence showing only

that the testator, in his ordinary affairs, acted under the advice of the

devisee, and was even influenced by that advice, since that alone would

not tend to prove that he used undue influence in procuring the executioQ

of the will. Ibid. 147.
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MENTAIi CAPACITY OF TESTATOR.

13. Ofproper evidence on tJiat subject. Nor is it error, in sucli a case, to

admit oral evidence in reference to testator's not holding an equitable title

to lands wliicli he was devising. On the question of mental capacity it

tended to show that his memory was good, that his sense of justice was

unimpaired, that his judgment as to the best means of preventing subse-

quent litigation with those holding the equitable title was sound. Brown-

field et al. V. Brownfield et al. 147.

Pkesumptions in favor op a will.

14. The law presumes that a will properly executed and attested, is

valid, until the presumption is overcome by clear and satisfactory proof.

And where the testator was shown to be a man of more than ordinary

degree of force of character, and there was no diminution of capacity up
to the time of his making the will, and no improper act by the devisee

was shown, a finding by the jury in favor of the validity of the will was
not disturbed. Ibid. 148.

Must be propebly authenticated.

15. To he admitted in evidence. If a will is not properly authenticated, it is

not admissible for any purpose as evidence in a case. Farrell v. Patterson, 52.

APPIilCATION TO ADMIT A WILL TO PROBATE.

16. An appeal will lie to the Circuit Court from an order of the probate

court, admitting or refusing to admit a will to probate. Andrews et al. v.

Black et al. 256.

17. What witnesses may testify. Section two of the statute of wills, directs

what testimony to be made by subscribing witnesses, shaU be sufficient to

admit a will to record
;
provided, no proof be shown of fraud, compulsion,

or improper conduct. The first proof is confined to subscribing witnesses,

but the testimony of other persons, not otherwise disqualified, is competent

on the matters named in the proviso. Ibid. 256.

18. On an appeal from the probate court, in relation to the probate of a
will, where probate has been allowed, no other evidence can be heard on
the trial, upon the question of the testator's sanity, than that of the sub
scribing witnesses. Ibid. 256.

19. The cases of Walker v. Walker, 2 Scam. 291, and Duncan v. Duncan, 33
m. 365, are not in conflict with this rule. Ibid. 256.

20. Under the act of February 25, 1845, on appeal, other evidence than
that of the subscribing witnesses, can be heard on the question of the
testator's sanity, in cases where probate of the will has been refused.

Ibid. 256.

PEOCEEDINa TO CONTEST A WILL.

21. Of the evidence allowable. In cases where probate has been allowed,

all persons interested, may, within five years after probate, under the 6th
section of the statute of wills contest the validity of such will, and in this

proceeding, the sanity of the testator, or any other proper question, may
be raised and heard upon any legitimate evidence. But where probate
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has been refused, no proceedings of tliis cliaracter can be resorted to

Andreios et al. v. Black et al. 356.

22. The act of 1845 recognizes the construction adopted in the case of

Walker v. Walker, 2 Scam. 291, leaving the rule to stand as decided in that

case, where probate had been allowed. Ibid. 257.

WITNESS.
COltPETENCT.

1

,

Interest, A person interested in establishing a liability whereby he
is to be benefited cannot be a witness in that regard. He cannot be per-

mitted to do indirectly what the law forbids to be done directly. Frink v.

The People^ for use, etc. 27.

2. So in an action against a county treasurer, upon his official bond, the

county collector, who was a defaulter as such, is not a competent witness

on the part of the plaintiff to prove what moneys he had paid to the treas-

urer. It was the interest of the collector to increase the amount of the

judgment against the treasurer, and thus reduce his own liability. Ibid. 27.

B. When a person having trust property in his hands misapplies any

portion of it, he is liable to account for such misappropriation, and to that

extent is interested in defeating the trust, and such trustee is incompetent

as a vntness, by whom to show the purposes for which the trust was cre-

ated. Heartrunft et al, v. Daniels et al, 369.

4. Interest— assignor of a note. An indorser is not a competent witnesa

to impeach the validity of a note which he has assigned. Walters v.

Witherell, 388.

5. Former decisions. The cases of Webster v. Vickers, 2 Scam. 295, and

Bradley v, Harris, 8 id. 183, do not conflict with the above rule. Ibid. 888.

What witnesses may testify/ on an application to admit a will to probate, and on

appeal to the Circuit Court. See WILLS, 17, 18, 19.

Privilegbd communications.

As between attorney and client. See ATTORNEY AT LAW, 8.

WORDS.
Meaning of certain words.

"Immediately," "practicable." See CONTRACTS, 7, 8.

" Banker," " money-changer." See BANKS AND BANKERS, 1.

" N&et of kin." See that title, ante.

" Usual stopping place," See RAILROADS, 16, 17.

WRIT OF ERROR CORAM NOBIS.

Not in use in this State

This writ has never been in use in this State, and it has fallen into des-

uetude even in England. Its place is supplied by motion in the court

where, and during the term when, the error in fact occurs. McKindtejf

et al. V. Black et al. 488.
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